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Use only genuine soldering tips from Welle 

TIP TEMPERATURE 

The line of profession 
soldering stations that gives accurate 

temperature control all the time! 
The EC1000, 2000, 3000,4000 soldering stations 

respond automatically to soldering load variaticns End 
maintain the temperature you select to within ± 10°F. 

LED read-out on the EC2000 and 4000 displays 
actual tip temperature with a ± 1°F resolution. 

Unbelievable? See your distributor. 
Get an on-the-job demonstration. Now! 

The Cooper Group PO Box 728 Apex NC 27502 USA Tel (919) 362-7510 Telex 579497 

BOKER®CRESCENT WFKIN®NICFIOLSON®PLUMB®4VELLER®WISS®XCELITE® 

Coo ' erTooli) 
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SENCORE MODEL SC61 60 MHz WAVEFORM ANALYZER 

Double Your Troubleshooting and Testing 
Productivity. . . Or Your Money Back! 

Six -digit readout: Auto- 
matically tracks every 
CRT test. We call it 

digital autotracking. 
It's patent pending. 

Bright 60 MHz dual -trace: 
60 MHz CRT (3 dB); 
usable to 100 MHz (12 
dB) 

I 

Delta PPV, Time, Freq: 
Measure any part of a 
waveform for PPV, 
time or frequency 
using Delta measure- 
ments. Just dial in 

waveform section you 
want to measure and 
push. 

..vF.h.Silv ,AVA ..nxnil AöP YFIIH .U - 

Simplify Freq ratio tests: 
Automatically 
compare input/output 
ratio of multiply/divide 
stages from 1:1 to 
1:999,999 with the 
push of a button. 

The first scope with push button 
digital readout. If you use general 
purpose oscilloscopes for trouble- 
shooting or testing, we can double 
your present productivity with the 
SC61 Waveform Analyzer, the first 
scope with push button digital 
readout. 

It's ten times faster - ten times 
more accurate. The SC61 is the first 
and only instrument to integrate the 
speed and accuracy of a digital 
readout with the viewing capability 
of a high performance 60 MHz 
scope. Connect only one probe 
and you can view any waveform to 
60 MHz. Then, just push a button to 
read DCV, PPV, frequency and 
time. 

There are no graticules to count 
or calculations to make so every 
measurement is 10 to 100 times 
faster than before. 

FRED a ,.._ .."CUM'° 
CHA A DELTA MEASUREMENTS TRIGGER 
4PPV C INTENSIFIED a SOURCE MOO 

BEGIN PORTION ENO 

Áwv 
- . e 

ATME 

NORIZ 
POSITION MDR- 

The digital readout is 10 to 
10,000 times more accurate than 
conventional scopes as well, for 
measurements you can trust in 
today's high precision circuits. 

Plus having everything you want 
to know about a test point, at the 
push of a button, eliminates guess- 
work and backtracking. 

A special Delta function even 
lets you intensify any part of a 
waveform and digitally measure the 
PPV, time or frequency for just that 
waveform section. 

And it's neat. No more tangled 
leads, piles of probes or dangling 
cords. The SC61 is an entire test 
station in one unit. 

Double your productivity. When 
we say the SC61 will double your 
productivity, we're being conserva- 
tive. We've seen cases of three, 
four, even ten time increases in 

CIRCLE 16 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
CIRCLE 89 FOR DEMONSTRATION 

Autotracking DCV, PPV, 

Freq: Measure DCV to 
.5°/D; PPV to2°/D;freq. 
to .001 %. Just push a 

button for either 
Channel A or B. 

One probe input: One 
probe input per 
channel for all 
measurements- 
digital and scope- 
with 5 mV to 2000 V 
measuring range. (2 
lo -cap probes 
provided.) 

Super sync: ECL 
provides rock -solid 
sync trigger circuits 
with only 4 controls; 
includes TV sync 
separators for video 
work. 

$3275 
U.S. Patent Pending 
Financing Available 

productivity with this first -of -its -kind, 
automated oscilloscope. Every 
situation is different, however, so 
try the SC61 and judge for yourself. 
Here's our offer. 

Money back guarantee. If the 
SC61 does not at least double your 
productivity during the first thirty 
days, you may return it for a full 
refund, including freight both ways. 

Call today. Get the entire SC61 
Waveform Analyzer story. Call toll - 
free today, and ask for our eight 
page color brochure. It could be the 
most productive call you make this 
year! 

Phone Toll -Free 
1-800-843-3338 

Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, and 
South Dakota call collect 
(605) 339-0100 

NCORE 
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
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wabash 
diskettes 
$1.39 each! 
Now...Get High Quality at a Low Price 
Wabash means quality products that you can depend on. 
For over 16 years, Wabash has been making high quality 
computer products. Wabash diskettes are made to provide 
error -free performance on your computer system. Every 
Wabash diskette is individually tested and is 100% certified 
to insure premium performance. 

Why Wabash is Special 
The quality of Wabash diskettes is stressed throughout 
the entire manufacturing process. After coating, all Wabash 
diskettes go through a unique burnishing process that 
gives each diskette a mirror -smooth appearance. Wabash 
then carefully applies a lubricant that is specially form- 
ulated to increase diskette life. This saves you money, 
since your discs may last longer. It also assists your disk 
drives in maintaining constant speed which can reduce 
read and write errors. 

Special Seal...Helps Prevent Contamination 
To keep out foreign particles, a unique heat seal bonds the 
jacket and liner together. A special thermal seal which 
avoids contamination from adhesives, is then used to fold 
and seal the jacket. This results in outstanding perfor- 
mance and true reliability. Wabash then packages each 
diskette, (except bulk pack) in a super strong and tear 
resistant Tyvek® evelope. The final Wabash product is 
then shrink-wrapped to insure cleanliness and reduce 
contamination during shipment. 
Each Diskette is 100% Critically Tested 
Since each step in the Wabash diskette manufacturing 
process is subject to strict quality control procedures, you 
can be sure Wabash diskettes will perform for you. And 
every Wabash diskette meets the ultra -high standards of 
ANSI, ECMA, IBM and ISO in addition to the many critical 
quality control tests performed by Wabash. Wabash does 
all of this testing to provide you with consistently high 
quality diskettes. Reliability and data integrity - that's 
what Wabash quality is all about. 
Flexible Disc Quantity Discounts Available 
Wabash diskettes are packed 10 discs to a carton and 10 
cartons to a case. The economy bulk pack is packaged 
100 discs to a case without envelopes or labels. Please 
order only in increments of 100 units for quantity 100 
pricing. With the exception of bulk pack, we are also 
willing to accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities 
less than 100 units are available in increments of 10 units 
at a 10% surcharge. Quantity discounts are also avail- 
able. Order 500 or more discs at the same time and deduct 
1%; 1,000 or more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 
3%; 5,000 or more saves you 4%; 10,000 or more saves 
you 5%; 25,000 or more saves you 6%; 50,000 or more 
saves you 7% and 100,000 or more discs earns you an 8% 
discount off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all 
Wabash diskettes are immediately available from CE. Our 
warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get you the 
quality product you need, when you need it. If you need 
further assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for 
you, call the Wabash diskette compatibility hotline. Dial 
toll -free 800-323-9868 and ask for your compatibility 
representative. In Illinois or outside the United States dial 
312-593-6363 between 9 AM to 4 PM Central Time. 

SAVE ON WABASH DISKETTES 
Product Description 

8" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) 
8" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 
8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector 
8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted) 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors) 
3" DSDD Soft Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors) 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors) 
51/4" SSSD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" Same as above. but bulk pack w/o envelope 
51/4" SSSD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 
5'/4" SSSD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" SSDD Lanier No -problem compatible 
51/4" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 
51/4" SSDD Soft Sector Flippy Disk (use both sides) 
5'/4" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 

51/4" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 
51/4" SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) 

51/4" DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) 

Part 

CE quant. 
100 price 

per disc ($) 

F111 1.99 

F111 B 1.79 
F31A 1.99 
F131 2.49 
F14A 3.19 
F144 3.19 
F145 3.19 
F147 3.19 
M11 A 1.59 

M11AB 1.39 
M41A 1.59 
M51A 1.59 
M51 F 2.99 
M13A 1.89 
M13AB 1.69 
M1BA 2.79 
M43A 1.89 
M53A 1.89 
M14A 2.79 
M44A 2.79 
M54A 2.79 
M15A 2.69 
M16A 3.79 

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density; 
DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; SSDD = Single Sided Quad Density; 
DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density: TPI = Tracks per inch. 

Buy with Confidence 
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Wabash computer 
products, send or phone your order directly to our Computer 
Products Division. Be sure to calculate your price using the CE 
prices in this ad. Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax or 
supply your tax I.D. number. Written purchase orders are accep- 
ted from approved government agencies and most well rated 
firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30 billing. All sales are subject to 
availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. Prices, 
terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. All 
prices are in U.S. dollars. Out of stock items will be placed on 
backorder automatically unless CE is instructed differently. Min- 
imum prepaid order $50.00. Minimum purchase order $200.00. 
International orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for 
special handling in addition to shipping charges. All shipments 
are F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's please. Non -certified 
and foreign checks require bank clearance. 

For shipping charges add $8.00 per case or partial -case of 
100 8 -inch discs or $6.00 per case or partial -case of 100 51/4 -inch 
mini -discs for U.P.S. ground shipping and handling in the con- 
tinental United States. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Master Card 
or Visa card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order 
toll -free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. If you are outside the 
U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your Wabash 
diskettes from Communications Electronics today. 
Copyright 1982 Communications Electronics'" Ad #110582 

MasterCard 

MEMBER 

DIRECT MAIL 
MARKETING ASSOCIATION 

Order Toll -Free! 
800-521-4414 

In Michigan 313-994-4444 
TM 

G' 
wabash 
error -free 
diskettes 

111 COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRON ICSTM 

Computer Products Division 
854 Phoenix Box 1002 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. 
Call TOLL -FREE (800) 521-4414 or outside U.S.A. (3131994-4444 
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Radio 
Electronics 
Electronics publishers since 1908 

THE MAGAZINE FOR NEW 
IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS 

SPECIAL SECTION 57 YOUR OWN COMPUTER 
59 COMPUTER BASICS Marc Stern 

63 ENTRY-LEVEL COMPUTERS Herb Friedman 

67 ALL -IN -ONE COMPUTERS Marc Stern 

73 DISK DRIVES Marc Stern 
79 PRINTERS Marc Stem 

85 MODEMS Herb Friedman 
90 ACCESSORY BOARDS Marc Stern 

96 COMPUTER GLOSSARY 

107 GADGETS AND GIZMOS Herb Friedman 

111 DATA TERMINALS Marc Stern 

115 YOUR OWN SOFTWARE 
117 BUDGET SOFTWARE Herb Friedman 
127 "WHAT IF" SOFTWARE Herb Friedman 

BUILD THIS 43 ADD A VIDEO INPUT TO YOUR TV 
Modify your television set to accept a baseband video signal for 
better picture quality when using a computer or VCR. 
John Soluk 

49 BUILD YOUR OWN CUSTOM CASES 
Give your projects a professional look with custom-built cases. 
Robert Grossblatt 

132 VLF -HF ACTIVE ANTENNAS 
Part 3. These short -length antennas are easy to build and offer 
surprisingly good performance. R.W. Burhans 

136 SPOT-A-MATIC 
An illuminating project Robert Grossblatt 

TECHNOLOGY 4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS 
Tomorrows news and technology in this quickly changing industry. 
David Lachenbruch 

12 SATELLITE TELETEXT NEWS 
The latest happenings in communications technology. 
Gary H. Arlen 

14 VIDEOGAMES 
Supercharge your Atan 2600 Danny Goodman 

153 STATE OF SOLID STATE 
An expander for your Hi-Fi. Robert F. Scott 

CIRCUITS AND 142 THE DRAWING BOARD 

COMPONENTS More on the keyboard encoder. Robert Grossblatt 

146 NEW IDEAS 
An easy -to -build crystal tester. 

150 HOBBY CORNER 
Turning a clock into a timer. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS 

VIDEO 155 SERVICE CLINIC 
There's nothing really new about fixing those new TV sets. 
Jack Darr 

156 SERVICE QUESTIONS 
R -E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems. 

EQUIPMENT 24 Monarchy Engineering A501íA502 Power Amp and Preamp 

REPORTS 28 Non -Linear Systems Kaypro II Portable Computer 

DEPARTMENTS 10 Advertising and Sales Offices 22 Letters 

188 Advertising Index 161 Market Center 

10 Editorial 39 New Products 

189 Free Information Card 6 What's News 

APRIL 1983 Vol. 54 No. 4 

ON THE COVER 
The fascinating world of micro- 
computers-whether it be a simple 
entry-level machine for education or 
entertainment, or a complex, full - 
featured computer for your busi- 
ness-there's something there for 
everyone. And there's something for 
everyone in our Special Section, 
"Your Own Computer." This month 
we take an in-depth look at the hard- 
ware and the things you should 
know before you buy. To round 
things out, "Your Own Software" 
takes a look at one of the most pop- 
ular types of software-the electron- 
ic spreadsheet-and a look at some 
software you may never have heard 
of, but that's surprisingly useful and/ 
or inexpensive. It all starts on page 
57. 

A CUSTOM CASE will give your project a pro- 
fessional look and get it the attention it de- 
serves. It can be surprisingly easy and in- 
expensive to build if you know how. Find out 
more starting on page 49. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
On Sale April 19 

Build A Talking Clock. This 
clock not only tells the time, it 

says it. 

Car Alarm. Connect it to your car 
to help keep the burglars away. 
All About LSI Music Synthesiz- 
ers. A look at the different IC's 
available to build your own music 
synthesizers. 
And more. 

Radio -Electronics, (ISSN 0033-7862) Published monthly 
by Gernsback Publications. Inc.. 200 Park Avenue South. 
New York. NY 10003. Second -Class Postage Paid at New 
York. N.Y. and additional mailing offices. One-year subscrip- 
tion rate: U.S.A. and U.S. possessions. $14.97. Canada. 
$17.97. Other countries, $22.47 (cash orders only, payable 
in U.S.A. currency.) Single copies $1.50. o 1983 by Gems - 
back Publications. Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A. 

Subscription Service: Mail all subscription orders. 
changes. correspondence and Postmaster Notices of un- 
delivered copies (Form 3579) to Radio -Electronics Sub- 
scription Service. Box 2520. Boulder. CO 80322. 

A stamped self-addressed envelope must accompany all 
submitted manuscripts and!or artwork or photographs if their 
return is desired should they be rejected. We disclaim any 
responsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts and or 
artwork or photographs while in our possession or otherwise. 

As a service to readers, Radio -Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. 
Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio -Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper 
functioning of reader -built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine. 
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VIDEO ELECTROMcg, 
DAVE LACHENBRUCH 

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

POCKET TV The first completely tubeless TV destined for the American market is Casio's ingenious LCD 
model (shown above), due here in July, priced at about $250. The complete set is about the 
size of a one -inch stack of 3- x -5-inch index cards. The screen measures 23/4 inches 
diagonally, using a twisted nematic type of liquid crystal display. To solve the problem of 
viewing in the dark, Casio uses an electroluminescent material as a backlight. It can be 
operated for three hours from three AA batteries, or can be powered by a 12 -volt car battery or 
an AC adaptor. 

The screen resolution is 20,480 picture elements (pixels) -160 horizontal, 128 vertical. 
The chassis contains 7 LSI IC's, including 5 VSLI IC's all developed by Casio. Weight is 12.35 
ounces, and the unit contains a loudspeaker as well. Initial production in Japan will be about 
20,000 monthly, and Casio expects to use the same design for computer displays. It promises 
a color version next year. 

END OF VCR 
BARGAINS? 

If you want a low -end VCR at $299 or a full -featured programmable one for under $500 or so, 
better snap it up now while the snapping is good. At presstime, it appeared that the oversupply 
crisis that pushed prices to almost unbelievable lows might be coming to an end. During 1982, 
inventories of excess recorders were sharply reduced by a combination of sharply cut prices 
and restraint in imports. In addition, the firming of the Japanese yen against the dollar appears 
to militate against continued low prices. And for the first time, there were no major model 
changes around New Year's to cause instant obsolescence of older versions and the 
resulting bargain closeouts. 

RCA'S 
INTERACTIVE 
VIDEODISCS 

RCA says it will introduce an interactive version of its CED videodisc player later this year. 
Controlled by a remote keypad, the player can be random -accessed to find any individual 
track (each one of which contains four TV frames). Both the Laservision optical -disc system 
and the Japanese VHD-capacitance system (being introduced in Japan this spring, but with 
no US starting date) are designed to allow for interactive use. RCA says its interactive player 
will accommodate the same types of interactive programs as the other systems. It exemplifies 
RCA's approach of introducing a basic system, then adding features, such as remote control, 
stereo, and now interactivity, as opposed to the Laservision approach of fielding a system that 
initially contains all such features. RCA points out that it interactive discs will play for an hour 
per side; interactive laser -discs are capable only of a half-hour of playing time per side. 

VIDEO 
VIGNETTES 

Miniaturized portable Beta recorders will make their appearance in 1983 as an answer to 
JVC's VHS -C (for "compact") format, which uses a smaller cassette to record up to 20 
minutes. The new Beta machines use the standard Beta cassette that can record for up to five 
hours. The new machines weigh about 6 pounds without battery, 71/2 pounds with. 

General Electric, which buys portable VCR's from Matsushita, home units from Hitachi, 
will depend on Matsushita for all its VGR needs. 

Look for "live -action" video games in the arcades in the near future. Those coin - 
operated thrillers will combine computer -game excitement with the realism of the videodisc. 
Pioneer will supply the built-in optical players. R -E 
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WHAT'S NEWS 

Cellular radio license 
applications inadequate 

Seven out of ten applications in 
the new cellular radio field may be 
inadequate, simply for failure to 
show "reasonable assurance" of 
antenna -site availability. That is 
the opinion of the Memphis -based 
real estate consulting firm, McAllis- 
ter Associates, after a survey of the 
field. 

In the rush to secure licenses, 
some 3000 documents have been 
filed. "The smartest companies," 
says McAllister Associates, "have 
made sure that antenna -site 
availability is well documented in 
their applications. They expect that 
the FCC will screen applications 
on that basis, because it is the 
easiest place to find indisputable 
errors." 

Sites secured only by un- 
enforceable letters of intent con- 
stitute the commonest inadequacy 
found, amounting to 60 percent of 
the sites surveyed. Another 28 per- 
cent showed even more obvious 
problems, including instances in 
which the property to which the 
rights had been signed over was 
not the property listed in the 
application. 

Random access memory 
has 3-ns access time 

Motorola claims the world's fast- 
est random-access memory in its 
MC10H145, a new 64 -bit bipolar 
ECL RAM. The access time is typi- 
cally 3 nanoseconds and is 6 ns 

maximum. The MC10H145 is 
organized as a 16 x 4 memory 
array and is a member of the 
MECL 10KH family. 

The high speeds were attained 
by a combination of new circuit de- 
sign and advanced processing 
techniques. The gate structure 
was changed to include both 
constant -current -source gates and 
a voltage regulator. Those 
changes and new logic con- 
figurations reduce gate delays. 

The device is processed in 
Motorola's new oxide isolated 
MOSAIC (Motorola Oxide Self - 
Aligned Implanted Circuit) pro- 
cess, which reduces size and 
parasitic capacitances and im- 
proves bandwidth. 

Art generator for 
Apple computers 

Visual Horizons has introduced 
Computer Slide Express; that is a 
service that turns any Apple com- 
puter into an art generator, With 
the new service, any Apple compu- 
ter user can convert computerized 
charts, designs, graphs, and 
graphics, into 35 -mm color slides, 
standard -size black -and -white 
prints or enlargements, or over- 
head transparencies. 

The information can be transmit- 
ted over telephone lines or mailed 
to Visual Horizons in the form of a 
floppy disk, which holds material 
for up to 35 slides. All material is 
returned through the mail. 

The system is especially 
adapted to an author who might 

MOTOROLA'S MC10H145, a high-speed RAM. 

need black -and -white charts for a 
book, or to lecturers who need 
slides quickly for a presentation. 

Visual Horizons will offer a com- 
plete range of software to let Apple 
users access a variety of type 
sizes, styles, and background de- 
signs. Computer Slide Express 
programs are also being de- 
veloped for use with other compu- 
ter brands. 

Information may be obtained 
from Visual Horizons, 180 Metro 
Park, Rochester, NY 14623. 

RCA develops a 
new high -power laser 

A new high -power semiconduc- 
tor laser just developed in the RCA 
Laboratories in Princeton, NJ, is 
expected to find important uses in 

optical data recording, high-speed 
printing, and fiber -optics com- 
munications. The new device, a 
CDH-LOC (Constricted Double 
Heterojunction Large Optical Cav- 
ity) injection diode laser, is smaller 
than a grain of salt. It has just been 
patented and is being offered for 
sale by the company's Solid State 
Division. 

Invented by Dr. Dan Botez of the 
RCA Labs Optoelectronics Group, 
the new laster is fabricated by a 
single-step deposition of layers of 
gallium arsenide and aluminum 
gallium arsenide over grooved gal- 
lium aresenide substrates. 
Thousands of lasers can be 
obtained from a single wafer. 

The CDH-LOC structure pro- 
vides a stable light source with 
highly linear power output versus 
drive current for operating currents 
above the laser threshold. Emis- 
sion in both the single lateral mode 
and the single transverse mode is 
obtained up to 40 mW in con- 
tinuous operation and 100 mW in 
50 -percent duty -cycle conditions. 
Both represent the highest powers 
in a single spatial mode that has 
ever been achieved under such 
drive conditions. 

A unique lasing cavity design al- 
lows the device to operate in a 
large spot size (6 micrometers x 
1.4 micrometers) and con- 
sequently a narrow beam (6° x 
25°). Thus the device is well suited 
for applications with stringent 
optical -quality needs. Furthermore 
the device beam has almost no 
astigmatism; hence it can be fo- 

cused to a diffraction limited spot. 
It is expected that the new laser 

will soon replace older gas types 
as light sources in optical record- 
ing equipment used for mass data 
storage. Another area-high- 
speed printing-holds great prom- 
ise. A high -power diode laser per- 
mits rapid scanning of the printing 
drum and thus fast printing. In 
fiber -optics communications, it 
could permit light transmission 
without repeaters over longer dis- 
tances. It will also be useful for 
non -fiber communications and 
guide -wave signal processing. 

Computers makes farmers 
out of urban dwellers 

A new type of computer -based 
agriculture is reported from Israel, 
where urban residents who lack 
the most basic horticultural skills 
are growing magnificent fruits, 
flowers, and shrubs semi- 
automatically. The plants are 
grown in concrete sectional con- 
tainers. The soil is volcanic tuff- 
gray absorbent pebbles that pro- 
vide excellent aeration. The tech- 
nique can also be applied with ex- 
cellent results to backyard gardens 
in ordinary soil. 

The brain of the system is a 
small pocket-size computer that 
plans and delivers the correct 
amounts of water and fertilizer. It 

takes into account air temperature, 
humidity, and other variables, as 
well as type of soil (in earth gar- 
dens) and other data supplied by 
the gardener -owner. 

The roof or backyard plots are 
seeded and the computer begins 
to supply liquid at calculated in- 
tervals. The water and fertilizer 
mixture is applied through small 
plastic tubes punctuated with 
drippers directed at the roots of the 
plants. In container -type gardens, 
the leftover liquid is recycled. The 
"farmer" has only to replenish 
fertilizers weekly or sometimes at 
longer intervals. 

The new agricultural approach 
was invented by an industrial en- 
gineer, Noam Blum, who patented 
and is now marketing it. Installation 
on roofs, including all containers 
and equipment, costs up to about 
$4,000 for 100 square meters 
(1,075 sq. ft.) of space. Gardens 
on ordinary soil cost about half that 
much. 

continued on page 8 
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TEK 2200 MULTI -PURPOSE 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

THE PERFORMANCE/ 
PRICE STANDARD 

Now! A 60 MHz Tektronix scope 
built for your bench. 

Wide -range verti- 
cal sensitivity: 
Scale factors from 
100 V/div (10X 
probe) to 2 mV/div 
(1X probe). Accurate 
to 3%. Ac or dc 
coupling. 

I I 

Two high -sensitivity 
channels: dc to 60 
MHz bandwidth 
from 10 V/div to 20 
mV/div; extended 
sensitivity of 2 
mV/div at 50 
MHz. 

Sweep speeds: 
from 0.5sto50ns. 
To 5 ns/div with X10 
magnification. 

Tektronix 2213 

Delayed sweep 
measurements: 
Accurate to 3% 
with single time - 
base 2213; to 

1.5% with dual 
time -base 2215. 

l . 

Complete trigger 
system. Includes 
TV field, normal, 
vertical mode, and 
automatic; internal, 
external and line 
sources; variable 
holdoff. 

Probes Included. 
High poi It n m:vice, 
positive :ill: tannen, 
10-14 pl ,ut 160 
MHz al the probe 
lip. 

In 30 years of Tektronix oscil- 
loscope leadership, no other 
scopes have recorded the 
immediate popular appeal of 
the Tek 2200 Series. The Tek 2213 
and 2215 are unapproachable for the 
performance and reliability they 
offer at a surprisingly affordable 
price. 

There's no compromise with 
Tektronix quality: The low cost is the 
result of a new design concept that 
cut mechanical parts by 65%. Cut 
cabling by 90%. Virtually eliminated 
board electrical connectors. And 
eliminated the need for a cooling fan. 

Yet performance is written all over 
the front panels. There's the band- 
width for digital and analog circuits. 
The sensitivity for low signal mea- 
surements. The sweep speeds for 
fast logic families. And delayed 
sweep for fast, accurate timing 
measurements. 

The cost: $1200* for the 2213. 
$1450* for the dual time base 2215. 
You can order, or obtain more 
information, through the Tektronix 
National Marketing Center, where 
technical personnel can answer 
your questions and expedite 
delivery. Your direct order includes 

probes, operating manuals, 15 - 
day return policy and full Tektronix 
warranty. 

For quantity purchases, please 
contact your local Tektronix sales 
representative. 

Order toll free: 
1-800-426-2200 
Extension 50 
In Oregon call collect: 
(503) 627-9000 Ext. 50 

'Price FO.B. Beaverton. OR. Price subject to change. 

Tëktronbc 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 

7 
Copyright(c;1982. Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA-337 
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WHAT'S NEWS 
continued Emin page 6 

Microsync offers 
Timex Sinclair 
maintenance plan 

Owners of Sinclair ZX81 and 
Timex/Sinclair 1000 computers 
can now obtain yearly main- 
tenance agreements from Mic- 
rosync, in Keene, NH. 
Microsync-the only Sinclair - 
authorized service center in the 
country-repaired over 10,000 
Sinclair ZX81's last year. 

The maintenance agreement 
offers full service, including all 
parts. Agreements run for one year 
after warranty expiration, and are 
renewable. 

Cost for one-year maintenance 
agreements are $14.95 for any 
ZX81 or Timex/Sinclair 1000 less 
than 90 days old and $34.95 for 
units more than 90 days old. For 
16K RAM's less than 90 days old, 
an agreement costs $12.95; more 
than 90 days old, $24.95. 

Service agreements are also 
available on the new Sinclair ZX 
printer that is not marketed in the 

United States but is available from 
Canadian distributors. 

Further information may be 
obtained from Customer Service 
Department, Microsync Services, 
Keene, NH 03431. 

Computer now offers 
complete home control 

A new and improved model of 
Tomorrowhouse, the complete 
computerized turnkey home - 
monitoring and control system that 
was introduced last summer by 
Compu-Homes Systems of Den- 
ver, is planned for this spring. 

Said by its makers to be the first 
such system within the reach of the 
average consumer, Tomorrow - 
house is based on the Apple ll per- 
sonal computer. It consists of a 
specially constructed plug-in cir- 
cuit card, sensors, a junction box 
and related hardware, the pro- 
grams necessary to set up and 
control a house, and installation 
and user manuals. 

MICROSYNC OFFERS MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS for Sinclair and 
Timex Sinclair computers 

The graphic display of the Apple 
computer shows the exact status 
of all security and energy -control 
features at all times. The Security 
system is extended to include tem- 
perature monitoring of critical 
areas or equipment, and can turn 
on lights to scare off burglars or 
light escape routes in case of fire. 
Heating and air conditioning can 
be scheduled up to nine weeks in 
advance. Heating cooling and 
lights/appliances schedules can 
be stored for execution at will, a 
feat impossible with simple timers. 
Other convenience features in- 
clude a wake-up alarm and an 
appointment calendar. 

Since humans are visual and 
vocal animals, information is pre- 
sented visually (on the display) 
and verbally (via a voice syn- 
thesizer). Warnings and periodic 
announcements are made by 
voice. 

The new Tomorrowhouse (mod- 
el 2.2) will include remote monitor- 
ing via any Touch -Tone phone. 
The user can call home, inquire 
whether there were any intrusions 
or power failures, and issue com- 
mands or change schedules. 
Tomorrowhouse can also call the 
office, vacation number, or neigh- 
bor in case of emergency and give 
an appropriate voice message. 

For people who already have 
Apples, prices start at about $800. 

Broadcasters' guide 
heralds teletext push 

As part of a stepped -up market- 
ing push of the British World Sys- 
tem Teletext, British Video and 
Teletext (BVT-the marketing and 
promoting arm of the British 
videotext and teletext industry) has 
mailed a new Broadcasters' Guide 
to Teletext-the World System, to 
executives and engineers of 
broadcast groups and 1,000 televi- 
sion stations across the U.S. 

The guide describes teletext, ex- 
plains how to make money with 
teletext, how to get a teletext 
magazine started, and presents 
details on British World System 
teletext receivers, standards, and 
maintenance. 

BVT will continue to make avail- 
able the Prestel World Service, a 
videotex system that provides in- 
formation such as international 

commodity prices, shipping, and 
travel data. (Teletext is one-way 
transmission of information via 
broadcasting or cable, while 
videotex is one- or two-way com- 
munication of information via 
phone lines or cable.) But due to 
the numbers of hardware and soft- 
ware vendors in the United States 
currently using the Prestel stan- 
dard, BTV will confine its active 
promotion to convincing 
broadcasters that "Today is the 
day to get into teletext." 

AM stereo transmission 
for "Grand Ole Opry" 

WSM, Nashville, Tennessee, 
which has been transmitting 
"Grand Ole Opry" since 1925, 
switched over to AM stereo last 
December using the Harris sys- 
tem. The station covers 38 states 
with its 50 -kilowatt signal. 

"We hope," said Tom Cassetty, 
WSM's general manager, "that AM 
stereo radios for homes and cars 
will be on the market soon." 

CBS, Sony join to make 
audio discs in U.S.A. 

A plan to make Compact Disc 
audio software in the United States 
has been announced jointly by 
CBS, Inc. and Sony Corp. of 
Japan. The discs will be made by 
CBS -Sony Inc., a corporation 
owned equally by CBS and Sony. 

The Compact Disc is the first 
commercially produced digital - 
audio playback disc. The technol- 
ogy uses a small, reflective 43/4 - 

inch disc that is read by a beam 
from a solid-state optical laser. The 
dynamic range, signal-to-noise 
ratio, and channel separation are 
all over 90 dB. Wow and flutter are 
unmeasurable, and frequency re- 
sponse is flat over the whole audio 
range. 

Since the playback system is op- 
tical, with no surface contact, the 
Compact Disc will retain its original 
quality for an indefinite period of 
time, and is less liable to suffer 
physical damage. 

Under present plans, CBS Rec- 
ords will market Compact Discs 
imported from CBS -Sony of Japan 
in 1983, and CBS -Sony will start to 
manufacture them in the United 
States some time in 1984. R -E 
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Continuously 
variable output, 

0-150 V AC 

Input Frequencies 
48-500 Hz 

Up to 2 amp. 
at all voltage 

Large taut -band 
panel voltmeter, 

3% F.S. 

Monitor ISO -V -AC WP -29 

REDUCE SHOCK HAZARD. NEW, VARIABLE 
ISOLATION TRANSFORMER, ONLY $157.75 
Here's extra safety for personnel- 
protection for equipment. Absolutely 
necessary for servicing or testing any 
transformerless equipment-industry, 
lab, school or field. 

New WP -29 ISO -V -AC lets you set 
isolated output voltage to precise 

value you need. Monitor either 
isolated output or direct input 
voltage on panel meter. It's the most 
versatile isolation transformer you 
can buy! 

Two isolated outputs: polarized 
standard two -wire socket and banana 

VIZ Isotap® isolation transformers 

WP -26A Isotap 
400 VA isolated, 

500 VA direct. Outputs 
at 105. 120 and 135 V. 

$85.00 

WP -27A Isotap II 
400 VA isolated only. 

Outputs 25 to 150V AC 
in 5V steps. 

$89.95 

VIZ RELIABILITY. 

jacks (so isolated AC may be applied 
directly to circuit points). Completely 
portable Thermal overload protection 
of transformer and output protected 
by 2 -amp. circuit breaker. Output 
leads supplied. 

WP -28 Porta-Isotap 
150 VA isolated, 500 VA 
direct. Output 105-130V. 
TV adapaters supplied. 

Carrying strap. 

$65.00 

VIZ is a 50 year- old company. Our instruments are fully warranted, 
parts and labor, for a year. All units tested to NBS standards. 

We offer service and parts availability fora minimum of ten years. 
Over 15 repair depots in U.S.A. 

AC Leakage Tester 

W T -540B 
For safety. 

Detects AC leakage in 
appliances and equipment. 

Calibrated at 0.5 
and 0.75 mA. 

$39.75 

Want full technical details and a demonstration? Call toll -free, 1-800-523-3696, for the VIZ distributor near you. 

Look to VIZ for value, quality and availability. 
Over 70 instruments in the line. 

VIZ Mfg. Co., 335 E. Price St., Philadelphia. PA 19144 
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EDITORIAL 

WCES '83 

The 4 -day Winter Consumer -Electronics Show held in Las Vegas 
in early January attracted a record attendance of over 78,000 to 
evaluate the new products being introduced by the major consumer - 
electronics manufacturers. These products will be showing up on the 
store shelves during the coming months. 

The products that attracted the most attention were computers, 
telephones and videogames. On the computer front, new personal 
computers were introduced by such well known names as Hewlett- 
Packard, Mattel (called the Aquarius and it will, of course, play video 
games), Texas Instruments, (the T199/2, a basic computer that will 
compete in the under $100 category). Computers were also in- 
troduced by manufacturers new to the field, such as Spectra Video 
(the model SV -318 contains 32K ROM, 32K RAM, Microsoft BASIC 
in ROM, 52 -graphic symbols, 16 -color display, and more for $299.95) 
and Data-Assette (the Jupiter Ace that will compete with the Timex/ 
Sinclair ZX81). 

A horde of new videogame cartridges were introduced at the show. 
New videogame consoles were also introduced. N.A.P. Consumer 
Electronics unveiled their Odyssey Command Center that is compat- 
ible with Odyssey2 videogame cartridges and features a typewriter - 
like keyboard and enhanced graphics. Mattel showed their new In- 
tellivision II, actually a compact version of the currently available In- 
tellivision console. At the same time, Mattel was privately showing 
their next -generation videogame, called the Intellivision III. Watch for 
our June 83 issue that will feature a special section on videogames. 

Of particular interest was the General Electric display of high- 
technology products that included a Home Control System with a 
CRT display. The device controls appliances by sending control sig- 
nals over the existing house wiring and includes heating and air con- 
ditioning control, a security and fire alarm system, and more. 

There was also action on the VCR front. Manufacturers of Beta - 
format VCR's announced a new Beta format with hi-fi sound. 

Robots also made an appearance at the show. Nolan Bushnell 
(founder of Atari, Inc.) introduced his long-awaited home robot. Two 
models of the Androbot were shown. The advanced model, called 
B.O.B., will sell for approximately $2500 and feature three Intel 8088 
16 -bit microprocessors, 3 megabytes of memory, and infra -red and 
ultrasonic sensors. The basic model, called Topo, will sell for approx- 
imately $1000 and acquires its intelligence from an outboard per- 
sonal computer via an RF link. Neither the infra -red nor ultrasonic 
sensors are supplied with the basic model. 

With new product introductions of this kind, it appears that the 
consumer -electronics industry is alive, well, and headed for a banner 
year. Radio -Electronics will be there covering these and other de- 
velopments as they happen, presenting you with the latest in-depth 
information. 
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SELECTABLE 100 kHz 
CHOOSE UP TO 0.1 Hz INPUT FILTER FOR LOW 
RESOLUTION FREgUENCY MEASUREMENTS 

'.®m 
Immin'ti 

I I 

RESOLUTION 

I_ILiii:, 
I II 

I_I 

LARGE 
HIGH -BRIGHTNESS 
DISPLAY 

-'LECTABLE XI0 
ATTENUATOR 

New! An 80 MHz multi -function 
counter that does it all... 

frequency, totalize, period. 

`4(PRECIS/ON DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Street Chicago, Illinois 60635. 3121889-9087 
Intl. Sls., 6460 W. Cortland St., Chicagc, IL 6C635 

Canadian Sales, Atlas Electronics, Omano 
South and Central American Sales, Empire Exporters, Plainview NY 11803 

For the complete story 
on new counters from B&K-PRECISION 
see your local distributor or call toll -free 

1-800-621-4627 [ir Illinois l-312-889-9087] 
CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS 

CBS 
ACCELERATES 

TELETEXT 

CBS has speeded up its timetable for introducing its "ExtraVision" teletext service, with an 
eye toward national launch this year. The service, using the North American Broadcast 
Teletext Standard format, is being transmitted on a test basis aboard lines 15-18 of the 
vertical blanking -interval of the network feed. The national teletext magazine will include 
about 100 pages of news, information, advertising, and other data, although CBS is stil 
pondering how much room to leave for local stations to insert their own teletext material. CBS 
also plans to put closed captioning into the national teletext feed, offering subtitles so that deaf 
viewers can follow the dialog in news and entertainment programs. 

MORE DBS 
PROJECTS 
APPROVED 

The Federal Communications has approved the preliminary plans for Direct Broadcast 
Satellites developed by seven more companies; those tentative OK's follow quickly on the 
heels of the go-ahead given recently to Satellite Television Corp. Among the companies now 
authorized to proceed with their DBS plans are CBS, Western Union, DBS Corp., RCA 
Americom, Graphic Scanning Corp., U.S. Satellite Broadcasting Co., and Video Satellite 
Systems. The companies have different approaches: For example, CBS is concentrating on 
the high -definition -TV feature of its system; several others plan only to be carriers for the DBS 
programming services of other companies. 

The current round of FCC approvals is merely the go-ahead to begin developing systems. 
Launch authorizations, orbital slots, and other technical approvals probably won't come until 
late 1983 or beyond, after an international meeting hammers out a western -hemisphere 
agreement for DBS technology. 

Among the interesting features of the latest batch of DBS projects are the RCA Americom 
systems, which will include four satellites, and the four -bird CBS system. In addition, U.S. 
Satellite Broadcasting, owned by the Minnesota -based Hubbard Broadcasting, proposes a 
four -bird ad -supported programming service. Graphic Scanning seeks a two -satellite system 
which will offer two pay -TV channels. 

In a separate action involving DBS, the Commission is encouraging public comments about 
the susceptibility of DBS home receivers to extraneous interference. The research comes in 
anticipation of this summer's international DBS meeting. In particular, the U.S. committee 
going to that meeting wants to find out more details about possible problems, such as 
out -of -band emissions from terrestrial systems in the next higher band which could fall into the 
12 -GHz frequency range used by DBS. In addition, the committee will examine harmonics of 
emissions radiated by equipment in lower bands, such as microwave ovens, which could fall 
into the 12 GHz spectrum. 

AROUND THE 
SATELLITE 

CIRCUIT 

Bell Labs has developed a system that can put two high -quality video signals on a single 
satellite transponder with no loss in image. In a recent demonstration, Bell scientists showed 
a time -frequency multiplexing system which squeezes a single TV channel into half the usual 
transmission time. Using elaborate signal -processing techniques, the system stores material 
from the first field of each video frame scan then adds only the differential information in the 
second field. Both the first field and the differential data of the second field are then transmit- 
ted simultaneously. The differential data sent in an upper band by means of double-sideband 
suppressed -carrier modulation. That squeezing technique leaves room within the transmis- 
sion for a second signal. Bell engineers think that they could even tuck a third video 
transmission into the same transponder, although there would be some signal -quality loss for 
all three channels if that happened. Nonetheless, the video -compression technique, which is 
the latest in a long series of efforts to piggyback channels on a single circuit, is seen as an 
important step in the search for ways to increase transmission capacity in the crowded skies. 

Intelsat has adopted an earth station "Standard Z" intended to make it easier for in- 
ternational satellite operators to design and build reception equipment. Until now, most 
earth -station antennas used for domestic service have not followed any universal pattern. 
The new "Standard Z" provides specific guidelines on performance characteristics and 
differs from previous standards in that such items as the effective radiated power per carrier, 
modulation methods, transmit gain, and channel quality are not included. R -E 
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We gave 
solderless breadboarding 

a new name. 
Proto -Board" breadboards, by 

Global Specialties. The leading name in 
solderless breadboarding. 

You find them wherever electron- 
ics is important. From labs to production 
lines to classrooms to home workshop 
benches. Their name, synonymous with 
solderless breadboarding. And for 
good reason. 

Proto -Board breadboards intro- 
duced engineers, technicians 
and hobbyists to a new way 

of designing and building electronic 
circuits: as fast as they can think. 
Testing, modifying and expanding as 
quickly as new thoughts occur. 
Saving precious time and money by 
freeing creativity from manual labor. 

Global Proto -Board 
products are arrays of 

solderless sockets and 
bus strips that 

emulate PC 
board layouts 

70 Fulton Terr New Haven. CT 06509 (203)624-3103. TWX 710-465-1227 
OTHER OFFICES San Francisco (415) 648-0611. TWX 910-372-7992 

Europe Phone Saffron -Walden 0799-21682, TLX 817477 
Canada. Len Finkler Ltd_ Downsview, Ontario 

"See us at Electro, 

while permitting instant insertion 
and removal of components from the 
largest DIP to the smallest discretes. 
With a rugged construction built to pro- 
vide positive connections and withstand 
day -in, day -out professional use-even 
as test fixtures. And mounted on sturdy 
metal backplanes, for extended high - 
frequency use and extra durability. 

Their value and versatility are why 
so many professionals and hobbyists 
are "Proto-Board"-ing. And why you 
should be. too. 

Available with precision, fixed 
and variable regulated power 
supplies, or in unpowered versions 
Proto -Board breadboards come 
in a variety of sizes and config- 
urations, to meet virtually any 
circuit design challenge. 

GLOBAL Call toll -free for details 

SPECIALTIES 1-800-243-6077u, 
CORPORATION 

Copyright 1981 Global Specialties Corporation 

Booths 3139, 3141, 3143, 3145." 
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VID EOGAM ES 

New life for your Atari 2600 
DANNY GOODMAN, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

DEDICATED ATARI 2600 ENTHUSIASTS 
become defensive whenever friends carry 
on about one of the many systems now on 
the market that offer arcade -like 
graphics. By comparison, the 2600 seems 
a generation or two behind. Even after 
some wonderfully detailed graphic ex- 
ecutions like Parker Bros.' Frogger, 
Atari's Defender, and 'magic's Demon 
Attack, the 2600 still lacks the "flash" of 
the /ntellirison from Mattel, and the new- 
er systems by Atari and Coleco. That is, 
however, only until you plug Starpath's 
Supercharger into the cartridge slot (see 
Fig. 1). It's like discovering a completely 
new game system, and the cost is only 
about $70. 

FIG. 1 

One of Starpath's (formerly known as 
Arcadia) founders, Bob Brown, is an ex - 
Atari engineer who had a lotto do with the 
design of the 2600. As such, it's not sur- 
prising that he's very knowledgeable 
when it comes to working miracles with 
that console. 

Simply put, the Supercharger expands 
the part of the console's memory that 
creates a graphic image and sends it to the 
video screen. The 2600 by itself has only 
enough "screen memory" to handle new 
video information every other horizontal 
scanning -line (a TV picture is made up of 
a few hundred such scanning lines). 
Thus, the smallest video element is two 
scanning lines thick. The Supercharger, 
however, supplements the screen mem- 
ory to accommodate new video informa- 
tion on each line, greatly improving the 
graphics resolution. 

But the hardware-the Supercharger 

unit itself-is only a small part of the 
story. First, let's clear up a misconception 
among many game players-and even 
retailers-about standard game - 
cartridges for any home videogame. For 
one reason or another, perhaps because 
they resemble the old 8 -track tape car- 
tridges, the videogame cartridges are 
often referred to as "tapes." They are 
nothing of the sort! I don't recommend it, 
but if you were to open up a game car- 
tridge, you would see a small circuit 
board, one or two integrated circuits and 
perhaps a few other components, but no 
tape. The IC's are, of course, ROM's, 
and they store the game program. When 
the cartridge is plugged into the unit and 
the game is switched on, the contents of 
the ROM's are downloaded into the con- 
sole's main memory and the game begins. 
And so it has been, until Starpath. 

With the advent of the Supercharger 
comes a program -loading technique new 
to home games, but well known to home - 
computer hobbyists: downloading from a 
cassette tape. All you need is a cassette 
player into which you plug the cable com- 
ing out of the Supercharger. Turn on the 
2600 and TV (the Supercharger gets all 
its power from the 2600) and you are 
prompted on the screen to rewind the tape 
and press PLAY. In about 30 seconds, the 
screen fills up with color and you're in- 
structed to stop the tape. Presto, you're in 
the game. 

Game play, though, is what makes or 
breaks a system. And, on that score, Star - 
path comes through with flying colors. 
The tape packed with the Supercharger is 
called Phaser Patrol. Similar to Star 
Raiders (Atari) and Star Master (Activi- 
sion), Phaser Patrol puts you at the helm 
of a space fighter whose goal is to clear 36 
galactic sectors of enemy squadrons. 
Your on -screen control panel makes full 
use of the super graphics with sharp, clear 
status indicators, digital readouts, and a 
graphically unique relative -time keeper. 
Flip the COLOR/B+w switch on the 2600 
console, and an ultrafine sheet of dots 
slowly fills your viewing area, indicating 
that your "shields" are on. 

The game play is fast, and is sure to 
keep your attention. If you "survive," 
you are rated according to your expended 
time and energy. I prefer this space sim- 
ulation over any other for the 2600, and I 

place it just a notch under the version for 

the Atari 400/800 computers. 
More recently, Starpath has taken full 

advantage of its cassette -loading tech- 
nique with games that require multiple 
loading as you master each level. It is 
really like getting two or three complete 
games on one tape. 

Dragonstomper may become a cult 
classic among home -videogame addicts. 
It's a graphic adventure -type game in 
which the player fights several different 
kinds of enemies, and explores various 
buildings in search of gold and a scroll to 
gain access to the next level. When those 
have been found, you do another load and 
begin trading and buying provisions for 
the third and most dangerous part of the 
journey. The final phase (this is a three - 
load game) is a completely different 
screen layout with almost insurmountable 
hazards on your way to face the dragon. 
In the tradition of adventure -type games, 
instructions are minimal, so be prepared 
to spend many hours finding your way 
around using trial and error. 

As cassette tapes are less expensive to 
produce than ROM cartridges, games 
range in price from $14.95 to $18.95. 
And when you consider that, for the most 
part, the games offer better displays and 
more involved play than the $35 high -end 
cartridges, suddenly the initial $70 in- 
vestment for the Supercharger and Phas- 
er Patrol doesn't look so bad. 

Astrocade's The Incredible 
Wizard for Astrocade 

LIFE FOR THE ASTROCADE (FORMERLY 
Bally Arcade) console and its owners has 
not been too easy of late. For one thing, 
there have always been pretty slim pick- 
ings when it came to cartridges. For an- 
other, the manufacturer's (Astrocade, 
Inc.'s) precarious financial situation, 
which has become common knowledge in 
these past few months, has put the future 
of the machine in doubt. However, to 
paraphrase Mark Twain, reports of its 
death may have been greatly exagger- 
ated. The company, at press time, was 
undergoing reorganization and is hopeful 
that it can continue producing the console 
and even introduce some new cartridges 
in the near future. 

In any event, most of the cartridges that 
continued on page 20 
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J im-palï 
electronic components 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD 
BELMONT, CA 94002 

One -Stop Component Center TM 

Quality Components Over 650 Items Available From Our 700 
Competitive Prices Authorized JIM-PAK Distributors 
Send Self -Addressed Stamped Envelope for 1983 Catalog and Distributor List 

BUG TRAY 

Nj 

BUG CAGE 

Hew 

BUG TRAYTM - Stores in Bug Cage Molded 
plastic Three styles: Open (1 compartment); Ver- 
tical (5 compartments); and Horizontal (8 compart- 
ments) Ideal for tools, hardware, components, etc. 

Color: Black Size: 3.55" x 5.05" x .6". 

PART NO. 

Horizontal Bug Tray (2) BTH-002 
Vertical Bug Tray (2) BTV-002 
Open Tray (2) BTO-002 

BUG CAGETM - 6 locations store Bug Boxes, 
Big Bug Boxes or Bug Trays Modular & interlock- 
ing Cage size: 5-1/8"x5"x3-718" Color: Blue 

PART NO BGC-001 B 

DATA BOOKS 
Part No. Description Pages 

30001 National CMOS ( 628 pg.) 
30003 National Linear (1952 pg.) 
30005 National TTL Logic ( 624 pg.) 
30008 National Memory ( 464 pg.) 
30009 Intersil Data (1356 pg.) 
30013 Zilog Micro ( 641 pg.) 
10400 Intel Data (1405 pg.) 

Description 

9 Pin Plug 

9 Pin Socket 
15 Pin Plug 
15 Pin Socket 

CONNECTORS 

Part No. 

DE9P 

DE9S 

DA15P 

DA15S 

25 Pin Plug (Meets RS232) DB25P 
25 PinSocket(MeetsRS232) DB25S 
37 Pin Plug DC37P 

37 Pin Socket DC375 
50 Pin Plug DD5OP 

50 Pin Socket DD5OS 

Accessories 
Hood for DE -9 Series Connectors DE -9H 

Hood for DA -15 Series Connectors DE -15H 
Hood for 0025 Series Connectors DB25H 

Hood for DC37 Series Connectors DB37H 
Hood for 13050 Series Connectors DD50H 

Anti -Theft Auto Alarm System 
Audible horn is activated when door r trunk is 

opened Alarm sounds for 3 min. - unless turned 
off by secret 3 -digit code. Wire cutting will not 
deactivate alarm. Code set by owner. Uses only 
0.01mA power. System complete w/one black - 

box control unit; one personal coded keyboard; 2 r 
sets of sensors; one audible horn; & wiring (incl. 
one 10A fuse). 

PART NO CA -06 Auto Alarm 

Stereo 
Cassette Player 

with FM Stereo Tuner Pack 

Lightweight Headphones 
Cr02lMetallNormal 
Tape Selector 
Anti -Rolling Mechanism 

FEATURES: Blue carrying case, shoulder strap, belt strap, 
lightweight headphones, FM stereo tuner pack & instruction manual 

Talkline Tone selector Cr02/Metal/Normal tape selector LED 
operation indicator Built-in microphone Stop/eject, play, 
rewind/review, fast forward/cue, tape/radio selector functions Vol. 
control Ert. power input jack Headphone jack Auto-stop 
mechanism (shuts off player when tape ends) Anti -rolling 
mechanism (prevents sound from quivering when walking, jogging, 
etc.) Weight: 13 oz. Requires 4 AA batteries (not included) Size: 
6"L x 4'W x 1-1/8"H 

PART NO MODEL TWF-802 

LSI BIG BUG BOXTM - Designed to store 
large IC's, Resistors, Capacitors and Diodes Three 
vertical and three horizontal dividers included 

Color: Blue Size: 4.9" x 3.3" x .6". 

PART NO. BLX-002B (2 Boxes) 

ANTI -STATIC 

PART NO. BLX-002BAS (2 Boxes) 

BUG BOXTM - 30 individual compartments 
Stores 60 8 -pin or 30 14- or 16 -pin DIPs Heavy duty 

injection molded plastic Clear plastic cover slides & 
locks Cover marked w/numbers 1-30 Compartment 
size: 1" x 3.75" x .5" deep Box size: 4.9" x 3.3" x .6" 

Weight: 1.75 oz. Color: Blue 

PART NO BGX-002B (2 Boxes) 

ANTI -STATIC 

PART NO. BGX-002BAS (2 Boxes) 

JE224 
Adjustable Switching 

Power Supply Kit 
4-24VDC REGULATED, UP TO 5AMP 

The JE224 is a high -efficiency power supply utilizing a 
LH1605 5 amp switching regulator. The LH1605 pro- 
vides high current output while maintaining a small 
physical configuration. Open frame type to allow 
mounting into restricted areas. 

FEATURES: Adjustable 4-24VDC: 5VDC @ 5A, 6VDC 
@ 4.8A, 9VDC @ 4.1A, 12VDC @ 3.3A, 18VDC @ 1.9A, 
24VDC @ .5A. Overvoltage protection. Input: 115VAC 
50/60Hz. Output variations within 20mV. Size: 8.24"L x 
4.25"W x 2.25"H. Weight: 3.25 lbs. 

PART NO. JE224 KIT 

J 
DIODES 

CRYSTALS 

TRANSISTORS 

SOCKGTS 

KITS 

SWITCHES 

RESISTORS 

LEDS 

HEAT SINKS 
KEYBOARDS 

WIRE 

SPEAKERS 

TOOLS 

CORDS 

SOLDER 

IC'S 
BOOKS 

CAPACITORS 

JOYSTICKS 

JS -5K 5K Linear Taper Pots 
JS -100K 100K Linear Taper Pots 
JS -150K 150K Linear Taper Pots 
JVC-40 40K (2) Video Controller in case 

Muffin -Style Fan 
105cfm free air delivery 
4.68" sq. x 1.50" depth 
10 years continuous duty at 20°C 
Impedance protected, 
ambients to 70°C 
115V 50/60Hz 14W 
Weight: 17 oz. 

PART NO..... MU2A1 

Sprite -Style Fan 
36cfm tree air delivery 
3.125" sq. x 1.665" depth 
10 years continuous duty at 20°C 
115V 50/60Hz 

PART NO... PWS2107 

Door Security System 
Coded door alarm. Instant or 7 -second delay 

system. Alarm activated as door is opened. 
Can be de -activated by pressing personal code. 
Power: One 9V battery (not incl.). System in- 

cludes one personal coded keyboard and one 
magnetic sensor. 

PART NO. ES -07 Door Alarm 

Home Alarm System 
Self -Installation Presettable w/individual 

3 -digit code - no key nec. Instant or 10 -sec. 
delayed warning system Alarm system incl. win- 
dow & door contacts One 9V battery required (not 
incl.) Low power consumption (0.01mA) Loud 
audible alarm (90db) Delayed exit feature 

System complete w/one control station with 
built-in siren and test button; 4 magnetic contact 
sets & connecting wires for entire system 

PART NO.. ST -05 Home Alarm System 

Mini Stereo uric 
AM/FM 
Receiver 

WITH HEADPHONES For Joggers, 
Cyclists, Skaters & Sports Events 

FEATURES: Lightweight headphones. Left/right balance control. 
Full fidelity stereo sound. Additional black soft carrying case & 

shoulder strap. Belt -clip (hands -free). Uses 3 AA cell batteries (not 
included). Compact size: 3-1/8"H x 4-7/8"L x 1"D. Wt. 6 oz. 

PART NO. MODEL 2830 
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Everjyjbodys making money 
selling microcomputers. 

Somebody s going to make money 
servicing them. 

Now NRI Trains You At Home To Make Money Servicing, Repairing, 
and Programming Personal and Small Business Computers 
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Training now includes either the TRS-80 Model 
III Microcomputer with Disk Drive or the 
TRS-80 Color Computer with Computer Access 
Card; professional LCD multimeter the NRI Dis- 
covery Lab; and hundreds of demonstrations 
and experiments. 

Seems like every time you turn 
around, somebody comes along with a 

new computer for home or business use. 

And what's made it all possible is the 

amazing microprocessor, the tiny little 

chip that's a computer in itself. 

Using this new technology, the in- 

dustry is offering compact, affordable 

computers that handle things like pay- 

rolls, billing, inventory, and other jobs for 

business of every size ... perform house- 

hold functions including budgeting, en- 
vironmental systems control, indexing 

recipes. And thousands of hobbyists are al - 

1 y owners, experimenting and develop - 

I !their own programs. 

I Growing 
Demand 

for Computer 
Technicians 

This is only one of the growth fac- 

tors influencing the increasing opportuni- 

ties for qualified computer technicians. 
The U.S. Department of Labor projects 

over a 100% increase in job openings for 

the decade through 1985. Most of them 
new jobs created by the expanding world 

of the computer. 

(TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack 
division of Tandy Corp.) 

Learn At Home 
to Service Any Computer 

NRI can train you for this exciting, 

rewarding field. Train you at home to ser- 

vice not only microcomputers, but word 

processors and data terminals, too. Train 

you at your convenience, with clearly 

written "bite -size" lessons that you do eve- 

nings or weekends, without going to 

classes or quitting your present job. 

Your training is built around the 

latest model of the worlds most popular 

computer. It's the amazing TRS-801M 

Model III now with disk drive and the ca- 

pabilities and features to perform a host 

of personal and business functions. No 

other small computer has so much soft- 

ware available for it, no other is used and 
relied on by so many people. And it's 

yours to keep for personal and business 

use. 

You get plenty of practical experi- 

ence. Under NRI's 

carefully planned 

training, you even 

install a disk drive verifying its operation 

at each step. Using the NRI Discovery 

Lab® that also comes as part of your 

course, you build and study circuits rang- 
ing from the simplest to the most ad- 

vanced. You analyze and troubleshoot 
using the professional 4 -function LCD 

digital multimeter you keep to use later in 

your work. Then you use the lab and me- 

ter to actually access the interior of your 

computer ... build special circuits and 
write programs to control them. You "see" 

your computer at work and demonstrate 

its power. 

Same Training Available 
With Color Computer 

NRI offers you the opportunity to 
train with the TRS-80 Color Computer as 

an alternative to the Model III. The same 

technique for getting inside is enhanced 
by using the new NRI-developed Com- 

puter Access Card. Only NRI offers you a 

choice to fit your specific training needs. 

Become the Complete 
Computer Person 

In addition to training in BASIC 

and advanced machine language, you 

gain hands-on experience in the operation 
and application of the latest computers for 

both business and personal jobs. Youre 

trained to become the fully rounded, new 

breed of technician who can interface 
with the operational, programming, and 
service facets of all of today's computers. 
You're ready to take your place in the new 

electronic age. 

Other Opportunities 
NRI has been giving ambitious peo- 

ple new electronic skills since 1914. To - 

days offerings also include TV/Audio/ 
Video Systems servicing with training on 
our exclusive Heath/Zenith computer -pro- 
grammable 25" diagonal color TV .. 
Industrial Electronics, Design Technology 

... and other state-of-the-art 
courses. 

Free Catalog. . Mail Card 
oday 

Send the postage -paid card for our 
104 -page catalog showing all courses with 

equipment and complete lesson plans. 

There's no obligation other than to your- 

self. See how NRI can help you take ad- 

vantage of the exciting job and earnings 
opportunities in the exploding field of mi- 

crocomputers. If card has been removed, 

please write to us. 

N R 
NRI SCHOOLS 
McGraw-Hill Continuing 

Il Education Center 
tIF. 3939 Wisconsin Ave. 

Washington, DC 20016 

We'll give you tomorrow. 
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The Incredible Wizard Astrocade 

GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

EASE 
OF LEARNING 

CHALLENGE 

9 10 

do exist are of high quality, owing largely 
to the vast graphics and sound resources 
of the Astrocade console electronics. One 
such cartridge is The Incredible Wizard, 
Astrocade's home version of the mildly 
successful Midway arcade game, The 
Wizard of Wor. 

The game can be played by either one 
or two persons. 

In the game, your warrior descends 
through many different mazes, battling 
three different kinds of creatures. The 
farther you get in the game, the faster and 
more numerous the creatures become. 
Some of the creatures are invisible unless 
you're in their line of sight (when it may 
be too late), so a radar screen without 
maze walls indicates the approximate 
locations of the unseen menaces. When 
all the creatures have been blasted by your 
"concentrated unified -field -disturbance 
rifle" the flying Worluk appears. You've 
got to shoot him before he either runs you 
down or escapes through one of the side 
escape doors. If you get him, the next 
maze scores double point -values. At ran- 
dom maze levels, the hooded Wizard will 
appear, racing about like crazy, hurling 
lightning bolts. If you are good enough to 
shoot him, you'll exprience a fantastic 

light and sound show as the dungeon 
trembles, and your next maze will be 
worth quadruple points. At higher levels, 
mazes show up that have no visible walls. 
As in the arcade game, those are called 
Pits. 

Graphic detail is fine enough to see that 
your warrior is suited up in a helmeted 
space suit with a back pack. When he 
shoots, the kick from the rifle blast sets 
him back on his heels for a half second. 

A diverse sound package adds to the 
appeal of the cartridge. The chirp -like 
sound of some of the creatures, the rifle 
blasts hitting a target, the disorienting 
sound of the trembling dungeon, and 
musical interludes all help to keep things 
interesting. 

In many respects, including Astro- 
cade's rather nice hand controller, The 
Incredible Wizard is much more enjoy- 
able than its arcade ancestor. 

u 
Atari's Pac Man for Ata 

5200 

1911141"' ......... - . , , _,-. 
.._. ... 

,0'I- 

- - ....... 
...... ... ..... .. 
3 r 11ei 1»49ï 

, i: 
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Pac Man 

GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

EASE 
OF LEARNING 

CHALLENGE 

VALUE 

Atari 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ATARI'S NEW 5200 GAME SYSTEM 
has the advantage of having some of the 

best home versions of arcade classics in 
its cartridge library, and Pac-Man is no 
exception. Arcade addicts who were 
disappointed with Atari's version for the 
2600 will have little to complain about in 
this rendition. The game designers took 
great care in copying arcade features such 
as board -level indicator (standard fruit 
symbols until you get near the top 
range-where an Atari logo is the 
symbol-and keys at highest range); 
bonus point symbols appear under the 
monster pen twice during each board; 
monster "blue time" varies as difficulty 
levels increase (including some where 
there is no blue time); I uP, 2UP, and HIGH 
scores are shown; maze walls flash 
between levels; etc. Even intermissions 
appear between some levels (something 
even the Atari home computer Pac-Man 
cartridge doesn't do). 

The basic difference between the home 
and arcade versions is that some of the 
arcade sounds are missing, like the 
"wocka-wocka-wocka" of Pac-Man 
eating dots and the sound of a deflating 
Pac-Man that's been captured by a 
monster. Another minor difference is that 
the monitors used in the arcade version 
were oriented vertically, while your 
home color -TV display is horizontal 
(because your TV is wider than it is tall). 
But, while the maze is slightly different, 
it's just as challenging as the original. 

A tendency you'll have to overcome is 
working the joystick too hard. It's not 
easy when all four monsters are after you 
and you're a long way from an energy 
pill, but the controllers on the 5200 need 
only a very light touch to get Pac-Man 
moving in the right direction. But for 
about $40 on the $250 console, you've 
got the closest thing to the $2500 arcade 
game you can get. R -E 

"About that new natural English syntax 
translator package, Mossman...!" 
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CALCULATOR MATH? 

Your 
brain 

works 3 times 
as fast as your 

fingers can write! That's where the 
Calculator comes in - you can go 
three times as fast with your machine 
doing the dirty work. 

It's easier and more interesting. And 
you'll understand it better when it's fun. 
(If you haven't yet tried out a modern 
scientific -statistical calculator, you're in 
for a pleasant surprise - see below!) 

WHY MATH? To get a promotion or a new 
job. Just to hang on to that job you've got. 
To quicken your mind. To understand this 
world you live in. To impress people. Just 
for some fun you'll feel good about. (Read 
those letters below to see how it has 
worked for others.) 

Do it at home...You can start right 
away and go as fast as you like! Put it aside 
while you're busy with something else - 
in short, set your own pace! 

Lots of us like to avoid being com- 
pared with the other members of a class - we like to set our own standards. Too, 
we like to save the time and expense of 
going to a school or seminar. (Best of all, 
it's a lot cheaper to study at home where 
the rent is already paid - read on!) 

Let's be honest. You wouldn't expect 
to learn to play baseball or chess by 
watching an expert do it. Math is the same - you'll need to do some work. BUT - 
with my calculator method, you'll see it's 
a whole new ball game! 

THIS METHOD IS FRIENDLY! You can 
use it on your own. You follow interesting 
examples step-by-step with calculator 
keystrokes - instead of algebra. 

Let me introduce myself - I'm Dr. 
George McCarty and I teach at the Uni- 
versity of California. Tens of thousands 
of people like yourself have already used 
my guidebook to teach themselves cal- 
culus. Recently I have teamed up with 
another professor. We put those same 
tested and proven techniques to work for 
you in a new Statistics Guidebook. 

Even if you've had trouble with 
math, this method will work for you. 
Choose the one you want to learn, 
calculus or statistics (or both) 
and start today! 

As pennywise Ben Franklin said, 
'Yin investment in knowledge pays the 
best dividends." 

CHOOSE STATISTICS 
It's used everywhere - to set insurance 
rates and to assess a drug's effectiveness, 
to detect a crooked roulette wheel and to 
measure lightbulb lifetimes, to audit the 
books and to find your position at sea. 

People have always known that their 
experience was not a perfect guide to the 
future. Statistics shows us 
that uncertainty is not 
only inevitable but 
it itself is measurable. 

You'll find out about 
this in my guidebook. 
You'll read informal ex- 
planations with detailed cal- 
culations for topics like "confidence 
intervals" and "contingency tables." 
YOU'LL BE DOING Inference and Hypothesis 
Testing, the Chi -Square Distribution, ANOVA, 
Regression and Correlation, Non -Parametric 
Methods - they're all here. 

SUPPOSE YOU HAVE ALREADY STUDIED 
STATISTICS. You'll use Quick -Reference Guides 
to go straight to a topic you want to refresh you*self 
on - then get right -now answers in your own field, 
business, biology, science, psychology, education. 

The Guidebook is guaranteed to 
work with any calculator or computer. If 

you would like to start out with a fancy 
new machine, order my Statistics Kit 
which includes the guidebook 
and a TI -35 calculator which 0 
finds means and standard oaóó 
deviations at the touch : 0 o:. 
of a button. It has o/ 
an LCD display, 1000 
hour batteries - the works. 

PHONE MC or VISA ORDERS TO 
(714) 831-2637 

Ask tor our Catalog of books and calculators. 

LOOK AT WHAT THEY SAY 

CHOOSE CALCULUS 
The math of science and engineering - 
satellite orbits and compound interest, 
bacterial growth and 
radioactive decay, r! 
marginal profits and 
reaction rates. 

You'll find out 
about these concepts 
when you use the 
Calculus Kit. This Kit 
contains my guidebook and a TI -35 
calculator which finds log and trig values 
at the touch of a button. (It's modern, too, 
with LCD display and 1000 hour batteries.) 

In the guidebook you'll learn both 
differential calculus and integral cal- 
culus - even differential equations! 

NEED TO EVALUATE functions, areas, 
volumes - solve equations - use curves, trig, 
polar coordinates - find limits for sequences and 
series? It's all here! 

If you're in the biological, social or physical 
sciences, you'll be doing Bessel functions, carbon 
dating, Gompertz' growth curves, half-life, future 
value, marginal costs, motion, cooling, proba- 
bility, pressure - and plenty more. 

Important numerical algorithms are here, too: 
rational and Pad approximation, bracketing, 
continued fractions, Eulei s method, Heun's 
method, iteration functions, Newton's method, 
predictor -corrector, successive substitutions, 
Simpson's method and synthetic division. 

If you already have a scientific 
calculator, you can get just the Calculus 
Guidebook. 

P.S. - YOU CAN DO IT! I'm certain 
I can show you this easy way to success 
with math, so I guarantee it to you 
unconditionally - if you are not satisfied 
just send it back for a prompt refund! 

"-.excellent diagrams and clear explanations." 
-POPULAR SCIENCE 

Professor John Ball of Harvard College writes: 
"I wish I had had as good a calculus course." 

S.C. McCluney, Jr. of Philadelphia writes: "With 
your book and a calculator the whole idea becomes 
clear in a moment, and is a MOST REFRESHING 
EXPERIENCE." 

Professor H.I. Freedman of the U. of Alberta, 
states, "Jiiere can be no question as to the 
usefulness of this book... lots of exercises... very 
clearly written... easy reading." 

..straight -to -the -point explanations..." 
-HP Key Notes 

Tektronix Engineer Bill Templeton says, 
"The best, most dearly written book I have seen 
for improving your math skills." 

TAX DEDUCTIBLE FOR PROFESSIONALS 

rYES, I want to learn math fast and easy with your new method. If I am not more 
than satisfied I can return it for a quick refund. RUSH me the guidebook or com- 
plete kit I select below (kit contains the guidebook and a modern TI -35 calculator). 

Send FREE Catalog of books & calculators 

STATISTICS GUIDEBOOK KIT 

Enclosed is Check, D M.O.; or charge 
my MC/VISA... exp. 

How many? $14.95 $39.95 Card t 
Handling/Shipping 1.00 2.00 
Tax (within Calif. ) .90 2.40 Name 

Address 
TOTAL 

city 
CALCULUS GUIDEBOOK KIT 

State, Zip 
How many? $19.95 $44.95 OUTSIDE USA, surface shipping is $2.00 per 
Handling/Shipping 1.00 2.00 book or $5.00 per kit. Air shipment is $5.00 per 
Tax (within Calif. ) 1.20 2.70 book or $10.00 per kit. U.S. FUNDS PLEASE. 

TOTAL EduCALC Publications, Dept. D3 

For AIR SHIPMENT add $3.00 per item 

Lhone (714)831-2637 (MC or VISA only) 

27953 Cabot Road 
South Laguna, CA 92677 

J 

1 

J 
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LETTERS 
Address your comments to: Letters, Radio -Electronics, 

200 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003 

NO SELLOUT to be the most progressive, commonsense, earlier titles) for close to 30 years and will 

Thank you for not selling out and becoming and up-to-date so far. continue to do so as long as the articles are as 

another computer magazine. Even taken out of context, the quotes of the in this issue-despite the good as ones 
Even if computers are now everywhere, 

not everyone has an interest in those things. 
Chairman Fowler that you used do not sup- 
port the conclusions that you derived from 

poorly -thought-out content of the January 
editorial. 

For those who are computer buffs, there are them. Mr. Fowler did not say (or imply) that How about some positive thought and con - 
many publications devoted entirely to that either technical or basic licensee quali- structive comments in the editorials? (Any - 
field. I would suggest that they read them and fications would be reduced. Instead, he rec- one can sit on his or her butt and complain!) 
leave the electronics magazines to those of ognizes that a great portion of the licensees' What's your answer toward properly using 
us who appreciate the fact that the world of time and money are spent on paperwork and and balancing the radio spectrum? How are 

electronics doesn't revolve around just one compliance to superfluous and outdated we going to accommodate future technol- 
specific technology. rules-as is the commission's time also. If ogies and spectrum requirements? Do you 
RANDALL FRASER you have ever filed an application, or main- even care? 
Worcestor, MA tained a license for a station other than a CB JACK K. DANIEL 

station, you should know how needlessly New York, NY 
THE FCC time-consuming it is. 

I was very disappointed at the ignorance The only way that the public will interpret Of course we care! And I wish I had a 

about the facts, and the shallow thinking that Mr. Fowler's words as an approval of home- solution for every problem currently facing 
was exhibited in Radio -Electronics' Jan- 
uary 1983 editorial: "Committing Suicide- 

brew broadcast stations, or 1 kW CB stations, 
is when they read it in publications such as 

the FCC-but I don't. I also applaud any at- 
tempts to reduce much of the needless and 

FCC Style." yours, and assume that you are knowledge- wasteful bureaucratic red tape that currently 
In dealing with the FCC for over 20 years, I able on the subject. exists at the FCC. However, across -the - 

have found their current overall policy attitude I have read Radio -Electronics (and its board general deregulation is not the answer. 

NOW ... DMM'S AND SCOPES FROM WORLD RENOWNED 

4eÌ1 SOAR CORPORATION ¿-" __.-.- 

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING EXCELLENT QUALITY UNEQUALED PRICES 

31/2 

R 

LCD AUTORANGING 

1/13 

` 
DMM'S 

ME -533 $56 
Measure AC/DC Volts AC/DC Amps 
High/Low Power OHMS All Auto Range 
Decimal With Annunciators 

ME -532 $59 
All features of 533 Plus Continuity Beeper 

ME -531 $79 
All features of 532 & 533 Plus 10 Amp AC/D9 

35MHz DUAL TRACE AND LOADED 

a t 
{- 

* f/ PI 

MODEL MS -6035 

COMES COMPLETE WITH 

1mV Sensitivity 
20 Sweep Speeds To 0.1m Sec 

Trigger Delay 
Trigger Hold -Off 

Alternate Trigger 
6" PDA CRT 
Easy Trace Rotate 
HF & LF Filters, TV Sync. 

2, 10:1 HOOK -ON PROBES 

raj 
And Diode Test 

ME -532 
ME -533 

COMPLETE WITH PROBES, BATTERIES, FUSE 
ME -531 

20MHz DUAL TRACE SUPER PERFORMANCE DMM 

f' 30 Ranges, 8 Functions With Full Overload 
Protection, 10 M 53 Input 
10 Ampere AC/DC Ranges 
Diode Test, Transister hFE Measure 
Super Fast Continuity Beeper 0.4 Sec 

- Large Bold 1/2" LCD Display With Auto Zero, 
! s Decimal And Low Battery Indicator 

Complete With Battery, Probes, And Spare Fuse 

MODEL 8050 
$89.95 OPTIONAL CARRYING CASE $9.90 

MODEL 

L }, 1 

MS -6020 

$599.00 
COMES COMPLETE 

5mV Sensitivity 
19 Sweep Speeds To 0.5m Sec 
CHZ Invert, TV Sync 
Modes, CHI, CHZ, Dual, Add, Chop 
51/2" Rect. CRT Internal Graticie & Trace 
Rotator 
5 Trigger Modes 

WITH 2, 10:1 HOOK -ON PROBES 

WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY 
1601 Basin Street, New Orleans, LA 70116 

CALL TOLL FREE 

800 535-9593 
LOUISIANA TOLL FREE 800 462-9520 

70,000 electronic items 
11-:711Z1 

in in stock for immediate deNvery. 
r,777, LLJ 
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I I I g L l. a lie 

Chairman Fowler's statements, coupled with 
recent FCC decisions (or, shall I say non - 
decisions), such as teletext and AM stereo, 
indicate that across-the-board deregulation 
is the ultimate intent.-Editor 

This is in response to the editorial, "Com- 
mitting Suicide-FCC Style," in the January 
1983 issue. I think that you have mis- 
interpreted Chairman Mark Fowler's com- 
ments. My understanding is that those com- 
ments refer to getting the FCC out of regulat- 
ing the non -technical aspects of broadcast- 
ing. To that end, I applaud Chairman Fowler. 
The FCC should be solely a technical regula- 
tory agency-not an agency that deals with 
social policy. 

Unfortunately, Chairman Fowler's dereg- 
ulatory juggernaut does not want to stop at 
getting the FCC out of social engineering- 
the momentum is carrying through to bona - 
fide regulatory areas such as standards, 
operator licensing, type approval, operating, 
and maintenance logs. 

If Chairman Fowler's unregulation/ 
deregulation/reregulation approach turns out 
to work, I for one will gracefully acknowledge 
the validity of his premise that the "forces of 
the market place" are preferable to artificial 
regulation by a government agency. Howev- 
er, if he is wrong, and the wisdom of the 
Communications Act of 1934 is vindicated, 
we will certainly have an incredible mess to 
clean up. 
DANE E. ERIKSEN 
Alameda, CA 

FASTER THAN LIGHT? 
In regard to the article, "Faster Than Light," 

by Harold W. Milnes, Ph.D., in the January 
1983 Radio -Electronics, I believe that he 
made a misinterpretation of what was 
observed. 

Refer to Fig. 2 on page 56 of the January 83 
issue of Radio -Electronics. When a positive 
pulse was applied to point A by the generator, 
current flowed into the delay circuit. Since the 
ground of the generator was connected 
through resistor R to point B, current flowed 
through R, producing the same positive pat- 
tern at B as was observed at A, and through 
the other end of the delay circuit. Superim- 
posed on the scope picture was a mixture 
between a standing wave and a traveling 
wave produced by these signals entering 
both A and B. That accounted for what Dr. 
Milnes attributed to line distortion. 

In other words, he did not observe anything 
traveling faster than light. 
HARVEY GLUCKMAN 
Montauk, NY 

Radio -Electronics' recent article, "Faster 
Than Light?" (January 1983) does the read- 
ers and staff writers of your magazine a dis- 
service. I am especially concerned about 
your younger readers, who may consider as 
gospel that seriously flawed sojourn into 
pseudo -science. As any scientist, engineer, 
or for that matter any well -trained technician 
conversant in electromagnetics knows, the 
wire "delay line" referred to in the article is 
neither a delay line nor a transmission line. It 
is a crude antenna, which serves to radiative- 
ly couple the two oscilloscope channels. The 
author's conclusion that signals travel faster 
than light is based on an incorrect and naive 
analysis of data obtained from a flawed and 

simple-minded experiment. The wire may be 
made as long as the author wishes, and the 
same apparent result would still be forthcom- 
ing. 

Literally hundreds of crank articles dealing 
with the speed of light and relativity are writ- 
ten every year. It is unusual, however, to see 
such an article in a technical publication- 
especially in a magazine of the stature of 
Radio -Electronics. By publishing such non- 
sense, the accuracy and usefulness of all 
articles in the magazine are thrown into ques- 
tion. 
DR. THOMAS D. ROBERTS, 
University of Alaska, 
Fairbanks, AK 

COMPATIBILITY 
While your computer buyers' guide in the 

October 1982 Radio -Electronics is full of 
useful information not easily obtained es- 
lewhere, I feel that you could say more about 
compatibility. For example, in the Com- 
modore line, the MAX and the 64 are compat- 
ible, so that programs on cassette and car- 
tridge written for the MAX will also run on the 
'64. However, neither machine is compatible 
with the VIC-20. In fact, the cartridge port on 
the VIC-20 is of a different configuration. 
Such information could be a highly important 
factor in deciding which machine to buy, es- 
pecially at the low end where CP/M is not 
available and where each machine typically 
has its own version of BASIC. And I wonder: 
Why don't companies such as Commodore 
point out those important differences in their 
advertising? 
HAROLD MILLER 
Clayton, GA R -E 

RITON MARKETING Corp. 

I79 REMSEN AVENUE 

IROOKLYN, N.Y. 11236 
We Accept Mastercard and Visa 

TOLL FREE HOT LINE 

1-800-221-6836 
1-212-346-8000 

AICROWAVE TV 

DC - 23D 
mmerclal styling 

Alcrowave Blagen 

dB Byetem Oak, 

-2.6 OH. 

111 In A/B Switch 

Cable \ Hardware 

:$ 149.95= 

IRA 

DCV - 200 
Ideal for Medium 
9lgnal Arena 

A6 rB System Oaln 

1.9-2.7 OHz 

Built M A/B Switch 

All Cable. Hardware 

$129.95 

MDC - 23P 
3.76 as. ft. Parabolic 

0 2 Microwave Stage. 

67 dB Byetem Oak, 

2.1-2.6 OHz 

Built F A/B Switch 

AN Cabla . Hardware 

-$199.95= 
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF 

BLE TV CONVERTERS & DECODERS l 

SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEMS 
TRITON: 

A NEW APPROACH 

TO 

SATELLITE TV 

DON'T BUY LESS SYSTEM THAN YOU WANT, OR MORE 

THAN YOU NEED. 0143 PHONE CALL WILL INSURE THAT 
YOUR SATELLITE DOLLARS ARE WELL SPENT. 

ALL TRITON SYSTEMS ARE EXPANDABLE. START WITH 

THE -ADVENTUER' AND YOU CAN ADD COMPONENTS AS 

YOUR NEEDS CHANGE. 

NO SYSTEM 18 COMPLETE UNTIL YOU DECIDE IT 18 

ADVENTURER: 10' fiberglass with pole polar mount, Avantek 12(f K LNA, Gillespie 
7600A receiver, electronic scaler feed, 100' wire and instructions. 

STARGAZER: The "ADVENTURER" plus East/West motor drive. 

STATESMAN: The "ADVENTURER" plus a programable motor drive. 

PERFORMER: The "STATESMAN" with a stereo processor for all stereo formats. 

EXECUTIVE: The ultimate system with wireless remote control. Featuring a 10' 
fiberglass reflector, pole polar mount, IR remote, auto polarization 
of A vantek 1000IC LNA ,all stereo formats,prbgramable motor drive. 

URBANA: A true roof mountable system weighing only 160 pounds. With an 
Avantek 1200KLNA, Gillespie 7600A receiver, scaler feed and 
rotator, East/West motor drive, 100' wire and instructions. 

S 2276.00 

2826.00 

3036.00 

3676.00 

3760.00 

3300.00 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

94080). Those are the model A501 power 
amplifier and the model A502 preamp/ 
control -center. The sound quality of 
those units compares favorably with 
high -quality assembled units on the mar - 
ket. There are some problems with the 
construction, however, particularly with 
the instruction manuals, but we'll get to 
that later. Let's first take a closer look at 
the units and their features. 

Model A501 power amplifer 
The power amplifier (shown) offers 

several unusual features. For instance, it 
offers switchable Class A or Class AB 
operation. In the stereo mode, the output 
power is 25 watts -per -channel Class A 
and a hefty 100 watts -per -channel Class 
AB. In the monaural mode, the two stereo 
channels are connected together in a 
bridge configuration and the power out - 

Monarchy Engineering Monarchy EngineeringA501/A502 

A501/A502 Power Amp OVERALL 
PRICE U and Preamp EASE 

OF USE f, 
gr INSTRUCTION 

MANUAL II 
PRICE 

VALUE F 
^' ,.- 

- ." 1 2 3 4 5 6 718 9 10 
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l'OR MOST AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS, SETTING 

up an audiophile's sound system means 
laying out a very large amount of cash. 
For those interested in electronics, 
however, there is an option-build one of 
the high -quality units currently available. 
If you do that, you'll not only cut the cost 

of your system, but gain the added pride 
and satisfaction of listening to corn- 
ponents you built yourself. 

Among the better units we've seen late- 
ly is a pair of matching components from 
Monarchy Engineering (380 Swift Ave, 
Unit 21, South San Francisco, CA 

GET THE SAME VIDEO TRAINING 
THE PEOPLE AT SONY GET 

Now you can be trained by Sony even if you 
aren't employed by Sony. 

Because we're making our vast library of train- 
ing videotapes available to you. The very tapes that 
teach our own engineering, service and sales personnel. 

The tapes cover the products and concepts of 
video and its related technologies. You can learn the 
basics of video recording. Color systems. 
Digital video and electronics. Television 
production. And more. 

Plus you can learn how to service 
cameras,VTR's, and other video products. 
As professionally as Sony does. 

The tapes are pro- 
duced entirely by 
Sony and contain 
up-to-the-minute 
information. They 
communicate clear- 
ly and simply. And 
some of them are 
even programmed for 
interactive learning. 

And learning through video can be done at 
your own pace, in the convenience of your home, 
shop or school. Reviewing is quick and easy. And 
the tapes are always available for reference. 

Send for your catalog, which lists more than 
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 1/2" formats. 

Write Sony Video Products Com- 
pany, Tape Production Services, 
700 W Artesia Boulevard, 
Compton, California 90220. 

Or call (213) 537-4300. 
Of course, there's no 

obligation. Except the 
obligation you have to 

yourself: to find out 
about the best train- 
ing available in 
one of the country's 
fastest -growing, 
most lucrative fields. 
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THE POMONA PROMISE 
We provide the design engineer with the best 

"black boxes" made in this country. 
Or anywhere. 

That may seem like a tough 
promise to deliver on. But if you 
talk to the professionals of the 
electronics industry, you'll learn 
quickly and with great assurance 
that the "black boxes" designed 
and produced by ITT Pomona 
Electronics are looked upon as 
the best in the business. Bar none. 

The reason goes back to 
when we first introduced the idea 
of providing convenient con- 
tainers for special test circuits. We 
promised then that ours would be 
the best. And that's the way it's 
been. 

Since then our line has ex- 

panded to eleven different series 
to accommodate just about any 
component packaging require- 
ment you'll ever need. 

At ITT Pomona Electronics, 
we know there is no such thing as 
standing pat. We also know that 
your needs change and your ex- 
pectations become greater as the 
demands become more severe. To 
this end we will continue to create 
a better way. A better product. 

That's a promise. 
All of our products are 

described and illustrated in our 
General Catalog, and it's free. Just 
call (714) 623-3463 or 623-6751. 

CIRCLE 12 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TWX 910-581-3822. Write to us at 
ITT Pomona Electronics, a Divi- 
sion of International Telephone 
and Telegraph Corporation, 1500 
E. Ninth St., Pomona, CA 91766. 

In Europe: ITT CANNON 
BELGIUM S.A./N.V. Rue Colonel 
Bourg Str. 105 Space A (B.3) 1140 
Brussels, Belgium. Phone: 02-735- 
6094. 

Our products are available 
through your favorite electronics 
parts distributor. 

ITT Pomona Electronics 
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put is 100 watts -per -channel Class A and 
300 watts -per -channel Class AB. 

The manufacturer's specifications for 
total harmonic distortion (THD) is less 
than .007% Class A (.01% Class AB). 
Other important specifications include a 
frequency response of 5 Hz to 200 kHz 
(- 1 dB), a signal-to-noise ratio of 105 - 
dB Class A (115 -dB Class AB), channel 
seperation of better than 80 dB at 1 kHz, 
and internal noise of less 0.3 mV Class A 
(0.2 mV Class AB). 

All of the supply voltages in the 
voltage -amplification stage are reg- 
ulated. The unit is protected from over- 
heating by a rather interesting high - 
efficiency liquid convection -cooling sys- 
tem. It may be a bit disconcerting to find 
that if you listen very carefully to the unit 
(assuming there is no input, of course) 
you can hear it "bubbling away" much 
like a radiator. Rest assured, however, 
that this is normal; what's more important 
is that the system works, and works well, 
affording excellent thermal stability. 
Other protective features include a DC - 
sensing speaker protection circuit and an 
excessive -current limiter. 

Model A502 preamp 
The matching model A502 preampli- 

fier is actually called a "control center." 
Like the power amp, the preamp's. fea- 
tures and specifications compare favora- 
bly with assembled units on the market. 

The model A502 will work with both 
moving -coil and moving -magnet phono 
cartridges and includes separate RIAA 
input-amplifers for each type of car- 
tridge. Also, all capacitors have been eli- 
minated from the audio -signal path so that 
direct coupling from input to output (or 
from cartridge to speaker when used with 
the A501) is achieved. The use of in- 
dependent left- and right -channel power 
supplies reduces crosstalk. 

Looking at the manufacturer's speci- 
fications, the unit's frequency response 
(phono) is 20 Hz to 20 kHz (± 0.2 dB). 
Both total harmonic distortion and in- 
termodulation distortion are less that 
.005% at 3 volts. The maximum output - 
level from the unit is 15 volts and the 
maximum phono -input level is 16 -mV 
RMS for the moving coil input and 270 - 
mV RMS for the moving magnet input. 

Let's next turn to the layout of the 
control panel. Among the more interest- 
ing controls on that panel is the 
CARTRIDGE-SELECT/PHONO-STRAIGHT 
switch. The actual function of that switch 
is chosen during construction. If you use 
it as a CARTRIDGE -SELECT switch, you can 
connect either a moving -coil or moving - 
magnet cartridge to either of the rear - 
panel inputs -the switch is then used to 
choose between the inputs. 1f it is used as 
a PHONO STRAIGHT switch, moving -coil 
cartridges must be connected only to IN- 

PUT I while moving -magnet cartridges 

must be connected only to INPUT 2. In the 
PHONO -STRAIGHT mode itself, the phono 
signal takes the most direct route from the 
input to the output of the unit, bypassing 
(and thus disabling) most of the controls 
with the exception of the VOLUME con- 
trol. 

Another feature is a subsonic filter that 
cuts off frequencies below 15 Hz. The 
front panel also includes a MODE REVERSE 
switch that flip-flops the right and left 
channels as well as three -position bass 
and treble TURNOVER -FREQUENCY 
switches that are used to select the fre- 
quencies at which the BASS and TREBLE 
controls become effective. These turn- 
over frequencies are 150 Hz, 300 Hz, and 
600 Hz for the BASS control and 1.5 kHz, 
3 kHz, and 6 kHz for the TREBLE control. 
A TONE switch can be used to defeat the 
BASS, TREBLE, and TURNOVER controls 
and provide flat frequency -response. 

Construction 
Each kit is designed to be built in stages 

and all parts are prepackaged in easily 
identified clear -plastic bags. Each bag is 
opened only as it is needed, and each 
stage of construction follows logically. 

That does not mean all is well, howev- 
er. For those familier with the "can't 
fail" instructions provided with some 
kits, such as those from Heathkit, the 
difference between those and the ones 
provided with these kits will be im - 

FIRST QUALITY COMPONENTS - NOT MAIL ORDER "SECONDS" lD00pee Sa`a'oÿ 

ARIES ZERO 
INSERTION 
FORCE 
SOCKETS - 
cam actuated, true zero 
insertion - tin plated solder 
tail pins - capable of being 
plugged into dip sockets, 
including wire wrap. 

Stock No. of 
No. Pine 1-9 10-49 50 

11055 24 4.98 94.35 93.90 
11050 29 5.15 450 4.05 
11057 40 8.81 5.95 5.35 
11058 84 12.02 10.50 9.45 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 82508-700pc611 each belowassod'01 $22,50 
Stock No. 82501 10 ea. of 10-12-15-18-22-27-33-39-47-56 OHM a3 95 each 
Stock No. 83502 10 ea. of 68-82-1001 20-150-180-220-270-330-390 OHM 
Stock No. 82503 10 ea. 01470560.680820-1 K.t.2K.l.5K-t .8K -2.2K-2.7 OHM aasonme", 

Stock No. 82504 10 ea. o1 3.3K3.9K-4.7K-5.60.8.8K-8.2K10Kt 2K -15K -18K OHM 
Stock No. 82505 10 ea. of 22K.27K33K-39K-47K-56K-68K.82K-1000120K OHM 
Stock No. 82506 10 ea. of 1500-1800.2200-2700-330K3900.4706.5608.6800. 820K -OHM 
Stock No. 8250710 ea. o1 IM -1.2M-1 5M-1.8M-2.2M-2.7M-3.3M3.9M-4 7M -5.6M -OHM 

WILD ROVER 
Touch switch capsule. 
Operating motion is 005" w,ihoul the 
use of a levered arm. Extremely last on 
and oft wNh low noise. Normally open - 
rated 115 VAC. 1 6 amp -30 milliohm re- 
sistance - 615 radius by 160 thick. 

Stock No. 1.9 10 25 
12098 8 1.28 8 1.12 8 .95 

60/40 ROSIN CORE SOLDER 
Stock Langtb Weight 

No 139 (teen lot I Pca 
50075 062 9 1 5 5116 
50076 062 25 4 2.39 
50077 062 50 8 4.25 
50078 032 33 1 5 1.31 
50079 032 885 4 247 
50080 032 175 8 4.57 

ELPAC POWER SUPPLIES - DC/DC CONVERTERS 

Stock No. 13801 
- "Floppy Disc" 
Power Supply For 
Winchesteri Drives 

$1099° 
13801-1 Data Sheet 
for 13801 ... 25 

SINTEC ELPAC Input Output Output Dimensions 
Stook No. No. Voltaa. nonage Current (HaWsD) 

300 MW Type (VOCI (VDCl (MA) In Inches Pee. 

3825 C83801 3.07.0 1220.6 0.25 .481.51t3.05 S 7.95 
3826 CH3811 3.0-7.0 -1220.6 0.25 .48251`3.05 7.95 
3827 C1í39023.07.0 1520.7 0.20 .481.5123.05 7.95 
3826 C83812 3.0-7.0 -1520.7 0-20 .481.5123.05 7.05 
3829 0838043.0-7.0 2820.7 0-10 .482.5,x3.03 7.95 
3830 C63814 3.0-7.0 -2920.7 0-10 .482.5123.05 7.95 

1.5W TYPE 
3831 
3832 
3833 
3834 
3835 
3836 
3825-1 

C13801 4.07.0 1220.6 125 .651.1.2`1.77 824.95 
CL3811 4.07.0 -1220.8 125 .65121.2.1.77 24.95 
C L3802 4.0-7.0 1520.7 100 .851.1.221.77 24.95 
C13812 4.0-7.0 -1530.7 100 .8510.221.77 24.95 
CW8044.0-7.0 2821.4 50 .65121.221.77 24.96 
CL3814 4.07.0 -2831.4 50 .651.1.2.1.77 2495 
DATA SHEET FOR OC/DC CONVERTERS 25 

ELPAC POWER SUPPLIES - SOLV SERIES FULLY REGULATED 

in Inckn 
47n 1`41.2 
4nmw2x 

SINTEC ELPAC 0.215.t Cannot 
Stock No. P.O No. o6.ye 

M 3802 SOLVtss ] 
3803 801.V1611 12 1.55 

90LV1616 15 1 

3808 501.11624 24 0.755 
38011 900/303 5 8% 
3909 SOLV3012 12 4.pA 
3810 900/3015 15 3.35 
3512 901.03024 24 2.0* 

13902.1 MeSh4n tor SOLVSeMw 

OK MACHT AND TOOL 
IC INSERTION/ 
EXTRACTION KIT 
includes DiP IC 2.lradn,5 and 
m 4erters m accommowle an 115 
Iron. 14 o 40 ens Tools Mat 

éYOWá lsuitceeourId 
no lugs frock No. 537.74 

133011 

ca59.rasa 

ill" e 

47/1eNR 
47/taa4a2 

i5.5/5.7.3-3/18/ew7/eao-3/le 

ss/I1.7les3/1e 

OVP 

Included 
ao. as 

FI tnc4. 0441 39.95 
OVP4 

5Y.Y6 0.45 
OUP. 59.95 

65/e.47/99.3/te 1910.4 59.95 
25 

11302 
11303 
11304 
11305 
11306 
11307 
11308 
11309 

TI WIRE 
WRAP 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated 
phosphor bronze 
contact -3 wrap 
Stock 

1-99 No. No Pins 
11301 8 '5.40 

14 .59 
16 .64 
18 .73 
20 .99 
22 1.12 
24 1.25 
28 1.52 
4o 2.05 

100 
-499 500 
$.36 5.30 

.54 .45 

.58 .48 

.66 .55 

.90 .75 
1.02 .85 
1.14 .95 
1.38 1.15 
1.86 1.55 

Special of the Month! 
PROFESSIONAL PRINTED 
CIRCUIT DESIGN 
KITS... 
Everything you 
need to get started 
creating Instant 
PC boards ... 
the convenient. 
economical way. 

Stock 
No. 

12839 
12840 
12841 
12842 

Description Net 
Each 

Eurokit 887.50 
Standard bus 82.80 
6101 88.20 
APPLE 83.20 

PIN FORMING TOOL 
puts ICs on their 
true row to row Ñ I, spacing. One side is 
for. 300 centers, Flip tool over for devices 
on .600 centers. Put device in tool and 
squeeze. NEW! Stock No. 10200 $14.95 

ONE TOOL DOES (ANTI -STATIC MODEL) 

8 thru 40 PINS! Stock No. 11059 $12.95 

SOCKET WRAP ID .3295. 14 pin 

DIP sockeu.ºed OOastn moors 
13296 16 6n 

numbered holes m 6n M. 1 297 f6 orn 
tenth 

k 
13296 72 o>n 

onto socket 
rappng in iden91, 6n5 Also 

13300 72 pin 

nth `beaten IC Otte 
13300 24 pin 

number í1411,0n. Sic 5411,145 333003 40 pin 

shootrngrand rsowc9- 
uou 13303 -V6150 

91.82 Per pack 

SINTEC Drawer Q8 Milford 
CO. NJ 08848-9990 

r IC EXTRACTOR 
One-piece, spring steel con- 
struction. Will extract all LSI, MSI 
and SSL devices with 8 to 24 
pins Stock No. $ 

13313 
2.10 

TI LOW PROFILE 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated 
copper alloy 
688 contact pins 
with gas tight seal. 
Stock 106 

No. No Pins I.24 25-99 999 

1120214 
11201 $.10 $.09 $.08 

.14 .13 .12 
11203 16 .16. .15 .14 
11204 16 .18 .17 .15 
11205 20 .20 .18 .16 
11206 22 .22 .20 .18 
11207 24 .24 .22 .20 
11208 28 .28 .26 .25 
11209 4o .40 .37 .33 

MODUTEC 
Miniclamp AC VOKAmmeter 
allows singling one conductor out of 
many without disarrangement. 

/Stock No. AC Amles 

6Price U....;.:12 se, ÉE$9g 137311 
»r 

0-50A 39.50 
TNR 13732 0-100A 39.50 

ACCESSORY LINE SPLITTER 
allows fast readings of AC power con- 
sumption of plug in equipment with- 
out separation of leads. 

Stock No. 13727 $9.95 
POCKET SIZED 
BATTERY TESTER 
for all types of small battenesfrom 
1.35v to 4.5v $13.95 

Stock No. 13733 

VOLT-I-CATOR 
automotive diagnostic meter plugs 
into lighter socket and indicates bat- 
tery condition and charging rates. 

Stock No. 13736 $1 5495 
AC VOLTAGE TESTER 
plugs into any 110v service recept- 
acle to check line voltage over 50- 
150 VAC 

Stock No. 13735 
VOM-MULTITESTER 
versatile Voll-Ohm-Milliammeter in 
small package 

Stock No. 13729 $1 3.95 

TOLL 800-526-596 
We accept VISA. MC. 
C.0.0 CHECK or M.O 
INCLUSE SHIPPING CHARGES 

FREE in NJ (201) 996-4093 
Ot 

é°525o 00 
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The PIED PIPER 
Hickok's LX -306 is leading the way for 

Digital Multimeters 

List Price 

$139 
Limited Time 

oc , When it comes to digital multimeters The 
, ;.;, Pied Piper is a natural leader. You won't 

11 750ÁC 

find a better DMM. Because The Pied Piper 
(Model #LX -306) combines all the best func- 
tions and features of a quality DMM with 
Hickok's exclusive VARI -PITCH - a full 

2n 
10 11111 

" function, variable audible tone. 
Don't let the low price and miniature size 

P_ fool you. This DMM is designed to outper- * ® O 
11vY er,= form all other hand-held digital multimeters 

600ma*ms and it will fit in your hand. With the VAR I - 
PITCH feature and a basic accuracy of 
0.25%, The Pied Piper can increase your 
testing and servicing capabilities by more 
than 25%. 

10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108 (216) 541-8060 
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mediately obvious. For another thing, the 
primary instruction manuals are written 
in Japanese. An English translation is 

provided, to be sure, but the manual and 
the translation must both be used if the kit 
is to be successfully built. For another 
thing, all of the illustrations appear only 
in the Japanese manual, and those illus- 
trations are, of course, vital. 

Another, and perhaps more critical 
fault, however, is the quality of the 
translation. It appears to have been trans- 
lated literally from the original Japanese 
and as a result can be difficult to read and 
confusing. You'll find yourself re- 
reading an instruction several times just to 
be sure you completely understand it. 

Finally, a few typographical errors and a 
few ommisions of information were spot- 
ted (you'd be surprised at how much 
Japanese you can "learn" just studying 
the diagrams). All of those can be spotted 
before any damage is done, but you must 
pay careful attention to both the original 
and the translation or you might run into 
trouble. 

All that aside, however, the finished 
products are well worth the time and 
effort put into building them. They are 
two truly sophisticated units, with both 
impressive specifications and perfor- 
mance. The A501 sells for $299.95, the 
A502 for $349.95. Both units are avail- 
able directly from Monarchy. R -E 

Service it! 
The world famous Super 

Case. Complete with 48 of 
the most popular and 
professional problem solving 
tools. From screwdrivers and 
nutdrivexs to pliers, wrenches, 
crimping tools and more. A 
super variety and super 
value. All unconditionally 
warranted from Vaco, of 
course. The Super Case and 
all the fine Vaco tools can be 
seen in our latest catalog. It's 
free, just write. 

The 
Professional 
Super Case 

70260 

Builds tools 
like your job 
depends on it: 

Vaco Products Company 1510 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook, IL 60062 U.S.A. 
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Computer 
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Non -Linear Systems Kaypro li 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE/ 
VALUE 

6 7 

Ff° 

9 10 

ADAM OSBORNE CREATED A SENSATION IN 

1981 when he brought out the first truly 
portable microcomputer. People said it 
couldn't be done, but he did it, offering 
with it a powerful assortment of applica- 
tions software. The most unbelievable 
part to many observers at the time was the 
price-$1795 for a full 4 -MHz Z80 
microcomputer that was capable of run- 
ning the industry -standard operating sys- 
tem, CP/M. 

Other companies are following the path 
that Osborne paved. One of them is Non- 
Linear Systems (533 Stevens Ave., Sola- 
na Beach, CA 92075). The company is 
best known for its line of test equipment 
and oscilloscopes, but it has also leaped 
onto the portable -microcomputer band- 
wagon with its Kaypro /I. That portable, 
which also comes with a powerful set of 
applications software, is aimed directly at 
the Osborne market with a price of 
$1795.00. The Osborne computer and the 
Kaypro II have a number of features in 
common-and a number of significant 
differences. 

Similarities 
The Kaypro II is comparable in size 

and weight to the Osborne-roughly 18 

inches wide by 8 inches high by 14 inches 
deep, and weighing about 26 pounds. 
Neither unit has a cooling fan, although 
the Kaypro II seems to have more vents. 
(However, that doesn't mean that they 
run hot; instead, they keep their cool even 
after hours of use.) Both are similar in that 
their covers are actually detachable key- 
board units, and each has a similar num- 
ber of keys, arranged in the familiar 

www.americanradiohistory.com



Çi24aFordham 
Ulan Prices on 

Test Equipment 
Now Fordham is passing on to customers the hugest savings 
possible on test instruments. To help celebrate the opening of 
our new 40,000 square foot facility on Long Island, we've 
purchased an extra large inventory of B&K Precision products. 

31/2 Digit LCD 
Autoranging DMM 

Reg. -S1 -7-5-60r 

$ g9each 5 
Model 2845 

Now 
7 

PKPRECIS/ON 

rang 
automatic, 

on all functions. 

Range lock holds any 

range. 
0.1% accuracy. 
Fast reading. 
0.5" LCD display. 

Autozeroing. 
Autopolarity on all 

ranges. 
Audible continuity 
indicator. 
Varistor and fuse over- 

load protection. 
RF shielded. 
Meets UL 1244 safety 

standards. 

Low Distortion 
Function Generator 
Model 3010 
Reg. $228-80 

Now 

$1875 ch 
Generates sine, square and triangle 

waveforms Variable amplitude and fixed 
TTL squarewave outputs 0.1 Hz to 1 mHz in six ranges Typical sine wave distortion 
under 0.5% from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz Variable 
DC offset for engineering applications 

VCO external input for sweep -frequency tests. 

:1(PRECISI0N 

We're offering the quality of name brand products and the 
benefits of our volume purchasing power. While supplies last 
we guarantee these unbelievably low prices. 

8 -Trace, 4 Channel 100 MHz Dual Time Base Scope 
Model 1500 948900 
Reg $2-5-7-570-0 Now each 

B2r 

° ä __ 

Comes With Probes 

100 MHz response, 3.5nS rise time 2nS/div. sweep rate with 10X magnifier Trigger views or four separate inputs Dual time base 1M ohm inputs or 50 ohm inputs 1 mV/div sensitivity to 100 mHz CH 1 frequency counter output Delayed sweep, 20 nS to 0.5 seconds Alternate timebase Switching power supply Selectable chop frequencies Voltage and current probe calibrators. 

Dynapeak Transistor 
Tester 
Model 520B Regrr 

Now 

$199 eachr _+094e> 

Fast testing Hi/Lo drive Works in - 

circuit when others won't Identifies leads 

of bipolars and FETs Random lead 

c 
GAutotion matic NPN/PNPI 

'beep' 
and Si/Ge 

identification. 

CRT Restorer/Analyzer 
Model 467 
Reg.$4-957Gró 

4 Now 

2075h Restores color and b/w picture tubes 
like new! Uses the most powerful restoration 

method known with minimal danger to the CRT Exclusive multiplex test technique tests all three guns of color CRTs simul- taneously under actual operating conditions, even CRTs with common 01 and G2, with real dynamic tests Instant, automatic tracking. 

FOR ORDERING OR PRICING ON OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT 

Call Toll Free 
(800) 645-9518 ORD 
N.Y.S. (800)832-1446 260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, N.Y.11788 
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master charge 

Master Charge VISA IN COD 
Money Order Check 

$50.00 m nimum order 
COD's extra (required 25% deposit) 
N.Y. Slate 

residents eNE 
eNNOPNate 
sales ba. 

ADO FOR SNIPPING AND INSURANCE 
36.50 

3251.0010 500.00 
501.0010 750.00 8.50 

1:1.00 ,o 1000.00 12.50¡ 
1000.00 15.00 
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typewriter -style QWERTY layout. The 
KavPro 11 has a 62 -key soft -touch key- 
board with a separate 14 -key numeric 
keypad. 

Both portables come with 64K (64,000 
bytes) of memory and use Z80 CPU's, 
and both run the CP/M operating system, 
which allows users a wide selection of 
pre-packaged, off -the -shelf applications 
software. However, the average user may 
not even need further applications pro- 
grams because each portable comes with 
a standard word-processing package, a 
financial -spreadsheet package, a power- 
ful BASIC programming package, and, 
of course, CP/M. 

More than one wag has suggested 

whimsically that the user is actually pay- 
ing for the software and getting the com- 
puter free. That's not exactly true, but for 
the relatively small amount of money he 
has to spend, the user gets a great deal. 

Both machines take advantage of exist- 
ing technology. They are not among the 
new wave of 16 -bit or 16-bit/8-bit 
machines now coming to the market and 
they break no new ground. Instead, they 
build on the resources of existing hard- 
ware and software. The average user of 
each machine should find either more 
than adequate for his needs. 

Differences 
Similarities aside, the Kaypro 11 is an 

TM 

SAMS 
BOOKS 

FOCUS ON VIDEO WITH SAMS 
Sams library of video books more. No. 22051, $18.95 
clearly shows you everything SATELUTE TV HANDBOOK 
you need to produce and enjoy shows you how to build your 
your own video. Be your own own earth station, see 
producer with these books from blacked -out and unedited 
Sams: network TV shows, legally and 

HOME VIDEO HANDBOOK privately cut your cable costs in 
(3rd Edition) covers the big home half, and much more. Written by 
video picture and shows you Anthony T. Easton, No. 22055, 
how to use everything from $16.95 (tentative) 
VCRs and videodiscs to large- BASICS OF AUDIO AND 
screen projection systems. Easy- VISUAL SYSTEMS DESIGN 
to -read info from video industry provides valuable NAVA - 
expert Charles Bensinger. sanctioned information for 
No. 22052, $13.95 designers and installers of 

VIDEO PRODUCTION GUIDE commercial, audience -oriented 
takes you through the entire AV systems, and especially 
production process from script newcomers to this field of AV. 

to distribution. Covers all details Gives you a full background in 
of in -studio and remote fundamental system design 
productions for video concepts and procedures, 
professionals and serious updated with current 
amateurs. Also makes an technology. No. 22038, $15.95 
excellent textbook. Edited by Get your act together with 
Charles Bensinger. No. 22053, these SarrIs Books, and act now! 
$28.95 To order call 800-428-3696 or 

VIDEO GUIDE (3rd Edition), 317-298-5566 and reference 
also by Charles Bensinger, is a AD277. 
fully -illustrated, hardware- Offer good in USA only and 
oriented introduction to the expires 7/31/83. Prices subject 
use and operation of video to change without notice. In 

equipment. A classic reference Canada, contact Lenbrook 
guide to professional and Industries, Ltd., Scarborough, 
amateur use of cameras, editing Ontario. 
systems, lenses, accessories and 
HOWARD W, SAMS&CO. ,INC ., 4300 West62nd Street, PO. Box7092, Indianapolis,IN46206 
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interesting machine in its own right. It 
attempts to correct some of the things that 
have been criticized in other portables. In 
some cases it succeeds, while in others it 
doesn't. Take the display, for instance. 
Rather than rely on a tiny five -inch CRT 
and horizontal scrolling, as does the 
Osborne computer, NLS has used a nine - 
inch screen with a full 80 -column display 
capability. That makes the machine much 
easier and less disconcerting to use. NLS 
has apparently been able to use a larger - 
size screen because of the placement of 
the computer's built-in mini -floppy disk 
drives. They are stacked vertically to the 
right of the screen, while Osborne chose 
to mount the drives horizontally, one on 
either side of the display, and thus had to 
save space with a much smaller CRT. 

NLS also took the Kaypro 11 several 
steps farther than Osborne did his original 
unit. When the Osborne computer was 
first released, it came equipped with 
single -sided, single -density disk drives. 
That limited mass storage to about 180K, 
which also limited the usefulness of the 
system. Although Osborne later opted for 
a single -sided, double -density format, 
NLS had the foresight to equip its ma- 
chine with single -sided, double -density 
drives from the start, thus increasing its 
usefulness greatly. Mass storage on the 
Kaypro II's two drives is 382K. Obvious- 
ly, NLS learned from the Osborne experi- 
ence. 

What it didn't learn from Osborne 
shows up in the usefulness of the larger 
nine -inch CRT screen. Osborne's screen 
is matte -finished so there is a minimum of 
glare, while NLS uses a normal glass -like 
outer screen that's subject to glare spots 
and can be hard to read. Also, the "green - 
on -green" display can be somewhat 
difficult to make out in some light. 
Granted, the actual surface of the Kaypro 
1I's screen is matte finished, but the outer 
CRT covering is glass, and that defeats 
the purpose of the matte finish on the 
inner surface. 

Furthermore, the display picks up a 
great deal of noise that appears as raster 
scan -lines that run across the face of the 
CRT when the disks are accessed. That 
can prove disconcerting if you are trying 
to follow a user help -menu. And, it's not 
limited to isolated incidehts; it happens 
every time the read-write head of the disk 
is accessed. The problem is something 
that should be looked into, because the 
fact that the screen "hears" the controller 
circuitry indicates that it is noisy from an 
RF standpoint. 

You would also think that because of 
the all -metal enclosure the system would 
be quiet from an RF standpoint, but it 
isn't. When the computer was used near a 
VHF -FM amateur -radio transceiver, it 
easily overcame the receiver's quieting 
circuitry and popped the squelch, es- 
pecially when the read-write head was 
accessed. The noise continued even with 
the squelch control turned all the way up, 
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VIDEO EQUIPMENT 
QUALITY LOW PRICES 

OFF -THE -SHELF DELIVERY 
from FORDHAM of course. 

MODEL V-1880 

BP STABLIZER/IMAGE ENHANCER/RF CONVERTER/ 
VIDEO FADER/2-WAY DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 

OUR PRICE $135.0 each 
Most versatile video processor. Contains five units in one: stabilizer (video guard 
remover); image enhancer; video to RF converter; video fader, and dual output 
distribution amplifier. 
Stabilizer Will correct entire range of copy guard distortion such as jitter, 
vertical roll or black bar travelling through picture. 
Enhancer Lets you attain best picture for your own preference. 
RF Converter Allows your TV set to receive video and audio signals from your 
image enhancer, guard stabilizer, video camera, computer, VCR, etc. The direct 
video signal from any video component can be fed into the V-1880 and 
converted to a usable RF signal that can go to your TV antenna terminals. 
Video Fader Used to produce professional fade ins and fade outs. 

BP VIDEO GUARD STABILIZER 
MODEL 
V-1875 

OUR PRICE $45.00 each 
Has self contained A&B and bypass switch. Many 
movies, concerts and special programs for sale or 
rental are copy guarded. This removes copy guard 
and allows you to make copies. Many TV sets wit 
not play prerecorded tapes because copy guard 
causes picture to roll and jitter, turn to snow or 
disappear. Video Guard Stabilizer removes copy 
guard from signal. 

BP VIDEO GUARD STABILIZER/ 
RF CONVERTER 
MODEL 
V-1877 

OUR PRICE $69.95 each 
Same as above but with a built-in RF Converter 
that gives the model V-1877 an RF output which 
can be fed directly to the antenna terminals of a 
TV set This enables you to remove the copy guard 
from a pre-recorded tape and view it on a N using 
only a VCR.. 
Use at an RF Converter only. Used in conjunc- 
tion with your TV, you can feed direct audio and 
video signals from any video device such as video 
camera, computer, portable VCR, etc. 

BP VIDEO COMMAND CENTER 
MODEL V-4803 

OUR PRICE $59.95 each 
A switcher that can 
accept 6 inputs and 
direct them to 3 out- 
puts. Utilizes switch 
similar to one used on 
home VCR's. You avoid 
signal loss incurred by 
using splitters. 

JERROLD 60 CHANNEL 
CORDLESS TV CONVERTER 
MODEL DRX-3-105 

CALL FOR PRICES 

Receive up to 60 TV channels Remote TV 
Control Attach to any age or model TV in 
minutes. No tools required. On/Off button. 
'Channel selection. Channel Stepping. Fine 
Tuning. 

JERROLD JRX TV REMOTE 
CONVERTER 
MODEL JRX-3C105 (SWITCH) 

OUR PRICE $79.95 each 
Consists of two units 
- a receiver and 
transmitter. 20 ft con- 
necting cord is detach- 
able at one end to 
help you position the 
unit. May be attached to 
any age or model N in 
minutes. No tools required. 

Receive up to 36 channels. Remote 
TV control. 

BP VIDEO CONTROL CENTER 
MODEL V -4802R 

PRICE $19.95 each 
Provides remote con- 
trol access of all 
Video, TV or Cable. 
inputs to TV or Big 
Screen TV from one 
location by flipping 
switch. 

One output, your 
TV set or Big Screen TV 

FoUr inputs Completely passive, i.e. no AC 
power required to operate Auxiliary input and 
output provides added flexibility. 

BP UHF CONVERTER FOR TV 
AND VTR 
MODEL V-5736OUR 

PRICE $24.95 each 

5 FOR $100.00 
Use your VCR to its 
maximum capability. 
Record VHF, UHF, 
Cable or Pay TV while 
watching any other 
mode 
FEATURES 36 channels 

Allows complete programming 
of VTR Super color quality 

Watch or record any combination 
of selectable channels. Receives midband, 
superband/Pay and all VHF channels on UHF. 

For BetaNHS type recorders or TV set Record 
and use TVs remote control. 

BP IMAGE ENHANCER 
MODEL V-1860 
Dramatically improves 
performance 
of video 
cameras 
and VCR's 
(off -the -air 
or second 
generation 
recordings), 
by compensa- OUR PRICE 
ling for deteriora- 
tion of detail and $59.95 each 
sharpness. Includes video distribution amplifier 
with two video outputs, allowing you to make two 
copies at once without loss in signal level. 

BP RF CONVERTER/MODULATOR 
MODEL V-1885 

OUR PRICE $39.95 each 
Allows your TV 
to receive video 
and audio signals 
from image en- 
hancer, guard 
stabilizer, video 
camera, computer, VCR, etc. 
The outputs of many video 
components cannot be directly hooked up to the 
VHF antenna terminals on your TV set. This 
problem is solved by using the Model V-1885 RF 
Converter. Converts video signal from any video 
component to adjustable RF signal at antenna 
terminals. Allows your VCR output to feed two TV 
sets at the same time, with virtually no signal loss. 

FOHAM 
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788 

Master Charge N.Y. State 
VISA COD residents add 

IS Money Order appropriate 
Check sales tax. 

COD's extra (required 25% deposit) 

ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE 
$250.00 $4.50 

5251.00 to 500.00 6.50 
501.00 to 750.00 8.50 
751.00 to 1000.00 12.50 

over 1000.00 15.00 

TUR (800)6459518 
in N.Y. State call 800-832-1446 
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and indicates a deficiency in the unit's RF 
shielding. It should be noted, though, that 
normal television viewing wasn't in- 
terfered with greatly, although there were 
some signs of stray RF entering the front 
end of the television receiver. That isn't a 
minor quibble; other computers tested 
and used regularly within the same area 
produce only limited RF -interference on 
the same equipment, and it is easily 
quieted. 

Performance 
Setting up the computer is very easy. 

Since it is an all -in -one unit, all you have 
to do is take it out of the carton, plug it in, 
and flip a switch. After that, you insert the 
system disk (the one that contains the 
CP/M operating system) and start 
("boot") the machine. In addition to the 
64K of RAM, the Kaypro II also has 2K 
of ROM (Read -Only Memory) that stores 
the bootstrap routine that allows the op- 
erating system and programs to be loaded 
into memory. The ROM also runs any 
start-up self -test diagnostics. That por- 
tion of memory, since it is read-only, is 
not user -modifiable. 

Like the Osborne portable, the Kaypro 
II comes with a powerful set of applica- 
tions software. A set of four programs 
from Perfect Software includes Perfect 
Writer, Perfect Speller, Perfect Cale and 
Perfect Filer. The first two are a word 
processor and its associated spelling 

checker. Perfect Cale is a spreadsheet 
program, and Perfect Filer is a relational 
data -base program. 

Also included is Chang Labs' Profit 
Plan, a simplified business spreadsheet, 
an S -BASIC compiler for user -written 
programs, and, of course, CP/M. 

The Perfect Speller word-processing 
program comes with a "teaching disk" 
that leads the first-time user by the hand 
through the steps he needs to make the 
best use of the program. The lessons are 
thorough and while, in my opinion, the 
presentation could have been better, they 
do do the job. 

The soft -touch keyboard used on the 
Kaypro // lacks a positive feel. The im- 
pression is as if the keys are somehow 
vaguely disconnected from the keyboard, 
although there is a software -driven beep 
to indicate a keystroke. If NLS had used 
stronger springs, the overall feel of the 
keyboard would have been better. While 
that may slow the touch typist, it should 
pose no problem to the average two - 
fingered typist. 

Communications and printer input- 
output are handled via either a standard 
RS -232C serial port or a standard parallel 
printer port. 

One of the nice features of the machine 
is its memory -mapped display. That 
means that for every spatial element on 
the screen there is a corresponding block 
reserved in the memory. That would indi- 

cate that there is the possibility of making 
use of computerized graphics, which will 
make the computer valuable in a scientific 
or engineering setting. It further means 
that a user can manipulate screen ele- 
ments in any manner he desires. 

For those potential computer -users 
who are familiar with well -bound and 
presented documentation, what comes 
with the Kaypro II may be a great dis- 
appointment. The manual is limited and 
only glosses over the capabilities of the 
system. It is necessary to wade through 
the other documentation before the sys- 
tem becomes very understandable. Furth- 
er, the documentation isn't bound. In- 
stead, it is merely stapled together and 
arrives in three separate envelopes. That 
contrasts greatly with the Osborne's 
bound, notebook -type documentation 
that promotes much easier use. It should 
be noted, though, that what I received 
may have been preliminary versions of 
the final product. 

Overall, the Kaypro II is a fairly good 
attempt at emulating and improving upon 
the Osbrone I. However, while it sets an 
ambitious course for itself, it seems to fall 
down on some counts-such as RF noise, 
documentation, screen usability, and 
keyboard feel. When NLS corrects those 
problems, it will have a very, very power- 
ful and useful system that is just right for 
the person on the go who needs true com- 
puting power. R -E 
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OUCLMLLLL 
ELECTRONICS 
770 Amsterdam Ave., New York, NY 10025 

Also ask for Free 100 Page Catalog 

Send Purchase Order, 

or Call Toll Free 
in NY STATE 

All ORDERS SHIPPED 

MASTER CARD 

Check or Money Order 

800-223-0826 
(212) 865-5580 
UPSICOD F.O.B., N.Y.C. 

VISA 
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OPPORTUNITY 

WITHOUT 

RISK. 

The biggest 
improvement in 

Savings Bonds in 
40 years. 

New Variable 
Interest Rate. 
Looking for an ideal invest- 
ment? One with a variable 
interest rate? But one 
where rates can't drop 
below a certain level? 

Well, there is one avail- 
able to everyone, even if 
you have only $25 to invest. 

It's U.S. Savings 
Bonds. Now changed from 
a fixed to a variable interest 
rate, with no limit on how 
much you can earn. 

A Guaranteed 
Minimum. 

Although interest 
rates will fluctuate, you're 
protected by a guaranteed 
minimum. And if you hold 
your Bond to maturity, 
you'll double your money. 
You may do even better. 

Take another look at 
Savings Bonds. We did, and 
made them better. 

tW:Take 

. stock%Si 
inAmerica. 
j, A publi c service of this publication 

and The Advertising Council. 

bid 

FOROHAM 
CUTS PRICES ON 
HITACHI SCOPES 

M pÚpLO E TRACE 

f " 
If 

Model V-209 

3 -way power supply, compact, light- 

weight package High sensitivity 

V/divlm 

50 ns/div BuindanlV sync 
times 
separation circuitfTV-V & TV -H modes 

Auto -focus Comes with probes. 

35 MHz 
UAL T1;gCE 

0 

x- i,_ 
Model VV- 

eriim /dvtöty5r" V/diy to amplifierr 
Trigger modes 

with /div 

protes) TV(+), TV(-) ;dComes°wlthc 
Model 

53F with Delayed 
Sweep 

Same as above but 

100 MHz QUAD 
SWEEP 

TRACE DELAYED 
10'ß I r 

a -' N sA 

1101 
Model V--,101550P 

Large, bright screen 

Quad trace operation/ Ci9 , 

Ch2,h sensitive 
and B trigger Full TV 

500 µ V/div (5 

triggering 
Comes with probes. 

20 MHz ual Trace 

Y . 
- e 

,-. v.s 
.7 . 

Model V202F ' 

.5.5" square 
CRT 5m 

V/div with 
to 5 V/div and sensitivity 

modes 
Ch2 

amplifie 
Display 

to 
Comes with probes. Add, Diff. 

buodeh 
Del layed 

Same as above 
Sweep, 

60 MHz DUAL TRAC 
DELAYED SWEEP 

A 
a w it}® 01.4°76, 

Model V -650F 

--911.1111911111111111.1°- 

High sensitivity 1 mV/div (10MHz) 

5 ns/div sweep rate 3rd channel 

display (trigger view) Variable 

trigger hold-ott Full TV triggering 

Single sweep Automatic focus 

correction Comes with probes. 

FREE 
DVM 

$80 Value 
BP Model DVM-532 Full 

autoran ging 3-1/2 digit LCD 
read, 1/2" digit LCD 

buzzer Easy to Overload protection display indication.Low battery 
'With purchase of an oscilloscope 

from this ad. 

CALL FOR SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES 
TOLL FREE (800) 645-9518 in N.Y. State Soo -832.1446 

FORDHAM 
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge. N Y 11788 

masser. cna,ge 
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Master Charge 
VISA 
COD 
Money Order 
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At CIE,you get 
electronics career 
(,raining 
front 
specialists. 
If you're interested in learning how to fix air 
conditioning, service cars or install heating systems - 
talk to some other school. But if you're serious 
about electronics... even earning an Associate Degree... 
come to CIE -The Electronics Specialists. 

Special Projects Director 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
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My 
father always told me that 

there were certain advan- 
tages to putting all your eggs in one 
basket. "John," he said, "learn to 
do one important thing better than 
anyone else, and you'll always be 
in demand." 

I believe he was right. Today is 
the age of specialization. And I 
think that's a very good thing. 

Consider doctors. You wouldn't 
expect your family doctor to perform 
open heart surgery or your dentist to 
set a broken bone, either. Would you? 

For these things, you'd want a 
specialist. And you'd trust him. Be- 
cause you'd know if he weren't any 
good, he'd be out of business. 
Why trust your education 
and career future to 
anything less than a 
specialist? 

You shouldn't. And you certainly 
don't have to. 

FACT: CIE is the largest inde- 
pendent home study school in the 
world that specializes exclusively 
in electronics. 

We have to be good at it because 
we put all our eggs in one basket: 
electronics. If we hadn't done a good 
job, we'd have closed our doors 
long ago. 
Specialists aren't for 
everyone. 

I'll tell it to you straight. If you 
think electronics would make a nice 
hobby, check with other schools. 

But if you think you have the 
cool - and want the training it takes - to make sure that a sound blackout 
during a prime time TV show will be 
corrected in seconds-then answer 
this ad. You'll probably find CIE has 
a course that's just right for you! 
At CIE, we combine 
theory and practice. You 
learn the best of both. 

Learning electronics is a lot 
more than memorizing a laundry list 
of facts about circuits and transis- 
tors. Electronics is interesting be- 
cause it's based on some fairly recent 
scientific discoveries. It's built on 
ideas. So, look for a program that 
starts with ideas - and builds 
on them. 

That's what happens with CIE's 
Auto -Programmed® Lessons. Each 
lesson uses world-famous 
"programmed learning" methods to 
teach you important principles. You 
explore them, master them com- 
pletely... before you start to 
apply them! 

But beyond theory, some of our 
;courses come fully equipped with 
the electronics gear to actually let 
you perform hundreds of checking, 
testing and analyzing projects. 

In f tct,dq)cnding on the course 
you take, you'll do most of the basic 
things professionals do every day- 
even usca Digital Learning Laboratory 
to apply the digital theory essential 
todav to keep pace with electronics 
in the eighties. 

Plus there's a professional quality 
oscilloscope you build and use to 
"see" and "read" the characteristic 
waveform patterns of electronic 
equipment. 
You work with experi- 
enced specialists. 

When you send us a completed 
lesson, you can be sure it will be 
reviewed and graded by a trained 
electronics instructor, backed by a 
team of technical specialists. If you 
need specialized help, you get it fast 
... in writing from the faculty spe- 
cialists best qualified to handle 
your question. 
People who have known 
us a long time, think of us 
as the "FCC License 
School." 

We don't mind. We have a fine 
record of preparing people to take .. 
and pass... the government - 
administered FCC License exams. 
In fact, in continuing surveys nearly 
4 out of 5 of our graduates who take 

ICIE 
YES ... John, I want to learn from the specialists in electronics -CIE. 

Send me my FREE CIE school catalog -including details about the Associate 
'Degree program - plus my FREE package of home study information. 
Print Name 

111 Address Apt. 

IICity 

the exams get their Licenses. You 
may already know that an FCC 
License is needed for some careers 
in electronics-and it can be a 
valuable credential anytime. 
Associate Degree 

Now, CIE offers an Associate in 
Applied Science Degree in Electronics 
Engineering Technology. In fact, 
all or most of every CIE Career 
Course is directly creditable 
towards the Associate Degree. 

Find out more: Mail this 
card for your FREE 
CATALOG today: 

If the card is gone, cut out and 
mail the coupon. 

I'll send you a copy of CIE's 
FREE school catalog, along with a 
complete package of independent 
home study information. 

For your convenience, I'll try to 
arrange for a CIE representative to 
contact you to answer any questions 
you may have. 

Remember, if you are serious 
about learning electronics ... or 
building upon your present skills, 
your best bet is to go with the elec- 
tronics specialists - CIE. Mail the 
card or coupon today or write CIE 
(and mention the name and date of 
this magazine ), 1776 East 17th 
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

Pattern shown on oscilloscope screen is simulated. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1778 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

State 

Age 

Zip 

Phone (area code) 

Check box for (j. I. Bill information: Hi Veteran C Active Duty 
Mail today: RE -58 
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Gillaspie Continues Industry Leadership... 
WITH A 6 -FOOT ANTENNA SYSTEM THAT WORKS! 
-AND MAKES SATELLITE TV AFFORDABLE NOW! 

Hovering overhead at this very moment is an 

arc of 11 satellites, like giant mirrors reflecting 

over a hundred channels of video onto your yard 

and roof. The signals are there nou' ... live 

sports, Hollywood movies, entertainment specials 

... continuous news, sports and weather channels 

7600A 
Receiver frequency range: 

1700 to 420)) MHz 
Full frequency tunable audio 

for all suhcarriers: 5 to 8 

MHz 
Simplified channel tuning 
Built-in video modulator 
Improved video perform- 
ance circuitry 
Automatic frequency control 

Signal strength carrier level 
meter 
Attractive all wood cabinet 
Definitive Gillespie quality 
control 

6 Foot Antenna 
High gain 

Direct broadcast application 

Ease of installation 

Complete orbital coverage 

Precision spun aluminum 
reflector 

Hot dipped galvanized 
steel mount 

Hot dipped galvanized or 
stainless steel hardware 

... channels specializing in programming for 

various ethnic and religious groups ... channels 
specializing in adult films plus major independent 

tv. stations from Atlanta, Chicago and New York, 

and channels carrying the programming of the 

major broadcast networks, ABC, CBS, NBC and 
PBS ... Canadian Channels ... over 100 in all. 

This kaleidoscope of everything you've always 
wanted from your t.v. is at your home now and all 

you need to bring it in is a Gillespie Satellite T V 

Earth Station. 

Don't be Fooled by the Low Price. 

The Gillaspie is not a toy or 

kit you have to assemble. It 

is a complete system which 

includes the same 6 -foot 

"dish" antenna which was 

the sensation of the recent 
Satellite TV Trade Show in 

Atlanta. Of some 150 anten- 

nas demonstrated, from 8 - 

foot to 20 -foot diameter, Gil- 

laspie's was the only 6 -foot. 

Sophisticated t.v. engineers 

Bonus for 
Audiophiles: 

As an added bonus to your 
ownership of a Gillaspie state - 
at the -art satellite L v. receiver 
system. you'll be able to add 
an optional stereo adaptor 
that lets you receive any of 
several ausinenly iubrmrier" 
channels for continuous musk 
in your home in full fidelity 
stereo and your choice of 
clºasíc»t, easy -listening, rock 
country, and nostalgia fomurts. 

approached this easily installed antenna, suitable 

for nearly any home, in utter disbelief, but their 
skepticism vanished when they viewed the studio - 

monitor quality pictures it delivered when coupled 

to the Gillespie 7600A receiver that is the heart 

of your Gillespie Satellite TV Earth Station. 

Here are just some of the advantages you'll enjoy 
with Gillaspie's new 6 -foot antenna: 

An aesthetically pleasing appearance in 

your yard or on your roof. 

Easy mounting where larger dishes can not 

go, such as rooftops, apartments, condos 
and even R.V.'s! 

Complies with more local zoning ordinances. 

Greater safety, even in bad weather. 

Easily moved when you do. 

Commercial -grade spun aluminum ... just 
like the professional antennas used by cable 

systems and t.v. stations. 
Will not rust, warp or lose accuracy. 

Perhaps Only a Receiver as Good as the 
Gillaspie can deliver good video from a 6 -foot 

antenna, but deliver it does, and we guarantee it 

with our money -back -if -not -satisfied warranty. 
The Gillaspie 7600A receiver has been proven 

the standard of the industry with over 8,000 units 

in use by t.v. stations, cable systems, industrial 

users, and individuals throughout the world. 

The Model 7600A Satellite Receiver is the 
new look from Gillaspie, state of the art technology, 

distinctively styled, successful integration of the 

most sought after high performance char- 

acteristics and ease of operation capabilities. 

Attractively packaged, affordably priced, expe- 

rience the difference performance makes! 

The Model 7600A introduces more high perform- 

Gillaspie f1 Associates 
365 San Aleso Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Distributed b.: 

Multi -Vision 
Oakridge, TN 

(800) 351-3000 

North American 
Satellite 

Fresno, CA 
(209) 431-4936 

Nevada Satellite 
Las Vegas, NV 
(702) 452-5509 

im 
(Gillaspie *7600A System, including receiver, low -noise amplifier and 6 -foot diameter dish antenna sold as a unit. May he installed by customer or by dealer at slight additional cost. 
*Gilla.pi..,,tans are warruveed lo the nuunilacutrer to be fire from deleot> fur !Si (1:p.. Seo Janos for details of narrants and optional dealer installation.) 
Non, Smelhie'f\' ronption mm vat_ in certain locale.. ('heck nth sour ne;irr-t l:illaspie dealer. 

I 
how Do I Get One? 
Gillaspie satellite t.v. systems are sold by franchised dealers throughout the 

U.S. and Canada. Most accept major credit cards and many can help you 
arrange long range financing. For the name of your nearest dealer and free 
descriptive brochures, just phone or mail in this handy coupon. 

(408) 730-2500 

ance characteristics to its price range than ever 

before, like uni -board construction for maximum 

reliability and easier service, full frequency 
tunable audio for cleaner crisper sound with less 

distortion, a new temperature compensated oscil- 

lator to eliminate drift, advanced circuit design 

for improved video sensitivity, and more. 

On the 7600A, All Channel Selections are 

controlled from the comfort of your easy -chair by 

the convenient optional remote control unit. Ask 

your dealer about handy satellite program guides, 

published weekly and monthly. Provisions have 

been made for sharing of an antenna among 

neighbors for even further savings! 

Sounds Too Good to Be True: Is It Legal? 
Perfectly, as long as you don't charge admission 

and open a theatre in your home. The Federal 

Communications Commission has specifically 

de -regulated satellite t.v. reception by private 
individuals for personal enjoyment. 

The Gillaspie Model 5800 Portable is a com- 

pletely self contained high performance satellite 
receiver, t.v. set, signal meter, 
signal scanner, with recharge- 

able battery pack and charger 
all in one small portable unit! It 
is light weight, fits under an air- 

plane seat and is perfect for 

site surveys, R.V.'s, antenna 
alignment and system trouble 
shooting. 

Yes! I would like to receive more information. 

Name 

Address 

Telephone 
nurntI Il il, 

Satellite 
Communications Corp. 

Silverlake, KS 
(913) 582-5819 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
For more details use the free 

information card inside the back cover 

INTER SWITCH for the Apple computer 
mits hard copy to be routed easily to either 
etter-quality daisywheel or high-speed, 
-matrix printer. 

IRCLE 121 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

fo install, the user plugs the interface cable 
m a single parallel board within the Apple 
mputer to a connector on the rear panel of 

Printer Switch. Each of the two built-in 
oot cables from the switch are then 
ached to the selected printers. 
Ile Printer Switch is enclosed in a plastic 
se colored to match existing Apple hard - 
Ire. It is priced at $150.00.-Centronics, 
ra Computer, 101 West 31st Street, New 
rk, NY 10001. 

TENNA PREAMPLIFIER, Model PRE -1, 
designed to provide high -gain, low -noise 
Iplification for received VHF and UHF sig- 
Is; it boasts a midband gain of at least 15 

with a noise figure of only 1.8 dB. The 
)del PRE -1 consists of a lightweight 
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Itenna-mounted preamplifier module and 
i indoor control unit. Switch -selectable high 
id low gain allows the user to customize his 
her signal -enhancing needs. The Model 

?E-1 comes with all necessary hardware, 
nnectors, and instructions, and is priced at 
X9.00 (plus $2.00 UPS shipping).-Grove 
iterprises, Inc., 140 Dog Branch Road, 
asstown, NC 28902. 

EREO RECEIVER, The Realistic Model 
"A-204, fine-tunes FM stations and locks 

on -frequency. An FM -mute circuit eli- 
nates noise when tuning between stations. 

a.... I I 

41 I I I / e . ' 
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Special circuitry automatically activates a 
unique rumble filter when the bass control is 
moved from its center position. A high -filter 
reduces hiss, and a loudness pushbutton 
boosts high and low frequencies for improved 
sound even at low -volume levels. 

The Realistic Model STA -204 features a 
10 -segment LED AM/FM signal -strength 
meter, separate 11 -step bass and treble 
adjustment controls, center-detent balance 
control, FM stereo LED indicator, lighted dial, 
and pushbutton controls for mono/stereo, 
tape monitor, and A/B speaker selection. It is 
priced at $199.95.-Tandy Corporation/ 
Radio Shack, 1800 One Tandy Center, Fort 
Worth, TX 76102. 

MICROCOMPUTERS, model TS800 and 
model TS803 (shown) are CP/M-based, 
eight -bit microcomputers that allow small - 
and medium-sized businesses to grow from 
their first single -user computer station to a full 
network, without making the entry computer 
obsolete. Both models have 14 -inch screens 
and detachable keyboards engineered to re- 
duce user error and produce maximum 
speed. Standard interface features on both 
models include one RS -232 serial port for 
modem or serial printer, one parallel 
Centronics -compatible printer port, and an 
RS -422 port capable of 800 kilobits -per - 
second communications to either of the Tele - 
Video multiuser service processors. 

The model TS800 can serve up to 15 addi- 
tional users as a satellite station once the 
user is employing MmmOST (Multiuser, mul- 
titasking, multiprocessing Operating System 
Technology). Because the model TS800 
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needs no additional storage, it provides high 
performance at a low incremental price. It is 
priced at $1495.00. 

The model TS803 is a complete stand- 
alone system with two 500 kilobyte floppy 
disks and graphics with high resolution (640 
x 240 pixels); it serves not as a stand-alone, 
but can connect into a series processor to use 
TeleVideo's proprietory network manager, 
MmmOST. It is priced at $2495.00- 
Televideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Ave- 
nue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 

EPROM PROGRAMMER, Model 2300, per- 
mits programming of EPROM's and EE - 
PROM's from memory, disks, or directly from 
the keyboard when used with an Apple ll 
computer. Most currently available EPROM's 
can be copied or programmed using the Mod- 
el 2300. Any program, ROM, or EPROM in 
the computer's memory can be copied with- 
out removal. When programming an 
EPROM, the Model 2300 verifies each byte 
by a "read after write" operation, and auto- 
matic reprogramming is initiated if an error is 
encountered. An erase verify mode is also 
provided so that a partially erased EPROM is 
not accidentally programmed. 

The Model 2300 requires no external pow- 
er, yet it meets the Apple computer's power 
requirements for a peripheral card. The Mod - 
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el 2300 is supplied complete with Pro- 
grammer, Apple II + interface card, operating 
software on disk (DOS 3.3), and an operating 
manual. Free software upgrading is provided 
as new EPROM's become available. 

The Model 2300 is priced at $429.00 FOB 
factory.-Software Specialties, Inc., Box 
329, Springboro, OH 45066. 

MOBILE SOUND SYSTEM is in three parts: 
the model TD -1200 tuner/cassette deck, the 
model PA -300 power amplifier, and the mod- 
el SP -400 speaker system. 

The model TD -1200 tuner/cassette deck 
combines an AM/FM-stereo tuner with 10 - 
station memory, a preamp/control section de- 
signed to correct acoustic flaws that are typi- 
cal of automotive environments, and an auto- 
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reversing cassette deck. The frequency re- 
sponse is from 20 Hz to 22,000 Hz ±3dB in 
both directions; wow and flutter is less than 
0.045%, and signal-to-noise ratio is better 
than 70dB with Dolby -C. The model TD -1200 
is priced at $1260.00. 
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Che model PA -300 power amplifier deliv- 
ers 70 watts -per -channel with a distortion fig- 
ure of 0.005%. It is priced at $340. 

The model SP -400 3 -way speaker system 
spans the range from 50 Hz to 22 kHz. It is 

priced at $390 per pair.-Nakamichi U.S.A. 
Corp., 1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Moni- 
ca, CA 90401. 

MODEM, the SSM 110/300 baud Mod- 
emCard for the Apple II features half and full 
duplex, auto answer auto dial Touch Tone 
and pulse dialing, and audio monitoring to 
provide increased flexibility for use with many 
systems, including PBX. The ModemCard 
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plugs directly into any Apple slot (except 0) 
and requires no additional external devices. 
The SSM Apple ModemCard is priced at 
$299.00.-SSM Microcomputer Products, 
Inc., 2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 
95131. 

COMPUTER SYSTEM, model QDP-200, 
has a standard 64K of RAM and its CP/M 
operating system is an enhanced version ful- 
ly compatible with all other CP/M systems. It 

also offers on-line HELP for CP/M and MP!M 
systems, which makes the unit user-friendly, 
plus an easy -to -use menu program. 

Two 8 -inch, double-sided/double-density 
floppy disk drives are standard, but the model 
is also available as a single -drive, dedicated 
system. All connections needed to add a 10 - 
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or 15 -megabyte 51/4 -inch hard disk are built 
in. A programmable floppy disk shut-off ex- 
tends drive and media lives. An additional 
feature is a filtered cooling system. 

Using a Z80A microprocessor, the model 
QDP-200 features two serial and two parallel 
ports, plus a real-time clock. The single -user 
system also has exclusive "cache memory" 
disk buffering available. 

The model QDP-200 has a suggested re- 
tail price of $3495.00 with the dual drive; the 
system with a single drive is priced at 
$2995.00.-Quasar Data Products Com- 
puter Systems, 10330 Brecksville Road, 
Cleveland, OH 44141. 

OSCILLATOR, model SG 505 Option 2, pro- 
vides a high-level, fully balanced output from 
a selection of three source impedances: 600 
ohms, 150 ohms, and 50 ohms. 

The addition of those features to the stan- 
dard model SG 505 is in direct response to 
user demand. Most professional audio - 
communication systems-broadcast, tele- 
phone, professional recording studies-use 
600 ohms as their standard line impedance. 
Proper testing of microphone inputs requires 
150 -ohm source impedance. And 50 ohms is 
a common source impedance in many gener- 
alized signal applications which do not re- 
quire impedance matching: audio -amplifier 
design, two-way radio, etc. 

The model SG 505 Option 2 provides a fully 
balanced, fully floating output with a max- 
imum calibrated amplitude of + 22 dBm from 
600 ohms into 600 ohms and + 28 dBm from 
50 ohms into 600 ohms. Into 150 ohms, more 
than +30 dBm can be achieved. While +18 
dBm is a fairly common test level in broadcast 
systems, proper testing should verify suf- 
ficient headroom for program peaks by driv- 
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ing the system at significantly higher levels. 
More than 100 -dB attenuatiorr of the output 
level can be achieved with the built-in step 
and variable attenuators. 

The key performance features of the stan- 
dard model SG 505 have been retained in the 
Option2-0.0008% maximum THD (typically 
0.003%) from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and ±0.1 dB 
flatness from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. 

The model SG 505 Option 2 is priced at 
$1360.00.-Tektronix, Inc., PO Box 500, 
Beaverton, OR 97077. 

TOOL KIT, model 030-2, contains a straight 
prober, sharp tip; a bent prober, sharp tip; and 
a triangular scraper with sharp cutting edges 

and sharp tip. The tools are made from hard- 
ened tool steel, nickel plated, and are .032 
inch in diameter, with integrated hexagonal 
anodized aluminum handles. 

CIRCLE 130 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Applications for these tools include minia- 
ture instruments and meter work, strain - 
gauge work, integrated -circuit artwork/repair, 
camera repair, model work, and any manner 
of miniature hobby project. 

The model 030-2 is packaged 3 tools per kit 
in a plastic shipping and storing container, 
and is priced at $9.95. Single tools can be 
ordered from the kit in quantity.-Minitool 
Inc., 1334/F Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 
95008. 

PROTECTOR, the Master AC Control Con- 
sole. (MACC) provides surge protection plus 
master control for the delicate circuitry of 
electronics components, amplifiers, stereos, 
and personal computers-all of which are 
extremely vulnerable to high -voltage surges. 
(Such surges can be caused not only by near- 
by lightning, but also by distant storm fronts, 
as well as by transient currents produced by 
electric motors, fluorescent lights, wind - 
driven snow, transformers, and power out- 
ages.) 

CIRCLE 131 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The MACC's 3 -stage automatic restorable 
circuitry clips off power surges and spikes to 
provide clean AC power. Its resettable circuit 
breaker adds further protection for word pro- 
cessors, srr"ll computers, and other sophisti- 
cated communications and electronics 
equipment. 

Eight plug-in "U" ground outlets are pro- 
vided on the back of the MACC, including one 
"hot" one for a continuously powered 
application such as a clock. Seven "on -off" 
rot':;,- switches let the user control individual 
components from one station. The entire sys- 
tem can be turned on or off with a single 
master switch, and all switches light up when 
"on" to confirm condition. 

The Master AC Control Console is rated at 
15 amps at 125 volts AC, 60 Hz, 1875 watts 
continuous duty. It is priced at $79.95.- 
Alpha Delta Communications, PO Box 
571, Centerville, OH 45459. R -E 
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our innovation. 

Their imitation. 

If you need any one of nine microwave oven rectifiers 
now, only Philips ECG is ready to deliver today. 

You can tell where your new markets are by checking 
out what's new from Philips ECG. 
When microwave ovens became popular, 
Philips ECG was ready first with Sylvania 
microwave oven components. When the 
computer boom hit, we were first again. 
In fact, on average, we introduce roughly 
300 new replacement semiconductors 
every year-far more than anyone else in 
the business. 

Maybe that's why even our competi- 
tion looks to us first for new ideas. But 
although they copy us, they never quite 
equal either our superior performance 
specs or our cross-reference accuracy. So 
for the best insurance against premature 

failures and call backs, demand parts from Philips ECG. 
We're the only source you'll ever need for replacement 
semiconductors that fit and work. 

But just because the imitators can't 
keep up with us doesn't mean it's hard for 
you to keep up-to-date. To stay posted on 
all our latest advances in profit -generating 
replacement parts, stop by your Philips 
ECG distributor's and pick up your copy 
of our new, expanded Master Guide 
(ECG212L) and our ECG Counterpoints 
new product update. For the name and 
number of your nearest distributor, 
call 1-800-225-8326 toll free (in MA, dial 
1-617-890-6107). Or just send $3.25 for 
your Master Guide to Philips ECG, Inc., 
Dept. RE, 70 Empire Drive, West Seneca, 
NY 14224. 

ECG Semiconductors 
Master Replacement Guide 

Entertainment Industrial Commercial 
Equipment Mainenance end Repair 

,004 , 
S,Nw'Ebceert Caynenn 

PhilipsECG If it's ECG; it fits. And it works. 
A North American Philips Company w 
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15 MHz DUAL TRACE PORTABLE 
W/INTERNAL BATTERY PAK 

MODEL 
315P 

FEATURES 

20 MHz DUAL TRACE W/BUILT IN 
COMPONENT CHECKER 

CALL FOR 

OUR 
SPECIAL 

INTRODUCTORY 
PRICES 

THE SMALL PORTABLE 
WITH BIG FEATURES 

AC/DC powered 2mV/Vertical sensitivity TV 
(Video) sync filter 31/4" internal graticule, high 
brightness CRT X -Y display mode Add/Sub 
mode with ch.2 invert Automatic and triggered 
time base Trace rotation adjustable from front 
panel Internal rechargeable pak included 
Lightweight 12.1 lbs with battery Small size 
(4.4" x 8.8" x 11.7") 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Vertical System CH. A and CH. B -Deflection Factor, 2mv/div - 

10vidiv, 12 steps Frequency Response, DC -15 MHz (-3 dB) 
Risetime, 24 ns Maximum Input Voltage, 300 V (DC + AC 
peak) Input Impedance, 1 MO 2 ± 5%, 20pF ± 3pF Display 
Modes, CH -A, CH -B, DUAL, ADD, CHOP Internal Horizontal 
System (Sweep Operation) Deflection Factor, 0.5µs/div. - 

0.5s/div (±-5%), 19 steps Magnification, 5x all ranges Trigger 
System - Sources, INT, CH -A, CH -B, EXT Modes, AUTO, 
NORMAL Sensitivity, INT: 1 Div or more, EXT: 1V p -p Cou- 
pling, DC, TV SYNC. 

MODEL 
620C 

FEATURES 

Component checker for locating defective 
components in or out of de -energized circuits. 
6" high brightness, internal graticule CRT TV 
(Video) sync filter Z axis (intensity modulation) 

High sensitivity X -Y mode Front panel trace 
rotator Low power consumption 3PCB modu- 
lar construction Comes with 2 year warranty 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Vertical System CH. A and CH. B- Deflection Factor, 5mV/div- 
20v/div, (±3%) 12 steps Frequency Response, DC-20MHz 
(-3dB) Risetime, 17ns or less Maximum Input Voltage, 300 
V (DC - AC peak) Input Impedance,1Mf2 ± 5°ro, 20pF -3pF 
Invert, CH -B only Operating Modes, CH. -A, CH. -B, DUAL, 
ADD, X - Y Internal Horizontal System (Sweep Operation) - 
Time Base, 0.2µs/div-0.5s/div (±3%) 20 steps Magnification, 
5x Trigger System - Sources, INT, CH -B LINE, EXT Modes, 
Norm, Auto Coupling, AC, HF rej, TV Slope - or - 
Sensitivity, INT: 1 div or better, EXT: 1V p -p or better. 

A.W. SPRRRY INSTRUMENTS INC. 
RES A FULL 2 YEAR 'ORTS AND LABOR WARRANTY ON OSCILLOSCOPES. 

AWS DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 
Models EZ -6100, 6110, 6200 & 6220 

Autoranging on volts and ohms 
Self-contained 10 Amp AC/DC ranges (EZ -6110 
& 6220) 
Low power ohm ranges-applied voltage 0.3V. 
Continuity buzzer (EZ6100 & 6110), 5 settings 
Range hold (EZ6100 & 6110) 
Large 31/2 digit LCD display 
300 hours continuous operation 

FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY 

VISA 

EE 
NOT LINE THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

800 
oFß223.047 

ADVA 
26 WEST 46th a I Fitt i, rvtw rvr+n, N.Y. iuusb z1z-fill-iusu 
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Modify your TV to include a 
direct video input for your 

computer or VCR-and still 
have it function as a receiver. 

JOHN SOLUK 

of owners of personal computers, VCR's, 
videodisc players, etc. whose eyes have 
been bothered because of color shift, sig- 
nal beat, ghosts, and RF interference 
showing up on your TV screen? The 
source of your problem is probably the 
fact that you are RF -modulating the video 
signal from your device to get it into your 
TV set. Fortunately, there's a low-cost 
solution for you. With this easy -to -build 
direct -video modification for your TV 
set, you can rid yourself forever of the 
"RF syndrome." 

Until recently, the most common and 
economical method of obtaining a display 
from a video source (computer, VCR. 
etc.) has been through an RF modulator, 
by means of which the video -source sig- 
nal is fed through the antenna terminals of 
a standard TV set. By using a TV set in 
that manner-thereby eliminating the 
need to purchase an expensive display 
monitor-one could save hundreds or 
even thousands of dollars. However, as 
many users have come to realize, the RF - 
modulator method has several significant 
drawbacks. Most of the problems are re- 

it causes, which degrade picture quality. 

Theory of operation 
In this direct -video modification, the 

tuner and IF sections of your set are 
bypassed. The video -source signal is in- 
jected directly into or as close as possi- 
ble to-the first -video -amplifier stage in 
your set. To provide electrical isolation 
between the input and output sections 
(both for safety and to protect your video 
source), two special-purpose opto - 
isolators (optical couplers) are used; there 
is no electrical connection between the 
two sections. One optoisolator is a wide - 
bandwidth coupler fDr the video channel; 
the other is a narrow -bandwidth jevice 
for the audio channel. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the 
system. The output section is powered 
directly from the set's own DC power 
supply. The input section has an on -board 
rectifier and is powered by inductively - 
coupled AC that you get by placing a few 
turns of insulated wire around the ex- 
posed ferrite core of the flyback transfor- 
mer (we'll talk more about how to do that 

A schematic of the direct -video mo 
ification board is shown in Fig. 2. Th 
video signal is applied across RI and 
coupled via Cl to the QI --Q2 power 
driver stage. That transistor pair steps up 
the input -signai' level enough to modulate 
the input LED (in ICI) and alsoprovides a3 
low impedance for best frequency re 
sponse. Resistor R5 determines th 
amount of modulation drive -signal, an 
R6 and C2 provide additional boost at 
frequencies above 2 MHz for improved:. 
video response. The signal h. coupl- 
through C3 to the LED in optoisolator 
ICI . Resistor R7 provides the DC -bias 
point about which the input signal will be 
modulated. 

Inside ICI are an LED and a phototran- 
sistor that are optically coupled by a light 
pipe. There is no internal electrical con- 
nection between the two devices. The 
modulated light strikes the detector sur, 
face and the resultant current flow- 
appears at pin 5 of IC t with a signal being 
developed across R20. That signal is typi- 
cally 200 to 300 mV peak -to -peak and 
requires amplification to bring it up to a 
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Flu. 1-uric inru i wnu OUTPUT SECTIONS of the direct -video mw, icatl,. 
isolated. 
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usable level. Transistor Q5 performs that 
function. Resistor R18 sets the video - 
output level. The signal at that point is 
inverted with respect to the input and is 
coupled to Q6 through C9. The signals at 
the collector and emitter of Q6 are equal 
in amplitude but are inverted with respect 
to one another. Thus, an in -phase signal is 
available at pad "J" while the signal at 

"G" is out of phase. The signal with the 
desired phase is coupled through C12 and 
C13 to the output, where it is mixed with a 
DC component whose level is set by R28. 

The audio portion of the circuit func- 
tions similarly. But, because of audio's 
narrower bandwidth -requirements, a 
simpler circuit is used. An audio signal is 
applied to C4. Transistor Q3 amplifies 

that signal and sets the DC -bias point for 
optoisolator IC2's LED simultaneously. 
Resistor R 11 sets the drive -current range. 
The modulated light falling on the de- 
tector of IC2 produces an output current at 
pin 5. The output level is set by R32. 

As mentioned earlier, to isolate the in- 
put and output sections, separate power 
supplies are used. The output section can 
usually take low -voltage DC directly 
from within the set, while the input sec- 
tion gets its power from inductive cou- 
pling to the TV's flyback transformer. A 
few turns of wire are wound around the 
flyback's ferrite core and the resulting 
signal is rectified and filtered by D3, R12, 
and C6. The voltage at that point will be 
approximately 12 volts, if two turns of 
wire are used. 

Transistor Q4 and its bias network, 
along with LED 1, form a low cost go/no- 
go indicator that is especially helpful for 
those who do not have an oscilloscope or 
VOM at their disposal. When the voltage 
is approximately 12 volts, LED1 will be- 
gin to glow dimly. If it glows too brightly, 
there are too many turns on the flyback 
and thus too high a voltage. 

The output power is controlled by D4, 
a Zener diode that limits the voltage to the 
output stage to a maximum of 12 volts. 
Resistors R38 and R36 provide the volt- 
age drop necessary to ensure safe opera- 
tion of D4. The value of R36 depends 
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upon the value of the input voltage. See 
Table l for help in selecting a resistor of 
the correct value. 

Construction 
A foil pattern for a single -sided PC 

board is shown in Fig. 3, and a parts - 
placement diagram in Fig. 4. Install all 
components on the component (non -foil) 
side of the PC board. Start by inserting all 
of the resistors except R36 (that will be 
installed once we have determined the 
output -section power source). Next, in- 
stall all of the capacitors as indicated, 

PARTS LIST 
All resistors 1/4 -watt, 5% unless otherwise 

specified 
R1, R8, R20, R21, R30-75 ohms 
R2, R3, R19, R29-2000 ohms 
R4-4.7 ohms 
R5-27 ohms 
R6, R12-12 ohms 
R7, R11-470 ohms 
R9, R10, R27, R35-10,000 ohms 
R13-20,000 ohms 
R14-4700 ohms 
R15-1000 ohms 
R16-5600 ohms 
R17, R39-100,000 ohms 
R18, R32- 2500 ohms, trimmer potenti- 

ometer, PC -mount 
R22-39 ohms 
R23, R24-27,000 ohms 
R25, R26-750 ohms 
R28-10,000 ohms, potentiometer, PC - 

mount 
R31-120,000 ohms 
R33, R34-100 ohms 
R36 -see text and Table 1 

R37-1200 ohms 
R38-10,000 ohms, 2 watts 
Capacitors 
Cl, C6, C7, C8 -100µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C2-.003 /IF, 50 volts, ceramic disc 
C3-470 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic 
C4, C5, C9, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16-10 

µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C10, C17,- 0.05 µF, 50 volts, ceramic disc 
C11-0.001 µF, 50 volts, ceramic disc 
C18-0.0022 µF, 400 volts, ceramic disc 
Semiconductors 
IC1-VC622N wideband opto -isolator 
IC2-AC0112N opto -isolator 
01, 03 -Q6 -2N3414 
Q2-2N3638A 
D1 -D3-1 N4148 
04-1N4742A 12 -volt Zener 
LED1-jumbo red LED 
Sl-DPDT miniature toggle switch (on -on), 

125 volts, 3 amperes 
J1, J2 -phono, BNC, UHF, or phone jack 
Miscellaneous: PC board, 75 -ohm coax 

(RG -59/U), hookup wire, single- and two - 
conductor sheilded audio cable, hardware, 
etc. 

The following are available from V.A.M.P. 
Incorporated, P.O.Box 411, Los Angeles, 
CA 90028: Complete kit with PC board and 
all components (DVM-1), $64.95; PC board 
and optoisolators (VC622N and 
AC0112N), $29.00; optoisolators only, 
$19.95. Please add $2.00 for shipping and 
handling within U.S.A. Foreign orders 
please add $4.00. California residents 
please add 6% sales tax. 

TABLE 1 

Receive -section 
input voltage 
10 to 11.9 VDC 
12 to 17 VDC 
18 to 24 VDC 
105 to 165 VDC 

R36 
Jumper 
27 ohms, 1/2W 

100 ohms, '/2W 
10K ohms, 2W 

except for C16 (and R33), which can be 
installed later if your set requires a boost 
in audio output. Install the remaining 
components as shown in the parts - 
placement diagram. When mounting the 
transistors and diodes be sure to orient 
them correctly. Once you have completed 
the board assembly you can proceed to the 
next phase -converting the set. 

Set modification 
As an example, we'll show the conver- 

sion process for a 13 -inch Samsung color 
receiver. However, the process will work 
for any other set. Before you start tearing 
apart your TV, it would probably be a 
good idea (actually, it's just about es- 

sential) to get the appropriate Sams 
Photofact folder, which will provide you 
with a schematic for your model and show 
you where all the components are located. 

With that in hand, several points will 
have to be located and marked off for 
future reference. Remove the back panel 
of your set so that you can find and verify 
those points. For your own safety, unplug 
the set and to discharge the high -voltage 
power supply prior to performing any 
work on it. 

The first point to locate is the power 
source for the output section. Begin by 
finding the power supply on your circuit 
diagram. Most transistorized TV sets will 
either have a low- or high -voltage output 
(or both) present at the power supply, but 
a vacuum -tube set may have only a high 
voltage output. Do not use the 6.3 -volts 
AC heater windings on tube sets for a 
power supply; the direct -video PC board 
requires DC, preferably 12 volts. By us- 
ing Table 1 and choosing the appropriate 
resistance value for R36, you can use 
other DC source -voltages to power the 
converter board. 

4 INCHES 

FIG. 3 -SINGLE -SIDED PC BOARD is small enough to fit comfortably inside most TV sets. 

' p R2 

FIG. 4 -ONLY THE BYPASS switch and input jacks are not contained on the circuit board. 
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For our Samsung set, we selected an 
input voltage of 12 volts. The appropriate 
value for R36-determined from Table 
1-in our case was 27 ohms. Mark on 
your circuit drawing the point from which 
you will tap your power and then find that 
point in your set. Be sure that your value 
for R36 is correct, and install the resistor 
on the PC board. Then strip one end of a 
three-foot length of red wire and connect 
it to pad "K" on the PC board. Connect a 
similar length of black wire to pad "F." 
(Longer lengths may be required if you 
are working with a large console.) Do not 
connect the free ends of the red and black 
wires to your set at this time. 

Next, you have to determine the point 
for external -video injection. Due to de- 
sign differences, that point will vary from 
one set to another. The objective, in any 
case, is to get as close to the first video - 
amplifier as possible. At that point the 
signal -level within the set closely match- 
es that of the signal that will be injected. 
The circuit impedence thust be greater 
than 1000 ohms-otherwise the ability of 
the direct -video PC board to provide the 
appropriate video level and DC bias may 
be hampered. A high impedence is usual- 
ly found at the base of a transistor or at the 
input of an integrated circuit. In general, 
when you choose the injection point, 
select it so that it will eliminate all (or 
most) of the set's bias networks when the 
BYPASS switch is thrown to its EXTERNAL 
position. Doing that will leave only the 
video signal and the DC bias from the 
direct -video board at the injection point. 
Mark your injection point on your own 
circuit diagram, and locate and mark it in 
your set. 

Once the video -injection point has 
been determined, you'll have to de- 
termine whether positive or negative 
video is required. (Positive video means 
that the video -information signal is posi- 
tive with respect to ground, and the sync 
signal negative; the opposite is true for 
negative video.) If you are unable to de- 
termine which type of signal your set 
needs at the injection point, assume for 
the moment that it's positive video. To 
select a positive -video output, connect 
pads "H" and "J" on the PC board with 
a jumper. For negative video, connect 
pads "G" and "H." 

The final injection -point to be located 
is the one for external audio. The simplest 
place to inject the audio is usually at the 
high side of the volume control. Howev- 
er, some sets-as was the case with our 
Samsung-use an IC to control the 
volume level. In such sets the audio 
should be injected at a point after the 
detector de -emphasis network, and the 
level controlled through R32 on the PC 
board. 

Some sets may require that you feed the 
driver stage directly. In that type of in- 
stallation, the DC bias to the audio power - 
stage must be maintained. That can be 
done easily with a resistor network like 

FIG. 5-RESISTOR NETWORK to maintain the 
DC bias to your set's audio power -stage. 

the one shown in Fig. 5. 
Having selected the injection point for 

your set, mark it on your circuit diagram 
and make sure you know where it is in the 
set. 

Installation 
Find a convenient place inside your set 

to mount the PC board, and drill the 
appropriate mounting holes. Figure 6 
shows how the board was mounted in our 
Samsung. Place as much distance as is 
practical between the PC board and the 
flyback transformer to avoid any possibil- 
ity of interference. Do not mount the PC 
board at this time, though. 

Next, mount the audio and video input - 
jacks. Install them in a convenient loca- 
tion either on the back panel or side of the 
set. The jacks should be as close as posss- 

ible to the PC board. Make sure that the 
video -input jack is mounted on an in- 
sulated surface (preferably plastic) if you 
are converting a hot -chassis type set. In 
our installation, we used a standard '/c- 
inch phono jack requiring a 3/8 -inch hole, 
but BNC- or UHF -type connectors can 
also be used, as long as they are mounted 
on an insulated surface. 

The miniature DPDT BYPASS switch, 
S 1, should be mounted as close to the 
input jacks as possible. That switch will 
allow you to select either the RECEIVE or 
EXTERNAL mode. Once again, if you are 
converting a hot -chassis set, make sure 
that you mount the switch on an insulated 
surface. 

You can now proceed with the wiring 
phase of the installation. Earlier, you de- 
termined the power source for the output 
section of the PC board and inserted an 
R36 of the appropriate value. Now, you 
must consider the power source for the 
input section of the PC board. If you are 
converting a set which is already 
transformer -isolated from the power line 
(as opposed to a hot -chassis set), the input 
portion of the direct -video board can use 
the same power source as the output sec- 
tion. In that case, take a piece of insulated 

FIG. E-MOUNT THE B ARD away from the flyback transformer to avoid interference. 
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wire and connect pads "C" and "F" 
which are the input common and outout 
common respectively. Use a second piece 
of insulated wire to connect pad "E" with 
the pad at TP6. Remember, those con- 
nections should be made only if the set 
you are converting is transformer iso- 
lated. 

If the set you are converting is not 
transformer isolated, but is a hot -chassis 
type, then the power for the input section 
can be obtained from the flyback transfor- 
mer. That will involve work in the high - 
voltage section of the set. Any time you 
are working in that area, be sure to unplug 
the set for safety. (It would be a good idea 
to have the set unplugged anytime you're 
working inside it-Editor.) As a further 
precaution, discharge the power supply. 
That is done by connecting one end of a 
wire to the chassis of the set and then 
carefully slipping the other end under the 
rubber high -voltage cap on the picture 
tube itself. Don't forget to remove the 
wire afterward. 

Take a 6 -foot length of (white) in- 
sulated single -conductor wire and fold it 
in half. Slip one énd of the wire through 
the ferrite core of the flyback transformer 
so that there are two equal lengths on both 
sides of the core. Then take one of the 
ends of the wire and loop it twice around 
the ferrite core so that you end up with 
approximately 21/2 turns around the core. 
(For console sets with screens larger than 
19 inches you may require only 11/2-2 
turns.) Twist the wires together for their 
entire length and connect them to the 
direct -video board at pads "E" and "C." 
Figure 7 shows the windings around the 
core of the flyback in the Samsung set that 
we converted. 

The next step is to determine whether 
there is a sufficient number of turns 
around the core of the flyback, and 
whether the wires to the board are phased 
properly. During the following test make 
sure that the PC board is clear of the set, to 
prevent any accidental shorts. Apply 
power to the set and turn it on. Indicator 
LED I should light. If it does not, unplug 
the set and interchange the wires at pads 
"E" and "C." If the LED still doesn't 
light, unplug the set and add an additional 
1/2-1 turn around the core of the flyback. 
If the LED still doesn't light, unplug the 
set again and interchange the wires on 
pads "E" and "C" so they're back in 
their original positions. (If you have an 
oscilloscope at your disposal, connect the 
leads from the windings so that the fly- 
back pulse is positive with respect to 
ground.) If the LED still doesn't light, 
measure the voltage at TP -1. It should be 
positive with respect to ground. Increase 
or decrease the number of turns until the 
voltage at TP -1 reaches a value between 
12 and 15 volts DC. The LED should light 
when the voltage exceeds 11 -volts DC. 

In the event that you can't get at the 
ferrite core of the flyback transformer, 
you will have to add a step-down transfor- 
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Using Fig. 8 as a wiring guide, you can 
now start the final phase of the installa- 
tion. First, cut two equal lengths of video 
cable (RG -59/U) long enough to reach 

from the video injection -point to Si. 
We'll refer to that as the DEMOD/RETURN 
cable pair. Label and set those cables 
aside momentarily. Next, cut a length of 
video cable that will reach from the S 1 to 
the video output of the PC board at pads 
"B" and "F." We shall refer to it as the 
"B" cable. Label it accordingly. Cut an - 
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other length of cable that will reach from 
the VIDEO -IN connector J1 to pad "A" on 
the PC board and label it as the "A" 
cable. 

Strip one end of the "A" and "B" 
cables, making sure that you have a suf- 
ficient length of outer conductor (shield) 
unraveled. Then connect those ends to the 
PC board as shown in Fig. 8. Make sure 
that the center conductors of the cables 
are connected to the correct pads ("A" to 
"A" and "B" to "B"). Do not connect 
the other ends of the cables yet. 

Prepare the audio cables next. Cut a 
length of two -conductor shielded cable 
long enough to reach from the BYPASS 

switch (Si) to the audio -injection point. 
We shall refer to this as the AUDIO - 

RETURN cable. Label it and set it aside 
momentarily. Now cut a length of single - 
conductor shielded audio cable long 
enough to reach from pads "D" and "C" 
on the PC board to the AUDIO -IN (.1l ) 

connector. We will refer to that as the 
AUDIO -IN cable. Cut another length of 
single -conductor shielded cable to reach 
from pads "L" and "F" on the PC board 
to the BYPASS switch; we will refer to that 
as the AUDIO -OUT cable. Strip one end of 
the AUDIO -OUT and AUDIO -IN cables, 
making sure that you have a sufficient 
length of outer conductor unraveled. 
Then connect those ends to the PC board 
as shown in Fig. 8. Make sure that the 
center conductors of the audio -in and 
audio -out cables are connected to pads 
"D" and "L," respectively. Do not con- 
nect the other ends of the cables yet. 

You can now mount the PC board per- 
manently using 4-40 machine screws and 
nuts. Use'/4-inch fiber spacers to insulate 
the board from the TV chassis, and make 
sure that the PC -board foil doesn't touch 
any metal surface. Once you have secured 
the PC board, strip one end of each of the 
DEMOD/RETURN cables you set aside ear- 
lier. At the external -video injection point 
remove a small portion of the copper trace 
that connects the two points between 
which you wish to insert the BYPASS 
switch. (Instead of breaking a trace you 
may have to cut a wire; it depends on your 
TV set.) Connect the center conductor of 
the demodulator cable to the side that 
comes from the set's own IF/demodulator 
circuits. Connect the center conductor of 
the return cable to the side that goes to the 
video amplifiers and the circuits that 
eventually drive the picture tube. Twist 
the shields of that cable pair together, and 
then solder them to a convenient ground 
point. 

At the audio -injection point, cut the 
trace that connects the two points between 
which you'll insert the BYPASS switch. 
(Again, a wire instead of a copper trace 
may have to be cut.) Connect the dark 
center conductor to the side that comes 
from the set's own sound IF demodula- 
tion circuits and connect the light center 
conductor to the circuits that eventually 
terminate at the set's speaker. Route the 

AUDIO -RETURN cable and the DEMOD- 
RETURN cables through the set and con- 
nect them to S 1 as shown in Fig. 8. Now 
strip the free end of the "B" cable and 
connect it to the switch. Next, strip the 
free end of cable "A" and connect it to 
the video -input connector. Then, strip the 
free end of the audio -out cable and con- 
nect it to the BYPASS switch; also strip the 
free end of the audio -in cable and connect 
it to the audio -input connector. Finally, 
connect the red wire from the PC board to 
the voltage -source point you selected ear- 
lier, and connect the black wire to chassis 
ground. 

If your installlation used the inductive 
pickup from the flyback transformer, be 
sure to route the wires to the board so they 
avoid, as much as is practical, the RF and 
low-level video demodulator circuits; 
that will minimize interference. Also, 
make sure that the pair of wires is twisted 
its full length-all the way from the fly- 
back to the PC board. 

Connect the appropriate cables to the 
video- and audio -input connectors. Make 
sure that you connect the center conductor 
of each cable to the center pin of the 
connector. 

That completes installation of the con- 
version board. Check all your con- 
nections, and also make sure that the PC - 
board foil pattern is not touching any met- 
al surface. Finally, make sure that the 
input connectors and BYPASS switch are 
insulated from the TV chassis, especially 
if you are converting a hot -chassis set. 

Operation 
Having checked your installation thor- 

oughly, apply power to the set. Place the 
BYPASS switch in position for normal TV 
operation. If the set does not work pro- 
perly, you have wired something in- 
correctly (most likely the switch). Re- 
trace your steps through the installation 
instructions. 

Once the set operates normally as a 
receiver, use a voltmeter to measure the 
DC -bias voltage at the center terminal of 
the BYPASS switch with respect to chassis. 
Then apply a standard video signal to the 
VIDEO IN jack. Set the BYPASS switch CO 

the EXTERNAL position. Adjust R28 SO 

that the DC voltage measured at the center 
terminal of the switch matches the value 
you obtained when operating the set as a 
receiver. Then adjust R18 for the desired 
picture contrast. Finally, apply a tone to 
the AUDIO IN jack JI and adjust R32 to 
obtain a comfortable listening (or operat- 
ing) range. If you cannot get satisfactory 
video or audio, see the troubleshooting 
section that follows. 

Troubleshooting 
If the LED will not light, check to see 

that it is properly inserted into the board 
and is not reverse biased. Also make sure 
that D3 is properly inserted and that the 
voltage at the cathode (TP1) of the diode 
is positive with respect to ground. 

If you have no video, or if the picture 
quality is poor, the problem may be due to 
an incorrect DC bias (that can result in 
complete picture loss or heavy picture 
tearing). To correct the problem, adjust 
R28 for the appropriate bias level. 

If you have no video in either mode 
(RECLINE or EXTERNAL), the problem is 
probably a mis -wired BYPASS switch. 
Check the wiring, referring to Fig. 8. 

A streaky, clipped, or washed-out pic- 
ture may be caused by too high a video 
level. Adjust R18. Sometimes a mis - 
adjusted bias level (R28) can cause simi- 
lar problems. 

Interference may be due to ripple from 
the low -voltage source used to power the 
receiver section of the direct -video board. 
Changing the board to operate from a DC 
source in the 105 -165 -volt range usually 
clears up the problem. Also check the 
shields of the cables for proper con- 
nections. Another source for possible in- 
terference is the route selected for the 
twisted pair of wires that runs from the PC 
board to the inductive loop on the core of 

TP1 
TP2 
TP3 

TP4 
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TP6 
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J 

TABLE 2 
Test Point Voltages 

VDC 
Min. 
11.0 

5.0 
5.0 

0.2 
5.0 

10.0 

VDC 
Max 
15.0 . 

8.0 
7.5 

0.35 
7.0 ¿L 

12.5 
Adjustable 

2.2 4.0 cc 

7.0 9.0 

the flyback. It is important that the pair be 
twisted over its entire length, and that the 
bundle be kept away from the de- 
modulator, IF, and RF circuits. 

Low audio output can be caused by 
your set requiring a higher signal level at 
the audio -injection point than is currently 
being supplied. Install C16 to boost the 
board's audio output. 

Should your set not display external 
video and you have wired everything cor- 
rectly, check the direct -video board for 
failure. Refer to Table 2 and measure the 
voltages at the appropriate test points. 
Note that the voltages at test points TP1, 
TP2, and TP3 are measured with respect 
to pad "C." The voltages at all other test 
points are measured with respect to chas- 
sis common or pad "F." Check to make 
sure you have not installed the transistors 
or optoisolators incorrectly. 

After you've made any adjustments 
necessary, replace the rear cover of the 
set. Your newly converted set is now 
ready for use. Rest easy and let your eyes 
relax. R -E 
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BUILD YOUR OWN 
CUSTOM CASES 
If you want your project to be appreciated by others, it must 
be packaged properly. Here's how to make custom cases 
that are sure to get your project the attention it deserves. 

IF YOU'VE EVER BUILT AN ELECTRONIC PROJECT YOU KNOW THE 

feeling. After hours spent at your workbench, the magic mom- 
ent arrives-you're finished. You go running to the rest of the 
house and round up the family. You gather them at the table and 
excitedly demonstrate your new mousetrap. Again and again 
you send small mechanical mice in and your new invention does 
all that you promised but no one seems impressed. When you 
start looking around for real mice the kids go back to watching 
TV, and your wife shrugs her shoulders, sighs, and leaves the 
room. 

Sound familiar? What went wrong is something that even the 
most junior executive on Madison Avenue would recognize- 
poor packaging. It's sad but true. What something looks like is 
just as important as what it does. If you've spent every evening 
for a month buried in the back room building a gadget, you've 
also built something else -expectation. 

The mistake you made with your mousetrap was simple. The 
project wasn't finished when you thought it was. It wasn't 
packaged properly. If you had spent as much time on the case as 
you had on the circuit, you would have gotten the desired 
"oohs" and "ahs" from your family. Unless your project is 
something for your bench-a special front end for your scope or 
meter, for example-something that will never see the light of 
day, the case is as important as the circuit. 

You could just stuff everything into a standard chassis box or 
plastic case but the result will always be the same. A standard 
box gives a standard appearance. Besides, there is no such 
animal as a commercially available custom case. Think about 
that for a while. 

Building a case for your project involves as much planning as 
any other part of the job. Once the circuit has been breadboarded 
and you've gotten rid of all of the glitches, it's time to consider 
the case. The first decision you have to make is the shape of its 
case. Often that will determine the shape of the circuit board and 
the material you're going to use for the case. Let's go back to our 
mousetrap. Housing it in a square box would be really boring. 
The nature of the project is such that it calls for something much 
more whimsical. We need some sort of box to hold the mice but 
supposing the actual entrance to the trap were shaped like a cat 
with its mouth open. Not only would that be eye-catching but 
chances are that the finished project would be on a table in the 
living room rather than behind the refrigerator. 

Once the shape is decided, we have to choose the material. 
Metal is an obvious choice but it has its problems. It's hard to 
shape and harder to work. Unless you have access to a machine 
shop, precision pieces are going to be very difficult to make. 
And if you don't weld the different pieces together you're going 
to have lots of screws and tabs showing. Metal cases also have a 
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nasty habit of shorting parts of the circuit and blowing up those 
components it took you three and a half weeks to get by mail. 

Wood is a possibility. The grain and color are attractive and 
it's easy to work with standard tools. The problem here is joining 
pieces together. Screws still have to be used and glue takes a 

while to dry thoroughly. That means that the pieces will have to 
be made and fitted together over a period of days. And any 
curved pieces are going to be a real problem. 

Our last alternative is ideal for case making-acrylic plastic. 
It can be easily cut and shaped using ordinary tools, and solvent 
cement will immediately bond pieces together. As a matter of 
fact, the cemented joint is often stronger than the piece itself. 
The plastic can be bent and shaped by heating it and is extremely 
forgiving of mistakes. Repeated heating and bending won't even 
weaken the material. Scratches and abrasions are inevitable 
when working the plastic but they are easy to sand away. The 
plastic can be buffed and polished to any degree of luster you 
want. 

Acrylic is available from a wide variety of sources and comes 
in an overwhelming assortment of thickness, colors, and shapes. 
Most lumber yards and stores that specialize in products for the 
"do-it-yourselfer" will carry a good range of acrylic as well as 
all the material you'll need to work it. The plastic itself can be 
found in flat sheets, tubes, pipes, and other shapes ranging in 
thickness from '/e to over two inches. Cubes and other solids 
can be found in every size and color imaginable. 

There are a variety of techniques you should be familiar with 
to successfully work with acrylic. Before trying to use them, 
practice on some scrap material to get a bit of hands-on experi- 
ence. 

Raw material 
The acrylic comes in sheets measuring up to four by eight feet 

and in thickness up to greater than two inches. Both transparent 
and opaque plastic are available in many colors. The brown 
paper covering both sides protects the glossy finish put on the 
plastic by the manufacturer and also lets you mark your cuts (see 
Fig. 1). In general, '/a -inch plastic is the most widely available 
and is more than strong enough for making cases, although 
occasionally a structural piece will require thicker material; 
because of the strength of the bond made with solvent cement, 
you can, if you wish, glue thinner pieces together in those 
instances. If a thinner piece is needed, you can always sand 
down one of the '/x -inch pieces. 

Glues 
Although all of the glues shown in Fig. 2 will work with 

acrylic, without doubt the best glue to use is the solvent cement; 
you can get that cement at the same place you bought the plastic. 
It isn't really a glue in the strict sense of the word. What solvent 
cement does is soften and partially dissolve the plastic. When 
the two pieces being joined are put together the bond formed 
between them is as strong, if not stronger, than the plastic itself. 
The joint hardens in a minute or so and can be sanded or shaped 
immediately. The solvent action of the cement can cause prob- 
lems, however. If you press your finger against any part of the 
plastic that has been softened by the cement, you'll leave your 
fingerprints in the surface. They can be sanded out but it's better 
to avoid doing it in the first place. 

Remember though, solvent cement only works with pieces of 
acrylic. Anytime you want to glue some other material to the 
plastic, a different glue will have to be used. Both two-part 
epoxy and any of the instant -bonding cyanoacrylate glues work 
well. The choice depends on the particular application. The 
two-part epoxy will fill in empty spaces and can be sanded 
smooth, but the instant glues are contact types; that means that 
they will only work when the two surfaces being joined mate 
together perfectly. One interesting feature of the epoxy cements 
is that they can be colored. Powdered fabric dyes work well but 
be careful-a little dye goes a long way. The best method I've 
found is to mix the two parts of the epoxy together with a small 
amount of the dye and stir them until the color has become 

FIG. 1-WHEN YOU BUY IT. acrylic plastic is usually covered with brown 
paper to protect its surface. That paper is easily removed. 

FIG. 2-ALL OF THESE GLUES will work with acrylic plastic, but the 
solvent cement is best for joining two pieces of plastic. 

FIG. 3-ACRYLIC PLASTIC CAN BE EASILY BENT Into any shape, It it Is 
heated. 

uniform. Slowly add more dye, mixing it in continuously until 
you get the color you want. 

Tools 
Any tool used for woodworking can be used with acrylic 

plastics, including power and hand tools. The only thing to 
watch out for is heat. If you are using power tools there are two 
basic precautions to be aware of. Make sure to use only the bits 
and blades that have been specially rated for use with acrylic. 
That usually means that the blades have fine teeth and are not 
hollow ground. The bits should be sharp enough to bite into the 
plastic without having to apply an undue amount of pressure. 
Rough cutting blades and bits will crack and shatter the plastic 
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and dull ones will generate so much heat that the plastic will melt 
at the cut and the waste, rather than falling away, will melt 
together and harden behind the blade. 

Sanding and polishing 
Acrylic is easily sanded. The key to success here is to avoid 

the build-up of heat. For general work, I've found that a medium 
grit paper is the best to start with. Coarser papers score the 
plastic and leave sanding marks that are almost impossible to 
remove. If you use a sanding disc on an electric drill, you'll get 
the best results by use the drill's highest speeds-the higher the 
speed, the less pressure you have to apply. Do the sanding in 
short bursts to keep the heat down; if you have to sand off a 1/4 

inch of plastic, do' hr, inch at a time. If you try to do it all at once. 
you will generate so much heat that the plastic will melt at the 
surface and leave deep marks. That is to say nothing of the 
blocking up that will happen to the paper. There will be so much 
build-up of hardened plastic on the sandpaper that you'll have to 
replace it. If you've ever sanded paint you know what I'm 
talking about. 

Polishing the plastic is similiar to polishing metal. Use suc- 
cessively finer grits and then use fine steel wool. Always sand in 
the same direction. The last bit of polishing you need to do is 
with a kitchen steel wool pad. Use a new one that's loaded with 
soap. That will leave a very high luster on the plastic and the 
sanding marks will be just about invisible. If you want to go 
farther, use 0000 steel wool and oil and do the final polish with a 
soft cloth and pumice. Keep in mind though, that the plastic is 
really susceptible to scratches and there's nothing like a mirror - 
smooth finish to show off imperfections. 

Bending and shaping 
Now we get to one of the best reasons for using acrylic plastic. 

Anyone who has ever tried to get uniform curves in flat pieces of 
metal, or shape a smooth curve in wood, will appreciate the ease 
with which it can be done in plastic. There are two basic ways to 
shape the plastic-sanding and heating. If you want to round a 
corner or taper something, sanding is your best bet. Use a 
medium -grit paper on a sanding disc and carefully shape the 
plastic. Examine your work frequently because it goes very 
quickly and it's easy to go too far. Remember that a little bit of 
impatience on your part when sanding something to shape will 
ruin both the last three hours work and the rest of your day. 

Creating a curve, or some other complex shape, from a flat 
piece of plastic is done by heating. Acrylic becomes bendable 
when it gets to a temperature of about 350 degrees Fahrenheit. 
That isn't particularly high and there are several commercially 
available tools made especially for heating plastic to that tem- 
perature. Basically, they are all heating elements that have some 
sort of guard on them to keep the plastic about 1/4 -inch away. 
You hold the plastic against the guard and bend it when it 
softens. Those are fine for creating a simple corner or lip but are 
useless when you're trying to bend the plastic to conform to 
some complex jig. 

There are several ways to heat the plastic so it can be wrapped 
around a bending jig. You can use a hair dryer but that takes a 
long time, because the hair dryer has to be kept away from the 
plastic so the air flow isn't restricted. If you hold it too close, the 
motor will load down and the dryer will blow its thermal fuse. 
You can heat the plastic over a high -wattage lamp but it's hard to 
work with spots in front of your eyes, and there's always the 
danger of the plastic touching the lamp and either sticking to it or 
breaking the glass. 

The simplest way to heat the plastic is over an open flame 
from either a candle or the top of the stove, as shown in Fig. 3., 
The only problem with that is that the plastic can start to burn; 
but that can be avoided by moving the plastic rapidly in and out 
of the flame and only using the cooler part of the flame (at its 
base). If the plastic does start to burn, it's a simple matter to 
blow it out or douse it in water. The advantages of doing it that 
way are that the plastic heats quickly and the flame provides only 
localized heat, which means that a long complex bend can be 

made a little at a time. The acrylic is a good insulator and only 
the area in the flame will get hot enough to bend. As a result, as 
you work your way along a complex bend, previously curved 
areas will stay that way. As you finish each part of the bend, set 
it by immersing it in cold water. That will immediately cool the 
plastic and make it rigid again. Don't force the plastic to bend 
because it will break. There's absolutely no way you can be 
mistaken about when the plastic is hot enough to bend-it will 
flap around like a piece of wet cardboard and stay that way more 
than long enough to let you make your shape. Wear protective 
gloves because not only can you burn yourself, but it's impossi- 
ble to have any control over the plastic unless you can hold it 
firmly while you're bending it. And remember that you have to 
hold it until it cools off enough to become rigid again. 

Cutting 
The best way to cut acrylic is with a saw, as shown in Fig. 4. 

That sounds a bit trivial but it isn't. Plastic suppliers sell a 
scribing tool that's used to score the plastic so it can be broken 
much the same as glass-I've never gotten that tool to work. 
When I went back to the supplier to ask if I was using it correctly 
I noticed that they always used a saw -case closed. As long as 

FIG. 4-THE BEST WAY to cut acrylic plastic is with an ordinary power 
saw. as shown here. 

you make sure that the blade is designed for acrylic, and you 
don't force the cut you'll find it easier to cut plastic than to cut 
wood. 

FIG. 5-ONE THING YOU'LL APPRECIATE about working with plastic is 
that you can correct mistakes with an easy -to -make paste. 
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"Welding" and embossing 
That technique is extremely useful and can only be used with 

plastic. Because we're all human, we make mistakes and cuts 
aren't always made as smoothly as we'd like. If a gap turns up 
along a joint there's an easy way to correct it. Save the plastic 
"sawdust" and soak it with solvent cement. Work it around 
with a brush and you'll wind up with a pasty gunk like that 
shown in Fig. 5. That can then be used to hide any minor 
mistakes, such as mis -cuts, imperfections, and even small 
holes. As shown in Fig. 6, work the gunk into the gap with brush 
that is kept soaked in cement-if the brush gets too dry it will 
start pulling the gunk out of the gap. A bit of brushing back and 
forth, and the gap will be entirely filled with plastic gunk. The 
color will be the same as the surrounding area and, after sanding, 
will be flush with the surface. Make sure to allow time for the 
repair to dry before sanding it-since you've really soaked it 

with cement you'll find it takes longer to dry than a regular joint. 
That "welding" technique will go a long way toward correcting 
errors in measurement and slips of the saw. After a bit of practice 
you'll find that corrections made by welding are virtually invis- 
ible. 

Embossing is a technique that also takes advantage of the 
solvent action of the cement. If you brush cement repeatedly 
over an area of plastic it will get soft enough for you to press in a 

design, as shown in Fig. 7. The only precaution here is to make 
sure that whatever you press into the plastic is unaffected by the 
cement. You want to remove if after you've pressed in the 

FIG. 6-TO FIX ANY CRACKS OR HOLES, fill them with plastic shavings 
soaked in solvent cement. After It dries and is sanded smooth, the repair 
will be almost invisible. 

design. Coat the embossing piece with some thin oil before 
pressing it in the plastic. That ensures that the plastic won't stick 
to it and ruin the transfer of the design. After the acrylic has 
hardened, brush it lightly with fine steel wool to remove any 
burrs. 

Screws and hinges 
Although regular hinges can be used, it's much neater to use 

pins or brads. If your case requires a door, design it so that the 
door fits snugly and flush between two other pieces. Drill thin 
holes through the side pieces and the edges of the door. Push in 

small wire brads as shown in Fig. 8. If you're careful about your 
sizes, the brads will fit tightly and you won't have to use any 
glue. Don't force the brads in, because you'll only crack the 
plastic. If they're not tight enough, use a drop of cyanoacrylate 
glue on the side piece to hold the brad in place. Make sure not to 

cement the brad in both the side piece and the door. When the 
glue dries, grind the end of the brad flush with the side piece. 
Make sure that the door opens easily and stays in position when 
it's closed. 

The same precaution against forcing things applies to screws. 
Acrylic is rigid and won't compress, so the hole sizes for screws 
are more critical than they are with wood. Make the screw hole 

FIG. 7-IF YOU SOFTEN THE PLASTIC with solvent cement. you can 
emboss any designs you wish into the surface. 

FIG. 8-IF YOUR PROJECT requires hinges. make them by inserting small 
brads into pre -drilled holes. 

at least as wide as the inner shaft of the screw. It goes without 
saying that you shouldn't use tapered screws. If there's any 
doubt about the size of the hole, make it larger and stuff in part of 
a toothpick. The screw will compress the wood and that will 
keep the whole thing tight. 

Lettering 
Transfer -type lettering is available in a wide variety of fonts, 

sizes, and colors. You can even get sheets with graphic designs, 
borders, lines, and so on. The secret to making lettering look 
good is simple-keep it straight. Put a piece of masking tape on 
the case about a''/ -inch below the line for the lettering and use it 

as a guide. A fairly wide burnisher will lessen the chances of 
having hairline cracks develop in the letters. Once lettering is 
applied, it has to be protected because it is fairly easy to scrape it 
off-that is great for correcting mistakes but when you finally 
get it straight on the tenth try you want a bit more permanency. 
Any art -supply store will sell you a protective spray, or you can 
get a can of spray lacquer. Use it sparingly and avoid runs. Spray 
the entire case to make the finish uniform, and don't handle it 
until it's dry. An easy test to see if the case is dry is to smell it-if 
it is wet, you'll know it. When the lacquer is dry it will no longer 
have an odor. 

With a little bit of practice you will be able to make cases that 
do justice to your electronics handiwork. And I'm sure that 
you'll even find that your projects work better. You can be sure 
that housing your project in an imaginative case will make all the 
difference-everyone in your family will want to be first in line 
to try it, instead of first in line to leave the room. R -E 
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New!...the 25" Heathkit 
Television Computer System 
Introducing the new 
GR-3000...the first 
information center, 
telephone, terminal, 
video bulletin board, 
modem and micro- 
computer interface... 
all part of the most 
future -thinking color 
television available 
for tomorrow, today. a 

The GR -3000 Television Computer 
System is the only receiver de- 
signed to bring you all the unlimited 
information plus entertainment in 
this spectacular new era of multi - 
source televiewing. 

An exclusive new 
microprocessor 
based "teleplex" 
receiver. 
The GR -3000 is an 
expandable kit with 
plug-in capacity for eight micro- 
processor controlled modules. The 
basic modules are here now. In 
coming months, you can add new 

internal components to be ready 
for more advanced data retrieval, 
telephonic networking, and other 
growing life -service technologies. 
But even now, with standard chassis, 

GR -3000 is television 

4 - 
AL' ,, 

k :°.. , . ''''... 
Simulated reception 

as you've never seen 
it before. Why? 

A multi -level screen 
display delivers your 
choice of 4 test pat- 

terns, super -steady Monitor 
Mode, and the Message Center 

with 16 combinational text and 
backdrop colors.The broadcast 
screen offers direct audio and vid- 
eo i/o, an ultra -clear picture with 
channel, time and date overlay. 
Six screens of 'help' hints make 

the system user-friendly. 
Infrared telemetry Remote 

Control. This 56 -key pad 
can access almost every 

programmable feature 
under microcommand, in- 
cluding all adjustments for 
picture correction. And the 

imagination -stretching Learn 
Mode function, for infinitely 
versatile sequenced oper- 

ation. Type in personal 
messages on your GR -3000 
and the real-time calendar 
clock displays them when- 

ever you want. 

Battery back-up preserves 
important data. And ar 
Exclusion Password will 
protect preset picture 

fidelity parameters. 

More b come. 
New modules are arriving 

soon, to bring you further 
into the teleconsumer age: 

Directory Dialer and 
Modem Interface.. 

GR -3000 wi I become a 
two-way speaker phone 

with memory,cutc-dial 
and modem capabilities. 

Serial Interface will 
instantly access outside 

computer services and infor- 
mation, plus provide RS -232/C 
interface with any compatible 
computer in the world, 
and work as a 
superb color 
graphics term ira I. 
The Programmer 
will add greater 
memory for 
programming TV 
functions and control 
protocol for remote computing. 
View a GR -3000 today at your 
nearby hleathkit Electronic Center, 
or act now and call toll -free 
800-253-0570 for Viso or Master- 
Card orders. 

rGet more information in lie 

H:ATHFEEKIT CAIOG 
Mml to: 
He 3th Comp any. 
Dept. 020-01i 
BEerton Harbor, M 149022 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip J 

...not just a tv 
Heathkit 

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

GX-390 
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Sale! Save $200 on Radio Shack's 
TRS-80 Model III Computer! 

Get started in computing the easy-and 
affordable-way with the versatile and power- 
ful TRS-80 Model III. It's the "user-friendly" 
computer that grows with you as your needs 
and skills increase. And now, it's sale -priced at 
only $799 (regularly $999)! 
No Experience Necessary. You don't have to 
be a computer expert to use a Model III-just 
add a recorder and our ready -to -run cassette 
software. It's easy to manage your personal 
budget, keep track of investments, prepare sta- 
tistical analyses, write letters and reports, com- 
puterize your household records, even play 
exciting action games. 
Learn to Write Your Own Programs. Our 
entertaining, step-by-step manual introduces 
you to BASIC programming-and makes the 
Model III the ideal way to become part of the 
"computer revolution': 

Only 

79900 
16K Model III (Cat. No. 26-1062) 

The Extras Are "Built -In". The attrac- 
tive one-piece cabinet contains a 12" high - 
resolution monitor, which displays 16 lines of 
64 upper and lower case characters per line, a 
65 -key typewriter keyboard with datapad, 
16,000 characters (16K) of internal memory 
and a parallel printer interface. 
Expand Your Horizons. It's easy to configure 
your Model III into a more powerful system. 
Expand to 48K internal memory, and add one 
or two internal double -density disk drives with 
184K each, or even a 5 -megabyte hard disk 
drive. Add high -resolution (640 x 240) graph- 
ics, a printer, a plotter or an RS -232C serial 
board and modem for communications. 
Hurry-Sale Ends April 25, 1983. You can 
get your Model III at a nearby Radio Shack 
Computer Center, store or participating dealer. 
Do it today! 

ftadue fhaeli 
The biggest name in little computers'" 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers. 

CIRCLE 17 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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TIMEX MAKES THE 
COMPUTER, 

BUT WE MAKE IT TICK. 
If you own a TS -1000 or 71-81 computer and want to bring out the power within it, you'll want Memotech. From easier input to high 

comes in a black anodized il 
quality output and greater memory, Memotech makes the add-ons you demand. Every Memotech peripheral 

aluminum case and is designed to fit together in "piggy back" fashion enabling you fflowellain 
to continue to add on and still keep an integrated system look. Rg Resoiulron Gaonics Memopaa RPM 

MEMOPAK RAM All Memopak RAMs are directly addressable, user transparent and are neither switched 
nor paged. No additional power supply is required. 16K RAM BASELINE The 16K Baseline is our most 
economical way to add memory to your TS -1000. It is fully compatible with Memopak 16K and 32K RAMS 

to provide you with up to 32K or 48K of RAM respectively. 16K RAM The Memopak 16K RAM offers 

expansion capabilities through its "piggy back" connection and is fully compatible with Timex or 
Memotech 16Ks to give a massive 32K of RAM. 32K RAM The 32K Memopak enables you to execute 
sophisticated programs and store large data bases and like the 16K RAM is fully compatible with Timex's or 
Memotech's 16K RAMs to give you a full 48K of RAM. 64K RAM The 64K Memopak is powerful 
enough to turn your TS -1000 into a computer with capabilities suitable for business and educational use. It 

accepts such BASIC commands as 10 DIM A (9000). MEMOCALC Memocalc, our spreadsheet analysis 
software, enables 'IS -1000 users to perform complex number crunching routines with ease. With 

the 64K RAM a table of up to 7000 numbers with up to 250 rows or 99 columns can be specified. 

Quick revisions can be achieved by entering new data to your formula. 
MEMOTECH KEYBOARD For ease of operation, the Memotech keyboard is a high quality 
standard typewriter keyboard, with TS -1000 legends. The keyboard is cable connected to a buffered 
interface which is housed in a standard Memopak case and plugs directly into the back of the 

TS -1000 or other Memopaks. MEMOPAK HRG The Memopak High Resolution Graphics, with 
up to 192 by 248 pixel resolution, enables display of high resolution "arcade game" style graphics 
through its resident 2K EPROM, programmed with a full range of graphics subroutines 
CENTRONICS PARALLEL AND RS232 INTERFACES 
Memotech's Interfaces enable your TS -1000 to use a wide range of 

compatible printers. The resident software in the units gives the 
complete ASCII set of characters. Both Memopak Interfaces provide lower case character capabilities and 
up to 80 column printing. The RS232 Interface is also compatible with modems and terminals. 
SEIKOSHA GP 100A PRINTER The Seikosha GP 100A uses a 5x7 dot matrix printing format with 
ASCII standard upper and lower case character set. Printing speed is 30 characters/second with a 
maximum width of 80 characters. The printer uses standard fanfold paper up to rMail To: Memotech 

9-1/2 inches wide. The GP 100A is offered as a package including cable and rte: 

interface. Other printer packages are also 
available through Memotech. 
ORDER AT NO RISK. All Memotech 
products carry our 10 day money back 
guarantee. If you're not completely 
satisfied, return it within ten days and we 

will give you a full refund. And every 

Memotech product comes with a six 
month warranty. Should anything be 

defective with your Memotech product, return it to us and we will repair or replace 
it free of charge. Dealer inquiries welcome. To order any Memotech product use 
the order coupon or call our toll -free number 800/662-0949 
TS -I000 is a registered trademark of Timex Corp. 

ss'sii'sas 
CORPORA! ION 

7550 West Yale Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80227, 303/986-1516, TWX 910-320-2917 

Corporation, 7550 West hale Ave., Denver, CO 80227 1 
Price Qty. Total 

16K RAM Baseline S 49.95 

16K RAM 59.95 

32K RAM 99.95 

64K RAM 149.95 

Memocalc 49.95 

Keyboard with Interface 99.95 

High Resolution Graphics 99.95 

Centronics Parallel Interface 74.95 

RS232 Interface 99.95 

Ponter Cable 19.95 

CP IWA Printer Package" 39210 

Shipping and Handling 4.95 $4.95 

Tax (Colorado residents only) 

TOTAL S 

I }'All prices quoted in U.S. dollars. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 

`Please add an additional $5.00 for printer shipping charges. 

Check MasterCard Visa 

I Account No. Exp 

1 

I hante 

Address 

Ly State 

Phone number 

Zip 
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IN WHAT HAS SEEMED LIKE AN EXPLOSION, THE COMPUTER 
revolution has arrived. In only the last eight years. the personal 
computer has moved from the province of hobbyists and "hack- 
ers to take a place in business offices and-what has really 
made it a revolution-the computer has moved into thousands of 
homes. 

Whether that has beer due to the videogame explosion, or the 
marketing efforts of najor manufacturers, or the public's 
recognition of the power and capability of the microcomputer, 
we will not go irto. But, suffice it to say that hLndreds of 
thousands of people, who, a few years ago. didn't know BASIC 
or the meaning of ROM or RAM (and maybe they still don't), 
are now using personal computers. 

And it seems that each week thousands more are jumping onto 
the microcomputer bandwagon. They are buying not only low - 

end. home system:, hut also high -end systems such as the IBM 
Personal Computer. Further, it seems that for every person who 
does buy a computer, two or three more are considering a 
purchase. However, they are hesitatin2 because they lack 
information-they ha.-. many questions that need to be an- 
swered. In the toll svi ai pages we will attempt to answer some 
of those questions and 'am liarite you with some commonly - 
used terminology. 

Overview of a computer system 
For the first-time hu'cr. perhaps the best way to '-isualize a 

s stem is to break .t into its -najor parts. In general, a computer 
consists of the CPU (Centra! Processor Unit)-and the mother - 
hoard or system board that connects the CPU to other devices for 
input and output t I/O) and storage. Figure 1 shows a block 
diagram of a basic microcomputer system. 

The CPU, which is sometimes called the MPU or micropro- 
cessor unit, is the ' heart' of the system. But that by itself would 
not make a computer. It is also necessary to have, among other 
things, memory. There are two basic types of memories: RAM 
and ROM. RAM (Random Access Memory) is memory in which 
data can be either itritan or read. It is like a large holding area of 
information. It eider holds active information for immediate 

Are you considering buying a 
microcomputer? Then, you should 
first learn how a microcomputer 
operates. Once you hay ie e'en a 
basic Linde: -standing, it is easier to 
ask the right questions wile'? it 
comes time tc buy the system. 

MARC STERN 

use. or it stores data for later use by the CPU. A RCM (Read - 
Only Memory) on the other hand is a memory that can only be 
read. Once the information s pat in the ROM it cannot be 
changed. The mass storage devi_= is another type of memory. 
An example of a mass storage device is the floppy disk drive, 
which allows you to store great quantities of nforrnation and 
programs on a magnetic disk 

A CPU with memory still does not make up a computer. There 
must he some way to input information to the computer and for 
the computer to output information. One way that s accom- 
plished is by parallel and serial interfaces. Those interfaces 
connect the traicrocompater to otter devices such as printers, 
keyboards. etc. 

That. her. is the lasic _ u line of a personal computer. Of 
course, there is much more that we could have included, but for 
starters, that outline will suffce. 

With those basic concept°, established, lei's hook more closely 
at the personal computer. begi ining with the CPU and progress- 
ing to the other areas o the ystem. 

The CPU and bus structure 
The CPU ncludes the microprocessor and any necessary 

support circuits . The "standard-CPU is an 8 -hit device (a hit 
is a binary digit>. Thai t'PU handles information eight bits (or 
one byte) of data at a :jute. (Thus the data bus shown in Fig. I 

actually consists of eight data lines.) A byte is often referred to 
as the "word size'' of the microprocessor. 

The address bus, on the ether hand, consists of 16 lines. That 
lets the microprocessor address 215 memory locations. Although 
2u' is referred to as 64K (64 kilobytes), the actual nember is a 
little over 65,000, because 20 or 1.024 bytes of information is 
commonly referred to as I kilobyte or 1K of information. 

The third standard microprocessor bus is the control bus. It 
consists of from 10 to 12 lines. depending on the particular CPU. 
It is mainly used to corny synchronization signals between the 
microprocessor and other system components. Typical signals 
are: read. write. interrupt, and reset. 

With all of this said, a question probably has a-iscn in your 
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CPU 

MICROPROCESSOR 
AND SUPPORT 

CIRCUITRY 

A 

ADDRESS BUS (16) 

DATA BUS 18) 

CONTROL BUS 

(10121 

ROM RAM 

'J 

SERIAL 
INTERFACE 

I O BUS 

CRT, 
KEYBOARD, 
PRINTER, 
MODEM, 

ETC. 

PARALLEL 
INTERFACE 

i/0 BUS 

DISK DRIVE, 
PRINTER, 
SPEECH - 

SYNTHESIZER 
ETC. 

FIG. 1-BLOCK DIAGRAM of a basic micromputer system. Note the arrows on the bus lines. They 
indicate the direction of information flow. 

mind as to which type of CPU is best. The answer is that for most 
personal computing uses, it makes little difference what type of 
CPU is used. In a given situation, a 6502 will work just as well as 
a Z80 or an 8080. 

There is a "but" in this situation, though, and that is for the 
computer user who wants access to, say, the broad range of 
CP/M programs. CP/M (Control Program for Microcomputers) 
is the standard operating system of the 8 -bit -system world and 
many business programs are written under it. It was written for 
the 8080 series of microprocessors and is also compatible with 
the Z80 series. Thus, if you want access to those programs you 
must use one of those microprocessors. There are emulators that 
allow you to use CP/M with other CPU's, but the programs will 
work slower when that is done. 

We will not discuss operating systems in great detail. What 
we will say is that the operating system effectively isolates the 
computer user from the computer hardware. It also makes the 
particular computer "invisible " to the software. What that 
means is that if two different computers-even with different 
microprocessors-use the same operating system (say, CP/M) 
they will both be able to run the same software, as long as the 
software is written for that operating system. 

The CPU world is changing. Although it is still dominated by 
8 -bit microprocessors, 16 -bit systems are starting to appear in 
increasing numbers. Chief among the 16 -bit units is the 8086/ 
8088 family. which is capable of running under the MS-DOS 
operating system. That is the operating system that has been 
adopted by IBM. Because so many systems are being designed 
to run under it, it is likely that MS-DOS will become the 
"standard" of the 16 -bit microcomputer world. However, a 
16 -bit version of CP/M-CP/M-86-may give MS-DOS a run 
for the money. 

Memory 
Although we previoulsy mentioned ROM and RAM, we did 

not say what each one was used for. First, we'll give an example 
where you would want to use read-only memory (ROM). 

There are some programs that you would never want to 
change. An example is the bootstrap loader routine (that pro- 
gram gets the system up and working when the computer is first 
turned on). That routine is stored in ROM. ROM, as its name 
implies, is not user -modifiable (you cannot write to it). It is 
important to note that ROM also is non-volatile. In other words, 
ROM will not lose its memory contents even if the power is 
turned off. Another example of where ROM is used is in 
videogames. The program that runs the game computer is stored 
in the videogame cartridge in ROM. 

The contents of RAM, on the other hand, are constantly 
changing. It is in RAM that you would store, say, a BASIC 

TO 
EXPANSION 

> PORT 
(IF 
AVAILABLE) 

program. RAM can be thought of as the microprocessor's work 
space. It is essential to a micrcomputer because the system needs 
a way to store and frequently update information as út is used. 
RAM is volatile; when power is turned off, the contents of the 
memory will be lost-unless you record it on disk or other 
storage medium. 

One of the most often asked question by the first-time 
microcomputer buyer is how much RAM is sufficient? The 
answer is as much as you can comfortably afford-but there is 
no such thing as enough memory. A bare minimum good for 
games and some applications programs, is 16K. However, 48K 
or 64K is a much better place to start. No matter how much 
memory you have, though. sooner or later you're going to run up 
against a program that needs more memory. Or, you may use a 
program, which, while it runs with the memory you have, it 
would perform better with more memory. 

Inputs and outputs 
There has to be a way to communicate with the computer, and 

for the computer to communicate with you. The communication 
is called input and output (I/O). Let's now look at some possible 
inputs. 

First, we'll look at the keyboard. When you input data via the 
keyboard, the information is first sent to the keyboard pro- 
cessor, where the electrical impulses that are generated by the 
keys are turned into codes that can be read by the microproces- 
sor. Once the keystrokes have been encoded, they are then 
directed not only to the display, but also to RAM where they are 
stored until they are processed by the CPU 

Another possible source for an input is a Mess storage device, 
such as a disk drive. The data stored on the floppy disk is first 
read by the read/write head and is then sen: on its way to the 
system bus. The data may either be used immediately by the 
CPU or it might be stored in RAM until it's called by the CPU. 

Other inputs can also be entered via the input output in- 
terfaces (I/O ports). There are two basic types of ºnterfaces: 
parallel and serial. A parallel port transfers the data eight -bits 
(one byte) at a time. A serial port transfers the data one -bit at a 
time. 

In a microcomputer system. input is generally handled via a 
serial port, while output -only is usually handled by a parallel 
port-although either port can be used for both input and output. 

One example where you would use a serial port for informa- 
tion input is for connection to a modem (MDdulatorr 
DEModulator). With a modem, it is possible to communicate 
with other computers using a telephone line. (See article on 
modems, elsewhere in this section.) 

That pretty much completes the general picture of the input 
side of the microcomputer. but that is only half of the picture. 
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We must take a look at how data is output. 
Again the two ports, parallel and serial, are used for output. 

When a user decides to output something to a printer for hard - 
copy purposes.. he requests that action from the CPU. That 
keyboard request is then processed and the CPU searches RAM 
for the information to be output through the printer. When that 
information is found, the CPU not only flashes a message on the 
CRT. but it also sends the information to the port that is to be 
used. If the data arrives too quickly for the printer to handle, the 
overflow is shunted into a brier where it is stored until the 
printer or plotter can handle it. Either a parallel or serial port can 
be used for output to the printer. --however, a parallel port 
handles data much more speedily than a serial port because the 
data is transferred eight bits (one byte or word) at a time. 
However, there are disadvantages to using the parallel port. 
First, it is prone to picking up stray noise that can cause data - 
transmission errors. That is especially true if you are trying to 
communicate over long distanc 2s. 

A second disadvantage is that there is no set standard for 
parallel ports-each microcomputer manufacturer has his own 
idea of the type of interconnection to use with a printer or other 
parallel device. Of course, there is the Centronics -compatible 
standard for printers, but once you Lave wired up a connector for 
such a device. you will find that about the only thing agreed 
upon with this standard is the type of connector. It seems that 
each microcomputer handles things just differently enough to 
cause problems. Another standard parallel interface is the IEEE - 
488 bus. That bus is most commonly used for scientific per- 
ipherals. 

The more reliable, although slower, interface is the serial 
interface. That type of interface uses fewer wires and is much 
less sensitive to stray noise pickup. Further, since fewer wires 
are used, cabling costs can be reduced. The key disadvantage 
when compared to parallel transmission is its speed. It is slower 
because information is sent serially -one bit after another. 

There is a standard to cover serial communizations interfaces 
and make them all compatible (the RS -232C standard). Howev- 
er, while the RS -232C protocol is standard, some manufacturers 
do not use all of the lines, and others may tie some lines high or 
low. Keep that in mind when interfacing peripherals. 

rw. -with a meeod»ome aispiay, m s lure Perscrei Computer can be 
used for word processing or ether applications that require high- 
iesolutìon graphics. (See Fig. 3.) 

Fe. 3 --Often, the display can lim t r co npcter's capabilities. Foy emmple, 
when used with a TV, the IBM Personal Computer cannot be used for word 
piocessing. (See Fig 2.) 

Other considerations 
There are other questions that you should ask yourself before 

buying a personal computer. Of course we cannot eo~rer all 
situations here, but we will give some examples of things you 
might want to consider. 

Many computers are meant to he used with a TV. That. while 
reducing the cost of the system, is not all that desirable. The 
limited bandwidth of the TV does not allow it to reproduce 
high -resolution graphics. (See Figs. 2 and 3.) 

What, then, is the best display? That very much depends on 
what you plan to do with with the computer. 

Let's first presume that you want to use your computer mainly 
for word processing and record keeping, and thus do not need a 
color display. Then, the question you should be asking is what 
type of monochrome (single color) display you should use. 
Experts have long noted that a black -and -white display is the 
hardest on the eyes. Although it is highly visible, that type of 
display is the most fatiguing to use. A green -on -black 
monochrome display is better on the eyes. It is easier io read and 
use under conditions of glare, and it is much less fatiguing. 
There is a current controversy, however, about whether an 
amber -on -black display is easier on the eyes than the green -on - 
black. In fact, just about all of Europe has mandated the amber - 
on -black type of screen format. In reality. though, the jury is still 
out on the question and it is probable that both displays will 
come out about even in the final analysis. Definitely, though. 
either is better than a black -and -white display. 

Whichever type of display you choose, it should be capable of 
reproducing 80 columns by 24 lines of text for word processing. 
The reason is that that is the industry standard and it is also about 
the number of columns you car reasonably expect on an average 
piece of paper. 
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There are sv stLn h Bch only display 40, 52 or 60 characters 
and those require , pL c r l l add-on boards to make them capable of 
80 -column displ._v urther, many of those units generate 
capitals -only. \\i ïrl t.,kes them almost useless for true word 
processing. unle, the ,_:nrrect hardware fix is made. 

Perhaps you plr,n to use the computer to generate color charts 
and graphs, or for other color computer graphics. Therefore, 
you need a color monitor (of course your computer must be 

capable of generating color graphics to use that). Although some 
color computers can use a color TV for a display, a monitor with 
R -G -B (Red -Green -Blue) inputs should be used because it per- 
mits higher -resolution graphics. A color TV. because of its 
narrow bandwidth, is not capable of high -resolution graphics 
unless it is modified. 

Of course, a monitor cannot reproduce high -resolution 
graphics if the computer cannot generate them. Conversly, it is 

important to remember that the monitor should be capable of 
reproducing the graphics that the computer can generate. 

Don't forget the keyboard: it should be typewriter -like in its 

features. That's because that type of keyboard is one with which 
most of us are familiar. Try to avoid those keyboards which have 

nonstandard placement of important function keys. A useful 
convenience on a keyboard is the separate numeric keypad. If 
you do a great deal of -number entry, that feature is a necessity 
more than simply, a convenience. 

Another feature that you mie.ht find convenient is a detatch- 
able keyboard. That woLId allow you to use the keyboard in your 
lap or to move it to a conveniert place on a desktop. However, 
on some systems, that's not possible. 

Do not forget some type of mass storage device when shop- 
ping for a computer. Two popuar mass storage devices are the 

disk drive and the common cassette recorder. Although you 
might be able to get along for a while using a cassette recorder, 
you will really need a disk drive if you want to use your 

computer for serious applications. To handle as much informa- 
tion as possible, double -sided, double -density drives are pre- 
ferred for mass storage. However. if those are beyond your 
means, make sure the single -sided drives you buy are at least 
capable of double -density data encoding. It gives you far greater 
data storage. 

The microprocessor that the computer is based on can be 
important. There is nodefinitive "best" microprocesser. As we 
mentioned before, though, if you want access to the wide 
spectrum of CP'M-based business programs, then your obviou 
choice is a Z80 or 8080 -based system because these are the 
microprocessor units for which the CP/M operating system wad 

devised. 
What about the I6 -bit CPU's that are becoming more pop- 

ular? You've probably heard that 8 -bit systems aren't as capable 
as I6 -bit devices. In truth, the answer is that the microcomputer 
industry still hasn't taken advantage of the full power of the 
15 -bit CPU and most of the programs those systems run are 
really rewritten R -bit programs. Eight -bit microcomputers will 
perform for you equally as well in a single -user situations. so 

don't worry about it. However, the I6 -bit CPU does have art 
advantage in that it can address more memory-it can address 
more than 16 megabytes. while the 8 -bit CPU is limited to 64K. 

What peripherals are most necessary and useful? Probably the, 
first item you should choose is a good printer. The second shoul 
be a good modem. Those will allow you to have not only hard 
copy printouts. but also with the modem you will be able to hay 
access to remote databases. friends' computers, and informatio 
services. 

Microcomputer buying doesn't have to be frustrating. Th 
key to making it easy is to learn and to take the time to as 

questions. Then, you have to ask yourself what you really need. 
Once you know the answer to that, you'll be able to join th 
microcomputer revolution that is here-to stay. R -g; 
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ALSO: Connectors Enclosures Mother Boards 

New 4613 series - for IBM 
Personal Computer. Three 
models available. 

New 4614, 4615 series - for 
VME Bus. Six models avail- 
able. 

4610 series - for STD -Bus. 
Three models available. 

4608 series - for Multibus 
solderable, or unpatterned. 

8804 series - for S-100. Seven 

models available. 

4607-for DEC LSI-11/PDP8- 
11, Heath -11. 

4609 - for Apple II, Super - 
Kim, Pet Commodore with 
Expandamem. 

4350 - for TI 980 

4611 series - for Motorola 
Exorciser 

Extenders 748209 

VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY, Inc., 12460 Gladstone Ave., P.O. Box 4336, Sylmar, CA 91342-0336; (213) 365-9661 

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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O MATTER WHERE YOU WORK, OR WHAT YOU DO, ONE THING 
has now become very clear-your chances for advancement, 
promotion, or making a success of your own business may 
depend on how well you adapt to.. or understand, modern com- 
puterized equipment and programs. Sorry to say, you will not be 
able to sit out the computer age-even just trying to prove the 
bank made an error on your checking account will require some 
understanding of the type of errors computers make. 

Start small 
Of course, the best way to learn: what computers are all about 

s to simply use one. Unfortunately, to most general -audience 
newspapers and magazines that usuahy means a "minimal sys- 
tem" consisting of a color computer with at least 48K of mem- 
ory, two disk drives, a printer. a color monitor, and about $3500 
to pay for it all-anything less "simply isn't worth the ex- 
pense." In truth, by using a rock -bottom -priced "entry level" 
computer-a model specifically intended for someone getting 
started in personal computing-you can attain "computer litera- 
cy" for as little as $85; and by the time you're finished you'll 
have an excellent understanding of how computers and their 
programs work. You'll also be able to program in BASIC quite 
competently. 

Many of the best known consumer -electronics and personal - 
computer companies provide models specifically intended for 
the newcomer to personal computing: among them are, Atari 
(1265 Borregas Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086), Commodore (487 
Devon Park Rd., Wayne, PA 19087), Radio Shack (One Tandy 
Center, Ft. Worth, TX 76102), Texas Instrumentals (PO Box 
225012, MS -84, Dallas. TX 75265), and Timex/Sinclair. Ex- 
cept for the computer from Timex (1579 Straits Turnpike, 
Middlebury, CT 06762)-the Timex/Sinclair 1000, perhaps 
bettter known as the Sinclair ZX8/ (50 Staniford St., Boston. 
MA 02114)-all entry-level computers are "color computers" 
that can generate multi -color backgrounds, characters_ and 
graphics, although the nature of the color capability varies from 
model to model. And, again with the exception of the Timex 
1000, entry-level computers have some form of a musical -tone 
generator that allows the user to create sound effects far games, 
or even compose music. 

While each manufacturer agrees that computer Ii_craav starts 

If you want to learn about 
computers and programming, but 
are not interested in paying a large 
price to own your own system, take 
a look at some -Df these 
"entry-level'* computers. For 
learning purposes, they offer a 
value that is hard to beat. 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

with an understanding of BASIC programming. that's one of the 
few anus of agreement. As you"IM see. each has its own ideas 
about shat an "ertrs-le'el" computer should offer. Neither 
their software nor peripherals (accessory equipment such as 
printers, modems. et=:.) are interchangeable. Also, in most 
instances, roost popular peripherals cannot be used at all without 
purhasing a relatively expensive interface device. (We'll have 
more on that subject later.) 

It's on TV 
Though there are no standards as such, most models have 

several features in common. To Mart off, all use a standard 
TV -receiver for the display. and all come with the necessary 
switch-hox so that the TV can function normally when the 
computer is not in use. 

That display system works this vs ay: A video modulator built 
into the computer. or one attached through a cord that provides 
the power and ride: from the computer, converts the computer's 
video output to an RF signal on TV Channel 2, 3, or 4. (Two of 
those the usually 2 and 3 or 3 mud 4-are provided; the user 
selects the channel not being used in his or her area.) The 
modulator is really a low -poser TV transmitter that "broad- 
casts" the computer'' output to the TV through a shielded 
patch -_ord. As far as the TV ìs concerned. it is receiving an 
a Ithera me TV signal so it displays the computer's output as a TV 

pÑ ttlrc. ylsvt. sound effects and orthe output, from the music 
s. found in those computers are "transmitted" as a 
TV sou-xl-carrier and are heard o'er the TV's speaker. 

Whetter the signal the computes receives is from the compu- 
ter or a TV -antenna is determined h.' a switch -box as mentioned 
ear.ier. Its exactly the same ar the ones provided with 
v°dcoaames: a small metal boys ith a slide ;witch that has 
connections for a TV antenna and If e computer's output signal, 
and an output connection kir hooki_r_ up the switch to the TV set 
(see Fig. 1). Whetter the switch box is intended for use with 
300-ohrr twinlead or 75 rho coati. depends on the particular 
comp -_te- racier Mal the price. If vou don't get the one you need 
wing the computer. you can buy one at a nominal cost from an 
c'ectr..nic-parts or sideo-_ape reta er. 

ys t -r the type_ of TV set or monitor you need, a color unit is 
rcluirce ,rnl, it rou s+ ant to take full use of the machine's color 
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MFG. 1 -ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPUTERS come with á`7V switchbox -hÉ 
allows a standard TV set to serve as a computer monitor as well. 

capability. Otherwise, a black -and -white unit will ssork per- 
fectly well. 

Another feature common to all machines of this type is a 

cassette I/O (Input/Output) connection. All entry-level comput- 
ers provide some means for using a cassette recorder for mass 
data -storage. Programs and data written by the user can be saved 
(stored) on cassette tape, or pre-recorded programs and data can 
be loaded into the computer from a cassette tape. The cassette 
I/O connections on the Timex and Radio Shack computers are 
standard phono jacks, and virtually any cassette recorder- c cn 
a cheap $20 model-will work just fine. The Timex uses the 
least sophisticated system of all and the user must manually start 
and stop the recorder. On the other hand, the motor of a cassette 
recorder used with Radio Shack's Color Computer is under 
program (computer) control: It is started and stopped by the 
computer, or it can be manually controlled (whichever is more 
convenient for the user). 

The computers from Atari and Commodore use what is 

known as a "dedicated" recorder, a model specifically intended 
for use with one or more of the manufacturer's computers t see 
Fig. 2). The dedicated recorders range in price from approx- 
imately $70 to $100, and while they aren't any more reliable 
than a S20 recorder, they can be more convenient because the 
recorder has been designed specifically for use with the compu- 
ter. The dedicated recorder connects to the computer through a 
single cord that carries the input and output signals. the motor 
on/off switching. and quite possibly the power supply for the 
recorder. Depending on the model, most or all of the dedicated 
cassette -recorders motor functions and video screen cues to the 
user are controlled directly by the computer: the computer even 
senses if the recorder is on-line and ready for whatever it's 
supposed to do. If it isn't, a screen cue to turn on the recorder 
appears. 

Texas Instruments requires that you bur a special dedicated - 
cable if you want to use a cassette recorder for mass storage. 

Another common feature is a port. slot, or connector for a 

plug-in ROM (Read Only Memory) module containing a com- 
plete software package (see Fig. 3). (Timex/Sinclair does not 
offer any of those ROM's, for the TSI000, but some in- 
dependent manufacturers do.) When a program module is con- 
nected the computer "comes up" with the program rather than 
with BAS'C. Software in ROM for entry-level computers is 

available for everything from arcade games. to home- and 
family -budget management, to elementary business programs. 
to high-fidelity system spectrum analyzers, to-well, you get 
the idea: just about anything you can think of is available. The 
advantage to ROM software is that it doesn't have to be loaded 
from tape or disk: simply turn on the power and it's running. The 

FIG. 2-ANY INEXPENSI\'E ' i,SSETTE RECORCER can be used wit 
some entry-level cameters Others require a dedicatee cassette - 
recorder that has a special connector that mates with a special socket on 
the computer as shown. Su-ç'isingly, the dedicated recorders are a 
excellent value; they ars well made and notably easy to use. 

problem, however, is that the quality of ROM software range! 
from absolute "garbage" to "decent," and it's almost impossi 
ble to know what you're getting until you buy it. (Did you realiz 
that computer software is the only product sold for which there i 

no performance guarantee of an kind'? Think about ghat.) 

A lot for the money 
Let's now take a c oserlook at w at the er nti -level cornpn 

have to offer. 
For one thing. there's the price. To se that they are it 

expensive is an understatement they are, for the most part, a 
out-and-out barga;n. At discount, prices range from about $8 
for the Timex/Sinclair /00/) to perhaps $250 for the Atari 400 
(If you chose to pay a "suggested retail" price of $299 for 
computer that can be purchased for as little as $179 maybe ye 
need a computer to oversee your family's finances.) 

Radio Shack's Color Computer is a somewhat special case 
however, because it is sold only by Radio Shack and there 
virtually no local competition between stores-although mat'.. 

order is often discounted about 18%. To meet the competition 
from the other brands., Radio Shack has sharply reduced the 
price of their Color Computer models. You -11 have to decide for 
yourself whether the higher cost for that machine is justif_ed for 
your particular needs. 

Keep in mind that the least expensive Atari package does not 
include BASIC; the computer comes with 16K of "empty" 
memory and BASIC is available in an optional extra -cost ROM 
module. The advantage to that, at least from Atari's point of 
view, is that a full 16K of RAM is available for arcade -game 
modules, and Atari has some of the very best games-such as 
Missle Command. Naturally, the cost of Atari's BASIC module 
is added to the cost of the computer itself. 

Timex/Sinclair 1000 
The least expensive computer is the Timex/Sinclair 1000 

computer. It features a very powerful, underrated built-in BAS- 
IC, and a membrane keyboard. The best way to describe a 
membrane keyboard is a plastic sandwich with switch contacts 
between the "slices." The corresponding "keys" are imprinted 
on the top directly over the associated switch (see Fig. 4). 
Obviously, one cannot touch-type on a membrane keyboard. 

The only difference between that computer and the Sinclair 
ZX8/ is that the Sinclair version has 1K of built-in RAM while 
the Timex version has 2K. But that difference is more sub- 
stantial than you might think-a skilled programmer can do a lot 
more with 2K of memory than he can with 1K. In any event, 
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FIG. 3-I O Us.t A Ham program -module, h..st pl ig it Into a special port, 
slot, or connector built into the computer. When the computer is turnedon, 
the machine will come up running that program rather than the resident 
BASIC. 

ohowever, most will want to purchase the optiorrl 16K RAM 
'r pack regardless of which machine is owned. 

The use of a membrane keyboard would slow programming 
down to a crawl except for one thing: Every essential BASIC 
command (torso, PRINT, GOTO, IF, etc.) is entered At the touch of 
a single key. Each key has up to five functions and the computer 
automatically recognizes when the touch of a key should enter a 
command or a character. (I know that sounds unbelievable but it 
really works.) That automatic command -recognition is particu- 
larly valuable for young children learning programmine. They 
can just key in the commands and learn to program much more 
rapidly than if they had to sweat out a precisely spelled key 
word. 

The computer has an expansion port for, among other things, 
an optional I6K memory -module (about $45) that provides a 
total of 16K memory (not 2K or 1K plus 16K). Larger RAM 
modules are available from several independent suppliers. 

Evaluating the computer overall, it is a wonderful trnner, for 
which some rather good software is available at a rock -bottom 
price (like $18 fora "Cale'' type program). But before investing 
in any expansion peripherals other than the memory module, 
keep in mind, that the lack of touch-typing is a serious limitation 
for advanced uses. 

Commodore VIC-20 
The Commodore VIC-20, which now sells at discount for 

about S179. is sheer dynamite for the money. It has an excellent 
version of MictoSoft BASIC, outstanding color capabilities, an 
excellent typewriter -style keyboard, expansion ports, a serial - 
output port, a plug-in ROM port. and a port for two game 
paddles. It comes with 5K of RAM, which is more than adequate 
for a good amount of moderately advanced programming. it has 
both a video and an RF output, which means that it can be 
connected directly to either a video monitor or a TV receiver. 
Compatible peripherals include additional memory, a printer, 
modem, cassette recorder, and a disk system. 

Unfortunately, it uses an IEEE -488 output bus. To connect a 
'standard" Centronics -type printer it is necessary to go through 

the additional expense of an IEEE -488 -to -Centronics -type in- 
terface. It's an extra cost that you must consider if you plan on 
expanding the system. On the other side of the coin, Com- 
modore offers a relatively inexpensive plug-in modem. Com- 
modore also sells a direct plug-in printer, but at last look it didn't 

standard 81 x 11 -inch paper. 
he manual gives excellent operating instructions, and has a 

Feat introduction to color -control, but says almost nothing 
about programming in BASIC; you must also purchase the 
Commodore book, Introduction to BASIC Programming 

BIZ 1111111®®®Ml4 
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Sinclair 1000 (Sinclair ZX81) ha.; character, graphics. and EASIC keg 
functions imprinted directly on tille nembrane-there are no "real" 'ype- 
writer keys. 

Texas Instruments TI -99í41A 

This Texas Instruments computer system, which when first 
introduced included a color monitor, started out with a price tag 
close to $1000. TI's latest version of their personal computer, 
the TI -9914A, is sold without a monitor but can be purchased at 
discount for as little as $199. it comes with 16K of RAM and has 
expansion ports for ROM modules as well as for the usual 
assortment of peripherals. It also accommodates two game 
paddles. 

The computer has an apprmxinlation of a standard typewriter - 
keyboard (see Fig. 5) that isn't as bad as it's often made out to 
be, but isn't all that good or easy to use, either. (Why TI, with 
years of experience it consumer electronics. chose to go with a 
non-standard typewriter -style keyboard remains one of the 
masteres of merchardising. 

One thing TI has going for it is a tremendous assortment of 
software-over 1000 items at bast count-available on cassette 
tape, disk, and in ROM modales. Texas Instruments has many 
years experience with their ';peak-ard-Spell-type devices and 
they know how to select quality software for children as well as 
adults. They also have separate classes called "clubs"-for 
children and adults that teach about computers and program- 
ming for a very reasonable price; that's one of the real strong 
points of the company and the machine. 

Texas Instruments lxts also just announced a new computer. the 
TI-9912-the first 16 -bit computer selling for less than $100. 

ial E. SEVEN IF THE RA AZRAR MENT isn't sta re, as - 
the case in this Tecas Instruments 11994A, typewriter -style keys are the 
easiest type to use. 
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I -IU. b-EXCEpi rwres rr,ca WRIFUM'erartr-revei computers nave oMSk, 
built in and "come up" in BASIC when the computer is tu 'ned or. The Atari 
400 contains only memory and a small "start up" sot'ware routine. All 
software, including BASIC, is instated by plugging ins ROM module as 
shown. 

That computer, designed primarily as a teaching computer, will 
also be well -supported with educational, personal -management. 
and entertainment software available both as plug-in cartridges 
and on cassette tapes. The TI -99!2 produces only a black -and - 
white display, but a 4 -color X -Y printer/plotter is available. 

Atari 400 
The Atari 400 is a personal computer with strong roots in the 

area of videogames. It has superb high -resolution color capabil- 
ity and videogames run on that machine look as good as they do 
in the arcade. As mentioned earlier, BASIC is optional and is 
supplied in a ROM module (see Fig. 6). 

The computer has a membrane -type keyboard but the 
"keys" are not only imprinted but indented. It looks almost like 
"the real thing," but the user still cannot touch-type. That is a 

serious limitation when programming in BASIC, because the 
commands must be spelled out. 

There are provisions for four game -paddles. All peripherals, 
which include a modem and a printer, connect to the computer 
through an optional, accessory interface, the Atari 850, shown 
in Fig. 7. The interface is an outstanding concept. even though 
an extra cost is involved. Among other things it provides four 
serial ports with programmable baud rates, and a Centronics - 
type parallel port. 

An excellent assortment of game, educational, and general 
software is available, with more coming on -stream every week. 
Atari was a slow starter, but they now have a large, continuously 
expanding software selection. The only problem here is that if 
you're interested in the 400 you should really be looking at the 
Atari 800, a highly under -rated computer with notably good 
features and performance. It does, however, sell for consider- 
ably more. 

Radio Shack Color Computer 
Finally, we come to Radic Shack's Color Computer. The 

lowest priced model, which sells for about $300, has 16K of 
memory, a good Color BASIC (Extended Color BASIC costs 
another $100), inputs for two game paddles, a serial port used 
for both a printer and a modem, and a socket for ROM modules 
and/or a disk system. Though priced considerably above other 
entry-level computers, it has the most potential for low-cost 
growth. and that's the reason we've included the machine in this 
survey. 

Unlike the other entry-level computer manufacturers, Radio 

FIG. 7-ONE OF THE FINEST PERIPHERALS for computers of this clas 
the Atari 850 is more than worth the extra cost. as its four serial -ports 
one Centronics -type printer -port allow for serious expansion. 

Shack's own software selection is relatively limited and so 
what elementary. Fortunately, there is an extensive softwar 
aftermarket for which Radio Shack has recently announced ful 
unfettered support. Some notably excellent software is rapidi 
coming on -stream. 

Radio Shack, like the other computer manufacturers, h 

always tried to restrict peripherals to their own brand. O 
reason why Radio Shack computers have become so popul 
however, is their inability to do it; aftermarket verdors have 
made Radio Shack one of the great names in personal comput- 
ers. Not learning from experience. Radio Shack tried again to 
restrict peripheral selection for the Color Computer to their ow 
brand. The serial output for a printer is a "Mickey -Mouse 
circuit that works either with a $400 printer best suited f 
listing, or an $800 line printer. For those who prefer something 
inexpensive but great, like an Epson or Okidata printer, there's 
PCJ80C parallel -printer interface from The Micro Works (B 
1110, Del Mar, CA 92014) that converts that output to standa 
Centronics. 

While Radio Shack's own word-processing software for t 

machine leaves a lot to be desired (which is putting it kindly), 
Telewriter by Cognitec, (704 Nob Ave., Del Mar, CA 92014) 
turns the Color Computer into the lowest cost, high- 
performance word processor on the market (it works with vir- 
tually any serial or parallel printer-it restructures the machine's 
serial output). 

The Color Computer is supplied with a notably excellent 
instruction manual for color BASIC (and Extended Color BAS- 
IC). Also, Radio Shack computer centers offer outstanding 
low-priced courses in elementary BASIC, advanced BASIC,. 
and disk BASIC 

Summing up 
All the entry -level computers will give you a solid foundation 

in computer fundamentals as well as in BASIC programming. If 
learning is your primary goal, and you have no interest in 

upgrading, then by all means purchase the lowest -cost compu- 
ter. But if you plan to upgrade, to add peripherals such as a 

printer that can handle $'h t 11 -inch paper, or if you plan to 
experiment with complex home- and business -software, consid- 
er very carefully the cost/value ratio for the peripherals and 
software. As a general rule of thumb, the peripherals for entry- 
level computers-with the possible exception of the Color 
Computer-do not give the best performance for the lowest 
price. If you plan to upgrade, consider purchasing the least 
expensive version of a more advanced model. R -E. 
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THERE IS AN IMPORTANI OTESI1ON TO PONDER YOU ARE 
thinking of purchasing a microcomputer system-whether to 
buy a complete. turnkey (ready -to -run) system or u "huilld" a 
system from individual components. Each course has its advan- 
tages and disadvantages. We'll take a look at each type of 
system, the advantages and disadvantages of each. and propose 
some questions for you to ask yourself (and the computer sales- 
men) before v.nl huy 

All -in -one systems 
The greatcs advantage to buying a turnkey system is con- 

venience. In one package you get a keyboard, cathode-ray lithe 
(CRT) display. the motherboard and its central -processor unit 
(CPU), plus input and output ports (if they are standard with the 
system) and, possibly, one or two disk drives. Usually such a 

Is an all -in -one computer 
system better than a 
component system? While 
there is no definite answer, 
we may be able to help you 
decide which is better for 
your needs. 

system comes equipped with the minimum amount of RAM 
(Random Access Memory') the manufacturer thinks you'll need. 

Al example of an all -in -one system is the Radio Shack 
TRS-KO Model III (Fig. H. The system is available in different 
equipment configurations, but we'll examine the version with 
48K (kilobytes) of RAM and two disk drives for mass storage. 
That system is priced at $2295 and. as it comes from the box, it is 
a tairly powerful, ready -to -run unit. 

In fact, for most home uses that system will be more than 
adequate. But, for the serious microcomputer user, the amount 
of RAM may be fairly limiting. Some sophisticated programs, 
such as word-proessing or spreadsheet programs, really require 
at least a 64K machine to run properly. 

The Model /U includes a standard RS -232 serial port that 
allows the user access to network communications. and a 
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"I built this 16 -bit 
computer and saved money. 

Learned a lot, too:' 
Save now by building the Heathkit H-100 
yourself. Save later because your computer 
investment won't become obsolete for 
many years to come. 
Save by building it yourself. You can save hundreds of 
dollars over assembled prices when you choose the new 
H-100 16-Bit/8-Bit Computer Kit money you can use 
to buy the peripherals and software of your choice. 

H-100 SERIES COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS: 
USER MEMORY. 
128K -768K bytes 
MIZROPROCESSORS: 
16 -bit: 8088 
8 -bit: 8085 

D13K STORAGE: 
Bt_ ilt-in standard 
5.;.5 disk drive. 
323K bytes disk 
KEYBOARD: 
Typewriter -style. 
10.3 keys. 13 

function keys. 
18 -key numeric pad 

GRAPHICS: 
Always in graphics mode 
643h 225v resolution: 
up to eight colors 
are available 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
Two RS -232C Serial 
Interface Ports and 
one parallel port 

DIAGNOSTICS: 
Memory self -test 
on power -up 

AVAILABLE SOFTWARE: 
Z -DOS (MS-DOS) 
CP M-85 
Z -BASIC Language 
Microsoft BASIC 
Multiplan 
SuperCalc 
WordStar 
Mail Merge 
Data Base 
Manager 
Most standard 
8 -bit CP M 
Software 

1í8K bytes standard Optional 

The H-100 is easy to build the step-by-step Heathkit 
manual shows you how. And every step of the way. you 
have our pledge "We won't let you fail:' Help is as close 
as your phone. or the nearest Heathkit Electronic Center. 

And what better way to learn state-of-the-art computing 
techniques than to build the worlds only 16 -bit 8 -bit 
computer kit? To run today's higher -speed. higher -per- 
formance 16 -bit software, you need an H-100. It makes a 
significant difference by processing more information at 
faster speeds. 
Dual microprocessors for power and compatibility. The 
H-100 handles both high-performance 16 -bit software 
and most current Heath Zenith 8 -bit software. 

Want room to grow? The H -100's standard 128K byte 
Random Access Memory complement can be expanded 
to 768K bytes compared to a 64K standard for many 
desktop computers. 
And the industry -standard S-100 card slots support 
memory expansion and additional peripheral devices. 
increasing fufure upgradability of the H-100. 

High -capacity disk storage. too.The H -100's 5.25 floppy 
disk drive can store 320K bytes on a single disk. The 
computer also supports an optional second 5.25' and 
external 8" floppy disk drives. And an optional multi - 

megabyte internal Winchester disk drive 
will be available in the near future. 

The H-100 gives me the most 
for my computer dollar! 
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COMPUTER: 

Critical circuits are pre -assembled. making the H-100 
easier and faster to build! 

Want beautifu high -resolution graphics? You can create 
extensive charts, drawings. graphs and symbo s to meet 
your needs using the H -100's bit -mapped graphics 
and its 640 x 225 pixel video display. 

The H-100 gives you total communications flexibility. 
Three interface ports let you plug in dot-matrix and 
letter -quality printers, as well as other peripherals. 

Compare the H -100's exceptional capabilities 
with other desktop cpmputers: 

IBM 

Heathkit Personal 
H-100 Computer 

Apple 
III 

MICROPROCESSORS: 
16 -bit: 8088 8088 
8 -bit: 8085 6502 

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY: 
Minimum 128KB 16KB 

Maximum: 768KB 576KB 

FLOPPY DISK STORAGE: 

Per Diskette: 320KB 320KB 
Maximum Internal: 640KB 640KB 
8 Floppy Support: Standard - 
EXPANSION SLOTS: Five S-100 Five (three Eight 

(tour available( available) 

I,0 PORTS: 
Parallel: 
Serial: 

VIDEO DISPLAY: 
Line Columns 
Pixels Colors 

1 Optional 
2 Optional 1 

25x80 25x80 
640 x 225 640 x 200 
(8 colors) (2 colors) 

320 x 200 
(4 colors) 

OPERATING SYSTEMS CP M-85. CP M-86 
Z -DOS (MS-DOS) PC DOS (MS-DOS) 

U3SD P -System 

Information current as of 8 31 82. - - Externa disk storage available soon. 

24 x 80 
560 x 192 

(16 colors) 

Apple SOS 

Learn by building. When you build and operate the H-100. 
you learn mora about this sophisticated computer sys- 
tem and its ulique 16 -bit 8 -bit software capabilities. 

128KB Always in graphics mode. you 
256KB can control each of the H -100's 

144.000 screen dots! (Color 
140KB graphics optional) 
140KB 

Learn from outstanding documentation. One of the most 
important parts of any computer system is documen- 
tation and Heathkit documentation is among the in- 
dustry's best. Our instruction and operating manuals are 
fully detailed, in the world-famous Heathkit tradition. 

Learn by doing. Many of our software programs come 
with a complete set-up and operating manual. More 
complete than most other software documentation. each 
manual not only tells you what the program will do it 

shows you the easiest way to accomplish each task. 

We back you all the way. With Heathkit computer prod- 
ucts. technical assistance and expertise is as close as 
your telephone - or the nearest Heathkit Electronic 
Center.' Complete technical assistance anc service is 
available at over 60 locations nationwide. 

Buy from a leader. When you choose a Heathkit com- 
puter. you get the backing and reliability of the world's 
leader in quality electronic kits for over 50 years! You 
can count on us for quality, service. reliability and value 
at kit prices that give you more computer for your dollar! 

See the H-100 in action. Visit your nearby Heathkit Elec- 
tronic Center. which 
has the world's first 
16 -bit -8 -bit computer 
kit, peripha als and 
software programs on 
display. See your tele- 
phone white pages for 
the nearests_ore loca- 
tion. Or mail the cou- 
pon today fora FREE, 
full -color Heathkit 
computer catalog. 

r 
CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY TO: 
Heath Company, Dept 320-014 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 

Please send my FREE Computer Catalog, with details on 
the new 16-bit/8-bit H-100 Computer Kit, today! 

Name 

Address 

City State 

CP-218 Zip 

L 
. Heathkit Electronic Centers are units of Veritechnology Electroni.s Corporation. 
Heath Company and Veritechnology Electronics Corporation are subsidiaries of 
Zenith Radio Corporation. Prices. product availability and speaifications are 
subject to change without notice. 

H . thkit 
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IG. '-RC DIO SHACK'S TRS-80 !Ills a popular a I -in -one con -puler 
system. 

parallel printer -port. Dual minifloppv disk dries are also in- 
cluded with the system: they allow 368K ; I84K per disk) of 
mass storage. They are not. however, s ou:le-sided. double - 
density drives, which would permit 32(1k :r more) of storage 
per disk. 

One advantage that may e.pecialy appeal to man\ firs;-tinne 
buyers is that. because there are fewer separate components, an 
all -in -erne system is easier to buy. And, s nee everything in the 
system is made by one manufacturer. there is the advantage of 
having it all warranteed by that manufacture'. rather than having 
several different warranties and service networks to deal with. 
Another advantage of a one-piece system is that it often takes up 
less space than a component -type system. For instance, rather 
than having a system box for the CPU (Central Processor Unit), 
and a separate CRT. keyboard. and drive(s). everything is .n ore 
cabinet. 

While the all -in -one concept is appeal to many potential 
personal -computer buyers, it also has a few drawbacks that 
should be considered. Usually, when yot:. opt for an all -in -one 
system. you are locked into whatever configuration you first 
purchased, unless you want to go inside the system and "get 
your hands dirty'" to make the change. needed (such as adding 
an accessory hoard or resetting system switches). If you do that, 
you fl -lay run the risk of damaging the unit and lasing its service 
while it is being repaired. Furthermore, if ale system is still 
under warranty. then merely opening the unit can v.tict that 
warranty. However, if going inside the computer to mace addi- 
tions and changes doesn't scare you, maybe you should consider 
building an all -in -one computer from a kit. One of the few such 
computers is the Heathkit H-89 (also available fully assembled 
from Zenith as the Z-89). That computer is shown in Fig. 2. 

A further question arises as to the ultimate expandability of 
the system. If you opt for an all -in -one system. you may not be 
able to add more RAM, or output ports or disk drives, and you 
may not have access to the system bus. f you opt for an 
all -in -one system. be sure there is at least an expansion box or 
some other potential for expansion. 

We should mention that even if the manufacturer does not 
offer expansion options. other companies may. Those options 
usually require going inside the computer no make additions 
andror changes. especially ir, ill -in -one systems. 

Another important consideration is the operating system that 
the computer uses and the software that's available to run under 
that system. If you opted for the Radio Snack unit, you would 
get a disk operating system called TRSDOS (pronounced ' triss- 
dos"). It supports a large library of Radio Shack programs. as 
well as programs from outside sources. Ot eroperating systems 
are available which expand or TRSDOS' capaiilities, but still 
allow you to run most TRSDOS-compatible programs. 

If you want even more flexibility in sour a11. -ice of software, 

-r`i 
.. i 44f+ Y N ^ er 

=1G. 2-A COMPUTER IN KIT FORM night be the'right choice for you it you 
don't mind a little work. Show 

though, you should consider a disk operating system calle 
CP/M. It is especially valuable if you are going to be using yo 
computer for business purposes, for the amount of "serious 
software available to run under CP/M is enormous. To run CP/ 
on a Radio Shack computer. though, you have to make som 
hardware modifications. CP/M can be run on most computer 
hut many of them require considerable reworking, and th 
conversion can become expensive. 

The CRT display must also 'lc considered. The one supplie 
with the system will probably he more than adequate for t 
first-time microcomputer user. I3at, aftera while, ifsou want 
use any. sort of graphics. you may find the resolution of th 
display: too limited for the task With an all -in -one sy stem, yo 
could be locked into a situat on where there arc no option 
because the CRT is built into the cabinet. The same is true 'f yo 
want a different type of display (or just want to move the one yo 
have-see Fig. 3). For instance, it has been found that a Floc 
and -white display is more fatiguing to use over a long peri 
than a green or amber one. But, changing a black -and -whit 
display to one of the others cannot be done reasonably unless 
replacement is offered by the manufacturer. One alternative is 
colored plastic shield that will change the color of the displa 
unfortunately. it will also cut down on its visibility. 

Despite its limitations, though. the all -in - 
a viable option for many. 

Component computer -systems 
The heart of a component s\ stem is ,i s\ stem box that 

the CPU, RAM. and-possihl\ disk dries. and has built -i 
card slots for easy expandability. The keyboard and CRT ar 
separate, although the two may be combined into one unit. Th 
biggest advantage that component systems have over all -in -on 
systems is flexibility-the ability to upgrade or modify the 
system easily. 

Although you may think of a system such as the IBM Per- 
sonal Computer (see Fig. 4) as being at the mid -to -upper end of 
the microcomputer scale. a prudent buyer can put together a 

system that isn't very much more experßive than many all -in - 
one microcomputers. 

The first building block in the IBM system is the system unit. 
In its simplest form, that box houses the 8088 16 -bit micropro- 
cessor and 16K of RAM. It contains no disk drives. hut has a 

built-in port for connecting a cassette recorder for data storage. 
The unit also features space for two drives, and for up to five 
IBM-compatible cards (for memory expansion, various types of 
video displays, etc.). A separate keyboard is also included in the 
basic configuration, but a CRT is not. A user has the option of 
using his own television set through the addition of an RF 
modulator) or he can opt for any of the monochrome or color 
monitors on the market. 
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ri u. .2wu i HAWN s tvtHYrrum, ir a ingle i rusir g c tns xmetimes be 
an advantage. 

n its basic con `: uration, the lBx l Personal C cinputer can be 
purchased for a little over $1250. Fo,vever, you may- soon find 
the basic configuration limiting. ant r first move will probably 
be to add more RAM; bringing the iot II R, .ten RAM up to 80K. 
That requires an investment of onk- (Moat 5150. In that con- 
figuration, the computer becomes far mote flexible, and capable 
of running sophisticated programs. 

At the same time, you may also find cassette storage restric- 
tive, and may want to add a disk drive or two for mass storage 
( see the discussion of disk drives elewher_ in this section). One 
drive and a controller card for it (Aill cost about $420. and, with 
careful shopping, a second eriv_ can be added for as little as 
5250 The disk operating system and BASIC bring the total cost 
of the system up ro about $2110.. but it now c nsis's of 80K of 
RAM, a disk -controller card (which can suapc rt up to four 
drives, as can the Radio Shack TR S-80), and two double -sided, 
double -density disk drives, for a total external storage -capacity 

f ú40K. 
till tacking at this point is a communications option. The 

mputerpackage has yet to include either a pa-allel printer -port 
or an asychronous t serial) communications port- Often-hut not 
always-an all -in -one microcom2uter will include those ports 
as part of the package. Adding them to the IBM component - 
system w Il increase its cost by about $480 (bringing the total to 
$2550), tau they will also increase the funaionialitv ard flexibil- 
ity of the system tremendously. And the system bos will still 
have two slots available for othcl add-on cards (the disk - 
controller card and both port cards ._re plugged directly into the 
main system -boatel. 

There is still something from the picture a 
computer -grade CRT capable of displaying Ugh -level graphics; 
the user is still tad to his RE modulator and television set. 
Fortunately, the video interface has already been taken care 
of-the parallel primer -port board also contains a monochrome - 
display interface. That saves roar from ty.ng up an extra slot on 
the motherboard. Monochrome. (bllack-and-white-err-green, or 

Fue. 4-THE IBM PEFSCfAL CCMPUTER is a conpanent-type system 
that can use a standard TV for display. 

-anther) monitors-carat le of delivering high -quality 
displays are available for as little as $95. {You can also pay 

50 for the IBM-compatible unit. which sports one of the best 
displays in the business.) 

You might want to change the configuration of the computer 
to include high-level color graphics capability by adding a $499 
color -graphics monitor/printer interface instead of the $350 
monochrome/printer interface. That would raise the cost of the 
system to the $2800 to S3)50 range. Of course, a quality 
color -monitor will further increase the cost of the system. In 
fact depending on the type chosen, a color monitor can add 
twin nearly $300 to í,1.0(y;) to the price of the system. 

Further considerations 
While an all -in -one systent offers convenience, it does so at 

the expense of tlexibilit,-. 
Consider this: in the two examples we've just given, the 

owner of the component -type of system still has further slots left 
far other functions to increase his system's versatility. You can 
add a game -controller card for computer -game use, and still 
have another slot available for memory expansion. It must be 
admitted that game -controller access is built into many all -in - 
one systems, but if it isn't, then you must find out whether you 
can add one to yours}stem, and whether and where the add-on is 
available. 

Each type of system has its attractions and advantages, but the 
component or building -(block system seems to offer much more 
1exibility -and the differential in price over the all -in -one type 
isn't all that great. Component systems can he found in all price 
ranges, ranging from Commodore's VIC-20 ro the Apple series, 
and on to the IBM and S -100 -bus computers. In fact, just about 
all of the new generation lu -bit microcomputers are appearing 
io component -type s . steams. 

Fzrlable computers 
There is a special type of al -in -one system that does merit a 
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look from the business -oriented user who wants to keep costs 
down, but also wants a great deal of performance from the 
start -the portable. 

The portable -computer trend was started by author and 
microcomputer -industry pioneer Adam Osborne, who launched 
the Osborne / portable computer nearly two years ago. That 
computer. shown in Fig. 5, comes with standard features that 
include 64K of RAM, dual disk -drives, a Z80 microprocessor, 
the CP/M operating system, a full ASCII keyboard, a built-in 
miniature black -and -white CRT, and CP/M-based software that 
includes word processing. a spreadsheet program, the CBASIC 
programming language and, of course, CP/M and its utilities. 
All of that could be purchased for the unheard-of price of $1795. 
(The computer's capabilities have recently been increased 
through the addition of double -density drives and the inclusion 
of a data -base program in the software package, but the price has 
remained unchanged.) 

When the computer was announced, ,ndustry skeptics said the 
concept would never get off the ground. But Osborne proved 
them wrong. His system took off, and his California man- 
ufacturing facilities were stretched to the limit. The business 
community knew a bargain when it saw one, and leaped at it...as 
did many serious home -computer users. 

The system is powerful not only in its own capabilities, but 
also in its ability to allow the user to access remote data -bases via 
a built-in serial port. About the only item detracting from the 
appeal of this portable personal computer is its tiny. five -inch 
display with its limited display -width -while it can display the 
industry -standard 24 lines, it's limited to a width of 52 columns; 
you have to scroll the display sideways to access the full 80 - 
column work area. The size problem can be overcome by using 
an optional external display, and Osborne is, reportedly, making 
an 80 -column -display feature availab 

FIG. 5 -THE PORTABLE COMPUTER Is growing popular among both 
business users and home -computer users. Shown here is the Osborne 1. 

Which is for you? 
If you are considering the purchase of a microcomputer, 

which way should you turn? The question really revolves around 
what you want to do with your system. If it is to be used for 
casual purposes and game -playing, then any of the inexpensive 
color microcomputers on the market -whether component -type 
or all -in -one -should fill the bill. If, on the other hand, you want 
more power and don't want the inconvenience of piecing the 
system together, then an all -in -one (or, perhaps a powerful, yet 
still inexpensive portable computer) is the way to go. If, though, 
you want the ability to tailor a system precisely to your needs, 
then a component system is your best bet. R -E 

DISK DRIVE For APPLE ! ! - metal cabinet 
--35 track s2:79.95 

w/ cable 

Computer Games: 
APPLE &ATARI (specify) 

Choplifter 
Frogger $24.85ea- 

Apple Panic 

Crossfire --.$21.8Sea. 
Raster Blaster 

SUPER 3.5ampPOWER SUPPLY 
for APPLE-+ $98.00 X 
Diskette Storage BOX 
51/4ia\5 : 8in.> 5 

12 50ea. $1000:13.50 $1590 

Bare Bones APPLE!! 
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w/o =48K RAM= 
Keyboard 

w/o $399. 
Pwr. Supply 

Microswitch 
Keyboard 

$ 75.00 
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..88." 
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11800 

SPECIALS* 
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Non- Glare Screen 
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TODAY'S MICROCOMPUTERS ARE TRULY POWERFUL DEVICS. 
Many come with 64K (64.000 bytes) of RAM as "standard 
equipment." (In the old days, 4K was a lot!). RAM (Randonr 
Access Memory) is the part of the computer that holds programs 
and data when they are in use. In it, data can be manipulated and 
modified almost instantaneously. 

RAM has a serious drawback, though-it needs power to 
retain its contents. If the computer is turned off, those contents 
are lost, disappearing forever into the proverbial "bit bucket... 
Such storage is termed volatile, and if you want to retain its 
contents, you must keep the computer on 24-hours-a-day-not 
an inexpensive proposition. 

There are nonvolatile types of semiconductor memory such as 
etM's (Read Only Memories) and EPROM's (Eraseable Pro-- 
-rammable ROM's), but they are intended to be programmed 
ncc. and their contents left unchanged afterward. Because o 

'`tat, and their relatively small capacity and high cost, such IC's 
,re used for programs that will be used again and again without 
rxbdification. like the computer's operating system or a built-in 
3ASIC language. 

What's the alternative for long-term data and program stor- 
ge it should be fast, reusable, and fairly inexpenso+e 

- «,relnately. magnetic media-tape and disks meet those 
cria. 

Tape vs. disk 
Sack in the early days. personal computer users relied on 

_iassette tapes for storage. They could use readily available 
equipment. and the storage medium was very inexpensive and 
ai -Iv reliable. Disks, at the time. were an expensive luxury. 

-3ut. those early users soon found that tape had several sly rt- 
omings. First, because the data was stored serially, one hit after 
he other, it was necessary to read all the information on a tape 
~until the material that was desired was located: there was no easy 
.c.ty to tell where on the tape that material was. If a program 

ere stored at the end of a tape. all the programs preceding it Imo 
he looked at by the system before the one that was wanted as 

accessed. if a C-60 cassette were used. that process could take 
almost half an hour. 

Using tape for mass -storage for personal computers also hac 

An invat,ab1e peripheral for 
the serious computer -user is 

a disk -dive system for 
program and data storage. 

Here's a loom at the more 
popular types, and a 

discussion of how they work. 

MARC STEFN 

another drawback, and that was speed Typically, the data - 
transfer rate for tape is about 30 to 150 characters -per -second or 
about 300 to 1500 baud (bits -per -second). This, loading a 10K 
program into the computer required over five minutes. 

So. it's evident that using cassette tape. even though it has a 
potential for about 500K of storage (on one side of a C-60 
cassette) isn't very efficient. 

To illustrate that another way. suppose you had a database 
consisting of names and addresses, and you wanted to access a 
particular name. If that name were stores somewhere near the 
end of the tape. it could take as long as 30 minutes to find it. '!n 

addition, if you wanted to add even just one more item to the 
database, you would have to re-record cid the records. 

Contrast that with the capabilities of a floppy disk, now an 
affordable and commonly used mass -storage device. It can 
access data at random, and its transfer rate is much faster than 
that of tape. 

Using the address database as an example, instead of waiting 
half an hour to locate a particular address. the floppy can access 
the information in as little time as a second.. 

And, since the transfer rate for information is so high, instead 
of spending five minutes loading a program into RAM from 
tape. the same program can be loaded from disk in a matter of 
seconds. 

The most popular storage medium for inticrocomputers today 
is the floppy disk. Floppy disks are ayaiilabllein two sizes: 8 -inch 
and 51/2 -inch minifloppies. 

Disk formats 
Flopp} disks are available n t .arts o'.. formats. Those 

formats include single -sided s.nglc-density: single -sided, 
double -density: and double -sided. douh'c-density. The densi- 
ties refer how tightly the data is packed on a dftik. You can store 
data on one side of a single -sided disk and en both sides of a 
double -sided one. Thus, a single -sided, singlle-density miniflop- 
py can store about 92K of information, wh le a single -sided 
double -density one can store about twice that amount. The 
number doubles again for a double -sided, double -density disk. 
Thus a single -sided, double -density minif'oppy can store about 
I 80K of information. while that tteLre increases to as much as 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF 5'/ lizM FLOPPY -DISK DRIVE shows to 
mounted over lead -write head assembly. 

360K for a double -sided one. Because of t icir sue. g nch disks 
have about twice the capacity of their 5' -4 -inch relatives. 

Perhaps the limiting factor in the density situation is the way 
the disk is formatted (more about that later'. Formatting refers to 
the way the tracks on the disk are set up when the disk or 
minitloppy disk is configured to work with a particular system. 
Thus. even though a diskette manufacturer may claim that his 
product has up to 128K of space available for storage.. in reality. 
that space is limited to about 92K afte' formatting. if it is a 

single -sided. single -density disk. Bear that point in mind when 
you shop fora disk s'stem--make sure that thestorage capacity 
quoted you is the ca_p.t:.ity alter formatting. 

Disk structre 
Let's look more closely at the disk system for a clearer 

understandirg of the is as it works. 
Floppy disks were ar _nvention of the late I960's when IBM 

sought to replace key punch cards. Because they were flexible 
and easily bent. they ware termed "floppy." 

A floppy disk is a .003 -inch thick My. ar disk. covered with a 
coating of magnetic os ides. In that respect. it is much like an 
audio tape. T -he disk is sealed inside a py-otective jacket. which 
has several window : cur in it. The jacket also contains a lubri- 
cant so the disk rotate. freely. 

The disk revolves inside its protective jacket at a speed of 300 
rpm for a minifloppv. and 361) rpm for an l-incher. 

The units in which the disks work-the drives-resemble file 
drawers with slots to insert the disks. anc doors that close over 
the slots. Inside. along with other parts we' Il discuss shortly . arc 
the read/write heads that access and depost the data on the disks - 

During recording or reading. those heeds make light contact 
with the surface of the disk: and when hey are not in use, the 
heads are usually lifted assay from the disks to reduce wear and 
tear. 

One of the window s in the disk jacket is a slot that allows the 
readsyrite head to make contact with the disk. There is also a 
large center hole that allows the drive spindles to grip the disk 
and it to spin. To the . ght of the center hole is a smaller inde.r 
hole that provides timing information, and at the edge of the disk 
is a write -protect notch. The purpose of Th t notch is to allow the 
user to protect the in or let ion on the disk rom being accidental- 
ly written over or erased. A small self-adhesive tab is used to 
coyer the notch. In the case of 51/4 -inch disks. when the notch is 

covered. the disk is write -protected and when it's (',posed. data 
can be recorded on it. On 8 -inch disks_ the reverse is true. 

A disk is coscrec_ with magnetic tracks. arranged in concen- 
tric circles. To read or w rite data from or to the disk. a magnetic - 
sensitise head is placed oser a track while the disk rotates. The 
head senses he changing magnetie states it finds. on the disk. and 

NSMI'S PO'NEF from motoi to assembly that spin 
pper motor controls motion of read write head. 

that information is then translated into electrical pulse 
representing logic -1 or logic -0 states. When it writes to the disk 
the head changes the magnetic state.if the disk's su rlac 
represent the logic -level signals from the computer. 

The number of tracks on a disk varies wirh the format 
microcomputer manufacturer uses An 8 -inch disk will usual) 
have from 77 to 80 tracks. and a 5' r -inch disk will usually has 
from 36 to 40 tracks. 

I. sing concentric tracks is very convenient or speedy op 
fion. but, if only one file per track were kept. it would hel 
inefficient. That's because. if one file were assumed per trac 
would mean that a short file would leave a large amount of dis 
space unused. On the other hand. another file ought till up on 
track and still be large enough to require space on another: mo 
of teat second track could also he waded. 

To avoid that sort of problem. each track is divi led into uni 
called .sectors. and data is written to or read from those sector 
On an 8 -inch disk. there are 26 sectors per track. while on 
51/4 -inch disk, there may be as few as IO or as mans as 16 o 
more-it depends on the manner in which the microcomputer' 
manufacturer chooses to handle its disk formart'i.iim. Each sect( 
holds 128 bytes. or 1.024 bits, of informatior. There are 
potentially. 2002 sectors available for data storage on a standar 
8 -inch. single -sided, single -density disk, while there are fro 
400 to 600 for more) sectors available on the average singl 
sided. single -density 51/4 -inch minitloppr 

That arrangement makes data storage and handling 
easier for the microcomputer and the read write head. A 
tore is automatically maintained on the disk. indicating 
everything is stored. and where it is po.sihle to place and loc 
data quickly and accurately. 

Keeping track of the data, though. finings another element into 
the picture: hard- or soft -sectoring. As mentioned earlier. every 
disk contains an index hole. It is that hole ss high determines th 
timing for proper data access hr identify ine the starting spot c 

the disk. On a soft -sectored disk. there is one index hole. and 
specific sector locations are identified bx information contained 
on the disk. As mentioned earlier. the added storage requirement 
for the sectoring. information reduces the amount of space avai 
able for information storage. 

The picture changes with a hard -sectored disk. lt, too, co 
tains a master index hole. but there arc also other holes t which 
arealso visible in the index hole cutout in the disk jacket t. They 
are index markers. or see tor holes, and mar number from fit to 
16132 on an 8 -inch disk). Their presence meals that less timing 
information has to be stored on the disk. and that gees about 25 
percent more space for storage. Since They arc exactly spaced. 
the set for holes are able to provide the tight timing -information 
needed to indicate the exact start spot on the disk. 
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EIGHT MEGABYTE HARD DF IVE system from Radio Shack is completely sealed and inaccessible to 
user. 

Format compatibility 
Disks made by one ay '.em will not necessarily-even if they 

are the same size and use the same sectoring method work on 
another. There are a number of format considerations to be taken 
into account. 

Since format compatibility is so important, let s take a closer 
look at it. In the 8 -inch -drive world, there is at least an industry 
standard to which most microcomputer makers conform: the 
IBM 3470 standard, which calls for 77 tracks and 26 sectors. 
with soft sectoring. Recording density is 3408 bits -per -inch. 
Unfortunately, no such standard exists for 51/4 -inch miniflopp- 
ies. 

For the moment. though, let's look at the 3470 standard. The 
tracks are numbered from the outer edge of the disk, beginning 
with 00 and ending with 76, at the innermost edge. As noted 
earlier, there are 2002 sectors on the disk; each of those sectors is 
divided into four parts. The first identifies the sector and track 
number, while the second contains the data. In between these 
two sections are two into-rreco,-d gaps. 

The identification and data parts of the sectors are broken 
down even farther, and contain pulses used to synchronize the 
controller circuitry and to compensate for variations in the 
rotational speed of the disk. Also contained in them are error - 
checking bits to permit the controller circuitry to recognize an 
error, should one occur. 

The sectoring information isn't usually contained on a disk 
when you first take it t,ut of the box. Insteac. you have a 
non -magnetized blank. which must be inserted into the disk 
drive so the tracks and sectors can he defined. That process is 
called rorrnatting or initializing, and a program run by the 
computer initiates the process using the index hole as a marker. 
During the formatting process. the disk loses a considerable 
amount of its storage potential. Thus, a disk which may hold 
400K unformatted will only hold about 256K when it's for- 
matted. 

In its formatted state, the disk is ready for use by the system. 
To record data on a single -density disk. frequencx modulation 
(FM) is used. In addition, a 250 -kHz clock generator produ=es 
pulses every 4 microseconds (ms) that form the data cells on the 
surface of the disk. If. during the interval between two pulses. 
data is written to disk. a logic -1 will he recorded at that spot on 
the disk. The magnetic state of that minute area is chaise ' If. 
however., no data appears. the disk oxide material rerr 
unchanged and it will appear to the system as e logic -0. 

When the disk is read. if a magnetic change has taken place 
where there was a data biz written on the disk. not only does the 
250 -kHz clock pulse register, but so does the data pulse. and the 
system sees two pulses. which it translates to a logic -1. If the 
system sees only the clock pulse, then it translates it to a logic -0. 

Double -density recording requires another method: MFM, or 
Modified FM encoding. Rather than using a constant clock - 
pulse, many of the pulses are removed and appear only at certain 
intervals. That frees far more space for data, since only one. 
pulse is used to indicate a logic -I and none indicates a logic -0. It 
must be noted that the drive -controller circuitry has to become 
far more sophisticated to handle that type of encoding. 

Double -sided, double -density recording uses the same type of 
arrangement, but adds another read/write head so the system can 
read and write to both sides of the disk. 

Access time is defined as the time it takes the drive to access a 
piece of data chosen at random. (It is generally calculated as half 
the slowest, or worst -case. access time.) That figure. in turn. 
depends on how long it takes for the head to arrive at the proper 
track, and how long it has to wait for the proper sector to arrive 
beneath it. The time it takes for the drive to arrive at a track is 
termed the track -to -track seek time, and the time it takes for the 
proper sector to reach the head is known as the latency time. 

Latency time is derived by measuring the interval between the 
time when the read/write head arrives at the proper track just as 
the proper sector has passed by. and the time when the beginning 
of the sector passes beneath the head. That, in general, requires a 
full disk rotation. 

Generally, track -to -track seek time varies from 3 to 15 ms for 
an 8 -inch drive, and from 6 to 30 ms for a 51/4 -inch drive. 
Latency time is in the 85 -ms range for an 8 -inch drives, and is 
about 100 ms for a minifloppy. Totan access -time ranges is about 
100 ms for an 8 -inch drive. and is about 300-400 ms for a 
51/2 -inch drive, 

Also important is the data -transfer rate. That is the rate at 
which data is read or written from or to the disk. The higher the 
transfer rate, the quicker the data is fed into the system and the 
more efficient it is. That rate is on the order of I25-250 

'1111111III111I1I 

WINCHESTER DRIVE FOR IBM t'C from -ecMar takes the places of stan- 
dard 5' a -inch minifloppy. Removable cartridge can hold five megabytes. 
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PARTIAL LIST OF DISK -DRIVE MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS 

Amdek Corp. 
2201 Lively Blvd. 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 

Apparat Inc. 
4401 South Tamarak Pkwy. 
Denver. CO 80237 

Apple Computer Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Atasi Corp. 
235 Charcot Ave. 
San Jose. CA 95131 

Commodore Business Machines 
487 Devon Park Rd. 
Wayne, PA 19087 

CompuPro Division 
Godbout Electronics 
Box 2355 
Oakland Airport. CA 94614 

Corvus Systems 
2029 O Toole Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95131 

Cybernetics Inc. 
8041 Newman Ave. 
Suite 208 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Data Peripherals 
965 Stewart Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Davong Systems 
1061 Terra Bella Ave. 
Mountain View. CA 94043 

Digital Equipment Corp. 
Parker Street 
Maynard, MA 01752 

Evotek 
1220 Page Ave. 
Fremont. CA 94538 

Genie Computer Corp. 
31125 Via Colinas #908 
Westlake Village. CA 91362 

Heath Company 
Benton Harbor. Ml 49022 

Irwin International 
2000 Green Rd. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Laredo Systems 
2264 Calle DeLuna 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

Lobo Drives International 
935 Camino Del Sur 
Goeleta, CA 90317 

Magnolia Microsystems 
2812 Thorndyke Avenue West 
Seattle, WA 98199 

Micropolis Corp. 
21329 Nordhoff St. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Micro -Sci 
2158 South Hathaway St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 

MiniScribe Corp. 
410 S. Sunset 
Longmont, CO 80501 

Morrow Designs 
600 McCormick St. 
San Leandro, CA 94577 

PDS Universal Inc. 
2630 Walnut Ave. Suite G 
Tustin, CA 92680 

Percom Data Co., Inc. 
11220 Pagemill Rd. 
Dallas, TX 75243 

Priam Corp. 
3096 Orchard Dr. 
San Jose. CA 95134 

Quantum Corp. 
448 Whitehead Rd. 
Box 5141 
Trenton, N.J. 08619 

Qume Corp. 
2350 Oume Dr. 
San Jose, CA 95131 

Radio Shack 
One Tandy Center 
Ft. Worth, TX 76102 

Rana Systems 
20620 Leapwood Avenue 
Carson, CA 90746 

Rotating Memory Systems 
1701 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas. CA 95035 

Seagate Technology 
360 El Pueblo Rd. 
Scotts Valley. CA 95066 

Shugart Assoc. 
475 Oakmead Pkwy. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Sony Corp. 
7 Mercedes Dr. 
Montvale. NJ 07645 

(micro -floppy disk) 

Syquist Technology 
44160 Warm Springs Blvd. 
Fremont. CA 94538 

Tallgrass Technologies Corp. 
9207 Cody 
Overland Park, KA 66214 

Tandon Corp. 
20320 Prairie St. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Tarbell Electronics 
950 Dovlen Pl.. Suite B 
Carson, CA. 90746 

Tecmar Personal Computer 
Products 

23600 Mercantile Rd. 
Cleveland, OH 44122 

Vista Computer 
1401 Borchard St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Xcomp 
7566 Trade St. 
San Diego, CA 92121 

Xebec 
432 Lakeside Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Xiten Systems 
16815 Hawthorne Blvd. 

Lawndale. CA 90260 

kilobytes -per -second for a minifloppy (depending on density) 
and about 250 kiloh Ids -per -second for an 8 -inch disk (500 
kilohytes-per-second. double density). 

The rest of the system 
There are. of course. more parts to the floppy -disk system 

than just the disk and drive itself. The most important of them 
are the disk controller and the disk operating -system. which is 
actually a piece of software. 

The disk controller has responsibility for determining head 
position and sector identification. for disk -muter control, for 
head loading and unloading. fier error detection and correction. 
and for controlling the data transfer to the interface circuits 
between the disk and the computer. The disk -controller is usual - 

Iv on a board separate from the computer's main boards 
The DOS. or Disk Operating System which. by the v av: 

usually loaded from the first tracks ( known as the system tracks), 
of a floppy disk, is actually the manager of the microsystem. It 

controls data and program transfer between the computer and the 
disks, and also handles file management. labeling. editing. error 
dete"iinn. and copying. 

I he DOS is always the first program loaded into the computer 
from the disk, and its loading is handled by a ROM-hased 
routine called the bootstrap loader. Actually. the short 
bootstrap -loader in ROM loads in a longer loader program from 
the disk. and that loads in the DOS. The process is akin to 
hoisting oneself by his own bootstraps. and is thus known as 
"hooting the system'. or "booting the disk.'' 
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Microfloppies 

There are types of disks other than flopp acs. We'll look at two 
of them here: microfloppies and Winchesters. 

One of the most recent developments in disk technology is :he 
rrticrofloppv. Microfloppies come in several sizes, ranging from 
a little over three- to a little ender four -inches in diameter. They 
are basically the sane as floppy or minifloppy disks, except for 
rani- small size and the tact that. instead of using a flexible 
Protective covering, they are encased in a hard, plastic coserir. 
That plastic shell contains what looks like a sliding door. and. 
indeed it is. It covets the disk -access notch through which the 
neat write head contacts the disk surfaces. When the disk is 
i iserted into its drive. the door retracts so the head can contact 
the disk. It closesautomatically when it is removed. That 
presents the delicate disk -surface from contamination by skin 
oils or particulate matter in the air (like smoke or dust) that can 
cause the disk to "crash.' 

Operating at about the same speed as 5'A -inch minifloppies. 
microfloppies are capable of great data densities. Dense - 

packing techniques allow a microtloppy to store nearly 500K t>ï 
data on its surface. The recording technique is similar to that 
used for double -sided. double -density media, except that the 
tracks are much closer together. 

The potential for miniaturization offered by this medium is of 
great importance. W:rh 3.5 -inch drives occupying about half the 
space taken by a pa - of minifloppies, it is possible to design 
microcomputers that are even smaller than they are now. 

One disadvantage :. if microfloppies at present is that the drives 
are not yet available in great quantities. Another, and more 
serious problem is that the industry has yet to settle on a micro - 
floppy standard. 

Winchesters 
There is a growing trend toward storage on Winchester drives . 

The concept. first developed by IBM in 1973, was originally 
aimed at the mainframe market. The earls hard disks. coact - 
named "Winchester,'' were 14 inches in diameter. But, they 
soon began to shrink toward )( inches. and eventually to 5':': 
inches. The 51/4 -inch Winchester has become quite important n 

the last year or so. 
The beauty of Winchester disks is the amount of data they can 

hold. Even the .mall ones are capable of storing 10 megahste:. 
and there is a rece on now to increase that figure. in fact, in the' 
next couple of sears it is likely that disks that size will have 
capacities ut 20, or even 30. megabytes. 

That storage capacity comes at a price: Mini -Winchesters are 
about four to nine times more expensive than comparable sized 
double -sided. double -density minifloppies. Their prices range 
from about S 1400 to S2000 - 

A hard disk like the Winchester differs radically from a 
minifloppy in the way- it is constructed, although not in its basic 
data -storage function. 

The control circuitry is much like that used for the minifloppy 
and. in fact. Winchester drives are usually pin -tor -pin compat- 
ihle with 514 -inch minifloppies. 

The hard disk is made of metal, polished to mirror brightness-. 
Like a floppy, it is coated with a layer of oxides for recording. 
hut it may spin at speeds of up to 3500 rpm. Dense data -packing - 
and track -packing techniques allow the high information densi- 
ties of which Winchesters are capable. 

Mechanically, a Winchester is as unlike a floppy or miniflop- 
py as day is from night. The disk and read write head are 
enclosed in a rigid sealed housing: they're safe from contamina- 
tion or damage by human hands. Also, the read write head never 
touches the surface of the disk: instead it trouts can a cushion of 
air just microns ahewe the surface of the disk. much like a 
ground -effect vehicle That planing action is made possible by 
the high rotational speed of the disk. Even though it is not in 
contact with it. the sensitise head can still sense the changes in 
the magnetic state of the disk. 

Because of the tiLht tolerances under which Winchester 

es operate, the enclosure must be dirt -free. Thus, air is 
drawn into it by a fan through a filter and is then circulated. That 
also helps keep the heat level down: heat is one of the primary 
enemies of the hard disk. 

To give an indication of the speed of the drive-data access 
and display seem almost instantaneous the access time is 30 to 
50 ms. (Or some older models., access time is on the order of 100 
ms.) That roav seem slow, hut it mast be considered that the 
disks contain íi)0 to 900 tracks of information. 

While the storage pctentialof hard disk drives isawesome. so 
are some of their inherent drawbacks. First comes the problem 
of backup c:rpies. The, are especially important for nard disks. 
where a head crash against the disk can ruin the entire data field. 
The most logical method for -hackin_ up data is unit a floppy 
disk, but even with one-meg rhste x nch disks, it can take 20. 
disks to backup a 20-megabyre hart -disk drive. That's not only 
time-consuming, hut also expensive. If you use minifloppies.., 
even more disks are needed. 

An alternative is called the streaming mpe-drive, which can 
copy 20 megabytes in as little as a mimue. A high-speed tape 
unit. it is actually a huge. continuously moving data. cassette. Its 
primary drawback is its expense. 

An exciting alternative is the removable -cartridge Winchester 
dish. A fairly recent development. in that type of unit.. the disks 
are encased in plastic housings and can be removed and stored 
It's a good idea. and makes the hard disk much like the miniflop- 
py in flexibility. 

'Winchesters are also susceptible to shock and vibration 
A:Itnough niest companies r_rggedizz their units as much as 
possible, it is still possible for jarring or humping to cause the 
head to smash into. and destroy. the dask surface. Excess vibra- 
tion can also he a potential cause of data errors. 

One recent development. which emphasizes the tread toward 
miniaturization. is the 3.9 -inch hard disk. Packaged to he half 
the height of standard S'/i-inch units. two of those drives can fit 
in the space taken bs one standard drive. The units contain 
removable disk -cartridges. 

Some considerations 
Whatever decisions you may make in choosing a mass storage 

device, there are some caveats that should he remembered. 
First. try to determine your future expansion requirements. 
Don't buy a 92K single -density drive when you know- you will 
need far more storage space i i the near future. A goal starting 
point is :t double -sided, double -density 3?0K 5!!, -inch drive. An 
S -inch drive is the choice if your data storage needs :are higher. 
You can get n -early a menahvte of data on a dothle-sided. 
double -density S -inch disk. If you can afford two drives, so 
rr,u_h the better. Not only will you dorIIlhla your storage capacity, 
but vou s.si l' find making backup copies much simpler and faster. 

Make sure the disk -sosten is comp: tihle with your computer, 
and can easily he interfaced with it. It to tkes no sense to bus an 
inecpensive dish only to he faced with the monumental task of 
interfacing it. The result will he a 'klu e." and nets require a 
great deal of original soft g are- written either byeourself,orby 
stu neone sou have to pas to write it for you. 

The manntacturer should he one whit) has been in business for 
a time.:rnd has established a good rrauxarion. Choose a com- 
pany th n supports its customers and p-o;'idcs a good warranty. 

Once sou hoar purchased the drives remember to hack up all 
cuter Hs program and data disks. When sou purchase a new 
piece of stiftcrlre. make a copy of it immediate! i . t sr the copy, 
and lock up the original in a safe place. 

Although the average lite of a disk is about tiva e.ears, it is 
possible for a disk or program to fail because of mishandling. It 
pays not only tii hack up your work and programs hut also to 
handle your disks properly. Keep there ssas from dirt and 
cigarette smoke. and keep them at a constant tempe-alure. A 
separate mom for your computer is a,_Isisable. 

If sou take those precautions. sou should get long life and 
gush reliahi its from sohateser drive`, v m purchase. R -E 
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One of the first accessories for your compfater that 
you'll find yourself looking for is a printer. Here's some 
help to make knowing what to look `or-.'id making a 
choice-easier. 

AT SOME POINT IN THE LIFE OF EVERY MICROCOMPUTER OWNER 
there comes a time whem he needs a permanent record of what 
he sees on his display screen. It doesn't matter whether- it's a 
copy of a favorite program, budget or financial data, or a 
letter-the printout is needed. That usually comes about the time 
he reelizes that he's severely limiting the usefulness of his 
system without some sort of printing device. After all, ;here's 
just so much one can do with a CRT display as the sole c utput 
device. 

Faced with this situation, there's only one thing :he 
microcomputer owner can do; he must begin the quest for some 
sort of computer printer. For the veteran computerist, the task is 
fairly easy. He knows what he wants and sets out to get it. The 
novice, however, faces a bewildering array of choices-and of 
terminology. 

Almost at once he's confronted with the need Po become an 
expert at deciphering such terms as bidirectional, impact, dot- 
matrix, pin feed, tractor feed, KSR, RO, serial, parallel, 
graphics, thermal, and the like. To him, it must seem as though 
the list goes on forever, but really doesn't. In fact, with a bit of 
study the novice can become as knowledgable as the longtime 
computer veteran. 

Where should that s.-udy begin? Perhaps it's best to start with a 
simple description of the types of printers available and a glos- 
sary of terms. 

Inside a printer 
In general. a printer is made up of several parts: the printfead, 

printing mechanism, platen, and the paper -feed mechanism. 
Those parts are shown in Fig. 1. The ¡printhead is what actually 
makes the impression that forms the letter that appears on he 
paper. It can be a typewriter -like type bar-or its fund:oaal 
equivalent or it can consist of a number of wires tira: are 
electronically programnned to reproduce the letter cur the form of 
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a matrix of closely spaced dots. 
The printing mechanism is the whole mechanical or electro- 

mechanical assembly that drives the printhead. Many prim 
mechanisms are bidirectional. That is, they print from left to 
right and from right to left. The result is a greater output rate 
When it reaches the end of a line. the printer "looks ahmd" tc 
see how long the next line will be. If that lire is long enough. 
instead of performing a carriage return and starting printing fron - 
the left, the printhead will simply reverse direction and print i' 
"backwards," from the right side of the page. 

The platen is the roller-like the one in a typewriter-against 
which the Kr -ahead strikes, and which may also serve as part of 
the paper feed, the mechanism used to move the paper on which 
the copy is printed. The paper -feed mechanism can be either 
friction feed (like the platen); tractor feed. where paper with 
series of holes along the sides is pulled through the printer by a 
sprocket arrangement; or some type of pin feed, where smar 
peglike pins that are part of the platen grip and pull the paper 
forward, always assuring perfect alignment. 

If you think that sounds like a glorified electric typewriter. 
you're right. It's much easier to think of a printer as a typewriter 
without a keyboard; generally, the microcomputer provide' the 
keyboard. 

Thinking of a printer in that way does a great deal to cap° some 
of the confusion you may face as you go about your 'earth. 
However, of even more importance is our gossary-the words 
presented here in bold type, along with their definitions. It will 
help you to make sense of the terms used by a computes -store 
salesman or in a printer advertisement. 

Types of printers 
It's quite likely that at some point or another in your search 

you will come across the terms KSR- and RO printers. Simpl\ 
put. KSR means Keyboard Send/Receive, while RO means 
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FIG. 1-riE MAIN DARTS OF A PRINTER are the p -fit head, the print 
mechanism. the platen, and the paper -feed mechar isn. 

Receive Only. Il you are familiar with maint -ame computers, 
then you probably have seen KSR's beft re. They are the 
Teletype -like devices used to input or request data to or from the 
computer. They may either be linked by a dedicated line or 
through a telephone modem (see the section on modems else- 
where .n this supplement). 

That isn't to say that's the only type of KSR device. There are 
compae_ versions available from many manufacturers that 
usually combine not only a printer, but also a keyboard and 
modem. The RO printer is like the keyboardless printer you may 
have seen at a friend's house. It is the printer linked to his micro 
and to which he sends data when he wants a printout. When he 
wants "o send data to or through his computer. he uses the 
comput, is keyboard. 

Just as there's nothing especially mysterious about those 
terms, here's nothing mysterious about the terms impact and 
non -impact printers. Quite simply, an impact printer has some 
sort of print head that makes contact with the paper through a 

ribbon and forms a character. A non -impact printer is one that 
does not require the paper to be struck. It can be thermal. 
electrosensitive laser, or ink jet. In that ty-pe of system, the 
shapes of the characters are stored in a memory , much like the 
one in your micro, and the characters are printed using one of the 
non -impact methods just mentioned. 

Impact printers come in two types, dot-matrix and fully 
formed. A dot-matrix print head contains a rumher of pins that 
are driven by an electronically controlled solenoid. Those pins, 
in turn, are what form the actual letters by referring to character - 
shapes stored in the printer's memory. Fully -formed -character 
printers- on the other hand, rely on special wheels, thimbles, or 
balls to produce their output. The computer instructs the printer 
to print a letter, and the printer's control circuitry tells the print 
head to move that letter into position. A small hammer then 
strikes the letter, which contacts a ribbon, and an impression of 
the letter is left on the paper. 

In general. non -impact printers are much quieter than their 
impact counterparts, although some types can be much more 
expensive. The reason for their quietness is that they don't use a 

mechanical system to form the letters on the paper. Many 
non -impact printers can operate at higher speeds than impact 
models. 

The chief drawbacks of non -impact printers are that their 
output frequently tends to be much less legible than that of 
impact printers; they can only produce one copy, and they often 
require expensive special paper. Another drawback for the user 
who wants full-sized reports is the fact that many inexpensive 
non -impact printers are only capable of handling limited line - 
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-DOT-MATRIX CHA'aACTEFS (a) are formec byan ar-ay cf Fi is that 
press against the ribbon to form a i image: print offsetting can picvide a 
much higher quality output (b). 

lengths --l6 to 40 characters. Some, however. can handle 8' - 
inch -w ide paper. 

in general, non -impact printers can perform nicely for the 
microcomputer user who doesn't need high -quality print output. 
In fact, some home computer systems offer thermal or 
electrostatic printers as their standard printers. They are also 
priced relatively low. In fact. Radio Shack offers a low-cost 
thermal printer for as little as S 129.95. although there are units 
that can cost upwards of 5500. There are other types of non - 
impact printers-laser and ink-jet-but their costs are still too 
high for the average microcomputer user and probably will be 
for some time. 

Dot-matrix printers 
As noted, a dot-matrix printer generates patterns of dots t 

form a letter. The characters measure from four to seven do 
horizontally by seven to nine vertically. It is that feature th 
defines the matrix and, in general, the greater the dot densit 
the better the quality of the printing. Examples of the output of 
dot-matrix printer are shown in Fig. 2. 

A couple of years ago, it could truthfully have been said tha 
dot-matrix printers produced poorer -quality output than fully - 
formed -character ones. The situation has changed, ihotegh. wit 
the advent of more sophisticated machines capable of prin 
offsetting. 

in normal operation a dot-matrix machine makes one pa 
over a line and moves on to the next. However. with prin 
offsetting. the printhead makes two or more passes at each line. 
printing the second time in a slightly different posir:o't. and 
making the matrix of dots denser, as can be seen in Fig. 2-b. 
That feature has made the dot-matrix printer the rival of the 
fully -formed -character machine because it is now capable of 
near -letter -quality printing. 

Dot-matrix characters are farmed by a number of solenoid - 
actuated pins in the print head. The character shapes are actually 
stored in a character -generator ROM (Read -Only Memory) in- 
side the printer. As the data bits arrive in the ROM, it sclents the 
appropriate dot -pattern to create the letter, and the proper pin - 
solenoids are selected. The solenoids drive the printer pins 
forward so they make contact with a ribbon and the character is 
formed. 

Another type of dot-matrix printer is the ribbonless printer. 
Instead of relying on an inked ribbon, the printer needles actual- 
ly burst microdots of ink on an impregnated roll of paper. Those 
pin pricks produce characters directly on the paper. However, 
the printer paper required is much more expensive than ordinary 
paper. 
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FIG. 3-SOIMegintATRIX PRINTERS can produce dot-IDat:ems exactly 
matching what you see on the computer's displaq scree. Bath line 
raphics and more complex images can be printed. 

Graphics 
As microcomputers have developed greater :raphics 
pabilities. ao have printers. It's a matter of form following 

function. because what good is a high -resolution graphics dis- 
play on a screen if it can't be sent to a printer for output? Only a 

couple of yea -s ago. the top resolution available from a personal 
computer was about 240 pixels (picture elements) by 240 lines. 
Higher resolution was reserved for scientific or en zineering 
computers where it was felt it was needed. But the technology 
began to filter down to the microcomputer industry. and systems 
with higher -resolution graphics began to appear. Soon, resolu- 
tions approaching 400 or 500 pixels were common and now the 
resolution range is well over 600. 

That degree of resolution means that a desktop ccnnputer can 
produce sophisticated graphics displays. In fact the business 
community is taking advantage of those graphics capabilities. 
and of the software that makes use of them. 

The printer industry. naturally, has followed salt and the 
character -generator ROM has been joined by the graphics - 
generator ROM That integrated circuit contains machine - 
language routine, that control not only the printhead. but also 
the printing mechanism and the platen. In that manner, the 
printhead is moved around a sheet of paper, forming the 
graphics image Further, that ROM also contains the informa- 
tion needed to print special character -fonts. 

Further, dot-matrix printers with graphics ROM's can pro- 
duce "screen dumps." Since the graphics ROM is able to use 
the microcomputer screen's hit -mapped memory during a 
graphics printing session, it is also able to print ou: a representa- 
tion of what is shown on the computer's display scree -n.. Many 
microcomputLIs have areas of their RAM (Random -Access 
Memory) resew e,d to hold that display information. Thus, each 
area of such aeomputer's CRT screen will have a corresponding 
address in RAM. Because of that bit -mapping. the RAM is able 
to output its contents directly to the printer and a user is able to 
have a real -image dump or "photograph" of the screen. Figure 

will give you an idea of what some printers are capable of. 
Finally. soy -ne dot-matrix printers can now print in color. A 

ribbon with (usually) four horizontal color -bands can be moved 
up and down in front of the print head and, over multiple passes. 
a wide variety of colors-corresponding to those generated by 
the computer for its display-are produced. 

So, the dot-matrix printer, because of its versatile printhead, 
is a far more flexible printer than the fully -formed -character 
type. But, even with all its capabilities, many people are still put 
off by dot-matrix printing. They believe it looks too "corn - 

-A DAISY WHEEL has one character at the end of each of its 
"petals." Daisy wheels commorly contain 82. 88, or 96 characters. 

puterish.'' and prefer the traditional letter -quality, fully formed 
characters of a typess niter. 

Solid -character printers 
Perhaps the earliest solid -character printer was the Telex or 

Teletype. It used a print cylinder that rotated on a vertical axis. 
That printhead was transported across the page by a movable 
carriage. Inside the printhead is a small hammer that is the 
print -actuating element. The device responds to the 
microcomputer's request for a particular letter by raising or 
lowering the cylinder, and rotat ng it to bring the correct letter 
into play. When it is located. the hammer strikes the cylinder, 
which in turn, strikes a :abhor, and prints a character. The 
carriage then moves on ti the rest space. 

Units like those-Telet' jio models 33. 35, and 38-are avail- 
alhle today for relatively little (S20.1 to S400). but they do have 
some draw hacks. They tend to he slow-about 10 characters - 
per -second (cps) and they are noisy and difficult to service. 
Also. they can't print lower-case letters. 

An alternative is the ball -type printer. The type of printhead it 
uses was developed by IBM for its familiar Selectric typewriter 
series and contains a set of fulb-formed characters on its sur - 
tace. In action. it's much like the Telet pe. The computer 
requests a letter, and the printheadrearriage mechanism spins to 
the correct spot. The head then strikes the ribbon and a letter is 
printed. 

There are conversion kits thaT can turn older Selectric.4 into 
computer printers. One of them consists of a device that straps to 
the keyboard and has a series of solenoid -actuated arms. As a 
letter is requested, the proper arm drops and pushes the key, 
causing the letter to print. However, that is only one method. 
There are also companies that recondition Selectrics and turn 
them into true computer printers by adding the proper electro- 
mechanical parts internally. 

Although the ball -type unit produces good quality printing, it 

is still noisy and fairly slow-about 15 characters -per -second. 
On the positive side is the fact that is is available at a relatively 
lr-r price. 

The final type of solid -character printer we'll examine is the 
daisy -wheel type. and its sariant the thimble printer. The daisy 
w heel was pioneered by Diablo Systems, Inc. in 1973 and offers 
touch higher speeds than Isere previously possible with solid - 
character printers. 

Running at speeds up to about 55 cps. daisy -wheel printers 
use a wheel -type printhead. of the sort shown in Fig. 4. Running 
radially from the wheel huh are flezih.e arms topped by emhos- 
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sed characters. As the computer requests a letter, the wheel spins 
the correct character into place and that is hammered against the 
paper by a small striker to print the character. The print wheels 
are made of plastic or a metalized material, and are usually good 
fo' more than a million impressions. 

The thimble printer is a variant of the daisy -wheel hype. 
Unlike the daisy wheel. though. the thimble print -element is 
shaped like a thimble facing upward. and the letters are on 
tie xible steel shafts extending from the thimble base. 'Thimbles 
work on the same principle as daisy wheels. 

Like the ball -type printer, :hose printers have an advantage in 

their easy interchangability of typefaces (the print elements can 
be changed in a matter of seconds). They are also much faster. 
They are somewhat noisy, though. 

One alternative a computer user might want to consider is the 
conversion of an electronic typewriter. Since those units use 
daisywheels in place of normal type bars, and since many of 
their mechanical parts have been replaced by electronics, it 

makes a great deal of sense. You retain the typewriter capability 
for yourself...while adding, fairly inexpensively. a quality 
printer for your computer. There are reasonably pried interface 
boards available or you can purchase a converted unit such as the 
Bttewriter (based on the Olivetti Praxis electronic typewriter) 
for a reasonable price. Print speed is limited to about 10 or 15 cps 
and they are somewhat noisy, but, for many, they'll fi;.l the bill. 

Non -impact printers 
The last category is non -impact primers, whic - were men- 

tioned briefly earlier. It includes thermal printers, electrostatic 
matrix -printers, and ink -jet printers. 

Thermal printers, which are fairly popular, use a specially 
manufactured paper and a heating element. Common in many 
calculators, they form characters using heat. The characters are 
formed as heating elements in the printhead discolor the sensi- 
tized paper into a dot-matrix pattern. The printers are light- 
weight, quiet and quick: however, the ?aper they use is fairly 
expensive. 

Electrostatic printers also produce a dot-matrix pattern, but 
they use a special aluminum -coated paper. A voltage is applied 
between the printhead and a metal plate that burns off the 
aluminum and exposes a blacs layer beneath. Electrostatic print- 
ers are fairly inexpensive anc their print quality is good, but the 
special paper they require is costly and fairly delicate. Laser 
printers work in much the same way, using a specially treated 
paper and a low -energy laser to form the characters. 

Ink -jet printing is another non -impact process. In that sys- 
tem, a small jet of ink is pumped through a tiny nozzle, and the 
nozzle is vibrated to create a series of droplets. The resulting 
spray is directed to the paper. and its path controlled so it will 
form characters. 

There are a number of methods used to determine where the 
jet will strike the paper, including electrostatic defection, con- 
trolled nozzle movement, and controlled paper- movement. 
There is also another method that uses a printhead with a matrix 
of nozzles that can be fired selectively; it works somewhat like a 

dot-matrix printer. 

Paint lines 
Other terms that you may encounter in reference to printers 

include serial, character, and line. The term "serial'' can be 
especially confusing because it refers not only to the way in 
which characters can be printed, but also to the Fray :n which 
data can be transmitted. We'll get to the latter shortly. 

In printer terms, a serial printer is one that prints a continuous 
flow of characters in a straight line across a page, one after the 
other. it's also known as a character printer. Line p-inte-s- 
which are generally large and very expensivel--int an entire 
line all at once. That makes them much faster than serial print- 
ers. and they are used in situations where a high throughput is 
needed-in data-processing centers. for example, where 
thousands of checks or documents are printed at a time. 

One of the chief advantages line printers enjoy over serial 

printers is speed. In tact, that's how their performance is rated. 
A slow line -printer will run at a speed of about 300., lines -per - 
minute (Ipm), while a medium -speed unit will print at between 
300 and 600 1pm. High-speed line printers are capable of speeds 
in the 600 to 1200-Ipm range. Line printers are general1 catego- 
rized in three groups: drum, chain, and scanning matrix. 

Serial -printer speeds contrast marl edly with even the slowest 
of line printers. Rated in terms of characters -per -second (cps). 
dot-matrix printers have speeds in the 40- to 400 -cps range.. 
while fully -formed -character printers may operate between 10 

and 60 cps. 

Interfaces 
There are two ways that a printer can be connected to a 

computer: through a serial interface, or through a parallel in- 

terface. 
When a serial interface is used, data is transmitted by th 

computer's print routine to the printer one bit after the other. T 
task is handled asynchronously. which means that the rate 
which the data is sent does not have to he constant. lns:ead, t 

timing is established by the number of start and stop bits sent 
the beginning and end of each byte of data; one byte represen 
one character The serial -data format is shown in Fig. 5-a. Whe 
the printe- has received the correct number of start stop. and 
data bits. it knows that it has received a complete b, te (als 
sometimes called a word) and it then begins to piece togeth 
another one. Appropriately enough, that type of corm 
is carried out through a computer's serial port. 
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FIG. 5-SERIAL DA -A IS TRANSMITTED one bit after the other. The bit 
indicating tine character being sent are surrzunded by what are kr own a 

framing bits (a). Parallel transmissions send all the data bits at once (b); 
strobe pulse tees the printer when a character is to be printed 

That contrasts with a parallel interface. where entire byt 
are sent at once, as can be seen in Fig. 5-b. That is possible 
because, instead of using only one input line to the printer. there 
are seven or eight data lines used. Thus, each of seven or eight, 
data bits ö sent down its own line. The result is a much highk` 
transmission speed. and a corresponding increase in print 
speed. A special port is needed to handle parallel communic , 
lion between a printer and compute- because of the number of 
data lines required. A Centronics -compatible, or Centronics - 
type interface is a particular form of parallel interface: it was 
originated by printer manufacturer named Cent -unics, and was 
adopted by many other companies as a sort cf standard. Be 
careful, though-not all interfaces billed as Centronics- 
compatib e a -e identical; make certain before you tuy that the 
printer w.11 run with your computer. 

Which system is better? For distances of up to ten feet. 
parallel transmission is better because of its greater throughput 
ability to send more data in less time). However, over longer 

distances_ the potential for errors iinduced by such th=,ngs as 
vibration electrical noise, or stray RF from the computer or 
printer makes parallel communication less desirable. In addi- 
tion. after they travel some distance, the signals begin to weaken 
and must be reamplified through a repeater. 

For distances of more than ten feet. the serial method is the 
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FIG. 6-A TRACTOR -FEED MECHANISM allows continuous -form paper to by puled through the 
printer evenly without slipping from side to side_ Thus, it allows long unattenc'eá runs. 

better choice. While it is much slogs er than parallel data - 

transmission, the error rate is much loss er Furthermore, serial 
transmissions will carry for longer distances before needing 
reamplification. Transmission rates ranging from 110 to 19,2O0 
baud (bits -per -second) are possible. hut must be compatible 
with the capabilities of the printer. of course. 

Asynchronous transmission isn't the only type of serial pro- 
tocol, though: there is alsissvnchronoustransmission. This type 
of communication is far _ore complex than :ass nchronous. The 
system must knoss the ex net tinting of each data byte When a 

synchronous protocol is used. the data :low is broken into 
blocks, with all the hits being sent at equal internals. 

Using oscillators ;is clocks, the computer initiates the timing 
sequence by inserting a series of sìnchroniiation signals at the 
start of each data block. Fach block ends snth an error -checking 
character. The clock -oscillators act to keep the timing sequence 
very tight. And, even if no data is transmitted. nulls (zeroes) are 
sent to fill each block so the timing chain never varies. 

Paper -feed systems 
Three different methods are used to mov-e the paper through a 

printer. In the first method. know n as friction feed the paper is 

pulled between the platen and i set of pressure rollers. much as 
in a typewriter. While it's a simple. trouble -tree method most of 
the time, friction feed can he bothersome because ut alignment 
problems. That is especially true si hen using continuous -form 
paper, which tends to skew (slip sidwayss. 

With tractor feed. used on the printer shown in 1' iii . h. a set of 
adjustable sprockets engages pertorations at the edges of the 
paper. A gear train, driven by a motor. turns the sprockets 
which, in turn. pull the paper through the printer line by line. 
Usually the tractors (sprockets) are moveable. and tractor -teed 
printers can accommodate paper of ans width. Alost tractor -teed 
printers can also use plain paper, a sheet at a time. 

Pin feed is sim.iLir to tractor feed, a se of pins set into the 
platen at either end tits info perforations in the paper to keep it 

aligned. While that ss stein solves alignment problems. it does 
limit you to single paper -is idth. 

Other considerations 
Iliere are several other factors thi i you should take into 

account is hen looking for a pritiei Consider the amount of 
muse the printer makes Impact printers ire generally noisier 
than dot-matrix printers. but the sound produced by the latter 
type can sometimes be very irritating. If the sound a printer 
makes is too obtrusive. it can make is orking around the printer 
uncomfortable, and can rontrihutc t atigue. 

Consider, too. the specs at which the pri ter runs. .-\ slow 
printer will tie up your n ac rocontputer tn- long periods, render- 
ing it useless for other task unless sou add i buffering print - 
Tooter that accepts data troni the computer : boost instantly, 
and feeds it to the printer a, required, thus returning control of 
the computer to you. AIs.i_ remember that a Inch rectional printer 
will operate soutesshat ii -tie 'quickly than one that has to do a 
carriage return after each i nr 

Bear in mind the length of the lines sou is ill be printing: don't 
hug a printer With too narrow, a platen. For documents on 
,tandair t .- X I 1 -inch paper. an 80 -column printer is a neues - 
.its: some applications may require a I ';2 -column printer. Also 
consider the typefaces you will need, and the graphics capabili- 
ties of the machine. And, consir'er the type of paper sou v ill he 
using (single sheets or cantim.ors tornt) and the amount of 
attention the printer is ill -teed is wile it operation. 

finally_ a word about pries. Like the prices of other 
microcomputer peripherals_ these of printers have been drop- 
ping. .A couple of years ago it stmt :unusual to find a letter - 
quality. solid -character printer costing in excel, ut 53000, with 
the hotter -quality dot -mate x printers selling for over 51000. 
Today , its possible to buy a letter -quality printer for well under 
S10000. Furthermore. dol -matrix printers sitb graphics capabi- 
tites were priced in the $1500 range only two years ago: today 
the same features can he found in printers costing between S300 
and 51000. 

It you put to use the information that's been presented here. 
finding the printer you need shauid become a much Tess difficult 
tu., than you may have imagined it would b; R -E 
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Use the POWER within your reach! 

A new and unique magazine for the world's 
most popular personal computer 

only'$29.9.: 
Save $6.00! 
Plus receive 

free 
software 
tassette/ 

Now that you've got a TIMEX SINCLAIR 
computer make sure you get the new 
magazine that helps you to get the most 
out of it ... TIMEX SINCLAIR USER! And 
take advantage of our special bonus of a 
free software cassette ($15.00 retail 
value) with each subscription. 
TIMEX SINCLAIR USER is published 
monthly. It keeps you totally up-to-date. 
It helps you make full use of the power 
of your computer. 

TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000: the price and 
technology breakthrough that finally 
made computers affordable. 
TIMEX SINCLAIR USER: the magazine 
that helps you use the power of this 
revolutionary computer. 

81' CtA1R 118 d =rs`t 410 
spectrum of user interests. Education. 
Business applications. Home manage- 
ment. Games and family entertainment. 
And TIMEX SINCLAIR USER does it in a 
easy -to -understand style that's 
authoritative yet friendly. 
Each issue is packed with articles and 
information that help owners make use 
of the power of their computer. News 
about software releases. Reviews. Hard- 
ware developments. Reader question 
and answer column. Eight pages of pro- 
gram listings in every issue. New and 
unique user applications. How to pro- 
gram. Interviews. Special money saving 
offers to readers. 
In fact, all the latest ideas and informa- 
tion to ensure that new owners and ex- 
pert users never tire of their computer. 

FREE BONUS WITH YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION 

Packrabbit" 
detail value 

$15.00 

A good reason to order now! Receive a 
software program cassette of an ex- 
citing, new arcade game! "Packrabbit" 
is a regular $15.00 retail value. Free with 
subscriptions for a limited time only. 

... ... 
_ 

For any age 
or experience 

Remember: the TS1000 was designed 
precisely for you. Whatever your age and 
experience in computers, TIMEX 
SINCLAIR USER can help you use the 
power of your computer. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW and take advantage 
of our special offer. Only $29.95 for 12 
monthly issues postage paid. This 
represents a $6.00 saving over regular 
newstand prices. And remember, you 
receive a FREE BONUS with every 
subscription, a "Packrabbit" software 
cassette ($15.00 retail value). 

To order call TOLL FREE 

800-543-3000 
Ask for Operator 243. In Canada call 
(513) 729-4300 and ask for Operator 243. 

These numbers are for orders only. Have 
your VISA, Mastercard or American Ex- 
press card ready. 

Mall to TIMEX SINCLAIR USER, 49 La Salle Avenue, Buffalo, New York, 14217 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

( ) Check ( ) Money order. Or charge to 
( ) Yes, I want to subscribe to TIMEX 

( ) Visa ( ) Mastercard ( ) American Express SINCLAIR USER at the special rate of $29.95 
for 12 issues delivered to my door. In addition I 

Number understand I will receive the FREE software 
cassette with my first issue. 

Expiry 
RE4 

Signature 
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MOST FAMILY AND SMALL-BUSINESS USERS OF PERSONAL COM- 
puters eventually discover that there's a lot more to tie world of 
computers and information-processing than software they can 
write or purchase. For those who need it, there are the com- 
mercial data -banks that will provide up-to-the-minute informa- 
tion on just about anything, as well as "community bulletin 
boards"-usually run by hobbyists-that will keep you up to 
date on the latest developments inpersonal computing. 

Then there's customized software to share. You might have 
written a program (or data) you'd like to share right now with a 
friend on the other side of town. Or maybe he ha some new 
software he'd like to share with you. 

If you're tired of killing a lot of time at the bank every payday, 
waiting in line to deposit your check and pay your bills, some 
banks will now allow you to handle all of your barking chores 
from the comfort of your home using your personal computer. 
(And if the banks have their way, in a few years yot_ won't have 
the choice; all banking will be done through some form of 
personal computer-but that's a whole other story ) 

The key to the world of personal computer communications is 
a modem (MOdulator/DEModulator)-a device that permits 
computer and terminal communications over a voice -grade tele- 
phone circuit. It does so by converting your computer's electric- 
al signals to audio tones that can be efficiently handled by the 
telephone system. Conversely, the modem converts received 
audio tones back to electrical signals that are understood by your 
computer. 

Modems 
There are several kinds of modems in current use. The type 

generally used for communicating through the dial -up telephone 
system is called "Bell -System -l03 -compatible," which means 
that it uses the same protocols (standards) as the modem that was 
provided by the Bell System when that company had a monopo- 
ly on data exchange over most of the telephone lines in North 
America. 

A Bell -103 -compatible modem can transmit and receive data 
at rates of 0 to 300 bps (Bits Per Second), which also happens to 
work out to be the "baud rate," because for data transmission, 
the bit rate equals the baud rate: 110 bps is 110 baud, 300 bps is 
300 baud, etc. 

While there are modems capable of transmitting and receiving 
more than 300 bps, they require specially equalized telephone 
circuits or dedicated lines and are presently not worth the ex- 
pense for personal -computer use. It often can take several years 
just to pay off the difference in cost between a Bell -103 - 
compatible modem and a high-speed modem, assuming you can 
get convenient access to a telephone circuit that will handle more 

Your computer can 
exchange information with 
any other cornpuier in the 

world-all you need is a 

telephone and a modem. 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

than 300 bps efficiently. Because of that, we will concentrate 
mainly on Bell -103 compatible modems. 

The first modems were rather simple devices as they were 
most often used to connect terminals-usually teletypewriters 
such as the Model 33-through the dial -up telephone system to 
large mainframe host -computers. The most common type used 
was the acoustic -coupled model (we'll get to why shortly), the 
type with two large rubber cups into which the user places the 
telephone handset after dialing up another computer or terminal. 
That type of modem is still popular today; let's take a closer look 
at it. 

One cup contains a small speaker; the other a microphone. 
When the telephone handset is seated in the device, the hand- 
set's microphone is opposite the speaker, while the receiver 
(earphone) is opposite the modem's microphone. The modem 
itself is connected to the terminal or computer through a "stan- 
dard" electrical connection, called an RS -232C interface 
(usually shortened to simply RS -232), or a 20 -mA current loop. 
When an RS -232 interface is used, all signals are represented as 
variations in voltage level. In the case of the 20 -mA current 
loop-the original "standard" for teletypewriters-the data is 
represented by the make/break sequence of a reference 20 -mA 
DC current. Many early personal computers provided a 20 -mA 
current -loop output because almost all commonly available 
modems could accommodate the 20 -mA connection; not all 
were equiped to handle an RS -232 signal. 

Electrical signals from your computer or terminal are con- 
verted by the modem to audio tones that are fed to the internal 
speaker and passed on to the handset's transmitter (mic- 
rophone). Audio tones arriving over the telephone from another 
computer are picked up by the modem's microphone and con- 
verted to electrical signals. 

Making the connection 
The usual procedure for getting your terminal or computer 

hooked up to the remote computer or terminal is to first use a 
rotary or Touch -Tone telephone to call the remote. When the 
user hears the "carrier" tone from the remote computer, he 
inserts the handset in the modem's cups. When the modem 
senses the carrier, it turns on its own carrier, thereby informing 
the remote computer that the communications link has been 
established. 

To make certain that every terminal can communicate with 
every computer, all Be1l-103-compatible moderns use exactly 
the same protocols. In the early days, because the remote ter- 
minal usually originated the "call," its modem was called an 
originate modem; it transmitted data at frequencies of 1270 and 
1070 Hz. Since the host computer answered the call from the 
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terminal. its modem was coiled an answer no._icm. The answer 
modem transmitted the date at frequencies of 2225 and 2025 Hz. 
When. as often is the case today, the communications link is 
computer -to -computer rather than terminal -to -computer, either 
one can use the answer modem unless one is specifically de- 
signated as "the host:" in that case. tt is the one with the answer 
modem. 

The reason that those earl> modems were of the acoustic type 
was that, at one time. Bell .would not allow anyone to connect 
directly to the telephone system without paying a stiff tariff for 
some sort of protective devise: acoustic modems have no direct 
connection to the telephone lines. However, for those who could 
afford the convenicn_ e. wary early acoustic m odems also had 
provision for direct connection. For mample. Fig. I shows an 
Omnitec model 70Lí coupler. Mani of you wiil recognize the 
Omnitec as the workhorse of the earl} time -;hare computer 
systems. Though the acoustic cups aye plainly evident, there is 

also an output jack and switch for a direct connection to the 
telephone system. as well as a monitoo-output jack, a selector for 
half and full duplex operation, and connectors for both a 20 mA 
and an RS -232 input'output. 

The 70/A was built `.ike a battleship. could probably serve as a 

boat anchor in a howling gale, and was known for reliability. 
While the advertisements for many modern modems belittle 
acoustic coupling on the basis of noise interference or mi- 
crophone distortion. hear in mind that acoustic couplers such as 

that one were usually bolted to the side of .a tel:type, which was 
known as a "Klunker" (because it iiera ly "Klunked" away 
continuously). What's more, it was usually used in a room full 
of teletypes hammering away: yet it provided dependable com- 
puter communications at maximum convenience. (In case 
you're short of funds, those old acoustic couplers are available 
on the surplus market for $15 to $50. depending on the model.) 

Full and half duplex 
Before we go any farther. let's take time out to cover half and 

full duplex for those not familiar witi the to -nn'.. When you use a 

terminal or a personal computer tt- Loinauuicate with a host 
computer. what you see on your video screen or printer is not 
what you sent from your keyboard. The video is an "echo'' from 
the host computer that serves as a meek on the two-way path 
between you and that computer. If ti -e echo display is not what 
you sent you can be reasonably certain there is trouble with the 
telephone circuit or the host computer. not your equipment. You 
check that quickly by switching the modem to half duplex (if 
possible). In half duplex your own sigrral is -eturned by the 
modem to your vide display: what you see is what you sent. 

Unfortunately. you usually cannot use half -duplex with a host 
computer that is echoing for two reasonie Fir:.tIv. everything 

FIG 1-ALT-IDUGH OV31SIZ=J AND HEF.VY. older acoustic modems 
such as this one did an excellait job even in teletype filled rooms. 

will be repeated, the video display will show your half duplex 
display and then the echo, the word `HELP' would be displa, ed 
as "HHEELLPP." Secondly many terminals and coloptr.ers 
seem to "go crazy" when they must handle both the half -duplex 
signal and the echo; it's sort of like hying to speak while 
listening through headphones to your voice being reproduced 
with time delay from a tape recorder. 

Until recently, most modems available to personal computer 
users were originate -only because it was assumed the user would 
only want to communicate with host computers or database 
systems (which are provided by a hint computers. When it 
became obvious that users of personal computers wanted to 
communicate with other personal computers, an instant market 
was created for a combination answer/originate modem because 
in any communications link someone has to use an answer 
modem-although it doesn't matter who 

Up until a few years ago mock ins were soniewha' expensive. 
too. A cheap originate -modem cr_ild run upwards of 5150, 
while a manually -selected combine Lion originate answer nnod- 
ent usually cost in the neighborhood t f S,300 -S500. Throng 
modern technology, inexpensive integrated circuits. s newha, 
severe competition, and Bell losing the fight over whether tiffe 

can control any and all equipment that generates signals Carrie 
on the telephone circuits (the t=arterfone case), the price 
modems has been sharply reduced. Thee is now a wide asso 
ment of modem equipment specific ally icsigned and priced f 
the personal computer user. with feet ides ranging from the mo 
basic to the most sophisti_.ued. 

What's available 
Other than using a modular connector 'or moden s that cx 

meet directly to the telephone system, no two manufacture 
seem to have the same idea as to what features shoud go into 
modem intended for use with personal computers. i3ecause 
that, we'll take a look at the various features found in some of th 
most popular or generally axai able models_ You can then se`.ec 
what features you need or want most for your particular comp 
ter installation. 

We'll start off with one from Omnitec-the people wh 
manufactured the 701A. Their latest effort is the model 9/23A 
it is a di-ect-coupled originate/auto-answer modem with aut 
matie telephone -silencing. The modem e lnnects to the tel 
phone jack through a modular connectot. The telephone. whic 
formerly connected to the modular jaek. now connects to 
modular receptacle on the rear of the modem. The comput 
connects to the modem through a "standard" DB -25S. RS -23 
connector. 

The unit can be switch -selected to function as an originate 
manual -answer, or auto -answer modem. Auto -answer mean 

FIG. 2-THIS OMNITEC MODEM is a di-ect-cou,;led, originate autc-answer 
model. The three front -panel LED's indicate operating status. 
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the modem literally 'answers" a telephone call. When the 
phone rings the modem connects to the phone line and generates 
an answer carrier. If it receives an answer -back carrier from an 
originate modem, it establishes a communications link. If it does 
not, the modem disconnects itself from the line after approx- 
imately 20 seconds. 

In the manual -answer mode, the user selects the mode after 
the telephone contact has been established. For example. if your 
friend calls you at 3 in the morning bubbling about his latest 
game and insists you take a download so you can try it im- 
mediately. you simply switch your modem to answer if all he has 
is an originate modem. On the other hand, if you are not 
enthusiastic about beire disturbed in the middle of the night, you 
can leave your modem in the automatic mode. It will answer the 
phone. and with the proper software take the download auto- 
matically. All around, that is a very classy personal -computer 
operation. 

The automatic telephone -silencer works this way. You are 
originating a link to. say, The Source. You dial their phone 
circuit, and when The Source connects with its answer carrier 
you hear it in the phone. When the modem senses the answer 
carrier, which takes only a few seconds, it automatically dis- 
connects the handset the receiver goes "dead.' The modem is 
now connected directly to the line and the handset is dis- 
connected so that when it is set in its cradle it neither goes ''on 
hook' (disconnected).. nor generates a glitch in the data stream. 

The unit has three `'rout -panel LED's (see Fig. 2). One in- 
dicates when the system is in the TALK mode-regular telephone 
use, one indicates a modem carrier is being received. and one 
indicates data flow. There is no on -off switch. The disconnect 
can be forced by a long or short space from the terminal, but few 
personal computers functioning as terminals can provide the 
proper space. Alternately, setting the terminal to the LocAi. 
mode can force the disconnect, but again, few personal comput- 
ers can simulate that type of disconnect. When we need a fast 
release of the modem from the line and can't wait the 20 seconds 
or so for the automatic disconnect, it's done by simply pulling 
the power plug from its outlet. A simple power -switch would be 
a lot more convenient. 

A somewhat different approach to a direct -connect originate/ 
answer modem is the model UM/ , a special version of the 
Microconnection from the Microperipheral Corporation. The 
usual Micr-oconneclion modem has the standard RS -232 I/O: 
that model is made to interface directly with the data -bus con- 
nector on the hack of the keyboard or the Radio Shack TRS-80 
Modell computer as shown in Fig. 3. It eliminates the necessity 
of spending S100 for Radio Shacks RS -232 interface. Even if 
you use the expansion interface for disk drives, the modem can 
still be connected to the keyboard's data bus connector along 

FIG. 3-THIS SPLCIAL MODEL of the Mic'oconnecticn, the model UM1 
from the Microperipheral Corporation, works with the Radii Shack TRS-80 
Model I and eliminates the need for the RS -232 expansion interface. 

with the connection between the keyboard and the expansion 
interface. And best of all. that modem will work e'en with the 
4K Level I Model I-the necessary driver-softw are is provided 
on cassette tape. 

A somewhat unusual feature is a set of jacks that allow you to 
connect a cassette recorder so that you can record signals for 
'ater playback directly over the telephone line. 

The rest of the features are more or less standard. There is 

manual on -off, manual selection of the originate and answer 
modes, and voice/data-mode selection --the data mode seizes 
the telephone line so you can hang up the telephone. Power and 
carrier indicator -lamps are provided. 

While we're talking about relatively low-cost modems, let's 
take a look at some that use acoustic coupling. Modern versions 
of the old 701A are now available from several sources for 
slightly more than SI00. The only substantial difference in 
operation is that the latest versions now provide for !both origin- 
ate and answer operation. One slightly different modem of that 
type is the model MJE-1230 inductively coupled modem from 
M.IF Enterprises, a company relatively unknown in computer 
circles but with a long track record in amateur radio. Their 
contribution to modern technology is to use inductive coupling 
to receive the incoming signal. Supposedly that reduces 
ambient -noise interference. However, since we've never had 
problems with ambient -noise interference, even with an acous- 
tic coupler sitting on top of a teleypevriter, we can -t be certain 
that inductive coupling is of any extra value. Essentially, the 
unit performs like a standard origina_e;answer accoustic mod- 
em. Other features include full half -duplex selection. TTL and 
CMOS 110 in addition to standard RS -232 (that shou'd appeal to 
computer experimenters). and cassette recorder I ( ports that let 
you record incoming or outgoing signals (see Fig. 

Moving up in price, we find some high-technology modems 
such as the Novation Auto -Cat, a miniature originate/answer, 
auto -answer modem that is directly hooked up to the telephone 
line through a modular connector. The computer I t) s through a 

standard RS -232 interface. 
Instead of mechanical switches. that modem uses a 

membrane -switch front panel to select originate or Answer op- 
eration: the front panel also features three LED indicators. 

A RI si i front -panel switch clears the unit so that you can 
select the operating mode. For example. to originate a transmi^ 
sion. first the RnsL r switch is depressed. Next. the remote 
computer is called on the regular phone. and when the answer 
carrier is heard the oluc. (originate) switch is depressed and tlf 
phone is hung up. The modem seizes the line when switched to 
otclo. The same procedure can be used for manual answer 
between two personal computers. or the answer connection can 
he controlled by the terminal through the InR (Data Termina 

FIG. 4-IN ADDITION TO inductive coupling, some of the extra features 
found on the MFJ-1230 modem from MFJ Enterprises include TTL CMOS 
and cassette -tape I O. 
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Increase RAM. add color 
and or high -resolution 
graphics, and even add a 

second CPU to your system 
with one of these add -o.7 

accessory boards. Here's a 
look at what's available and 
what they can do. 

MARC STERN 

HACK AT THE. DAWN OF THE PERSONAL -4'0\111'11E 
1975, a company named MITS introduced the first true persona' 
computer-the Altair 8800. An interesting facet of that comput - 

er's design was that its circuitry was built on several bards acid 

those hoards were electrically comtecteu to each othcr through a 

wiring structure called a bus. 
What exactly is a bus'? Simply stated, it is a group cif +sires that 

carry all of the signals from all of the hoards tlucduabout the 

computer. The importance of that is that all the signals from all 
the various parts of the computer-memory processtir. video. 
etc.-are available at any point along the bus; to arc ass thos2. 

signals, all you need do is tap into it. The (leanes-.:Ind m,rst 

useful was to do that is to insert a card connector tot the bus. 

Then. whatever circuitry that you want to have access to Ih: 
signals on the bus is simply mounted on a PC hoard th..at slips inthr 

the connector. Often those card connectors are all mounted on a 

single PC board called a !motherboard. 
Using some type of bus structure allows your system max- 

imum Ilexibilty because upgrading or modifying it is great' 
simplified If you want more memory, better graphics, a dlrcct- 
connect modem for telecommunications. or even a second 
microprocessor, all you need do is slip in an add-on board into 
one of the connectors. 

The bus developed by MITS for their Altair 8800 is ntry 
known as the S-100 bus; it is the most widely used bus structure 
for microcomputers. That doesn t mean, however, that it is the 

only one. Another popular bus is the SS -50 used in compute s 

from Gimix. Southwest Technical Products, and cullers. Several 
popular computers, such as the Apple II, Zenith Z-89 (also 
known as the Heath H-89), Radio Shack's TRS-80 Model II and 
Model l6, and the IBM PC for instance, also are bas oriented but 
use their own type of bus structure. That means an accessory 
card for an Apple computer won't work in an IBM PC, and vice 
versa. And, not all 5 -100 -bus boards will work on every S -109 - 
bus machine. Although a formal standard exists, nc.t all compa- 

nies adhere to it and that can sometimes lead to problems. Thus, 
before you buy any accessory board, make sure that it will run in 
your machine 

Memory boards 
One of the most popular types of accessory hoard is the 

memory hoard. That shouid eare as no surprise, however, since 
no matter how much nren'on your ulic-ocomputer has, it never 
seems to he enough_ I: alwa, ; s2cros that sooner or later even 
64K of RAM just iisl'l chic to h: n._Ile-tic tasks you want to do. 
The answer, of course_ i. to ail I mi're RAM. That's easy enough 
to do, particular l users il b -ht machines like tite I BM PC. 

A 16 -hit mauhi+le- qtr viriLbe of its having 24 address line-, 
can. in theory, au'ccssr.er 16 megabytes. In general. however, 
most memory oar is le:'tuue a nraximum of 256K, although 
we've seen a couple o4 hoards sporting 512K and one with 
576K. Thus, if yo.l re r.mrin= a 16 -hit microprocessor. all you 
need do is select d hord we idi as much memory as you need or 
can afford. and siit' it tiro ore the edge connectors. 

Actually. it's not ,:ant.' that: simple. If you just slipped the card 
in and did troth'cry cl,,, the ailaed memory would never be used 

simply because th,: ,nsc-oprocessor would not even know that it 

was there. Fyen byte of me -nor.. in the computer has a specific 
address. Before the a.cc,soo board is added, the computer is 

configured so tha'. the Lined processor knows that all the RAM 
memory lies het ,cef n It o addresses. to will not attempt to store 
data at a nlenton I 'eauin outside those addresses because, at 

least as far as the nrie opri'eersor is concerned. there is nothing 
there. Thus, hc'til°re the memory can he accessed, a couple of 
DIP switches roust he reset assigning the new RAM a starting 
address within nut crntp.uer's memory. 

An 8 -hit n-ieronrocessor, on the other hand, has just 16 

address lines, which mean,. least in theory, that the most 
mentor\ it can address is just a. hit more than 64K. In reality, 
however. even '-hit muchirics can access much more, but to do 
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INTERFACE BOARD, model A10 -l1 from SSM Microcomputer Products, 
provides the Apple It with a full function, highly flexible serial parallel 
interface. 

that v uu ve got to play a few tricks on the system. One common 
trick is to use a technique known as bank select. When that is 

done, the memory is assigned to an I/O port and all of the data to 
and from that board is up- and down -loaded through that port. 
Hobbyists with 8 -bit machines have been known to run as much 
as a megabyte of RAM. 

Let's now take a look at some of the memory boards currently 
available. Turning first to a 16 -bit machine, in the relatively 
short time since its introduction, the IBM PC has become one of 
the best supported machines in the industry. Among its nice 
features are provisions for easy expansion-i.e., the machine 
provides five card -connectors for easy installation of accessory 
boards. Memory boards for that machine are available from 
Microsoft. Microtek, Davong, Qubie Distributing. Aegis Sys- 
tems. Seattle Computer, Quadram, Vista, and others. Prices 
vary from less than $250 to over $1700. depending on memory 
capacity, manufacturer, and supplier. In addition, many of the 
boards offer more than just memory expansion. The Quadboard 
from Quadram, for example, also offers a clock/calander, 
parallel -printer I/O, and an RS -232 interface. 

The S-100 bus allows for up to 24 address lines, so either 16 - 

or 8 -bit computers can use that bus structure. Pick up an issue of 
almost any computer magazine and you'll see dozens and doz- 
ens of advertisements for S-100 boards, and prominent among 
them are memory boards of all capacities. Memory boards for 
S -100 -bus machines are available from Intercontinental Micro 
Systems. Electronic Control Technology. Inc., Netronics, 
Memory Merchant, and Lomas Data Products to name just a 
very few. Boards for SS -50 systems are a little harder to find, but 
are available from several sources, including Gimix. 

The Apple 11 is among the most popular 8 -bit machines on the 
market. As it too features a user -accessible bus for easy expan- 
sion, there are a variety of accessory boards, including memory 
boards, available for it. Most of those are 16K boards for 
upgrading the 48K machine to 64K. A few boards, however, 
offer as much as I28K. One extremely interesting hoard is the 
Bubble Memory Disk Emulator from MPC. As the name in- 
dicates, it is a bubble memory (featuring I28K of storage) that 
attaches to a disk 1/0 -port and takes the place of a disk drive. 
Bubble technology is ideal for such an application as it is 
non-volatile-if power is removed from the device, the contents 
of the memory are not destroyed. More conventional memory 
hoards are available from many suppliers including Advanced 
Logic Systems, Microtek, Wesper Micro Systems. Saturn Sys- 
tems, and Davong 

Microprocessor boards 
One of the fey, serious drawbacks of the Apple // is that its 

microprocessor is a 6502. Although that is a fine microprocessor 
in its own right, some of the best 8 -bit operating systems, and 
some of the best 8 -bit software, are designed to be run on a Z80 
microprocessor. But that doesn't mean you're out of luck. 
Several manufacturers, such as Microsoft and Personal Compu- 
ter Products make accessory hoards with that CPU for the Apple 
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THIS PRINTER INTERFACE, the Grappler + from Orange Micro. can add 
many printing features to the Apple computers. 

computer. Simply install one of those boards in your machine, 
and you can run CP/M, Wordstar, dBASE !l, and any other 
Z80 -based software with no difficulty. Boards with other micro- 
processors. such as the 16 -hit 8088 (used in the IBM PC) are 
also available. 

A variety of microprocessor boards are also available for 
S -100 -based machines. Those machines are designed to run 
using just about any 8 -bit or 16 -bit microprocessor. A user needs 
only to select a board with the microprocessor he wants to run 
and install it. Also note that several manufacturers make dual 
microprocessor boards-most often incorporating an 8 -bit and 
16 -bit microprocessor. Cromemco and Radio Shack, for ex- 
ample, make hoards that contains both a MC68000 16 -bit micro- 
processor and the 8 -bit Z80. Radio Shack's board is sold as part 
of an upgrade kit for their Model II. With that upgrade. the user 
gains all of the advantages of the new TRS-80 Model !6, includ- 
ing the ability to run both 16 -hit Model /6 and 8 -bit Model ll 
software. Cromemco's board is for S -100 -bus systems 

Graphics boards 
Another popular type of accessory board is the graphics 

board. Those are popular for a number of reasons, but primarily 
because few users are satisfied with the graphics capability of 
their machine as supplied. For instance, some offer only 
monochrome displays, others offer only a 40 -column (or even 
smaller) display, while others lack an interface that will allow it 

to be used with an RGB monitor. Boards to solve each of those 
problems are available from a variety of sources. 

Most graphics boards for the Apple II are intended to provide 
an 80 -column display for that machine. As supplied, the Apple's 
display is just 40 -columns, hardly adequate for some applica- 
tions such as word processing. Most of those cards also allow the 
display of upper- and lower-case characters. 

Although they're a little harder to find at times, there are 
many boards on the market designed to bring color graphics to 
the Zenith Z89; as supplied, those computers can generate 24 
lines x 80 characters on a built-in monochrome display. Typi- 
cally, the accessory boards provide good resolution (256 x 192 
pixels) and have 15 -color capability; of course, you'll need to 
use a separate color monitor. Some sources for boards for 
Heath'Zenith computers include Kres Engineering, Mako Data 
Products. and New Orleans General Data Services. 

Turning to S-100 based systems. there are several boards on 
the market that allow you to generate some rather impressive 
graphics. One of those boards, the Microangelo from Scion, can 
produce a 512 x 480 pixel monochrome display. As to char- 
acter generation, it can display 40 lines x 85 characters of text. 
To add color capability more hoards are added, each generating 
its own monochrome "transparency." The output of the boards 
are combined by the color mixing hoard. if eight boards are 
used, the maximum that can be handled by the system. an image 
with 255 colors could be generated. An advantage to this type of 
graphics generation is that colors can be easily added or deleted 
without otherwise affecting the image. 
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Adisa Corp. 
Box 1364 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 

Advanced Digital Corp. 
12700-B Knott St. 
Garden Grove, CA 92641 

Advanced Logic Systems 
1195 East Arques Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Aegis Systems 
202 W. Bennett St. 
Saline, MI 48176 

Antex Data Systems 
2630 California St. 
Mountain View, CA 90404 

Apparat Inc. 
4401 S. Tamarac Pkwy. 
Denver, CO 80237 

ASAP Computer Products 
1198 E. Willow St. 
Signal Hill, CA 90806 

AST Research Inc. 
2372 Morse Ave. 
Irvine, CA 92714 

Axton Inc. 
170 North Wolfe Rd. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Cactus Technology Inc. 
3024 North 33rd Dr. 
Phoenix, AZ 85017 

California Computer Systems 
250 Carribean Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Chrislin Industries 
31352 Via Colinas 
Westlake Village, CA 91362 

Comemco 
280 Bernardo Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94040 

Computer Peripherals 
1117 Venice Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 

Davong Systems Inc. 
1061 Terra Bella Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 

Daystar Systems Inc. 
10511 Church Rd. Suite A 
Dallas, TX 75238 

Dual Systems 
2530 San Pablo Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94702 

Electronic Control Technology Inc. 
763 Ramsey Ave. 
Hillside, NJ 07205 

Gimix 
1337 W. 37th Place 
Chicago, IL 60609 

ACCESSORY BOARD SUPPLIERS 

Godbout Electronics 
Box 2355 
Oakland Airport, CA 94614 

GSR Computers 
60-10 69th St. 
Maspeth, NY 11378 

Hayes Microcomputer Products 
5835 Peachtree Corners East 
Norcross, GA 30092 

Hurricane Labs 
5149 Moorpark Ave. 
San Jose, CA, 95129 

Independent Business Systems 
5915 Graham Ct. 
Livermore, CA 94550 

Indigo Data Systems Inc. 
100 E. NASA Rd. 1 

Suite 107 
Webster, TX 77598 

Intercontinental Microsystems 
Corp. 
1733 S. Douglass Rd. 
Anaheim, CA 92806 

Intermedia Systems 
10601 South De Ansa Blvd. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Intex Micro Systems Corp. 
755 West Big Beaver Rd. Suite 1717 
Troy, MI 48084 

JC Systems 
1075 Hiawatha Ct. 
Fremont, CA 94538 

John Bell Engineering Inc. 
1014 Center St. 
San Carlos, CA 94070 

Kres Engineering 
PO Box 17328 
Irvine, CA 92713 

Legend Industries Ltd. 
2220 Scott Lake Rd. 
Pontiac, MI 48054 

Lomas Data Products 
729 Farm Road 
Marlboro, MA 01752 

Macrolink Inc. 
1150 East Stanford Ct. 
Anaheim, CA 92805 

Macrotech International Corp. 
22133 Cohasset St. 
Canoga Park, CA 91303 

Magnolia Microsystems 
2264 15th Ave. W. 
Seattle, WA 98119 

Matco 
427 Perrymont 
San Jose, CA 95125 

Mako Data Products 
1441-B N. Red Gum 
Anaheim, CA 92806 

Memory Merchant 
14666 Doolittle Dr. 
San Leandro, CA 94577 

Memory Technologies Inc. 
25 Main St. 
Twelve Mile, IN 46988 

Memotech 
7500 West Yale Ave., Suite 200 
Denver, CO 80227 

Microcomputer Business Indus- 
tries Corp. 
1019 8th St. 
Golden, CO 80401 

Micro Intercontinental Systems 
Corp. 
1733 S. Douglass Rd. Suite E 

Anaheim, CA 92806 

Micromint Inc. 
561 Willow Ave. 
Cedarhurst, NY 11516 

MicroSoft Corp. 
10700 Northrup Way 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

Micro Synergy 
1327 Whiteacre Dr. 
Clearwater, FL 33516 

Microtek 
9514 Chesapeake Dr. 

San Diego, CA 92123 

Mosaic Electronics 
Box 748 
Oregon City, OR 97045 

Mountain Computer 
300 El Pueblo Rd. 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 

MPC Peripherals Corp. 
9424 Chesapeake Dr. 
San Diego, CA 92123 

Netronics 
333 Litchfield Road 
New Milford, CT 06776 

N.O. General Data Services 
7230 Chadbourne Dr. 
New Orleans, LA 70216 

Orange Micro Inc. 
1400 North Lakeview 
Anaheim, CA 92807 

PDS Universal Inc. 
2630 Walnut Ave. Suite G 
Tustin, GA 92680 

Personal Computer Products Inc. 
16776 Bernardo Center Dr. 
San Diego, CA 92128 

Persyst 
15801 Rockfield 
Suite A 
Irvine CA 92714 

Precision Technology Inc. 
Computer Products Div. 
2970 Richards St. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
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Pure Data Ltd. 
950 Denison St. 
Markham. Ontario, Canada L3R 3K5 

Qubie Distributing 
918 Via Alondra 
Camarillo, CA 93010 

Quadram Corp. 
4357 Park Drive 
Norcross, GA. 30093 

Rana Systems 
20620 South Leapwood 
Carson. CA 90746 

Renaissance Technology Corp. 
1070 A Shary Cir 
Concord, CA 94518 

Saturn Systems Inc. 
PO Box 8050 
3990 Varsity Dr. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48107 

Scion 
12310 Pinecrest Rd. 
Reston, VA 22091 

S.C. Digital 
Box 906 
1240 N. Highland Ave. 
Suite 4 
Aurora, IL 60507 

ACCESSORY BOARD SUPPLIERS 

Seattle Computer 
1114 Industry Dr. 
Seattle. WA 98188 

Sierra Data Sciences 
26112 Lorain Ave. 
Fairview Park. OH 44126 

Sigma Designes Inc. 
1400 Coleman Ave. F23 
Santa. Clara, CA 95050 

Sigma Designs, Inc. 
3866 Eastwood Cir. 
Santa Clara, CA 95055 

Sonic Micro Systems 
1500 N.W. 62nd St. 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Southwest Technical Products 
219 W. Rhapsody 
San Antonio, TX 78216 

SSM Microcomputer Products, Inc. 
2190 Paragon Dr. 
San Jose. CA 95131 

Static Memory Systems 
401 State Bank Center 
Freeport. IL 61032 

Systems Group 
1601 W. Orangewood Ave. 
Orange. CA 92660 

Tara Computer Products 
3648 Southwestern Blvd. 
Orchard Park. NY 14127 

Tarbell Electronics 
950 Dovlen Place 
Suite B 

Carson, CA 90746 

TK Engineering 
Box 1936 
Corona, CA 91720 

Videx Inc. 
897 N.W. Grant Ave. 
Corvalis, OR 97330 

Vista Computer Co. Inc. 
1317 E. Edinger 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Votrax Speech Synthesis 
500 Stephenson Hwy. 
Troy, MI 48084 

VR Data 
777 Henderson Blvd., N-6 
Folcroft, PA 19032 

Wesper Micro Systems 
3188 Pullman St. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Finally, for best resolution, an R -G -B rather than a video 
output is desirable. Boards that provide R -G -B outputs for 
computers that lack them are available from a variety of man- 
ufacturers. 

Printer interface boards 
While there are a great many hoards on the market whose sole 

purpose is to provide a serial or parallel interface for use with a 

printer. there are a couple of types ut printer -interface boards 
that do quite a hit more. One t\ pe i t'ie high -resolution graphics 
interface. an example of which is the Grarhlcr + from Orange 
Micro. That board interfaces an Apple Ii (air /t/ ss ith additional 
software) with any one of several popular printers. Among its 
features is the capability of providing high -resolution screen 
dumps to your printer. 

Another popular type of printer -interface hoard is the spooler 
or buffer. Its primary purpose is to allow the computer to 
pertìtrm a new task while printing is going on. If you've aver just 
sat around and waited during a lengthy printout. you can imag- 
ine why that type of accessory hoard is in demand. 

132113n_13f3311411 

FLOPPY ora % vurarMULLt r. rnoeet U"Jt-T Trim 'i t1 t-om3U rs. is 
capable of connecting up to four floppy-cisk dri^es to an S -10g system. 

Miscellaneous boards 
We've only touched on a few types of accessory boards 

available. A quick look through almost any computer magazine 
will quickly reveal that there is a board for just about any 
function. Among the other popular types are modem boards, 
speech -synthesizer boards, sound -effects hoards. PROM- and 
EPROM -programmer boards, and instrument -controller 
boards. It is also possible to combine several functions in a 

single board: an example is Quadram's Quadboard. 
In addition, while we've been concentrating on boards for 

bus -oriented systems as those types of systems allow for the 
easiest expansion. boards are also available for non -bus - 
oriented systems. The major problems with some of those is 
installation-while some simply replace existing boards in a 

machine, others require some modifications to the computer. 
All of the types of boards mentioned in this article will help a 

microcomputer user get the most possible computing power out. 
of his system at a relatively low cost. Still, there are some 
problems of which you should be aware. First, it's necessary to 
check the power requirement of any board you may he consider- 
ing. If your micrcomputer is already on the ragged edge of its 
power -providing capability then it's likely that any additional 
expansion boards will send it over the edge. In that event, the 
only alternative is to "beef -up" your computer's power supply. 

Another potential problem that could be caused by adding a 
board is heat production. If your computer is already running 
hot, adding another board may just push it over the brink to 
self-destruction if the system is incapable of handling the heat. If 
your system is running hot. it is best to add a cooling fan or 
upgrade an existing one. In fact, if your system is running hot, 
it's best to do that whether or not you're adding another board. 

All -in -all, however. those problems are easily corrected. as 
we've shown, and should not keep you from upgrading your 
system with one of the many types of accessory boards we've 
discussed. R -E 
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How to save on ZX81 

THE ORGANIZER An information 
storage program. Store the names, address- 
es. phone numbers, birthday and anniver- 
sary dates of your friends and business 
acquaintances. 

[. 1 
THE BUDGETER Keep track of your 
personal budgets and expenditures in cate- 
gories such as food. clothing, rent/mort- 
gage, medicine, education, savings, auto, 
and more. 

THE LOAN/MORTGAGE 
AMORTIZER Compare the cost of 
loans from different banks, review the 
details of your home mortgage. Be aware of 
the cost and how to minimize that cost. 

THE COUPON MANAGER Keep 
track of coupons you save showing what 
they are for, where they are offered. starting 
and ending dates for validity. 

THE CAR POOLER Keep track of 
car usage by driver, destination, and date. 
Rider data and time of departure is logged. 

QuIT 

THE STAMP COLLECTOR Inven- 
tory and store up to 600 SCOTT numbers in 
a single session showing quantity on hand. 
by major classification, and provide full 
want list support. 

THE STOCK OPTION ANA- 
LYZER Evaluate stock options quickly. 
Output includes an unexercised ROI, annual 
ROI, and NET worth. Last trading day cal- 
culated by computer. 

THE HOME IMPROVEMENT 
PLANNER Store up to 20 room mea- 
surements (length, width, height), compute 
total area in each (wall, floor), estimate costs 
of painting, wall papering and carpets and 
draw house blueprints. 

THE HOME ASSET MANAGER 
A home inventory program that can be very 
valuable in case of fire or theft. Records date 
of purchase, place of purchase, description, 
price, serial # and model #. 

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 
ANALYSIS Two different investment 
strategies. The first selection allows the 
user to choose between renting or buying 
The second selection consists of a detailed 
analysis of the rental investment property. 

PERSONAL FINANCE PLAN- 
NER Perform calculations, finance a 

house, a car, keep savings accounts, repay 
loans and calculate an amortization schedule 
which can be generated for any of the finan- 
cial programs. 

at. sKLECT [Ow CODE 

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS Program 
performs minimum risk and market sensi- 
tivity calculations for a portfolio composed 
from a set of stocks. A portfolio is formed 
which gives the minimum amount of non - 
market risk for a given level of sensitivity. 

r.rc'M WiiiYVA 
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VU-CALC This program constructs, 
generates, and calculates large tables for 
financial analysis, budget sheets, and pm- 
jections. An immensely powerful analysis 
chart. 

SUPER MATH Drill yourself on addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division 
with five levels of difficulty. Each problem 
graphically depicted. 

THE LIST MANAGER Mailing List- 
keeps track of personal or business mailing 
lists of up to 115 names by name, address 
or zip code. Phone Book-keeps track 
of personal or business numbers for up to 
180 names. 

STATES AND CAPITOLS Test 
yourself on the fifty states and their capi- 
tols Three options of review are available. 
(1) States, you provide capitols. (2) Capi- 
tols, provide states. (3) A mix of states 
and capitols. 

THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR Take 
control of highly maneuverable light aircraft. 
With full controls, instrumentation and nav- 
igational aids to avoid hazards in landing. 

STOCK MARKET-TECH. 
ANALYSIS I Program uses "technical 
analysis" of price and volume data to fore- 
cast the direction of the Market or of any 
stock. Track up to 6 stocks without reloading. 
You need 30 trading days of data. closing 
price and day's volume. Analytical summary 
of each stock average is computed. 

CHESS AND CHESS CLOCK 
Six levels. All the legal moves including 
castling and enpassant. Keeps a separate 
record of plays made for easy reference. 
Play another opponent or match wits with 
the computer. 

BACKGAMMON AND DICE A per- 
fect blend of chance and skill. Uses machine 
code to choose its moves. Full game includ- 
ing graphics board, rolling dice, and double 
cube. Play the computer or another opponent. 

THE GAMBLER Match your Black- 
jack skills with the ZX81 or TS1000. Full 
graphical display of cards dealt and win- 
nings. Includes Double Down, Min -Max bet- 
ting. Also a Slot Machine complete with roll- 
ing tumblers. payoff values. and coin drop. 

THE CUBE GAME The cube can be 
displayed in three views' (1) Solid; (2) Two - 
Dimensional (unfolded); and (3) See-thru 
cube (3-D). You start with the cube solved, 
set it up any way you like, or pick up from a 

previous session. 

GRIMM'S FAIRY TRAILS A uper 
game involving a young prince trapped in 
a maze, being chased by relentless maze 
dwellers. You control the prince and the 
chase is on. Life crystals and sacred stones 
are the goal. 

THE MIXED GAME BAG I 

Bowling-roll your ball down the alley con- 
trolling its flight from a keyboard. 
Robot War-you are pitted against evil 
KORKON ROBOT in a duel of wits. 
Bingo Caller-use ZX81 or TS1000 to ran- 
domly call a Bingo game. 
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or TS1000 softwa. 
SUPERMAZE Navigate your way 
through a three-dimensional maze, with 
trapdoors. gold bars, marker stones, and 
compass. Ten separate mazes. Three- 
dimensional graphics. 

BIGFLAP ATTACK You're being 
attacked by giant birds! To defend yourself 
shoot the birds right between the eyes. 
10 levels of play ability. 

PINBALL Plays like real pinball complete 
with flippers, bumpers, "nudge," bonus 
points and more. Uses fast, efficient ma- 
chine code to choose its moves. 

STOCK MARKET GAME Bull or 
bear? This realistic simulation lets you ana- 
lyze information, buy and sell stocks, take 
out and pay off loans.. and win, if you can 
accumulate $50,000 in "The Market." 

FORTRESS OF ZORLAC A super 
fast game in which you are the commander 
of a fleet of spaceships. Your mission is to 
rid the galaxy of the dreaded alien, 
ZORLAC. 

MANUFACTURING CONTROL 
A comprehensive manufacturing system. 
Monitor cost factors, track work in pro- 
gress, keep daily account on details that 
mean profit or loss for up to 150 products. 

THE PUZZLER Comes with two 
options: Inversion and Double Inversion. 
Inversion takes at least 250 moves to sotie 
it. Double Inversion is twice as hard. 

o 

CHECKBOOK MANAGER A per- 
sonal or business checking account prc 
gram to store and sort banking 
transactions, On 90 -minute tape, up to 
3,600 transactions can be stored. 

INVENTORY CONTROL STOCK I 

-keeps track of inventory levels, suppliers. 
re -order levels and types for up to 400 it -ms 
STOCK II -keeps track of inventory level; 

for up to 2,500 items. 
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SPACE RAIDERS, BOMBER 
Timex/Sinclair version of the popular arcade 
games full of bombs and rockets and cot 
lisions with skyscrapers. 

FROGGER Plays like the arcade game. 
Hop the frog over traffic, snakes, croco- 
diles, and treacherous diving turtles before 
time runs out. 

ATOR THE ABC GATOR Designed 
to teach recognition and sequence of the 
alphabet. Combines computer instruction, 
music and video games. 

Sinclair" the company that invented the world's 
most affordable computer, has invented a way for 
you to order the most affordable software-right 
from your home! 

You've never had this wide a selection before. 
You can play games that challenge you, instead of 
bore you. You can learn new household applica- 
tions and business programs that reduce work 
dramatically. 

Only Sinclair offers this special software savings. 
Only ZX81 or Timex TS1000 owners are eligible. 

The more you buy, the more you save. 
A serious Sinclair software offer. 

The first cassette you buy, you buy at normal 
cost: $15.00. But every cassette thereafter, you get 
at a savings. 

The list below explains how much you save, 
based on how much you buy. It couldn't be easier. 

You were smart to buy the ZX81 or the 
TS1000. You'll be even smarter to take us up on 
this software offer. All cassettes listed at left work 
on both the ZX81 and the TS1000. All cassettes 
are 16K, which means you need the 16K Memory 
Module. (1f you want more information on this 

Ad. code: 
B4RE 

I 

component, please write Sinclair at the address 
listed below.) 

But don't delay. This is a limited time software 
offer while supplies last. 

How to order today! 
Just call our toll -free number and use your 

MasterCard or VISA. Or send this coupon with a 
check or money order. It's as easy as that. 

Call toll -free: 800-543-3000. Ask for operator 
509. In Canada call 513-729-4300, operator 509. 
Have your MasterCard or VISA ready when call- 
ing. Phones open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
These numbers are for orders only. 

If you simply want information, please don't 
call, write Sinclair Research, Ltd., 2 Sinclair 
Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061. 

(Sony, no refunds on software. Defective 
cassettes will be replaced.) 

800-593-3000 

Mail to: Sinclair Research, Ltd. 
One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061 

Check the boxes of all cassettes you want. E Check or money order enclosed. 

The Organizer #10 
The Budgeter #38 

E Loan/Mortgage 
Amortizer #39 

E Coupon Manager#12 
E Car Pooler #40 
E Stamp Collector #31 

Stock Option Analyzer #13 
H 
Planner 

ment 
29 

E Home Asset Manager #47 
Real Estate Investment 
Analysis #30 

E Personal Finance 
Planner #28 

Portfolio Analysis #41 
E VU-CALC #11 
E Super Math #14 

List Manager #45 
States and Capitols #32 
Flight Simulator #6 
Stock Market-Tech. 
Analysis I #46 

E Chess #7 
Backgammon #8 
Gambler #43 
Cube Game #9 

E Grimm's Fairy Trails #44 
E Mixed Game Bag 1 #26 
E Supermaze #34 

Bigflap Attack #42 
E Pinball #35 
E Stock Market Game #27 

Fortress of Zorlac #36 
E Manufacturing Control #51 
E The Puzzler #48 

Checkbook Manager 09 
Inventory Control #50 

E Space Raiders, Bomber #5 
Frogger #37 

E Ator the ABC Gator #33 

Fill in the space beside total for you total payment 

E 1 cassette: $15.00 
2 cassettes: $25.00 
(save $5.00) 

E 3 cassettes: $35.00 
(save $10.00) 

4 cassettes: $45.00 
(save $15.00) 

E 5 cassettes: $50.00 
(save $25.00) 

E 6 cassettes or lure: 
$10.00 each $ 

Plus Shipping/Handling $5.00 

Total: 

i 

i 

i 
U.S. Dollars 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 

*Sinclair technology is the heart of both the ZX81 and the Timex/Sinclair 1000. 

i 

i 

i 

i 

irnIur 
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GLOSSARY OF COMMONLY USED COMPUTER TERMS 

For those readers unfamiliar with computer ter- 
minology, we have included the following glossary 
of some commonly used computer terms. 

Address-The label or number identifying the register 
or memory location where a unit of information is stored. 

ALU-Arithmetic Logic Unit. The part of a CPU where 
binary data is acted upon. 

ASCII-Acronym for American Standard Code for In- 
formation Interchange. A seven -bit code used to 
represent alphanumeric characters. It is useful for such 
things as sending information from a keyboard to the 
computer, and from one computer to another. 

Assembler-A program that translates assembly - 
language instructions into machine -language in- 
structions 

Assembly language-A machine oriented larguage in 
which mnemonics are used to represent each machine - 
language instruction. Each CPL.' has its owr specific 
assembly language. See CPU and machine language. 

Baud rate-Serial-data transmission speed. Originally 
a telegraph term, 300 baud is approximately equal to a 
transmission speed of 30 bits -per -second. 

Binary-Refers to the base -2 nL.mber system in which 
the only allowable digits are 0 and 1. 

Bit-Acronym for B/nary digi T. The smallest unit of 
computer information, it is used to represent either a 
binary 0 or 1. 

Bubble memory-A relatively iew type of computer 
memory, it uses tiny magnetic"pockets" or "bubblles" to 
store data. 

Sus-Parallel lines used to transfer signals between 
devices. Computers are often described oy their bus 
structure (i.e. S -100 -bus computers, etc.). 

Byte-A group of eight bits. 

Clock-The timing circuit for a microprocessor. 

Compiler-A program that translates a high-level lan- 
guage, such as BASIC, into machine language 

CPU-Acronym for Central Processing Unit. The part of 
the computer that contains the circuits that control and 
perform the execution of computer instructions. 

Data base-A large amount of data stored in a well - 
organized manner. A data -base management system is 
a program that allows access to the information. 

Disk operating-system-Program used :o transfer in- 
formation to and from a disk. Often referred to as a DOS 

EPROM-A PROM that can be erased by the use 
usually by exposing it to ultraviolet light. See PROM. 

File-A collection of data that is treated as a unit. 

Firmware-Programs stored in PROM or EPROM. 

Hardware-The physical componerts that make up 
computer. 

Hexadecimal-Refers to the base-sbteen number sys- 
tem. Machine language programs are often written in 
hexadecimal notation. 

Interface-The connecting device between a computer 
and a periphiral. 

K-Abbreviation for kilobyte (1024 ytes). 

Machine language-Instructions,. written in binary 
form, that a computer can execute directly. Also called 
machine code or object code. 

Microprocessor-A one -IC CPU. One common micro- 
processor often used in personal computers is the Zilog 
Z80. 

Modem-Acronym for MOdulator DEModulator. A de- 
vice that transforms electrical signas into audio tones 
for transmission over telephone lines, and does the 
reverse for reception. 

Motherboard-In a bus -oriented system, the board 
that contains the bus lines and edge connectors to 
accomodate the other boards in the system. 

Port-A channel through which da -a is transferred to 
and from the CPU. An 8 -bit CPU can address 256 ports. 

PROM-Acronym for Programmable Read Only Mem- 
ory. A semiconductor memory whcse contents cannot 
be changed. 

RAM-Acronym for Random Access Memory. A semi- 
conductor memory that can be both read and changed 
during computer operation. Unlike other semiconductor 
memories, this one is volatile-if power to the RAM is 

cut off for any reason, all data stored in the device is lost. 

ROM-Acronym for Read Only Memory. A semicon- 
ductor memory containing fixed data-the computer 
can read the data but cannot change it in any way. 

Software-Programs stored on tape or disk. 

Source code-A non -executable program written in a 
high-level language. A compiler or assembler mast 
translate the source code into an cbject code (mach ne 
language) that the computer can . nderstand. 

Word-Number of bits treated as a single unit by the 
CPU. In an eight -bit machine, the word length is eight 
bits; in a sixteen -bit machine, it is sixteen bits. R -E 
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HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.:_:_::__ 

4300 West 62nd Street PO. Box 7092 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Repeated By Popular Demand! 

SAMS 20% DISCOUNT SALE 
Once again, Sams helps you in- 
vest in your future with a flat 
20% discount on genuine Sams 
Computer Books, the same ones 
you'll find in our latest regular 
catalog! 

The sale includes our brand- 
new 1983 titles as well as our 
best-sellers-books about the 
Apple II®, IBM® PC, Timex 
Sinclair 1000®, VIC-20, Commo- 
dore 64, TRS-80®, and more! 

If you're into computing, you 
need to be into a Sams Book 
now! 

SAMS/WAITE PRIMERS 

UNIX PRIMER PLUS 
A clearly written, friendly intro- 
duction to the powerful UNIX 
operating system. Ideal for stu- 
dents, office workers, new com- 
puter users, and others learning 
about or starting on a UNIX - 
based system. By The Waite 
Group, Inc 
Ask for No. 22028 . $19.95 

Now Only $15.96 

CP/M® PRIMER 
Start reading CP/M Primer today 
and start using CP/M tonight! 
Your complete, one -stop source 
book for terminology, concepts, 
system startup, and software! By 
Stephen Murtha and Mitchell 
Waite. 
Ask for No. 21791 .. $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital 
Research, Inc. 

BASIC PROGRAMMING 
PRIMER 
(2nd Edition) 
Improved and expanded edition 
gives you fundamental key- 

words, statements, and func- 
tions usable with any computer 
running a variation of Microsoft 
BASIC, including the IBM PC. 
Also contains new advanced 
BASIC coverage, new game - 
program listings (Rubik's Cube, 
Microspace Invaders, Word 
Scrambler), and many new self - 
tests with answers to help your 
progress. Highly useful and 
user-friendly material for begin- 
ners and more advanced users 
alike, regardless of occupation. 
By Mitchell Waite and Michael 
Pardee. 
Ask for No. 22014 $17.95 

Now Only $14.36 

COMPUTER 
GRAPHICS PRIMER 
Amaze yourself! Create com- 
puter animation and other 
graphics routines and techniques 
with this colorful Sams best- 
seller. Many examples, all in 
BASIC By Mitchell Waite. 
Ask for No. 21650 .... $14.95 - 

Now Only $11.96 

PASCAL PRIMER 
You'll generate powerful pro- 
grams in UCSDr" Pascal as this 
Sams powerhouse guides you 
through program structure and 
procedures-clarifies state- 
ments, variables, and more! 
Ideal for beginners. By David Fox 
and Mitchell Waite. 
Ask for No. 21793 $16 95 

Now Only $13.56 
UCSD is a trademark of UC Regents, San 
Diego campus. 

MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER 
(2nd Edition) 
Excellent for readers seriously in- 
terested in the whys and hows of 
a microcomputer's workings, 
and an ideal companion to 
CRASH COURSE IN MICROCOM- 
PUTERS. Has five appendixes! By 
Mitchell Waite and Michael 
Pardee. 
Ask for No. 21653 . $14.50 

Now Only $11.60 

COMPUTER 
FUNDAMENTALS 

HOWARD W. SAMS 
CRASH COURSE IN 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
No previous computer knowl- 
edge is necessary, because this 
one's intended for those who 
need to know about microcom- 
puters and programming FAST! 
Self -teaching format makes it 
excellent for learning on your 
own. By Louis E. Frenzel. 
Ask for No. 21634.... $19.95 

Now Only $15.96 

GUIDEBOOK 
TO 

SMALL 
COMPUTERS 

GUIDEBOOK TO 
SMALL COMPUTERS 
Presents an unbiased review of 
the capabilities of 21 currently 
popular microcomputer systems 
from 14 different manufacturers. 

CIRCLE 7 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Helps you make an informed 
choice. By William Barden, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21698 $6 95 
Now Only $5.56 

PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS HANDBOOK 
You'll need this practical guide 
that explains the hows and whys 
of your micro's microprocessor, 
memory, peripherals, program- 
ming, and hardware/software 
troubleshooting. By Walter H. 

Buchsbaum. 
Ask for No. 21724 . $12.95 

Now Only $10.36 

FOUNDATIONS OF 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
Thorough introduction to com- 
puting history, evolution, and 
current concepts. Examines basic 
elements and systems as well as 
technology. Requires no prior 
knowledge of computers, elec- 
tronics, or math. Excellent basic 
text. By Joseph C. Giarratano. 
Ask for No. 21814 $22 95 

Now Only $18.36 

MODERN 
COMPUTER CONCEPTS 
Covers memory types and de- 
vices, CPUs, data communica- 
tions, computer networks and 
architectures, videotex in major 
countries, and more. Sequel to 
No. 21814. Best if you're already 
familiar with basic electronics, 
number systems, and so forth. 
By Joseph C Giarratano. 
Ask for No. 21815.... $22.05 

Now Only $18.36 
Both books, ask for 
No. 21816 $39.95 

Now Only $31.96 
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BASIC: FUNDAMENTAL 
CONCEPTS 
This comprehensive introduction 
to BASIC and its dialects can also 
help you learn to convert BASIC 
programs from one dialect to 
another and understand the 
problems that come up when a 

program in the wrong dialect 
runs on your computer. Many 
programs included. By Joseph C. 

Giarratano. 
Ask for No. 21941 . . $22.95 

Now Only $18.36 

BASIC: ADVANCED 
CONCEPTS 
Continues the fundamental 
BASIC commands and concepts 
begun in No. 21941, this time 
using BASIC as a tool to help you 
understand program storage 
within the computer, explore 
floating-point arithmetic, exam- 
ine number systems commonly 
used, and more. By Joseph C. 

Giarratano. 
Ask for No. 21942 $22.95 

Now Only $18.36 
Both books, ask for 
No. 21943 $39.95 

Now Only $31.96 
All four books together, ask 
for No. 22045 $69 95 

Now Only $55.96 

DICTIONARIES 

Dieteecmeijter 

COMPUTER DICTIONARY 
(3rd Edition) 
More than 12,000 definitions in 
this paperback reference trans- 
late computing terminology into 
language you can easily under- 
stand. Good for computer vet- 
erans and novices alike. By 
Charles J. Sippl. 
Ask for No. 21652 . $15 95 

Now Only $12.76 

MICROCOMPUTER 
DICTIONARY 
(2nd Edition) 
Most current, down-to-earth, 
and complete explanation of 
microcomputer products, proce- 
dures, systems, techniques, and 
components available. More 
than 5,000 terms and definitions 

in all! By Charles J. Sippi. 
Ask for No. 21696 .... $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 

4 

- 
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COMPUTER DICTIONARY 
& HANDBOOK (3rd Edition) 
Largest, most complete refer- 
ence book available on all phases 
of computers and their applica- 
tions. More than 22,000 defi- 
nitions and fourteen appendixes. 
By Charles 1. Sippl and Roger J 

Sippl. 
Ask for No. 21632. . $31.95 

Now Only $27.96 

COMPUTER MATH 

MICROCOMPUTER MATH 
Excellent introduction to binary, 
octal, and hexadecimal numbers, 
plus arithmetic operations on all 
microcomputers and more. 
Many practical examples and 
self -tests. By William N. Barden, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21927.... $11.95 
Now Only $9.56 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA FOR 
COMPUTER LOGIC 
A basic introduction to Boolean 
algebra as applied to the design 
of computer circuits. Covers ev- 
erything from the binary number 
system to Karnaugh maps. No 
knowledge of higher math or 
advanced electronics needed. By 

Harold E. Ennes. 
Ask for No. 21554 $7.95 

Now Only $6.36 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS IN 
NUMBER SYSTEMS, LOGIC, 
AND BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
(2nd Edition) 
You'll need no special math 
background to use this 64 -lesson 
introduction to digital computer 

conversions, binary and octal 
arithmetics, Boolean algebra, 
and implementing Boolean rela- 
tionships in gating and inverting 
circuits. By Edward Bukstein. 
Ask for No. 21451 $9.95 

Now Only $7.96 

MICROCOMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

NEW P & I BOOKS! 

SOUL OF CP/M USING 
AND MODIFYING CP/Ms 
INTERNAL FEATURES 
Teaches you how to modify BIOS, 
how to use CP/M system calls in 
your own programs, and more. 
You'll need to read CP/M 
PRIMER or otherwise understand 
CP/Ms outer -layer utilities, 
though. By Mitchell Waite. 
Ask for No. 22030.... $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 

CP/M BIBLE: THE AU- 
THORITATIVE REFERENCE 
GUIDE TO CP/M 
Simple, easy -to -use handbook 
that gives you fast access to all 
CP/M conventions, keywords, 
commands, utilities, and more. 
Includes CP/M-86, MP/M-80 and 
86, and CP/Net, too. By Mitchell 
Waite. 
Ask for No. 22015.... $18.95 

Now Only $15.16 

THE WORLD CONNECTION 
Powerful information that shows 
you how to select and use 
a modem for sending and re- 
ceiving electronic mail, making 
use of computer networks like 
CompuServe and The Source, 
using electronic bulletin boards, 
and more! By Timothy Orr Knight. 
Ask for No. 22042.. . $10.95 

Now Only $8.76 

WHAT DO YOU DO 
AFTER YOU PLUG IT IN? 
Complete tutorial covers use of 
microcomputer hardware, soft- 
ware, languages, operating sys- 
tems, data communications, and 
more, followed by another tuto- 
rial on workable solutions to the 
practical problems you'll meet 
while using them. By William 
Barden, Jr. 

Ask for No. 22008.... $10.95 
Now Only $8.76 

26 BASIC PROGRAMS 
FOR YOUR MICRO 
Features 26 previously unpub- 
lished, simple -to -complex games 
you can run on almost any brand 
of microcomputer as long as you 
have enough RAM on board. 
Most take between 500 and 
5000 bytes, with the highest tak- 
ing 13K. Conversion charts in- 
cluded. By Derrick Daines. 
Ask for No. 22047 _ ... $11.95 

Now Only $9.56 
math. Covers number systems, 
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ELECTRONICALLY 
SPEAKING: COMPUTER 
SPEECH GENERATION 
Learn the basics of generating 
synthetic speech with an Apple 
II, TRS-80, or another popular 
microcomputer! Includes tech- 
niques, a synthesizer overview, 
advice on problems, and more. 
By John P Cater. 
Ask for No. 21947.... $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 

FORTH PROGRAMMING 
Shows you the differences be- 
tween FORTH -79 and fig -FORTH, 
and how to write or modify 
software using either dialect. 
Includes more than 50 fast -act- 
ing, useful programs. By Leo J. 

Scanlon. 
Ask for No. 22007. . $16 95 

Now Only $13.56 

STD BUS INTERFACING 
Gives you all information and 
circuitry needed to use your STD 
bus computer system for control- 
ling instruments or processes, or 
for acquiring data from an elec- 
trical device. Has immediately 
usable assembly language 
software, too. By Christopher A. 
Titus, Jonathan A. Titus, and 
David G. Larsen. 
Ask for No. 21888.... $13.95 

Now Only $11.16 
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INTRODUCTION TO 
ELECTRONIC SPEECH 
SYNTHESIS 
Helps you understand how a 

human "voice" is electronically 
created, explains the three cur- 
rent digital synthesis technol- 
ogies used, and tells you what 
you can expect in speech quality 
as it relates to data rate and the 
cost of memory devices. By Neil 
Sclater. 
Ask for No. 21896 $8.95 

Now Only $7.16 

GENERAL 
PROGRAMMING 

DON LANCASTER'S MICRO 
COOKBOOK, Volume 1: 
FUNDAMENTALS 
Includes some ground -zero 
basics, a real -world set of rules 
for the novice micro -user, prag- 
matic number systems and logic, 
usable codes, memory, and 
memory devices. Dedicated to 
helping you build your beginner - 
level microcomputing skills into 
knowledge you can profit from 
and enjoy. By Don Lancaster. 
Ask for No. 21828.. $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 

(.IlinTuter L%nli.IFF 
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COMPUTER LANGUAGE 
REFERENCE GUIDE 
If you know at least one lan- 
guage, this small book can help 
you understand six more! Seven 
chapters cover seven languages 
and an eighth presents a 

keyword dictionary. By Harry L. 

Helms, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21786 $9.95 
Now Only $7.96 

INTRODUCTION TO FORTH 
A fundamental approach to pro- 
gramming in ail versions of 
FORTH, using MMS FORTH in 
particular, Program examples are 
directly compared to the same 
program written in Microsoft 
Level II BASIC for clarity. By Ken 
Knecht. 
Ask for No. 21842 $10.95 

Now Only $8.76 

PROGRAMMER'S 
NOTEBOOK 

BASIC PROGRAMMER'S 
NOTEBOOK 
A valuable boos with many 
time -saving BASIC subroutines 
and programming practices usu- 
ally known only to highly ex- 
perienced programmers. Also 
contains several debugged 
and easily modified program 
samples. 
By Earl R. Savage. 
Ask for No. 21841 .. $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 

EXPERIMENTS IN 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
FOR SMALL COMPUTERS 
Takes you into the fascinating 
world of artificial intelligence, 
where you and your computer 
directly participate in sessions in- 
volving reasoning, problem - 
solving, creativity, and verbal 
communication. By John Krutch. 
Ask for No. 21785 $9 95 

Now Only $7.96 

THE CHEAP VIDEO 
COOKBOOK 
Shows you how to build and use 
a $20, seven -IC circuit that lets 
your computer provide any al- 
phanumeric or graphics format, 
including high resolution and a 

four-color mode, via software 
control. By Don Lancaster. 
Ask for No. 21524 $7 95 

Now Only $6.36 

SON OF CHEAP VIDEO 
Brings you specs for a low-cost, 
do-it-yourself custom EPROM 
character generator, plus lower- 
case for an Apple II, cheap video 
for 8080/Z-80, a complete video 
display for $7, and more! By Don 
Lancaster. 
Ask for No. 21723 ... $10.95 

Now Only $8.76 
Both books, ask for No. 
21766 $15.95 - 

Now Only $12.76 

TV TYPEWRITER 
COOKBOOK 
Shows you how to put words 
and pictures onto an ordinary TV 
screen with TVT! Introduces you 
to basic TVT system design, in- 
cluding memory types, interface 
circuitry, hard -copy output, and 
color graphics. By Don Lancaster. 
Ask for No. 21313.... $1 1.95 

Now Only $9.56 

BUSINESS 
PROGRAMMING 

WORD PROCESSING 11 
FOR SMALL BUSINESSES 
Tells you about doing practical 
word processing on a personal 
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computer, how word-processing 
software works, presents details 
for more than 50 word- 
processing systems, including 
applicable hardware and W/P 
software, and more. By Steven E 

Jong. 
Ask for No. 21929 $11.95 

Now Only $9.56 

HOW TO WRITE COBOL 
PROGRAMS IN AN MP/M' 
ENVIRONMENT 
Shows you how to write COBOL 
programs for a multiple - 
terminal, Z-80/8080, CP/M- 
based microcomputing system 
that lets more than one user ac- 
cess the same file at the same 
time without interfering with 
each other. Describes system de- 
sign and more. By Neil G. Gelb. 
Ask for No. 21936.... $12.95 - 

Now Only $10.36 

MCROCOMPUTER 
L1AMAT 

MICROCOMPUTER DATA- 
BASE MANAGEMENT 
Create your own data base pro- 
gram! Complete tutorial shows 
routines you can use to control 
and access large amounts of 
data with a microcomputer. Also 
explains operation of 3 commer- 
cial data base programs now on 
the market. By E. G. Brooner. 
Ask for No. 21875 . $12.95 

Now Only $10.36 

BS 
some," 

B. 
BASIC BUSINESS 
SOFTWARE 
Explains the fundamentals of 
business software development, 
how to evaluate canned soft- 
ware, and how to write some of 
your own. Covers information 
storage and retrieval, inventory 
control, payroll, and general 
ledger programming. By E. G. 
Brooner. 

Ask for No. 21751. $11.95 
Now Only $9.56 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR MACHINE DESIGN 
Ready -to -use BASIC programs to 
help mechanical and material 
engineers, machinists, techni- 
cians, and students solve every- 
day problems in machine 
technology. Data can be manip- 
ulated repeatedly to note design 
variables. By Robert J. Wenzel. 
Ask for No. 21960.... $21.95 

Now Only $17.56 

GENERAL INTERFACING 

THE S-100 AND OTHER 
MICRO BUSES 
Discusses microcomputer bus 
systems in general, examines 21 

of the most popular ones in use, 
and explores ways you can use 
to interface one with another. 
By Elmer C. Poe and James C. 

Goodwin II. 

Ask for No. 21810 $9.95 
Now Only $7.96 

COMPUTERS AND 
PROGRAMMING GUIDE 
FOR SCIENTISTS AND 
ENGINEERS 
(2nd Edition) 
Outlines the capabilities and limi- 
tations of a computer, explores 
its use in problem solving, and 
helps you develop the skills 
necessary to use a computer in 
science and engineering rather 
than business. By Donald D. 
Spencer. 
Ask for No. 21693 $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 

COMPUTER -ASSISTED 
HOME ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT 
Helps you create a working 
energy monitor, using your mi- 
crocomputer, inexpensive tem- 
perature sensors and other 
hardware. Includes BASIC and 
8080/Z-80 programs, construc- 
tion details, operational analysis, 
and suggestions. By Paul E. Field. 
Ask for No. 21817.... $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 

INTERFACING & SCIENTIFIC 
DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
Focuses on using the universal 
asynchronous receiver/trans- 
mitter (UART) chip in order to 
help your understanding of 
communication chips. Explores 
operation of teletypewriter inter- 
faces and serial transmission cir- 
cuits. By Peter R. Rony. 
Ask for No. 21546 $7.95 

Now Only $6.36 

APPLEx PROGRAMMING 
& INTERFACING 

THE APPLE II CIRCUIT 
DESCRIPTION 
Provides you with a detailed cir- 
cuit description of all Apple II 

motherboards, including the 
keyboard and power supply. 
Comes complete with timing 
diagrams for major signals and a 

discussion of differences be- 
tween the various revisions. By 

Winston D. Gayler. 
Ask for No. 21959 ... $22.95 

Now Only $18.36 

POLISHING YOUR APPLE 
Clearly written, highly practical, 
concise assembly of all proce- 
dures needed for writing, disk - 
filing, and printing programs 
with an Apple II. Positively ends 
your searches through endless 
manuals to find the routine you 
need! By Herbert M. Honig. 
Ask for No. 22026 $4.95 

Now Only $3.96 

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
APPLE II HANDBOOK 
Hands-on aid for exploring the 
entire internal firmware of your 
Apple II and finding out what 
you can accomplish with its 
6502 microprocessor through 
machine- and assembly -lan- 
guage programming. By David 
L. Heiserman. 
Ask for No. 21889.... $16.95 

Now Only $13.56 

APPLESOFT LANGUAGE 
Only complete text available on 
Applesoft BASIC! Self -teaching 
format simplifies learning and 
lets you use what you learn FAST. 

Ideal for businessmen, hobbyists, 
and professionals! Many pro- 
grams included. By Brian D. 
Blackwood and George H. 
Blackwood. 
Ask for No. 21811 .. $10.95 

Now Only $8.76 

. 
APPLE II ASSEMBLY 
LANGUAGE 
Shows you how to use the 
3 -character, 56 -word vocabulary 
of Apple's 6502 to create power- 
ful, fast -acting programs! For 
beginners or those with little or 
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no assembly language pro- 
gramming experience. By Marvin 
L. DeJong. 
Ask for No. 21894.... $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 
.1 - 

APPLE INTERFACING 
Brings you real, tested interfac- 
ing circuits that work, plus the 
necessary BASIC software to 
connect your Apple to the out- 
side world. Lets you control 
other devices, monitor many 
events, and communicate with 
other computers, modems, serial 
printers, and more! By Jonathan 
A. Titus, David G. Larsen, and 
Christopher A. Titus. 
Ask for No. 21862 $10 95 

Now Only $8.76 

ENHANCING YOUR 
APPLE II, Volume 1 

Shows you how to mix text, 
LORES, and HIRES anywhere on 
the screen, how to open up 
whole new worlds of 3-D 
graphics and special effects with 
a one -wire modification, and 
more. Tested goodies from a 

trusted Sams author! By Don 
Lancaster. 

Ask for No. 21846 $15 95 
Now Only $12.76 

MOSTLY BASIC: 
APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR 
APPLE II, Book 2 
Now, a second goldmine of fas- 
cinating BASIC programs for 
your Apple II, featuring 3 dun- 
geons, 11 household programs, 
6 on money or investment, 2 to 
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test your ESP level, and more - 
32 in all! By Howard Berenbon. 
Ask for No. 21864 ... $12.95 

Now Only $10.36 

COMMODORE 
PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

coMmeREA- 
( u,,iem, Gcnni, 

COMMODORE 64 
PROGRAMMER'S 
REFERENCE GUIDE 
This creative programmer's work- 
ing tool for the Commodore 64 
includes a complete, detailed 
dictionary of all Commodore 
BASIC commands, statements, 
and functions, followed by 
BASIC program samples showing 
how each item works, and 
much, much more! By Commo- 
dore Computer. 
Ask for No. 22056 $19.95 

Now Only $15.96 

COMMODORE 64 
USER'S GUIDE 
Shows you how to set up, pro- 
gram, and operate your Com- 
modore 64, including how to do 
arcade -type color animation, 
music, and sound effects. Same 
book that comes packed with 
every Commodore 64 computer! 
By Commodore Computer. 
Ask for No. 22010 . $12 95 

Now Only $10.36 

VIC 20 PROGRAMMERS 
REFERENCE GUIDE 
An easy -to -use, detailed manual 
that helps you program your VIC 
20 like a pro in either BASIC or 
machine language! Includes a 

special section on VIC 20 I/O op- 
erations, too. By Commodore 
Com cuter. 
Ask for No. 21948.. $16 95 

Now Only $13.56 

COMMODORE SOFTWARE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
(2nd Edition) 
Comprehensive software direc- 
tory for the Commodore PET, in- 
cluding business, educational, 
games, firmware, and more -10 
categories in all. Updated reg- 
ularly. By Commodore Computer. 
Ask for No. 21944 $9.95 

Now Only $7.96 

MOSTLY BASIC: 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
YOUR PETr, Book 2 
A second collection of ready -to - 

run BASIC programs that in- 
cludes three dungeons, eleven 
household programs, seven on 
money and investment (three of 
which are on the stock market), 
two that test your ESP level, and 
more! Thirty-seven in all. By 
Howard Berenbon. 
Ask for No. 22001 .. . $13.95 

Now Only $11.16 

Mérfacin4 

PET'' INTERFACING 
Provides you with unique infor- 
mation about interfacing the PET 

through each of its different 
output ports by means of a 

BASIC program and a custom 
interface you can build your- 
self. Has complete hardware 
and software instructions. By 
James M. Downey and Steven M. 
Rogers. 
Ask for No. 21795.... $16.95 

Now Only $13.56 

IBM R PROGRAMMING 
& INTERFACING 

USING YOUR IBM' 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 
Part One gets you started with 
off -the -shelf programs, and 
shows you how to use the PC's 

system hardware. Part Two 
teaches you to program in PC 

BASIC, and includes graphics, 
music, sound effects, and more. 
Fully indexed and illustrated. By 
Lon Poole. 
Ask for No. 22000. .. $16.95 

Now Only $13.56 

8088 ASSEMBLER LAN- 
GUAGE PROGRAMMING: 
THE IBM PC 
Shows you how to program the 
PC with 8088 assembler lan- 
guage. Includes a complete 
functional description of the 
8088 microprocessor, plus a de- 
tailed analysis of the IBM PC 

architecture and how to make 
full use of it. By David C. Willen. 
Ask for No. 22024 . $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 

TIMEX/SINCLAIR 
PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

ZX81 BASIC BOOK 
Neatly and effectively teaches 
ZX81 BASIC language, in- 
structions, and programming 
techniques to owners of the 
ZX81 personal computer. In- 
cludes many examples and exer- 
cises. By Robin Norman. 
Ask for No. 21957 .. $12.95 

Now Only $10.36 

TRS-80® PROGRAMMING 
& INTERFACING 

TRS-80 COLOR 
COMPUTER INTERFACING 
Teaches you the interfacing 
techniques, inner workings, and 
operation of the TRS-80 Color 
Computer and its high- 
performance 6809 microproces- 
sor. Shows how you can control 
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and monitor various equipment 
and events. By Andrew C. 
Staugaard, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21893 $1 A 95 
Now Only $11.96 

TIRS -80.. 
FOR 
KID? 

I 

N SO 

TRS-80 FOR KIDS FROM 
8 TO 80, Volume 1 

Amazingly effective information 
suitable for beginning TRS-80 
programmers of any age, espe- 
cially youngsters. No special 
background is needed. Same 
principles used at National Com- 
puter Camp help 'you learn 
quickly and easily. By Michael P 

Zabinski. 
Ask for No. 22046 $9.95 

Now Only $7.96 

CLEAN SLATE WORD 
PROCESSING FOR THE 
TRS-80 
Possibly the most precisely de- 
tailed word-processing software 
documentation on the market, 
complete with program source 
code and author commentary. 
Shows you how to make the 
most of your CLEAN SLATE pro- 
gram and how to modify it to 
suit your taste or special needs. 
By Henry Melton 
Ask for No. 22005.... $17.95 

Now Only $14.36 

TRS-80 MODEL I, III, 
AND COLOR COMPUTER 
INTERFACING PROJECTS 
A unique book for beginning in- 
terfacers which includes 14 sim- 
ple, useful, and easy -to -build 
construction projects to help you 
make use of your TRS-80 model 
1, 3, or Color Computer in the 
real world. By William Barden, Jr. 

Ask for No. 22009.... $14.95 
Now Only $11.96 

REAL-TIME CONTROL WITH 
THE TRS-80 
Shows how to use your TRS-80 
for sophisticated, low-cost con- 
trol of mechanical or electrical 
devices. Only an ordinary knowl- 
edge of Level II BASIC is needed, 
and no computer modification is 

necessary. Provides everything 
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you need, including where to 
find the sensors and actuators. 
By Russell M. Genet. 
Ask for No. 21831 .... $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 

TNSIU áé°á 
MADE 

SIMPLE 

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY 
LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE 
Learn how to plan, write, and 
hand -assemble your own as- 
sembly language programs in 

memory, using the T -BUG and 
Level lI BASIC ROM subroutines. 
Provides immediate, short-cut 
results for the user who can sim- 
ply use existing routines. By 

Earles McCaul. 
Ask for No. 21851. $12.95 

Now Only $10.36 

ea 
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TRS-80 INTERFACING, 
Book 1 

Introduces you to the various I/O 
signals of the TRS-80 and 
suggests their use in a number of 
practical circuits. Many interest- 
ing experiments for those with a 

fairly good understanding of 
Level II BASIC. By Jonathan A. 

Titus. 
Ask for No. 21633. $10.95 

Now Only $8.76 

TRS-80 INTERFACING, 
Book 2 
Gives you a number of advanced 
ways to use the knowledge from 
Book 1, including generation of 
control voltages and currents, 
driving high -voltage and high - 

current loads, and many more. 
Complete software furnished. By 

Jonathan A. Titus, Christopher A. 
Titus, and David G. Larsen. 
Ask for No. 21739... $11.95 

Now Only $9.56 
For both books, ask 
for No. 21765 $20.95 

Now Only $16.76 

16 -BIT MICROPROCES- 
SOR PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

16 -BIT MICROPROCESSORS 
Carefully steps you through the 
complexities of programming 
and designing with powerful 
16 -bit microprocessors. Covers 
the 68000, 8086, Z8001/2, 
9900, and NS16000. By Christo- 
pher A. Titus, Jonathan A. Titus, 
Alan Baldwin, W. N. Hubin, and 
Leo Scanlon. 
Ask for No. 21805 . $15.95 - 

Now Only $12.76 

.. 
THE 68000: PRINCIPLES 
AND PROGRAMMING 
Systematically guides you 
through the 68000's complex 
architecture, instruction set, 
pinouts, and interfacing tech- 
niques. Excellent for design 
engineers, programmers, and 
students. By Leo J. Scanlon. 
Ask for No. 21853.... $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 

6502 MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN 
Shows you how to place the 
powerful 6502 under assembly 
language program control. Con- 
tains 88 debugged and usable 
sample programs, and a wealth 
of additional material. By Leo J. 

Scanlon. 
Ask for No. 21656.... $13.50 

Now Only $10.80 

ING 
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. 
PROGRAMMING AND 
INTERFACING THE 6502, 
WITH EXPERIMENTS 
Good any time, but excellent if 
you don't have much 6502 as- 
sembly language programming 
or chip -level interfacing experi- 
ence. Simple I/O techniques, in- 
structions, and interfacing that 
can be reinforced by a KIM, 
SYM, or AIM system. By Marvin 
L. DeJong. 
Ask for No. 21651 $16.95 

Now Only $13.56 

ADVANCED 
6502 

INTERFACING 

ADVANCED 6502 
INTERFACING 
Contains many valuable design 
techniques for machine control 
using the 6502 and 6800 mi- 
croprocessor families. Teaches 
interface design, understanding 
of LSI devices, and solutions to 
typical problems encountered. 
By John M. Holland. 
Ask for No. 21836 .. $12.95 

Now Only $10.36 

6800 MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

E 

6809 MICROCOMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING AND 
INTERFACING, WITH 
EXPERIMENTS 
Instructional text and applica- 
tions handbook giving you a 

solid understanding of the 6809 
high-performance chip. Covers 
all aspects and includes much 
software. By Andrew C. 

Staugaard, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21798 $1/.95 
Now Only $11.96 

USING THE 6800 
MICROPROCESSOR 
No special background in digital 
electronics is needed to use this 
book, which steps you through 
the conception, configuration, 
writing, and running of a variety 
of programs that demonstrate 
the powerful 6800's practical 
applications. By Elmer Poe. 

Ask for No. 21512 $8.95 
Now Only $7.16 

HOW TO PROGRAM 
AND INTERFACE THE 6800 
Introductory tutorial to 
Motorola's popular 6800, em- 
phasizing real -world applica- 
tions. Covers internal structure, 
instruction set, programming, 
hardware, and interfacing tech- 
niques. Many experiments! By 

Andrew C. Staugaard, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21684 ... $15.95 
Now Only $12.76 

8080/8085 MICRO- 
PROCESSOR PROGRAM- 
MING & INTERFACING 

8085A COOKBOOK 
A design -it -yourself guide to 
basic microcomputing concepts 
for the 8085A microprocessor 
and its family -compatible chips. 
Helps you design a number of 
completely operational, 8085A - 
based microcomputers. By 

Jonathan A. Titus, David G. Lar- 

sen, and Christopher A. Titus. 
Ask for No. 21697.... $15.95 

Now Only $12.76 
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8080A MICROCOMPUTER 
INTERFACING AND 
PROGRAMMING 
(2nd Edition) 
Teaches you device select pulse 
generation, microcomputer out- 
put, microcomputer input, and 
interrupt servicing in the context 
of 8080A -based microcomputers 
so you can develop your own in- 
terfaces to other digital devices. 
By Peter R. Rony. 
Ask for No. 21933 .. $17.95 

Now Only $ 14.36 

INTRODUCTORY 
EXPERIMENTS IN DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS AND 8080A 
MICROCOMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING AND INTERFAC- 
ING, BOOKS 1 AND 2 

Introductory, self-instructioral 

information about digitals, 
8080A interfacing, device select 
pulses, the 8080A instruction 
set, data bus and I/O techniques, 
and much more. By Peter R. 

Rony. 

Book 1, ask for 
No.21550 $16.95 

Now Only $13.56 
Book 2, ask for 
No. 21551 $14.95 

Now Only $11.96 
For both books, ask for 
No.21552 $26.95 

Now Only $21.56 

Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMING & 
INTERFACING 

Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR 
ADVANCED INTERFACING 
WITH APPLICATIONS IN 
DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
Helps you learn to exchange in- 
formation and access data bases 
all over the world, using a system 
based on the Z-80 or almost any 
other 8- or 16 -bit microproces- 
sor. Includes much portable 
software. By Joseph C. Nichols, 
Elizabeth A. Nichols, and Keith 
A. Musson. 
Ask for No. 22003.... $19.95 

Now Only $15.96 

Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER 
DESIGN PROJECTS 
Even a novice can get first-hand 
Z-80 operations experience! You 
actually build a small but fully 
operational Z-80 microcomputer 
having 2K of EPROM and 128 
bytes of RAM, program it, check 
it out, and use it in more than 75 
pages of projects! By William 
Barden, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21682 .. $14.95 
Now Only $11.96 

Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMING AND 
INTERFACING, Book 1 

Introduces you to the Z-80 and 
its machine- and assembly - 
language software. Requires NO 
background in computer sci- 
ence, programming, or digital 

electronics. By Joseph C. Nichols, 
Elizabeth A. Nichols, and Peter R. 

Rony. 

Ask for No. 21609 .. $12.95 
Now Only $10.36 

Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMING AND 
INTERFACING, Book 2 
Covers the interfacing of digital 
circuits with Z-80 CPU, PIO, and 
CTC chips. Assumes you have 
read Book 1 or are familiar with 
Z-80 assembly and machine - 
language programming. By 
Joseph C. Nichols, Elizabeth A. 
Nichols, and Peter R. Rony. 

Ask for No. 21610. .. $16.95 
Now Only $13.56 

For both books, ask 
for No. 21611 $25.95 

Now Only $20.76 
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Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER 
HANDBOOK 
Acquaints you with the 
hardware of the Z-80 and dis- 
cusses its software aspects, in- 
cluding use of machine and 
assembly language. Also looks 
at the microcomputers using 
that chip. By William Barden, Jr. 

Ask for No. 21500.... $13.95 
Now Only $11.16 

Bug symbol is a registered trademark of The Blacksburg Group, Inc., 
and denotes those books in the Blacksburg Continuing Education Series. 

Apple II and Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. 

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corporation 
PET is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines 
CP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital Research, Inc. 
UCSD is a trademark of UC Regents, San Diego campus 
Timex/Sinclair 1000 is a registered trademark of Timex Computer Corporation 

IMPORTANT - 
HERE'S HOW TO ORDER 
1. Look through the Sams Book list 
ings in this ad and find the books that 
fit your interests or the interests of 
someone you know. 
2. To get your books at this special 
discount, and in the shortest possible 
time, complete and mail the handy 
order card attached. If the order card 
is missing, send us the order form on 
this page or staple it to your purchase 
order. 
3. Charge your books to your Mas- 
terCard or VISA account, or include 
your check or money order for the 
full amount due. Be sure to add $2 
for handling. 
4. If you'd rather order by phone, 
call the Sams Order Desk at 800- 
428-3696 toll -free or 317-298-5566 
and charge it to MasterCard or VISA. 
Give the Order Desk operator the 
code number in the box at the bot- 
tom of the order form when she asks 
for it. Order Desk hours are 8:00 AM 
to 4:30 PM Monday thru Friday, EST 
the year 'round. 
5. Mail your order to: 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
4300 West 62nd Street 
P.O. Box 7092 
Indianapolis, IN 46206 

SAMS 20% DISCOUNT SALE ORDER FORM 
Catalog No. Qty. Special Price Total Catalog No. Qty. Special Price Total 

Check Subtotal 
Add Local Sales Tax Where Applicable 

Add Handling Charge 
Total Amount Enclosed 

Money Order 
E MasterCard 
E VISA 

2.00 

Account Number 
Name (print) 
Signature 
Address 
City State Zip 

Offer good in USA only and expires June 30, 1983. Prices subject to change without notice. 
All books available from Sams distributors, bookstores, and computer stores nationwide. 
In Canada, contact Lenbrook Industries, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario M1H 1H5. 
Howard W Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd, PO. Box 7092, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Expires 

m 
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VIC2PERSONAL 0 COMPUTER 

(List Price $2991 

SALE! 

$13900 
(when you buy 6 tape programs at sale prices) 

We Love Our Customers 
Our Prices and Service 
Prove It! 
One Day Delivery Express 
Mail 

We Have Commodore 64 Computers In Stock 

Commodore 64 Program- 
mers Reference Guides 
Free With Purchase 

Over 500 Programs To 
Choose From 

Free Catalogs 

You get the COMMODORE VIC-20 Computer 
for only $139.00 when you buy 6 tape programs 
on sale for only $59.00. These 6 tape programs 
list for $96.00 to $132.00! You can choose one 
of these three tape program packs: 6 GAME 
program pack $59.00 (Alien Invasion, Target 
Command, Artillery, Chase, Snake Out, Cattle 
Round Up). 6 HOME FINANCE program pack 
$59.00 (Check Book, Calculator, The Budgeter, 
Home Inventory, Income Tax, Utility Bill Saver). 
6 SMALL BUSINESS program pack $59.00 (Ac- 
countant, Accounts Receivable and Payable, 
Inventory, Order Tracker, Estimating and 
Bidding, Appointments). 

33K COMMODORE VIC $199 
WITH 2'fß TIMES MORE POWER 

For only $199.00 you get the COMMODORE 
VIC-20 Computer plug. WE ADD 8,000 BYTES 
OF USER MEMORY to give you 2'h TIMES 
MORE PROGRAMMING POWER! This power- 
ful full-sized extra featured computer includes 
the 6502 microprocessor (LIKE APPLE) 20,000 
bytes ROM with a 16K extended LEVEL II 
Microsoft BASIC, 13,000 bytes RAM, a total of 
33,000 bytes memory, plug in expandable to 
60,000 bytes, 66 key typewriter professional ex- 
panded keyboard with graphic symbols on 
keys, color command keys, high resolution 
graphics, 512 displayable characters, text 
display is 22 lines 23 characters, sound and 
music, real time, upper lower case, full screen 
editing cursor, floating point decimal and trig 
functions, string arrays, scrolling, multi state- 
ment lines, file management, PEEK AND 
POKE. Assembly machine language is 
available. We have easy to use self teaching 
books and programs. Accepts TAPE -DISK AND 
PLUG IN CARTRIDGES, connects to any TV, 
includes AD adaptor, R.F. modulator, switch 
box, self teaching instruction book, comes in a 
beautiful console case. 

41K COMMODORE VIC $249 
WITH FOUR TIMES MORE POWER 

For only $249.00 you get the 41K COM- 
MODORE VIC with 400% MORE PROGRAMM- 
ING POWER THAN VIC-20! We add 16,000 
bytes user memory to the VIC-20. You get a 
total of 41,000 bytes memory (20,000 bytes 
ROM, 21,000 bytes RAM and extended LEVEL 
II BASIC) plus all the extra features listed! 

49K COMMODORE VIC $299 
WITH SIX TIMES MORE POWER 

For only $299.00 you get the SUPER 
POWERED 49K COMMODORE VIC with 600% 
MORE PROGRAMMING POWER than VIC-20! 
We add 24,000 bytes user memory to the 
VIC-20. You get a total of 49,000 bytes memory 
(20,000 bytes ROM, 29,000 bytes RAM and ex- 
tended LEVEL II BASIC) plus all the extra 
features listed! 

TRACTOR -FRICTION PRINTER $399 

This all new COM-STAR deluxe line printer, 
prints 8'h" x 11" letter quality full size, single 
sheet, roll or fan fold computer paper, labels, 
etc. 40, 66, 80, 132 columns. Impact dot matrix, 
bi-directional, 80 CPS. Includes special cable 
that plugs direct Into the VIC-20 printer port - 
no other costly interface is needed! List 
$599.00 Sale $399.00. 

SUPER 10" COM-STAR PRINTER $499 

Has all the features of the COM- STAR printer 
shown above, PLUS! 10' carriage 100 CPS, Dot 
addressable bit Image graphics, 2.3 buffer, 18 
character sets, 40, 48, 66, 80, 96, 132 columns, 
prints true descender, super and subscript, 
underlining. Includes special cable to plug In- 
to the VIC-20 printer port. List $699. Sale $499. 

60K MEMORY EXPANDER $79 

Allows memory expansion to 60K total (20K 
ROM and 40K RAM). Has six slots to add six 
cartridges - you can switch select any com- 
bination of memory or programs. Stop and 
start any program with reset button, you don't 
have to remove cartridges or turn off com- 
puter. This expander Is a must to get the most 
out of your VIC-20 Computer! 

PLAY ATARI GAMES ON VIC-20 $79 

WOWII Plug in our new "GAME LOADER" and 
you can play all ATARI video game cartridges, 
Activision, 'magic M -Network on your VIC-20 
computer. List $99. Sale $79. 

LOW COST PLUG IN EXPANSION 

Accessories plug In direct to this computer, 
extra RAM memory, data cassette, telephone 
modem $99.00, deluxe 80 column printer 
$399.00, 170K disk drive $349.00 all plug in 
direct! You do not have to buy an expensive 
expansion interface!! 

WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES 

We sell direct to customers and you save the 
profit margin normally made by computer 
stores, department stores and distributors, we 
are willing to take a smaller margin to develop 
volume. WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS - OUR 
PRICES PROVE IT! 

GET $300.00 FREE SOFTWARE 
WHEN YOU BUY A 
COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER!! 

IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY 
If your computer fails because of warranty 
defect within 90 days from date of purchase, 
you simply send your computer to us via 
United Parcel Service prepaid. We will "im- 
mediately" send you a replacement computer 
at no charge via United Parcel Service prepaid. 
This warranty applies to all products we sell 
because WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS!! 

it. 

15 DAY FREE TRIAL 

DON'T MISS THIS SALE -ORDER NOW 

VIC-20 for only $139. plus 
$59. for 6 pack of programs 
Specify pack wanted 

33K-VIC for only $199. 

41K-VIC for only $249. 

49K-VIC for only $299. 

Tractor Friction Printer $399. 

Super 10' Printer $499. 

00K Memory Expander $79. 

Game Loader-Atari $79. 

We ship C.O.D. and honor Visa and Master 
Card. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 7ip Code 
El VISA E MASTER CARD E C.O.D. 

Credit Card No. 

Expiration Date 

Add $10.00 for shipping, handling and in- 
surance. Illinois residents please add 6% 
tax. Add $20.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, 
HAWAII orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO 
OTHER COUNTRIES. 
Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or 
Personal Check. Allow 14 days for delivery, 2 
to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express 
mail! 
Canada orders must be in U.S. dollars. 

PRDTECTD 
E N T E R P R I Z E S (FACTORY -DIRECT) 

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010 
Phone 3121382.5244 to order 
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THE RANGE OF GAiX I I s \ND GIZSIC1S III:A 1 ,ARE .Ay.AII.ARLE FOR 

personal computers is astounding. What is available includes 
rock -bottom -priced aids such as keyboard overlays that make 
software even easier to use: 1:0 converters that perm t high- 
performance printers to be used ss- th lose -cost computer systems 
for word processing on a budget: and even disk simulators that 

-. add hundreds of thousands of bytes of RAM to a conventional 8 - 

or 16 -hit computer. 
To show how an add-on can greatly increase a compLter's 

capability or ease of use. let's start our tour through afterm.arket 
hardware with a device that is made for Radio Shack's Color 
Computer: a serial -to-parallel printer converter. 

The Radio Shack Color Computer-or "Coco" as it is ú)Iten 
called has been a great value since its in:roduction. One reason 
is that it includes a serial output port that can he used for either a 

modem or a printer. Unfortunately. that port has same unusual 
characteristics, and until recently t could be connected only to a 

general-purpose printer that was really hest suited for program 
listings. It wasn't possible to use one of the man: high- 
performance. low-cost parallel printers on the market. sut_h as 

the Epsom A!X-80. 
First to rush in to change that was The Micro Works. Their 

PI80C serial -to-parallel printer adapter converts the serial out- 
: put from the Color Computer to a parallel output. That allows 

the use of the Epson. or any of the other high-performance 
Centronics -type printers dumped on the market at rock-hottor.l 
prices-such as the Centronics ,37. and even Radio Shack. 
Line Printer l'1I that was sold off in some stores b r the bargain 
price of about $300_ 

When the Telearriter-64 software ss as introduced by 
Cue utee. it established the Cob), Computer as a full -featured, 
professional -quality word procesor. The trouble vas that there 
was no suitable low-cost daisy -.wheel printer that would ss ork 
with the Color Computer with or without the then -existing 
adapters. That problem was reserlved by Botek Ins:run-eta.. 
model CCP -1 serial -to-parallel converter that works with esers 
popular printer including the low-cost Smith -Corona lP-/ 
daisy -vs heel printer. With the Buick adapter. it doesn't matter 
whether you're using one of the oúd, new, or''sans age'' parallel 
printers--thev all work with the Color Computer. 

Noss. that we has a picture of how drastically an add-on 
gadget or gizmo can affect a personal computer and its use let's 
take a look at some others that are available and what they can 
do. 

Radio 
Electronics law APRIL '983 

Hum eP 

A true computer system 
consists of .noe tnan just a 

computer It also hcludes 
Ire ny accesscríes to make 

the =3ompuler roue efficient. 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

Software aids 
Not all computer aceessomes are electron c. Some add-ons 

simply make a certain pr run easier We previously 
mentioned kevhoard overlays that car; make software easier îo 
use. They arc asailahle lar lü'ordStar, rthause !i. and ."uperCal--. 
WordStar and ct9usell are two of the bit hut nr>s-_ complicated 
programs to use because they have so many control codes and 
procedures. If yira don't use ore of those pu __r.inns on a steady 
basis you will have to make frequent and lrustr tint references 
to the operating n.anual. Snlva,rCulc isn't as had it's among the 
easiest of all the ,prcadshce: programs .o use hut it also has an 
arm's -length list of com nor _I codes. H_ns es -r. with the Kleer- 
le.v template for the Oshornr [shown in Fie_. I t.:he operation of 
all three are simplified and ll: become .rinror,_.I delight touse I 

think that those Kleerte.s 1 velays hs Creative Computer Prod- 
ucts are possih } the hes! I>erating ads on. the market. The 
precision die -can kc\ board userlays are inade of heal y, flexible 
plastic. They has 2. the connrands rouíLd .u and Ilk keys. and 
the grouping is better than the summary card, than the man- 
ulacturers supp s with thsir software: -Hie Ikleertes aids have 
had test usais :aid running the three pros rL:na, in hours rather 
than days or ss.ccks. Ard tries- can gwcklv 2e. sou running a 

program that yo si h,nen't nsed in a while. l her we apposed to 

=1G. 1-KEYBO>RD OVEF L 1`5. from Kleer'ex e n base you runn ng 
software in hours rather than dbys. 
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be in the Xerox stores sometime in 1983. Personally, if I didn't 
own an Osborne I'd cut the template,' down to fit my computer- 
which is how I'm going to fit the 1e ?eerte.rt template for Word- 
5tar to a Heath H19 terminal. 

Timex/Sinclair accessories 
One of the great things about computer accessories is that they 

can increase the power of even the most inexpensive machine. 
One of the most popular low-cost computers is the SinclairZX81 
and.or the Timex/Sinclair 1000. (The only difference between 
them is that the Timex, with 2K of RAM, has twice the memory 
of the ZX8 I .) That computer is used by some perople as a trainer 
for children; by others who are on a budget as a "main" 
computer: and it's even used by owners of full-blown personal 
computers who want a portable tha- fits into an attache case. To 
say that the Timex has limitations is an understatement-but it is 

a remarkably powerful computer for the money. The "official" 
accessory is a plug-in 16K RAM module. Another Timex acces- 
sory, the printer (not yet available in the US), is tiny and uses 
thin rolls of thermal printer paper that are best suited for listings. 
But there are aftermarket outfits that turn out professional 
accessories for the Timex/Sincl.ur computers. For example, 
Memotech Corp. makes memory modules of I6K and 32K 
RAM and even 64K RAM. They also make a Centronics -type 
printer interface that permits the use of a standard parallel printer 
with the Timex and also a module for high -resolution graphics 
(19f. x 248 pixels). As shown in Fig. 2, each module connects 
to the rear expansion port and has its own expansion port on the 
rear so that other modules can be plugged in and stacked. At the 
end of the line Timex's own 16K module can be installed. (For 
32K total RAM you could use a Memotech 16K module and the 
Timex 16K RAM module.) The "award winner" of all those 
modules is the Centronics -type parallel printer interface. That 
lets the user step up to professional quality printing-no more 
little strips of paper. 

Because the Timex/Sinclair computer is low cost and mass- 
merchandized it might well prove to be the most popular (at least 
the most widely sold) computer. so we can expect to see many 
more "expansion" devices offered as accessories. Already, 
full-sized, typewriter -like replacements for the hard -to -use 
membrane keyboard are hot sellers, as are keyboard "beepers" 
that let you know when you hit a key. We have read advertise- 
ments describing clock/calendars that plug into the expansion 
port. and even a communications modem and an EPROM pro- 
grammer: but inquires to date have ' ailed to turn up a production 
model-all appeared to be in the "final stages of production" at 
the time this article was prepared. 

Printer accessories 
Another gadget for printers-t tcre are lots of them-is hard- 

ware generally described as a ìnie robie er. That's an 8K or 16K 
RAM specifically intender to connect between your computer 
and the printer. There are even models that provide as much as 

64K or 256K of RAM. What's the advantage of one of those 
devices? You would know if you ever had to wait for your 
printer to finish printing a document before you could get back to 
using your computer for something else. The typical matrix 
printer for a personal computer runs at a top speed of approx- 
imately 80 characters -per -second Some daisy -wheel printers 
are even slower, some as slow as 12 or 14 characters -per - 
second. If you have a long document it can take quite a while, 
perhaps 5 to 10 minutes to print 4000 words (24,000 characters). 
In "computer time," 5 minutes is a lifetime, and during that 
period your computer sits unused for any purpose other than to 
print the document. That's a most intolerable situation. 

But if you connect a microbuffer RAM between the computer 
and the printer then the computer can dump character, into 
microbuffer RAM at speeds up to 120,000 characters per 
second, 2600 words in the blink of an eye. When enough RAM 

free in the microbuffer the computer does another high-speed 
dump to fill the buffer RAM. While the printer extracts its data 

FIG. 2-ADD-ON MODULES for the Timex/Sinclair computer from 
Memotech Corp. are stackable. 

slowly from the microbuffer, the computer has its RAM free and 
can be used for other purposes. 

Microbuffers are available under many different brand names 
for a host of computers and printers. Some get built into the 
printer, such as the one for the Epson printer from Practical 
Peripherals, Inc. Others are outboard accessories such as the 
Printer Optimizer from Applied Creative Technology, Inc. 

We previously discussed a serial -to-parallel converter for the 
Color Computer, but other computers or computer users could 
also use such a converter. (That's not only for printers, but for 
any other parallel device.) Presume, for example, that you hate 
just replaced some of your early computer equipment and dis- 
cover that the new stuff is made for serial printers only. Or 
perhaps for some other reason you decide that serial is the way to 
go. But all your old printing equipment is parallel, and its 
made -in value is zilch. What do you do? No, you do not mo 
gage the old homestead. Rather,you connect a $79.95 standa 
(Ho! Ho!) RS -232 serial -to-parallel interface adapter betwe 
the computer and the printer (or between the computer any othe 
parallel accessory). 

That adapter converts the computer's serial output to 
Centronics -type parallel, and if all goes as expected. everything 
should work. One standard serial -to-parallel adapter is mar- 
ufactured by Engineering Specialties. Its lowest baud rate is 150 
(rather than the more or less "standard" 300 baud) and the 
device will therefore work with Centronics -type parallel I/O, 
most IBM Selectric printer conversions, and the slow daisy- 
wheel printers such as the Smith Corona TP -1 (which can be a 

real problem with serial/parallel converters because the compu- 
ter is sending the second character before the first is printed)). 
The Engineering Specialties converter has a one byte memory 
which allows the printer to finish before it receives the net 
character, and the printer will work even if the computer canna' 
send 110 baud. Because nothing in the world of computers 
standard. I would suggest that you phone ahead and ask them if 
Heir gizmos will work with your system. 

Take careful note that your printer, or the computer. must 
provide the 5V at 20 -mA needed for the adapter. Most printers, 
but not all, have 5 volts on RS -232 pin 18. If not, you must 
provide the 5 volts from somewhere else. 

When trouble comes 
Having trouble interfacing your printer or your modem to 

your computer? Does your printer' :c output have no relation to 
the specified formatting? Surprise! Standard RS -232 doesn't 
turn out to be all that standard: sometimes it seems that everyone 
puts a zinger or two into their RS -232 connections so you have to 
purchase their software and hardware. (How I remember spend- 
ing hours trying to get a modem working until I discovered that 
Heath held pin 20 of their RS -232 connection at five volts- 
why?) 
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If you like to use a lot of hardware peripherals, or if you are 
using several computers. a gadget that you might want is some- 
thing called a Model 50 Breakout Box from Remark Datatcom, 
Inc. It has male and female RS -232 I/O connectors, and DIP 
switches in series with each signal line that permit you to open 
any of the 24 signal lines. Terminals on both sides of the 
switches allows the user to patch any input signal to any output 
terminal. It even has four common bus areas so you can connect 
two or more terminals together (some modem circuits need 
that). Six patch cords are supplied, and for those of us with poor 
memories, the standard RS -232 signal list is imprinted on the 
enclosure. 

If your RS -232 hardware configuration doesn't work right 
then you can switch open the questionable signal lines, patch the 
input to what you figure is the output. and when everything 
works right you simply make up an ordinary patch cable with the 
wiring configuration that you worked out. The Breakout Box is 
shown in Fig. 3 and it can save hours of troubleshooting and 
calculations. While the $79 price of the device is a bit stiff for a 
one-time installation, its a great device for local users' groups. A 
slightly less sophisticated version (without the DIP switches, 
just patch terminals) is available for less than $40. 

Male or Female? 
It never fails: The connectors on your new peripherals are 

always the reverse of what you've been using. If all your 
connecting cables are male -to-male the next piece of hardware 
will require a female connector. Most of the gender problems 
with RS -232 style connecting cables are easily resolved with a 
Gender Reverser from B & B Electronics. Those are simply 
small printed -circuit cards with matching RS -232 connectors on 
each end (male to male or female to female) Attach your present 
RS -232 cable and voila, the gender on one end of the cable is 
reversed. The price of $19.95 is somewhat high, but that's about 
what it would cost you if you went out and purchased the 
connectors and cable from a local store, and the gender reverser 
is a lot smaller and more convenient. Normally, female -to - 
female is the most convenient reverser, so if your budget can 
only afford one, get the female model. 

One megabyte on-line RAM. 
No, you don't need a maxi -computer to get a megabyte, or 

even 8 megabytes of RAM on-line; all you need is lots of money 
and a device known as a disk simulator or semidisk. Consider 
your disk drive(s); if it's single density you can write about 
IOOK. If it's double density about 180K. If it's double -sided 
double -density. 360K. Two drives? 740K and so on, all the way 
up to the megabyte range. Now imagine if you wilt that you 
replace the drive with RAM that is driven to operate as if it were 
a disk drive. The computer will write and read from the "disk;" 
but now, instead of a disk drive taking (what seems like) forever 
to locate the desired data, the signals zip through the RAM in 
microseconds. 

To run a disk simulator you simply connect the device in place 
of a disk(s) drive and run an installation program. The computer 
then sees the simulator's RAM as a disk, and the data is stored in 
the RAM at it would be on a disk. There ate two important 
differences: The RAM gives you virtually instant access to the 
data, and it is volatile. (When you turn off the computer's 
power, the RAM's data is lost.) 

Disk simulators can be obtained as outboard add-on accessor- 
ies or as cards specifically designed to plug directly into a 
computer in place of the disk drive. They are available for S-100 
computers, the TRS-80 Model 11, the IBM Personal Computer, 
and the Apple 1/. They are so successful that we can expect 
models will soon be available for every personal computer that 
uses a disk system. 

One problem with disk simulators is that they lose their 
memory contents when power is shut down or interrupted. That, 
of course, is because of the properties of RAM. There is, 
however. a disk simulator that does not suffer from that short- 
coming: the Bubdisk from MPC Peripherals Corp. That device is 

FIG. 3-IF YOU HAVE TRQ)BLE with a "standard" PS -232 interface -that is 
not standard, the Breakout Box can help you figure out what's wrong. 

a bubble -memory disk simulator. Bubble memories feature the 
read/write abilities of RAM's along with the non -volatility of 
ROM's, and the mass -storage capabdites of a tape or disk. 

The 128 K Bubdisk has an interesting feature. In the event of a 
power failure or brown out, the board will automatically power 
down to ensure the reliability of the stored data. 

What happens to the disk -operating system, utilities, and the 
like? That's all on the first disk drive. The simulators are used in 
place of the second, third, or fourth drive, depending cn the 
particular computer installation. You can use the simulator 
RAM for program development, or whatever, and store the end 
result or data on the remaining disk drive(s). 

As with all new things, simulators don't come cheap. A 512K 
simulator goes for almost $2000-but that's today's price. 

More Color Computer accessories 
One of the major limitations of the Color Computer is that you 

can have only one ROM module plugged in at a time because 
there's only one ROM module port. Considering that aftermar- 
ket distributors are packaging their software in their own ROM 
modules, it's conceivable that there will soon be a need to run 
several modules at one time. For example, a disk drive (which 
uses the module port). a BASIC AID module, and who knows 
what else-the Color Computer is fast becoming a giant in 
low-cost computing. Among the leading gadgets to expand it is 
the Basic Technology's BT -1000 color computer expander, 
which is a device that converts the single ROM module port into 
five ports that can handle either ROM or RAM modules. Why 
would you use a RAM module on a ROM port? To expand 
RAM. The ROM port address is located above the internal 
RAM, so RAM used on the ROM port will provide additional 
RAM at the top which can be used to store utilities, etc. 

For those who want to add professional -quality time keeping 
to their "CoCo" programs. Basic Technology has a crystal - 
controlled module for a real-time clock/calendar that provides 
the day, date, month. year, hours, minutes and seconds. An 
internal NiCd battery keeps the module running when the com- 
puter is turned off. 

For those owners who want to design and build their own 
hardware, Computer Accessories of Arizona has a breadboard 
that plugs into the ROM module port and brings out the data, 
address, and control signals. It provides 16 square inches of 
pre -drilled breadboarding area with plated -through holes that 
are compatible with wirewrap accessories. 

There are probably more accessory joysticks available for the 
Color Computer than for all the video arcade games. Those 
"high performance" or professional (professional?, joysticks 
can let you zap more Klingons, protect more cities, destroy more 
missiles, than any other. Each claims to be a breakthrough in the 
state of the art of joystick technology. 

Moses Engineering tPO Box 11038, Ardmore Highway Sta - 
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Applied Creative Technology 
2723 Avenue E East, Suite 717 
Arlington, TX 76011 

Basic Technology 
PO Box 511 
Ortonville, MI 48462 

B&B Electronics 
PO Box 475 
Mendota, fiL 61342 

Botek Instruments 
4949 Hampshire 
Utica, MI 48087 

Cognitec 
704 Nob Ave. 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

SUPPLIERS 

Computer Accessories of Arizona 
5801 E. Voltaire Dr. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85254 

Engineering Specialties 
1501-B Pine Street 
PO Box 2233 
Oxnard, CA 93030 

General Automation 
9600 Roosevelt Blvd. 
Philadelphia, PA 19115 

Giltronix, Inc. 
970 Sab Artonio Rd. 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Memotech Corp. 
7550 West Yale Ave. 
Denver CO 80227 

MPC Peripherals Corp. 
9424 Chesapeake Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123 

Practical Peripherals, Inc. 
31245 La Baya Dr. 
Westlake Village, CA 91362 

Remark Datacom, Inc. 
4 Sycamore Dr. 
Woodbury, NY 11797 

RKS Industries 
4865 Scotts Valley Dr. 
Scotts Valley, Ca 95066 

The Micro Works 
PO Box 1110 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

tion, Huntsville, AL 35805) has a light pen that plugs into one of 
the Color Computer's joystick ports. It takes some program- 
ming skill in BASIC to use the light pen, but you can write 
programs where the pen "selects" the correct answers from a 
screen full of words, patterns, or anything else. That light pen 
needs some better documentation if it's to be used by beginners 
and newcomers to BASIC, but if you know what light pens are 
all about you probably can make it do many tricks. 

For those who need a larger computer but have so much 
invested in their Color Computer that they can't bail out for 
something larger, there's an expansion interface from General 
Automation. That gizmo or is it a widget?-is disk com- 
patable: it provides 64K RAM access for the 32K Revision -E 
model of the Color Computer. It provides a parallel port for a 
printer or I,O-leaving the RS -232 port available for simulta- 
neous modem use, selects up to 7 more peripheral cards, and can 
even handle a speech synthesizer. 

Expansion 
I ou're having trouble trying to run several peripherals on 

one I O port then you should be aware that Giltronix, Inc. makes 
"black boxes" that eliminate plugging and unplugging equip- 
ment when you want to substitute, say. a printing terminal for a 
CRT terminal, or a printer for a modem, and so on. Their model 
ASU -3 is an automatic port selector that will connect any one of 
three peripherals to a CPU or CRT by simply entering a com- 
mand on the keyboard; the appropriate baud rate is set aum- 
matically when the peripheral is switched. For those of you 
trying to get microcomputers to run like a data-processing sys- 
tem, Giltronix has models that switch 5 or 7 peripherals. 

Killing the killer 
It takes but a single transient surge on the power line to zap 

hours of programming effort loaded into RAM if it rides through 
your computer's power supply. Now the kind of surge we're 
talking about isn't one that dims the lights or shrinks the video 
display. Rather, it is one so brief that you never know it occurred 
until you look up and see your screen is filled with "garbage " 
The fact is that even a lightning hit miles away can cause a 
transient that will zap your computer. There are many devices on 
the market designed specifically to squash that type of transient. 
They go under various brand names but they all accomplish the 
same result. One example that we will give is the Surge Sentry 
from RKS Indusxries. That is a protector that plugs into the 
powerline and the computer plugs into it. Transient surges that 
exceed approximately ISO volts are suppressed by the device 
before they even get a chance to enter the computer. 

Controlling the world 
In the early days of computing. no newspaper article on 

computers was complete without some anecdotes about corn 
puterists who "enhanced" their lives with a home controlled b 
a computer-or was it really a computer that controlled their 
lives? The computer turned the lights on and off, answered th 
phone when no one was home, put up the coffee in the morning 
turned on the lawn sprinklers, and kicked the cat out for the 
night. What those articles failed to spell out was that most of the 
hardware was customized, very expensive, difficult for the 
non -engineer to install, and usually wasn't worth the effort: Do 
you really want coffee made from water that's been standing out 
all night? But, if you want your computer to control the outside 
world, it's now easy and relatively inexpensive. Radio Shack 
has a controller priced at $39.95 that works in conjunction with 
the BSR controller modules-the same modules that are used 
with the BSR X-/0 Wireless Remote Control System. As de- 
termined by your BASIC program, the controller broadcasts a 

BSR-type signal through the AC powerline, causing the in- 
dividual modules to apply or remove AC power from an attached 
appliance. Though Radio Shack has been more or less the leader 
in utilizing the BSR-type device for control of the outside world. 
from time to time other control devices for other computers 
appear in the marketplace. As a general rule they are usually 
some form of parallel output port providing a TTL signal to 
which you must connect a lot of extra switching hardware; or 
they provide a low -current "dry" contact closure for eight or 
more circuits. Again, you provide the rest of the hardware. 
Except for the BSR-type controller, the other designs come and 
go because they are simply too much trouble for the non- 
technical personal -computer user. But if a BSR-type controller 
becomes available for your particular computer. snatch it up, 
even if you have no use for it at the moment. (It's amazing the 
uses you find for it after you own one.) They are relatively 
inexpensive and a delight to use-meaning they are user- 
friendly; they actually can switch a small room -size air con- 
ditioner directly. without any intermediate hardware. 

As you have probably noticed we haven't even touched on 
hard disk drives, disk -storage cabinets, disk -drive cleaning kits, 
covers, protectors, add-on monitors, or a dozen other things. 
Those are all standard equipment used or desired by almost all 
computerists. We've concentrated on the gadgets and gizmt 
that are relatively unknown or unused, but that can put a lot 
power and/or pleasure into your computer system. Often. 
gadget you never thought you would need (or maybe that you 
never even thought of at all!) suddenly becomes the key to a 
whole new direction in personal computing. R -E 
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ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER REVO- 

lution is the ability with whiA we can access and use informa- 
tion. We now have more information we can access than ever 
before, such as stock reports, world news, and other data. That 
data is available from the wide variety of information networks 
that have been estab:ished in the last several years-and all of it 
is only a phone call away. 

Those information systems (sometimes called remote data- 
bases) include The Source, CompuServe, and Dow Jones, to 
name just three of the major, general -interest networks. Howev- 
er, there are many other smaller and more specialized services 
available, too. 

Access to those services has been somewhat limited until 
now. That's because if ycu wanted to connect to such a data- 
base, you had to have a con puter and a modem with which to 
link the computer to the sLrvice. However, that left a wide 
segment of potential users out of the system, because many of 
them didn't have computer facilities available. 

But that situation is rapidly changing as Vow -cost home com- 
puters are becoming more widespread. Any of those personal 

F 
microcomputers. when used with the right software and a tele- 
phone modem, can connect to one of the information networks. 
It is necessary, of course, that you have a subscription to the 
service. 

However, there are some people in the population who really 
might not care to own a microcomputer, but still want some way 
to access one or more of the many networks. What are those 
people to do? They can opt for any of the personal data terminals 
available on the market. Those range from keyboard -only 
"dumb" units to "intelligent" terminals that include their own 
display screen, modem, and more. 

1111 

Although some terminals do offer a number of features, none 
can do as much as a personal computer can. What, then is the 
advantage of a terminal? The answer, obviously, is cost. Ter - 
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minals are available as complete units in a price range from $399 
to about $700. Compare that to a cost of about $1,000 for the 
average horse computer configured with the equipment and 
software needed to act in a terminal role. That includes not only 
the software package that can run up to $150, in some cases, but 
also the modem, display screen, necessary memory, and possi- 
bly a printer. Yes, it is true that a top -of -the -line intelligent 
terminal with a printer can approach that price level, too. but for 
the average user who wants to save some money, a terminal is 
the best bet. 

Dumb or intelligent? 
Before we go any farther, there are several terms which have 

to be defined, and we'll start with "dumb" and "intelligent." A 
dumb terminal is just what the name implies-it cannot act for 
itself and must be driven by another system. It can be driven by a 
mainframe computer, a minicomputer, or a microcomputer. 
That type of terminal, available from many sources, is incapable 
of all but the most elementary functions, such as rudimentary 
screen editing and cursor movements. 

An intelligent terminal, on the othr hand, is usually driven by 
an 8 -bit microprocessor. While t is capable of acting as a dumb 
terminal, it can really do much more. It allows you to have a 
great deal more interaction with the system or network to which 
it is attached. 

Let's now take a closer look at each of those types of ter- 
minals, and the features and capabilities that you can expect 
from each. 

Essentially, the dumb terminal is a slave to the system to 
which it is connected. and the user must access the system's 
functions to support the terminal's actions. The terminal may 
include a port for connection to a modem, but it includes little 
else except for a keyboard processor that decodes the keyboard 
inputs, a ROM that contains character -generating information, 
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and a video driver that produces the screen display. It might also 
include a small amount of RAM-maybe enough to store three 
or four pages of information from an information network or 
from a mainframe system. However, it is incapable of support- 
ing any other peripheral equipment. such as a line printer for 
hard copy. 

If we now look at the intelligent type of terminal, we find that 
the motherboard not only include, an 8 -hit microprocessor, but 
also a good bit of RAM and ROM. The intelligent terminal is 
also capable of driving a printer for hard copy, and it contains a 

line editor so you can compose and edit messages for transmis- 
sion as electronic mail It might also have some special features. 
For example, it might he capable of instant access to such 
services as The Source or CompuServe if its ROM is pro- 
grammed for that. 

ASCII 
If you shop for a terminal, another term that you will run into 

is the acronym ASCII (American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange-). Essentially, ASCII is a a binary data code that 
takes the information generated by your system and turns it into 
a binary or machine -level number Drcode. Its purpose is to allow 
for information exchange between equipment made by different 
manufacturers. Since the code is almost universal, the informa- 
tion generated by your XYZ Co. terminal will he readable either 
by an ABC Co. terminal, a mainframe computer, or a distant 
database or network. Conversely your terminal will recognize 
the information coming into it from any (ASCII encoded) 
source. If you are in the market for a terminal, be sure that it is an 
ASCII -capable unit. All of the terminals mentioned in this 
article use the ASCII code. 

In most terminals, the generation of the ASCII codes is 
handled by an input/'output (LO) processor. The I/O processor 
contains the necessary code -generating information in ROM, 
especially if the terminal doesn't use ASCII on its own internal 
communications bus. The FO processor takes the digital in- 
formation it receives from the screen memory or RAM, and then 
performs the necessary encoding to turn it into properly -coded 
signals. so that the terminal can communicate with others. If the 
terminal uses a different internal data -encoding format, then the 
small I/O processor will turn the ASCII code it receives into 
machine -usable form. However. it should be noted that most 
terminals are able to use or gercrate ASCII directly, so the 
somewhat complex circuitry needed for translation and code 
generation isn't normally necessary. 

Although ASCII is almost universal for data communication, 
there are some companies which still insist on using their own 
coding. A good example of this is IBM which still has many 
systems m the field using EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded 
Decimal interchange Code). 

Input output 
In order for the terminal to communicate with a computer, an 

information network, a printer. etc., it must have some type of 
I/O port. There are two major kinds: parallel and serial. We'll try 
to explain the difference between the two without going into too 
much detail. A parallel port sends, receives data eight hits at a 

time. In contrast to that, a serial port sends/receives data 
serially-one bit at a time. Therefore, a parallel port can handle 
data much more quickly than a serial port can. However, a serial 
port is a more reliable method of data transmission, because it is 
less susceptible to noise pickup. especially over long distances. 
Furthermore, we should mention that serial transmission is used 
over the phone line. Parallel transmission. on the other hand 
isn't really feasible on any but a hard -wired, dedicated system. 
(It cannot be used with phone lines.) 

On some terminal systems, you will not see a serial port. 
Instead, you will see a modular phone jack. However, don't be 
misled: inside the box there is an interface to handle the work of 
input and output. What the manufacturer has done is to put the 
modem inside the terminal. All you have to do is plug in your 
(modular) phone plug. 

Displays 
The quality of the display that you can obtair is limited b 

both the terminal's ability and the ability of the display scree 
itself. First, we'll start with the terminal. 

If you look closely at the display, you'll see that the characte 
are actually made up of dots. The quality or clarity of the 
characters is determined by the size and number of the dots in the 
dai matrix. A matrix of 5 dots (width) by 9 dots (height) will 
yeild characters with reasonable definition. However, a 7 x 9 
matrix is better because the dots are closer together and therefore 
the letters have more clarity. 

Just because the terminal's character generator is capable of 
producing characters with high resolution, that doesn't assure 
you of having a readable display. The capability of the display 
screen comes into play here. The display screen is divided into a 
series of pixels (a horizontal measurement) and picture lines. It 
is the interaction of those two parameters that deines the sharp- 
ness or clarity with which you will see a graphe display or 
character. The more picture lines and the more pi Kels you have, 
the sharper will be the characters you can obtain. Thus a high - 
resolution screen may have a display capability of 512 x 250 
(512 pixels x 250 lines) and will give a good display. Con- 
versely, a display with a resolution of 140 x 200 will hay 
relatively poor graphics or character -generating capability. Th 
principle can be seen easily by comparing a magazine photo to 
one from a newspaper. Although both are made up of dots (loo 
closely!), the magazine photo is sharper because its dots a 
smaller and closer together. 

The display on an intelligent terminal is normally 24 lines x 
80 columns-the commonly accepted industry standard. On, 
most of those terminals there is a 25th line. That is the star 
liue, and it gives the operator an indication of what mode t 
terminal is in. 

The status line usually appears at the top of the screen and it 
a non -changing feature of the screen. It will display the mode th 
terminal is in, whether it is on-line or off-line etc. 

Menus 
Many terminals are also user-friendly in that they display a 

series of menus. A menu gives the user a list of commands and 
the key to push to execute any of those commands. This prompt- 
ing guides the user through the steps needed to access a function. 
The menu routine is usually accessed via a HELP key or key - 
hoard routine. An example of a menu for an auto -dial function is 
shown in Fig. 1. Note that it tells the user exactly how to use the 
function. For example it says to press a letter to dial, to press F2 
to change the directory, etc. If a system is menu -operated, even 
a first-time user should have little problem in running it. 

Now we have covered some of the basics that you'll have to 
know when you are first in the market fora terminal. However, 

FIG. 1-A menu -operated system is easy to use even for someone with no 
previous experience. 
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RG. 2-Radio Shack's TRS-80 DT -1 is a high quality data te-minal. 

there are other things to be considered, and we'll get to those 
next. 

Modems 
Because modems are covered in detail in another article in this 

magazine, we will not discuss them here in great detail. We will, 
however, mention a couple of considerations to keep in mind. 
First, the modem should be Bell 103 compatible. That is a 
communications protocol which allows transmission at 300 bits 
per second or 300 baud. If it is Bell 202/212 compatible it is 
possible you may not be able to log onto an information net- 
work. (That type of terminal or modem runs at 1,200 baud and 
most information systems are geared to run at 300 baud.) If, 
however, the network offers a 1,200 baud option,and you can 
use it, then do-you'll save a lot of time. 

Many terminals themselves can be configured to run at many 
speeds up to 9,600 baud of more and can be hard -wired to a local 
mainframe or dedicated minicomputer. But, unless you have a 
dedicated phone line or circuit, then the highest speed possible 
for reliable communication over a phone line is 1 20 baud. 
After that, the bandwidth taken by the signal is too broad and 
there are too many chances for error. 

Two more items about computer communication by phone of 
which you should be aware are the method of dialing and the 
phone -jack requirements. If your terminal is capable of auto - 
dialing and it uses the DTMF (Dual Tone Multi -Frequency) 
system (commonly called Touch -Tone) but your phone system 
hasn't been computerized and still uses the older form of pulse 
(rotary) dialing, then it is possible that you won't be able to 
access the information network directly from the keyboard. 
Instead, you'll have to use your phone to establish communica- 
tion. Further, if your terminal is equipped with a modular plug 
and your home has only the older -style block terminals, then 
you'll have to buy an inexpensive adapter. 

Some examples of terminals 
Now that we have looked at the different types of terminals 

and what they can do, let's take take a look at representatives of 
the types of terminals available for you. Those include the dumb 
terminal, the intelligent keyboard -only unit, and the all -in -one 
intelligent terminal. 

The TRS-80 DT -1 (from Radio Shack, One Tandy Center, 
Fort Worth, TX 76102) shown in Fig. 2, is a good example of a 
dumb terminal. Although it is best -suited for hard -wiring to a 

=1G. 3-The RCA VP3501 Videotex Data Terminal includes, among other 
features, a built in modem and built in tone and white -noise generators. 

mainframe computer or interoffice information network, it can 
also be used, with a modem (not included in $699 purchase 
price), to access an information network. The video display is in 
black -and -white and it is capable of displaying the standard 80 
columns by 24 lines and both upper and lower case letters. That 
display is housed along with a standard keyboard (with separate 
number keypad) in one cabinet. 

Ten data transmission rates are keyboard -selectable, and 
range from 75 to 19,200 baud. Also included in the DT -1 is an 
RS232C -compatible communications port and serial and par- 
allel printer ports. 

An interesting feature of the terminal is that it is code- 
compatable with four popular terminals: the TeleVideo 910, 
Lear Siegler's ADM -5 and ADDS 25 and the Hazeltine 1410. 
The particular configuration that you want to use is keyboard 
selectable. 

The second type of terminal that we will give an example of is 
the keyboard -only intelligent terminal. That type is best typified 
by the RCA 3301 (RCA MicroComputer Products, New Hol- 
land Ave., Lancaster, PA 17604). That terminal is intelligent 
because it has many features including user -definable charact- 
ers, full control over color graphics, tone generator, and more. It 
features a membrane -type keyboard, rather than a typewriter - 
like keyboard. However, the embossed characters are arranged 
in standard "QWERTY" typewriter style. 

The 3301 is priced at $369. That does not include the external 
modem which must be used for network access. (A similar RCA 
terminal, the $399 3501 is shown in Fig. 3. It does include an 
internal, direct -connect modem. It also includes a built-in print- 
er interface, and can be hooked up to RCA accessories to make it 
capable of such funcions as auto -dialing to make it even more 
intelligent.) It offers the choice of interfacing with a standard 
color or black -and -white television or a computer -grade monitor 
(which will provide better resolution than the standard TV). 
However, this keyboard unit is capable of generating a display 
which is only 40 columns wide-that is half of the 80 -column 
industry standard. In another mode, the characters become 
double -sized, cutting the display in half to 12 lines by 20 
columns. The dot matrix is 5 by 6, which means, the letters do 
not have good definition. Besides generating 52 upper and 
lowercase characters, 10 numerals, 32 punctuation and math 
characters, and 31 control characters, there are also some user - 
definable characters. Also, since it is intended to be linked to a 
color terminal or TV, it can display eight colors in eight levels of 
brightness. 

The unit also offers the option of setting transmission 
parameters. For example, six baud rates from 110 to 19,200 can 
be selected. Also, even or odd parity can be chosen. (Parity 
refers to a error -checking code where the the total number of l's 
or 0's in a character code is counted. If even parity is chosen, and 
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an odd number is counted, then you know that an error has 
occared in the transmission.) If even or odd parity is not chosen, 
:hen you can select the status of the eighth bit of a character to be 
either a mark or a space. 

Full or half duplex can also be chosen. Let's see what that 
means. In the full -duplex mode, when you type in a character, 
the terminal waits for an echo from the computer or network 
before it displays it on the screen. In the half -duplex mode, 
whatever you type on the keyboard is shown on the screen while 
it is transmitted. 

Another example of a keyboard -only intelligent terminal is 
Radio Shack's TRS-80 videotex terminal. That $399 terminal is 
shown in Fig 4. It features a full, standard keyboard and in- 
terfaces with either a color TV or a monitor. The unit features a 
6809E eight -bit microprocessor. It also has 16K of RAM so a 
user can store up to 32 pages of information for later ' sewing. 
One advantage of that is that in some cases it can cut down the 
amount of time that you are connected to the network, thus 

r Ci 4-the N lID Snack I HS -t3 riceotex Iermmat includes a own -m 
modem and 16( RAM. 

wing you money. A user also has the option of interfacing a 
128K disk foi mass storage. 

Another type of intelligent terminal is best typified by the 
Zenith Data Systems ZT-I ( 1000 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview, IL 

FIG. 5-The ZT- trom Zeroth is ore of the mos: intelligent terminals on the 
na-ket. Its built-in prompts also make it one of the easiest to use. 

60025). That terminal, one of the best on the market, is shown in:`t 

Fig. 5. The ZT-I is menu-driven-it displays the choices avail- 
able from the moment the power is turned on. A series of menus 
makes it possible to use one key to perform most functions. 

One of the interesting features of the ZT-I is its built-in 
auto -dial modem, which we mentioned previously (the phone 
directory is shown in Fig. 1). You can store a directory of up to 
26 phone numbers in battery backed -up RAM. Then, to make a 
call, all you need do is press the single key that the menu 
indicates. 

A real-time 24 -hour clock runs when the ZT-I is turned on. 
Thatcan be used to keep track of on-line time, or just to keep 
track of the time of any telephone call. 

The 5699 ZT-I includes a 12 -inch green -phosphor monitor. 
that displays the industry -standard 24 lines of 80 characters tplus 
a status liine). It is also capable of producing a double sized 
display. The character dot matrix size is 5 x 9. It will also 
support both RS -232C and TTL communications at rates Proms 

FIG. 6-Rs zriefcase size and bui t -in m,arfem and printer males the TRS- 
80 PT -2W deal for anyDne who seeds z porable data terminal. 

110 to 4.800 baud. 
The next termal that we will look at is different from those 

discussed above. This terminal-Radio Shack's PT -210 port- 
able ckata terminal (shown in Fig. )-is not meant to be used 
with a display screen. Instead, it contains a built-in non -impact 
thermal printer. Also built in is an originate -only modem with 
acoustic coupler. An RS -232C interface module, which allows 
you to connect the PT210 directly to a host computer, is avail- 
able from Radio Shack for $70. 

The unit comes with a full-sized, ASCII -encoded keyboard. It 
will operate at 110 or 300 band, in duplex or half -duplex modes, 
and with even or odd parity. Although the keyboard does not 
contain a separate numeric keypad. it does include an interesting 
feature: a switch -selectable number -entry keypad. When that 
feature is chosen, thirteen of the letter keys form a calculator - 
style keypad so that you can easily enter numbers and signs. 

The built-in printer uses a 5 x 7 dot matrix and it offers a 
variable contrast control. Seventy-one characters are printable, 
with lowercase letters printed as their uppercase equivalent. 
Each line can be the industry -standard 80 -characters long. 

So, is a personal terminal for you? Well, in short, a terminal is 
perfect if you want to be able to "enter the information age,- but 
do no: want (or can t afford) a microcomputer. It might also be 
ideal for } ou if you do have a microcomputer. For instance, you 
might want to quickly check the latest stock market report at the 
same tithe you are using your computer for another task. With a 
terminal.. you can get that report while your microcomputer 
keeps on working. HE! 
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LEARN Now MICROPROCESSORS vMoroc FOR 5149.95. 
INTRODUCING THE MICRO -PROFESSOR. 

The Micro -Professor MPF-1 is a 

serious, hands-on teaching device used 
by colleges and universities, technical 
schools, corporate training programs, 
and individuals, worldwide. 

The heart of the MPF-1 is a Z-80 micro- 
processor. It is specifically designed to 
aid you in learning the architecture 
of the most popular 8 -bit central 
processing unit on the market. In 

addition, with the MPF-1 you can do 

breadboarding and prototyping for both 
hardware and software applications. 

The Micro -Professor MPF-1 features 
2k bytes of RAM (expandable to 4k) 

2k bytes of ROM (expandable to 8k) 

36 key calculator -type keyboard 
Tiny BASIC interpreter for help in 

learning assembly language 
Built-in speaker 
Cassette recorder interface for program 
storage 
24 input/output lines 
3.5 x 1.36 inch breadboard area 
Two 40 -pin busses for the standard CPU 

and optional CTC/PI0 allows for full 
expansion to Z-80 architecture 
capabilities 
AC power supply included 
Three instruction manuals include 
source monitor listing plus 18 experi- 
ments in hardware and software 
and the Micro -Professor comes in an 

attractive book -style carrying case for a 

micro price of only $149.95 with a 90 -day 
unconditional written warranty. 

User options include 
Thermal Printer (PRT-MPF) $99.95 

20 column, alphanumeric, printer, in 

BASIC, with disassembler. 
EPROM Programming Board 
(EPB-MPF) $169.95 For all 5 

volt EPROMs (1 KB, 2KB, 4KB). 
Read, copy, list and 
verify capabilities. 

is Speech Synthesizer 
Board (SSB-MPF) 
$139.95 A vocabulary 

of 1200+ words plus more in the future. 

If you're serious about learning (or 
teaching) how microprocessors work, 
now is the time to order the Micro - 
Professor. 

Individuals using the Micro -Professor 
MPF-1 outside of structured classroom 
situations should have at least a 

Multitech Electronics Inc. 

Name (Please Print) 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Signature 

Check or money order enclosed 

Visa Mastercharge 

Card No Expires 

rudimentary knowledge of 
microcomputer technology. We will 
provide a list of appropriate literature 
to those who request it. 

To order call toll free : 800-538-1542 

In California call 408-773-8400 

For further information or order 

In U.S. and Canada mail to: 

Multitech Electronics Inc. 
195 West El Camino Real 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Tel: 408-7 73-8400 
Tex: 176004 

Outside of North America mail to: 

Multitech Industrial Corporation 
977 Min Shen E Road, 105 

Taipei, Taiwan, ROC 

Tel. 02-769-1225 

TWx 19162 MULTIIC, 

23756 MULTIIC 

MPF-1 Micro -Professor 

PRT-MPF Thermal Printer 

EPB-MPF EPROM Programming Board 

SSB-MPF Speech Synthesizer Board 

Shipping and Handling 

California residents add sales tax 

TOTAL 

$149.95 

$99.95 

$169.95 

$139.95 

$4.95 

Qty. Amt. 

4.95 

Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog Inc. 

CIRCLE 115 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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HOME KEYS -a s d f j k 

Need some software to perform an unusual task-or even an ordinary one-at a reasonable cost? 
There are quite a few low-cost, sometimes unusual, and almost always overlooked programs 

.ilable that just may do the trick. 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

RESPONDING TO A CKITIC''.S REMARK \BOUT ' LITTLI:- 
known work that never got the credit it deserved," the great 
playwright Noel Coward observed that "Little-known works 
that never got the credit they deserved never deserved am 

As a general rule of thumb, Coward's observations are true, 
except when it conies tt personal computers-where quite a bit 
of good. low-cost software is ignored in favor of the more 
expensive, more sophisticated, and more famous programs 
whose very names has, become so well known that they have 
become almost svnonsmous with their function: Wordstar for 
word processing: VisiCale and $uperCak for electronic spread- 
sheets; (Mast, II for database n-anagement, etc. There were, of 
course, good reasons for the success of VisiCale and the 
others-they stood, and in some instances still stand, head and 
shoulders above the competition. and their performance often 
exceeds what's available for mini- and mainframe computers. 

But not every user of personal computer; needs all of the 
power offered by that sophisticated software. In fact, many of 
you probably have no need for ans' of the high-priced programs. 
Often, all the computer functions you truly need may be avail- 
able at a rock -bottom price in a small, unsophisticated program, 
or from the highly specialized but underadvertised software that 

is available from the smaller software houses (some of which are 
no more than someone's garage or kitchen table). 

Little things can cost a lot 
When looking for low-cost or unusual software that really 

works, keep in mind that a seemingly insignificant variation in 
features or function can represent a substantial increase in pro- 
gramming effort and a coiTesponding increase in price: you may 
have to accept a compromise to get the computing power you 
want at a price that fits your budget. For example, one of the 
largest auto -rental companies catering to driving schools keeps 
its records on a minimal computer system (no disk drives) usirg 
a 519.95 software package. lt provides all the records needed by 
almost 50 schools and their students, the individual drivirg 
instructors, the State Motor Vehicle Bureau, and the tax ac- 
countant. How is all that possible for under $20? Simple-the 
program does not keep track of auto repairs or write the checks 
for those repairs. After much testing, the rental company dis- 
covered it could easily keep track of service on 3 x 5 file -cards, 
and the total number of checks per month for repairs never 
exceeded 12. A program to keep track of repairs and pay the bills 
would have cost several hundred dollars, required a computer 
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with at least two disk dritiies. and a fairly competent and ex- 
perienced staff of CRT -terminal operators. The reason that 
adding repairs and repair payment to the program would. sharply 
increase the program's complexity and cost is that sofware 
features generally interlock. If t: progr:unnr_r decides toprivide 
extra linnet ie n A, he may have 'o rewrite the code for functions 
B, C. D, K. L, M, and Z. And. modify -nc C may require new 
code for O. P. and Q. which in turn may it t . ct the original work 
for A. That Is why a so-called 'simple- patch for commercial 
software often ends up Its a series of pate -es. 

While the S 19.95 soli \\ are -package has pone of the esoteric 
functions of the super-dul-cr database s,,stems present] being 
touted for even the visual 12r anal-compureruser, it neverthe- 
less does the job-and that's lc purpose of any piece of soft- 
y( are. 

Ideas to work with 
Whether it's widgets.,_irnn-s. r computes software, locating 

the obscure or inexpensive is u',aally simply a matter of knowing 
what you're looking for, of at lust has img _some idea of what's 
.i ailable that can possibly he u of as a sc bstitute: so we' l take a 

look at some of the programs that hale never received the 
attention they deserve usually because they don't offer high- 
powered features. And sse 11 Iluk at some highly spec.Jized 
software wliase value isn't apparent at first-or even secc=nd- 
thought. Most of it is quite deceit for the money and a good idea 
of sshat's available in 'tarout- software. While some examples 
are listed specifically by name and computer type. similar soft- 
ware is generally available for most, if net all, of the popular 
computer systems. 

Looking up 

Heading our list of unusual software is the r;lost exhens c ()t- 
all, because the package take{ at least 6 disks. That gem is 

something called THE WON!) Processor. No. it isn't yet an- 
other text editor or word p.-ocesor. it is actually a database for 
the King James version of the Bible. The software allows the 
user to search out any information or reference in the "'idle by 
range-such as Genesis 1:1 to Genesis 50.12-or by text. 
phrase, or ward-like locating 'Beer-sheh.' Using comnined 
search cri:cria {several words or phrases) it's possible to:ook for 
complex relationships of words or tex_. it's also possible to 
construct a dynamic (easily modified) index ot'specific words or 
phrases-a library of Biblical research -materials. You can 
merge indexes. modify indexes. delete indexes, and print just 
about any combination of anything. As a research tool for the 
home, or for the college student majoring or niinering in 

Select the ood .hat east nearly wean- the falleoinet 

to -all together, atse.ORe 

1. Efface 
2. flatten 

3. Convert 
4. Resuscítee 

Con -ohe is the correct anso -r., 

Ike board et ,erectors ras eenvead is sect a new ipreendet. 

oar Y=o have scored 7 opt of 8 possible boils. e 

VOCABULAR' BUILDERS mal afar sou a chcice of words, ore zf which 
fits the definit on supplied by the computer. Examales of usage may also 
be given. 

religious studies, the program is dynamite-it would be nice if 
most commerical data -bases were done as well. THE WORD 
Processor is from Bible Research Systems and was originally 
written for Radio Shack's IRS -80 Model III, Apple computers, 
and 8 -inch CP/M systems. If you have a different computer 
write to the company. Ills address is in the list of suppliers 
elsewhere in this article.) 

While on the subject of indexes and the like, a program not to 
be overlooked by the serious-and involved-personal- 
computerist is Irrcle.r-80 by- MTS. Inc., a yearly indexed disk 
catalog of all the articles that appeared in 80 -Micro (a publica- 
tion specifically for TRS-F0 users t. Simply enter the words or 
phrases and the software will locate the related articles and the 
issue they appeared in. While there have been many so-called 
"magazine indexes," this one offers perhaps the best im- 
plementation, and its style appears to have been copied for disk 
indexes for other specialised computer publications. If you're 
into one specific type or model of computer you cannot go 
wrong with a yearly index to a publication specializing in it. It's 
probably the only thing than will locate some obscure reference 
to a software patch you barely remember seeing about six 
months ago-the one you skipped oser because you thought you 
would never own the software. 

There are probably' more label -printing program than there 
are word processors, but there's only one Labiniaf,r, tient ETS 
Center. It's specifically for use with the Radio Strick TR.S-80 
Model I and TRS-80 Model ill, and an Epson printer. LsJìlmakr 
can produce twenty kinds of highly unusual "standard -size - 
labels using both text and graphic representations of text, and. 
virtually every combination of character styles is provided aut 
matically by the software. Each label type comes up on t 

screen as a template complete with a character count far each 
line, and simply touching the space bar provides au.omatic 
centering of a line. If you like, a software -constructed tile will 
save your labels for future use. A companion program called 
Cusslubl prints cassette labels. The difference between :he two 
is that the cassette version spaces the text lines to allow for the 
cutout in the cassette labels. The key to the success of this 
software is the printer. rot the computer, so it's logical to 
assume that similar software wi I become available for other 
computers. 

Next to mailing -label programs, word-processing programs 
are probably the most common. Unfortunately most of the better 
ones are somewhat expensive. and the inexpensive one, most 
designed for "entry-level- computers, usually leas- a lot to be 
desired. The exception lit both rules is something called 
Telew'riter-64, by Cog nitec, for the Radio Shack Color Compu- 
ter. This piece of software far outshines anything similar on the 
market. Instead of 20 to 32 characters per line land often upper 
case only) this word prose sor is able to create upper or lower 
case characters and line lengths of 51, 64. or 85 characters. 
While there is no way ansi ne is going to be able to display 85 

characters clearly on :a TV set, that feature does alloy the user to 
see how the actual print will appear-which is son idling some 
high-priced word processor; can't do. Now for the I -et 1 -art: the 
program is available in a c tssette version for only S50, and will 
run on any version of the Color Computer with 16K or more of 
mentors 

In the end you must pay 
With the income-tax se;.rl'n in full swing. it's no wonder that 

"income tax' software seems to be all over the place. Actually, 
except for the stuff specifically intended for accountants. which 
is very expensive, much of what's available has little value 
because the really complicated pals of the tax calculations the 
schedules-aren't part of t` e package. You generally hate to do 
that part by hand and plug the calculated values into the soft- 
ware. and the whole thing ends up taking longer than doing the 
return by hand. Also. the tables change yearly, and updates 
don't conte cheap. But fer those of you who want the fun of 
being, an amateur tax-accltuntant and don't need the absolute 
precision of a "professioonal.' program. there's .i sr -y nice 
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package called Tax Forecaster by the Micromatic Programming 
Company. That program asks for pertinent tax information 
entries and then gives a very close approximation cf how much 
you'll have to pay to--orget back from-Uncle Sam. lt does not 
prepare the tax return itself, it just does all the hard arithmetic. 
and it allows you to ask the question "What if'' and then 
instantly recalculate the results. For example. "What (happens 
to my taxes) if I donate $500 to charity?"' It's a fun program, not 
expensive. and if you want to provide entertainment for friends 
it can be a lot of fun at parties and charity fund-raisers: but 
remember. it doesn't prepare the tax return and it's not a su 

stitute for an accountant. 
If you'd like to knock hours off preparing your taxes come 

every April IS there's an excellent record -keeping system speci- 
fically intended for tax time. It's. called The Color Accountant, 
from The Programmer's Institute and, at present, versions are 
available for the Atari 400 and 800 and for the Colon- Con 
In addition to the usual checkbook maintenance and sum 
files, you can record hills, analyze various accourus of stock 

r even color -graph any of the files_ The Atari versions need a little 
extra in the way of RAM, so make certain you have enough. 

Faster BASIC 
Because of the mass distribution of the Timex/Sinclair 1000 

computer, many programmers, both amateur and professional. 
have been exposed to the advantages of single -key entry of 
BASIC commands. Instead of typing out every command such 
as GOT°, 6OSEB. FOR. NEXT. PRINT. etc.. a command is entered 
simply by touching a single key: the computer seems to know 
when the touch represents a command and when it's actually the 
key's character. 

Utilities and programming aids that provide single -key entry 
of BASIC commands have been around for a long time, hut they 
have usually concentrated more on adding obscure enhance- 
ments to BASIC than on making it easier to write programs. (Of 
course, the subject is debatable.) By not getting tangled up in yet 
more "new enhancements'' to BASIC, Spectrum Products has 
produced an outstanding single -key command -entry program 
for the Color Computer called BASK' Aid It is supplied as a 

plug-in ROM module, and a plastic overlay template for the 
keyboard shows every single-entry tutu: tion as wel as the stan- 
dard key characters. There is no complex software routine for 
single -key entry a touch of a key switches the single -key 
function on and off. Would you believe all that, including the 
ROM module, is only $40? It makes you wonder why some 
other software costs upward of $200 or $300. 

Speaking of making programming easier, there is no sub- 
stitute for touch-typing. Even if you don't program, with com- 
puters becoming so commonplace, you'll almost certainly even- 
tually face the task of spending some hours entering data into a 

computer terminal. That job becomes a lot easier if you can 
touch-type. There is an almost endless list of software available 
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CLEAR PLASTIC EMPLATE with overprinting to- BASIC Aid fits over 
Color Computer's keyboard. Now, single -key BASIC commands are easy. 

N'AIMI JG the BASIC Aia prc gram fits into Program 
Pak slog in Color Computar. 

fo touen-'vping training. In general, mosi work in the same 
manner ---the computer displays several characters that the ''stu- 
dent.' :must tope on the keyboard. Depending on whether or not 
the computer has a sounc output. either the screen blinks, or a 

tole beeps when the wrong key is struck. Sometimes there's a 

beep w hen you strike the correct key and a honk when you strike 
the wrong key. At the end of the lesson the computer tells you 
kross how maro' errors you made and calculates your typing 
speed. Jest about all typire programs work well. whether it's for 
Radio Snack. CommixWe, or Heathkit'Zcnith computers. 

While were're on the subject of self-improvement, there are 
some rent:-rkably- good "vocabulary builders" floating around 
to- all age ;groups. Texas Instruments has some award -winners 
fo- children. while many of the others are aimed at the high- 
sr-lool.a, clt Ie.r]. Most of the programs have a basic vocab- 
ulary of appr.eximately 200 words (that can usually be modified 
by the user).mil- ch can ne used to "test" by definition, syn- 
onsnt. ant ais r.i, o: a random combination of the three (those 
210 winds go a Ions' vcs i. Similar software is available for 
building y acabil .toes in a foreign language, and there is soft- 
ware that allows °,uu ti a rite sour own ' vocabulary exams''- 
ycu can plug in the ness yyords learned at school and have the 
computer ,crai ihlc them in a "test'' format, 

As fin Icarninf_ a foreign language on your own, every week 
or SO sotte new brand of self -teaching language software comes 
intro the marketplace-some of it good, some of it worthless: the 
problem is that you can't really know how good it is until you get 
it home and try it (and by then it's too late I. On the other hand, 
the self -teaching conversational foreign -language software from 
Atari tot their 40f) and 800 computers is actually better than it 
appears in the TV coituuu'cials-and it conies off great on TV. 
If you :snot to learn any foreign language on your own, and you 
don't have an Atari computer, ask a friend who speaks the 
language to look over the software's documentation before you 
buy it. And. whatever else you do, make certain that the pro- 
gram comes with audio cassette -tapes that teach the proper word 
pronunciation. (Would you believe someone actually sold a 

language program for one of the most difficult languages to learn 
syithou( supplying a pronunciation tape? And would you be- 
lieve people bought tc software?) 

Whistles, squeaks, and other noises 
while we're on the s ut-ject of educate n. a word or two about 

educational software for the younger members of the family. As 
a iarent o- relative yc:u have their best interests in mind, and 
computer programs that put them one-up the rest of their 
nr rser' -school class in nantber and word recognition are most 
ahpealme. That's, wiry it comes as little 'surprise that as soon as 

scum see that mountain of pre-school software for sale at the local 
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EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING 
NO OTHER SCHOOL CAN MATCH. 
NTS HOME TRAINING INVITES YOU TO EXPLORE IIOICROCONPUTERS 

DIGITAL SYSTEMS AND MORE, WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT 

YOU ASSEMBLE AND KEEP 
Without question, microcomputers are the 
state of the art in electronics. And NTS is the 
only home study school that offers you 
training for this booming field with a choice 
of 3 production -model micro computers. 

We'll explain the principles of trouble- 
shooting and testing your microcomputer and 
best of all, we'll show you how to 
program it to do what you want. 

You'll use a digital multimeter, a 

digital logic probe and other 
sophisticated testing 
gear to learn how to 
localize problems 
and solve 
them. 

We 
believe 
that training 
on production - 
model equipment, 
rather than home-made learning devices, 
makes home study more exciting and rele- 
vant. That's why you'll find such gear in 
most of NTS's electronic programs. 

For instance, to learn Color TV Ser- 
vicing you'll build and keep the 25" 
(diagonal) NTS/HEATH digital color TV. 

In Communications Electronics 
you'll be able to assemble and keep 
your own NTS/HEATH 2 -meter FM 
transceiver, plus test equipment. 

But no matter which program you 
choose, NTS's Project Method of instruction 
helps you quickly acquire practical know-how. 

Send or the ful calor catalag in the elec- 
tronics area of ye J c:ho c discover a+/ the 
advantages ,Jt home w ti NTS! 

NTS also jtf r. zoursx, it Auto Mechanics, 
Air Conditioiirg and Hcme appliances. Check 
card for more nf,'rmation. 

1. 
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1. The NTS/Rockwell AIM 65 
Dedicated Microcomputer A Single 
board unit featuring on board 

printer and display -4K RAM 
(expandable). Application Functions: 
Central processor-Controller/Monitor- 

Development System. 2. "The 
NTS/SYINI.1 Microcomputer" 6502 

Based CPU -4K bytes ROM 
(expandable) -1K RAM (expandable). 51 
active WO lunes for versatile interfacing: disk 

drives, ASCII key boards, cassette tape, etc. 

r 

Simulated TV Reception / 

3. The NTS/Heath HN-894 Microcomputer 
features floppy disk storage, 'smart" video 
terminal, two Z80 microprocessors, with 
32K RAM Memory, expandable to 64K of 
board. 4. The NTS/Heath GR 2001 Digital 

3, Color TV (25" diagonal) features 
specialized AGC-SYNC ratting, filtered 
color and new solid-state h gh voltage 
tripler rectifier. 

NATIONAL 
TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS 

TECHNICAL -TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1E05 
Resident and Home -Study Schools 

4000 SO. FIGUEROA ST.. LOS ANGELES. CA. 90037 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
4000 South Figueroa Street. Dept. 206-043 
Los Angeles, California 90037 

Please rush FREE color catalog on course checked below 

MicroComputers/MicroProcessors 
Communications Electronics 
Digital Electronics 

Cl Industrial Technology 

Auto Mechanics 
Air Conditioning 

E Home Appliances 
Color TV Servicing 

Name 

Address 

Apt. City 

State 

Age 

Zip 

.1 

Check if interested in G.I. information. 
Check if interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles. 

a 
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PARTIAL LIST OF SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS 

Acorn Software Products, Inc. 
634 N. Carolina Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20003 

Activity Research, Inc. 
PO Box 4875 
Hayward, CA 94550 

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. 
2725 Sand Hill Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Apple -Cations 
21650 W. Eleven Mile Road 
Suite 103 
Southfield, MI 48706 

Artworx Software Co. 
150 N. Main Street 
Fairport. NY 14450 

Avant -Garde Creations 
PO Box 30161 
Eugene, OR 97403 

Bargainbyte 
PO Box 23195 
Harahan, LA 70183 

Basics And Beyond, Inc. 
Box 10 
Amawalk, NY 10501 

Bell And Howell 
7100 N. McCormick Road 
Chicago. IL 60645 

Bible Research Systems 
8804 Wildridge Drive 
Austin. TX 78759 

Bluebird's Computer Software 
2267 23rd Street 
Wyandotte, MI 48192 

Brain Box 
601 W. 26th Street 
New York, NY 10003 

Business And Pleasure Software 
6011 San Felipe 
Houston. TX 77057 

California Software 
PO Box 275 
El Cerrito, CA 94530 

Class 1 Systems 
17909 Maple Street 
Lansing. IL 60438 

Cognitec 
704 Nob Ave 
Del Mar. CA 92014 

Comm Data Systems 
PO Box 325 
Milford, MI 48042 

Commsoft 
665 Maybell Ave. 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Compumax, Inc. 
PO Box 1139 
Palo Alto. CA 94301 

Computer -Advanced Ideas, Inc. 
1442A Walnut St. 
Suite 341 
Berkeley, CA 94709 

Computer Aided & Managed 
Instruction 

PO Box 2030 
Goleta, CA 93118 

Computer -ED 
1 Everett Rd. 
Carmel, NY 10512 

Computer Information Exchange 
PO Box 159 
San Luis Rey. Ca 92068 

Computer Learning Connection 
One Boston Place 
Boston, MA 02108 

Computronics 
50 N. Pasack Rd. 
Spring Valley, NY 10977 

Cottage Software 
614 N. Harding 
Wichita. KS 67208 

Creative Computing 
39 E. Hanover Ave. 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 

Creative Software 
201 San Antonio Circle >70 

Mountain View, CA 94040 

Cybertronics International 
999 Mt. Kemble Ave. 
Morristown, NJ 07960 

Dynacomp 
1427 Monroe Ave. 
Rochester, NY 14618 

Educational Activities 
1937 Grand Ave. 
PO Box 87 
Baldwin, NY 11510 

Educational Micro Systems 
PO Box 471 
Chester. NJ 07930 

Edu-Ware Services, Inc. 
PO Box 22222 
Agoura, CA 91301 

Entelek 
Ward-Whidden House 
The Hill 
PO Box 1303 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 

Etronix 
14803 NE 40th St. 
Redmond, WA 98052 

ETS Center 
Box 651 
35026-A Turtle Trail 
Willoughby, OH 44094 

EZ Software 
PO Box 591 
Novato. CA 94947 

Futureview 
PO Box 101 

Joplin, MO 64802 

Gooth Software 
931 S. Bemiston 
St. Louis, MO 63105 

J.L. Hammett Company, Inc. 
Hammett Pl. 
PO Box 545 
Braintree, MA 02184 

Hartley Software 
PO Box 431 
Dimondale, MI 48821 

Hayden 
50 Essex St. 
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662 

Howe Software 
14 Lexington Road 
New City. NY 10956 

Information Unlimited Software 
281 Arlington Ave. 
Berkely, CA 94707 

Instant Software 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

Intelligent Investor 
810 Camelview Plaza 
6900 E. Camelback Rd. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 

International Software 
Marketing, Ltd. 

120 E. Washington St. 
Syracuse, NY 13202 

Interpretive Education 
2306 Winters Dr. 
Kalamazoo. MI 49002 

Investor Software 
48 Iron Ship Plaza 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

J&S Software 
140 Reid Ave. 
Port Washington. NY 11050 

Kate's Komputers 
PO Box 1675 
Sausalito, CA 94965 

Kensoft 
2120 50th St. 
Kenosha. WI 53140 

Krell Software 
21 Millbrook Dr. 
Stony Brook, NY 11790 

Learning Tools Inc. 
4 Washburn PI. 

Brookline, MA 02146 

Level IV Products Inc. 
32461 School Craft 
Livonia, MI 48150 

The Liberty Software Co. 
635 Independence Ave. SE 
Washington. DC 20003 
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PARTIAL LIST OF SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS 

Lighting Software 
PO Box 11725 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

L&S Computerware 
1589 Fraser Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

Macrotronics, Inc. 
1125 N. Golden State Blvd. 
Suite G 
Turlock, CA 95380 

Manhattan Software 
PO Box 1063 
Woodland Hills, CA 91365 

Mastertype 
PO Box 5223 
Stanford, CA 94305 

Masterworks Software Inc. 
1823 W. Lomita Blvd. 
Lomita, CA 90717 

Mentor Software 
PO Box 791 
Anoka, MN 55303 

Mercer Systems Inc. 
87 Scooter Lane 
Hicksville, NY 11801 

Micrognome 
5834 Montgomery Rd. 
Elkridge, MD 21227 

Micro Lab 
2310 Skokie Valley Rd. 
Highland Park, IL 60035 

Micro Learningware 
PO Box 2134 
N. Mankato, MN 56001 

Micromatic Programming Co. 
PO Box 158 
Georgetown, CT 06829 

Micro Power & Light Co. 
12820 Hillcrest Rd., No.224 
Dallas, TX 75230 

Monument Computer Service 
Village Data Center 
PO Box 603 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 

MTS, Inc. 
Box 596 
Niceville, FL 32578 

Muse Software 
347 N. Charles St. 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

National Software Marketing 
4701 McKinley St. 
Hollywood, FL 33021 

Optimized Systems Software 
10379 Lansdale Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Options -80 
PO Box 471 
Concord, MA 01742 

Osborne/McGraw-Hill 
630 Bancroft Way 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

PCD Systems 
PO Box 143 
Pen Yan, NY 14527 

Pear Systems Corp. 
27 Briar Brae Rd. 
Stamford, CT 06903 

Powersoft Corp. 
PO Box 157 
Pitman, NJ 08071 

Practical Programs 
1104 Aspen Dr. 
Toms River, NJ 78377 

Prentice -Hall 
Sylvan Ave. 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 

Prescription Learning 
1301 S. Wabash Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Program Design, Inc. (PDI) 
11 Idar Court 
Greenwich. CT 06830 

The Programmer's Institute 
PO Box 3191 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Programs For Learning 
PO Box 954 
New Milford, CT 06776 

Program Research And 
Software Corp. 

257 Centrai Park West 
New York, NY 10024 

Quality Education Design 
PO Box 12486 
Portland, OR 97212 

Quality Software 
6660 Reseda Blvd. No. 105 
Reseda, CA 92335 

Rell 
1145 Stanford Ave. 
Redondo Beach, CA 90278 

Resource Software International 
140 Sylvan Ave. 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 

Scott, Foresman & Co. 
1900 East Lake Ave. 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Serendipity Systems, Inc. 
225 Elmira Rd. 
Ithaca, NY 14814 

Silwa Enterprises, Inc. 
PO Box 400 
Big Flats, NY 14814 

Softbyte Computing 
Box 217 
Wallingford. CT 06492 

The Software Connection 
10703 Meadowhill Rd. 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 

The Software Exchange 
6 South St. 
Milford, NH 03055 

Software Resources, Inc. 
286 Alewife Brook Pkwy. 
Suite 310 Cambridge, MA 02138 

Southfork Software 
68 Fairlake Dr. 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401 

Spectrum Products 
93-15 86th Drive 
Woodhaven, NY 11321 

Stekette Educational Software 
4639 Spruce St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19139 

Storybooks Of The Future 
527 41st Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

Tara 
PO Box 118 
Selden. NY 11784 

Terrapin, Inc. 
678 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

T.H.E.S.I.S. 
PO Box 147 
Garden City, MI 48135 

3R Software 
PO Box 3115 
Jamaica, NY 11431 

TYC Software 
40 Stuyvesant Manor 
Geneseo, NY 14454 

Tycom Associates 
63 Velma Ave. 
Pittsfield, MA 01201 

Max Ule And Co., Inc. 
6 E. 43rd St. 
New York, NY 10017 

Unicom 
297 Elmwood Ave. 
Providence, RI 02907 

Versa Computing, Inc. 
3541 Old Conejo Rd. Suite 104 
Newbury Park, CA 91320 

We Software 
800 Greenwich Dr. 
Chico, CA 95926 

Window Inc. 
469 Pleasant St. 
Watertown, MA 02172 

XPS Inc. 
323 York Rd. 
Carlisle. PA 17013 
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FOR ONLY $129.95. Learn Computing 
From The Ground Up 

1 4,74,2r,ß 4, Build a Computer kit that grows 
with you, and can expand to 64k 
RAM, Microsoft BASIC, 7hx1 Edi- 
tor/Assembler, Ntird Processor, 
Floppy Disks and more. 

EXPLORER /85 
Here's the low cost way to learn the fuddamentala of corn. 
own*. the all-important basics you'll need more and 

more as you advance in computer skills. For lust $129.% 
you get the advanced.design Explorer/99 motherboard 
with all the features you need to learn how to write and 

use programs And n can grow into a system that is a 

match for any personal computer on the market Look at 

these features. 0005 Central Processing (Init. the 
rep .roprocesºor' heart of the Explorer/85 (loin the 
millions who will buy and use the 808og7065 this year 
alone.) Four 8 -bit pinsruue B -hit input/output ports from FASTERM. W TERMINAL KIT Featuring ac6'.. 
which you can input and output your programs. as well as ASCII xerSea d 125 character set upper and tower 

entena swei lights. etc a cassette 75 ohm output. B baud rates 150 to 19 200 ¡sour._ r. . 

inlml lies. relays. 
interface that leas so store and reload programs you ve able) C or 20 MA t 111001 32 or 64 cnarai 

learned to writednloxe 2.fKN1 Lyle npercittnq line formals. compune won /\ 
.v,lem/monitor it easyto learn con olio Steel Cabinet and 

several important ways II allows simpler. faster writ 
Power Su Vp'V 5199.% 

rig and entering of programs 11 permits secs by you plus 93 PSI' 

o all pans of the system so you can check on the status of 
any paint in the program II allows tracing each pro- 
gram step by step with provision for displaying all the 
contents of the CPU Inegsters Bags. etc 1 and it 

does much more. 
You gel all this in the starting level (Level AI of the 

Explorer/85 for only 3128.99. Incredible! To use. lust 
ly and or 

keyg 
in your AVDCboard/displa power 

have ibero sci 
Promo.' 

our 
special offers below. 

i you 

level A computer kit ()ermine) Verson) 3126.% 

D 
plusLevel 

A kit (Hex Keypad/Display Version) ease. 
plus S3 PSI 

I Plug in NI.11r1111, 

Ri' (70 ti Ill titjtliv 
t Add Level B Ir r e oars rt l' 
5100 

Add 41i HAM 

ytrcrom/r 
l.,cmhlrr 

- 1. oSllallxx 
Adil t 1 , 

rtrl, Ipn' I rlVllritu tin., 
' (.1,11/1/111 prnnoil 

5 

LEVEL B - This 'b riding block convers the mother 
board into a two-sle) S100 bus (industry standard) com- 
puter 

Now 
can plug in any of the hundreds of Slm 

cards 
O level B kit $49.95 plus 52 P&I 

S100 bus connectors (two required( 34.6 earl 
postpaid 
LEVEL C - Add still nm 
computing ewer. this "build - 

i g block ms di . tly on 
the motherboard and expands 
the SlOO bus to sty slots 

Level kit SD.11& plus $2 
PSI'. 
D 5100 bus connectors I five 
required) $4.93 each 
postpaid 
LEVEL D - When you reach the paint in learning that re- 
quires more memory we ell, o choices either add 4k 
of a memory directly on the rnotherb,ard or add 16k io 
64k of memory by means 01 single S100 card our famous 
.JAWS 
Level D kit-. tCHECK ONE) 4k on -board 549.95 
plus 52 P51 16k 5101 -'TAWS $149.55 plus $2 

PSI''. O 32k S1OD TAWS 5155.55 plus 52 PSI' O 48k 
5100 "JAWS" $249.15 plus 52 PSI'. 64k S100 

TAWS" $215.99 plus $2 P61' 

LEVEL E - An important -'building blink it activates 
the &k ROM/EPROM spate on thetn,therb,anl Now lust 
plug in our Bk Micnisidt BASIC or your awn custom 
programs 

Level E kit 99.99 plus 51Ir P&l ' 
Mi,e ofi BASIC - Its the language that allows you to 
talk English to your computer, It is asailhle three ways 
O Ilk camel* version ofMicrsoft BASIC Inquires Level 
B and 12k of RAM minimum we suggest a 16k Slm 
.'JAWS" - see abovel 49.99 postpaid 

Ilk ROM version of Microsoft BASIC. rrequires level B 

& level E and 4k RAM. lust plug into your Level E sockets. 
We suggest either Meal) level DRAM expansion or a 10k 
S100 "JAWS - 1 599.99 plus 52 P&1 

Disk version of Microsoft BASIC Inquires level B. 

32k of RAM. floppy disk controller B' floppy disk drive) 
5327 postpaid 

TEXT EDITOR/ASSEMBLER - The editor/assembler 
is a software trod (a program) designed to simplify the task 
of writing programs As your programs become longer 
and more complex the assembler tan save you many 
hours of programming lime This software includes an 
editor program that enters the programs you write makes 
changes and to es the programs on cassettes The assem 
tiler performs the clerical lash of translating symbolo. 
ode into the computer readable °Meet ade The editor- 
assembler pnogram is available either in cassette or ., 

ROM version 
Edtor/Assembler (Cassette version requires Level 

B" and Ilk loon 1 of RAM - we some* I6k "IAWS' - 
see above) 18996 plus $2 PSI' 

Editor/Assemble (ROM version supplied on an Stm 
card requires level B and 4k RAM Irmo i - we suggest 
either level DOT ink lAWS I 999.99 plus 52 PSI' 
9" FLOPPY DISK - A remarkable building block 
Add our P' floppy disk when villi nest (aster operation 
more 

xand 
program forage perhaps a business 

arp placation and access to the literally thi. ands of p oR s 

end program languages available today You simply plug 
them too your Explgar/8.5 disk sv,mm - n accepts all 
IBM forinaned CP/Mgfmgrams 

x Floppy Disk Drive $499.16 plus S12P&l' 
E Floppy Controller Card 5199.99 plus 12 P&I ' 

Disk Drive Cabinet & Power Soppy ISO 95 plus 
97 PS I 

Drive Cables (set up for two drives) $25.99 plus 
51 56 P&l' 

CP/M 2 2 Disk Operating System includes Text 
Editor/Assembler dynamo. debugger and other features 
(bat gave your Explorer/65 access to thousands of existing 
CP/M-based programs SISOm postpaid 

NEED A POWER SUPPLY? Consider our AP -1 (t eon 

supply all the power vine need for a fully expanded Ex - 

plore /65(nxie disk drwis hay . the rown pow.rsupplyl 
PI es the AP -1 fils neatly into the attractive Fxplorer steel 
cabinet (see below) 

AP -1 Power Supply kit (BV a 5 amps] In deluxe steel 

rahinet 350.99 plus 52 PSI' 

a CRT monitor or a'IV sM (if you have an RF modulator) 

Hex Keypad/ Display ktl 146.9$ plus S2 PS I' 

O RF Modulator kit (allows s. 

mondial 99.99 postpaid 
O 12'- Vrdeii Monitor (10MIlz 
plus 55 P61 

Deluxe Steel Cabinet for the 
Explorer/85 349.95 plus Lt 
P6I 
O Fan for iahincl 515.01 
plus Si .50 PSI ' 

h.uehs 31wt5 

ORDER A SPECIAL -PRICE 
EXPLORER/85 PAK -THERE'S 

ONE FOR EVERY NEED. 

Bepnner Pak (Save 120.001 - You gel level A (Ter 
nal Verston) with Mondur Source Listing ($25 value) 

1,F' i Sump power .supply. Intel Foots 115ms Manual 
Reg $199 %) SPECIAL $199.99 plus H P61' 

Experimenter Mk (Save 953 401 - You get Level A 

(Hex Keypad/Display Version) with Hex Keypad/ 
Display Intel 801.5 Ilser Manual. Level A Hex Monitor 
Source lasting. and AP.IS-amp power supply (Reg 

5279.901 SPECIAL $210.55 plus $6 PSI ' 
O Special Miash BASIC Pak (Save $10/I.001- Tim gel 

Levels A (Terminal Version). B. D 14k RAM) E. 0k 

Microsoft in ROM. Intel 81165 ( ()ter Manual. Level A Mom 
tir Source Listing and AP -1. 5 -amp power supply 

(Rep. $439 701 SPECIAL. 9329.95 plus 57 PSI ' 
3 Add a Rom -Version Text Editor/Asxmbler ¡Requires 
levels B and D or Slm Memory) 399.95 plus 32 PPal' 

Soma B" Diek Syaes - Includes Level A. B floppy disk 
controller. One CDC 8" disk -drive two.dnve cattle two 
S100 connectors psi add your own power supplies 
cabinets and hardware O (Reg 51065. m) SPECIAL 
3998.99 plus 373 PSI ' 32b Starter System. 91045.96 
plus 513 Pal O 48k Starter System 310116.99 plus 51:1 

PSI' O 64k Starter System. $1145.99 plus 11:1 P61' 
O Add to any of above Explorer steel cabinet. AP -1 five 
amp power supply. Level C with Iwo S100 tonnes:tons. 

disk drive cabinet and power supply two sub -D cnnnec- 
rs for connectIng your printer and terminal (Reg 

$225951 SPECIAL 5199.116 plus 51:1 Pal 
I:. Complete 64K STsses Wired S Tested S1990.m 

plus 526 P51 ' 
13 Special' Complete Business Software Pak I,a.' 
5625 OM- Includes CP/M 2.2 Mtcnin0 BASIC.. resit... 

ledger Accounts Recewahle Amounts Payable Pa.. 
Package (Reg 513251 SPECIAL 39119.99 postpaid 

'PM slrmils for -p strixr r. msurrnv a r,,. I.in edor.i err 

de. drohle this rrmrxrtil 

Continental Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut 

TO ORDER 
Call Toll Free: 
800-243-7428 

To Order From Connecticut, 
or For Technical Assistance, 

Call (203) 354-9375 
CP/M u a rea trademark of Digital Resear, h 

* (Clip und model -111m red)* 
SEND ME THE ITEMS CHECKED ABOVF. 
Total Enclosed (Conn Residents :odd sales tax) 3. 
Paid by 

O Personal Check Cashiers(:heck/Monev 111,1ír 

VISA MASTER (:ARD (Bank No 

Aast No hop Date 

Signature 

Prins Name 

NEED A TERMINAL? We i Address 
offer you choices the least ex- 

'Keypad/Display kit that densive 

one is e,ur 
is- City 

play the information 
screen 

en nn " 
choice 

so The 
other is ourASCII cale Zip 
Keyboard/Computer Terminal 
lot that can be used with either ...-r 

NETRONICS Research& Development Ltd. 
Me1333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 

software shop. you '7e absolutely certain that your three -year -old 
niece or nephew is ready to learn the numbers I through 20 from 
a computer. The question remains. however: "Is the Sesame- 
Sticel stele W. computer software with exploding color and 
shrieking sound a substitute for parents or relatives?" At certain 
ages. and for certain subjects. the computer's capacitor for untir- 
ing repitition makes for a great stud, or training aid, but for 
pre-schoolers It's better to be care of what you're getting ahead 
of time: if the dealer is reluctant to demonstate the program 
yo.I'r_ interested in, it may he because he has something to hide. 
Sesalte-Street-style effect!. have proven very effective on TV, 

10 
but on a computer they can range from the superb efforts of 
Texa:. In:,truments (with a long and excellent record with such 
products as their Speak -&-Lear,, machines), to junk so poor that 
it might actually do more barn then good. Thus, as a parent or 
relative, he Lntra careful when purchasing software for the 
youngsters. 

A comp.iterized paintbrush 
Moving along to the fun part of computing. there's a lot of 

software for troth computer art and graphics coming on-line all 
the time. One of the more typical graphic -art programs is 

Pioneer Software's disk -based drawing program called Crayon, 
which allows :he user to draw graphic designs on the screen and 
then make the graphics ¡art of a BASIC program (up to 30 
separate screens depending on the available memory). The 

IIgraphics screen is called through a (SR function. Alternately. 
the proglam can he used just to create camera-ready computer 
an for photo-offset printing because the software can put both 
graphics elements and alphanumeric characters on the screen at 

the same time. 
There are many different types of computerized pallets, paint- 

brushes, and whatever available for almost every model compu- 
ter. The exact type of graphics creation and display, and whether 
it's in black -and -white or color, will depend on the computer 
and software This is one of the few areas where just about 
everything is good. because everything is different. 

Fur commercial applicatiors. we are seeing more and more 
st'itware that creates charts and graphics from either user - 
entered data, or using the data from another program. 

If you're just starting 
With few exceptions. technicians, electronics hobbyists, and 

students musi have a working knowledge of how to write pro- 
grams in BASIC. If you are part of that group. or have just 
bought Your first lersonal computer. you've probably given 
some thought to using one of the "computer courses'' that use 
cassette -based instruction, a manual, and your computer. 
Beware -look before you buy. Many of those courses are so 

elementary, or so confusing for the beginner, that you'll he 

better off without them. 
On the other hand, if sou lave a Color Computer, the hest 

entry -to -intermediate level course you are going to find any - 
ye here at any price, or in al v frrmat, is Radio Shack'; own Colo# 
Cnmpurrr Leaman: Lab, It comes on eight cassettes, has out- 
standing documentation at a real beginner's level that takes you 
through sorts, color graphics- game design, and even dynamic 
debugging. The course is integrated with "hands on-' use of an% 

model of the Color Computer. and in less than a week any on: 
can be a decent BASIC pro_rranrmer. Considering that hut`' 
college and continuing-ecucalion courses in BASIC are usually 
priced between $100 and 400. it's tie best 549.95 investment 
s )u can make. 

You re not alone 
Perhaps the most important thing to keep in mind if you need 

something unusual is that there are probably many others with 
the same nests, and most likely some of them have already 
written the program you need and are selling it from their 
garages or kitchen tables. You'll more likely to find what you're 
looking for if you search oat the little knost n and unusual, rather 
drain the best known and :most expensive. R -E 
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APRIL 998J 
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2 

This is a Saaple uperCalc Works 

Jan 

o 

Mar 

1 

2 

ûer ota 

ee 

Feb 

4 

5 

ASSETS 
Acct.s Receivable 808.08 1.858.88 1182.58 5 1718.34 15917.13 

6 Cash 388.80 588.88 525.80 814.45 1483.39 

7 Unsold Goods 258.88 262.58 275.63 427,58 3979.28 

8 8 

9 Total Assets 1558.88 1812.58 1983.13 9 2952. 9 

1' 18 

11° 11ABT#.ITIE3 11 

12 Acct.s Payaple 1888.88 916.67 848.28 12 384.88 85 

13 Storage Costs 58.88 58.88 58.88 13 58.88 688.88 

14 Labor 188.88 185.88 118.25 14 171.03 1 .71 

15 tlaterials 58.80 52.58 55.13 15 85.52 745.86 

16 16 

Total Liabilities 1280.88 1124.17 1855.65 17 17 698.55 18763.62 

16 18 

19 KIST 350.88 688.33 847.47 19 2261.83 16536.18 

o 
u N2 

Deg. Allowance 180.80 198.88 188.88 28 188.88 1288.88 

Vidth: 9 Meaory:15 Last Col/Row:025 for HELP 
1) 

Function Key: RED:Help; BLUE=Keypad Shift: OH 

Stop wearng out those pencils and erasers. vvitn an eiecrronic-spreaosneer program you can see 
how changing one piece of data can affect hundreds, or even 

thousands of others -instantly! 

HERB FRIEIDMAN 

NY OF US WHO STARTED OUT AT THE BEGINNING III 

personal computing, the single most important piece of software 
after MicroSoft BASIC was VisiCalc. Overnight, VisiCale 
transformed the personal computer from a plaything for the 
hobbyist into a required tool for anyone engaged in planning 
anything: the financial structure of a school district, town, or 
city: how much dirt, fertilizer, and weed killer you'll need to 
keep your garden green, or even how much soda, pretzels, and 
potato chips to order for your school's homecoming -game pep 
rally. 

VL iCalc (from Visicorp=t is an example of "What If?" soft- 
ware: meaning. it lets you ask the question: "If I do A, what will 
happen to B, C, D, and a hundred other things?" 

In the not -so -good old days -before computers -to answer 
that required that you tape several sheets of paper together into 
one giant sheet, draw a grid (matrix) of many boxes called cells, 
and then fill in the cells with facts and figures showing how they 
related to each other. The Information or data in the cells was 

interlocked with -and affected by or related to other cells. 
The interrelationships of the cells meant that one change in one 
cell could affect several hundred cells. Changing the cells to 
reflect those changes wore down many erasers and pencils 
because every change in cell data produced by the question 
"What If'" resulted in yet another round of changes in the 
matrix. 

That type of matrix or "model" has an official name when 
used for financial planning: it's called a spreadsheet. Depending 
on the size of the spreadsheet, the variations produced by chang- 
ing the value of a single cell could require hours for recalculation 
of all the affected cells. 

Now this is precisely the kind of job best done by a computer 
because a computer can be programmed to take the variation in 
cell information produced by the question "What If?", and in 
the blink of an eye recalculate hundreds of cell changes and 
instantly show the new spreadsheet on a video display, or 
provide a hard copy on a printer. Instead of having to scrub away 
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at a penciled spreadsheet to erase all the affected cells, the 
planner, accountant, etc., just has to key in the new information 
for a cell and the computer takes care of the rest. Just imagine 
how convenient that all is if there are two cell changes, or ten, or 
twenty, or fifty, or a hundred. 

VisiCalc, which was initially written for the Apple computer, 
was the first of the electronic spreadsheets for personal comput- 
ers, and many feel it is the reason for Apple's commercial 
success. Since its introduction, there have been numerous spin- 
offs, knockoffs, and customized electronic spreadsheets. To- 
day, the "Calc" or spreadsheet program, is one of the major and 
most popular types of software for users of both home -and - 
family and business personal computers. 

There are many different versions of spreadsheet software 
priced from less than $20 to well over $200. Each, of course, 
claims to be the best. Actually, though most are similar in 
concept, there are wide variations in features, capacity, flexibil- 
ity. and, most importantly, speed. One does not expect the 
$17.95 VU-Calc program (from Timex) for the Timex/Sinclair 
/000 computer to be the equal of the $200 SuperCalc (from 
Sorcim) software, though VU-Calc is a most surprising piece of 
software (more on VU-Calc later). 

Other than the major differences determined by price, within 
the price range there are minor differences in features and 
performance that can make one brand of spreadsheet software 
better than the others for a particular application. In other words. 
one may be easier to use than the others depending on the 
application. As a general rule, however, spreadsheet software is 
being continuously upgraded -becoming more and more 
complex -and the latest versions are so intricate and can do so 
much they are often treated like a programming language. 

A closer look 
Figures I and 2 show how a spreadsheet works. The basic 

arrangement of a spreadsheet, the interrelationships between the 
cells, is called a template. The template for the spreadsheet 
shown in Fig. 1 does many things. After the user enters the first 
value at the top of the column labled i00%, the spreadsheet 
automatically adds " I " to the entered number, and then prints a 
total of all the numbers in the column at the bottom of the 
column. The same will occur in the other columns with the 
exception that 10% will be added to the value of the previous 
column. The columns with the automatic increase of 10% are 
tabled lto%k. l22l.h. 133.V4. (Read this over carefully if you don't 
follow it. It's important you know what's happening.) 

ENTER VALUE 

100% 

1 

110% 

1.1 

121%. 

1.21 
add 1 2 2.2 2.42 
add 1 3 3.3 3.63 
add 1 4 4.4 4.84 
add 1 5 5.5 6.05 

TOTAL 15 16.5 18.15 

133.1% 

1.331 
2.662 
3.993 
5.324ÿ 
6.655' 

19.965 
FIG. 1 -THE VALUES SHOWN ARE CALCULATED the instant the first 

value is entered in the 100% column. 

SAMPLE SPREADSHEET 

100% 110% 121% 133.1% 

ENTER VALUE 2 2.2 2.42 2.662 
add 1 3 3.3 3.63 3.993 
add 1 4 4.4 4.84 5.324 
add 1 5 5.5 6.05 6.655 
add 1 6 6.6 7.26 7.986 

TOTAL 20 22 24.2 26.62 
F1G. 2 -WHEN THE VALUE at the top of the 100% column is changed, all 
ehe values in all of the columns are recalculated 

If you imagine that Fig. 1 is a computer display, the screen 
would show no values until "1" was entered at the top of the 
column labeled i00%. The instant "1" was entered, the spread- 
sheet filled out with all the values shown in the figure. 

Figure 2 shows what happens when we change the entry from 
1 to 2. Instantly, the spreadsheet calculates the new values and 
enters the correct values in all the cells. 

How it works 
The cells of the template can be empty (waiting for user 

input), can contain a label that might describe anything at all, or 
can contain a simple or complex formula that might use data 
input by the user, data from other cells, data calculated by other 
cells, or any combination of data, computations or whatever.ln 
short, within limits, anything goes. As a general rule, spread- 
sheet software can be programmed to multiply, divide, sum, 
average, compare relationships, etc. The precise type of calcula- 
tions are determined by the specific spreadsheet program, but 
most are similar. 

The spreadsheet exists only in a computer's memory, not on 
the video display. The spreadsheet itself might represent cells 
formed by a matrix of 60 columns by 244 rows (14,640 cells). 
Obviously, that much data cannot be displayed on even a 80 
column by 24 row CRT. The screen serves only as a window for 
a small part of the total spreadsheet stored in RAM. The window 
can be moved around to examine any part of the spreadsheet, 
and the video window can even be split vertically and horizon- 
tally so data from any part(s) of the spreadsheet can be displayed 
side by side for comparison. (With the exception of the rock - 
bottom priced spreadsheet software, all can provide at least one 
vertical or horizontal split-screen display, or both.) 

Of course, if the spreadsheet is small enough it can all fit on 
the video display. Figures 3 through 6 show how a small spread- 
sheet is created using the Heath/Zenith version of SuperCalc. 
While SuperCalc is similar to many other spreadssheet pro- 
grams, it is the only one that simultaneously indicates all cell 
values and formulas directly on the video display. 

Figure 3 shows how the spreadsheet's template appears on the 
video display. Note that each row is designated by a number 
while each column is designated by a letter. A similar scheme is 
used in all software of this type as it is the only sane way to set up 
the template. The junction of each column and row is a cell, and 
each cell is identified that way (i.e. cell B 10). You can enter a 
label, formula, or value into a cell, or leave it blank for the entry 
of values when you test for "What If?". 

A e C 

11 OUT OF POCKET CAR EXPENSE 
21 
31 1982 1983 
41 

5:ESTIMATED REPAIRS ces:1.15) 
61MILES DRIVEN 86 
71* PER GALLON OF GAS (B7í1.10) 
81$ PER QUART OF OIL (B8í1.10) 
91 INSURANCE (89í1.10) 
10:MILES PER GALLON 810 
11:TOTAL GAS USED (B6/510) (C6/C10) 
121COST OF GAS (B11í87) (Cl1*C7) 
1310IL USED (QT./500 MI.) (B6/500) (C6/500) 
141COST OF OIL (B13*B8) (C13*C8) 
151 
16:TOTAL CASH CAR COST (B5+B9+812+814) (C5+C9+C12+C14) 
171 

FIG. 3-SUPERCALC TEMPLATE used for calculating out-of-pocket car 
expenses. This is what you see as you are assembling the template. 

The template shown in Fig.3 is the spreadsheet for calculati 
estimated out-of-pocket auto expenses based on assumed cost o 
insurance, repairs, gas per gallon, and oil per quart. as well as 
the estimated mileage, how many miles the car travels per gallon 
of gas, and how much oil is expected to be used. The spreadsheet 
takes into account assumed inflation factors and changes in 
individual costs. The blank (empty) cells are for the information 
to be filled in by the user. The other cells contain the information 
or the formulas to be to used to calculate the desired information. 
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Everything within brackets is a formula that uses information 
from other cells. Entries not in brackets are simply instructions 
to use the same information from another cell. For example, 
note that total gas used in 1982 is represented by the formula 
(B6/810). If you look at cell B6 you'll find it represents MILES 
DRIVEN, while BIO is the MILES PER GALLON delivered by the 
car. When the B6 and BIO values are filled in by the user cells 
B I I will automatically calculate total gas used. On the other 
hand, note that for 1983 cell C7 shows we believe the price of 
gas will be 10% higher than the value we plug into cell B7 for 
1982 (B7 x 1.10). while cell C6 will use the same information 
the user stores in B6. (Study the template until you get a clear 
understanding of how the cells can interrelate and interreact.) 

Okay! That's enough theory -let's do the calculation as 
shown in Fig. 4. For a neat presentation. we turn off the border. 
and set up the display so the formulas are no longer dis- 
played.When there are no values for a formula to work with. 
SuperCalc shows the word ERROR so you know some data hasn't 
been entered. In Fig. 5 we have filled in the data needed for cells 
B5 through BIO. That is how the display would appear when all 
the variable data was entered if SuperCalc were set for manual 
calculation -the user must specifically press a key to force the 
spreadsheet calculation. (Usually, the recalculation is set to 
AUTO, and the recalculation is performed the instant enough 
information to perform the calculations) is entered. 

OUT OF POCKET CAR EXPENSE 

ESTIMATED REPAIRS 
MILES DRIVEN 
f PER GALLON OF GAS 
$ PER QUART OF OIL 
INSURANCE 
MILES PER GALLON 
TOTAL GAS USED 
COST OF GAS 
OIL USED (QT./500 MI.) 
COST OF OIL 

TOTAL CASH CAR COST 

1982 

ERROR 
ERROR 

.00 

.00 

1983 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 
.00 

ERROR 
ERROR 

.00 

.00 

ERROR ERROR 
FIG. 4 -HOW ENE SCREEN APPEARS before the required information is 
inserted in the 1982 column. The "errors" are caused by the template not 
yet having all the information needed to make the calculations. 

MIR 
OUT OF POCKET CAR EXPENSE 

1982 

ESTIMATED REPAIRS 500.00 

1983 

.00 
MILES DRIVEN 10000.00 .00 
$ PER GALLON OF GAS 1.39 .00 
f PER QUART OF OIL 1.45 .00 
INSURANCE 450.00 .00 
MILES PER GALLON 15.50 .00 
TOTAL GAS USED ERROR ERROR 
COST OF GAS ERROR ERROR 
OIL USED (QT./500 MI.) .00 .00 
COST OF OIL .00 .00 

TOTAL CASH CAR COST ERROR ERROR 

RG. 5-tF YY FOWMANUAL RECALCULATION, this is how the screen 
will look when the required information is entered (see Fig. 6). 

Figure 6 shows what happens when the last piece of data is 
entered if SuperCalc is set for automatic calculation, or if the 
manual -calculate key is pressed. Instantly, the spreadsheet fills 
with all values for the years 1982 and 1983. 

Preparing the template is not all that difficult even if you're 
using hundreds of cells because most of the spreadsheet pro- 
grams have an assortment of cell -handling functions that sim- 
plify the construction of the template; those include functions 
such as replicate and tag. Replicate permits you to write a few 
cells and then, at the touch of one or two keys. have the software 
automatically replicate them across hundreds of rows or col- 
umns. With tag you "stick" a cell's entry to the cursor, move 
the cursor directly to a desired cell or cells and "drop" the 
attached data into the new cell. You might also be able to 
instantly move or exchange columns or rows of "written" cells. 

OUT 

ESTIMATED REPAIRS 

OF POCKET CAR EXPENSE 

1982 

500.00 

1983 

575.00 
MILES DRIVEN 10000.00 10000.00 
S PER GALLON OF GAS 1.39 1.53 
f PER QUART OF OIL 1.45 1.60 
INSURANCE 450.00 495.00 
MILES PER GALLON 15.50 15.50 
TOTAL GAS USED 645.16 645.16 
COST OF GAS 896.77 986.45 
OIL USED (0T./500 MI.) 20.00 20.00 
COST OF OIL 29.00 31.90 

TOTAL CASH CAR COST 1875.77 2088.35 

FIG. 6 -AT THE TOUCH of the recalculation key the screen would blinkand 
all the cells fill with the calculated values as shown. If the program were set 
up for automatic recalculation, that would happen as soon as the last 
required value were entered. 

The exact number and degree of cell -handling procedures de- 
pend on the particular software used. but within a given price 
range most offer similar features. 

The exception to most of our illustrations is the plug-in ROM 
module (not disk) version of Radio Shack's Spectaculator for 
the Color Computer. Though it is an electronic spreadsheet, it 

does not permit individual cell calculations. The calculation for 
each cell in a column or row is the same for every cell in the row 
or column. This is somewhat limiting for general use, but it's 
particularly useful for calculations where two out of three var- 
iables are known. For example. it is easy to use -and a decided 
convenience -when calculating frequency. reactance, di- 
mensions. volume, or anything else where two values are used 
to calculate a third. Figure 7 is a sample of what the program can 
do when calculating reactance. The spreadsheet is set up to 
calculate the reactance of inductors at 3 MHz. 

The frequency in MHz is fixed throughout column 2. The user 
enters the inductor values in column 1. When the command keys 
to calculate are pressed. the display ripples through the spread- 
sheet and shows the calculated reactance values in column 3. 

SAMPLE SPECTACULATOR 

L (UH) 3 MH Z REACTANCE 
0.15 3.44 2.83 
0.25 3.00 4.71 
4.54 3.00 9.42 
1.00 3.00 18.84 
1.54 3.00 28.26 
2.00 3.00 37.68 
2.25 3.00 42.39 
2.50 3.44 47.10 

FIG. 7 -USING SPECTACULATORto calculate reactance. This program is 
particularly useful for calculations involving three variables where one is 
known. 

Only a little bit at a time 
Since the video display is only a "window" into the spread- 

sheet stored in RAM. the more sophisticated spreadsheet pro- 
grams such as SuperCalc. VisiCalc, and ScratchPad (from 
SuperSoft) allow you to divide the video display into two or 
more smaller windows so several sections of the memory can be 
simultaneously seen for comparison. For example. we could 
have had our auto -expense spreadsheet calculate expense until 
the year 2000, and then split the video display and show only the 
years 1982 and 2000 side -by -side for comparison. If we had 
thirty, forty, fifty, or a hundred items in each column or row, we 
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could still control ,each screen "window" independent of the 
other, and roll or scroll each window independent of the other. 
Usually, we can even treat each window as a separate spread- 
sheet, and ripple through one without affecting the others. 

Though the more popular electronic spreadsheets can be used 
with several different computers, the exact nature of the im- 
plementation often depends on the available features of the 
computer or the associated terminal. Sometimes it works out 
that the same spreadsheet software is somewhat more con- 
venient to run on one computer than another.For example. while 
SuperCalc generally uses a blinking -line cursor or created 
brackets to denote the cell's boundaries, the Heath/Zenith im- 
plementation uses the "smart" features of the 1189 computer 
and 11/9 terminal, and the cell area is completely filled by a 

reverse video (white) rectangle while the computer's built -in - 

function keys are used for direct access to a HELP table and .a 

keyboard shift. On the Osborne computer, the operating system 
provides a directional arrow shift specifically tailored for Super- 
Co/c, while the software itself can be customized for the user's 
printer. 

More money means more features 
.As with almost everything else in this world, the more you 

pay the more you get. In particular, the higher the price the 
greater the permitted mathematical operations, such as automa- 
tic summing. averaging, relational operators, sine and cosine 
functions, etc. The object is to decide what specific math func- 
tions you will need and then make your selection from the 
software that does the required calculations. In almost all in- 
stances the necessary math functions are more important than 
the maximum size of the available matrix (number or rows times 
number of columns). 

The less -than -S20 cassette -tape based VU -Cale for the 
Timex/Sinclair 1000 computer is extremely powerful for the 
money, will probably handle most household projections, and is 

a superb spreadsheet trainer for schools, but it is limited to the 
basic arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplica- 
tion. and division. However, its template of 26 rows x 36 
columns (936 cells) is quite adequate for small jobs. (The 
program is written in BASIC and would he frustratingly slow to 
run if the template were larger.) The basic matrix takes almost 
three minutes to load, and a SAVE of even a small template using 
but a portion of the available matrix can take more than five 
minutes; but the price is a real winner. 

About double the price of VU -Cale, the ROM module version 
of Speeurculator for the Radio Shack Color Computer handles a 
template of 99 rows x 99 columns (9801 cells). Since it's 
supplied in a ROM module it is up-and-mmning almost as soon 
as the power is turned on. The program is amone the easiest 
systems to use. but it has the limitation we mentioned earlier of 
not permitting individual cell formulas. 

Just about everything else is in the $150 -and -up price range, is 
disk -based. and often proves to be some variation of SuperCalc. 
VisiCale. or ScratchPad. Between discounting and special im- 
plementations, the same spreadsheet software might cost be- 
tween $150 and $400. 

ScratclrPad, which has an unusually small number of com- 
mands. features many mathematical functions, both terminal 
and printer customizing, and virtual memory. Virtual memory is 
a means whereby the disk is used as RAM when the computer's 
RAM runs out. The usual matrix for a 56K RAM is 26 rows x 
100 columns (2600 cells), but memory won't run out because 
the disk provides virtual memory when running. What is placed 
on the disk is transparent to the user when the session is com- 
pleted so there is no loss of disk space as unusable files. 

If for nothing else, SuperCalc stands alone because it's sup- 
plied with outstanding sample business and scientific templates 
(for practice and understanding) and because it allows the user to 
see all the cell formulas in their respective cells, not one at a time 
on a command line in some distant corner of the screen. Its 
matrix is 254 rows x 63 columns (16,002 cells). A full matrix 

would exceed the capacity of most personal computer RAM 
areas, but different portions can be used for different templates, 
then interrelated, interlocked, etc. it also provides the usual 
assortment of advanced math functions. The instruction manual 
is an absolute gem, easily understood by non -hardware oriented 
users. The problem with SuperCalc is that it came on the scene 
after ViaiCalc, and simply never got the credit it deserved. 

VisiC'alc is the grandfather of all the personal computer 
spreadsheets. While legend has it that it got its reputation from 
the Apple implementation for business use, most computer 
hobbyists are most likely familiar with it through Radio Shack. 
who has always featured it as its centerpiece for both personal 
and business software. The original implementation for Radio 
Shack's Model I computer had a matrix of 254 rows x 63 
columns (16002) cells, the same as the typical SuperCalc ver- 
sions. lt, too, provides advanced math functions, sectional 
interlocks and relationships, etc. The thing with VisiCale is that 
it's dynamic; it's constantly growing, with features being added 
all the time to accommodate the latest computer features. Some 
implementations are so sophisticated. VisiCalc has become 
what is essentially an independent programming language, 
There are VisiCale "programmers" who specialize in spread. 
sheets that might take weeks of preparation. 

Being the most famous of the spreadsheets VisiCalc has th 
most aftermarket support. particularly in the area of pre-writte 
templates for both home -and -family and business use. Pre 
written templates are precisely what they imply: instead of you 
designing the template and calculating the cell structure and 
formulas, you simply load in from a disk a pre -written template 
that most approximates what you need. You can customize the 
pre -written template if necessary. (Most users find pre -written 
templates require some slight changes-but many hours, days. 
or weeks of programming can he saved through their use.) 

SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE 
SUPPLIERS 

Chang Laboratories 
10228 North Stelling Road 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Micropro 
1299 4th Street, Suite 400 
San Rafael, CA 94901 

Microsoft Corporation 
10700 Northup Way 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

Pocket Info Corporation 
7795 S.W. 184th St. 
Beaverton, OR 97007 

Radio Shack 
One Tandy Center 
Ft. Worth, TX 76102 

Sorcim Corporation 
405 Aldo Ave. 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

SuperSoft 
PO Box 1628 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Timex Corporation 
1579 Straits Turnpike 
Middlebury, CT 06762 

VisiCorp 
2895 Zanker Road 
San Jose, CA 95134 

Something new every day 
It often appears that each new issue of a computer magazine 

has advertisements for a new type of electronic spreadsheet. In 
fact, that is what's been happening because there are more and 
better programmers coming on-line almost daily. However, 
most of the latest electronic spreadsheets are essentially var- 
iations of the best known programs with some highly specialized 
features or implementations. 

If there is perhaps one general rule of thumb for selecting an 
electronic spreadsheet it's to purchase one that offers easist use 
of the features you really need. Also be sure that it comes with an 
instruction manual you can understand. Sorne of the best soft- 
ware is unusable because the accompanying documentation is 
almost incoherent. R -E 
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Enter The New 

ROBOT ICS 
AGE 

An age where formerly impossible tasks become 
everyday reality. The mechanization of many 

laborious physical and intellectual tasks of in- 

dustrial, commercial and domestic life is coming 

about through the technology of intelligent 

machines. We see innovative applications of 

microprocessors, simulations, sensor electronics, 
real time control, effector design, machine design, 

aerospace robots and autonomous systems. 
This is the world of Robotics Age, the Journal of 

Intelligent Machines. Make this world yours. In 

Robotics Age you'll find topics from the realities of 

industrial automation to the prospect of personal 

robotics. Integrating it all is modern software 
engineering. As illustrations, we show how you 

can perform practical design explorations with in- 

expensive personal computers. 

Recently published titles include: Avatar, A 

Homebuilt Robot; The Physics of One -Legged 

Mobile Robots; Constructing an Intelligent Mobile 

Platform; An Inexpensive Hand; Natural Language 

Understanding; Applying Robot Vision To the Real 

World; Telecommunications Robots. In every issue 

you'll find features like Patent Probe, New Pro- 

ducts, Letters and Design Forums. 

Don't miss out. Subscribe today. With your paid 

subscription accompanied by the coupon below, 

we'll send you a free reprint of the article Avatar: 

A Homebuilt Robot. 

If you're not completely 

satisfied with your 

subscription to Robotics 

Age, we'll refund your 

full subscription price 

of $15. 

meet AVATAR: A Homebuilt Robot 

Sign me up for a 6 issue trial subscription ... 
[ ] Send an issue and bill me $15.00 for 6 in all. 

[ ] Enclosed is $15.00 (6 issues plus Avatar 
reprint) RE 

Name 

Address 

Town 

State 
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CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Huntington's Disease Kills on and on and on an 

I. NATIONAL HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE ASSOCIATION 
Suite 501, 1441 Broadway. New York. N Y 10018 
212-966-4320 

79 8 

SIB DISTRIBUTORS. 
THE MOST COMPETITIVE 
PRICES ON COMMODORE. 
I33 commodore 
MONITORS - GREAT RESOLUTION (64 OR VIC) 
Amdak Color I 

Amdek II or 111 

Comrex 6500 - 13" Color 
NEC JC 1212.. 
Transfer 20 (High Resolution Green Phosphor) 
Video/Audio Cable 

$319 
Call 
299 
310 
129 

15 

PRINTERS-LETTER QUALITY 

CBM 8300, 40 cps 61450 
Diablo 620, 25 cps 995 
ComAlter 17 cps 899 
Trarater 130, 18 cps (auto load, wp features!) 769 
NEC 7700 series 2350 
NEC 3500 series 1600 

PRINTERS-DOT MATRIX 

CBM 4022, 80 cpa/graphics 395 
CBM 8023, 150 cps/graphics 589 
Epson FX Printer 529 
Okideta 82A, 120 cps (aerial and penne() 429 
NEC 8023A (parallel) 489 
IDS Mlcroprlsm 539 
Star Gemini 429 
Star Gemini (15) 529 
Epson MX 80 Ribbons 6 

COMMODORE BUSINESS SERIES 

SuperPet (5 languages- 2 processors) 1409 
CBM 8032 Computer, 80 Column 1029 
CBM Memory Expansion, 641( 359 
PET 4032, 40 Column 879 
CBM 8050, 1 mg. Dual Dries 1259 
CBM 8250, 2 mg. Dual Delve 1500 
CBM D9060, 5 mg. Hard Disk 2240 
CBM 09090. 7.5 mg. Herd Disk 2600 
CBM 4040..340K Dual Dries 919 
CBM 2031. 170K Single Drive 489 
DC Hayes Smart Modem 220 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

WordPro4 or5 309 
Administrator 489 
VisiCalc (expanded) 199 
The Manager (database) 199 
BPI A/R, G/L, Job Cost, Inventory, Payroll 325 lea 

MasterCard, Visa, Money Order, Bank Check 
COD (add $5) accepted. 
Add 3°n surcharge for credit cards. 
In stock items shipped within 48 hours. F.O.B. Dallas, TX 
All products shipped with manufacturers warranty. 

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 
800-527-483 800-442-1048 (Within Texas) 

SOFTWARE FOR CBM 64 
Word Processing IWordPro 3,1 569 
Word-Pac napel 60 
The Assistant Series 

WrIter's Assistant (easy and flexible) 99 
Fie Assistant (database wen marvel 99 
Spreadsheet Assistant 99 
Personal Finance Assistant (great reports) 45 

Coco (computer tutoring game) 44 
Coco 11 mueld your own games easily) 45 
Home Accounting Package 39 
General Ledger NR. NP (wend check wnbngl 175ee. 

CBM EasyFlnance 50 
Data Manager 70 
Stock (Investment analysts) 80 
Pet Emulator (emulates 40 basic( 30 
Sprite -Magic (use loysteck to design spretes) 19 
Assembler Package (cassette or disk complied. 

Includes edelor loader dlsassemblen 39 
Motormanla (arcade tape) 27 
Renaissance. 27 
Colorsketch (draw on screen w/Ioysteck paint. 

save to tape or desk) 16 
Spacebelt. 20 
Matchmaker 8 
Ret roball 34 

INTERFACES AND ACCESSORIES 
80 Column Expander 159 
VIC 1600 Modem 95 
VIC 1850 lauto answer. auto ear 150 
VIC 1525 Graphic Pnnter 329 
VIC 1530 Datasette Recorder 65 
VIC 1541 DIM, Drwe 329 
VIC Switch iconnect 8 64's or Vlcs to pnnter.dd) 149 
IEEE Interface 85 
PET -IEEE cable 33 
IEEE -IEEE cable 12m1 39 
Parallel Interface (Epson. Okedate IDS. NEC( 80 
RS -232 Printer Interface lOkedata. Diablo. etc I 60 
Apele Loader 90 
Programmers Reference Guide 18 
Verbatim Diskettes 110 per boil 26 
Vlctree 75 

VIC PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES 
81X RAM Memory Expansion Cartridge 44 
16K RAM 85 
24K RAM 129 
VIC IEEE Interface 75 
VIC 3 Slot Expander 39 
VIC 6 Slot Expander 70 
RS232 Printer Interface. 65 
Cassette Interface 27 
Intro to 8esic I or II 22 
Home Finance Package 16 tapes) 47 
Gort 30 
Omega Race 30 
Video Vermin 29 
Heswriter Iwp cartndgel 29 
Turtle Graphics (cartridges) 13 
Arcade Joystick Heavy duty w/2 firing 

buttons, Great for the VIC or 64 

SJB DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
10520 Plano Road. Suite 206 
Dallas. Texas 75238 
(214) 343-1328 

Business Hours 
M -F 8 to 6 
Sat. 10-2 

Prices are subject to change without notice. 
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VLF -HF 
Active 

Antennas 
Active receiving antennas 
can offer a surprising 
improvement in the 
capabilities of your receiver. 
However, as we will show 
you, building one does not 
have to be difficult. 

R.W. BURHANS 

Zook 

Part 3 IN THE PREVIOUS TWO 

parts of this series on 
VLF -HF receiving techniques. we 
covered both the fundamentals of active 
receiving antennas and some practical 
circuits. Now we are ready to discuss the 
actual construction of those antennas. 

The active -antenna system consists of 
three main parts: a whip antenna, a pre- 
amplifier. and a receiver coupler. The 
whip antenna is directly attached to the 
preamplifier, and both are remotely 
mounted. The receiver coupler is 
mounted at the receiver, and is connected 
to the preamplifier by a length of coaxial 
cable. Let's now take a look at the com- 
ponents of the system in more detail. 

Wideband preamplifier 
The wideband preamplifier circuit was 

discussed in the March 1983 issue of 
Radio -Electronics. Its schematic is re- 
produced in Fig. 1. 

The wideband preamplifier is assem- 
bled on a printed -circuit board. The foil 
pattern of that PC hoard is shown in Fig. 
2. and its parts -placement diagram is 
shown in Fig. 3. You should note that 
there are some "extra" pads near the 
input terminal. They are there to 
accommodate different input filter net- 
works and/or variations in the size of the 
components used. The board is intended 
to fit snugly in a 11/4 x 2 x 1 inch 
drawn -steel case, although it can be used, 
of course, with a larger box. The only 
"fussy" component is the toroidal trans- 
former. 

1 i1R 
WHIP 
A NA 

L1 

2.2µH 

nfóá` 

NEI R1 

1 MEG 

'SEE TEXT 

rltá. t-VVIutGANU rIttAMYL' Itrt JGntMR i imo. i ne neon buio, riti, provwes aaeguate input stat 
charge protection. 

C1 .- 1 /25V 
TANTALUM 

SIGNAL 
OUT 

O 
JIQ 

The toroidal transformer is wound by 
first measuring out two I5 -inch lengths of 
different -colored, 30 gauge, solid, in- 
sulated. wire -wrap wire. Those wires are 
twisted together about 8 turns -per -inch, 
and then that cable made up of the twisted 
pair of wires is wound for 17 turns on an 
Amidon (12033 Ostego St., North Holly- 
wood. CA 91607) part No. FT50-75 (or 
similar) ferrite core. The windings should 
be tight. with a small gap at the start/ 
finish point. The wire is held in place at 
the ends with a small drop of cement. and 
about I inch is left for connection to the 
circuit board. The insulation at the ends of 
the wires is stripped back about'/ inch for 
soldering to the board. 

One important note is that the windings 
should oppose each other. What that 
means, is that while one wire at one end of 
the two -wire cable is connected to 

ground. the other wire at the same end is 
connected to the drain of the JFET. To 
furthur clarify that. Fig. 3 shows a dot at 
the one end of each winding-the dots are 
at a common end of the cable. 

After the transformer wires are con- 
nected through the circuit -board holes, 
the core assembly should be cemented to 
the board perpendicularly. Be sure to fol- 
low Fig. 3 and make sure that the neces- 
sary jumper wires are also connected on 
the board for the wideband version (a 
version of the preamp for restricted VLF 
and LF use uses the same circuit board. 
but some different components). 

The lower 3 -dB point (where the re- 
sponse of the preamp drops 3 dB from its 
maximum) is at IO kHz, where the tor- 
oidal transformer has an inductance of 
about I mH. At high frequencies. the core 
material effectively disappears. and the 
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1-7/8INCHES 

FIG. 2-FULL SIZE foil pattern for the the pre- 
amplifier circuit -board. 

COAX 
TO RECEIVER+ -- 
COUPLER 

PARTS LIST 
WIDEBAND ANTENNA PREAMP 

R1-1 megohm, '/4 watt 
C1-1 µF, 25 volts, tantalum 
Q1-J310 FET (Siliconix or equivalent) 
NE1-NE99 neon lamp 
L1-2.2 µH (Mouser 43LS226 or equivalent) 
T1-Bifilar wound transformer on Amidon 

F-50-75 core or equivalent (see text) 
Miscellaneous:PC board. case, coaxial con - 

nectars. hardware, etc. 

H 
I 

'SEE TEXT 

1 

-TOANTENNA 

FIG. 3-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM for the widebanc version of the preamp. 

response might be good to 100 MHz or 
so. However, the 2.2 µH input inductor 
(L I)-along with the board, the JFET 
capacitance, and the steel case-limits 
the preamp's upper 3 -dB point to about 30 
MHz. That helps to reduce interference 
from signals outside the desired band- 
say. TV and FM signals. 

The receiver coupler 
The toil pattern of the receiver -coupler 

board is shown in Fig. 4. (The receiver - 
coupler circuit was discussed in Part 2 of 
this series, in the March 1983 issue of 
Radio -Electronics. The schematic of the 
receiver coupler is reproduced here in 
Fig. 5). The board's parts placement is 
shown in Fig. 6. The board for the receiv- 
er coupler is the same size as that used in 
the preamp, and can be mounted in a 
similar case, if desired. In addition to the 
coaxial input and output terminals, a 
twisted pair of insulated wires are in- 
cluded for the power -supply leads (8-12 
volts) and are fed through a small grom- 
met or hole in the receiver -coupler case. 

1-7/8 INCHES 

FIG. 4-FULL SIZE foil pattern for the receiver - 
coupler circuit -board. 

We will not discuss the construction of a 
power supply. 

Preamplifier for VLF-LF 
The circuit tor the VLF-LF preampli- 

fier was discussed in Part 2 of this series, 
in the March 1983 issue of Radio - 
Electronics. For your convenience, we 
have reproduced the schematic of that 
circuit in Fig. 7. 

The circuit board for restricted VLF- 
LF operation is the same as the one used 
for the wideband preamp. (of course 
some components are different, and the 
jumpers that were used in the wideband 
case are not used here.) The parts - 
placement diagram is shown in Fig. 8. 
The RF chokes are short, encapasulated 
types that are designed for vertical PC - 
board mounting. The winding "polarity" 
or the start of the windings are indicated 
in Fig. 8 by black dots and on the choke 
package by a label dot and a longer lead. 

The output transformer that we chose 
will fit exactly into the holes indicated, 
with the correct winding polarity already 
provided. Therefore-unlike the tor- 
roidal transfomer-it is unnecessary to 
cross over the transformer leads. 

If you are in doubt about which side of 
the transformer is the primary or secon- 
dary, check with an ohmmeter. The high- 
er resistance reading (around 20 ohms) 
will be the primary winding. 

Preamplifier variations 
In Part 2, we discussed several differ- 

ent resonant input circuits that could be 
used to provide low -frequency cutoffs, or 
to yield operation at a small, fixed band of 
frequencies. (The input networks were 
discussed in the "Resonant input cir- 
cuits" section of Part 2.) The preampli- 
fier can be modified with one of these 
input networks with relative ease. For 
example, a microminiature trimmer - 
capacitor can be soldered on the foil side 
of the board, directly across the 1- 
megohm input resistor (R1) after the 
board is mounted in the box. One possible 
source for the inductors and capacitors is 
Mouser Electronics (11433 Woodside 

SIGN 
IN 

C 

J1 

L1 
o) 1mH 

i C2 
-.1/25V 

TANTALUM 

R3 

2252 .µ 
C3 

1/25V 
TANTALUM 

R1 

51-7552 
R2 

51052 

J3 

Z OUT 

HIGH -Z 0 

n u. 5- i ne two outputs can be used to matcn me coupler to your particular receiver. They also maKe is 

easy to use the coupler with a receiver and monitor the coupler output with a scope at the same time. 

r, COAX TO RECEIVER 
;i% 50-120UTPUT 

1 
,COAX TO RECEIVER 

500420UTPUT 

+v.--- 

1 

COAX FROM 
PREAMP 

FIG. 6-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM for the 
recenver-coupler board. 

PARTS LIST 
VLF LF ANTENNA PREAMP 

R1-1 megohm, ' 1 watt 
C1-1 µF. 25 volts. tantalum 
C2-0.001 µF, ceramic 
Q1-J310 FET (Siliconix or equivalent) 
NE1-NE99 neon lamp 
L1, L2-6.8 mH (Mouser 43LH268 or equiv- 

alent) 
T1-Audio transformer (Mouser 42TL004 or 

equivalent) 
Miscellaneous:PC board, case, coaxial con- 
nectors, hardware, etc. 
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TABLE 1 

3 -dB Antenna 
Frequency Application Bandwidth length Ca L C2 Gain 
180 kHz Experimenters Band 170-190 kHz 10 meters 120 pF 33 mH .001 - 20 dB 
180 kHz Experimenters' Band 175 185 kHz 1 meter 10 pF 39 mH .001 - 15 dB 
100 kHz LORAN -C 95-105 kHz 1 meter 10 pF 120 mH .01 6 dB 
100 kHz LORAN -C 91 108 kHz 10 meters 120 pF 100 mH .01 f 12 dB 
60 kHz WWVB 55 65 kHz 10 meters 120 pF 150 mH .01 10 dB 
60 kHz WWVB 58-63 kHz 1 meter 10 pF 300 mH .01 +6 dB 

ANTENNA 
(SEE TEXT) L2 

6.8 m H 

L1 

6.8mH 

R1 

1MEG 

NE1 

T1 + C1 

(SEE TEXT) 1/25V 
TANTALUM 

rna. ¡-I nt IIVru I Irvuur l vita ana circuit capacitances Corm a iowpass luter that makes this 
amplifier for restricted use in the VLF-LF range. 

TO RECEIVER 
COUPLER TO ANTENNA 

FIG. 8-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM for the restricted -use (VLF-LF) version of the active antenna 
preamp. 

1 

VIN 
TO SCOPE 

SIMULATED 
ANTENNA 
CAPACITANCE 

E - 
SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
(50 -OHM 
OUTPUT 
IMPEOANCE) 

PR EAMP COAX 
['PI I r 

DC POWER IN 
(8-12 VOLTS 

w. U-uat I nt NrrHUAIMN I ION of 1 -pt- per meter to determine the antenna capacitance 

Ave., Santee, CA 92071), although other 
suppliers can be found by checking the 
ads in the back of this magazine. 

You may have to bend the leads or 
change the part orientation if a particular 
component will not exactly fit the board 
holes. If you use 100-150-mH RF chokes 
(for a tuned amplifier for 60 -kHz to 100 - 
kHz operation), they will be quite close to 
the board edges because of their larger 
size. That will alter the circuit capaci- 

tance somewhat when the board is placed 
inside the box. The small trimmer 
capacitor-on the foil side of the board- 
can be used to compensate for that. 

For wideband, lower -Q circuits with 
no trim capacitor, it may be necessary to 
check the response of the preamp after 
temporarily mounting it in the shield/ 
case. The board can, of course, be used in 
a much larger box, with larger inductor 
assemblies, but keep in mind that for 

For information on availability (includ- 
ing custom-built active -antenna pre - 
amps and coupler assemblies), send a 

SASE to R. W. Burhans, 161 Grosvenor 
St.. Athens, Ohio 45701 

maximum antenna sensitivity with a 
minimum antenna height (in other words, 
for maximum efficiency), the input 
capacitance at the antenna terminal 
should be as low as possible. 

Table 1 shows the results of tests made 
with different inductor -capacitor com- 
binations for covering different segments 
of the 60-200 kHz range. (See Part 2- 
Figs. I, 4, and 5 for the particular cir- 
cuits.) Note that in sonie cases the value 
of the preamp's output capacitor (C2) at 
the drain of Q1 is changed to improve the 
low -frequency cutoff. 

Bench testing 
A signal generator and suitable oscillo- 

scope are used to observe the response of 
the active antenna system with a setup as 
shown in Fig. 9. When tuning any of the 

PARTS LIST 
RECEIVER COUPLER 

All resistors are watt. 5°ó unless other- 
wise specified 
R1-51 ohms 
R2-510 ohms 
R3-22 ohms 
C1-0.22 F. Mylar 
C2. C3-1 µF 25 volts, tantalum 
L1-1 mH (Mouser 43LR103 or equivalent) 

amplifier variations on the bench, or 
when checking the response of the ampli- 
fier, a small coupling capacitor-of a 
value equal to the expected antenna 
capacitance-is connected to the input 
terminal of the preamp. (A vertical or 
slant -wire antenna will have an approx- 
imate capacitance of about 10 pF-per- 
meter.) That will roughly simulate the 
response of the electric field at the an- 
tenna. A tuned preamp assembly can be 
aligned on the bench and then the antenna 
can be plugged in for operation. The 
input/output response obtained this way 
will fairly -well resemble the response 
that you will obtain in the field-except 
for the K factor that is dependant on the 
local ground -shielding effect. 

Preamp and coupler housing 
The amplifier and coupler boards have 

been designed to fit in a small cast alumi- 
nium or drawn -steel case such as Mouser 
part No. 537-M 12 for compact assembly. 
(See Fig. I0.) The circuit boards are held 
in place in the boxes by short, solid ju- 
mper wires that are soldered to the an- 
tenna input terminal and to the coax re- 
ceptacles. The ground connections can be 
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PLUMBERS' EPDXY 
SEALER 

VINYL PROTECTIV 
SLEEVE 

SOLDER IN 
RCA PHONO JAC 

36" WI -IP 
PRESSFIT INTO PHONO PLUG 

DRAWN -STEEL 
CASE, PAINTED 

HOLES FC R U BOLT 

SOLDER IN 

UHF JACK FOR 
COAX TO COUPLE 

FIG. 10-TO WEATHER-PROOF the case, seal all joints nd drill a small bleed hole for drainage. 

either short jumper wires to the ground 
lug on the cable receptacle or the circuit 
board ground can be directly soldered to 
inside edges of the drawn -steel case. 

The case should be mounted on an an- 
gle bracket for bolting to a short mast. A 
press -in or solder -in type RCA phono 
receptacle (Mouser part No. 16PJ051) is 

soldered on the inside of the box for the 
antenna terminal. That has a capacitance 
of only 5 pF at most, and it is suppled with 
a ceramic spacer. The output coax con- 
nector can be a UHF type. We have used 
SO -239 type receptacles by breaking off 
the flanges and pressing into a hole care- 
fully reamed to fit. The output coax con- 
nector can be a single -hole -mounting 
type that uses a nut on the inside of the 
case. However, that takes up room inside 
the case and the PC board will have to be 

further cut and filed. Whichever type of 
connector you use, make sure you solder 
it to the inside of the case. 

Prior to mounting the connectors, the 
box should be degreased with solvent, 
polished with steel wool both inside and 
out, and (after soldering the connectors) it 
should be painted outside with auto- 
mobile primer and finally with a clear 
plastic spray. When painting the box, 
temporarily cover the connectors with 

masking tape to avoid getting paint on 
them. 

To mount the circuit board in the drawn 
steel case, solid copper wires (22 to 20 
gauge) are soldered to the center ter- 
minals of the antenna and coax con- 
nectors. Those wires are then bent to align 
with the holes on the circuit board. It is 
necessary to file the edges of the board to 
round the corners, in order for the board 
to fit inside the case. The board is then 
slipped down over the input/output wires 
so that the foil side of the board faces 
outside and the components inside. The 
board should be about 3/16 inch below the 
outer edge of the box for clearance. The 
ground of the board is then tack -soldered 
at a couple of points to the inside of the 
cleaned box. Be sure to solder the input/ 
output wires to the terminals on the foil 
side and cut off all excess length from 
component leads. 

The receiver -coupler box can be 
assembled in a very similar manner. 
Again, the fit can be compact, although it 
will be so newhat crowded if UHF fittings 
are used. It is better to use RCA phono 
connectors for all the coax fittings and to 
use shielded phono plugs with good quali- 
ty RG -58U cable for interconnecting the 
preamp to the coupler and the coupler to 

the receiver. However, it is common 
practice to use the old-fashioned large 
size UHF fittings for RF, even though the 
metal -sleeve RCA phono types are much 
more compact and convenient to use. You 
can also use BNC type cable fittings and 
receptacles if desired. Some commercial 
systems even use type -N RF fittings for 
the antenna mount in place of the RCA 
solder -in receptacle. 

Final assembly 
For a short whip antenna, a mobile 

VHF -type stainless steel whip about 36 
inches long will fit inside the typical RCA 
phono plug connector pin for a tight press 
fit. If that type of whip is not available, a 

copper -coated welding rod can be sub- 
stituted and soldered into the phono -plug 
pin. After the antenna is mounted in the 
plug's center pin, the fitting is sealed with 
plumber's epoxy putty and a vinyl sleeve 
pushed down over the whole assembly to 
aid in waterproofing. A wire antenna can 
also be used-it is soldered to the center 
pin, and the phono connector is sealed 
similarly. For final assembly and mount- 
ing of both the antenna connector and the 
coax output connector at the preampli- 
fier, we wrapped the connector with 
Coax -Seal, a putty -like tape, for extra 
waterproofing. The preamp box is bolted 
to the angle bracket and the joint sealed 
with cement or a gasket made from Coax - 
Seal tape. As an extra precaution against 
water in the box, a small bleed hole is 
drilled directly under the box mounting 
area to drain away any moisture that may 
enter the assembly. 

Your receiver may have an auxiliary - 
output power source already available. 
For the RF input, the observer should first 
try the 500 -ohm output from the coupler 
box at the VLF-LF region. More signal 
can sometimes be developed if the other 
output of the coupler is used. That in- 
dicates that the receiver is not too sensi- 
tive to antenna output -impedance. In all 
cases, the appropriate receiver input - 
terminal that is designed for the frequency 
range should be used. The 50 -ohm 
coupler -output is almost always required 
for receivers operating in the range of 2 
MHz to 30 MHz. 

It may be convenient to connect a 

monitor oscilloscope to the 500 -ohm out- 
put of the coupler and use the 50 -ohm 
coupler terminal to drive the receiver. 
The scope display is useful for monitoring 
interference and the dominating signals in 
your area. By selecting various scope 
sweep -rates, you can get an approximate 
indication of the frequency of the various 
signals that are present. Thus, once you 
figure out what is causing the interference 
(for example, you may be able to see 

60 -Hz harmonics), then you can take 
steps to minimize it. Do not forget, 
however, that a wideband preamplifier is 

sensitive to all frequencies present at the 
antenna input bandwidth-not only the 
ones you want to amplify. R -E 
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Do you have difficulty seeing into those hard -to -reach recesses 
in your construction projects? 

Build the Spot-A-Matic and find out. 

EVERYONE WHO BUILDS ELECTRONIC CIR - 
cuits knows that it's hard to see the 
finished project inside its case. If some- 
thing goes wrong and you have to look 
inside, it would be helpful if some gadget 
made it easier to inspect the circuit. Be- 
cause that happened to me so many times, 
I stopped my other work and built the 
Spot-A-Matic. 

I didn't want to spend a lot of time on it, 
so I kept the circuit as simple as possible 
and used things I could find around the 
house. As you can see in the schematic 
(Fig. I ). I used standard components ex- 
cept for the box marked "X" and, as they 
say. "X marks the Spot-A-Matic." 

I discovered, quite accidently, that a 
length of transformer wire exhibits cer- 

+12 VOLTS 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

tain strange properties when massive 
amounts of current are passed through it. 
First it gets hot, then it starts to turn color, 
and finally it burns up. I'm just a simple 
electronics tinkerer-not one of your fan- 
cy nuclear physicists with a lot of initials 
and other junk after my name-but it 
seemed to me that if I could keep the wire 
from destroying itself there was a good 
chance it would keep on glowing without 
burning up. 

X marks the spot 
spare you the endless agonies of my 

research and just share the results. I final- 
ly realized that I could keep the wire from 
burning up by surrounding it with a 
vacuum. Since oxygen was needed to 

S1 

R1 

1K 

SEE 
R2 

TEXT 1K 

FIG. 1-ntu Lcu (Ltuzl and buzzer t i nit indicate wnen crevice is not working properly. 

Q1 

F PT -100 

LED2 
(RED) 

o 

support combustion, I reasoned that plac- 
ing the wire in an oxygen -free enviroment 
would solve the problem. By experiment- 
ing, I found that my reasoning was sound. 

I took a small soda bottle and, after 
disposing of the contents, scraped off the 
label and drilled three holes in the cap- 
two small ones and one larger one. I used 
a soda bottle because it was the right 
shape. made of durable glass and, to be 
honest, I like soda. I wrapped five inches 
of stripped transformer wire around a 
glass swizzle stick, and glued the assem- 
bly in position inside the bottle using two- 
part epoxy. The two leads were brought 
out through the small holes in the cap. 
The larger hole allowed me to insert the 
end of a length of plastic tubing. I used 

1M 
R3 
10052 + C1 

10/35V 
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SODA 
BOTTLE 

GLASS SWIZZLE STIC 

COIL OF TRANSFORMER 
WIRE 

TWO-PART 
EPDXY 

BOTTLE CAP 
PLASTIC 
TUBING 

ENDS OF 
TRANSFORMER 
WIRE 

TO 
CIRCUIT 

PLUMBER'S 
PUTTY 

FIG. 2-BE SURE TO USE a glass swizzle stick to wind the transformer wire on-plastic doesn't fold 
up well. 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors 5%, 1/4 watt, unless otherwise 
specified 
R1, R2-1000 ohms 
R3-100 ohms 

Capacitors 
C1-10 µF. 35 volts, electrolyt c 

Semiconductors 
01-FPT-100 phototransistor 
LED1-jumbo green LED 
LED2-jumbo red LED 
TR1-12-volt buzzer 
Sl-SPST switch 

Miscellaneous: soda bottle, transformer 
wire, two-part epoxy, plumber's putty. glass 
swizzle stick, vacuum cleaner. perforated 
construction -board. solder, etc. 

plumber's putty to seal the cap and make 
sure everything was airtight. 

The other end of the plastic tubing was 
connected to the hose of my wife's 
vacuum cleaner. (Make sure that you ask 
your wife before you go ahead with the 

construction. If your wife is not as un- 
derstanding as mine is, you might have to 
find an alternate means of producing a 

vacuum. Some friends of mine have used 
swimming -pool filters and have obtained 
excellent results.) I made up a mixture of 

plumber's putty and two-part epoxy to 
make an effective seal. The two leads of 
the transformer wire were connected to 
the points indicated in Fig. I. 

How it works 
When you close S I and apply power to 

the Spot-A-Matic, a green indicator, 
LED I , lights up as current begins to flow 
through the assembly in the bottle. As the 
wire gets hotter, a strange thing 
happens-it begins to glow more and 
more brightly. The radiant energy emit- 
ted turns on Ql. a phototransistor, which 
lowers the voltage across the red in- 
dicator, LED2. and TR 1, a standard buz- 
zer, disabling them. Capacitor Cl delays 
things until the wire is glowing brightly in 
the bottle. If the wire should break, Q I 
will stop conducting and LED2 and TRI 
will turn on: that will give you a visual 
and audible signal to warn you that some- 
thing is wrong with the wire. 

I've found that it's best to turn on the 
vacuum cleaner before closing S 1: the 
better the vacuum, the better your Spot- 
A-Matic will function. Details of the con- 
struction of the box marked "X" are 

shown in Fig. 2. The only thing to be 

careful of is to make sure you have good 
seals at both the bottle cap and the plastic 
tube-vacuum hose interface. The rest of 
the circuit can be assembled in whatever 
manner you like-perforated 

VACUUM 
CLEANER HOS 

construction -board and wire -wrap con- 
struction are fine. Figure 3 would have 
shown the completed unit, but it was de- 
stroyed in an unfortunate accident I'd 
rather not discuss. 

Variations 
The transformer wire is made of cop- 

per, so my Spot-A-Matic gives off a green 
glow. If you find that color unsuitable you 
can experiment with different kinds of 
wire just make sure it's really thin wire 
because thick wire doesn't seem to work 
as well and keeps blowing fuses. I haven't 
tried bottles with different -colored glass 
or other shapes. My bottle was made of 
clear glass, but any color should work as 

well. Different types of bottles-e.g., 
ketchup, mayonnaise, and so on-may 
pose problems I did not encounter. The 
equations indicate they should work but, 
of course, that's only theory. 

My Spot-A-Matic is a great addition to 
my workbench. I don't have a problem 
any more in seeing into the dim recesses 
of my projects. and the device is a great 
help in finding things when I drop them 
on the floor. 

As soon as I finish troubleshooting my 
computer kit I plan to spend more time 
investigating the basic principles of the 
Spot-A-Matic. As I said, I may not be a 

high -paid rocket scientist, but I know 
when I'm on to something good. R -E 
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Go with McGraw-Hill's 
EXPERIENCE! 

INTUITIVE IC ELECTRONICS: A 
Sophisticated Primer for En- 
gineers and Technicians. By 
T. M. Frederiksen. 208 pp., illus. 
Covering both the simplest and the 
most complicated IC designs, this 
lively, easy -to -read volume provides 
a sophisticated, nonmathematical 
explanation of the basic internal 
mechanisms common to all semi- 
conductor devices. 
219/230 $19.95 

RADIO HANDBOOK, 22/e. By W. Orr. 
1,136 pp., more than 1,300 illus. Here's 
the latest edition of what is universally 
regarded as the most useful refer- 
ence in the industry. It's a "course.' in 
communications, a fact -packed ref- 
erence, and a how-to guide-all in a 
single book! 
582442-6B $39.95 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR 
ENGINEERING. By J. F White. 558 
pp., 319 illus. Packed with an awe- 
some amount of never -before -pub- 
lished material, this reference con- 
tains a wealth of formulas, constants, 
and practical design techniques 
needed by everyone who works in the 
field of microwave engineering. 
582553-8 $28.50 

MANUAL OF ACTIVE FILTER DE- 
SIGN, 2/e. By J. L. Hilburn and D. E. 
Johnson. 225 pp., 157 easy -to -use 
design graphs. This ingenious man- 
ual enables you to design filter cir- 
cuits for virtually any application in 
minutes-without making a single 
computation! Covers all the latest de- 
signs. 
287/6948 $37.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MICROPROCESSOR DATA BOOK. 
By S. A. Money. 350 pp., 220 illus. 
Easily the most comprehensive col- 
lection of data on microprocessors and 
their support chips available any- 
where! Provides important facts on a 
wide range of popular devices from 
American, European, and Japanese 
manufacturers. 
427/062B $35.00 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

HANDBOOK OF SEMICONDUCTOR 
AND BUBBLE MEMORIES. By W. A. 
Triebel and A. D. Chu. 416 pp., il - 
lus., over 50 worked -out problems. 
This detailed, comprehensive 
guide brings you right up to the 
minute on such newly developed 
devices as the PLA, FIFO, CAM, 
CCD, and magnetic bubble 
memory-as well as all the stan- 
dard storage devices from ROMs 
and RAMs to shift registers. 
582376-4 $24.95 

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYS- 
TEMS, 2/e. By M. I. Skolnik. 698 
pp., 244 illus. This new edition of a 
widely used text on radar from the 
systems engineer's point of view 
brings you full discussions of the 
many major changes that have oc- 
curred in the field recently. 
579/091 B $39.95 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

TAKE ANY 3 BOOKS 

FOR ONLY $100 EACH 
when you join McGraw-Hill's 

Electronics and Control Engineers' 
Book Club (Values up to 87.00 )* 

McGraw-Hill's long-established 
club that saves you BIG money 
on the important new books 
of all publishers! 
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MAGNETIC CORE SELECTION FOR 
TRANSFORMERS AND INDUC- 
TORS: A User's Guide to Practice 
and Specifications. By W. T. 
McLyman. 768 pp., 400 illus. This giant 
volume is brimming with time -saving 
tips to help you select the right mag- 
netic core for virtually any application. 
582494-9A $65.00 

(Counts as 3 of your 3 books) 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, 
4/e. By R. L. Shrader. 801 pp., 870 
illus. This thoroughly updated edi- 
tion offers all the theory and fun- 
damentals you need to prepare 
yourself for the FCC commercial 
and amateur grade license exami- 
nations-and pass them the first 
time! 
571/503 $26.95 

DIGITAL HARDWARE DESIGN. By 
J. B. Peatman. 428 pp., over 400 illus. 
Taking you beyond the microcomput- 
er, this guide reexamines traditional 
techniques and focuses on the de- 
sign of circuitry too fast for the micro- 
computer alone. 
491/321B $35.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

'If you join now for a trial 
period and agree to pur- 
chase three more books-at 
handsome discounts-over 
the next year. 
(Publishers' prices shown) 
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MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS 
HANDBOOK. Editor -in Chief, D. F. 

Stout. 472 pp., 284 illus. At last-a 
reference guide to microprocessor 
applications to help you make your 
systems timely, versatile, and 
cost-effective. 
617/988B $35.00 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS. By A. Op- 
penheim, A. Willsky, and I. Young. 869 
pp., more than 350 illus. This unique 
volume presents a comprehensive 
discussion of methods for analyzing 
discrete -time systems. Includes a look 
at feedback, convolution, and other 
concepts not treated in depth else- 
where. 
582674-7B $32.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
REFERENCE MANUAL. By J. Mar- 
kus. 1,264 pp., 3,666 circuit dia- 
grams. Complete with values of com- 
ponents and suggestions for revisions, 
plus the original source of each circuit 
in case you want additional perfor- 
mance or construction details. 
404/461 A $67.95 

(Counts as 3 of your 3 books) 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS' 
HANDBOOK. 2/e. Edited by D. G. 
Fink & D. Christiansen. 2,272 pp., 
2,189 illus. This updated and en- 
larged edition covers the latest knowl- 
edge in the field, including new ad- 
vances in integrated circuits, pulsed 
and logic circuits, laser technology, 
telecommunications, and much more. 
209/812A $75.00 

(Counts as 3 of your 3 books) 

PCM AND DIGITAL TRANSMIS- 
SION SYSTEMS. By R. Owen. 320 
pp., 186 illus. This useful volume al- 
lows newcomers to the field to famil- 
iarize themselves with its problems 
and equipment in two weeks, instead 
of the three months it would ordinarily 
take. 
479/542B $30.00 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

ANTENNA THEORY: Analysis and 
Design. By C. A. Balanis. 816 pp., 
illus. Packed with equations, design 
procedures, and plenty of nuts -and - 
bolts know-how, this is the first place 
to turn for answers to all your antenna 
design questions. 
582493-0B $39.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EX- 
AMINATIONS. By C. R. Hafer. 336 
pp., more than 200 illus. Actually 
two books in one-a quick prepara- 
tion manual to help you pass your 
P.E. exams on the first try and a 
rich source of practical electronics 
engineering information and 
know-how. 
254/303 $27.50 

16 -BIT MICROPROCESSOR SYS- 
TEMS. By Texas Instruments, Inc. 576 
pp., illus. This broad -based guide 
presents a comprehensive over- 
view-from basic concepts to ad- 
vanced design principles. Covers 
programming methods, instruction 
sets, I/O design, memory design, and 
much more. 
637/601 B $45.00 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

OPTICAL FIBER SYSTEMS: Tech- 
nology, Design, and Applica- 
tions. By C. K. Kao. 197 pp., illus. 
From a basic explanation of optical 
fiber systems to the economic rami- 
fications of their use, this volume pro- 
vides full coverage of a rapidly de- 
veloping field. 
332!770 $26.00 

DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICRO- 
PROCESSORS. By H. Taub. 608 pp., 
heavily illus. This fast -paced, care- 
fully written guide gives you thor- 
ough explanations of all the basic 
lrinciples of digital systems and 
ogic design-plus a solid introduc- 
tion to microprocessors and micro- 
processor -based designs. 
629/455B $32.95 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

McGraw-Hill's NATIONAL ELEC- 
TRICAL CODES HANDBOOK, 17/e. 
By J.F. McPartland. 1,162 pp., 
1,096 illus. Bigger and better than 
ever! This mammoth reference ex- 
plains and clarifies the many com- 
plex provisions of the current 
(1981) Codex to help you meet rules 
exactly and pass inspections the 
very first time. 
456/933 $26.50 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FABRICA- 
TION TECHNOLOGY. By D. J. Elliott. 
480 pp.. 220 illus. Covering every step 
in the transformation of a silicon chip 
to an integrated circuit, this is the first 
book to combine, in a single volume, 
a cohesive examination of the equip- 
ment, materials, and techniques of IC 
fabrication. 
192/383 $29.75 
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Why YOU should join now! 

NETWORK SYSTEMS. By R. 
Sharma, P. DeSousa, and A. Ingle. 
321 pp., illus. Here's the first book to 
describe, concisely and comprehen- 
sively, all current stored program - 
controlled (SPC) telecommunication 
network systems that use integrated 
modeling, analysis, and design tech- 
niques. Gives you the know-how you 
need to meet design specifications. 
582557-0 $29.95 

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC 
PACKAGING DESIGN AND ENGI- 
NEERING. By B. Matisoff. 480 pp., 
312 illus. This handy volume exam- 
ines the broad array of packaging 
techniques available today, providing 
the data you need to select the best 
one for a given application. Stresses 
the interplay between design criteria 
582515-5B $32.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e. By 
D. G. Fink and H. Beaty. 2,448 pp., 
1,414 illus. Today's most widely 
used source of electrical engineer- 
ing information and data serves 
you as no other single work when 
you need detailed, timely, and reli- 
able facts 
209/74XA $65.95 

(Counts as 3 of your 3 books) 

BEST AND NEWEST BOOKS IN ]'OUR FIELD! Books are selected from a a iii' 
range of publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access 
to the best and latest books in your field. 

BIG SAVINGS! Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up to 30"/ 
or more off publishers' list prices-usually 20% to 25%. 

BONUS BOOKS! You will immediately begin to participate in our Bonus 
Book Plan that allows you savings up to 80% off the publisher's prices 
of many professional and general interest books! 

CONVENIENCE! 12-14 times a year ]about once every 3-4 weeks] you receive the 
Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and alternate selections. 
A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main Selection, you simply do 
nothing-it will be shipped automatically. If you want an alternate selection-or 
no book at all-you simply indicate it on the Reply Card and return it by the date 
specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late delivery of the 
Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you may return it for credit 
at the Club's expense. 

As a Club Member you agree only to the purchase of three additional books (luring 
your first year of membership. Membership may be discontinued by either you or 
the Club at any time after you have purchased the three additional books. 

Other McGraw-Hill Book Clubs: 
Accountants' and Controllers' Book Club Architects Book Club Byte Book Club Chemical 
Engineers' Book Club Civil Engineers' Book Club Mechanical Engineers' Book Club 
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Be sure to 
consider these 
important 
titles as well! 
RADAR TRANSMITTERS. By G W. 
Ewell. 
198/438 $26.95 

USER'S GUIDEBOOK OF DIGITAL 
CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. By E. 
R. Hnatek 
290/679 ".29.00 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS NOTEBOOK: 
Proven Designs for Systems Ap- 
plications. Edited by S. Weber. 
192, 4488 $35.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

ELECTRONIC FILTER DESIGN 
HANDBOOK. By A. B. Williams. 
704.309B $41.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY 
AND DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS. By 
L. P. Huelsman & P. E. Allen. 
308/543B $34.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MICROELECTRONICS. By J. 
Millman. 
423/27X8 $35.95 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

HANDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN. By D. 
E. Stout & M. Kaufman. 
617/97XB $38.00 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MICROCOMPUTER -BASED DESIGN. 
By J. Peatman. 
491/380B $35.95 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

B IT -SLICE MICROPROCESSOR DE- 
SIGN. By J. Mick & J. Brick. 
417.814 $29.50 

DESIGNING WITH FIELD-EFFECT 
TRANSISTORS. By Siliconix, Inc 
574 499 $2950 

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS 
H ANDBOOK, 2/e. By J. J. Tuma. 
654/298B $31.25 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

\1cGraic-hill hook Clubs 
Electronics and Control Engineers' 
Book Club 
P.U. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520 

Please enroll me as a member and send nie the three 
choices I have listed below. Bill nie only S3.00 plus local 
tax, postage, and handling. If not satisfied, I may return 
the books within 10 days and my membership will be 
canceled. I agree to purchase a minimum of three addi- 
tional hooks during my first year of membership as out- 
lined under the Club plan described in this ad. A shipping 
and handling charge is added to all shipments. 
indicate below by number the hooks you want. A few ex- 
pensive books inoted in the descriptions) count as more 
than one choice 
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Actdress.Apt. 

City/State/Zip 

This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All prices 
subject to change without notice. Offer good only to new 
members. Orders from outside the U.S. cannot be ac- 
cepted. 

For more information, write to: 
McGraw-Hill Book Clubs P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, NJ 08520 L 
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THE DRAWING BOARD 
Finishinc up the keyboard encoder 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

FOR THE LAST TWO MONTHS WE'VE BEEN 

designing a keyboard encoder. As we left 
off last month, the encoder was neither 
easy -to -use nor useful. This month we're 
going to change all that. When a piece of 
equipment is designed and put on the mar- 
ket, one of the phrases that gets bandied 
about is "human engineering." In actual 
fact, that is more of an advertising phrase 
than a technical one and the more com- 
petitive the market, the more often you 
hear it. All it means is that the product 
was designed to make it easy to use. That, 
I suppose, is to set it apart from all those 
products that were designed to be hard to 
use. Advertisements for technical equip- 
ment with an esoteric market will stress 
accuracy and reliability; consumer - 
product advertising usually deals with 
color, shape, and sex appeal. Anyone 
who has ever tried to get detailed tech- 
nical information about a consumer prod- 
uct knows exactly what I'm talking about. 

As we finish up the design of our 
keyboard encoder, we're going to throw 
in a bit of "human engineering" in the 
form of-are you ready for this?-audio 
keyboard -feedback. How's that for a bit 
of psuedo-technical jargon? In any event, 
it's a nice convenience feature and since 
we get it for practically nothing we may as 
well throw it in. Our scan oscillator, IC2 
(a 555), was set to run at a rate of about 
two kHz or so. That frequency was cho- 
sen for two reasons. First of all, it's high- 
ly unlikely that anyone would be able to 
enter data fast enough to "beat the clock" 
so to speak, and secondly, two kHz is a 
nice frequency for an audible "key - 
pressed" indicator. The trick is to use the 
oscillator without interfering with the op- 
eration of the encoder. It's clear that we 
will need two things: a switch to connect 
the 555 to the speaker, and some way of 
throwing the switch every time a keypad 
switch is closed. Let's automatically rule 
out double -pole double -throw switches at 
the keyboard and see if we can take care 
of business in a more elegant fashion. For 
us, that means using inexpensive com- 
ponents, and whatever unused silicon 
there is left in the circuit as it is so far. 

Designing the beeper 
Figure 1 shows a possible solution to 

the problem. It's not the only way to get 
the job done and, if you can dream up 
something slicker, so much the better. 

SPKR 
8fi 

Transistor Q l is used as a switch between 
the 555 and the speaker, and the action of 
that switch is controlled indirectly by the 
"any -key -pressed" output of the encod- 
er. I say "indirectly" because there's 
some silicon on the line. As long as we 
hold the collector of Q1 low the transistor 
is in cutoff and there's no audio. When a 
keypad switch is closed, the "any -key - 
pressed" line goes high, and that turns on 
the transistor and sounds the beep. As 
long as the keypad switch remains closed 
the beep will sound. That works per- 
fectly, but we can make it slicker and use 
up some spare silicon at the same time. 

We still have an unused inverter in IC4, 
so we'll build ourselves a half monostable 
with a period of about 100 milliseconds 
(0.1 second). We want it to output a 
positive -going pulse when a keypad entry 
is made; that means that using the "any - 
key -pressed" signal isn't possible since 
it's an active -high. As you now know, if 
you use an inverter to build a half monost- 
able, a positive pulse at the output is pro- 
duced by a positive -to-negative transition 
at the input. As it happens, we have such a 
signal available to us because we inverted 
the "any -key -pressed" signal to disable 
'the 4518 BCD counter. All we have to do 
is pick up the trigger from the output of 
IC4-a, route it through our new edge - 
detector, and we'll get a clean beep last- 
ing a tenth of a second whenever we enter 
a digit. Capacitor C9 keeps the eight -ohm 
impedance of the speaker from loading 
down the output of IC4-b, and RI I iso- 
lates that section from the rest of the cir- 
cuit. 

A data bus 
Let's now turn our attention to the data 

bus-or rather the lack of one. So far, our 
encoder displays entered digits, but the 
data isn't available to us for use. That's a 
serious problem-since we want more 
out of this exercise in circuit design than 
an elaborate do-nothing box, a real data - 
bus is a must. At the moment, data from 
the keyboard goes directly to the display 
circuitry. What we have to do is change 
that so that the display shows whatever is 
on the data bus. That means we have to 
put some storage space between the en- 
coder and the display. The easiest way to 
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do that is to put some hold -and -follow 
latches there and use them to remember 
the entered numbers. 

Figure 2 shows the pinout of exactly 
what we need-a 4508 hold -and -follow 
latch that has the added bonus of Tri-State 
outputs. It's dual 4 -bit latch, and each 
half of the IC can be used independently 
of the other. The EN (enable) pin controls 
the outputs, and bringing it high puts 
them into a high -impedance state without 
having any affect on the operation of the 
latch itself. The ST (store) pin controls the 
loading of the latch. If it's held high, the 
latch is transparent, but taking it low will 
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SWD-1 VIDEO CONVERTER 
FOR CABLE TV 

l iw SWD-1 Video Convener is un- 
Sred on cable TV systems to re- 

move 
the KHz's signal from a 

distored video (channel 3 in/ 
outland also pass thru the 
normal undistorted/detected 

audio signal. Rocker switch 
selects operating mode to remove KHz's 

distortion from the video or pass all other than- ' nels normally. Simple to assemble -less than 30 
minutes. Pre -tuned. Input/output Channel 3. Impedance 

75 ohms. 117VAC. 

SWD-1 Video Converter Kit $69.95 

VTR ACCESSORIES 
SIMPLE SIMON VIDEO STABILIZER 

Simple S mon Video Stabilizer, 
Model VS -1 25, eliminates the ver- 
tical roll and jitter from "copy guard" 
video tapes when playing through 
large screen projectors or on an- 
other VTR. Simple to use, just adjust 

the lock control for a stable picture. Once the control is set, the tone 
will play all the way through without further adjustments. Includes 
12V power supply. SPECIAL 
VS -125 Video Stabilizer, wired Peg ha 95. $39.95 

tL 
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Assembly 
Time 
Approximately 
5 Minutes 

MODULATOR 
Not a Game Type Modulator 

The MPS -1 Kit converts Video/Audio 
signals to a crystal controlled RF 

output for TV Channels 3 and 4 
The MPS -1 Modulator inputs 
are designed to match all TV 

Cameras anc VCR's and features a 

voltage regulated power supply, power 
switch and LED indicato-. No Tuning Required. 
Operates on 117VAC. 

MPS-1Kit $39.95 

UHF ANTENNAS and ACCESSORIES 

MDS-AMATEUR-EN 32 ELEMENT 

?b' 

VAGI ANTENNA »»>»NotA 

`"'>> .z 36'/r4- Long 

t14e Av:us.:.-:i:71/e''' imma:" Grade 

yDit CastWaterproof s 2t/" 
Area for Electronics 

Includes P.C. Probe, F-61 Connector and Mounting Hardware 

MAE -2 32 Element VAGI Antenna $23.95 

Kato Sons' Down Converter Kit *1.9 - 2.56Hz* 
Designed for Simple Simon by former Japanese Co Amateur Magazine's UHF 

Editor/Engineer. Unit utilizes new ingenious Printed Circuit Probe for maximum 

gain. Circuit board fits inside MAE -2 antenna housing. Requires 1 hour assembly. 

IC and capacitors pre -soldered. 

Model KSDC-KIT 1.9 - 2.5GHz Down Cometer Kit $34.95 

Kato Sons' Regulated Varible DC Power Supply 
For use with KSOC-KIT 1.9 - 2.5GHz Down Converter. Completely assembled 

with Attractive Cabinet TV/Converter Mode Switch, Frequency Control and 

LED Indicator. 

Model KSPS-1A Assembled Power Supply $23.95 

SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY 

SAVINGS 

ORDER ALL THREE ITEMS 
MAE -2, KSDC-KIT and $7495 
KSPS-1A for Only 

Regular pike i ordered separately 582 85 - CO -At CABLES ARE NOT INCLUDED - 
ZYZZX VHF -UHF Wideband Antenna Amplifier 

e ls 
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Revolutionary New HYBRID IC Broadband Amplifiers 

50 MHz - 900 MHz 
Model ALL -1 12dB Gain 

Model ALL -2 35dB Gain 
These pons are not available anywhere eke in the world. Each and will serve many purposes and rs 

evadable in Ce or Assembled fora. Ideal for outdoor or indoor use. I/O impedance is 75 ohms. 

Amplilan include separate co -ac Teed power supple. Ease, assembled n 25 minutes No cola 
capaceen to tune n edryst 

ALL -1 Comgde let wipe. supply 524.95 ALL -1 wred/Tested w/pwr supply 034.95 
ALL -2 Complete kA w/prover supply 34.95 ALL -2 Wrtd/Tested w/part supply 44 95 

Our New STVA 14,5dB GAIN, 14 ELEMENT 
CORNER REFLECTOR VAGI ANTENNA 

DIVA -4 Yagr Antena. 14.5rß Gaiq Selectahle 75 re 300 ohm 

Channel 44-52.. 019.95 

RG -59/U 75 ohmlowlossCoax Cable. s.12p/h. F-59 Coax Connector 5.39 ea. 

MT -1 Special tiff 75-300 ohm Matching Transtonner S1 45 ea. 

$TVA -3 Vagi Antenna, 14.5dß Gam Sddxtate 75 a 300 ohm 

Channel 60-80 519.9s 

Switch to Bambi"! 
Electronically 

Bambi Electronic Video Switch ... 

makes switching of your VCR/VTR, 
Pay TV Decoders, Cable TV, Video 
Discs, Video Games, Closed Circuit 
TV, Antennae and Microcomputer as 
easy as pushing buttons. 

. e c ambi Etectröüïc ïilëo.. :. an ic- 

ing network which can accept up to six different 
t' sources of video signals and provide the flexibility of 

directing the inputs to any or all of the three outputs. 

Now you can eliminate ... the drudgery of disconnecting and 
reconnecting your video equipment each time you use it ... 

the Tangled mess of cables which are impossible to trace 
out .:not being able to use more than one function 
at a time. 

Bambi lets you enjoy using your video equipment the 
way it should be ... electronically and on line at the 
push of a button. 

Model BEVS-1 Completely Wired and 
Assembled. Includes comprehensive Instruc- 
tion/Dperation Manual and Decal Set for 
custcmizing your Video Switch installation. 512995 

FREE 
Bambi 
Poster 

with 
any 

purchase 

BABBI ì 
L._t k, y a_ 

Bambi 's from panel was designed with the 
user in mind. Computer styled construction, 
with soy -touch keyboard (rated for over 10 
million operations), arranged in matrix form 
allows easy input/output selection without 
refering to charts. Functions selected through 
the keyboard are immediately displayed on 
the 18 LED status indicators. 

Check the quality of Bambi against that of 
much higher priced competition. All solid 
state electronic switching provides low atten- 
uation (3dB), wide frequency response (40- 
890 MHz), and excellent isolation between 
signal sources (each 1/O section individually 
sheilded for 65dB min. isolation). 

e 00 OD 
o. 

O rv, 

pK. 

Hombre Specifications: 
Input/Output impedance 
Signal Loss 
Noise 
Input Ratura Loss 
Isolation 
Power Req. 
Dimensions 
Weight 

75 ohm 
3dB 31 dB 
448 dB 
12dB min 
65dß min 

117VAC 60 Hz, 2W 
1 034 W x 6% D x 

4rh Ihs 

INTRODUCING OUR 

7+11 PWD 

PARTS KITS 
e t PART 

N a Ns 

1 1VT1-PWD 

2 2C81-PWD 

3 3TP11-PWO 

DESCRIPTION PRICE 

Varactor UHF Tuner . $24.95 

Printed Circuit Board, Pre -drilled 19.95 

PCB Potentiometers 4-20, 1-.5K, 2-10K, 2-5K, 
1-1K, and 1-50k. (11 pieces) a 95 

4 40H-31-PWD Raptor Kit, %W, 5% 29 -pa, 9 W 2 -pct 495 
5 5PT1-PWO Power Transformer, PRI-117VAC, SEC-24VAC 

at 500ma 9 95 

6 13PP2-PWD Pant Mount Potentiometers and Knobs, 1-1KBT 

and 1-5KAT with switch 5.95 

7 75017-PWD IC's 7-pca, Diodes 4-pcs, Regulators 2-pcs 

Transistors 2-pca, Heat Sinks 2 -pa ...... 29.95 

Electrolytic Capacitor Kit, 14 -pieces 8 95 

Ceramic Disk Capacitor Kit, 50 WV, 20-pcs 7 95 

Varible Ceramic Trimmer Capacitor, 

5-85pfd, 5 -pieces 495 
11 1115-PWD Coil Kit, 18mhs 3-pcs..22µhs 1 -piece (prewound 

inductors( and 2 T37-12 Ferrite Toroid cores 

with 8 H. 828 wire B 00 

12 121CS-PWD IC Sockets. Tin inlay, 8 pin 4-pcs. 14 pin 1 -pc 

and 18 pin 2-pcs 2 95 

13 13SR-PWD Enclosure with PM Speaker and Pre -drilled 

Backpanel for mounting PCB and Ant. Terms - - - - 14.95 

14 14MISC-PWD Misc. Parts Kit, Includes Hardware, (8/32, 9/32 
Nuts B Bags), Hookup Wire, Solder, Ant Tams 
DPDT Ant. Switch, Fuse, Fuseholder, etc 9 95 

15 15MC18-PWU Mylar Capacitors, 14-pcs and Silver 

Mica Capacitors 2 -pious 1 95 

When Ordering All Items, (1-15), Total Prins 159.95 

8 8CE14-PWD 

9 9CC20-PWO 

10 10CT5-PWD 

CUSTOMER NOTICE. 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE... BEWARE OF LOW QUALITY IMITATORS. All of 

a our kits consist of New. 1st Class. RF Quality, Parts Engineered for Optimum 
Operation, not factory seconds or stock close-outs. We service your completed kits that you've purchased and built. You will 
never get stuck with a BAG OF PART when ordering from Simple Simon. 

SIMPLE SIMON ELECTRONIC KITS,TM Inc. 
3871 S. Valley View, Suite 12, Dept. R, Las Vegas, NV 89103 

In Nevada Call: 702-871-2892 NEEDS ON MORE p AN eke 
WRITE FOR 

Outtsisidede 

N 

Nevada Cal 

Q 

l 1-800-782-3716 

Available by Mail Order Only 
Send Check' or Money Order. Minimum 
Order: $16.95. Add 10% Shipping and 
Handling on orders under $40.00. For 
orders over $40.00, add 5%. Minimum 
Shipping and Handling $2.00. Cat. $1.00 - VISA and Mastercard Acceptable - 
'Check orders will be held 30 days before shipping. 
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close the latch and store whatever was at 
the inputs at that time. 

On the face of it, there would seem to 
be a major problem in using a 4508 with 
the circuit we've designed so far, because 
the latch in the 4511 is enabled high and 
the 4508's latch is enabled low. A little 
thinking can solve that problem when we 
remember that the half monostables 
we're using to enable the latches are real- 
ly edge-not level-detectors. As the cir- 
cuit stands now, we're using the leading 
edge of the 4017 outputs to trigger the 
edge detectors. Well, what goes up must 
come down, so we can use the trailing 
edge instead and reconfigure our edge 
detectors to provide a pulse of the correct 
polarity. What that means in terms of 
circuit design is that instead of latching 
the first thing on the bus when a digit 
selector output goes high, we're grabbing 
the last thing on it before if goes low. 
Since the 4518 BCD counter is disabled 

+5V 

.oi 

I/o 

SPKR. S 

GIO 
.OI 

)I 
3 

(, 4041 

IO 

e 

*5Y 

FIG. 3 

while the keypad switch is thrown, the 
data remains unchanged. 

Figure 3 is the complete schematic of 
our keyboard encoder. We've kept it 
down to four digits because the principle 
is the same for any amount of digits. Note 
that the 4508's have been put between the 
encoder and the display, and a true Tri- 
State bus now exists to display whatever 
data is put on it. The half monostables 
have been reconfigured and the digit 
selector, IC5, has been reconnected so 

that the first digit is now selected by pin 3, 
the zero output. 

A "clear" function 
The last piece of business we have to 

take care of to satisfy our original design 
criteria is to create a keyboard "clear." 
Now that the latches are in place, that 
becomes a simple problem. The CL pins 
of the 4508's are tied together and held at 
ground by R8. Throwing the CLEAR 

DATA 
eus e 

9 

7 

DATA 
aus 

X44 

DATA 
3 U 

4 9, 3 f4¡:6 
3 

3 4 I1c 
13 

+5V 

12 _-y 

1 

IO 

IS 

FWD 
500 

FNO 
SOO, 

ßt6 
.6oA 

45// R;v 

16011 

switch (Si) on the keyboard clears the 
latches and they output zeros. The same 
"clear" signal is sent on to IC5, the digit 
selector, to reset that to zero as well. 
Diode D1 prevents the normal resetting of 
the digit selector from clearing the latch- 
es. Capacitor C7 should be familiar by 
now. It provides a power -on reset pulse 
for the latches so they always power up 
with zeros. Resistor R9 forces a high on 
the collector of Q1 so that hitting the 
CLEAR switch will cause the beep to 
sound. 

The EN pins of the 4508's have been 
tied to ground. If you're going to use the 
Tri-State feature of the data bus, some 
sort of selector logic will be needed to 
control access to the bus. It's a "one -and - 
only -one" sort of situation, and you 
should be able to do it with a few simple 
gates. Which ones you use will depend on 
the particular application, but the basic 

continued on page 160 
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The Dyna-Mike 
Transmitter 

It's smaller than a quarter. But DYNA-MIKE will 
transmit every sound in the room to an FM radio 
tuned to the proper unused frequency, up to half a 
mile away. 

If you're at a neighbor's home 
a block from your own, you can 
hear your baby's cry, or you 
can tell the instant your spouse 
comes home. If two of you are 
driving tandem in two cars, one 
or both of you can 
communicate with the other 
even if other cars drive 
between you. 

DYNA-MIKE has as many uses as your 
imagination can think of. For a business 
conference, let the tiny microphone sit un- 
obtrusively on the table or concealed on a shelf, 
and you'll be able to record every word. For 
businesses, put an FM receiver in a warehouse or 
remote office and "broadcast" instructions or 
orders to be filled. 

Public speakers never had a better friend than 
the DYNA-MIKE. No wires or setup - just turn on 
one or more radios and your speech will come 
through with perfect fidelity. Put one on the front 
porch. If you hear a suspicious sound, turn on the 
radio and you'll hear the doorbell or even a 
muttered conversation. 
Choose Your Model 

New Horizons is introducing three models of the 
DYNA-MIKE supersensitive broadcast microphone. 
Model AR -7 is the world's smallest microphone. it's 
a miracle of electronic miniature power, with a 
range of 750 feet and a battery life of 90 hours. 
Introductory price is $129.95 (two for $119.95 
each). 

Model 9 -DX is a long-range microphone, 
broadcasting an unbelievable half -mile distance. 
This miniaturized wonder is $149.95 (two for only 
$139.95 each). Normal battery life is 25 hours, or 
you can have the special Power -Pak, which 
operates 200 hours, for $19.95. 

The AR -7 and 9 -DX are sensitive. They'll pick up 
sounds from 40 feet away. But for super -sensitivity, 
nothing beats the A-5. 

The A-5 will pick up a whisper from more than 
60 feet away and broadcast it to a receiver 750 
feet distant. The A-5 comes with a special 200 - 
hour long -life battery and is introductory -priced at 
$99.95 (two for only $89.95 each). 

The Telephone 
Voice Changer 

It's right out of James Bond! Push a button and 
the VOICE CHANGER gives your voice completely 
different characteristics.The person on the other 

end of the phone won't 
know it's you. 

The VOICE 
CHANGER is more 
than an "electronic 
handkerchief" - it 

doesn't cause your 
voice to sound filtered. 

It literally changes tone 
and timber. 

Choose from two separate, distinct Changer 
Channels. If you're alone in a business office, it'll 
sound like an employee answering. If you live 
alone, you can get rid of pesky calls by pushing 
Channel 1 or Channel 2 and saying, "Sorry, that 
person isn't in." 

Bionic 
"Ears" 
Tiny, powerful electronic sensors 
give you superhearing - through 

walls, up to 1/2 mile away. 

How It Works 
The VOICE CHANGER is powered by two 

ordinary penlight batteries. One set of lead-in wires 
connects :o your telephone base; the other clips to 
the wires leading to the handset. 

Pushing the button labeled "Ordinary" puts your 
normal voice through the line. Pushing "Channel 1" 
changes timber and texture. Pushing "Channel 2" 
creates different characteristics from Channel 1. 
Thus you have three voice options - your own, 
plus two changed voices. 

MAKE NO MISTAKE! THE VOICE CHANGER 
DOESN'T MUFFLE YOUR VOICE OR MAKE IT 
UNINTELLIGIBLE. It literally changes the quality of 
sound - space-age electronics at work. 

Use the VOICE CHANGER to reach that doctor, 
lawyer, or business executive whose secretary 
knows your voice and who always is "out" when 
you call. Use it to screen your own incoming calls. 
Use it for just plain fun. Any time you like, during a 
conversation, push the "Ordinary" button and your 
regular voice returns to the wire. 

The VOICE CHANGER is yours for $99.95 - two 
for $89.95 each (plus $2.50 shipping per total 
order). When you consider the many uses of this 
brilliant electronic instrument, it's a real bargain. Of 
course it has the standard New Horizons 
guarantee. 

The Super Ear 
You'll hear Ft all. 
Effortlessly, you can hear not just a baby's cries, 

but quiet breathing - through a concrete wall a 
foot thick. Put the earphone in your ear and place 
the SUPER -EAR on the 
wall. That's all there is 
to it. 

SUPER -EAR hears 
everything - and, even 
more astouding, hears 
it clearly. It's as though 
the wall weren't there. If 
you're coming home late 
at night and think 
intruders are in your 
residence. let SUPER - 
EAR find out for you. 
Want to know if the 
meeting is over in the 
room with the closed 
door? SUPER -EAR will 
tell you in a second. 

SUPER -EAR is undetectable from the other side 
of the wall. The quality of sound has amazing 
fidelity - good enough to record, and SUPER -EAR 
has its own built-in recorder jack. 

Because SUPER -EAR is the ultimate listening 
device, you can use it to pinpoint hidden squeaks in 
your car or the source of mysterious engine noises. 
Construction experts use it to check for flaws or 
cracks in buildings. 
It Works Anywhere! 

Ever put your ear to a railroad track to try to hear 
the train? Try it with SUPER -EAR. You'll hear that 
train many miles away. Use it as a powerful 
stethoscope on yourself, a friend, or a pet. You can 
even hear a bird's breathing. 

The only source for SUPER -EAR is New 
Horizons. Choose from two models - Model SB -5, 
with ultrasensitive microphone, $139.95 (two for 
only $129.95 each); or Model SB -1, with suction - 
type microphone, $99.95 (two for only $89.95 
each). 

The Private 
Transmitter/Receiver 

The NCZ-10 broadcasts on 
a special radio band. No, one 
without equipment can'hear 
your transmitted messages. 

The reception is unbeliev- 
ably clear and bright - com- 

mercial broadcast quality. 
Your receiver 

clicks into any of 
three separate 
channels. In the 
suburbs the range is 
up to 2000 feet, and 
in the city 850 feet. 

With your special receiver is an inconspicuous 
high fidelity earphone. You can put three 
transmitters in three locations and then switch 
back and forth, monitoring all three. Someone with 
an FM or police band receiver can tune his dial all 
day, but he won't pick up these signals. 

With two receivers, you can have a complete 
two-way system without the inconvenience and 
annoyance of the semi-public CB channels. The 
NCZ-10 channels are private. 

This professional -quality electronic miracle is 
easy to use and completely dependable. Monitor 
your baby's room. Leave a transmitter in an 
inconspicuous place in your office or your home, 
and you'll hear anything going on in that room. 

One NCZ-10 receiver with one transmitter is 
$279.95; with two transmitters (two separate 
bands), it's $379.95; with three transmitters (three 
separate bands), it's $479.95. 

For a complete private communications system, 
order two receivers, each with a transmitter (we'll 
send them with different bands). Special high- 
performance batteries enable you to operate the 
receiver for 40 hours continuously, the transmitter 
for 35 hours. 

We Absolutely Guarantee! 
Use any electronic instrument acquired from us 

for up to 30 days. If you decide for any reason you 
don't want to keep it, return it for a 100% refund. 

ORDER TOLL -FREE 
For fast delivery on credit card orders, call toll - 

free 24 hours a day, seven days a week: 

800-824-7888 
Ask for Operator no. 551 

(in California, call 800-852-7777) 
Or send check or money order. Please add $2.50 per 
total order for shipping. Order any or all these state-of- 
the-art electronic instruments: 

Dyna-Mike AR -7. $129.95 
(two for $119.95 each) 

Dyna-Mike 9 -DX, $149.95 
(two for $139.95 each) 

9 -DX rechargeable power-pak, $19.95 
Dyna-Mike A-5, $99.95 

(two for $89.95 each) 
Super -Ear Model SB -5 microphone, $139.95 

(two for $129.95 each) 
Super -Ear Model SB -1 microphone, $99.95 

(two for $89.95 each) 
Voice Changer, $99.95 

(two for $89.95 each) 
NCZ-10 transmitter and receiver, $279.95 

(two transmitters, one receiver, $379.95) 
(three transmitters, one receiver $479.95) 

NEW HORIZONS 
DEPT. RE -4 245 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10016 
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NEW IDEAS 

Crystal tester 

IF YOU FREQUENT HAMFESTS, ELECTRON- 

ICS flea markets, or any other type of 
surplus outlet, you know the pros and 
cons of buying from those sources. On the 
one hand, they're an excellent source of 
hard -to -get parts as well as a haven for 
bargain hunters. On the other, however, 
just about everything is sold "as is," with 
no guarantee of any kind-it's strictly 
"let the buyer beware." If you've ever 
come home with a pile of components, 
only to find out that half of them were 
useless, you know that not all bargains are 
what they seem. 

L 

FIG. 1 

The ideal solution to that problem, of 
course, is to find some way to weed out 
the obviously bad parts before you buy 
them. The circuit I'll be describing here 
has proved useful for just that purpose 
when digging through stacks of crystals, 
as well as in troubleshooting my equip- 
ment. It is small, easy -to -build, and will, 
at a glance, let you know if a particular 
crystal will oscillate. Let's look at the 

circuit shown in Fig. 1. 

Transistor Q 1, a 2N3563, and its 
associated components form an oscillator 
circuit that will oscillate if, and only if, a 
good crystal is connected to the test clips. 
The output from the oscillator is then rec- 
tified by the two l N4148 diodes and fil- 
tered by Cl, a .01-µF capacitor. The 
positive voltage developed across the 
capacitor is applied to the base of Q2, 
another 2N3563, causing it to conduct. 
When that happens, current flows 
through LED l , causing it to glow. Since 
only a good crystal will oscillate, a glow- 
ing LED indicates that the crystal is in- 
deed OK. The circuit is powered by a 
standard nine -volt transistor -radio battery 
and the SPST pushbutton power -switch is 
included to prolong battery life. 

The circuit is easy to build, with size- 
for easy portability-the only real con- 
sideration. While just about any construc- 
tion technique will work well, it's easiest 
to use a small piece of perforated 
construction -board. 

To use the crystal tester, simply con- 
nect a crystal to the test leads and close the 
SPST pushbutton power -switch. If the 
crystal is OK, the LED will glow bright- 
ly. If the LED does not glow, or just 
glows dimly, the crystal is bad and should 
not be used. 

One note on the intended use for the 
tester is in order here, however. This tes- 
ter will check any crystal for oscillation. 
However, it will not necessarily make the 
crystal oscillate at the frequency that it is 
supposed to; so you can't use this tester 
with a frequency counter to test for that. 
What the circuit will do is give you a way 
to quickly weed out crystals that are 
obviously bad, and, after all, that is half 
the battle.-Jack Fernandes 

'' n' 'w _ \ _ 

NEW IDEAS 

This column is devoted to new ideas. 
circuits, device applications, construc- 
tion techniques, helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries, upon publica- 
tion, will earn $25. In addition, Panavise 
will donate their model 333-The Rapid 
Assembly Circuit Board Holder, having a 

retail price of $39.95. It features an eight - 
position rotating adjustment, indexing at 
45 -degree increments, and six positive 
lock positions in the vertical plane, giving 
you a full ten -inch height adjustment for 
comfortable working. (See photo below.) 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio -Electronics Magazine the right 
to publish my idea and to subsequently 
republish my idea in collections or com- 
pilations of reprints of similar articles. I 

declare that the attached idea is my 
own original material and that its publi- 
cation does not violate any other copy- 
right. I also declare that this material 
had not been previously published. 

Title of Idea 

Signature 

Print Name Date 

Street 

City State Zip 

Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to: New Ideas Radio -Electronics, 

200 Park Ave. South, 
New York. NY 10003 
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2300 MHz VARIABLE DOWNCONVERTER 
******************************************************* **************************** 
ANTENNA KIT 

.32 WASHERS 
31 SPACERS 

MOUNTING BRACKET 
6" RG 174 COAX 

'F' CONNECTOR 35" ROD 
61/2" x 4" P.V.C. PIPE 

2 DRILLED END CAPS HARDWARE 

POWER SUPPLY 
KIT 

sises 
POWER TRANSFORMER 
COURSE TUNE COT. 
FINE TUNE POT. 
3'F' CONNECTORS 
RESISTORS & CAPS 
LED WITH HOLDER 
TERMINAL STRIP 

P.C. BOARD 
RF CHOKE 
KNOB 
WIRE 
2 SWITCHES 
4 DIODES 
LM 317 REG. 

WOOD GRAIN CABINET WITH SILK 
SCREENED front and back $10.95 Extra 

BUILT POWER SUPPLY $34.95 

Complete 
Down Converter 

System 
INCLUDES 

ANTENNA KIT 
POWER SUPPLY KIT 

CONVERTER KIT 

SPECIAL $49.95 

QUANTITY 
DISCOUNTS 

Any Price in Adv. 
10 pcs. 12% off 
25 pcs. 18% off 
50 pcs. 25% off 

100 pcs. 30% off 
1000 pcs. 35% off 

No Mixing for 
Quantity Discount 

PARTS 
Converter P.C. Board 
Plated through holes 
for stability $4.95 

Power Supply 
P.C. Board 2.95 

MRF 901 2.00 
NE02135 4.95 
2835 Diodes .95 
.001 Chip 
Caps. 10/3.95 

Choke Set of 4 1.95 
LM 317 Regulator 1.25 
'F' Connectors 
Chassis .50 

Wall Transformer 
12 VAC 700 MA 4.95 

'U' Bolt 95 
BALUN 

75 to 300 ohm 1.95 
BALUN 
for rabbit ears 2.95 

*RG 59/U COAX 
WITH CONNECTORS 

FACTORY MADE 
100 Ft. $17.50 
50 Ft. 9.50 
25 Ft. 5.75 

3 Ft. 2.50 

CONVERTER 
KIT 

$ßjÓ95 

P.C. BOARD PRE -DRILLED 
SOLDER PLATED WITH 
PLATED THROUGH HOLES 
FOR A MORE STABLE PIC- 
TURE. nieu " 

.. 2137HoTTf2RNs 
3 

2 HP 2835 Diodes 
6 .001 Chip Caps. 
9 Resistors 
4 Prewound chokes 
1 Electrolytic Cap. 
1 Pre Made Probe 

* WIRED P.C. BOARD TEST- 
ED, READY TO CONNECT TO 
CAN WITH PROBE & CABLE 
CONNECTOR ATTACHED. 

$24.95 

We will tune conver- 
ter board for $12.50 

trouble shoot 
add 7.50 

trouble shoot 
power supply..$12.50 

plus any parts needed. 

We will accept telephone orders for Visa & Mastercard 
No C.O.D. Orders 

To Order Call 800-428-3500 317-291-7262 
Complete Kit Weighs 10 pounds. Please add Sufficient Postage 

6254 La Pas Trail 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268 

ELECTROflIC 
rnnow 

SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVER 
KITS 

The Electronic Rainbow Receiver consists of a receiver 
with an exterral down -converter that mounts at the 
antenna, feeds :he voltage to the LNA through the coax 
cable. The 4GHz signal is down converted to 70 MHz 
and is fed through the RG59/U coax to the receiver. 

RECEIVER FEATURES 
Built in RF modulator Detent 
Tuning -3.7 to 4.2 GHz Variable 
Audio -5.5 to 7.5 IAHz Invert Video 

Channel Scan Voltage monitor- 
ing Meter output Remote Tuning 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Single Conversicn Image Rejection 
Downconverter Threshold 8 db 
CNR IF Bandwidth 24MHz Out- 
put IV Audio and Video IF Fre- 
quency 70MHz Video Bandwidth 
4.5MHz Size 3=/2"Hx81/2"Dx111/4"W 

.1k about 
yaata.atead 

to play 

r 3, )2ainitow makes 

tor -at -Ma -line 

bbotdaGla aeai yet a 

Rainbow Kits are supplidd with simple step by step in- 
structions. All the circuits that you need expensive test 
equipment to do are pre wired and tested. All printed 
circuit boards have the outline of each part printed on 
them. 

Complete Satellite TV Receiver 
KIT #1 - Contains: 

Mainboard Tuning Board Down - 
converter Board Modulator Board 
All parts needed to complete receiver 
Down Converter built in case. 

Cabinet, attractive black brushed ano- 
dized metal with silk screened front 
and back for a professional look 
70 MH2 Filter is pre -wired and tested. 
Complete instruction $395.00 Manual. 

We will accept telephone orders for Visa & Mastercard 
No C.O.D. Orders 

To Order Call 800-428-3500 317-291-7262 
Complete Kit Weighs 10 pounds. Please add Sufficient Postage 

6254 La Pas Trail 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268 

KIT #2 - Board Kit Contains: 
Main Board Tuning Board Down - 
converter board Modulator Board 
Parts List, assembly and alignment 
manual 
4GHz local oscillator and 70MHz filter 
is pre -wired and tested. $129.00 

Instruction manual. Contains printed 
circuit board layouts, parts placement, 
and alignment instructions. $25.00 

ELECTROflUC 
RAII15OW - 
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PHILIPS 

KEITHLEY 

TRIPLET? 

LEADER Non -Linear Systems 

t¡*KPRECISION 

MODEL 
1477 

15 MHz TRIGGERED 

SWEEP SCOPE 

oe ' 

r 1 P 
;'CALL FOR OUR 

GRAND OPENING 

PRICES 
Mode automatically shifts between 
CHOP and ALTERNATE 

Bright P31 blue phosphor 
Front -panel X -Y operation 
Differential input capability 
19 calibrated sweeps-.5µSEC/cm 
to .5SEC/cm 

Sweep to .1 µSEC/cm with 5x; 
1.5SEC/cm with uncalibrated vernier 

deKPRECIS/ON 30 MHz TRIGGERED 

SCOPE 

MODEL 
1479B 

CALL FOR OUR 

GRAND OPENING 

PRICES 

Built-in signal delay line permits 
view of leading edge of high fre- 
quency pulse rise time. 

Triggers on signals up to 50MHz 

Rectangular CRT with P31 phos- 
phor 

Mode automatically shifts between 
CHOP and ALTERNATE 

¡+KPREC/S/ON 

MODEL 
1570 

1 mV/division sensitivity to 70 MHz 

500 µV/division cascade sensitivity 
Four -input operation provides trig- 
ger view on 4 separate inputs. 
Alternate time base operation 
Switching power supply delivers 
best efficiency and regulation at 
lowest weight 

70 MHz. Dual Time, 
BASE SCOPE 

CALL FOR OUR 

GRAND OPENING 

PRICES 

tKPRECISION 

MODEL 
1590 

100MHz Dual Time 
BASE SCOPE 

$1,595.00 
While quantifies last 

1mV division sensitivity to 100MHz 
5O0µ Vdivision cascade sensitivity 
2ns division sweep rate with 10 x magnifier 
Four -input operation provides trigger views or 
four separate inputs 
Selectable 1M52 or 5012 inputs 
Alternate timebase operation 
20MHz bandwidth limiter for best view of low 
frequency signals 
Lighted function pushbuttons employing 
electronic switching with non-volatile RAM 
memory 
Switching power supply delivers best efficiency 
and regulation at lowest weight 
Selectable frequencies for chop operation 

PRICE DOES NOT 
INCLUDE PROBES 

KEITH LEY 

Model 128: Beeper DMM 
designed to meet the tough specifi- 
cations of a major computer 
manufacturer. See/hear display 
includes over/under arrow and 
on/off beeper. 

Model 131: 0.25% accuracy 
added to the easiest to use handheld 
DMM. Color -coded front panels for 
maximum clarity, minimum 
confusion. 

Model 128: $139.00 

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

Model 130: Keithley user 
research led to unique DMM 
designs. Easy to read LCDs, largest 
DMM displays on the market. 

Model 135: First 41i2 -digit 
handheld DMM, ideal for 
analytical/bio-medical service. l0A 
range standard on all Keithley 
handhelds. 

Model 131: 139.00 
Model 130: 5124.00 Model 135: $235.00 

We don't just take 
orders -we ship orders 

Advance Electronics 
endeavors to keep everything 

we advertise in stock for 
immediate delivery. 

VISA 

Mastercharge & Visa shipped within 24 hours. 

Bank checks or Money Orders shipped within 24 hours. 

Personal checks - please allow 3 weeks for check to clear. 

All prices plus shipping charges. Please call for appropriate 
charges. Use our toll free number. 

New York State residents add appropriate sales tax. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

Quantities are limited 

www.americanradiohistory.com



Aj4K PRE CISION HITACHI 

PATA PRECISION 
FLUKE I 

VIZ IR HICKOK 

DORIC 

V134 
V202 
V203 
V209 
V352 
V353 
V509 

OSCILLOSCOPES 

10 MHz Dual Trace Storage 
20 MHz Dual Trace 

20 MHz Dual Trace w delay sweep 

20 MHz Dual Trace Portable 
35 MHz Dual Trace wrdelay line 

35 MHz Dual Trace w/delay sweep 

50 MHz Dual Trace Portable 
w/delay sweep 

60 MHz Dual Trace w -delay sweep 

00 MHz Quad Trace w/delay sweep 

All in Stock Ready for immediate shipment. 

Call for our Special Grand Opening Prices. 

All Hitachi Oscilloscopes feature 2 year parts and 

labor war-anty. 

Eam INDUSTRIAL 

111,1Migill.TRANSISTOR 
TESTER 

$18995 
was $239 -= MODEL 

520B 

Now with HI/LO Drive 

Works in -circuit when 
others won't 
Identifies all three tran- 
sistor leads 

Random lead connection 
Audibly and visually in- 
dicates GOOD transistor 

1:4K PRECISION 

trag;""884 
MODEL $29995 

00 1601 was 5375 

POWER SUPPLIES 

$279 
was 5354. 

Isolated 0-50VDC, continuously 
variable; 0-2A In loit ranges 

Fully automatic Chu down, adjust- 
able current limit 

Perfect for solid afire servicing 

MODEL 
1650 

Functions as three separate suppl- 
ies 

Exclusive tracking circuit 

Fixed output 5VDC, 5A 

Two 0 to 25VDC outputs at 0.5A 

Fully automatic, current -limited 
overload protection 

FLUKE 

MODEL 8060A 

41/2 DIGIT 

MULTIMETERS 

Frequency 
measurements to 
200KHz 

dB measure- 
ments 

Basic dc accura- 
cy 0.04%; 10 µV, 
10 nA and 10 mS2 

sensitivity. 

Relative measure- 
ments 

True RMS 

$349°° 
High-speed 
Beeper 

Continuity and rela- 
tive reference func- 
tions identical to 
8060A. 

True RMS measure- 
ments to 30 kHz. 

Basic dc 
accuracy 
0.05%; 10 
µV, 10 nA 
and 10 m.1 
sensitivity. 
Beeper 

$279® 

MODEL 8062A 

MODEL 3010 
Sine, square and triangle output 

Variable and fixed TTL outputs 

0.1 Hz to 1 MHz In six ranges 

Push button range and function 
selection 

Typical sine wave distortion under 
0.5% from 1 Hz to 100kHz 

FUNCTION GENERATORS 

MODEL $17[95 
3010 .7 

was $220. 

M3020L 
$29995 
was $379. 

SWEEP FUNCTION 
MODEL 3020 

Fcur instruments In one package- 
steep generator, function generator, 
puce generator, tone -burst generator 
Cc'ners 0.02Hz-2MHz 

1000:1 tuning range 

Low -distortion high -accuracy outputs 

CAPACITANCE METERS 

11111115 
$17995 $14995i81 
was $229. was $185. MINA 

MODEL 830 

Automatically mea- 
sures capacitance 
from 0.1 pF to 200mF 

0.1pF resolution 
0.2% basic 
accuracy 

31/2 digit LCD display 

MODEL 820 

Resolves to 0.1 pF 

if 4 digit easy -to -read 
LED display 
Fuse protected 
against charged 
capacitors 
Overrange indication 

COLOR 

PATTERN GENERATOR 

MODEL $12995 1210 
was 5159 

Generates 10 stable patterns in- 
cluding crosshatch, 7 e 11 dot. 
gated rainbow and purity. 
Compact for convenient field ser- 
vice 

t401ote THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 
04? 4 

a oo VISA 

26 WEST 46th STREET. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 212-730-7030 

ADVA - 
ELECTRONICS-%-- - 
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HOBBY CORNER 
Versatile timer circuit 

EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, K4SDS, HOBBY EDITOR 

LAST MONTH WE DISCUSSED A SOLUTION 

to Bob Allen's problem of adding timers 
to his "touch -plate" home -lighting- 
system. It involved the use of a regular 
mechanical timer (or clock) along with a 

555 -timer circuit to put out the proper 
type of pulse. Each timing sequence. of 
course. required a separate timer circuit. 
Now we'll look at a method that can be 

used for any number of timing sequences 
and uses just one digital clock. 

A typical timer-even if it is the type 
that can be set to activate a device several 
times over 24 hours-has only one out- 
put. An alarm clock (digital or otherwise) 
can be used to control an external circuit 
also (instead of only sounding an audible 
alarm) but it will give only one output in 
each 24 hours. 

There is, however, a way in which a 

digital clock can be modified to turn on a 

radio. light, and coffee -maker (or other 
devices) at three (or more) independent 
times. Any commercial digital clock can 
be modified, although it is admittedly 
easier to modify a clock kit as you build it. 

LED readouts 
To understand what we are about to do. 

let's take a close look at the digital read- 
outs in the clock. Figure 1 shows the 
seven segments of such a readout with the 

ele 
AN INVITATION 

To better meet your needs. Hobby 
Corner" will undergo a change in di- 
rection. It will be changed to a 

question -and -answer form in the near 
future. You are invited to send us 
questions about general electronics j 
and its applications. Well do what we 
can to come up with an answer or. at 
least, suggest where you might find 
one. 

If you need a basic circuit for som 
one ose.wor or want 

ust 

know how or why ,a 

one works. let know. Well print 
those of greatest interest here in 
"Hobby Corner." Please keep in mind 
that we cannot become a circuit- '' 

design service for esoteric applica- `- 

tions: circuits must be as general and 
as simple as possible. Please address 
your correspondence to: 

Hobby Corner 
Radio -Electronics 

New 
Park South ': 

York. NY 10003 

IIIIIIIIMIZI 
In Fig. 2, the columns are headed by 

the labels of the segments and the digits 
displayed (shown at the left) identify the 
rows. If there is a dot in a block, that 
segment (column) is on when the readout 
shows the digit (row). A ' ` I ." for ex - 
ample. has segments "b" and "c" 
lighted. The most significant information 
in the table, however, is given by the 
circles and squares. They indicate the 
segment combinations unique to each di - 
git. (A circle means the segment is on and 
a square means the segment is off). 

For example, when a0 is displayed, the 
"f" -segment is on and the "g" -segment 
is off. For no other digit is that true. You 

FIG, 

C d e 9 UNIQUE 
r 0 

1- 
Q / oN/ / OFF 

/ 1 L 2 OFF 

z , r --t 
1 

i OFF 

3 LI u 0 l ON/2 OFF 

1 D ® / ON /2 OFF 

i ON /1 OFF 

G Í 1 

2 OFF 

7 3 
t_J 

/2 OFF / 
Q v J 0 0 O I O Li ON 

_ 

1 

2 O/V// OFF 

FIG 2 

labels t "a'' through "g'') by which they 
are identified. There is usuallyanother 
point -segment located at the upper left or 
lower right that is used for decimals, col- 
ons. AM/PM and alarm -set indicators, 
and so on. Some clocks also have special- 
ized readouts with dots, colons. AM. PM 
and other special configurations of seg- 
ments. 

In those displays. however, the digits 0 
through 9 are created bylighting specific 
groupings of those g 2 P segments.Figureseg- 
shows several interesting things about the 
way those digits are formed. 

can easily see that by glancing at the 
table-"f" is on and " is off in no g 
other row. Thus, if we check only those 
two segments. we will know immediately 
whether the digit being displayed is a O. 

Simlilarly. checking the "c" -segment 
is a sure way to determine whether the 
display is a 2. In no other digit is that 
segment off. In like manner. you can 
check segments "a" and "b" to find out 
whether the digit is 5 or 6 and, if so. 
which it is (because while both have 
ment "b" off. 5 has the "a" -segment on 
and 6 has it off). 
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Mention this 
magazine 
and get a 
free gift Hnir úecTronics 

Backed 
by Albia's 

famous 
warranty. 

DESIGN MATETM 28 LOW COST, 

HAND HELD FUNCTION GENERATOR 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 100 KHz in four ranges; 50 increment 10/1 cali- 

brated dial calibrated within ± 5% of setting @ 10 Hz, 1 

KHz and 100 KHz, 10 KHz. 
Waveforms: Sine Wave: 2% THD over Frequence Range (Typical 

1%); Triangle Wave: linearity better than 1% over fre- 
quency range; Square Wave: rise and fall times 200 
nsec (Typical 100 nsec). 

Outputs: Sine/Triangle - switch selectable; amplitude 0.1V 
to 10V peak to peak: impedance 600 Ohms; Square 
Wave - amplitude 0.1V to 10V peak to peak: 
impedance 600 Ohms. 

Power Req.: 105 - 125 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 2.5 Watts 
Size: 6.25" X 3.75" X 2" 

MODEL NO. DM -2B 
STOCK NO. 15-0102 
INCLUDES ALBIA's FULL 

SATISFACTION WARRANTY 

$9999 

LOW COST FREQUENCY 

METER MODULE DM -11 "5Hz to 100MHz" 
Measure frequencies from 
5Hz to 100MHz on your 
digital Voltmeter with a 
resolution of 31 digits - 
easy to use - perfect for 
field service - lab testing - home hobbyist! Connect 
the DM -11 to your DVM, 
set the DVM to the 2VDC 
range, connect a signal to 
the DM -11 via a BNC cable 
(not included) and 
measure the frequency of 
any source. Hi Lo Range 
LEDs ensure fast accurate readings. 

SPECIFICATIONS - Frequency Range 5Hz to 100MHz - Input Impedance 1 MegOhm - Input Sensitivity: 100Hz 8OMV 
100Hz 60MHz 30MV 

60MHz 70MV - Size 6.25' X 3.75" X 2' - External 9V DC power supply included - BNC input cable accessory Model PSA-2 
Stock No: 110027 add $14.99 

N -II fllf1IHEr TI M/1T1EE mitt 
111111 

-1011- PitaPitaN117 H1t Ilei- ,,-11101/ 

111- -11110 
NMI 

a s 
E1i Nfe 

MODEL NO. DM -11 

STOCK NO. 15-0011 X69.°° 
PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE SPECIAL ENDS MAY 30th 

[(6;:b:1 
AME FOR FASTER 

SERVICE 

USE YOUR 

CREDIT CARD. 

CALL TOLL 

LOW COST DM -8 
CAPACITANCE METER MODULE 

Connect this high 
quality low cost 
Capacitance 
Meter Module. 
DM -8 to your 
digital Volt Meter 
and turn it into 
a Digital " 

n Mil 

s 

,: 

7281/ ül 

A« 

M_ 
lMlp._ 

Capacitance * rlsx m 

Meter - the Low 
Cost Way! 

1ie 

hi w MOW 

SPECIFICATIONS - 2V output - Accuracy better than 5% - Push to read range (button) from 1 pF to 20,000 - Zero Calibration control - In one easy to use, self-contained package. 
Battery powered, with "push to read" battery saver circuit 
(9V batteries not included). 

- Size - 6.25 X 3.75" X 2 ' - Includes Model 336 Test Clips 

MODEL NO. DM -8 
STOCK NO. 15-0008 

{ 

$79 99 
Includes 

Albia's Satisfaction Warranty 

LBia VLec runics 
44 KENDALL STREET 

NEW HAVEN, CT. 06512 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED NEXT DAY. 

FREE 1-800-243-6953 
9 AM 
5 PM 

,.1 

ri 

J 

EST 
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Remove the lead vocal and substitute your 
owr voice with most stereo recordings us- 
ing our new low cost VOCAL ZAPPERTM 
Great for practice. professional demos or 
lust for fun. 

CHARGE TO VISA OR MC TOLL- FREE 
1-800-654-8657 9AM to 5PM CST MON-FRI 

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO. 

MA Electronics, Inc. 
1020 W. Wilsh,re , Oklahoma 04, OK 73116 (4051843.9626 r 
Rush my Vocal Zapper Kit. $24.95 plus $3 postage 
6 handling enclosed. 

Send assembled Vocal Zapper, $39.95 plus $ 3 post - 
age enclosed. D Send Free Catalog 

name 

address 

city state zip 
PAIA Electronics. deel 3R 1020 W. Wilshire Okla. City. OK 73116 

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

YOUR EXCITING 
NEW HOBBY! 
J Enjoy fantastic savings by assem- 

bling your own organ or piano. 

e Its easy. No technical 
knowledge required. 

e Just follow our clear. 
pictured instructions. 

%) Choose from many models 
from portables to consoles. 

e Ask about our interest -free 
installment plan. 

- 
ORGAN & PIANO KITS 

For Free Information Pack M40 
Call Toll Free 

800233 3865 f/i1"' \n PA 717 2994327 ' Or send - -111111111.1.. coupon 

beIn. 

WERSI Dept. M40 P.O Box 5318 
Lancaster. PA 17601 

Free Info. Pack: Organ Piano 
Catalog 8 Demo Record iP^c,ose 56; 

Name 

Address 

CIty State Zip 

Phone I I 

Rep inquiries invited 

Suppose, for example, we wanted to 
activate a circuit at 5:30. It could be 

lights, a coffee maker, the radio, or 
almost anything at all. You can use sim- 
ple IC gates to determine when the hours 
digit gets to 5 and the ten -minutes digit 
gets to 3. 

Reading the display 
There are a great many ways that can be 

done. Fig. 3 shows just one of them. You 
can track through those gates and see that 
only when the hours display shows 5 and 
the ten-minute display shows 3 will the 
relay be actuated. Note that the relay is 

one of the many sensitive types made for 
low -power use. Normally. the contacts of 
those relays will not handle much current, 
and the control of high -current external 
circuits will require a change in the out- 
put. If you are operating a coffee -maker. 
for example, you can make one of two 
changes. You can use the light -duty relay 
to operate a relay with high current capac- 
ity or, as an alternative, have the final 
gate operate the heavy-duty relay through 
a transistor switch. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the relay will be 

actuated at 5:30 AM and 5:30 PM. If that 
is not desirable, you should add another 
gate or two to "read" the clock's AM/PM 

indicator and combine it with the output 
from the two digits. In a 24 -hour clock, 
you could read the tens -of -hours digit for 
that determination, though for the same 
time you would check the unit -hours digit 
for a "7" (as in 1730 hrs-the same as 

5:30 PM) instead of "5." 

FIG. 3 

If your use requires an output in the 
form of a pulse (as Bob Allen needs for 
his touch -plate lighting system). you may 
put one of the circuits in Fig. 4 between 
the final gate and the relay. For a pulse on 
the falling edge, use the circuit shown in 
4-a. Use the one shown in 4-b for detec- 
tion of the leading edge. Figure 5 shows 
one of many possible ways to extend the 
versatility of your system. The divide -by - 
seven counter will operate the external 
circuit only once a week! (Sunday morn- 
ing?) 

Well, so far, so good. But how are you 
better off than if you had used the alarm 
already built into the clock? As stated 
earlier, that will allow you only one 
activation each 24 hours (unless it is reset 
daily). In this system, however, you can 

FIG. 4 

llnfLf nrL 

FIG. 5 

connect several gates to the same seg- 
ments and have any practical number of 
external circuits controlled by that one 

clock. It is unlikely, but if your need 

exceeds the available "fan -out" of the 
clock drivers, you can insert a buffer gate 
to increase the capacity. 

The major disadvantage of the system 
presented here is the problem of changing 
the time of activation of any given circuit. 
The best way I have found to get around 
that is to install a panel of small switches 
by which segment combinations and/or 
gate configuration can be changed. It isn't 
entirely satisfactory. but it does work rea- 
sonably well. 

Often a system like the one described 
here is used for a dedicated purpose-for 
example. only to control various groups 
of lights in the evening. In that case, you 
can adjust to daylight saving time and 
changing hours of sunset just by resetting 
the time on the clock. Then, the separate 
circuits will remain synchronized and, as 

a result, will not have to be changed in- 
dividually. R -E 

"Brilliant. Master but is it a marketable 
application of VLSI technology?'' 
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STATE OF SOLID STATE 
An interestinc expander circuit for your hi-fi 

ROBERT F. SCOTT. SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 

IN THIS COLUMN, WE TRY TO BRING YOU 
news and details of new and interesting 
semiconductors and related matters with- 
out any month -to -month continuity. This 
month, because of long-time reader inter- 
est in volume expanders and audio noise 
reduction, we are deviating from the es- 
tablished format to show the circuit of the 
volume expander that complements the 
volume compressor discussed last month. 

The hi-fi expander in Fig. 1 includes 
de -emphasis and attack and decay times 
to complement the compressor. Again, 
an external op -amp is substituted for the 
one in the Signetics NE570 compandor 
IC. In this case, the circuit performance 
demands a slew rate better than the 0.6 
volts -per -microsecond provided by the 
NE570 op -amp. The expander, like the 
compressor, has a unity -gain level of 0 
dBm. Adjustments are provided for 
harmonic distortion and DC shift. 

Make the THD TRIM adjustments first 
using a 10 -kHz 0-dBm (774.6 mV) sig- 
nal. Adjust the oc SHIFT TRIM for mini- 
mum envelope bounce when tone bursts 
are fed through the circuit. 

Performance is reported to be spectacu- 
lar when the expander is applied to con- 
sumer tape recorders. 

Op amp and voltage -reference IC 

The National Semiconductor LM10- 

series comprises a group of monolithic 
linear IC's consisting of a precision volt- 
age reference, an adjustable reference 
buffer, and an independent high -quality 
op -amp. The device has an absolute max- 
imum supply -voltage rating of 45 volts 
for the LM 10, LM 10B , and LM 10C; and 
7 volts for the LM10BL and LM10CL. 
Supply voltage can be as low as 1.1 volts. 
Typical supply current is 270 µA. 

The complementary output stage in the 
independent op -amp is capable of swing- 
ing to within 15 mV of the supply voltage 
or delivering + 20 -mA output current 
with +0.5 volt saturation. The reference 
output can be as low as 200 mV with 
0.1% regulation. 

The LM 10's ability to operate from a 
single power supply with high output - 
current capabilities make it a very ver- 
satile general-purpose device. It can 
operate in a floating mode, independent 
of fixed supplies so it can be used in such 
applications as remote amplifiers for 
vibration sensors, flame detectors, resist- 
ance thermometers, optical pyrometers, 
and logarithmic light sensors. Its ability 
to operate from a wide range of voltages 
and currents makes the LM10 applicable 
in a wide range of voltage and current 
regulators. 

The LM 10 features such characteris- 
tics as 2.0 mV (max) input offset voltage, 

R7 
220K 

EXPANDER 
IN 

+3.6V 

R8 

100K 

D.Ç. 

SHIFT 
TRIM 

R2 

20K 
14 - 

C2 5µF 
R6 

24F 30K _ 10K 

R5 C3 L 

100K 01 IC1 
1/2 NE570 

R9 
100K 
T.H.D. TRIM 

R10 
220 K 

-1- 

+7.5 V 

R11 
66K 

R4 

30K 

C6 

270pF 

vw 
R15 
1K 

IC3-a 
C4 

1/4 LM324 1µF 

R17 Di 
1K 

R14 
2.2K 

+ C5 
1µF 

02 

IC2 
TDA 1034 

I C3 -b 
1/4 LM324 

R16 
1K 

EXPANDER 
OUT ji 

C8 

2µF 
R18 
100K 

FIG. 1 

0.7 nA (max) input offset current, 20 nA 
maximum input bias current, and offset - 
voltage drift of 2 microvolts -per -°C. The 
device comes in a metal can and an 8 -pin 
dual -in -line package. 

Full electrical specifications, including 
33 typical -performance -characteristics 
charts are in the 15 -page data booklet 
along with 33 schematics illustrating typ- 
ical applications.-National Semicon- 
duttor, Literature Dept., M/S 16251, 
1090 Kifer Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

SCR's go MOS 
Motorola's new state-of-the-art 

MCR 1000 series of SCR's uses MOS 
technology to offer the designer three de- 
vices that have the high input -impedance 
and fast turn -on time of a power MOS- 
FET and the regenerative latching action 
of a thyristor. The new 200-ns turn -on 
SCR's can be driven directly from logic 
circuits without the need for interfacing 
devices. 

The MCR 1000 MOS SCR series has a 
15 -amp current rating and is designed pri- 
marily for high-speed switching and 
high -current pulse applications such as 
laser modulators, printers, fluorescent 
lighting, and switching power supplies. 
Features include: A forward voltage 
application rate of 1000 volts -per - 
microsecond at T; = 125 °C and a fast 
switching (turn -on) time of 200 ns at T, = 
25 °C. (T; is the operating temperature.) 

The MCR 1000-4, -6 and -8 devices are 
in TO -220 packages and feature peak for- 
ward blocking voltages of 200, 400, and 
600 volts, respectively. Prices are $5.20, 
$5.70, and $6.90 in 100-999 
quantities.-Contact Chris Field, 
Motorola Semiconductor Products, PO 
Box 20912, Phoenix; AZ 85026 

1 -watt power MOSFET's 
International Rectifier has introduced a 

family of four new n -channel transistors 
Using the company's f-IEXFET technol- 
ogy. A particular advantage of the de- 
vices is their low on -state resistance- 
about half that of many similar devices. 
Designated IRFD 1 ZO through IRFD 1 Z3 , 

the four devices have typical rise and fall 
times of 15 ns and 10 ns, respectively 
when ID (continuous drain current) is 
0.25 A. On -state resistance is 2.4 ohms 
for the IRFD1ZO and -1Z1 and 3.2 ohms 
for the IRFD 1 Z2 and -1Z3. 
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CABLE TV 
CONVERTERS 

DESCRAMBLERS 

BUY DIRECT 8, SAVE 

I 4M113.e.... 
S.3ó Regular $69 

40 CHANNEL 
CONVERTER 

Advanced Solid State design and ciruitry 
allows you to receive mid & super 
band channels. Restores programming 
to Video Recorders. 

36 CHANNEL 
lit REMOTE CONTROL 

1 CABLE CONVERTER 
$88.00 

LINDSEY JET 1 WIRELESS 
THE ULTIMATE CABLE T.V. 
CONVERTER 

36 CHANNEL 
INFRARED 

REMOTE CONTROL 
COMPLETELY 

$169.00 PROGRAMMABLE 

Send $1 for Complete Catalog 
VISA MASTERCARD COD 

DIRECT VIDEO SALES 
P.O. BOX 1329 

JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA 47130 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-626-5533 

CIRCLE 41 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

IT MICRO -PROFESSOR 
MP, LISFIS S AND 

only $12995 Z-80 BASED 

MICROCOMPUTER 
A superb learning tool for students, 
instructors, hobbyists. 
Nothing else needed. Just plug in and start 
learning! Complete experimenters manual, easy 
instructions. 18 experiments. Fully expandable 
for Z80-CTC, Z80 -P10, EPROM, Breadboarding 
and prototyping. Invest with confidence. Now 
only $129.95, two for only $239.95. 
2KB BASIC interpreter now available, only $19.00. 
Full money back guarantee! 

P/9 -FREE GIFT 
Check this box for FREE 
Z-80 Microprocessor 
Programming and 
Interfacing textbook when 
you order within 7 days. 
$12.95 value. 

E 
1 4803 N EE4oth 1-800-426-1044 

For immediate action call TOLL FREE 

Redmond. WA 98052 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ST ZIP 

VISA MSTCRD EXP 

ACCT NO 

Prices for those devices range from 
$0.89 to $1.16 in OEM quantities.- 
International Rectifier, Semiconductor 
Div., 233 Kansas St.. El Segundo, CA 
90245 

Phase -locked -loop 
The Exar XR-2213 is a highly stable 

phase -locked -loop IC designed for use in 
tone -detection applications and in FM de- 
tectors. tracking filters, and frequency 
synthesizers. Its circuit consists of a high - 
stability VCO, an input preamp, loop 
phase detector, lock phase detector, and a 
high -gain voltage comparator. 

The XR-2213 has an operating fre- 
quency range of 0.02 Hz to 300 kHz and a 

preamp input voltage range of 2 mV to 3 
V rms. The VCO and comparator supply 
TTL-compatible output signals and both 
Q and Q outputs. The 5 -page data sheet 
includes design equations and examples 
along with circuit diagrams that illustrate 
various applications. Sample circuits in- 
clude a tone detector, and a frequency 
synthesizer developing a 40 -kHz output 
from a precision 10 -kHz input signal.- 
Exar Integrated Systems, 750 Palomar 
Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088. 

Semiconductor substitution guide 
The Poher Semiconductor Cross - 

Reference Guide, from Westinghouse. 
covers all rectifiers, transistors. SCR's 
and assemblies available from the com- 
pany. It includes more than 10,000 
JEDEC. Westinghouse, and competitive 
part numbers from 23 manufacturers. The 
guide is free.-Westinghouse Corp., 
Semiconductor Div.. Youngwood, PA 
15697. 

Linear -IC guide 
Audio/Radio Products is a I9 -page 

booklet prepared to introduce National 
Semiconductor's line of linear IC's for 
use in radio and audio products. Section 1 

contains a 69 -entry glossary of terms, de- 
finitions of maximum ratings and other IC 
parameters; and a check-list of do's and 
don't's for optimum performance from 
IC's. This check-list covers everything 
from power -supply selection and bypass- 
ing to circuit layout and heatsinking. Sec- 
tion 2 is the selection guide, listing de- 
vices under such application headings as 
tape processors, audio driver IC's, stereo 
decoders, audio power -amplifiers, and 
tone -control amplifiers. Key technical 
specifications are listed in tables and 
charts. Section 3 is a pocket containing 
about 2 dozen data sheets of typical de- 
vices that are covered in the previous sec- 
tion. 

The glossary and check-list alone make 
this booklet a valuable addition to the 
libraries or technical data files of engi- 
neers. designers and others interested in 
IC's for radio and low -power audio 
applications.-National Semiconduc- 
tor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Drive, 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. R -E 
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MULTIMETERS 

NOTJUSTA FLUKE! 
Compare new Philmetric Multimeters 
for performance, accuracy and price. 
Discover the quality that's no accident, 
yet costs far less. You get Pushbutton 
and Rotary dial Models; 0.5% accuracy; 
31/2 digit readout; AC/DC; 26 Ranges; 2 
year warranty. 

And there's more! A free $5.00 fac- 
tory -direct cash bonus when you buy 
our Model 150 Pushbutton - to prove 
that Philmetric measures up as the 
"best buy" ...'Quality-Assured for 
Performance and Price. 

Send for Free Catalog & Details. 
"We Measure Up ... " 

.. s Philmetric, 
(a Div. of Philmore Mfg. Co.) 

40lnip Drive, Inwood, NY 11696 Tel: 516-239.6161 

4 ?lititìY. 
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General Communication 
Industry 
Marine VHF 
Scanners 
Amateur Bands 
CB Standard 
CB Special 
Microprocessor 

Call or Write 
JAN CRYSTALS 
P.O. Box 06017 

IMOFt. Myers, FI. 33906-6017 
All Phones (813) 936-2397 
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SERVICE CLINIC 
Old sets new sets 
JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR 

I GET A LOT OF LETTERS THAT SAY "I JUST 

don't understand these new TV sets! 
They're so complicated. Why can't they 
make them simpler, like the old ones?" 
Friends, l've had that same feeling! But I 

finally managed to find the best way to 
attack the late models. And we can use the 
same methods and tests that we've always 
used. 

We do know how a TV set works- 
many of us have been making a living at it 

for a long time. And if we know how one 
TV set works, we know how they all 
work. Believe it or not, the new sets do 
the same things the old ones did, and in 
exactly the same order. But while they do 
do some of those things a little dif- 
ferently, all the old familiar stages and 
functions (see Fig. 1) are still there. So, if 
we can diagnose problems, in old sets, we 
can do it in new ones, too. 

One thing that makes some new sets 
different from older ones is that whole 
functions can be wrapped up in a single 
IC. For instance many new TV sets use an 
IC for the whole IF strip. If the complaint 
is "no video," you should check to make 
sure that the normal signal from the tuner 
is getting to the IC input. (The best way is 
to substitute a tuner.) Then (if the signal 
from the tuner is getting to the IC) see 
whether the video signal is coming out of 
it. If it isn't, and the DC supply voltages 
are normal, then we've got a "black box" 
with a normal input and normal voltage 
supply-hut no output. Hmm. Input, but 
no output. The signal is lost between 
those two points. So, what would you do 
in an older tube or transistor set? You'd 
read the DC voltages on each amplifier 
stage to see if any were missing. The 
same test can be used with the IC. 

ANTENNA 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

SOUND IF 
AND DETECTOR 

VIDEO IF 
AND DETECTOR 

TO AL: 
SECTIONS 

AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

VIDEO 
AMPLIFIER 

(SPEAKER 

PICTURE 
YOKE TUBE 

SYNC 

COLOR 
BLOCK 

'I 
1 VERTICAL 

SWEEP 

HORIZONTAL 
SWEEP 

HIGH -VOLTAGE 
SUPPLY 

FIG 1 

Every set, old or new, has a tuner, IF 
amplifier, detector, video amplifier, 
color -amplifier stage, color detector and 
three color outputs. Another thing com- 
mon to all the sets is that to trace trouble, 
you have to use the signal; follow it until 
you find where it is being lost, or dis- 
torted, and there you'll find the problem. 

although you can't get to the individual 
stages. 

You'll see that there are quite a few 
pins that have no external voltage ap- 
plied. yet they show a small DC voltage. 
(There may be a resistor to ground, a 
capacitor, a coil, etc.) Those are internal 
voltages, developed inside the IC. 

They're dandy clues to the cause of a 
problem. Let's say that pin 12 shows 
+ 3.6 volts, and that it should be about 12 
volts. That could be a definite sign of 
trouble inside the IC. Usually there will 
be other pins that also have incorrect vol- 
tages. But before you replace the IC, be 
sure to check external parts, like resistors 
(open or changed in value), capacitors 
(for shorts or leakage), coils (for continu- 
ity), and so on. If you see a signal at the 
input but none at the output, and there's 
only one thing between those two points 
(the IC), then the chances are that it's 
faulty. 

New circuits? 
l've also heard a lot of people say, 

"There are so many new circuits here!" 
No-that's not so. Not even in the most 
complex all -electronic tuners. All the 
new tuners use VCO's (Voltage Con- 
trolled Oscillators). A new circuit? Look 
at the horizontal -oscillator AFC circuit in 
almost every TV set ever made! The AFC 
voltage controls the frequency of the hori- 
zontal oscillator! That's a VCO, too. 

The control voltages are a good way of 
checking those tuners. If the tuner doesn't 
work, it could be a fault in the tuner itself 
or it could be a fault in the stage that 
supplies the tuning voltages; that is usual- 
ly called the "tuner control unit" or an- 
other similar name. There are two control 
voltages. One is the tuning voltage that 
determines the oscillator frequency that 
puts the tuner on the desired channel. 
That voltage often goes to only one ter- 
minal on the tuner. The DC control - 
voltages will change if the control unit is 
working. For example, the voltage might 
be 5-10 volts for low band VHF, 15-20 
volts for high band VHF, and 25-30 volts 
for UHF. (Those are not actual figures; 
they're just for illustration.) The tuning 
voltages are applied to a varactor diode 
(voltage -variable capacitor) that does the 
actual tuning. In the service data, there 
will be (or at least there should be!) a table 
of tuning voltages for each band and 
channel. 

Anything wrong in the control stage 
will throw the tuner off. For example, a 
missing DC voltage may keep it from 
going to high -band VHF, while low -band 
stations come in. Here's a test: look up the 
DC voltage for given channel, say Chan- 
nel 9. Feed that voltage to the tuning - 

www.americanradiohistory.com



SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY 

FROM 

firestile 
ANTENNAS 
ACCEBBORIEB , 
HERE'S A TIP 

THAT'S PERFECT! 

AM/FM AUTO RADIO 
AND CB 

`Firestik'li 
GOLDEN SERIES 

BARE -HANDS TUNABLE 
"NO TOOLS NEEDED" 

HIGH PERFORMANCE ANTENNAS 

ALSO ANTENNAS FOR 
CORDLESS TELEPHONES 

MONITOR SCANNERS 

Dealer & Distributor Inquiries Invited 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

'Firestlk' Antenna Company 
2614 East Adams/Phoenix, AZ 85034 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 
Serving the CB and 

Communications Market Since 1962. 
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Vital protection 
for PC Boards 

Be safe. Desolder PC components 
with Endeco irons. Get proper HEAT 
TO MELT and strong VACUUM 
ACTION TO LIFT solder and cool 
both PC board and component 
without damage. 

These PC components replaced fast 
with Endeco desoldering or solder- 
ing tools. 

Endeco professional features include 
safety light that denotes high, low 
and off on switch models, SS con- 
struction for long life, light weight 
and balance for easy use. 

Contact your distributor for Endeco 
desoldering and soldering irons, kits 
and equipment-or write us today. 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 East 65th Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 
Phone: (317) 251-1231 
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voltage test point (from a bench DC - 
supply) and see whether the tuner works. 
If it does, the control stage is bad. 

Often, the tuning -control stage is a sep- 
arate unit that can be replaced without 
changing the tuner. That type can be re- 
paired (if its construction permits) or it 
can be replaced as a unit. 

Other diodes (aside from the varactors) 
are used in those tuners also; they are the 
switching diodes. Normally, there are 
three of them that switch the tuner from 
low- to high -VHF, and to UHF. The 
switching voltages come from the tuner 
control unit, just like the tuning voltages. 
Problems like getting only low -band 
VHF and the like are often the fault of the 
switching voltages. Always read them 
and compare them with the switching vol- 
tages shown in the voltage table for the 
tuner unit. 

As we said in the beginning, there is 

nothing new in any of those circuits as far 
as function goes. They just do it in a 

slightly different way. (What? Show you 
a switching diode in a tube TV? OK: How 
about the B + rectifier? A 5U4 conducts 
or cuts off, depending on the polarity of 
the applied voltage. Full -wave rectifica- 
tion is just switching so that current can 
flow with only one polarity-right?) 

So how do you repair a recent -model 
set? All you need to do is isolate the 
defective function, find that stage on the 
chassis, and then check it in the same way 
you've always done. R -E 

SERVICE 
QUESTIONS 

SOUND PROBLEM 
I have a sound problem in this GE 10HE 

chassis. The sound -IF adjustments are all 
"funny." They don't react normally at all. 
The quad coil is very critical, and so is the 
sound -IF tuning. I don't get it-G. G., Mur- 
physboro, IL 

Check some components around the 
circuit, especially bypass capacitors such 
as the plate -return bypass on the 1F trans- 
former, the bypass on the low end of the 
quad coil, and so on. I see that there's a 

bypass capacitor on the sound -detector 
tube i 1713 F I 1). Check that too. 

(Feedback: Got it! It tuas a had bypass 
on the cathode of the l 7BFI l . Now, 
everything tunes up OK and the set 
sounds good. Thanks.) 

HANDY HINT 

Jerry Ahedo of Tampa, FL sends this 
tip in. When he was working on a Zenith 
23HC45 with no picture (or schematic), 
he found a 10 -watt ceramic resistor that 
was open. The part number and value had 
been completely removed by overheat- 
ing. He took the resistor out and held it 
under an ultraviolet light. All numbers. 

--em-Lommme 
CUSTOM & STOCK 

Hand Rubbed 
Walnut 
Sides 

1 , 

Removable Clear 
Plastic Panels 

.050 Black Wrinkle 
Aluminum 

Top & Bottom 

Sturdy Extruded 
Aluminum 

Front & Rear 

BEAUTIFUL ELECTRONIC 
CABINETS 

Stock No. Inside Dimensions Price 
EA2020805 1 3/."H x 8-1/B"W x 5-118" D $18.54 
EA2.021 209 13/4"H x 12" W x 9" D $24.90 
EA3.03080523/4" H x 8-1/8" W x 5-118" D $22.27 
EA3.031 209 23/4" H x 12" W x 9" D $30.97 

TO ORDER: Enclose Check, MasterCard or VISA 
No. Add $3.00 Shipping & Handling. Contact the 
Factory for quantity pricing, custom enclosures, 
and our full line catalog. Distributors and O.E.M. 
inquiries welcome. 

RlIOAAEI 
NATIONAL CORPORATION 

FABTRON Div. 
P.O. Box 925 
Columbia, TN 38401 
Phone: (615) 381.1143 
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Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Lai up Ri 

$600 a week 
and more: 

I corn at home in spare time. 
No previous. sspericncc needc,l 

No costly School. No commuting to class. The Original 
Home -Study course that prepares you for the FCC Radio- 
telephone license exam in your spare time! Passing the exam is 
your "ticket" to thousands of exciting opportunities in 
Communications, Broadcasting, Mobile two-way systems, 
Microwave stations, Radar installations, Aerospace and more. 

NO NEED TO QUIT YOUR JOB OR GO TO SCHOOL 
You learn how to pass the FCC License exam at home at your 
own pace with this easy -to -understand, proven course. Within 
a few short weeks you could be on your way to being one of 
the highest paid workers in the electronics field. It's that easy! 
U.S. Federal law requires you to have an FCC License if you 
want to operate and maintain virtually any communications 
system - you don't need a College degree to qualify, but you 
DO need an FCC License. With this Home -Study course, 
you'll be ready to pass the FCC Government licensing exam in 
a remarkably short time. Send for FREE facts now. No 
obligation. No salesmen will call. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

commanD PRODUCTIONS ' 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. E 
P.O. Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Rush FREE facts on how I can prepare for my FL C 
License at home in my spare time. 

NAME 
ADDRESSC 

LÇITY 
-----------STATE ZIP J 
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including the value were clearly visible! 
That might also work for other parts 
where ID numbers have disappeared. 

Thanks, Jerry. Ultraviolet lamps are 
available from several sources (check the 
ads in the back pages of Radio Electron- 
ics). 

NO COLOR 
I had several problems in a CTC-70AJ. 

Replacing the Chroma I module cleared 
up a short and restored the picture, but 
only in black and white. All voltages 
looked good on the IC, but checking with 
my scope, I found that. although there 
was a chroma signal at the input, there 
was none at the 3 color -outputs. I again 
installed a new Chroma I module, and the 
set worked beautifully. I can only assume 
that I managed to get a bad IC the first 
time around. J.P., Hollywood, FL. 

That happens too often, and there's not 
too much we can do except check and 
cuss. 

MAN WITH A PROBLEM 
Mike Shelton (Electronic Services, 

2708 May Drive, Burlington, NC 27215) 
says that he's in desperate need of an IF 
module for a Heathkit GR -900 TV. The 
module, number 100-93502, is no longer 
available from Heath and no other sources 
have yet been found. Any help will be 
appreciated. 

Radio -Electrum REPRINT 
BS. BOOKSTORE 

Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiver $7.00 El Radio -Electronics back issues (1981) $3 50 

D 8 -Ball Satellite TV Antenna $5.00 (March, December 1981 not available) 

D Build Your Own Robot $12.00 Write in issues desired 

D TV Descrambler (January, February 1981) $3.00 
Video Entertainment (January 1982) $2.00 D Radio -Electronics back issues (1978-79) $4.00 

D Your Own Computer (October 1981) $3.00 (October, November 1978 not available) 
D Radio -Electronics back issues (1982) $3.00 Write in issues desired 

(January 1982 not available) 

Write in issues desired Special Projects (Winter 1980) $4.00 

D Special Projects (Spring 1981) $4.00 
Radio -Electronics back issues (1980) $4.00 Special Projects #4 (Summer 1982) $4.00 

(March, May 1980 nit available) Special Projects #5 (Winter 1983) $3.00 
Write in issues desired Radio -Electronics Annual 1983 $2.50 

How to Make PC Boards $2.00 

All About Kits $2.00 

To order any of the items indicated above, check off the ones 

you want. Complete the order form below, include your pay- 

ment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND CASH), and mail ARTICLE 

to Radio -Electronics, Reprint Department, 200 Park Ave. 

South, New York, NY 10003. Please allow 4-6 weeks for 
MONTH YEAR delivery. 

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we indicate is 

unavailable you can order it directly from us. We charge 50t PAGES 

per page. Indicate the issue (month & year), pages and article 

desired. Include payment in full, plus shipping and handling @ 50t each 

charge. TOTAL PAGES TOTAL PRICE 

MAIL TO: Radio -Electronics 4/83 

Reprint Department, 200 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10003 All payments must be in U.S. funds 
Total price of order $ 

Sales Tax (New York State Residents only) $ 

Shipping & Handling (U.S. & Canada only) (Includes FIRST CLASS POSTAGE) $1.00 per item $ 

All other ($2.00 per item, sea mail) $ 
($4.00 per item, air mail) $ 

Total Enclosed $ 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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CALL NOW 
AND 
RESERVE 

YOUR SPACE 

6 rate $550 per each insertion. 
Reaches 220.500 reapers. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 
We typeset and layout the ad at no 
additional charge. 

Call 212-777-6400 to reserve space 
Ask for Arline Fishman. Limited num- 
ber of pages available. Mail materials 
to: mini -ADS. RADIO -ELECTRONICS. 
200 Park Ave. South. New York. NY 
10003. 

TELEVISION MODULE includes VHF, UHF, 
and CABLE -TV TUNERS, IF AMPLIFIER, 
VIDEO DETECTOR, SOUND DETECTOR 
and AMPLIFIER, and SYNC PROCESSOR: 
$85.00. TELEVISION SIGNAL PROCESS- 
ING MANUAL explores standard and non- 
standard television: $15.95. Add 5% handling 
and shipping. Catalog $2.00. VISA and MC 
accepted. ORDER DESK (415) 439-7470. 
ABEX, PO Box 26601-Rz, San Francisco, 
CA 94126. 
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ULTIMATE UHF FRINGE AREA RECEP- 
TION. The system includes a 114 element 
antenna, 39db LNA (booster), a match 
maker+ signal extrator for $199.95. Com- 
plete documentation and return policy if not 
satisfied. Also 2 hour VIDEO TAPES on how 
to receive snow -free UHF -VHF pictures- 
$29.95. VHS or Beta, Visa/Mastercard, Deal- 
ers welcome. Specify channels. DX TELE 
LABS, 3822 N. Paradise Rd., Flagstaff, AZ. 
86001,602-774-4735. 
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TELTONE DTMF RECEIVER KITS turn 
phones into control devices. Teltone's DTMF 
Receivers let you turn the phone system into 
a control network. They outperform other re- 
ceivers in noisy environments and operate 
over a wide dynamic range. Two DTMF kits 
are available. The TRK-947 kit at $53.00, 
decodes DTMF. For both Rotary and DTMF, 
order the TRK-927 for only $75.00. Both in- 
clude a 3.58 MHz crystal and a DIP socket. 
To order call: (800) 227-3800 ext 1130 (In 
CA, (800) 792-0990 ext 1130). 
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PROFESSIONAL HEAT GUN 6977 has the 
capacity to master such heavy-duty jobs as 
molding and welding plastics, softening & 
forming plastic laminates, paint stripping, cur- 
ing large volumes of epoxies, heat -shrinking 
cables and softening floor tiles and putty. 
Specifications: Temperature 975°F, 800 
watts at 120 volts, AC only, Air flow 6.9 cfm at 
2650 fpm, 3 -wire grounded cord, 6 ft. cord, oil 
and heat resistant. Weight: 28 oz. $85.00. 
See a demo at your Ungar distributor or call 
Ungar, (213) 774-5950. 
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MAGNIFIER LAMP FOR LESS All metal 
construction, UL approved 5", 3 x magnifier, 
22 watt fluorescent circline lamp. 45" arm 
reach, heavy duty clamp mount. Only $59.95 
plus shipping. (California residents add sales 
tax.) To order call (800) 423-5336. In Califor- 
nia, (800) 382-3663 or send $59.95 plus 
$5.00 shipping to ORA ELECTRONICS, 
18215 Parthenia St., Northridge, CA 91325 
(213) 701-5848. 
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HI TECH CASSETTES. Now on 2 hour color 
video tapes "Learn how to improve your tv 
picture plus receive weak UHF -VHF station 
snow free. Detailed step by step instructions 
in the art of distance tv signal reception.- 
$29.95. Satellite TV-$29.95. Audio cassette 
version $14.95 each. Beta or VHS, Visa - 
Mastercard, Dealers Welcome. DX TELE 
LABS, 3822 N. Paradise Rd., Flagstaff, Az. 
86001,602-774-4735. 
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NEW PRODUCT - Computerized Address- DC-700MHZ OSCILLOSCOPE ADD ON Up- DIGITAL SOUND from your analog record- 
able Cable T.V. Descrambler In/out Channel grade your low -bandwidth -oscilloscope into a ings? By using dynamic expansion and filter - 
3. Restores picture to normal Sync. Passes Dual -trace DC-700MHz bandwidth Delayed ing in sophisticated circuitry, the ASRU im - 
undistorted Audio signal. Kits $59.95 Wired Sampling Oscilloscope with our S-500 proves dynamic range by 18 dB. See R -E's 
and tested $119.95. Check, money orders, Equivalent -Time SAMPLER ($480) with 3-4/81 cover story or our free catalog (in - 
COD only. Add 5% for shipping and handling. 500ps/div-100ns/div Timebase and our DC- eludes equalizers, power meters, etc.). $120 
Quantity discounts. Send $2.00 for Complete 500MHz P-700 FET-PROBE ($63). IN- postpaid, M/C, Visa add shipping. SYM- 
catalog on Converters and unscramblers. TERNATIONAL TEST INSTRUMENTS METRIC SOUND SYSTEMS (707) 546 - 
MEAN ELECTRONICS, PO Box 347, Bos- CORP., PO Box 1218, Cupertino, CA 3895, 856H Lynn Rose Ct., Santa Rosa, CA 
ton, Mass. 02188, 617-337-7303. 95015. 95404 
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Çv AMATEUR 
` MICROWAVE it i i i i RECEIVER 

Oo 
$99.50 PRICE BREAKTHROUGH. Amateur POWER LINE PROBLEMS? SPIKE - 

(3211 Nell 
hi -gain commercial grade microwave TV sys- SPIKER the solution! Clean up equipment 
tem converts 2.1 - 2.6 GHz signal for your damaging voltage spikes and conducted RF ONLY $89.95 complete with the following 
home T.V. Assembled and tested. Minimal noise. Surge protection & RFI hash filtering. * 75 to 300 -ohm balun * balun for rabbit ears 
wind loading. (A problem with dish type.) All units 120V, 15A. Deluxe Console 8 outlets * 20" fiberglass parabolic dish * low noise 
Complete with antenna base, 26 element di- $79.95, Quad Plug -In 4 outlets $59.95, Mini probe/down converter * 60 ft. factory made 
rector rod, power supply, 40' & 3' co -ax Plug -In 2 outlets $44.95. VISA, MC, or check coax * 3 ft. coax * power supply * mounting 
cables and hardware. ONLY $99.50 F.O.B. we pay UPS. COD's add $3.00 plus UPS. Pa. hardware and instructions. All for only $89.95 
OEM DISTRIBUTING CO., 9748 Jamach residents add 6% sales tax. KALGLO, 6584 plus $5.00 shipping & handling Visa, Master - 
Blvd., Spring Valley, CA 92077. Dealers Ruch Road, Dept. RE, Bethlehem, PA charge or C.O.D. cash or certified check. 
phone (619) 698-OEMD for quantity 18017(215)837-0700,(800)523-9685.TWX NATIONWIDE G.H.Z., 6825 N. 16th St., 
prices. 510-651-2101. Phoenix, AZ 85016 (602) 274-1199. 
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SOLDESOLDERINGSTATION FOR LESS Front ONE MAN CRT FACTORY, easy operation. 
display of tip temperature, adjustable tem- Process new or rebuild old CRT's for tv's, MEASURES CAPACITORS AND DE- 
perature 200°F to 900°F. UL listed, low cur- bus. machines, monitors, scopes, etc. TECTS LEAKAGE ANDERS CM -100A is a 
rent leakage, high insulation. Complete as Color, b&w, 20mm, foreign or domestic. rugged battery powered portable instrument 
shown. 7 tips available, also takes standard 3x6 ft. space required. Profits??? Average capable of measuring capacitors from 10pF 
tips. ORDER MODEL XY-168. $79.95 plus CRT rebuilding cost - $5. Sell for $100 = to 500µF. The instrument can detect capaci - 
shipping. To order call toll free: (800) 423- $95 profit; x 5 CRT's = $475 daily; x 5 tor leakage of 1 na or .005 CV whichever is 
5336. In California (800) 382-3663. Or send days = $2375 weekly profit. Higher profits greater. Send check or money order for 
$79.95 (California residents add sales tax) outside U.S.A. Investigate this opportunity $89.95 plus $3.50 shipping and handling to: 
plus $5.00, shipping to ORA ELECTRONICS today. We service the entire world. Write ANDERS PRECISION INSTRUMENT CO., 
Dept. RE, 18215 Parthenia St., Northridge, or call: CRT Factory, 1909 Louise St., 4 Bridge St. Plaza, PO Box 75, Willimantic, 
CA 91325 (213) 701-5848. Crystal Lake, II. 60014, (815) 459-0666. CT 06226 or call (203) 423-7940. 
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Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

HOME f 
STUDY 

Earn Your 

DEGREE 
No commuting to class. Study at your 
own pace, while continuing your present 
job. Learn from easy -to -understand les- 
sons, with help from your home -study 
instructors whenever you need it. 

In the Grantham electronics program, 
you first earn your A.S.E.T. degree, and 
then your B.S.E.T. These degrees are ac- 
credited by the Accrediting Commission 
of the National Home Study Council. 

Our free bulletin gives full details of 
the home -study program, the degrees 
awarded, and the requirements for each 
degree. Write for Bulletin R-83. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
2500 So. LaCienega Blvd. 

Los Angeles, California 90034 

SAVE! 
MONEY TIME FREIGHT 

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT 
AT LOWEST PRICES. 

YOUR REQUEST FOR QUOTA- 
TION RETURNED SAME DAY. 

I 
FACTORY SEALED CARTONS- 
GUARANTEED AND INSURED. 

SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE: 

PIONEER JVC 

KENWOOD TEAC 

MARANTZ SANSUI 

TECHNICS SONY 

AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS 

BUY THE MODERN WAY 
BY MAIL-FROM 

illinov od'a 
BANK CARDS ACCEPTED 

12 East Delaware 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 

312-664-0020 
800-621-8042 
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C ES ERNABSOLUTELY FREE! 
INDISPENSABLE 

TOOL NEEDED BY 
ELECTRIC/ELECTRONIC 

TECHNICIANS 

FULL 100% 
RETURN PRIVILEGE 

GUARANTEED 

SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS 
The most advanced Clamp -On Tester with many performance features 

Range selection knob automatically advances the specific scale Easy 
reading - no confusion Accurate AC current measurements assured be- 
cause of round clamp core with built-in balanced coils Most reliable taut 
band, internal core -magnet meter Trigger lock device, retains reading for 
use in hard to get places Automatic 'Zero -Adjust" ohms scale Overload 
protection up to 1S0%, for one minute ON ALL RANGES Test leads 
1 m for added safety Accuracy +3% full scale on all ranges Accessories 
in ded. carry case, test leads amt instructions Size .,...25x1.4" 
e H, ,isoneb#y priced Full satisfaction - money back 

10 USEFUL RANGES 
AC Current 
AC Voltage 
Resistance 

6, 15, 60, 150, 300, 600A 
150, 300, 600V 

0-20kÇ2(1kÇ2 center scale) 

chat POWER SUPPLY 
For Lab or Original Equipment 

Oty. Model Output # 1 Output # 2 Output M 3 Total 
-12V -0.5A PS -1 

PS -2 
PS -3 
PS -4 

5V -6A 
5V -6A 
5V -6A 
5V -3A 

+12V -ESA 
+15V -0.4A 
+12V -0.5A 
+24V -0.6A 

SK -7100 Clamp -On Tester 

-15V-0.4A 
-5V-1A 
-24V-0.6A 

FREE Clamp -On Tester, with any 4 Un'ts Purchased. NC 
Price of any Personal Switcher or SK Tester is $99.50 each. 

Sub -Total 
Mass. res. add 5% Tax 

quantity of FREE Shipping & Handling 
with each order 

TOTAL 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-373-1455 

Within MASSACHUSETTS 1-617 682 6936 

e the right NOTICE We reserv 

to hmit 
SK tester's 

$4.50 

FEATURES: Efficient 30 kHz switching frequency Four Models satisfy most 
applications Years of trouble -free service Each side AC line fuse protected 

Tele -Tale LED "Pwr-On" Panel Indicator Three separate voltage outputs 
Metal enclosure provides physical and EMI protection For experimental use 

or permanent power source Soft start feature protects critical circuits Parallel 
operation acceptable for higher current needs Push -in terminals, accept wire or 

test lead Light -weight, easy to use AC line cord permanently attached Most 
reliable power source fora variety of uses and applications 48 hour burn -in as- 

sures MTBF of 3% years, reasonably priced at $1.90/watt Full one year guar- 

antee 2 -tone anodized case Custom volt/current outputs on special order 
Input surge protection Automatic short circuit protection and restoration 
UL recognized components Handy Service Aid 

SPECIFICATIONS: Input 90-132VAC, 47.440Hz Dual AC Input Fuses 

Line Regulation: ±0.1% Mao. for 10% input change Load Regulation: ±0.2% 

Max. on #1 Output Ripple Noise: Typ. 1% PP Max. Over Voltage Protection 
Reverse Polarity Protection Compact, only 7%" x 4" x 2v." Fast load trans - 

rent response 5 volt adj. +10%DC Output: 42 Watts continuouse70% Efficiency 

Lwcflm 
Charge to. C 

Card 8 

Name 

Address 

inc 1545 Osgood St. Unit 11A0, Ne.Aldsser, MA 01845 
.alrl Viso AmericanExpress ChFrV ()iv)N 

City _. Stine 

Signature 
SCHOOLS-LABS. QUANTITY PRICING 110 of morel ON REQUEST 
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DRAWING BOARD 

continued from page 144 

problem is the same. A good exercise in 
design is to work out a keyboard- 
switchable selector without using any 
mechanical rotary switches. Bear in mind 
the fact that there is still some unused 
silicon in the circuit-namely, the other 
half of the 4518. If you work out a neat 
way to solve the problem, let me know 
and I'll pass it along. 

If your particular application for the 
encoder requires more than tour digits, it 
would be a good idea to consider multi- 
plexing the display. Ten digits and ten 
drivers mean more than seventy con- 
nections and that's a bit unreasonable, to 
say nothing of power hungry. Using only 
one driver and multiplexing the display 
saves a lot of trouble when you get be- 
yond four digits. If all you're interested in 
is cutting back on power consumption 
(and don't mind adding a bit more circuit- 
ry), you have another option-you can 
just multiplex the LED's themselves. 
That's a much simpler problem, and only 
calls for a clock and a multiline selector 
that sequentially scans the digits. You can 
use the cathode connections of the digits 
but a much slicker way is to use the blank- 
ing pins of the drivers. There are lots of 
ways of multiplexing and I'd be interested 
in seeing what you can come up w'th. If 
you're thinking of trying it, remember 
that the 555 can deliver up to 200 mil- 
liamps and is running at a speed that's 
perfectly suitable for multiplexing. 

Our keyboard encoder meets the 
criteria we set for it. and although it's 
more complex than using an IC that's 
designed especially for the purpose, it's 
cheaper and much more flexible. But it's 
certainly not the last word in keyboard 
encoders. There are two important rules 
to remember when you're doing any cir- 
cuit design. The first is not to be afraid to 
experiment. If you find a way to do the 
job that looks weird on the surface and 
uses components in ways they were never 
used before-great. It's not called 
"weird, " it's called "innovation." If 
your method works, don't be afraid to use 
it. Fresh minds bring fresh approaches, 
and something that seems perfectly 
obvious to you may never have occurred 
to anyone else. 

Don't be afraid of blowing up your 
circuit. With prices as low as fifteen cents 
a gate, you can't do much financial dam- 
age. And when you've worked out a real- 
ly slick way around a problem and figure 
that everything's taken care of, remember 
the second rule: There's always a better 
way. If you can do it with five packages, 
somebody elsecan do it with four. 

As a matter of fact, if you think of a 
better way to build or improve our key- 
board encoder, let me know and we'll let 
everybody else know. R -E 
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MARKET CENTER 
FOR SALE 

ANIK noise filter eliminates unwanted audio noise 
from Canadian Satellite fully assembled and 
guaranteed. $65.00 & $2.00 shipping. ARK ELEC- 
TRONICS, P.O. Box 5689 Toledo, OH 43612 

SCANNERimonitor accessories-kits and factory 
assembled. Free catalog. CAPRI ELECTRONICS, 
Route 1R, Canon, GA 30520 

CABLE TV SECRETS-the outlaw publication the 
cable companies tried to ban. HBO. Movie Channel, 
Showtime, descramblers, converters, etc. Suppli- 
ers list included. Send $7.95 to CABLE FACTS, 
Box 711-R Pataskala, OH 43062 

PCB $0.15 sq-in. Free drilling. Quantity discount. 
INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE, 6452 Hazel Cir- 
cle. Simi Valley, CA 93063 

COLOR computer VIC-20 programs, hardware, 
Rtty Code. EPROM Programmer RS -232. FRANK 
LYMAN, Box 3091, Nashua, NH 03061 

THE Intelligence Library. Restricted technical 
secrets-books on electronic surveillance, lock - 
picking, demolitions, investigation, etc. Free 
brochures: MENTOR, Dept. Z, 135-53 No. Blvd., 
Flushing. NY 11354 

FAST dependable mail-order! Prime semicon- 
ductors, parts. supplies. Free 55 page catalog. 
THE PARTSTORE, Dept. 165, 999 44th St., Mar- 
ion. IA 52302. (319)373-1803 

RELIABLE MICROWAVE TV ANTENNAS 
2.1 to 2.6 GHz 

Frequency Range 
34db System Gain or Greater) 

Complete System (pictured) $119 95 

Down Converter Probe Style 
(Assembled Si Tested) $ 49.95 

Power Supply (12V to 16v DC.) 

(Assembled & Tested) $ 39.95 

PETERSON' 
ELECTRONICS 
4558 Auburn Blvd. 
Sacramento. CA 95841 
(9161486-9071 

SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICING 

Dealers Wanted COD'S 

YEAR WARRANTY 
PARTS 6 LABOR 

WRITE FOR 

McGEE'S 
SPEAKER & ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS 
Tel.: 1 (816) 842 5092 

1901 MCGEE STREET KANSAS CITY, MO. 64108 

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check 
for S1.90 per word (minimum 15 words) to: 
Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to 
appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $15.00. 
( ) Plans/Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( ) Education/Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television 
( ) 

Special Category: $15.00 

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.) 

1 2 3 4 5 

7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 

PLEASE INCLUDE FOR OUR FILES YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PIONE NUMBER. 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE for firms or individuals offering comercial products or services). 
S1.90 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5°a discount for 6 issues, 
10°0 for 12 issues within one year, if prepaid. 
NON-COMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.25 per word 
prepaid...no minimum. 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) at 150 
per word. All copy subject to publisher's approval. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT 
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands an the 20th of the third month preceding the 
date of the issue (i.e.. August issue closes May 20th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, 
Sunday. or a holiday. issue closes on preceding working day. 

TV shop closed out. Retired. Inventory for sale. Low 
price. P.O. Box 425 San Ysidro. CA 92073 

MICROWAVE antennas 2100-2600 MHz 
downconverter probe 18' parabolic dish 50' cable, 
power supply. 6 month warranty. MDS ASSOCI- 
ATES, 2116 2nd Ave. North, Minneapolis, MN 
55405 JUST $109.95 

SAVE up to 50% on name brand test equipment. 
Free catalog & price list. SALEN ELECTRONICS, 
Box 82-G, Skokie, IL 60077 

TUBES $2.49. Large inventory including rare types. 
SASE brings lists. ADNF, 6690 7 mile, S. Lyon, MI 
48178 

PICTURE tube rebuilding equipment-we sell & 
buy new & used equipment. Free training. ATOLL 
TELEVISION, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago, IL 60634. 
Phone (312)545-6667 

APPLE'S core -microphotographs of the 6502 
microprocessor. Other chips also. Free brochure. IC 
SHOTS, 21 Witt Ave.. Denville, NJ 07834 

RADIO-TV tube sale. Some scarce types. Send 
SASE for list. MAURER, 29 South 4th St., Lebanon. 
PA 17042 

SURVEILLANCE device schematics, Books on 
electronic surveillance methods & equipment, 
locksmithing, covert technologies, etc. Catalog 
$1.00. MENTOR, Dept Z. 135-53 N. Blvd., Flushing, 
NY 11354 

COLOR computer owners-Free hardware & soft- 
ware catalogue. SPECTRUM PROJECTS, 93-15 
86th Drive, Woodhaven, NY 11421 

BEST buys in integrated circuits! The Electronics & 

Computer Shopper tells you where to get them. 
$3.00. TECS, 1100 Clove #30, Staten Island, NY 
10301 

UNUSUAL UHF subscription TV kits. Also micro- 
wave downconverters. Catalog $0.50. TROJAN, 
2920 Shelby. Indianapolis, IN 46203 

AUTOMATIC telephone recording device: syn- 
chronizes cassette recorder to phone use $20.00. 
Long play cassette recorder (4 hrs. per side) $95.00. 
Send $3.00 for our catalog. A.T.I.S., Box 4068, 
Dearborn, MI 48126 

RESISTORS 1/4W, 1/2W5%C.F. $0.03. 1 % M.F. 1 

ohm through 1.1 meg. No minimums. Volume dis- 
counts. Write JR INDUSTRIES, 5834-B Swan - 
creek. Toledo, OH 43614 

ZX 81 TS 1000 Funpac-Seven exciting new pro- 
grams for the entire family to enjoy. Great for parties 
too! Order cassette FP1. Only $9.95. ZX- 
TECHNOLOGY, Route 1 Box 125, Corinth, MS 
38834 

RECEIVER McKay Dymek DR33C 6 -digit inc. 
RTTY CW filters. used 5 hours. $995 (list approx. 
2K) (213) 944-0205 

FREE TimexSinclair computer program- 
Software catalog-Send large S.A.S.E. PRO- 
GRAMS, Box 493, Groves, TX 77619 

FREE speaker catalog! Woofers, mids, tweeters. 
hardware. crossovers, grille cloths, kits. Informa- 
tion. much more. Discount prices. UNIVERSAL 
SOUND, Dept RE 2253. Ringling Blvd., Sarasota, 
FL 33577 (813) 953-5363 

CABLE T.V. products, wireless. corded & Settop 
converters. Send $3.00 for catalog. ADDITIONAL 
OUTLET CORP., 231 E. Commercial Blvd.. Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL 33334 

FREE catalog of surplus electronics parts & hard- 
ware. UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept. RES, 2253 
Ringling Blvd., Sarasota, FL 33577 (813) 953-5363 

ROBOTS and robotics. Beginning to advanced 
techniques. Plans, kits. Manual $9. Brochure $1. 
ROBOTEK-FORD, Box 6827, Stateline, NV 89449 

SPRING cleaning specials! Free surplus parts- 
hardware flyer. ELECTRONIX LTD., 3214 South 
Norton, Sioux Falls. SD 57105 

WIND Power an investment in the future. The right 
decision is essential. Information $2.00. WINDE - 
SIGN, Box 138. Boston, NY 14025 
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FOR SALE 
CHRONOGRAPH circuits measure bullet velocities 
easily. Kits or assembled. SASE brings information. 
ICD. P.O.Box 10261 C.C.. Fairbanks. AK 99701 

VOTEM: Analog interface for Timex Sinclair 
TS1000. Measure voltage and temperature with 14 - 

bit resolution. Requires no modifications. $39.95 kit: 
S59.95 asm: Add $3 S&H. Manual alone $5pp. 
DOWN EAST COMPUTERS, PO Box 3096. Dept 
RA. Greenville. NC 27834 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
YOUR own radio station! AM. FM. cable. licensed. 
unlicensed. Low cost transmitter kits. free info. 
BROADCASTING, Box 130-F4. Paradise. CA 
95969 

ED NOLL books Project. Experiment, Democircuit 
books Send for complete outlines. Box 75, Chal- 
font, PA 18914 

EARN your university degree through Evaluation 
Assessment of existing education, experience. 
achievements. Call (614) 863-1791, or write 
ASSESSMENT, Box 13130R. Columbus. OH 
43213 

UNIVERSITY degrees by mail! Bachelors. Masters, 
Ph.D.'s...Free revealing details. COUNSELING, 
Box 317-RE4. Tustin. CA 92680 

CASSETTE Education Save $$$-rent don't buy!! 
Free information children's to PhD. CES, Box 324 - 
RE. Barstow. CA 9231 i 

Get Your 
2 -Year 
ASSOCIATE 
DEGREE in 
ELECTRONICS 
TECHNOLOGY 

No previous experience necessary... 
Train at home in spare time far excit- 
ing opportunities in fast-growing 
space-age industries...Automation, 
Aerospace, Cable -TV, Electronic 
Circuitry, Computers, and much 
more. No need to quit your job. 
Instructors are as close as your tele- 
phone... we pay the bill. Send for 
free facts, color brochure. No sales- 
man will call. CDS Electronics Center, 
Dept. PF023, Scranton, PA 18515. orvx 

ATTENTION 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

Highly Effective Home Study BSEE Degree Pro- 
gram for Experienced Electronic Technicians 
Our New Advanced Placement Program grants 

s ; Credit for previous Schooling & Professional Ex- 

perience. Advance Rapidly! Our 36th Year! 
FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE! 

Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering 
DESK 15 P.O. BOX 20345. JACKSON. MS 39209 

USA PAY -TV STATIONS 
PAY -TV stations. Complete & latest data on loca- 
tions. programming. equipment & more. Just $9.95. 
T.C.E., Dept -R1. Box 343. Brooklyn, NY 11230 

UHF CONVERTERS 
UHF converters for all major cities. Catalog $3.00. 
T.C.E., Dept -R1. Box 343. Brooklyn. NY 11230 

LEARN 
COMPUTER 

REPAIR 
Train at home in spare time No 
previous experience needed. Ex- 
perts show you what to do, how 
to do it! Even beginners can 
learn how to repair small com- 
puters. Everything explained in 
easy -to -understand language. 
You learn by doing with tools 
and materials included in your 
course. Easy home -study plan 
shows how you can get in on 
ground floor of this fast-growing 
business. Send for free facts. No 
obligation. No salesman will call. 

ICS School of Computer Repair, Dept DE033 
'"' Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 

Yes! I want to get Into computer repair. Rush me free facts I 
and color brochure.' 

I Name Age 

IAddress 

J 

************************* 
* QUALITY MICROWAVE TV SYSTEMS ************************* 
* Complete Systems From $6995 

* 1.9 to 2.5 * * * GHz * 
* Antennas * * * 
* Galaxy GOLD STAR) * * 
* Electronics * 

6007 N. 61st Ave. * * 
Glendale, Az. * * 

* * 
* 85301 

(602) 247-1151 * * 
SILVER BRITE * * STAR 

1 
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* 
ÿ< * 

STAR II - * * 
* 
* * 
* 

- * 
;, * 
- * A 

* * * 
MasterCard 

V -, * * * 
************************* 

PLANS AND KITS 
CABLE TV converters & equipment. Plans & parts. 
Build or buy. For information send $2.00. C & D 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 21. Jenison. MI 49428 

CATALOG -Transmitters. linears. MDS 
downconverters. scramblers. broadcasting. CB. 
Hobby plans & kits $1.00. PANAXIS, Box 130-F4, 
Paradise. CA 95969 

PRINTED -circuit boards from your sketch or dia- 
gram. Free information. BUDGET CIRCUITS, 6201 
Hilston. Dept. E: Austin. TX 78745 

SAVE steps. money. Use your telephones as an 
intercom. Plans $5.00 dB ENTERPRISES, Box 
453R. Westwood. NJ 07675 

LIGHT display sequencer kits. Send stamp for 
flyer. DESIGN SPECIALTY, P.O. Box 1995. Hunt- 
ington Beach. CA 92647 

MICROWAVE Television "Downconverters." 
Exclusive new five stage design. Easily assembled. 
Catalogue: $2.00 (refundable). NDS, Box 12652-R; 
Dallas. TX 75225 

SINE wave decoder problems? Manual includes 
trouble shooting, alignment, antenna hook-up. im- 
provements. theory. $15.00. SIGNAL, Box 2512-R. 
Culver City. CA 90230 

FREE KIT Catalog 
FUNCTION GENERATOR KIT $59.95 
Auto -Ranging Cap -meter kit $79.95 

Phone 415 - 447-3433 
Write or Phone for FREE. CATALOG. 
Average 1 minute Saturday call is Z1Ç. 

COnta r r' 

TEST & 
EXPERI- 
MENTER5 

EQUIP. 

DAGE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
BOX 1054R LIVERMORE CA 94550 

TAILGATERS Beware! Clever device ends this 
hassle. Quick. easy installation. Kit $4.95, two for 
S8.95 TAILGUARD, 8 Alpine Place, Franklin. MA 
02038 

ELECTRONIC surveillance: Amazing manual 
"Homebrew Bugging" reveals secret techniques 
used by professional eavesdroppers. (Schematics 
included). $15.00. Send $3.00 extra for catalog. 
A.T.I.S., Box 4068. Dearborn, MI 48126 

CATCH intruders: Incredible manual "Counter- 
measure Cookbook" shows how to build in- 
expensive security systems using hidden cameras. 
recorders, tear gas, high voltage, hidden door locks 
& more. $15.00. Send $3.00 extra for catalog. 
A.T.I.S., Box 4068, Dearborn. MI 48126 

4 
one O CAPACITANCE METER .lpF to 999KuF 

in O FREQUENCY COUNTER 35MHz 
kit O SQUARE WAVE GEN. 1Hz to 99KHz- 

O OHMMETER- 3.58MHz Xtal -Regulated PS- Five 
.8" Readouts -Low cost TTL Circuits -Automatic 
Decimal Placement -Be AMAZED -Build it for 
$60 or less. I Purchase the plans, drilled P.C. 
board 4-3/4" by 6-3/4" and front panel decal 
for 521.79 BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, Refund_ 
179 May Street, Fairfield, Conn. 06430 able 

NEW! Repair any TV... Easy. Anyone can do it. 
Write RESEARCH, Box 517E. Brea, CA 92621 

NEAT stuff! 60 page catalog of electronics kits: 
parts & deals! Send $0.50 refundable first order. 
BEC, Box 401244R. Garland. TX 75040 

FREE phone calls made by users of this electronic 
device. Complete report & plans sold for informa- 
tion. education only. $7.50: DISTRIBUTORS 
MART, Dept. RE33. Box 333. Modena. NY 12548 

ELECTRONIC touch light control pad. Five modes 
dim medium bright delay & off. Two kits available. 
Write for free brochure. EXOTIC ELECTRONIC 
IDEAS, P.O. Box 446, Lake Bluff. IL 60044 

NEW: single board control computer based on 
Z8671. Has eight A to D inputs, four Triac outputs, 
16K memory, & more. Low price. Write H.H.S. 
MICROCONTROLLERS, 5876 Old State Road, 
Edinboro. PA 16412 

KITS, plans, devices. Miniature transmitters, tele- 
phone circuits. electronic article surveillance, radio 
homing. motion detection, laser, radars. Giant cata- 
log $2.00. INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL, P.O. 
Box 5162 RE. Tampa, FL 33675. (813) 949-7117 

FREE wireless mike plans with catalogue of sur- 
veillance. computer, telephone, etc., plans. Send 
$1.00 shipping. INTERTECH, Box 54853-A, Atlan- 
ta. GA 30308 

ELECTRONIC 
ORGAN KITS 

3-4 Manuals 
THEATER and CLASSICAL 

Refundable Parts 
Wuditzer reproductions Brochure $2.00 Catalog $2.00 

DEVTRONIX ORGANS, INC., Dept 60 
6101 WAREHOUSE WAY, SACRAMENTO, CA 95826 

f 

ELECTRONIC debugging plans -kits -assembled 
units. Send $2.00 -MOUNTAIN ELECTRONICS, 
Rt. 2 Box 30. Charlotte. TN 37036 

NEW FM transmitter kit. Great for experimenters. 
Instructions & parts only S19.95. Buy now. TUCKER 
ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 10120, Alex., VA 22310- 
0120 

RF MODULATORS 
for the video industry/IMIL 

Satellite modulators from channel 2 flier UHF! 
Kits A assembled models for all Mcrocomputers...ineluding our new 
Apple -verter designed ro mown inside omputer. Also an extensive 
line of monitors, cameras and kits. FU E CATALOG 

PHONE (0021 se7-3771 

ATV Research 
IS-RE BROADWAY 

DAKOTA CITY, NE 66131 

SUBSCRIPTION TV sinewave type, PCB & plans 
$16.50. RVB INDUSTRIES, Box 663. Skokie, IL 
60076 

VIDEO game cartridges are easy to duplicate. Aver- 
age cost per game $10.00. Complete. detailed 
plans S9.95 RANDOM ACCESS. Box 41770R. 
Phoenix. AZ 85080 

SEE THE 
WEATHER 
AND SAVE 
$1,000! 

A leading manu- 
facturer of commercial 
weather chart recorders has developed a fac- 

simile Weather Chart Recorder Kit for use by 

hobbyists, amateurs, pilots, and educators. 
All you need is a stable HF general - 

coverage receiver to tune in weather facsimile 
frequencies -your recorder will print out accu- 
rate weather charts. Major components in this 
easy -to -build kit are pre -assembled and tested. 
And the recorder is backed by a limited warranty 
against defects. Special kit price is $995. Add $5 

for shipping and handling in the U.S. and 
Canada. (For Massachusetts delivery, add 
$49.75 sales tax.) MasterCard and Visa accepted. 

Call or write for more information. 

ALDENELECTRONICS 
IO Washington Street, Westborough, MA 01581 

(617) 366.8851 
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PLANS AND KITS SATELLITE TV WEEK BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
SUBSCRIPTION T.V. manual, covers both Sine 
Wave & Gated Sync system. only $12.95. Includes 
theory. circuits, waveforms & trouble shooting hints 
Information $2.00. refundable. D&$ ENTER- 
PRISES, Box 09292R. Cleveland, OH 44109 

UHF wave converter -cheapest, most superior de- 
sign on market. Approximately $20 worth of readily 
available parts. your old B&W TV & a basic knowl- 
edge of electronics necessary. Plans $5.00 & a 
SASE. RAMP ELECTRONICS, 1500 Venera Ave., 
Suite 2-D. Coral Gables. FL 33146 

FREE 20 -page educational booklet about modern 
STV descrambling techniques: FV -4. On -1. Pulse - 
1. Sine -1 part packages with free PC Board & plan. 
Please write: INDEPENDENT ELECTRONICS, 751 
South Central Expwy. Ste 192. Richardson. TX 
75080 

RADAR -Build your own using old TV set. Plans & 
instruction manual. Send $5.00 to H&S RE- 
SEARCH, P.O. Box 521, Irmo, SC 29063 

FREE catalog of special function IC's, & quality 
components. GOLDSMITH SCIENTIFIC, Box 

- 318R. Commack, NY 11725 

VIC-20 
"MYSTERIOUS CASTLE" adventure game. De- 
signed by electrical engineer especially for VIC-20. 
Needs no extra memory! Cassette tape $23.95. Ask 
for free list of other games, programs. SHANKLE 
PRODUCTS. Rt5. Box 373AG. Texarkana. TX 
75501 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
VIDEOSCAN 1000 Slow Scan TV -High resolution 
(amateur, phone line. surveillance, teleconferenc- 
ing). CODE STAR -decode Morse. RTTY. ASCII. 
Large LED's or connect computer printer. MORSE- 
A-KEYER-CW Keyboard. Tri -voltage power sup- 
ply. Kits assembled. Free brochures. MICROC- 
RAFT CORPORATION, Box 513 -RE. Thiensville, 
WI 53092. (414) 241-8144 

CONVERTERS 
DELUXE Sine Wave UHF, parts $175. Digital phase 
inversion VHF Cable UHF. parts $225. Both have 
sound out of TV like normal with only antenna con- 
nection to TV or VCR. Gated pulse wave UHF 
(speaker box type). parts $125. All have true AGC. 
Quantity discounts. Plans: Large SASE ($0.54 post- 
age). Free shipping handling. 1-312267-3455. 
LSR ENGINEERING, P_O. Box 6075. Chicago. IL 
60680 

HOME ASSEMBLERS WANTED 
ELECTRONICS firm is looking for assemblers in- 
terested in working at home. Send $3.00 application 
fee: IRDC, L'Joppa Hill Road, Manchester, NH 
03102 

CABLE TV 
CHANNEL 3-60dB notch filter. 63.5 MHz. $32. 
CROSLEY. Dept 606, Box 840, Champlain, NY 
12919 

LONG -PLAY RECORDERS 
RECORD up to 15 hours on a single standard cas- 
sette tape! Our modified, name -brand recorders 
offer the longest recording times. best long -play 
fidelity & most features! Models as small as 1-1 2 
pounds. Compare before you buy. Free brochures. 
EXTENDO-TAPE SYSTEMS, Box 16000LC, Tem- 
ple Terrace. FL 33687 

REEL TO REEL TAPES 
TRUCKLOAD sale Ampex high quality open reel 
tape. 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels. used once. Case of 
40. $45.00. Cassettes available. VALTECH ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box 6 -RE. Richboro. PA 18954 

SINCLAIR/TIMEX COMPUTERS 
YOUR Sinclair can drive a video monitor with our 
direct video kit, only $9.95. 12" B&W video monitor 
$98.45. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 41770R. 
Phoenix. AZ 85080 

The most complete weekly listings. We cover more than 
lust SATCOM 3. Send SI for sample copy. 

Satellite TV Week 
P.O. Box 308, Fortuna. California 95540 

Call toll free: (800) 358-9997 California (707) 725-2476 

WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
SURVEILLANCE -quality professional wireless 
microphones that far outperform others. As small as 
7 8"! Sold elsewhere for $130.00. Our price only 
$89.99! Also. wireless micro telephone transmitters 
and 15 hour recorders weighing less than 1-1 2 
pounds. Free brochures. EXTENDO-TAPE SYS- 
TEMS. Box 16000LC. Temple Terrace. FL 33687 

COMPUTERS 
SAVE 90%, Build your own 68000. 8086. Z80A. or 
8080 microcomputer or minicomputer system. Free 
details. DIGATEK CORPORATION, Suite E.. 2723 
West Butler Drive. Phoenix. AZ 85021 

TI -99 4A owners. Send for free list of new & exciting 
software. DYNA, Box 124. Hicksville, NY 11801 

CB RADIO 
GET more CB channels & range! Frequency ex- 
panders. boosters. speech processors. FM convert- 
ers. PLL slider tricks, how-to books. plans. mod- 
ifications. Catalog $2.00. CB CITY, Box 31500RE. 
Phoenix. AZ 85046 

tZT«egeffl M. 
TVE 

REMOVÉBFWCAL FROM)AOST'STE EO DISCS 
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or 

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and yet 
leave most of the background music untouched! Not an equalizer! We 
can prove it works over the phone. Write or call for a 24 page 
brochure and demo record. 

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. R, P.O. Box 338, Stone Mountain, 
GA 30086 Phone 404 4931258 COST. $295. 

MOVING? 

Don't miss a 

single copy of 
Radio -Elec- 
tronics. Give 
us: 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your old ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

name (please print) 

address 

city state zip code 

Mall to: Radio -Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O. BOX 2520, 

BOULDER, COLO. 80322 

START your own business with a name brand home 
computer. For more information write to P.O. Box 
51053, Fort Worth. TX 76105 

PROFITABLE exciting home income...forwarding 
mail! Start immediately! Free details! HAIKU, Box 
1296 -RE. Makawao. HI 96768 

MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of small electronics manufacturing 
business -without investment. Write: BUSI- 
NESSES, 92-R. Brighton 11th. Brooklyn. NY 11235 

MAKE your computer pay its own way. Sample 
newsletter $1. COMPU-PROFIT, Dept. RE3. Fair- 
fax Station, VA 22039-0332 

$50,000 yearly potential! No investment. Be our 
representative. Full or part time. Call Wade: (415) 
532-2711 or write EPS, Box 5356. Berkeley. CA 
94705 

HIGHLY 
PROFITABLE ONE-MAN 
ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary. knowledge not re- 
quired, sales handled by professionals. Ideal 
home business Write today for facts' 

Postcard will do, Barta-RE-X, Box 248, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

SATELLITE TELEVISION 
120 Amplica LNA $375. Telecom 1240 receiver 
$399. Brand new, never used. (615) 984-7872 

7 foot parabolic antennas. $116. Send $1.00 for - 

brochure. BOB'S ELECTRONIC SERVICE, 7605 
Deland. Fort Pierce, FL 33451 

INTERESTED in Home Satellite Television -Don't 
buy anything until you've read Homesat Handbook 
& Buyers Guide. Our book tells everything about 
home satellite TV & may save you hundreds, even 
thousands of dollars in your selection & installa- 
tion of a system! $10.00: H&G HOMESAT SER- 
VICES, Box 422. Seaford. NY 11783 

THE BEST PLACE to BUY, SELL or 
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT 

NUTS & VOLTS MAGAZINE 
BOXI I I I -E PLACENTIA, CA 92670 

(714) 632-7721 
join Thousands of Readers Nationwide 

Every Month 
ONE YEAR U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS 
07.00 - 3rd Class 512.50 - 1st Claus 

digo $25.00 - Lifetime - 3rd Class f= 

NUTS VI VOLTS 

NAN 
COMPUTERS 
SOFTWARE 

SCANNERS OPTICS 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

MICROWAVE 
SATELLITE 

AUDIO VISUAL 

COMPONENTS 
PRODUCTS 

NTsKSTs 
ANTIQUE ELECT. 
MNLIUTIONC 

PLANS SERVICES 

SATELLITE receiver top quality & performance 
PCB set $80. Receiver manual $20. Antenna man- 
ual $20. Handbook & equipment guide $5. MICRO- 
WAVE SYSTEMS, 1101 E. Chestnut, Santa Ana, 
CA 92701 

SATELLITE cables, connectors: Type -N UG-21 D 
U $3.00. Elbow $4.95. UG-57B. U $5.25, UG-29B U 
$3.90. F -59A 10 2.15. RG -6 U $0.12 ft. RG -59 U 
copper $0.12 ft.. RG -213 U $0.36 ft. RG -214 U 
$1.35 ft. Shipping: 10 $3.00 minimum. Free cata- 
log. NEMAL ELECTRONICS, 1325 NE 119 St.. N. 
Miami. FL 33161. (305) 893-3924 

SATELLITE antennas by Polar -Spherical. Build 
wood or metal plans $40. Kits $200. PROTOTYPE 
ENGINEERS, Box 1812. Deming, NM 88030 

SATELLITE TV low noise amplifier or 
downconverter. Easy to build. Save hundreds! 
Beautiful instruction manuals include every- 
thing you need to know. $10.00 each. Com- 
puterized antenna pointing information FREE 
on request with each order. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. XANDI, Box 25647, Dept. 21H, Tempe, AZ 
85282 

Satellite ORBIT Magazine 
The Complete Monthly Satellite Program Guide 

$5.00 Sample Copies Available 
Satellite ORBIT 

P.O. Box 1700, Halley, ID. 83333 
In the U.S., call 1-800-792-5541. In 

Idaho or foreign countries, 1-208-788-4936. w 
¢ 
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8039 6.95 
8030.4 275 
8%5A 5.75 
e%B 23% 
AMD 2901 8.96 
8202 19.% 
8212 1.80 
8214 3.60 
8216 1.75 
8224 2.26 
8226 1.90 

822B 3.50 
8155 3.50 
8156 8.95 
8237 14.00 

3242 6.00 

CPU'S Er 

SUPPORT 
8755 19.% 
8751 4.50 
8253 6,% 

CHIPS 82% 4.50 
8258 5.% 
62571ÁM%171 7.% 
6502 5.75 
280A CPU 3.75 
2806 12% 
Z804 010 12.96 

290A PIO 3.75 
280 CTCA 375 . 
TMS9F/27NL 9.95 INTER 
8275 16.% 
6845 13.95 FACE 
eß10 
6860 
8355 

DISC 
Et DRIVERS 

SHIFT Controllers 
REGISTERS 
MM1402 1.75 

MM1403 1.75 

MM1404 
MM5013 
MMCA55 
MM5056 
MM5057 
MM5080 

1.75 

2.60 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 

ROM's 
2708 2.% 
2716 « 5V 3.95 
2732 5.% 
2532 7.% 
2764 9.% 
MC8764 19.% 
82023 1.% 
825100 2.95 
825115 4.00 
825123 

163311 1.95 

825129 1.% 
825130 1.% 
3628.5.3 3.00 
AM9214C 2.95 

SCR's 
1.5A 6A 36A 110A 

100 .35 .40 1.40 

200 .40 .50 1.80 9.00 

400 .60 .70 2.40 12.00 

600 1.00 3.60 15.00 

TRIAC's 
PRV 

100 

200 

400 

600 

1A 

.35 

.50 

.70 

1.00 

10A 

.83 

.80 

1.00 

1.20 

25A 

1.40 

1.90 

2.60 

3.60 

EPDXY GLASS VECTOR BOARD 
1116" 15,04 we 1110" spacing 

41h" x 64 .... $1.95 
14 PIN HEADERS .3/61.00 
24 PIN HEADERS .75 
40 PIN HEADERS 1.10 

50 PIN EDGEBOARD CONN 3.95 
26 PIN EDGEBOARD CONN 2.50 
50 PIN ANGLE CONN 3.95 
20 PIN RIGHT ANGLE CONN 2.25 

2.50 66 

2.96 DRIVERS 
935 

1488 .65 
1489 fis 
8130 2.50 
8930 2.50 
8131 2.50 

1771.. 16.50 8933 z.6o 

1791.. 25.00 
8930 2.00 
E637 2.00 
13838 2.25 
MM5307 7.% 
861941L 8.% 
MM5321 9.50 
MM5369 2.50 
TRI402B 

1793 .. 35.00 
1795 . . 45.00 
1797 . . 46.00 

D766C 25.00 

RAM's 
21L02-3 
931422 
21011 
2111AL 
2114 i 
2114 3 
2147-3 
TMS349 

.70 

5.% 
1.% 
135 
1.10 
1.50 
4% 
4.% 

MK4008P 1 95 
MK4027-3 
TMS4050NL 2.96 
MK4096 11 135 
4116-3 
4116-15 
5101E 

1.10 
1.50 
2.% 

82565 Z61044 2.50 

17418651 1.25 6116-3 550 

745357 1.75 8264141642 5.75 

745474 335 587251MK48021 

68000L8 

$50.00 

4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4609 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4075 
4016 
4017 
4016 
4019 
4020 
4021 

4024 
4025 
4016 
4027 
4026 
4039 

4035 
4040 
4042 

.26 

.66 
.27 
.70 

:39 

.á 

.25 

:70 
.30 
.60 
.50 
.31 
30 
.55 

.º 

.45 

.95 

:66 

1.ß 

56 

C/MOS 
IOM 
4044 
4047 
4040 
1060 
4061 
4052 

4060 
4068 
4066 
4069 
4070 
4071 
Ion 
4076 
4077 

4351 
4682 
4093 
4099 
4501 
4510 
4511 
4514 
4515 

516 
420 
4520 
5e 

4539 

4683 - .90 
4688 - .76 
74000 - .27 
74002 - .27 
74004 - .36 
74008 - .30 
74010 - 27 
74C14 - .56 
74020 - .27 
74032 - .38 
74042 - 1.00 
74C74 - .50 
74076 - .16 
74056 - 1.40 
74096 - .39 
74090 -- .80 
74093 .60 

740154 2.50 
740157 1.75 
740160 1.20 
740181 1.15 
740163 1.15 
740173 75 
740174 1.15 
740175 1 19 
740192 1.30 
740901 .39 
7405002 70 
740914 1.76 
740921 3.86 
74083 - 1.23 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
261307 PNP GE TO 5 

25404.5 PNP OE T0.5 
HEP 00014 - PNP GE T0 3 
TIP111 4.50 TIP 146 

250233 NPR SWITCHING POWER 
MRFE004 CM RF TRANSISTOR NPN 

2513772 NPN 5, TO -3 

2N48013 PNP S, TO 3 
TIP 2356 PNP S. 

252712 NPN 5, TO 18 

252807 PNP Si T0.18 
253065 NPN 5 TO 3 
253904 NPN 51 10.92 
253336 PNP SI TO92 
2516109 PNP 51TO'220 
TIP 318 NPN 54 T0720 
TIP 328 PNP 5 TO 220 
TIP 34 PNP SI 
TIP 121 PNP S.I44 
TIP 141 NPN 5.897 97 
130205 
OP52033 DUAL POWER DARL 

3 

10 

9 

40 
W 

E 
95 

Do 

m 
69 
00 

55 
55 

55 

00 

1 75 

395 

'CRYSTALS 

2.000 6.144 
3.000 8.000 
3.579 10.000 

4.000 18.000 
5.000 18.432 
6.000 20.000 

2.95 ea. 

50 PIN RIBBON CONNECTORS 53.25 

40 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN $3.00 

34 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN 53.00 

20 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN 52.25 

10 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN 51.50 

25 wan Infra Red Pulse (SG 2006 equiv.) 
Laser Diode (Spec sheet included) $24.95 

2E43820 P FET $ .45 
2N 5457 N FET $ 45 
2N2646 UJT S .45 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES. . ... 4151.00 
254 6028 PROG. UJT S .65 

DISC CAPACITORS 
.1UF 16V .. 10. 51.00 100/58.00 
.01UF 35V 16 51.00 100/05.00 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
4". 6" DOUBLE SIDED EPDXY BOARDED '/,.THICK 
6.6069 5/52.60 

74S SERIES 74574 
74585 

74500 .30 74586 
74502 .30 74589 
74503 .30 745112 
74504 .40 745133 
74505 .45 745135 
74508 .40 745138 
74610 .30 745139 
74511 .35 745140 
74S15 .40 745151 
74520 .40 745153 
74530 .40 745157 
74532 .40 745158 

.70 745163 1.40 
1.25 745169 1.75 

.60 74S174 1.40 
1.90 745175 1.40 

.56 745182 1.75 

.50 74S194 1.10 
745240 1.00 
745241 1.50 
745257 1.30 
745258 1.30 
745260 1.50 
745280 1.75 
745373 2.25 

1.10 
1.25 
1.10 
1.70 
1.25 
1.10 
1.25 
1.25 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
DAQ08E0 4.% 
71062 CP - .% 
TL064 CN - 1.50 

T1084 - 1.60 
LM201 - .75 

LM301 /748 - .30 

LM307 - .30 
LM308 - .% 
LM310 - 1.10 
LM311 - .50 

LM318 - .75 

LM319 - .% 
LM324 - .55 
LM339 66 
LM348 - .90 

1E351 - .55 
1F353 - .90 
LF365 - .90 

LF356 1.00 741CV - 25 

LM358 .50 747 - 50 
LM361 - 1.75 CA758 - 1.7 
LM370 - 1.60 LM1310 - 1.60 
LM377 - 1.60 1466 - .80 
LM380 - .85 1458 - 60 
LM393 - 1.90 1M1808 - 1.7 
LM3B8 - .85 LM2901 - .95 

LM387 - 1.25 CA3018 - 1.96 
LM393 - .7 CA30788 - 1.50 
LM556 - .34 CA3086 - .75 
LM566 - .% AD2700LD - 4.96 
564B - 2.25 CA3140 - 1.00 
565 - .% 3995 - .45 
687 - .% 4136 - .% 
709 - .25 N5596A - 1.50 
710 - .45 063038 - 1.7 
711CH - .40 8038CC - 3.90 
741C - .35 

2OKV250MADIODE 81.90 

7400 
7401 

7402 
7403 
7404 
7406 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7412 
7413 

. 7414 
7418 
7417 
7420 
7425 
7426 
7427 
7430 
7432 
7437 
7438 
7440 
7441 
7442 
7445 
7446 
7447 
7448 
7450 

TOGGLE 1060 spOT I no 

DPOT 1.50 

SWITCHES 2020639 D ßP PDT CENTER OFF 41.75 

IN4148(IN914) 15/1.00 

11411 -IR DETECTOR 3/01.00 
FP 100 PHOTO TRANS 5.50 
RED LED's .2" 8/51.00 
YEL, GREEN or AMBER LARGE LED's .2" 6/51.00 
RED -GREEN BIPOLAR LED 5 .90 

RED -YELLOW BIPOLAR LED 5 .90 

MLED921R LED 0 .75 

MRD14B PHOTO DARL. XTOR 5 .50 

MCT2OPTO ISOLATORS 8.60 
4H26 OPTO ISOLATOR 5 .70 

1 WATT ZENERS: 3.3, 4.7, 5.1, 5.6, 6.8, 
8.2, 9.1, 10, 12, 15, 18, or 22V 6/51.00 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 
PRV 2A 6A 25A 
100 1 40 

200 B0 1.30, 2 20 

400 1.00 1.65 330 
600 130 1 90 4 40 

12V DC RELAYS 
TTL SIZE 

S.P. 1200 ohm coil 
.96 

D.P. 406 ohm coil 
1.25 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 

PRV 

100 

200 

400 

600 

800 

1000 

IA 3A 

.05 .14 

86 17 

.09 .25 

.11 .30 

.13 .35 

.20 .45 

12A 

.35 

.50 

.% 

.80 

1.00 

125 

54/A 

.90 

1.30 

1.50 

200 
2.50 
3.00 

1254 240A 

4.25 600 

525 900 
650 12 00 

8.50 1500 

10.50 18.00 

12.50 26.00 

FLAC 
RIBBON 
CABLE 
GRAY 

28 gauge 

40 conductor 
.90/ft 

26 conductor 
.60/ft 

50 conductor 
1.00 

DIP SWITCHES 
CTS 205- 4 4 POSITION .75 

CTS 216 7 7 POSITION .% 
CTS we 8 8 POSITION .95 

CTS 210-10 10 POSITION 1.25 

DIP 
SOCKETS 
SPIN .10 

14 PIN .12 

16 PIN .15 

18 PIN .20 

20 PIN .25 

22 PIN .25 

24 PIN .25 

28 PIN .35 

40 PIN .40 

REGULATORS 
LM317T 81.00 
78105.78112.. 5 .40 

4194D ... 5 .% 
723 . . S .50 

3201 5, 12. 15.3124 5 .90 

78M00 8 .35 

LM 337T 51.95 
323K11414051 61.75 
LM305G 5 .ß 
340T-5, 6. 8, 9, 12, 

15,18or24V 5 .% 
LAS1412 « 12V3A63.95 

NO. 30 WIRE 
WRAP WIRE 

SINGLE 
STRAND. 

100'...$1.40 

RS232 
CONNECTORS 

DB 25P male . $2.75 
DB 25S female 3.75 
HOODS 1.25 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
.22UF35V 5/01.00 
.47UF35V 5/$1.00 
.68UF35V 5/51.00 
1UF20V 5/51.00 
2.2UF20V 5/51.00 
3.3UF20V 4/51.00 
4.7UF35V 4/01.00 
6.8UF20V 4/51.00 
10UF20V - S .40 

22UF 10V - 5 .30 

15ÚF 16V 

30ÚF 6V 
33UF 10V 
47UF 20V 
68UF'16V 
120ÚF 6V 
200ÚF 20V 
1500F 16V 

330ÚF 10V 

3/51.00 
5/51.00 

$ .40 

$ .85 

$1.00 
$ .75 

$1.75 
$1.30 
51.75 

TTL IC SERIES 
.17 7472 .30 74612 

.17 7473 .% 74163 

.17 7474 .32 74164 

.17 7475 .40 74165 

.24 7476 .35 74166 

.24 7480 .46 74170 

.29 7483 .60 74173 

.28 7485 .56 74174 

.24 7489 .35 74175 

.18 7499 1.90 74176 

.17 7480 .36 74180 

.22 7491 .45 74182 

.30 7492 .45 74160 

.35 7493 I .35 74191 

.46 7494 .60 74193 

.25 7495 .55 74194 

.25 74% .80 741% 

.17 74107 .30 74196 

.25 74118 1.50 74221 

.25 74121 .29 74273 

.25 74122 .39 74279 

.17 74123 .42 74298 

.27 74126 .45 74365 

.27 74145 60 74367 

.27 74148 1.10 74390 

.17 74150'1.10 75324 

.75 74151 .50 75325 

.45 74153 40 75492 

.% 75154 1.10 9601 
.% 74155 .50 9602 
.95 74157 .50 8726 
.% 74160 .% 8197 
.17 74161 .65 8798 

741900 31 

76-501 .20 

76-502 .23 

74L5Ú3 .23 

74L504 23 

74_506 n 
74509 Zi 
]6-508 75 
74.510 n 
74L511 .25 

76-512 25 

76-513 46 

76-S14 .40 

76-515 .3G 

74S20 .23 

741521 .25 

741.522 75 
76-528 .36 

76-S27 .23 

16-538 .45 

741560 72 
741532 27 

741S37 .33 

16-538 30 

76-540 .10 

76-542 .4 
7415I7 46 
76-561 .22 

741554 .25 
76-573 .36 

76-S74 .36 

74.075 .36 

74-S76 .46 

74/S6 .85 

741555 .60 

14586 40 

76-590 .3º 
16-56 .50 

16-593 .50 

74596 .70 

76-5107 .36 

74LS SERIES 

74_5109 

7415112 

740113 
76-5114 
7415123 

745125 
7415126 

745132 
745135 
745137 
74L013ß 

745139 
745147 
745151 
745153 
74L5154 

745156 
740156 
745157 
745156 
746160 
7415161 

740182 
745167 
745164 
740185 
745108 
745185 
745170 
745173 
745174 
740175 
745161 
745190 
745181 
745112 
745193 
745194 
7451% 
745196 
745197 
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.45 

.75 

1.00 
.86 

.6006 

.% 
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ß 
1.50 
1.05 

.7B 75 

1.00 
00 
90 

74L5221 75 

76-5240 % 
745241 1 OV 

74S242 1 20 
745247 1.20 

76-624 .BO 

745241 1.50 

745247 e 
7415241 I l0 

74-5251 .652 

76-5253 60 

745257 IB 
745258 08 

74528 1 40 

745185 53 

745273 1.15 

741.5.779 4B 

76-5280 1.90 

76-S283 85 

745280 75 

76-5293 3 
76-6798 100 
745320 2 09 

744.5323 3 50 

745335 .60 

745388 .60 

745387 58 

745338 58 

745373 1.25 

76-5374 1.25 

76-S377 1.25 

745388 95 

745190 I.30 

76-583 1.30 

745388 2.50 

76-5810. I.eO 

76-586 3.00 

811.09710 
131LS88 1 10 

MULTI TURN TRIM POTS 
50 OHM 5K 

100 OHM 10K 
500 OHM 50K 3/$2.00 

1000 OHM 500K 

POSTAGE RATES 

ADD 10% FOR ORDERS UNDER 825.00 

ADD 5% FOR ORDERS BETWEEN 826.00 B 850.00 

ADD 3% FOR ORDERS ABOVE 650.00 

TERMS. FOB CAMBRIDGE. MASS SEND CHECK SEND 525 FOR OUR CATALOG 

OR MONEY ORDER. MINIMUM TELEPHONE, FEATURING TRANSISTORS 6 

C.O.D. PURCHASE ORDER OR CHARGE $20.00 RECTIFIERS 
CAMSRI 145 

HAMPSHIREASS 
E 

MINIMUM MAIL ORDER 9500. 

(S 
SOLID STATE SALES 
P.O. BOX 74 D 

SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 

TEL. (617) 547-7053 
WE SHIP OVER OVER 95 

OF OUR CRDERS WITHIN 
24 HOURS OF RECEIPT 

TOLL FREE 1.800.343-5230 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 

CIRCLE 73 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Free Buyers Guide 
84 pages of the latest in components, tools 
and instruments -a must for DESIGNERS, 
instructors and maintenance engineers. 

NEW ZENITH ZXM 121 
High legibility 12" green phosphor monitor. 
15 Mhz bandwidth, 
40 or 80 character 
selectable full compatibility.. $99.95 

SPECIALS 
25 PIN DB PLUG AMP P/N 205737-2 

Any Quantity $1.97 
9 PIN DB PLUG RIGHT ANGLE FOR i HOME COMPUTERS & GAMES! 

AMP P/N 207456-2 
Any Quantity $.85C 

RESISTOR BUYOUT 
- '- MOST STANDARD VALUES 

V. WATT 5% RESISTORS 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM 

2 K MIN. BUY 1 K MIN. PER VALUE 

$6.50 Per 1,000 

41 UHF/VHF Conversion 
O t -with 

G Mitsumi Genuine $119.95 
Tuner 

CALL OUR HOT LINES 

IN CALIF. (714) 527-2554 
OUTSIDE CAL (800) 854-8660 

SCR ELECTRONICS CENTER 
5303 Lincoln Ave., Cypress, CA 90630 

CIRCLE 93 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ACTIVE 
RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 

Gives excellent reception 
50 KHz to 30 MHz. 

New MFJ-1024 Active Receiving 
Antenna mounts outdoors away from 
electrical noise for maximum signal. 

Gives excellent reception of 50 KHz 
to 30 MHz signals. Equivalent to wire 
hundreds of feet long. Use any SWL, 
MW, BCB, VLF or Ham receiver. 

High dynamic range RF amplifier. 54 
in. whip. 50 foot coax. 20 dB attenuator 
prevents receiver overload. Switch be- 
tween two receivers. Select auxiliary or 

active antenna. Gain control. "ON" 
LED. Remote unit, 3x2x4 In. Control, 
6x2x5 In. 12 VDC or 110 VAC with 

optional adapter, 
MFJ-1312, $9.95. 

95 
1294?& 

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, 
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 

One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800. 

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order. 
Write for free catalog. Over 100 products. 

.,''')7.5475/.7"- 

.;4440. 

CALL TOLL FREE. 800-647-1800 
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental 
USA, tech/order/repair info. TELEX 53-4590. 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 

CIRCLE 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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DISK 
DRIVE 
FOR 
YOUR 
APPLE 

QUIETER THAN SHUGGART DRIVES! 
Enclosed in a handsome metal enclosure, 
color matched to your Apple. Connects to 
your Apple Disk Interface Card or to our own 
Apple Compatible Disk Drive Card. 90 day 
warranty. Includes cable. If not satisfied 
return within 30 days for full refund. 
Disk Drive $274.99 
Controller Card $ 89.95 

16K Apple 
Ram Card Kit 

Upgrade your 48K Apple to full 64K Ram. 
Hardware/Software compatible with 
Apple language card and Z80 card. 
Run Apple Fortran or Pascal 

Kit $39.95 
Bare Card $13.95 

R.F. MODULATOR 
Combine both audio and video output onto 
channel 3 or 4 of your T.V. set. 
Single I.C. chip (MC 1374) makes for quick 
and easy assembly. Single adjustment con- 
trol! A must for every video recording or 
computer enthusiast. 
VH-0 Kit $19.95 

J 
UHF T.V. PREAMP 

Features: 
25 dB gain! 
Kit 

Your reception will dramatically improve! 
This unit will enable you to pull in signals 
you never knew were there! 
For both indoor and outdoor use. Input and 
output impedance 75 ohm. No adjustment! 
Easy assembly. 
JH -0 Kit $22.95 

Tired of getting up to change channels? Get 
rid of that mechanical cable controller. Relax 
with ...PHILIPS CTC8R Remote Cable 

Converter 

Micro computer technology 
Quartz controlled IC's lock in picture & prevent drift 
60 channel selections 
Programmable time on and off 
Favorite channel memory and recall, plus scan 
Wireless hand held "infra -red" transmitter system (25 ft.) 
Automatic fine tune 
Adaptable to any brand television 
One year warranty service 

CTC8R $139.95 
CTC9R (with 24 hr. LED digital clock) $149.95 

SEI, Inc 
912 W. Touhy, Park Ridge, IL 60068 

L 

SATELLITE TV RECEIVER KIT!!! 
It's not ready yet, but we guarantee it will be revolutionary in size and 
price. Send or inquire for preliminary information. Priced below $350.00. 
Available in April. 
LSS-1 less than $350.00 

1 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
MIC-6000Z 

31/2 Digits 
DC 0.5% Accuracy 
DCA and ACA up to 10A 
OHM up to 20 M OHM 
Audible Continuity Test 
Diode Check 
Leads and Battery Included 

The MIC-6000Z is a professional Multi meter at 
an inexpensive price. 

The 6000Z works up to 1000 hours on a common battery, also can withstand 1000 
VDC loads. Resistance ranges are protected up to 400 VDC. For your added 
convenience the MIC-6000Z has a built-in 10 amp current capacity, so you don't 
need an accessory shunt. 
MIC-6000Z Assembled $89.95 
Carrying Case $ 9.95 

MORE GAIN Than a 

MODEL ELC 1045 
FRED. RANGE 
UHF 470-889 MHZ 
CHANNEL 14-83 
OUTPUT CHANNEL 3 
75 OHM INPUT 
Comes with adapter board. You can plug Philips Tuner 
directly in place of a Mitsumi 
Part No. Description Price 
PWD10 Philips UHF Tuner ELC 1045 $23.95 

Mitsumi 
Tuner 

AMATEUR MICROWAVE 
Receiver System 
1.9-2.5 GHZ 
93 day 
warranty on 
PS -5!!! 
MICROWAVE 
RECEIVER 
SYSTEM 

Commercial grade construction 
Sturdy Parabolic aluminum reflector antenna 
High gain 50 db! 
Line of sight distance 45 miles! 
Complete system, power supply, cable, assem- 
bled reflector antenna, and downconverter. 
Downconverter mounted in attractive cabinet. 

PS -5 Assembled $109.95 
Kit Form $ 79.95 

r 
MICROWAVE PREAMP 

For your Parabolic Dish Antenna 
Improve your picture quality 
Increase your reception distance 
15 db gain, 2 db noise factor! 
Easy assembly 
1.9 GHz to 2.5 GHz 
Mounts indoors or outdoors 
Can be used with PS -5! 

DCS-1 KIT $39.95 

Illinois Residents 
(312) 564-0104 

Orders Only, Toll Free # 

(800) 323-1327 

r"" 

L 

Digital Multimeter 
MIC-3300A 

Kit Form 31/2 Digits 
DC .5% Accuracy 

DCA up to 10 Amps OHM up to 20 M OHM 
hFE measurement Floating decimal point 

Leads n battery included Easy instructions 
A high quality Digital Meter Kit at an affordable 
price. Educational and enjoyable to build, the MIC 
3300A is a high quality meter for all hobbyists and 
maintenance work. 
MIC-3300A Kit Form $59.95 
Carrying Case $ 9.95 

r 
AMATEUR 
MICROWAVE RECEIVER KIT 
1.9-2.5 GHZ,w7 
PS -1 
PS -2 

Assembled 32 element antenna... $19.95 
20 dB gain microwave receiver kit 
with variable power supply kit .... $50.00 

PS -3 Complete package PS -1 & PS -2 .. $65.00 
Mounting Hardware Included 

L J 

Microwave Preamp!!! 
Use with PS -3 Kit. Adds 20-25 db gain to 
boost reception distance. 

Low Noise 
High Gain 
Can be used with all existing 
stop sign board receivers!!!! 
1.9-2.5 gHZ Freq. Range 

PS -4 $34.95 

NEW 

J 

Minimum order $15.00. Add 10% ship- 
ping on orders under $35.00. Orders 
over $35.00, add 5%. Illinois residents 
add 6% Sales Tax. Catalog - $1.00 VISA and MasterCard Acceptable 

CIRCLE 74 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Burglar/Fire Alarms 
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QUALITY parts at DISCOUNT PRICES 
2 -WAY CAR STEREO 

SPEAKER SYSTEM 
THESE SPEAKERS COPE IN HEAT RESISTANT 

A85 CABINETS.. EAGI CONTAIN A 4" 10 OZ 

WOOFER AND 2" TWEETER. 15 WATT NOM., 

45 WATT MAX. POWER RATING. COMPARE 

TO $80.00 VALUE.. 
SPECIAL PRICE... 

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE. 
$36.00 PER PAIR 

JOYSTICK 
PRECISION 

i 
DEVICE... 
CONTAINS 4 ` 

(- 
E ee'- 

50K CENTER 111 

TAPPED ALPS 
POTS. $ 4.75 eal 

VARACTORB/a 
ITDIODE 16 PF 

MV2205 3 FOR $1.00 
100 FOR $30.00 

BB -103 
4 FOR $1.00 

100 FOR $22.50 

BLACK PLASTIC 
CASE 

PAC -TEC 
SERIES C 

BLACK PLASTIC ENCLOSURE 
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT FROM 
1.63" TO 2.93"; WIDTH 
6.85"; DEPTH B". BUILT- 
IN STAND OFFS FOR P.C. 
BOARDS.. FRONT AND BACK 
PANELS NOT INCLUDED.. 

$5.25 PER CASE 

120V INDICATOR 

NEON INDICATOR. RATED 
120V 1/3W. MOUNTS IN 

5/16" HOLF..RED LENS. 
75$ EACH 

10 FOR $7.00 

100 FOR 065.00 

0-15 VDC METER 
THIS 2 1/4" 
SQUARE METER 
MEASURES 
0-15 VDC. 

$4.50 EACH 

PHOTO -FLASH 
CAPACITORS 

35 MFD 330 VOLT 
1" X 5/8" DIA. 

45< ACH... 

10 FOR $4.00 

170 WD 330 VOLT 
1 1/8" X 7/8" 

2 FOR $1 50/10 FOR $7.00 

600 MFD 300 VOLT 
3 1/2" HIGH X 1" DIA. 

$1.00 EA. 10 FOR $9.00 

11a11dI 

750 MFD 330 VOLT 
2" HIGH X 1 1/4" DIA. 
$1.25 EACH 10 FOR $11.00 

FREE! SEND FOR OUR NEW 

COMPUTER 
GRADE 

CAPACITOR 
1700 mfd. 150VDC $2.00 

2 1/2" DIA X 4 3/4" HIGH 

3,600 mfd. 
40VDC 3] 4 . 

13/8" DIA. X 3" HI 

6,400 mfd. 
60VDC $2.50 

1 3/8'.... X 4 1 /4 

12,000 mfd. 40 VDC $ 3.00 
2" DIA X 4 1/4" HIGH 

18,000 mfd. 75 VDC $4.00 
2 1/2" DIA X 4 1/2" HIGH 

22,000 mfd.15 VDC 
2" AIA X 2 1/2""ml. $2.00 
22,000 mfd. 40VDC- 
2" DIA. X 6" HIGH $3.00 

24,000 mfd. 30 VDC 
1 3/4" DIA X 4" HI $3.50 

31,000 mfd. 15 VDC 
1 3/4" DIA X 4" HI .1250 

72,000 mfd. 15 VDC 
2" DIA. X 4" HIGH sam 

COMPUTER GRADE 
CAPACITOR SPECIAL 
180,000 mfd. at 6V 
2y" DIA X 44" HIGH $1.50 

CLAMPS TO FIT CAPACITORS 50A es 

TRANSFORMERS 
120 volt 

primaries 1rd 
5.6 VOLTS at 750 MA $3.00 
6 VOLTS at 150 mA 81.25 
16.5 V. t 3 AMPS seso 
18 VOLTS at 1 AMP $4.50 
18 V.C.T. at 2 AMP $5.50 
24 VOLTS at 250 ma $2.50 
24 VCT all AMP $4.50 
42 OCT. at 1.2 AMP $4.50 
65 V.C.T. at 2 AMP S5.50 

L.E.D.s 
STANDARD JUMBO 

DIFFUSED 
RED 10 FOR $1.50 
GREEN 10 FOR $M3 

YELLOW 10 FOR $2.00 

FLASHER LED /ll 
5 VOLT OPERATION 

RED JUMBO SIZE 
51.00 EACH 

B I POLAR L E D 
2 FOR 51.70 

S UB MINI LED 
RED 

.079' X .098" 10 FOR 

201A at 1.75e 51.00 
200 FOR 018.00 

DC WALL 
TRANSFORMER 

ALL ARE 115 VAC 
PLUG IN 

4 VDC .t 70 MA 
9VDC 1 100 MA 
9 VDC at 225 MA 
16.5 VAC 10 VA 
22 VDC t 60 MA 

1983 

$2.50 
$ 2.00 
$3.00 
$3.50 
$2.50 

LED HOLDERS 
TWO PIECE HOLDER (g á 
FOR JUMBO LED 
10 FOR 655 200 FOR 510.00 

CRYSTALS 
CASE STYLE HC33/U 

COLORBURST 
2 MHZ, 3579.545 KC 

$3.50 EACH $1.00 EACH 

40 PAGE CATALOG FREE, 

MINIATURE 
VDC RELAY 

SUPER SMALL SPDT 
RELAY; GOLD COBALT 
CONTACTS. RATED 

1 AA1P AT 30 VDC; HIGHLY 

SENSITIVE, TTL DIRECT DRIVE 

POSSIBLE, OPERATES FROM 4.3 

TO 6 V, COIL RES. 220 OHM. 

1 3/16" X 13/32" X 7/16" 
ARCMAT M RSD-6V 

$1.50 EACH 
10 FOR $13.50 

4PDT RELAY 
.1epintN4 

ß[1'A 3ampcoMmlo. 
TTATMIdcm 

UmMeu,Bully RNIW 

$1.70 EACH 

LARGE QUANTITIES AVAILABLE 

SOCKETS FOR RELAY SOT each 

It I) 

4 WATT STEREO AMP 
ASSEMBLY INCLUDES VOLUME, BALANCE AND TONE CONTROLS, 

CERAMIC PHONE INPUT, LINE INPUT AND 8 OM OUTPUT FOR 
SPEAKER OR HEADPHONES. 
OPERATES ON 12 VAC @ 500MA. 

OUR ABOVE 12 VOLT TRANSFORMER 
IS IDEAL FOR THIS APPLICATION 

$4.50 EACH 

EDGE CONNECTOR 

fining 
ALL ARE .156" SPACING 

15 PIN GOLD 
SOLDER EYELET $1.75 EACH 

15/30 GOLD 
SOLDER EYELET $2.00 EACH 

18/36 GOLD 
SOLDER EYELET $2.00 EACH 

22/44 GOLD 
SOLDERTAIL (P.C. STYLE) 

$2.50 EA 10 FOR $22.50 

22/44 GOLD 
SOLDER EYELET $2,50 E.AC,tt 

VDC RELAY 
MINIATURE 
D.P.D.T. 
3 AMP CONTACTS 
FUJUITSU N F803210006 
$1.75 EA 10 / 16.00 

13 VDC RELAY 

I 

l CONTACT: S.P.N.C. 
10 NV @ 120 VAC 
ENERGIZE COIL TO 
OPEN CONTACT.... 

OIL: 13 VDC 650 OMS 
SPECIAL PRICE $1.00 EAOE) 

2 C NNEL LIGHT ORGAN 
EASILY HOOKS INTO STEREO SPEAKERS 

AND ALLOWS 110 VAC LIGHTS TO DANCE 

WITH MUSIC. TWO SEPARATE 110 VAC 

OUTPUTS FOR HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY 

AUDIO SIGNALS. USE TWO ORGANS FOR 

STEREO... $6.50 PER UNIT 

COLOR LIGHT STRING AVAILABLE $1.75 EA 

MINI -PUSH 
BUTTON 

S.P.S.T. MOMENTARY a¡ 
NORMALLY OPEN IYMr 

1/4" BUSHING 
350 EACH 30 FOR $3 25 

100 FOR $30.00 
SPECIFY COLOR: RED, BLACK, 

WHITE, GREEN, YELLOW. 

KEY SWITCH 
9,J. s° 

te 

S. Ft S.T. 
4 AMPS @ 125 VAC 
KEY REMOVES BOTH 

POSITIONS $3.50 EA 

BLACK LION? 
(ULTRAVIOLET) 

t -s 
G.E. I F6T581. $2.50 Ole 

FOOT CONTROL 
WITH SIDE SWITCH 

MEASURES 4 3/4" X 9 3/4" 
WITH 100 K LINEAR POT AND 

MOMENTARY S.P.D.T. SWITCH. 

$6.50 EACH 

LIGHTED 
PUSH BUTTON 

RED LIGHTED 120 VAC 

10 AMP. S.P.S.T. 
"PCWER" PRINTED ON 

FACE. MOUNTS IN 

7/8" SQUARE HOLE.. 
$1.50 EA 10/ 513.50 

Cs 
O"anl,l,es Limited 

Min Older 51000 
Add 52 50 
Sh.pp,ng USA 

Cal,, Res Add612`b 
Prompt Sh,pp,ng 
NO COD' 

AM/FM/MPX 
CHASSIS 

THIS AM / FM / STEREO 
CHASSIS IS COMPLETE AND 
READY TO PLUG IN EXCEPT 
FOR TIE $PFAKFRS.... 
HAS CONNECTIONS FOR UP 

TO 4 SPFAXFRS, A TURNTABLE, 
RECORDING OUTPUT AND HEADPHONES. 

IDEAL FOR MOUNTING INTO YOUR 

CUSTOM CABINET... 
$12.50 EACH 

'11llSUDE POTS ¡ ` 500K 
2 7/8"LG. - 

linear taper 
13/4" TRAVEL 7 < EACH 

DUAL 100 K 
AUDIO TAPER 

SUDEPOT 
3 1/2" LONG 

$1.50 EACH 2 1/2" TRAVEL 

KEYBOARD w/ case 
16 KEY 
KEYBOARD 
MATRIX 

ENCODED 

TERMINATES TQ FLEXIBLE 
CABLE WITH CONTACTS ON 

.100 CENTERS. EDGE 
CONNECTOR INCLUDED... 

$4.50 PER KEYBOARD, CASE, 

AND CONECTOR 

EQUIPMENT SLIDES CWSSIS-TRAK rim METAL OXIDE VARISTOR 
03005 

G.E. M V82ZA12 
3 SECTION. LENGTH 22" CLOSED. 50 VOLTS, NOMINAL 

HOLDS TO 85 LBS, EXTENDS 23" D.C. VOLTAGE. 5/8" DIAMETER. 
$5.00 PER PAIR SONE HARDWARE INCLUDED 

_.. 

TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 

ALL 1-800-826-5432 
(ORDER ONLY) 
ALASKA. HAWAII, CALIF 

OR INFORMATION (213) 380-8000 
905 S. Vermont Ave. P O BOX 20406 

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

2 FOR 51.50 

C. 
ORI! 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 

FREE 
CATAG 

over 2000 
pr is 

ccTv t 
controls 
alarm syste 
passive infrareds 
motion detectors 
ultrasonic detectors 
magnetic contacts 
smoke detectors 
vehicle alarms 
accessories 
remotes 
tools 

D0 eernountain west' 
4215 N. 16th Street Dept. RE -4 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
1-800-528-6169 toll -free 

P1RCLE 91 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

t di) 

CONVERTERS 
DESCRAMBLERS 

Largest Selection 
of Equipment Available 

$Buy Warehouse Direct & Save $ 

AI36 channel 
converter 

an 

$4595 

36 channel 
wired remote 

converter 
only 

$8895 

Send $2 for complete catalog 
of converters and unscramblers 

Quantity Discounts Visa Master Charge 

Add 5K, shipping-Mich residents add 4% sales tax 

C&D Electronics, Inca 
P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI 49428 

(616) 669-2440 

www.americanradiohistory.com



"The Deluxe II" 
Is The Ultimate In UHF Sine Wave 

Converter Technology 
PC BOARD & PLANS $20.00 

With purchase of COMPLETE SET OF PAR-S & ENCLOSURE 

The latest state art `electronics canned with the excellences printed circuit 
manufacturing c.a es this high performance UHF Sine Wave Converter kit that outper- 
forms the imitations by a long shot. 
Engineered for reliable stabilitylrand outstanding reception clarity, uninterrupted modulated 
audio and fully illustrated instru ions withrtt amatewr in mind. 

TOLL FREE 

BETA ELECTRONICS, 1700 E. DESERT INN ROÁ , SUITE 222, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, E9109 1-800-782-2701 
QTY DESCRIPTION OF ITEM 

COST 
EACH 

SHIPPING 
EACH 

TOTAL 

PC BOARD, PLANS, PARTS & ENCLOSURE $152.99 $4.95 
i 

PARTS & ENCLOSURE ONLY $132.99 $4.95 

PC BOARD & PLANS ONLY $30.00 $1.50 

GRAND 
ueuc TÛTAI 

$ 

PLEASE 
PRINT CLEARLY 

SEND THIS 
ORDER FORM 

ADDRESS QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

CITY/STATE/ZIP ORDER DATE 
MO. DAY YR. 

D VISA O MST. CARD CARD NO. EXP. DATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY MONEY ORDERS OR CERTIFIED CHECKS PREFERRED PERSONAL CHECKS ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

CIRCLE 71 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC. 
12603 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250 

For information (213) 973-1921 Orders Only (outside Calif.) (800) 672-8758 

(please add 5% shipping and handling) 

u ,: ..4pineapple ..... 
The Alternative! The Compatible! 

The Affordable! 48K Color Computer Kit! 
FEATURES: 
* Fully compatible with Apple® II+ 
* Singleboard for easy assembly 
* Popular 6502 MPU for large 

amount of software 
* Game paddle connector on both 

sides of case 

* Built in 2 -watt amplifier for realistic 
sound effect with volume control 

*8 on board peripheral connectors 
for expansion 

* 14 key numeric key -pad 
* 5 -amp switching power supply 

Easy to assemble! All components are clearly silk-screened on the high quality double -sided 
mother board. All integrated circuits, IC sockets, peripheral connectors, keyboard, switching 
power supply and the professional high impact plastic case are included. 

High Quality 16K RAM Card Kit 
(no quired) 

N Same feature as the one wecable'vere been selling but without the 
mess of Dip -wire for Apples & Pineapple'. $59.95 per kit 

51/4" Flexible Disc Sale 
Why buy other brands when you can buy WABASH discs for 

much less and backed by 1 -year factory warranty. 
All discs come with Hub Rings 

M13A411 X 

M43A411X 

M53A411X 

M14A411X 

F111111X 

F131211X 

51/." SSDD Soft Sector 
51/." SSDD 10 Hard Sector 
51/." SSDD 16 Hard Sector 
51/." DSDD Soft Sector 

8" SSSD IBM compatible 
8" SSDD 26 sectors 128 bytes 

$2.25 1 

$2.25 10-99 

$2.25 
$3.65 
$2.45 
$3.05 

16K RAM Card Kit For Your 
Apple® & PineappleTM Computer 

Kit includes: 
High Quality P.C. Board 8 ea. 4116 (200ns) All the IC's & 

parts 16 -pin Dip wire Easy to assemble. You can do it in less 
than 30 minutes! $49.95 per kit 

51/4" Disc Drive 100% Apple® & PineappleTM 
Compatible We did it once, response was great! 

Now we are doing it again, don't miss it! 
$295.00 ea. w/o controller 
$385.00 ea w/controller 

At last! Here's the computer case everyone 
has been looking for! 
Ideal for your homebrew 
*AP -II 6502 MPU based computer. 
Made with high impact plastic. 
Color and shape are compatible 
with the standard Apple II 

computers. 
Introductory Offer 

$150.00 ea. 
Keyboard not included see our Ad in this page. 

'AP -II model is compatible with Apple II but not manufactured by Appte Computers, 
Inc. ?Apple or Apple II is a registered trade mark of Apple Computers, Inc. 

MODEL: AP -II 

6502 MPU Based Computer Motherboard! 
You ask for it, you got it! 

* 48K on board memory (4116) 
* 12K on board EPROM memory 

(2716 or 2732) 
* 8 expansion slots for peripheral 

cards 
* Composite -video output 
* size: 14'/4" x we $99.95 ea. 

Replacement Keyboard 
For Your Apple® II Computer 

Got a bad Keyboard? Here's the alternative! 

* Full ASCII code 
* N -key rollover function 
* TTL level output 
* On -Off indicator 
* Low power consumption 
* With upper/lower case function $99.95 ea. 

Switching Power Supply For 
Apple®, AP -II, and Pineapple Computer 

Compact size switching power supply. 
Specification: 4006A 4007A 

+5V at 3A 5A 

-5V at 2A 3A 

+12V at .5A 1A 

-12V at .5A 1A 

4006A $99.00 ea. 4007A $145.00 ea. 

Size: Width 31/4", Depth 93/4", Height 21/4" 

Size and mounting holes will be same as the one used in 
A Ie II. 

Apple Is a registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTERS. INC. 
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES 

Under $50 00 Purchase Oser 55000 Purchase 

Insrda Celdorno 10"r% 5% 

Oul.rde Calf lIncl Me.,co b Canadel 15"x, 10% 

O e 25"'., 20% 

Minimum Order $10.00 1 Calif. Residents add 
Sales Tao. Phone Orders Accepted on VISA or MC 
ONLY. NO C.O.O.'s. Prices subject to change 
without noMee. 

STORE HOURS 
MON-FRI - 10.7 

SAT - 10-6 
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SURPLUS COMPUTER BARGAINS!!! 
"FROM THE BARGAIN PEOPLE!!" 

SHUGART SA -901 

*Single sided. single density 
Approx. 1/4 Mb capacity 

IBM compatible 

Schematics iz.. las 
power supply case 

Untested, complete 

Plus Shipping 2/$1 ggoo 

MPI/CDC 9404 
(BR -803( 

*Single sided. single density 

*Removed from equipment to 

install DSDD drives 

Includes data B schematics 

Untested. complete 

Plus Shipping 2/$19900 

CENTRONICS Nj 0 
501 Printers UN% 

Unused in original package 2 wire serial interface 
*Parallel 'Centronics' interface 165 cps. 132 columns 

NEW ONLY 
Plus Packaging $65000 and Shipping 

"SELECTRIC" 745 
I/O Printers 

No time to test en, 

Complete w/ill 
driver inputs 

.IBM model 745 I/D punter 

Ihe as a typewriter or printer 

Cleaned & Adjusted 
Fully Operational 

Plus Shipping ($20 00 Ea Pkg l 

JUS 

$27900 
$39900 

WRITE or CALL NOW for our EXCITING BARGAIN -PACKED PERIPHERALS FLYER!!! 

Computer WAREHOUSE 18 Granite St. Haverhill. Mass. 01830 
MAIL ORDERS: Bo. 204. Newton. New Hampshire 03858 

& 
ripheralsI\617/3728637j1 

Unlimited Sorry. No Collect Calls 
MasterCard & VISA Accepted 
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12" B&W MONITOR 

0 J 

0 0 

Coat, est 
Bowe, Bright 
V -Hold 
H -Hom 

VIDEO 100 byAMDEK 
FULL 
FACTORY $7995 
WARRANTY 

for APPLE 
16K RAM CARD 
Language Transparent 

COEX FACTORY $ 6995 
WARRANTY o 

5'/a"Floppy 

DISKETTES 
All Certified -100% Guaranteed 

BOX of 100... $14900 
Above with 
Hub Rings $169.00 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 
From Fourth Dimension Systems 
with Track Zero Micro Switch 

DOS 3.2.1 & DOS 3.3 
CP/M and PASCAL 

DESIGNED 
FOR YOUR $ 28795 
APPLE'" 
Controller Card 
for above $99.00 

PARALLEL INTERFACE 
EPSON TO APPLE 

New From $ 95 CABLE 
COEX 4 e INCLUDED 

COEX 80 -FT 
DOT MATRIX 
PRINTER 

Interface with Apple;" Centronics 
RS -232, IEEE -488 
9x7 Dot Matrix, 80 CPS, f 
Bi -Directional Printing 

111 2K Buffered Memory 
80, 96, 132 Columns, Graphics - 
and Block Printing 

*Selectable Char Pitch, Line 
Spacing and Feed $299 95 

COEX I nterface Card toAPPLE $49.95 

VISION -80© $24900 80x24 Video Display Card 
Vista Computer Company's new Vision -80 board is a sophisticated 
yet easy to use video display card for the Apple'" computer. 

PROTOTYPING CARDS 
for APPLE.... $19.95 
for I.B.M $49.95 

'Have You Kissed Your Computer Lately" 

EXTENDER CARDS 
for APPLE... $16.95 
for I.B.M..... $19.95 

p Components Ex ress, Inc. 
1380 E. Edinger Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 714/558-3972 ester 
Terms of Sale: Cash, Checks, Credit Cards, M.O., C.O.D. Calif. residents add 6% sales 

VISA* 
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NAPCO 
G.E. MOV VI30.LA.10A 

Spike Eliminators 

10/19.90 51 .29 
CABINET 

Black Metal 
2% " X 4" X 2" High 

100/=85.1 

:illlllllm'r 

99° 
PLASTIC CASES 

IDDpcl. $005. $650. 
3"X4"X2" III h 79 

115 V. BLOCK FANS 

AFA 
3-- soN31 . $6.95 

ULTRASONIC BUG ELIMINATOR 
IC BASE CIRCUITRY WITH PIEZO 
ALL COMPONENTS - 
ELIMINATE COCKROACHES, 
FLEAS, BUGS. KIT 94.95 

Dual Computer Chlp Set 
2 CPU 8 MPU Systems/Dual - 

Clocks. ACLU, 
512 X 8 Bi Polar Rom 50 usec 
8 support 
R 29623 Bi Polar Rom 
74L5624 Volt Cont. Osc. 
74121 (2) 7413 (2) 
29701 64 X 8 Prom 
MC 8601 Monostable, Retrig. 

Multìvibrotor (2) 
CA 3246 Quad 20 MA. OP AMP. 
6503 CPU 
8048 MPU 
723 Reg. 

$9.95 
TMS 9901 Prog. Keybo'rd Interface 

SEND FOR 
FREE 1983 

Varactor B lo es 390 Hyper -Abrupt Diode Above 1 Ghz. 
ini- P.ck Motorola BB 105 

Solder Paste 35 Grams 
Must For Leadless Work 90 Liquid Solder 60; 7 40 Rosin Base 9 
Injection Pack Per Tube 

CONNECTORS 
Ribbon To Edge Card 

IDC 26 Pln '29.95 

IDC 50 Pin (34.) .too 10/..00 
Headers or Sockets 

IDC 20 PIN YeZ Cheic. 

IDC 26 PIN 10 for 
IDC 34 PIN $29.95 
IDC 50 PIN 

Ribbon Cable per ft. 
3-10 Conductor 390 

14-16 Conductor 490 
20-25 Conductor 590 
26-37 Conductor 890 
40-50 Conductor 990 
Shielded 50 Conductor '1.09 

POWER INVERTER 
120. to 1150. Tripp Lite 
450 Watt 

89.9 

Full Warrant Re,. OEM $139.95 

ITT Power Supply 
Triple or Dual 
Choice 04 
+12V. 7A 12V 7A 
or 24V. 7A. 
And 5V. IDA. 

$300.00 Orig. Teletype Cost 
S"X5" High R14" $ 

4 WATT AMPLIFIE 
TI SN 76002ND (LM 384)990 

Volta 

LIGHT GUARD 
AUTO LIGHT OFF UNIT - ADJUSTABLE DELAY - 

2/12V. 10 AMP 
RELAY TRIGGERED CIRCUITS 

SOLD SEARS $39.95 $5.955 
Voltage Regulators 

+5V. 7805 
-5v. 79M05 

+ BV. 780B 
+12V. 7812 

5/'5.50 10/'9.95 + 1 sv.7e1 s 

MOTOROLA PIEZO SPEAKERS 
Ultra Sonic Transduc 
KSN1005A 3lV,"' 
RESPONSE 
60 TO 30,000 Hz 

rs $6.95 
10P55.00 

00/'450.00 
Milton Bradley 

Computer Perfection 
new boards w/ microprocessor 

10/$6.95 990 
egu ator 

Boards 
Chela Juan hook eup 

Of ; tO transformer 
12V.,9V.,6V.@ I.SA. 81 .29 
ADJUSTABLE BOARDS 
4.5V.to1eV.DC 01.95 

RFI FILTERS 

2 AMP. HOPKINS 77 

M F-85010 01 .99 
ip anta um Caps 

6.8. 10. 15. 22. 33. 47. (n 6.3V 
22, 68 ( 10V. 
1.5. 3.3, 4.7, 6.8 ('4 16V. 

2(2` 15 í 20V. .77 

.47. .68. 1.5. 2.2. 3.3. 4.7. 6.8 (a 35V. 

.22..68. 1 ( 50V. dipped and solid 

CATALOGadd 10°., tor shipping and handling min shipping charge 2.50 

ezo ements 
0 

Fantastic 39 
M rat 

TRANSFORMERS 
10V./8 A + 46 V./2.5 A. C.T. 

6,7,9.12's®1401.7A., 

$ 9 
DUAL DISPLAYS 

MAN 6710 $1.49 

Specialty Chips 
TMS9900KDL CU 94.05 
951-5 COOS KAM 3.50 
NMS2RO11 411 RAM *3.00 
IM6402 Uorts 54.95 
MC10125P Bus Driver $3.50 
MNI400NL CPU $ .59 
4164 I5NL. '8.50 RAM 64K 
MM1702 '3.95 Eilrom 
4116 200MS. 8/'15.50 Ram 
8080A CPU 11.95 

or call us at 
FCATALOGS H.J. Knapp of Florida, Inc. 

(813) 392-0406 SEND '1,00 4750 96th St. N. St. Petersburg, Florida 33708 
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C4757 $12.95 

24 HOUR UNIT 
FRONT BETEL a BUTTONS ExACT So, RALLY IMER IeD 

CEO. AS ABOYE EaCEP1 TIHE 
DISPLAYED IN 24 HODP 

OnT. HAS HILL F TH; 
RALLY TIrwER PERFECT POR CALE 

'ETTER 
ANNOUN Er4NT TiER 

'HE 2n HOUR CLOCK PERFECTu 

C4821 83.00 ON 0 THEIR STATION. 

D C4834 812.95 
e00000000eeoeooe000000000 
e 1/4 W RES ASST 

e 
e 

g 

aulLT IN REO FILTER cslecu. 

PATED hule., FoR sus. 

g 

C2448 60/81.00 

PHOTOFLASH CAP 
360MF0 330V 

C4534 81.00 

C10s81 SCR 

04428 804 

ALCO 

C3831 2/81.00 

1000V 2AMP REGT 

C4443 5/8100 

OREEN GLOW NEON 

04451 8/52.00 

REGULAR NEONS 

04529 8/81.00 
HORSESHOE 
FLA6HTI.E 

'- 
C4752 $2.59 

MINI SLIDE SW 

C447e 8/111.00 

A11080 TIED LED tY 

C3011 7/81.00 

Jel150 GREEN LEO 

c3o,s+.00 
JUM60 YELLOW LED 

03353 5/01.80 

TRI -STATE LED 

038176e 
Q 
O 

0 
C3440 0/5100 C3707 12/51.00 t 

te000eo000eeeeeeeeeeeeee0 

REED SWRCH LEO MTG Arte 

P.O. BOX 27038 

CHANEY DENVER, COLORADO 80227 

electronics inc. 303-7615750 

Phone Orders 
303181 5750 

Minimum AD Order $9.00 
Please include $1.50 to, postage (UPS/ 
VISA MC accepted 
Phone orders are welcome 

Senil for our free catalog of unique rremo 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 

CATALOG OF 

ELECTRONICS 

TOSO 
NOMB 

CABLA TV 
.A.T$ 
AVINO 

ONIC$ 
sed mear mete ..re? 

1000's Or TASCINATINS 
FACTORY CL8 

SESCIALS ANO 
IN OFF8118 NOT 

POUND IN STOa08 OS 
CATALOGS ANTONINO? 

ETCO ELECTRONICS 
DEPT. 582 

IMailing List Control Center 
Box 840 
Champlain, N.Y. 12919 
'I Enclose (cash OK); 
Please rush postpaid 

i° 0 

I° 

NOW 

AG S 

S1 for 1 year subscription to the world 
famous ETCO catalog. 
$3 Canadian & Foreign 1 year subscrip- 
tion to the ETCO catalog. 
304 page handbook "BUILD YOUR 
OWN EARTH STATION". (TA025) $10.00 
360 page MASTER HANDBOOK OF 
TELEPHONES. (TA001) $11.001 
FREE - sample copy of the bargain pac- 
ked ETCO catalog. 

Name 
Address 
City 
State Zip J 

ELECTRONICS CO.,INC. 

FREE 
CATALOG 

32 pages with 47 exciting, 
low cost electronic projects! 

at your local 
electronics store 

CALL for store nearest you 

1-800-453-1708 

t>> SEE ::441111. 

these electronic kits in 

Kit Centers throughout the 

U.S.A. 

Combo -Lock 

Digital 

Slot Machine 

- 

801 Packet Diu 4.2 11.011 Color Organ 
802 Signal Inlenor Ely T.I Jammer 
803 Spia We Gun 846 12-011 0110M Stine 

504 Metal Detectar 850 Wheaper alarm 
805 Lagk Prell 052 ComhmaHon LmWNa.m Con1.01 

4.6 Burgir ,1411 856 Electro. Tertia 
get 00bta. Maur B58 0151041 Namen 
809 LEO Pendulum M.troner. 860 521 Voll Regulalen Pool, Supply 

811 Oau50 Omitan MMar 861 gig Saune 110.11, Organ 

B12 Slr., 01d141W 862 Full -wave Motor Speed Control 

811 Root Aliara 866 0151111 Slot Machine 

816 8111411k 866 01511.1 Ice 
818 RIO Celler 870 Nerve Teelee 

820 SNmoN Úg05 876 6415n 715141 Clou 
421 Chd.lmR Tree 878 01511.1 8,0 
522 O. CMima CI« Organ 880 1240511. tamp 1190184d Power Supply 
524 Auie0lk Sir. 882 Muuul Morn 

826 fuer BM 464 SOcIO arrieae0 Colo, Organ 1 cIanneI 

828 VeN P.P.r 54908 886 00010 ampilnlercom 

LTO MVIUyurpm. Pe.., SuppI 888 Uhro,nn Tormenlor 

114 L1N 0, .0 3001001. 1mrlrt 090 Stop -arme 01m1ng levier 
836 3'MnM. 4.oOA Cta Organ 892 Telephone H010 sun,, 

847 41,10111 5,054. LIgli 894 Pealo. Gun]Sound 0.0.111,, 
898 Binary Clock 

Also available 

PPG's Basic 
Electronics Course 

NEW 
from PPG Electronics 

BODY 
BLINKER 

available NOW! 
for only 

$5.9s 
411.11..r. 

Allow 2 weeks for delivery of your FREE 

1982-83 PPG CATALOG. 

PPG ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 

791 Red Rock Road, St. George, UT 84770 

1-801-628-3627 
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(602) 266-9758 (602) 234-3026 

do 
p ELE y .,. 

1. SURPLUS e 
Wholesale - Retail - Surplus ! 

Electronic Parts 
6835 N. 16th Street Phoenix, AZ 85016 

The Most Unbelievable Electrolytic Sale In The USA! 
AXIAL 

33/6.3 12/1.00 
100/6.3 10/1.00 
220/6.3 20/1.00' 
470/6.3 10/1.00 
220/10 15/1.00 
1000/16 10/1.00 
2200/16 8/1.00" 
47/35 12/1.00 
220/35 10/1.00 
3300/35 1.00 each 
15/50 20/1.00' ... 

20/1.00' 
20/1.00 

10/1.00 
8/1.00 
8/1.00 

12/1.00 
5/1.00' 
2/1.00' 
12/1.00 
12/1.00 
-5/1.00 
15/1.00 
12/1.00 
15/1.00 
2/1.00' 
12/1.00 

22/50 
47/50 
100/50 
150/50 
220/50 
10/75 
47/100 
1500/100 
22/150 
3.3/150 N 
47/200 O 
1/250 o 
2.2/250 
1/250 
150/350 
1/500 

Yes All Prices Are Correct! 510.00 Minimum Order on 
All Above Capacitors Some Quantity Pricing Available 

N J 
_4 

:i 
W d 
H 
o 
O 

RADIAL 

N 

J 
4 
:.: 
W 
IIL 

Yy 

1000/10 
10/16 
47/16 
220/16 
470/16 
47/25 
1/100 
47/100 
100/100 
4 7/160 
10/160 
22/160 
4.7/250 
10/250 
22/250 
1/350 

12/1.00 
30/1.00' 
30/1.00' 
25/1.00' 
20/1.00 
20/1.00' 

15/1.00 
5/1.00 
4/1.00 

10/1.00 
10/1.00 
10/1.00 
10/1.00 
8/1.00 
5/1.00 
8/1.00 

3.3/350 6/1.00 
8I -POLAR 

100/10 10/1.00 
4/50 10/1.00 
10/50 10/1.00 
4.7/75 4/1.00 
10/75 4/1.00 

Carbide Drill Bits '1.00 ea. 
(various sizes to 3/e"1 

MORE S1.00 SPECIALS 
1N4001 15/'1.00 
2N3905 5/9.00 
2SC828 5/1.00 
2SC644 5/'1.00 
SPS7390/ECG123P 

5/'1.00 
MINI D.P.D.T. Slide 4/'1 
D.P. D.T. Rocker Sw 
4A. 120 VAC 3/'1.00 
1N4152 25/'1.00 

Similar to 1N914 
4 Pos DIP switch 3/'1.00 
1N5239 20/'1.00 

9 V. ZENER 

2N6055 1.00 
Pwr Darlington T03 

7 Seg. LED Readout 
HP 5082-7650 

5/'1.00 
Horz P.C. Trimpots, 2500, 
5000. 5k0, 100 4/'1 
MC3420P ' '1.00 
SN75150 '1.00 
LED's 8/'1.00 
Transformer '1.00 

12 V.C.T. 250 MA 
7805 2/.1 .00 
7812 2/'1.00 

2111111:11111=< -4ACU-1 75-3000 . . . . 85t 

leUHF - VHF Splitter/Joiner r $2.95 

A.B. Coaxial Switch, 
$2.49 -' 

CM1 300-75 C 
$1.25-' 

,,_3 -Position Coaxial 

Push -Button Switch 

$4.95 

FLASHER KIT 95C 
(i) LM 3909 (1) LED (1) 100p F Cap 

12 Application Schematics 

12V 6 A.H. Re -chargeable 

GEL CELL BATTERY 
$9.95 

1 25 W. Weller Type Iron 

l` SPECIAL $8.95 

{ 35 W. Solder Iron ... S4.95 

leITEMS MC, VISA, COD VIA UPS 

(Plus Shipping/Handling) 
CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Y55,4 

/ TUSA A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF TV VIEWING Won TUSKS 
NEW MODEL CHU -40. 40 CHANNEL CABLE TV CONVERTER 

Sin all the EXTRA CABLE TV "MIDBAND" á SUPERBAND CHANNELS4p on your UHF DIAL 

UHF While 
TUNERS They 

ConUnuoua 
Model 

45MHi -^ 
.3.50.. 

8..1...'2.25.. 

POPULAR IC's 
1 

TOP QUALITY 
NO SECONDS 

00101401110.1 Elimi.tae IM needfor rnllnp or basing. Thle stable end11'Pf 
.liable system camels extra u01e TV cMnosla so they can L.380.4 

LM -385N3 

NE -564N 

04.585NPt 
LM.T33H 
MC.1330 
MC.1349 
MC1350 
MC -1352 
MG1358 
MC.1O74P 

MC -1498N 
LeLt800 
LA418M 

á LM -0S 
eaa CM 7012 

LM -7812 
LM -7516 
LM -1818 
1014824 

2 0.tl Audio Power Amp 
Lax Voltage AudlV Amp 

.SODWAW 
Digital Phase Locked Loop 

a. Loa. Loop 
Video Arno 
Video Detector 
Moo II Amp 
Video II Amp 
Video It Amp *GC 
Audio V Amp 
R.F Modulator 
Dual Come Op Amp 
Balanced ModlDsmeoulalor 
PLL 51/yea Decoder 
Video Modulator 
LINEAR VOLTAGE 1159 0,10118 
5 Vat Positive Voll. Reg. 

osItlye 8 Val I 

P.R.Volt. 
Rep. 

12 Vat P.IRI. Vat Rep. 
15 Vao P.Nw Vat Rep. 

18 Val P.a. Volt. Rep. 
24 Vat Positive Vat Reg. 

S1.49 

1.59 
3.50 
1.49 
1.89 

2.44 
ZOO 
1.75 

2.e0 
1.95 
3.19 
.68 
1.á 
4.. 
2.95 

1.39 
139 
1.39 
1.0 
130 
1.39 

stia 

1.19 
4.89 
1.12 
127 
137 
1.55 

131 
2.00 
1.. 

2.39 

15 

3.37 
221 

1.04 
1.. 
1.04 
1.04 

1.04 

1.04 

I,er be rece,red on the UHF , -mar of Your TV set S lb E. n 
HHa 

í0 now n 0. I A MUST OR VIDEOTAPING FROM CABLE TVI 
The eye.m allows you la program Path pay (my TV decode mulled) and standard 
cal. channel. for taping on any VC - while you an Bfa°.f1G 
watching a dlO.rent channel on your TV. NOW f2 ..9J 

Simple to lnetall and operele on ere make of N Olin UHF. PUS POSTAGE 

NOWAVAILAB E 
NEW TUNEABLE DELUXE MODEL CVU.1000 534.95... 

WINEGARD 
75 OHM UHF TUOI ANTENNAS 

12 db GAIN 

BRAND NEW UHF 

VARACTOR TUNERSMC-1458 
- 

e - -,- 
AC LINE CORDS 

,:..,..__,..-k . 
18 gauge wire \ if 

6 ft, long cable 
Pr.tripped and tinned ends 
for easy Inei. 011on. 

494w. 40C 

AC -CO 12 Up 394w. 

CHANNELS 44 52 04443,44,I 
58.95 EA. wineperd UHF 

Antenna Pr.mp 
5 OR MORE 

AntlBdb 
Gain 

'6.95 EA 039.95 a 

I 11 I 

Sanyo YOUR Mltuml 
CHOICE 45 MHz 45 MHz 

Output '24.95.. Output 
Cell rot Quantity Prices 

SPEAKER CABINET 
Populist Speaker cabinets for 
those famous home brew TV 
clrcuil5. Speakers Included. 

Cabinet Dimensions: 
7%" wide x 9K" high o 5'h" 
deep. Removable 1I8" thick 
back cover. SCoo1 '10.95... 

2 or more '6.95 es. 

Special Parchase 
MV -2109 

3341 Tuning Neer / /-9 $B9 ea. 
( 10 -Up 3B w. 

Radial Lead Caps all---- AnalLead Cap (- 
I0. mfde35V t o 025 ea. IDa0 mIOWSOV t o 198 ea 

2W mlde35V12a 1011 (t 
ea. 12 or more .18. 

22W"'"'"':::3535''1.22. 

t mI0a0V ttt 28.. 1Zamore 1.1Bu. 
12 moos .18.. 3300 mfd035V ....1.11 Lf 

470.de35V 1.11 .59. 12ormon I.á.. 
t2 m.. A9.. 1004 a 10% Poly.« F1Ys Dlyyd 

1000mrde35V I.t1 .89 ea. 
.Oatml 

,101 lose /0 W 
1 m.e 29. ,n, 20 .15 A8 2210nOW9-,2001.1. 124.. 
12 or man 100 ea. .Ó1)m1 20 .15 E. 

220D m14e508 1.11 100. Am, .20 .15 A8 
12 m.. 139. 22m1 .0 .27 22 

5% MICA CAPS 5% 
431.ate. 500pf..6Bs ea 
4312 38e ea. 1200pí_894.. 

1104I .384 ea. 300001 .139. 
C.í1 fa 0..41 0.0.1.1 

POPULAR 

MICROWAVE 

PARTS 

MRF901 Z? 78 
B Up 219 

MRFItt 3 6 
e Up 312 

MBOtw ... 
CHIPCAPS-.001 mid .SO 

2e -Up 3D 
2NORUOl14m.m MRF4w 1.95 

PROJECT 

BOXES 
Rboegoln 

(!II 

This Dov is 11 %'w - 4Va"H For 
81/4-0 with removable 
aluminum C'ed chassis 
11'tiy-3%"H 8"D Inside. 

92.50 w. 
4 or man '10.95.. 

UHF - VHF - FM 
SPLITTER 

®p)hl 
4e./0g MHz 

)111111) ' Ask 

RF27V 
Low Loaa 3.51 Ob, Low VSWR 

Waterprwl 1.9 '2.49... 
"'V'Ing tOUp'1.89... 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
24V CT, 400 mA. 
Made In U.S.A. 21128,' 
'3.69... to 49 '2.75... 5o or mdr. '2.25... 

3 -POSITION COAXIAL 

PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH - 5U 
DELUXE 
SPEAKER 

Handle* up tO 
15 watts. 4 Ohms. 

3 or Ceramic Magnet 

'1.89 
to up '1.49.. 

WINEGARD 

DELUXE 

`\.u. , / 
A -B 

SWITCH 

N-1051 
For 

CAN - MAW -VCR 
75 ohm - 90 db Isolation 

WRw They Last '6.95 ea. 

POPULAR 
MISCELLANEOUS PARTS 

IN4w1 0loaea 
lstor st.00 

100 for 5.00 
Vow 10K ThumbWh..Ipote 

1.12 .39 
13 -Up .29 

Twolda-T30.12 .46 

roratls. 7073 .3B 
20 tie 5 

For TV A video cauetn recorders 
say M,Iem.d. Provides maxi.( 

mu Il.MlIon. 4..F"connector 
accui 15ahm caudal able with R 8 8 
F50 .tune.. Push But...It011m 
era lop mouthed CaOAIStor lw.n - ¡ 
wall mounting 375ahm r.letom 
property terminate any unused 
position_ Sua:34115-xCu".r. SwO03 How '6.95... 

c -1--,I 
ORDER NOW 

R.F. OPEN 
M¡ TOLL FREE 

TU S FRI 

800.854.4655 a ELECTRONICS 10.6 

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA Wain 1056 N. STATE COLLEGE BLVD., DEPT. R SAT 10 . s 

714-635-5090 ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92806 
CLOSED SUN 8 MOM 

INSIDE CALIFORNIA PERSONAL CHECKS HELD FOR CLEARANCE 
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME - INCLUDE POSTAGE - SHIPPED SAME DAY RECEIVED - NO MINIMUM ORDER 

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Graymark Electronic Kits 
Quality Products for 18 Years 

TV Sound Enhancer 
"Stereo -like" sound from your TV. Hooks up 
between TV earphone jack and your stereo 
system. Includes all necessary parts, inter- 
connecting cables, PCB, and instructions. 

Order Model 150C Only $10.90 each 

+ ' 

: "411t.s..s. 

Electronic Whooper Siren 
Powerful wailing sound from dual 
oscillator circuit. Use with any alarm 
circuit. Battery operated. PCB, instruc- 
tions, and all parts included. 

Order Model 110C Only $7.70 each 

TV Scrambler 
Jam the picture on your TV set. 
Tunable to all VHF stations. 30 foot 
range, battery operated. Comes 
complete with parts, instructions, and 
PCB. 

Order Model 118C Only $3.90 each 

Color Organ Control 
3 channels total 600w of pulsing 

. Rights with no direct connection to 
sound source. Separate control for 
each channel. AC operated. Parts, 
PCB, instructions all included. 

Order Model 152C Only $15.90 each 

Complex Sound Generator 
Create sounds of phasor guns, sirens, 
train, prop plane, space ship, and 
more. Battery operated. Comes com- 
plete with parts, PCB, instructions. 

Order Model 142C Only $14.30 each 

V/S4 800-854-7393 
(In CA 714-540-5480) 

Send $1.00 for Catalog [over 60 Kits] Graymark (Refundable with Ord) 

Box 17359 Irvine, CA 922713 

gNieJ 

MC 14 VISA orders only call Toll Free 

CA residents add sales tax We pay shipping on orders 
over $25.00, otherwise add $2.50. Sorry no COD. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

www.americanradiohistory.com



POPULAR CHIPS 

301 1.00 
LM 380 1.25 
LM 386 .79 
NE 564 2.50 
LM 565 .89 
MC 1330 1.10 
MC 1350 1.00 
MC 1358 1.10 
MC 1458 .49 
MC 1496 1.50 
LM 1889 1.85 
7808 .75 
7812 .75 
7815 .75 
7818 .75 
MV 2109 .69 
2N2222A .30 

, 
MITSUMI 
UES A5 5F 
VARACTOR TUNERCHAN. 

14-83 
- 300 ohm INPUT $17.95 

ASTEC MODULATOR 
MINI VIDEO MODULATOR 
FOR USE WITH 
COMPUTER -VIDEO 
GAMES. 
WITH SPECS. $8.95 

GENERAL INST. UHF / TUNER MECHANICAL 12 

fry'' VDC 14-83 DETENT 
TUNING $4.95 

lte 
3/8" SO. TRIM POTS 
TOP ADJUST 
1K 10K 
5K 20K 79E ea. 

CHOKES 
33 uh 33 uh j1 

.47 uh 100 uh 
15 uh 10 mh 
18 uh 69e each 

-r 

1' 

PANEL MT. 10 TURN 
500 10K 
1K 20K $5.95 ea. 

+ 7 V -°i , 

VARI CAPS 
1 0 - 6 0 pf 69C each 
30 - 90 pf 69C each 

UHF AMP KIT 
25dbgain 

$9.95 

ADJ. COIL 
pri-.44uhCT 

sec - .33 uh 
3/16" form 996 

NETWORK SALES, INC. 
TERMS: Visa, M.C., Check, 
Money Order or COD (add 

2343 W. BELMONT AVE. 
3.00). 

SisHIoor 
Order 310.00.d 

adda7% 

CHICAGO, IL. 60618 Tax. Mail Order Only. Phone 
Orders Welcome. 

312-248-3202 WRITE FOR OUR MONTHLY 
UN -ADVERTISED SPECIALS 

CIRCLE 88 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PROFESSIONAL 
TECHNICIANS & SERVICEMEN 

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL THE COMPONENTS FOR YOUR 
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR & DESIGN WORK 

REPLACEMENT FOR E:CGOTYPES (Min. 5 pcs. each type) 

TYPE YOUR TYPE YOUR TYPE YOUR 
NO. PRICE NO. PRICE NO. PRICE 

85 .30 152 .40 375 .99 
123A .25 153 .40 500A 8.95 
124 .95 154 .65 523 10.20 
128 .45 165 2.25 526A 10.75 
129 .45 238 2.25 712 1.25 
130 .85 291 .99 852 4.95 

SUPER SPECIAL (Min. 5 pc. each) 
TYPE NO. YOUR PRICE 

276 5.95 EXACT REPLACMENT FOR SG613H 

SPECIAL JAPANESE TYPES (Min. 5 pcs. each) 

2SC867A .... 2.75 AN2140 1.45 UPC 1181 H ... 1.25 
2SC1172B... 2.25 M51515BL 2.95 UPC1182 .... 1.25 
2SC1308K...1.95 TA7205AP 1.25 STK435 3.95 

FOR A COMPLETE 1983 COMPONENT CATALOG CALL OR WRITE 

CALL TOLL FREE 800-526-4928 
IN NEW JERSEY (201) 379-9016 

COD ORDERS WELCOME ($25 Min. Order) 

DIGITRON ELECTRONIC 
110 Hillside Avenue, Springfield, N.J. 07081 

'ECG IS A TRADE MARK OF PHILIPS ECG. 
DIGITRON ELECTRONIC IS NOT ASSOCIATED IN ANY WAY WITH PHILIPS ECG. 

CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ELECTRONICS 

FULL LINE ALL PARTS 

P.O. Box 4430C 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 

Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave. 
(408) 988-1640 

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested. Guaranteed 

money back. Quality IC's and other components at factory prices. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
TaLMW TOI MOLMEMORY RAM 6551 11 85 
74L5008Z 25 21011 1 95 6800 5 70 
7415024 25 2102-1 BS 6602 11 95 
14L501N 25 2102AL-4 1 25 6820 495 
7415058 25 210264-2L 1 65 6850 350 
7415089 35 21046-4 495 80804 395 
7415109 25 210784 3 75 80850 850 
7415739 45 2111.1 299 280A 6 DO 

74151411 99 21122 299 zoo sto 18s0 
7415204 25 2114 2 24 280A 510 21 95 
74152211 25 21141300n0 200 8212 185 
74L9281135 21741450ns 1 95 8214 3 75 
74L9305 25 4116 20Ons 225 8216 I8e 
74L93351 55 8411620075 12 40 8224 2.50 
7415388 35 MM5280 300 8228 4 95 
7410749 45 MM5321 995 8251 4 75 
7405759 50 MM5330 5 91 8253 895 
74L5909 60 P5101L 8.95 8255 4 75 
7415934 65 4200A 11 50 8257 8 75 
74159514 85 9368 350 8259 690 
74151074 10 1100 10 00 1802CE plan 13 95 
7415712M 
74L5113M 

45 416 290 1802E 17 95 
45 TMM2016 5 95 1861 P 

Pias 
595 

74151328 15 M6116 6.95 M5M5832 895 745138N 49 LP3 8 95 
74:1 75 4164 2005,5 7 25 2808 18 95 

74L51559 79 MK 4816 24 50 280 5 95 

74191579 75 MICROPROCESSOR 
280 CTC 595 7/151624 95 6502 595 
2804 C7C 865 741.5163N 95 65020 7 25 

0 741517909 100 65048 16 95 177024 450 
74152214 1 19 6522 . 8 75 2532 795 
741.52588Z 69 6530 9 50 2708 0 75 

74153678 69 6532 1 75 2716TI 8.50 
195 

8271651.óN 2990 
Linear CMOS and 7400 2732 695 

complete lines in stock. B741A 3º95 

Send for catalog. 6' 
r48 2990 

1482623 
4825123 
9825126 
6825129 
9825131 
9825137 
5188577 
27181 

Phone orders only (800) 538-8196 
2 95 

3 95 

5 75 
4 75 
4 95 
8 75 
290 
895 

UNIT/PIN 
ÁY5.1013 395 
005-7014A 16126 95 
3341 6 95 

INTERFACE 
8095 65 
8096 65 
8097 65 
8098 65 
8109 1 25 
8710 1 75 

8113 1 40 
8720 1 95 
8723 1 75 
8724 1 75 
8125 3 20 

8T26 1 69 
8T28 1 95 
8797 
8798 98 

RESISTORS V. ea5t S% 
0 per type 05 

100 per type 015 

1000 per typ 012 

IC SOCKETS 
Solder Tin Low P%%Me 
PIN 1UP RN 1UP 

8 13 22 30 
14 14 24 30 

76 16 28 40 

20 2 

8 29 
40 490 

36 58 

PARE WRAP LEVEL 3 

PM PIN 
14 55 24 93 
6 

6527 

28 100 
18 40 159 
2 M, 14 o-7 en. 20 

CR18146s 
1 MHz 
2 MHz 
4 MHz 
5 

10 MHzMHz 

18 MHz 

32 

MHz 
MHz 

32768 Hz 
1 8432 MHz 
3 5795 MHz 
2.0100MHz 
2097152 MHz 3.95 
2 4576 MHz 3 95 
3.2766MHz 395 
5 0686 MHz 3 95 
S 185 MHz 395 
5 7143 MHz 3 95 

5000 per IYPe 0085 6 5536 MHz 3 95 
350 pace Pack. 7 15909 MHz 3 95 

5per WO. 895 1431818 MHz 395 
15 CAM S, per typ 05 18 432 MHz 3 95 

10 per type 75 22 1184 MHz 3 95 

450 
395 
395 
3 95 
3 95 
390 
3 90 
3 90 
4 00 
4 50 

1 20 
1 95 

DI5PIAY 1E06 
MAN7274 CACA 300 
oL704 CC 300 
01107011019 CA 300 
21727,728 CA CC 500 
01747-750 CA CC 600 
5140359 CC 357 
FND500507 CG CA 500 
F90503510 CC CA 500 
190800807 COCA 800 2 eri 

10 Red display I 25 

7520 CleFtex p7010p115 
TIL311 Hex 
14494610 CA 40 

MA94710 CA 40 95 
MAN6640 CC 56 99 
MAN6710 CA 60 99 
MAN6140 CC 60 99 

1 2. 1 
9r 

J9 

sw 

OK WNW WRAP TOOLS le RPM 
Complete k.e OAP Produits ,n slat. 

KEYBOARDS 
56 key ASCII keyboard k,t 974 9` 
Fully assembled 64 5 

Enclosure Hasuc 9 95 

Metal Enclosure 

UHF Pleamp KO 534.95 
Swilpein9 Power Supply KI1518. 50 

VENTURE is a single 
board computer that is an 

adventure for the hobbyist 
It is a learning training 
computer as well as lust 
plain fun for anyone who 
wants to get into a state-of- 
the-art computer at rea- 
sonable cost. 

VENTURE comes in kit 
form or fully assembled and 
tested. You can get it in its minimum configu- 
ration for as little as $195.00 or take it all the 
way to floppy disks and voice. It can be ex- 
panded as a kit or fully assembled, at your own 
pace and choice. 

VENTURE is a 16" by 20" main board with 
separate ASCII and HEX keyboards. It runs 
fast, almost 4 MHz and has the capability of 
putting 1.5 megabytes of RAM and ROM on 
the board along with a variety of inexpensive 
options. 
On Board Options 
16 channel A to D; 5 slot 60 pin bus, 2 serial 
ports, parallel ports; 4videooptions Incl. color, 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW MICROCOMPUTER 

_El/ mauve 52K RAM, Votrax voice 
synthesizer, sound gener- 
ator, EPROM; Full Basic, 
disassembler, editor, as- 
sembler; metal cabinet, 
additional power supply, 
ASCII keyboard real time 
clock calendar 
Expansion Options 
Floppy Disc, EPROM Pro- 
grammer, light pen, uni- 

versal user programmable music, sound board 
high resolution color/grayscale pixel mapped 
video board, General Purpose Instrument Bus, 
8088 co -processor board. 
Minimum VENTURE System $195.00 
Kit includes CPU and control with 4K of RAM, 
1K of scratchpad, 2K monitor, 1861 video 
graphics, cassette interface and separate HEX 
keyboard with LED displays for address and 
output. Power supply is included along with 2 
game cassettes. The main board Is 16" x 20" 
and includes space for all of the previously 
discussed on -board options Full on -board ex- 
pansion can be completed for under $1000.00. 
Call for further details. option prices etc. 

IHPe-14-73lk by Voiles 

exiwpéi perl 
zee. 5 WRewa, S232f n 

Modem Kit $60.00 
State of the art, orig., answer. No tuning nec- 

essary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive 
acoustic coupler plans included. Bd. Only 
$17.00. Article in June '81 Radio Electronics. 

Z80 Microcomputer Kit $69.00 
16 bill/0, 2 MHz clock. 2K RAM, ROM Bread- 
board space. Excellent for control. Bare Board 
$28.50. Full Kit $79.00. Monitor $20.00. Power 
Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic $30.00 

4116 200ns D amic RAM 8/ 10.00 

MONTHLY SPECIALS 

2114 8/513.95 
2114L3 8/514.95 
2764 $14.50 
Z80 DMA $ 9.95 
µPD 765 534.95 
LM317K $ 1.50 

2732-2 $10.95 
4164-150 6.75 
1771 15.95 
1791 24.95 
1793 26.95 
2532 6.50 

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40 

RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Elf 
The Super Elf isa tremendous value as it com- 
bines video, digital displays, LED displays, and 
music, all on a single board for $106.95. 
The Super Elf expansion capability is virtually 
unlimited and you can do it inexpensively one 
step at a time. Expansion includes cassette 
interface, additional memory, color video, Basic, 
ASCII keyboard, printer, floppy. S-100 bus. 
RS232, etc. 
The Super Elf comes complete with power sup- 
ply and detailed 127 page instruction manual 
which includes over 40 pages of software. in - 

Computer Kit $106.95 
cluding a series of lessons to help get you 
started and a music program and graphics tar- 
get game. Many schools and universities are 
using the Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's 
use it for training and R&D. A monthly newslet- 
ter, Questdata is devoted exclusively to soft- 
ware for the Super Elf and there are many 
software books available at low cost. 
Free 14 Pape Brochure 
Send or call for a free brochure on all details 
and pricing of the Super Elf and its expansion. 
"Eat & Run" cassette $14.95 

Z80 MicroProfessor $135.00 
Single board computer. Learning, teaching, pro- 
totyping. 2K RAM, keyboard. displays; cassette 
interface. Tiny BASIC $19.00. All fully 
assembled. 

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif. residents add 6% tax. 
$10.00 min. VISA and MasterCard accepted. $1.00 insurance optional. 
Shipping: Add 5%; orders under S25.00-10%. 

Prices 
subject 

to change 

Elf II Adapter Kit $24.95 

UHF Preamplifier Kit $34.95 
$2.00 shipping. Improves uhf reception dra- 
matically, 25 db gain assem. version $57.50. 
Articles Radio Elect. Mar, May, 1981. 

FREE: Send for your copy of our 1982 
OUEST CATALOG. Include 88C stamp. 

CIRCLE 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Do Ka 
VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 

AND RECEIVE A 5X DISCOUNT! 

Computer 
Products, 

Inc. 
3250 KELLER STREET, #9 SANTA CLARA, CA 95050 

8000 

8035 6.95 8239 4.75 
8039 7.59 8243 4.75 
8080A 3.90 8250 14.90 
8085A 7.95 8251 4.50 
8088 34.95 8253 8.75 
8155 7.75 8253-5 9.75 
8156 8.75 8255 4.50 
8185 29.00 8255-5 5.20 
8741 39.00 8257 8.50 
8748 14.95 8259 6.85 
8755 29.95 8272 39.00 
8202 27.95 8275 29.00 
8205 3.45 8279 9.25 
8212 1.80 8279-5 9.95 
8214 3.75 8282 6.50 
8216 1.75 8283 6.50 
8224 2.45 8284 5.50 
8226 1.80 8286 6.50 
8228 4.50 8287 6.50 
8237 19.00 8288 25.00 
8238 4.75 8289 49.00 

16K APPLE 
RAM CARD 

Upgrade your 48K Apple ll 
to full 64K 

BARE BOARD 14.00 
KIT 39.90 
ASSEMBLED & TESTED 45.00 

LEDS 
Jumbo Red 
Jumbo Green 
Jumbo Yellow 

10/1.00 
6/1.00 
6/1.00 

CONNECTORS 
RS 232 
RS 232 
RS 232 

Male 
Female 
Hood 

3.00 
3.50 
1.20 

74LS00 SERIES 

74LS00 .24 74LS123 .95 741.5253 .80 
74LS01 .24 74LS124 2.90 74LS257 .80 
74 LS02 .24 74L5125 .95 74LS258 .8Q 74LS03 .24 74LS126 .79 74LS259 2.80 74LSO4 .24 74LS132 .75 74L5260 .60 
74 LS05 .24 74LS136 .49 74 L5266 .49 741.508 .24 74L5137 .95 74LS273 1.60 
74L510 .24 74L5138 .75 74LS275 3.25 74LS11 .30 74LS139 .75 74L5279 .49 74LS12 .30 74LS145 1.10 74LS280 1.95 
741.513 .40 741_5147 2.20 74L5283 .95 74LS14 .89 74LS148 1.20 74LS290 1.20 
741_.515 .30 74 L5151 .75 74LS293 1.79 
74 L520 .24 74LS153 .75 74LS295 .99 
74LS21 .30 74LS154 1.75 74L5298 .99 
74 L522 .24 74L5155 .89 74LS324 1.75 74LS26 .30 74L5156 .89 74L5352 1.49 74LS27 .24 74LS157 .75 741.5353 1.49 
74LS28 .30 74LS158 .75 74L5363 1.49 
74LS30 .24 74LS160 .95 741_5364 1.95 74LS32 .36 74LS161 .95 74L5365 .89 74L533 .55 74L5162 .95 74LS366 .89 
74LS37 .55 74LS163 .95 74LS367 .69 74LS38 .35 74LS164 .95 74LS368 .69 
74LS40 .30 74L5165 .95 74L5373 .99 
74LS42 .49 74LS166 1.95 74LS374 1.69 
74LS47 .75 74L5168 1.69 74LS377 1.40 
74LS48 .75 74LS169 1.69 74L5378 1.15 
74LS49 .75 74LS170 1.69 74LS379 1.35 
74LS51 .30 7415173 .75 74LS385 1.89 
74LS54 .35 74LS174 .89 74LS386 .59 74LS55 .35 74L5175 .89 74LS390 1.79 
74LS63 1.20 74LS181 1.99 74LS393 1.79 74LS73 .39 74LS189 9.50 74LS395 1.59 
74LS74 .44 74LS190 .89 74LS399 1.59 
74LS75 .49 74LS191 .89 74LS424 2.89 74LS76 .39 74L5192 .89 74LS447 .75 
74 LS78 .49 74L5193 .89 74L5490 1.89 
74LS83 .75 74LS194 .89 74LS668 1.65 
74LS85 .95 74LS195 .89 74LS669 1.85 
74LS86 .39 74LS196 .79 74LS670 2.10 74LS90 .65 74LS197 .79 74LS674 9.50 
74L591 .79 74LS221 1.10 74LS682 2.99 74LS92 .65 74L5240 .95 74LS683 2.39 74LS93 .59 74LS241 .95 74LS684 2.39 74LS95 .79 74LS242 1.79 74LS685 2.39 74LS96 .79 74LS243 1.79 74LS688 2.39 74LS107 .39 74LS244 .95 74LS689 2.39 
74LS109 .39 74L5245 1.89 
74LS112 .39 74LS247 .79 811_595 1.65 
74 LS 113 .39 74L5248 1.20 81 L596 1.65 74LS114 .49 74LS249 .89 81 LS97 1.65 
74LS122 .45 74L5251 1.25 81L598 1.65 

DOKau Computer Products, Inc. 
423250 Keller Street, #9 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

(800) 538-8800 
Local Calif.. Residents (408) 988-0697 

EPROMS STATIC RAMS 

1702 (lns 3.00 2101 (450ns) 1.85 2708 
2716 
2716-1 

(45ns 
(5v 450ns 
(5v 350ns 

2.99 
3.49 
7.85 

21L02 
2111 
2114 

(250ns LP) 
(45ons) 
(450ns) 

1.55 
2.49 
1.75 2532 

2732 
2764 

5v 450ns 
(5v 450ns 
(5v 450ns 

7.85 
6.49 
Call 

2114L-3 
2114L-2 
TMM2016 

(300ns LP) 
(200ns LP) 

(200ns) 

1.85 
1.95 
5.49 

TMM2016 (150ns) 6.49 
DYNAMIC RAMS TMM2016 

HM6116 
(100ns) 
(200ns) 

7.49 
Call 

HM6116 (150ns) Call 
4027 (250ns) 2.00 HM6116 (120ns Call 
4116 200ns) 1.25 
4116 150ns 1.75 LP = Low Power 
4164 (200ns 3 Call 

Z80 A 
Z80 A 
Z80 A 

Z80 
CPU 
PIO 
CTC 

4.95 
4.95 
6.95 

Call for Complete List 

MICROPROCESSOR 
REAL-TIME CLOCK 

MSM 5832 
6.90 

6500 

6502 5.49 
6502A 9.45 
6504 6.90 
6505 7.65 
6507 9.90 
6520 4.35 
6522 7.95 
6532 9.95 
6551 11.75 

Disc Controller 
1771 

1791 
1793 
1795 
1797 

16.00 
27.95 
29.95 
49.95 
49.95 

Interface 
8T26 
8T28 
8T95 
8T96 
8T97 
8T98 
DM8131 
DS8836 

1.65 
1.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 

2.90 
1.25 

IC Sockets 
8 PIN 

14 PIN 
16 PIN 
18 PIN 
20 PIN 
22 PIN 
24 PIN 
28 PIN 
40 PIN 

ST W/W 
.10 .49 
.12 .50 
.15 .57 
.20 .85 
.25 .99 
.25 1.30 
.25 1.40 
.35 1.50 
.40 1.80 

ST = Soldertail 
W/W = Wirewrap 

WE WILL BEAT 
ANY COMPETITOR'S 

PRICES! 
Call before you buy 

UPGRADE 
YOUR 
APPLE 

or 
TRS-80 

4116 200ns 
8/10.00 

32.768 KHZ 
1.0 MHZ 
1.8432 
2.0 
2.097152 
2.4576 
3.2768 
3.579545 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0688 

CRYSTALS 

1.90 
4.50 
4.50 
3.90 
3.90 
3.90 
3.90 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.90 

5.185 
5.7143 
6.5536 
8.0 
10.0 
14.31818 
18.0 
18.432 
20.0 
22.1184 
32.0 

3.90 
3.90 
3.90 
3.00 
3.00 
3.90 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.90 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

(800) 538-8800 
(800) 848-8008 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 
ALL IVrERCHANDISE IS 100% GUARANTEED 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 

.25 
.30 
.30 
.90 
.25 
.90 
.45 
.45 
.30 
.30 
.45 
.90 
.90 
.45 

LM301 
LM308 
LM309K 
LM311 
LM317T 
LM317K 
LM318 
LM323K 
LM324 
LM337K 
LM339 
LM377 
LM380 
LM3ß6 
LM555 
LM556 
LM565 
LM566 
LM567 
LM723 
LM 733 

LINEAR 

.32 
.75 

1.25 
.64 

1.65 
1.70 
1.49 
3.75 

.59 
3.90 

.79 
2.25 
1.25 
1.00 

.38 

.65 
5 

1. 5 
.99 
.49 
.95 

LM741 
LM747 
LM748 
LM1310 
MC1330 
MC1350 
MC1358 
LM1414 
LM1458 
LM1488 
LM1489 
LM1800 
LM1889 
LM3900 
LM3909 
LM3914 
LM3915 
LM3916 
75451 
75452 
75453 

.29 

.75 

.49 
2.45 
1.69 
1.25 
1.69 
1.49 

.55 

.95 

.95 
2.45 
2.45 

.59 

.95 
3.70 
3.70 
3.70 

.35 
.35 
.35 

STORE HOURS: 
MON-FRI 8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M. 

SAT 10:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M. 

master charge 
INItH1,140 4,14 

CMOS 

4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4034 
4035 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4046 
4047 
4049 
4050 
4015 
4053 
4060 
4066 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 
4076 
4078 
4081 

1.15 
.90 
.45 
.90 
.90 

1.10 
.35 
.75 
.35 

1.60 
.60 
.75 
.90 
.45 

2.90 
.85 
.90 

1.20 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.90 
.90 
.50 
.50 
.90 
.90 

1.39 
.75 
.39 
.30 
.35 
.30 
.30 
.30 
.30 
.90 
.30 
.30 

4082 
4085 
4086 
4093 
4098 
4099 
4502 
4503 
4508 
4510 
4511 
4512 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4518 
4519 
4520 
4522 
4526 
4527 
4528 
4531 
4532 
4538 
4539 
4543 
4555 
4556 
4581 
4582 
4584 
4585 

80007 
80C95 
80C96 
80C97 
80C98 

.30 

.90 

.90 

.90 
2.49 
1.90 

.90 

.60 
1.90 
.90 
.90 
.90 

1.20 
2.20 
1.50 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.90 
1.20 

.90 
1.90 
1.90 
1.90 
2.70 

.90 

.90 
1.90 
1.90 

.90 

.90 

.90 

.90 

.90 

.90 
1.15 

TERMS: For shipping include $2.00 for UPS 
Ground. $3.00 for UPS Blue Label Air. $10.00 
minimum order. Bay Area residents add 61/2% Sales 
Tax. California residents add 6% Sales Tax. We 
reserve the right to limit quantities and substitute 
manufacturer. Prices subject to change without 
notice. Send SASE for complete list. 

CIRCLE 70 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

www.americanradiohistory.com



re 
Pen No. 7P1e4 Prb 
S974009 14 .19 
511740111 14 .19 

597402N 14 25 
5574039 14 .25 
0974049 14 .25 

0914059 14 .25 
5574005 14 29 
S974079 14 29 
5614089 14 .25 
0574099 14 .25 

0974109 14 .25 
5974119 14 .25 

0974124 14 .35 
S974139 14 .35 
0974149 14 49 
0914169 14 .25 

0974179 14 .25 
01.174209 14 19 

SN74219 14 .35 
5474229 14 45 
097123N 15 .59 
0974259 /4 .29 
09742971 14 .29 
0914279 14 .25 
5N74289 14 49 
5974309 14 .25 
097432N 14 29 
0974379 14 .25 
097438N 14 .29 

0974399 14 .59 
91744014 14 .19 
01174191 15 .89 
0674429 18 .45 
097443N 15 .99 
S9741411 19 .99 

51174459 14 .69 
0974617 16 .69 
9174479 16 69 

0571489 16 .69 
SN74509 11 .19 

S574519 14 .19 
SN715311 14 .19 
0974519 14 .19 
0674594 11 .25 
S97460N 14 .19 
S9747911 14 29 

7400 
ParlNO. PIM Prise 

5974729 14 .29 

6974739 14 .35 
51174749 11 .35 
5974759 18 .45 

59747611 16 .35 
5974794 14 4.95 
6N74809 14 69 
S9741326 14 1.19 

5979839 18 59 
5974859 15 .59 
5974869 14 .35 

5974899 16 2.25 
5974909 14 .39 
5974919 14 .59 

5974929 14 .39 

5974939 14 .39 

5974919 11 .69 
SN74959 14 49 
SN74969 16 49 
S974979 15 2.75 
S9711009 24 1.49 
$874104N 14 .89 

5974105N 11 .89 
5147410711 /4 .29 
19474109N 16 .39 

5N7411611 24 1.49 

94741219 14 .39 

58741229 14 .55 

S14741239 16 .49 

5674125N 14 .45 

S4741269 14 .45 

59741329 14 .49 

54741369 14 .89 
54741419 16 .69 

5914142N 16 2.95 
547/1/39 24 295 
S9741444 24 2.95 
59741458 16 .59 

59741478 15 1.49 
69741489 16 1.19 
59741509 24 1.19 
S9741519 16 .59 
59741529 14 .59 

5974153N 16 .59 
$4741549 24 1.25 
S9741554 15 .59 

NUIrIW N Ras w me IC 
10/ easy Sochi pureMa4 

PwlNs. Pina Prim 

59741569 16 59 

SI -474157N 16 .59 
SN74160N 16 .89 
5674181N 18 .69 
59741629 16 .69 
51174163N 16 .69 
59741649 14 .69 
587416511 16 89 
59741669 16 .89 
51474167N 16 2.79 
514741705 16 729 
5974172N 24 4.95 
59741739 16 .69 

59741749 10 .69 

59741759 15 .69 

59711769 14 .69 

59741779 11 69 

91174179N 15 1.49 
SN741809 14 .69 
59711819 24 1.95 
59741829 16 .89 
5874184N 16 1.95 

59741859 18 1.95 

59741909 16 69 

5974191N 1/ .69 
SN741929 15 .69 

69741939 15 .69 

54741949 15 .69 
54741959 16 .69 
59741969 /4 .89 

5974197N 14 .89 

597/1989 24 1,19 
54711999 24 1.19 
64712219 II 1.19 
59742519 1e .79 
64742769 28 1.95 
54742799 18 .79 
59742839 II 1.49 
59712846 15 2.95 
597428515 15 2.95 
69743659 15 .55 

9974386N 16 .55 

5974367N 16 .55 
5974368N 16 .55 
511743909 16 149 
59743938 14 1.49 

741500 
741501 
7415131 

741503 
/4LS84 
741505 
741508 
741509 
7áLS10 

L511 
74LS12 
/41S13 
741514 
741515 
741520 
711521 
741.522 
741526 
741327 
741528 
741530 
741532 
741533 
741537 
741538 
741540 
7á1542 

547 
/41544 
741549 
/41551 
741554 
/4LS55 
741513 
741574 
741575 
741576 
741578 
141583 
741585 
741588 
/41590 

14 
14 
14 
14 

11 

14 
14 
11 
14 
11 
14 
14 

14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

14 

11 
14 
14 
14 
/e 
IS 
16 
11 
14 
4 
14 
N 
11 

16 
18 

14 
15 

15 
14 

14 

25 
25 
25 
25 

.29 
29 

29 
29 

35 
.39 
.59 
9 
29 

.J9 
29 
29 
35 
29 
35 
55 
35 
35 

.29 

.55 

.75 
75 
75 
25 
25 

.29 
99 
39 
39 

.39 

.39 
65 

.69 

.39 
55 

POL 92 
741593 
741595 
741396 
7415107 
7419109 
7411111 
7415113 
7415114 
7415122 
7115123 
74L5125 
7415126 

7415132 
7415133 
7415136 
7416138 
7415139 
7415151 
7415153 
7415154 
7415155 
7415156 
7415157 
7415158 
7419161 
7419161 
7419152 
7415163 
7413164 
7419165 
7415168 
7419169 
7415170 
7415173 
7415174 
7415175 
7415181 
7415190 
7111191 

11 
14 

14 

16 

14 

16 
16 

14 
14 
14 

16 

14 

14 
11 

18 
11 
16 
16 
16 
16 

24 
16 
16 

16 

16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
11 

16 
16 

16 
16 

18 
IS 
18 

24 
16 

16 

55 
55 
79 
89 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
49 
79 
49 
49 
59 
59 
39 
59 
59 
59 
59 
99 
69 
69 
69 
59 
69 
69 
69 
69 
69 

1 19 
19 

1 19 
1,19 

69 
59 
58 

2.49 
89 
89 

7415192 
74LS193 
7416194 
7415195 
7415197 
7415221 
7415240 
7415241 
7415242 
7115243 
7415244 
7415245 
7419247 
7415248 
7419249 
7416251 
7415253 
7415257 
7416258 
7415260 
7415266 
7415273 
7415279 
7415283 
7415290 
7416293 
7416298 
7415352 
7415353 
7415365 
7415366 
7415367 
7419388 
7415373 
7419374 
7115375 
7415386 
7419393 
7416399 
7419870 
811595 
811597 

15 .79 
16 79 

15 .69 
11 69 
14 79 
I6 89 

20 
14 
14 
20 
PD 

15 
15 
16 
16 
11 
11 
15 
14 
14 
26 
16 
16 
14 

11 
16 
18 
16 
16 
16 
16 
18 

213 

20 
18 
14 
14 
1/ 
15 

ZO 

29 

1.00 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
149 

1.09 
1.00 
1.00 

.59 

.59 
59 

59 
69 

1.49 
.49 
69 
89 
79 

.89 
1.29 
1.29 

.49 
49 

.49 

.4º 
1.29 
1.29 

69 
45 

1.19 
1.49 
1.49 
149 
1.19 

/4500 
74502 
74503 

/4504 
/4505 
74508 
74509 
/4510 
74511 
74515 
74520 

74522 
74530 

74532 
74539 

74510 
74551 

74561 
74565 

/4574 
74586 

7áS112 

745113 
745111 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

11 

14 

14 

11 

14 

14 

18 

16 

14 

N 

35 

45 
45 

39 
39 

35 
35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
45 
89 
39 

35 
34 

39 
55 

55 
55 

.S5 

55 

,74S/PROMS 
745124 
745133 
745134 
745135 
745136 
745138 
745139 
745140 
74S151 
745153 
745157 
745158 
745160 
745174 16 99 

745175 16 .99 

745188 16 1.49 

745194 16 1.19 

745195 16 1.49 

745196 14 1.49 

745240 20 2.25 
745241 20 2.25 
745242 14 249 

16 

16 

16 

16 

14 

16 

16 

14 

16 99 
16 99 

16 99 

16 99 
16 249 

2.95 
45 

50 

69 
1 39 

89 
89 
55 

745243 
745244 
745251 
745253 
745257 
745258 
745260 
745280 
745287 
745288 
745373 
746374 
745387 
745471 
745472 
745473. 
745474 
745475 
745570 
745571. 
745572 
745573 
745940 
745941 

14 2.49 
29 2.49 
16 1.19 

15 1.19 

16 1.19 
16 1.19 
14 .79 

14 1,95 
16 1.95 
16 1.95 

20 2.49 
20 2.49 
16 1.95 
20 5 95 
20 4.95 
20 4 95 
24 4.95 
24 4.95 
16 2.95 
16 2.95 

16 4.95 
16 4.95 

25 2.49 
20 249 

CA3010H .99 

CA3013H 2.15 
CA3023H 3.25 
CA3035H 5.95 

CA3039H 1.35 
CA304614 14 .89 

CA30591 11 325 

CA30609 15 3.25 
CA3080E 8 89 
14300tH 16 149 
CA30829 16 I 49 

CA30638 16 1.49 

C430861 14 69 

(A30899 16 1.69 
CA30969 16 1.19 
CA3130E 1 1.49 

C43140E 6 .99 

CA316011 1.95 
C.A34019 14 .59 

CA3800N 14 3.95 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS / DigitalkerrV 
MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS 

Pan No. Mill Funellen Price 

CDPI802 40 CPU 39 95 
2650 40 MPU 70.95 
1042901000 40 CPU -49115116e Corn Temp. Gr.).. 19.95 

40 1.911MC565021.911w/Clack(65K 6y110 MERIT ...9.95 
MC6802CP 40 MPS w/Clak and RAM ....7.95 
16580356.6 40 6PU-8-5i1(6690) ..595 
1968039W6 40 CPU-Syl.chip8-011(128610. Ram) ...5.95 
1145804095 40 CPU (256 bytes RAM) 5.95 
(9580709 40 CPU (64 bytes RAM) .11.95 
19580739 40 CPU w/Basic Nitro Interpreter .11.95 
P9085Á 40 CPU ..5.95 

-Z80, Z80A, ZBOB, Z8000 SERIES - 
Z80 40 CPU (M1(38101)(780C)2MHz 64.95 
180 -GIG 28 Counter Timer Circuit ..5.95 
280-0ART 40 Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans 11,95 
280.058 40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 15.95 
280410 40 Parallel 1/0Interface Controller. 5.95 
289510/0 40 Serial 1/O (UCH and ROCB Bonded) 1595 
286510/1 40 Serial I/0(Lacks NAB) 15.95 
280310/2 40 Serial 1/0(116ká 519C8) 15.95 
180-510/9 40 Serial 1/O 1995 
280A 40 CPU (4038809-4)/780C-114300 5.95 
280A-CTC 29 Counter Timer Circuit 595 
2800.2857 40 Dual Asynchronous Rec./Trans. 11.95 
280A -DMA 40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 17.95 
2804-P10 40 ParaIMI I/0 Interlace Controller 5.95 
080A-510/0 40 Sera11/0 (14CB and R%CB 508eá) 16.95 
280A -510/I 40 Serial I/0 (Lacks 07R8) .... 16.95 
7803510/2 40 Serial l/0 (Lacks SYNCB). 16.95 
2800510/9 40 Serlall/O 18.95 

2908 40 CPU (MK38809.6)64118 11.95 
1808-CTC 28 Counter Timer Circuit 13.95 
2808P10 40 Parallel1/0 Interface Controller 13.95 
28001 48 CPU Se9menled .51.95 
28002 40 CPU Non.Seglmnted .55.95 
Z8030 40 Serial Comm, Conlr9ler 44.95 
28036 40 Counter/Timer 6 Parallel l/0 Unil 29.95 

6800/68000 SERIES 
MC6800 40 MPU 4 95 
MC6802CP 40 CPU w115 clock and RAM .7.95 
MC6810API 24 12858 Static RAM 3.95 
MC6821 40 Peripheral Inter. Adapt MC8820) 495 
MC6828 24 Priority Interrupt Controller 15.95 
60683019 24 102158-0II R0M (MC68030-81 10.95 
MC6850 24 Asynchronous Cam. Adapter .4 .95 

MC6852 21 Synchronous Serial Data Adapter 5.75 
MC6860 24 0600000014141 MODEM 9 95 

70(6862 24 240017951.10d7710101. .12 95 
MC6880A 16 Quad 06131e bus trans. (MC8726) 2.25 
MC6800013 64 47016811/86607 .69.95 
MC68488P 40 General Purpose Int. AOap1er 8.95 
MC68652P2 40 Mulll. Prola01 Comm. Controller. .24,95 
MC68661PB 26 Enhanced Prog. Comm. Int. .8 .95 

80804 SERIES 
195/0/08 40 CPU. .3.95 
TMS5501 40 Synchronous Data Interface (51RC) 1495 
1958154 40 128 Byte RAM 16-8111/0 13.95 

19082C06 20 054) 0 F176 Flap 7r7-5419 (7/(3741 2.49 
OP8212 24 8911 11941/011741(740412) 2.25 
DP8214 24 Priority Interrupt Control 3 95 
0P8216 10 131.O Bus 5 Drver 2 25 
DP8224 16 Clock Generator/Driver. 2.25 
DP8226 16 Bus Driver 2 25 

DP8228 28 System COO /Bus Driver(7454281 3 49 
079238 28 System Controller (7464381 4.49 
958243 24 I/O 64panBerlw 48 Serbs 5.95 

958245 16 16 -Key Keyboard Encoder 174C922). 4.49 
968246 20 201(ey Keyboard Encoder(74(923) 4.95 
958247 28 Olspay Conlr4Mr (75C91 I) ..8.95 

956248 28 0sp/ay ConlrolMr(740912) ..8.95 

NS82509 10 Asyn Comm Element INS82501. .10.05 
DP8251 28 Prop. Comm. l/0168ART1 .449 
DP8253 24 Pro9. Interval Timer . 6.95 
048255 40 Prog. Peripheral I/0 (PPI) 449 
0P8257 40 Prop. DNAComrd 7.95 
DP8259 28 Prog. Interrupt Control 6.95 
OP8215 40 Rog. CRT Conlloller 29.95 
OP8279 40 Prog. Key5oard/DiSp4y Interface 6.95 
0P8303 20 8-9t I Sat BI 0rect1Onai Trans. 3.95 
048304 20 811181 -Directional Recever 2.49 
DP8307 26 8 bit 61-Drectronal Receiver 2.49 
DP8308 20 8 -bit 9 O'eclonal Receiver 249 
DP6310 20 017417014114 Peripheral Driver .4.95 
DP8311 20 Octal Latched Peripheral Order .4 95 

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS d DATA BOOKS 
4.280 User Manual. 7.50 
M-CDP1802 User Manual 7.50 
6.2650 User Manual 5.00 
10400 1982111/1 Data Book (1405 pg ) 14 95 
30001 1981 Nat. CMOS Book (626 09 I 

695 
30002 1980 Nat. Interface 600k (640 pg ) 6.95 
30003 1982 Nal. Lunar BOok 11952 99 I 11.95 
30005 1981 Nat. TTL Book (624 pg.) 9.95 
30008 1980 Nat. Memory Data 0001 1464 09 ) 6.95 
30011 1980 Nat. Linea/ Appnrallons 1736 p9 I 75.95 
30013 1983 21109 Dad Book (641 pg I 7.95 
205610 1981 Intel Peripheral Delp/828 pg. I 9.95 

Perl Mo. P916 
1103 18 
4027 11) 
41189-2 16 
41169.3 16 
41169.4 16 
41649.150 16 
41619-200 15 
7065261 141 

MM6212 22 
5145270 IB 
445280 22 
41452992 16 
445290-3 16 
1.952994 16 
191.152993 16 

1101 
2101 
2102 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
Pr ce 

102401 130015199 
109641 (ºSorts( .2.49 
18,384x1 150716) 1.89-8/14.95 
16.38451 2007,0) 1.69 8/12.95 
16,38401 (250M) 1.49. 8/10.95 
6553651 (1507) 795-8/59.95 
65.53651 (20016) 7.49 .8/54.95 
102401 1300111 49.8/1.95 
204801 (¡385756) 49 - 411.95 
409651 (2507) 664096 4 95 
409651 (2007) 2107 3.95 
1638401 (15011) 1 898/14.95 
16.78401 (2007) 1 698/12.95 
16.38451 (25009 1.49 8/10.95 

819251 1200ns) 

STATIC RAMS 
16 256x1 I650 

22 25604 (45071s 8101 
15 102451 (35010) 

. .. .. .89 

27102 15 102151 (4501º1L.P ..1.49 
2111 13 2594 (4507,618111 ..2.95 
2112 15 25654 (450/70)605 2.95 
2111 15 102454 (45005) 1.95 8/13.95 
21141 11 1021174 (4507) L.P. 2.258/15.95 
2114-2 18 102454 (200m) .. 2.258/15.95 
21111.2 13 102104 (20015)1 P. 2.49 8/17.95 
2141.3 18 409641 (150ns) 3.95 
2141 18 409601 (707) 4 95 
2140 16 1024x4 (70ns) 5 95 
0854044 18 4096x1 145016) 3 95 
TMS4045 

5/A1351257 

101 2811 251024x4fix4 1450111C114455504150)15540,- 
70M5251 18 409841 (45010 4044 

HM8116P-3 24 204848 (150101 CMOS 
HM6116-4 24 204858 2000ºC7005 
10.1611618.4 21 204808 20000 LP. CMOS 
7489 16 1654 50n0)3101 
14(920 22 25604 25005) CMOS (6551) 
74(921 15 25804 25010)0405 
74C929 15 102401 (250ns) CMOS 16501) 
145930 15 102401 250011 CMOS (6518) 
145189 15 1684 35na 93455 .. 

745200 16 2591 80ns93410 .. 

745206 15 25601 6on5)93411 
745289 16 1604 35n5)3101 
82510 19 102401 1507s 0.C. 934151 
82525 18 1804 (50ns)0.C.745289) 

EPROMS 
17024 
2108 
2701.5 
TM52516 
TM52532 
7452554 
TM52716 
2716 
2718-1 
2732 
27580 
1.11.12764 
442754-3 

24 25608 (105) 
21 102458 (450ns 
24 102448 (550n55M00246. 
21 204858 (45015 2718 
21 409658 (45015 NMC2532 
28 819208 1450nº 
24 204858 (450n0 3v149e 
21 204808 (450ns)... 

21 204808 (350ns) 
24 409608 450101 

24 10248 450ns)single+SV 
28 819258 (/501/0) 
28 819258 (300710).. 

PROMS 
745188 16 3258 PROM O.C. (6330-1) 
745287 16 25604 PROM TS. 83011) 
745288 15 3256 PROM T.S. 8331.1) 

745387 16 25604 PROM 0.0. 63001) 
745471 20 25608 PROM T.á.(6309-1) 
745472 20 51258 PROM 7.9 83491) 
745473 20 51208 PROM 0 C.(6348I 
745474 24 51258 PROM T. S. (048 S29691 4.95 
745475 24 51258 PROM GC, (6340) 4.95 
745478 24 107406 PROM T. S.(TBP26586) 8.95 
746570 15 91254 PROM D.C. (6305) 2.95 
745571 16 51254 PROM T.S. (6306) .2 .95 
74S572 18 102454 PROM O.C. (6352) 4 95 
745573 18 102404 PROM T.S. )825137) .4.95 
82523 16 3208 PROM 0.C. (275119 2.95 
825115 24 51208 PROM T.5 127515) 9.95 
825123 16 3258 PROM T.S. (27519) .2.95 
820126 16 25654 PROM 0.C. (27520 3.95 

625129 16 25694 PROM T S. (27521) .3.95 

825130 16 512x1 PROM O.0 (21512$) 5 95 

826185 10 204844 PROM T.S.(TBP24 81) . .9.95 
068701809 31 102458 PROM 0 C.(82á180) 9.95 
014875181N 24 102458 PROM T.S 

0487á185N I6 2048x4 PROM T.5 (826185) 9.95 
068751849 13 201854 PROM 0.0. (826184) . . 9.95 

048751909 24 204854 ROM 0.C. 1(825190) 1995 
3118751919 24 204858 PROM T.S. (825191) 19.95 

DATA ACQUISITION 
OCIO Mostek DC/DC Convert 5V to -90.. 2.95 
MC3470P 1e Floppy (Mk Read AMPSyystem .4 95 
MC140817 16 73710/A Convener (00(08011C9) 249 
MC1408L8 15 8-0110/A Convener (OAC0808LCN)... 2.95 
8000804 20 8-6110/0 Converter 1198) 349 
0000806 15 8-0110/4 Converter (0.78% Dn.). . ..1.95 
ADC0809 21 951A/O Convener (8 -Ch Mild1.). ,.4.49 
A195 -1013A 40 30K Baud Out (TR7502) ...1.95 

149 

77 

395 
3.95 
2 25 
3.95 
2.25 

495 
395 

1995 
7 95 
4 95 
6 95 
9.95 
295 

16.95 
19.95 

149 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
5 95 
4 95 
4.95 

DT1O5O - Applications: Teaching aids, 
appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunica- 
tions, language translations, etc. 
The DT1050 (0 a standard DIGITALKER kit encoded with 137 sepende 
and useful words. 2 tones, and 5 different silence durations. The 
words and tones have been assigned discrete 6ddree585, making 11 

possible to output single words or words concatenated Into phrases 
or even sentences. The "voices output of the 0110áD Is highly in. 
telligible male voice. Female and children's voices can tee syntheela. 
ed. The vocabulary to chosen so that it Is applicable to many pro. 
ducts and markets. 

The DT1060 consists of a Speech Professor Chip, MM54104100-pini 
and two (2) Speech ROM. MM52164SSR1 and MM52164SSR2 (24 -pin) 
along with a Mealer Word list and e recommended schematic 
diagram on the application sheet. 

DT1050 DigitalkerTM $34.95 ea. 

DT1057 - Expands the DT1050 vocabulary 
from 137 to over 260 words. Incl. 2 ROMs and specs. 

DT1057 $24.95 ea. 

RADIO CONTROL CIRCUITS 
Ideal ro sea Ion 

Toys, hobby crafts, robots, trains 
Burglar slerms IR dale link 
Ramose slide projector control 
Consumer remote data links 
Energy.seving, remotely switched lighting systems 

A complete 8.channel digital encoder and RF transmitter: low power. 
al frequency of 27MHz or 49MHz, a field strength of 10,00040 meter 
at 3 meters. 9V operation on chip RF osclllatorllrsnsmlttor, on chip 
4.6 regulator. Up to 80MHz carrier frequency operation. 

LM1871N RC Encoder/Transmitter Chip _81.95 
A complete RF receiverldecoder, used at either 27MHz, 49MHz or 
72MHz. It provides 4 independent channels when used with LM1871 
(2 analog, 2 dig.) operates from lour 1.5V celle, Crystal controlled. 

LM1872N RC RecelverlDecoder Chip $2.49 
SRX1504 49.435MHz Crystal (LM1872N) . - 83.95 
SRX1505 49.890MHz Crystal (LM1871N) .- 83.95 

* EraWation 
KIN I1la; inn efee 

Pan Mn. P7,, Function PINS 

704518 26 CMOS Precision Timer 14.95 

754565/60 28 51opw31ch Chip, XII 1995 
7106CPL 10 3'h DV A/0 (LCO Drve). 9.95 
710660/K0 40 IC, Circuit Board. Display .34.95 
7107CPL 40 35 05016/0 (LED Drive) 11.95 
7107EV/K1 40 IC, Circuit 1300r8. Display 29.95 
7116CPL 40 3440011 A/0 700 Ois. HLD. 16.95 

7117CPL 40 35 D5it4/5 LEO Dis. HLD 15.95 
7201189 Lori Battery Volt Indicator 2.25 
7205188 24 CMOS LED Stopwatch/Timer 12.95 
7205EV/KII 24 510900ík6 Clap, SU 14.95 

7206CJPE 15 Tone Generator 4.95 
7206CEV/Kit 15 Tone Generator Chlp, III 7.95 
72070110 14 05144101 Controller .5 .95 
7207ÁE0/Kit. 14 Freq. Counter Chip, OIL 795 
72981P1 28 Seven Decade C9unler 15.95 

72091PÁ 1 Clock Genentw. 3.95 
7215)88 24 4 Func. CMOS Stopwatch CIO' 13.95 
7215EV/91 24 4 Func Stopwatch Chip, OIL .14.95 
721601J1 28 8 07011 U1iv. Counter C.A. 2995 
7216CIJI 20 80190 Freq. Counter C.A. 2495 
721601PI 25 8 0148 Freq. Coupler C.C. 1995 
72171JI 28 40í9111E0 Up/gawp Counter C.A 10.95 

7217Á1P1 21 401011 LED Up/Dawn Counter C.C. II 95 

72241PL 40 LCD 45 Digit Up Counter ORI 10.95 
7226401 40 8 Mgt Uro Counter 29.95 

7226ÁE0/10I 40 5 Function Counter Clp, KTl /1 95 - AND MORE - 
130009 1983INTERSIL Data Book (1356p.) . $9.95 I 

,,1Programmable Array Logic (PALS) 

CONNECTORS 
DB25 -D Subminiature (meets RS232) Solder Eyelet/Wire Wrap Edge Card 
Pan Ns. Down pNon Price Pan No. Cnts. Sp. _Oescnollon Puse 

95 
99 

95 

9 95 
1 95 

3 95 

6.95 
6 95 

DE9P 9 Pin Mug 15/3050 15/30 .156 Solder Eydel SI. 

18/366E 15/36 156 Solder Eyelet 1. 

22/4106 22/44 .155 Solder Eyelet 2 

22/44PC 22/44 .156 PC type Ina mfg ear -1 

50/106áE 50/100 125 Suer Eyelet 

22/449696 22/4 .156 Wire Wrap level 
67031.5 22/4 156 WW IF. 00750 03x 75) 

1-6611 50/100 125 Wire Wisp Loot 
8681-2 50/100 125 Wlre Wrap Lover l 

RF Coaxial Connectors 
Pm No Daap 

P1259 UHF Rug 
S0239 UHF Pen.) RSeepOele 

P6250 UHF Mtel51 Ád40150 

1/0175/U UHF Reducing Á8.p117 

8695/4 INC Plug 

1/069/U 09C Jock 
80306/4 BNC Angle Adapter 
85260/4 BNC Plug 

861094/4 BNC Bulkhead Receptacle 

11E9S 9Pin 5005.7 

0915P 15 Pm Rug 
9115S 15 Pin Socket 

DB25P 25 Pin Plug (Meets RS232) 

DB255 25 Pin Socket (Meets RS232) 
0825P-831 25 fin Reel Angle Rug 

08255.831 25 Pin Mehl Angle Socket 
DC37P 37 PIn Plug 

DC370 3785n Socket 

0050' 50 Pon Plug 

00505 50 Pin Socket 

81.79 
1.95 
1.95 
2 95 

2.49 
3.25 
495 
5.25 
4.95 
5.95 
5.95 
695 

Accessories 
91.911 Nod ter 06.9 Sorkin Connectas 91.19 
031511 Hoed for 0315 Sortes Connectors 1.29 

D825H Hood for DB25 Sono Connactan 1.25 

0037M #018 for 0037 Sere Conneolon 1.39 

00509 Hood for 0050 Sertis Conmclors 1.19 

02415.2 2asrews lormt9 co mcl01,laa pant _79 

Price 

s 69 

69 

89 

19 

I49 
1B9 
'.49 

89 

89 

004000 14 29 
CD4001 14 .29 
034302 14 .29 
304006 14 .69 
034007 14 .29 
004009 16 .39 
C04010 10 .39 
C04011 11 .29 
CD1012 14 .15 
C04013 14 .39 
C04014 16 .79 

004016 16 .39 
C0401e 14 .39 

C34017 16 75 

CU4018 15 .79 
004019 18 .39 
CD4020 15 .75 

/34021 16 79 

C04022 16 .79 
CD4023 14 .29 

CD4024 14 .69 
C04025 14 .23 

C11026 14 249 
C04027 16 .45 
C01028 16 .69 
C04029 18 .79 
C04030 14 .39 

C04034 24 1.95 
CD4035 16 .69 

(Mw4YCatalog C04093 

CD-CMOS 
C04040 
(0/011 
0714042 

C04043 
C04044 
C04040 
CO4047 
C0/048 
CD4048 
Cd050 
C04051 
C01052 
C04053 

004056 
CD4059 

CD4030 

C04066 
Cw 
CD4 

(04070 
024071 
(334072 
001073 
(04075 
C04076 
C04078 
CD4961 
004062 

18 

14 

15 

16 

1 
16 
14 
16 

16 
16 

10 

10 

10 

16 

24 

16 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

16 

14 
14 
14 
14 

79 
79 
69 
79 
79 

89 

69 
39 
96 
39 

79 
79 

2 95 

7 95 
89 

39 
39 

29 

39 

29 

29 
29 

29 
79 

49 
29 
29 
49 

cocoa 
C04506 
CO/507 
C01508 
CD4510 
C04511 
CD45I2 
C04514 
C24515 
CD1518 
CD4518 
CD4519 
C04520 
004526 
Co4528 
CD1529 
C01513 

18 

16 

14 

24 

16 
16 
16 
24 

24 
16 

16 
16 

16 
16 

16 
18 

16 

CD4562 14 
CD/566 16 
CD4583 16 
C04584 14 

C04723 18 

CD4724 16 
6C14109 16 
MC14410 15 
MC1411 24 

MC11412 16 

MC1419 18 

MC14433 24 
MC14538 16 
MC14541 14 

1.95 
1.19 

.39 
3.95 

89 

.89 
99 

1.79 
1.79 

.99 

.99 

.39 

.79 
1,19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
6.95 
1.39 
2.49 

.59 
1.19 
1.19 

13.95 
13.95 
11.95 
13.95 

7.95 
13.95 

1.19 
1.19 

IC SOCKETS 
For Socket Required, See Column After The IC Part No. 

LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOC 
1-9 10-99 1W-099 LEVEL #3 1-9 1199 100-999 

KETS WIRE WRAP (GOLD) SOCKETS 

8 pin LP 18 .14 .13 
14 pin LP .17 .15 .14 
16 pIn LP .19 .17 .16 
18 pin LP .26 .24 .23 
20 pin LP .90 .27 .25 
22 pin LP .31 .29 .26 
24 con LP .33 .313 .21 
28 pin LP .40 .37 .36 

36 pin LP .45 .42 .39 
40 Rn LP .49 .46 .43 - Solderlail Standard Tin & Gold Alao Avelleble - 

8 Mn WW 

10 pin Ww 
11 pin BAY 

16 pIn WW 

18 pin WW 

20 pip n 
22 ein WW 

24 pin WW 

28 pIn WW 

36 pIn WW 

40 pin WW 

49 
.65 
.65 
.69 
.59 

1.09 
1.25 
1.29 
1.59 
1 e5 

1 94 

15 

.82 

.82 

.55 

.85 
1.05 
1.19 
1.23 
1,50 
1.75 
1.69 

42 

59 
59 
S1 

79 

91 

1 15 
1 15 
1 45 
1 09 
1 79 

$10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
California Residents Add 61/2% Sales Tax 
Shipping - Add 50/o plus $1.50 Insurance 
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer! 

Spec Sheets - 30e each 
Send $1.00 Postage for your 
FREE 1983 JAMECO CATALOG 
Prices Subject to Change 

Mall Older Elecl,OlicS Warldweee arreco 
ELECTRONICS 

' NEW/ - rMx Nomaar 
ra/ax 

175043_ 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 
4/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043 

Pan Mn. Pint F01011.. 

PAL10H8 20 Octa110.Inpul AN6OR Gale Array (High Output) 
PA1.12116 20 Hext -Input AND -OR Gate Array (H1004190 
P0114114 20 Ouad 4.Inpul ANOOR Gale Array (High Oulpul).. 
P411018 20 0041103nWI ANDOR-Invers Gale Array (Low Output) 
PÁ11216 20 Hex 1 .1np01590.0R-/oven Gate Array (Low Output) 
PÁ11414 20 Quad 4 -Input AND08Inven Gale Array (Low Output) 
PÁ11610 20 Octal16-Inpu1 ANOOBInven Gale Array (Law Output) 
PALMA/ 20 Octal16.1n0u1 Reg01er 090-00 Gate Array. 
PAL1lR6 20 Hex 1 Input Register AND -OR Gate Array 

PAL16R4 20 Ova 6-InWl Register 690-0RGate Array 9.95 

130012 1982 NATIONAL PAL Osta Book (17603.. $5.951 

74(00 14 .35 
74(02 14 .35 
74004 14 .29 14 I. 

' 

74C06 14 .35 74C107 14 .89 
74(10 14 .35 74C151 15 2.49 
74C14 14 .59 74C154 24 3.49 
74C20 11 35 74(157 18 2.25 
74(30 14 35 740160 16 1.19 
74C32 14 .39 74(161 16 1.19 
74C42 16 1.39 74C162 15 1.19 
74048 16 1.95 74C163 11 1.19 
74073 14 .79 740184 14 149 
74C74 14 .69 740173 18 .79 
74(65 16 1.95 740174 16 1.19 
74086 14 .39 740175 III 1.19 
74(89 16 5.95 740192 15 149 
74090 14 1.19 740193 16 1.69 
74093 14 1.19 740195 16 1.39 

130001 1983 Nat. CMOS Book (828 PO 

74C-C/MOS 74C221 
740240 
71(244 
74(373 
74C371 
74(901 
740903 
74(906 
74C911 
74C912 
740915 
740917 
74(922 
74(923 
74(925 
740926 
60095 
80(97 

TL071CP .79 
11072CP 1.39 
1107409 1 1.95 

1L081CP .59 

71082CP 1.19 

71084C11 1 1.95 
131301CN 35 

L14302H 1.95 

131304H 1.95 

LM305X .99 

LM307C11 8 45 
LM308CN 8 .69 
111309K 1.25 
LM310CN 8 1 75 

111311C9 5 .69 
143126 219 
1.M3111 1.19 

1M317K 3.95 
119318C9 8 1.95 

11M3194 14 1.95 

1M320K-5 1.35 

14320312 1.35 

14320K-15 1.35 
043201.5 .89 
163201-12 .89 

1M320T-15 .89 
1343231 995 
1M3249 14 59 

1M0377 1.95 
1343385 6.95 
1M3399 14 .69 

1M34035 1.35 

L43406-12 1.35 

130003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book (1e52 pgs.) .611.95 

16 1.95 
t0 1.95 
20 1.95 
20 249 
20 249 
14 59 
14 

.59 
es 
25 
18 
21 

10 
1 

16 
11 
1O 

Pou 
.55.95 
.5.95 
.5.95 
5.95 

.595 
595 
9.95 
9.95 
995 

).95 
8.95 
1.19 

8.95 
449 
4.95 
595 
5.95 

39 
16 39 

se.9s 1 

9E5709 16 3.95 
LM103C11 0 1.19 

LM3101-15 1.35 LM1095 14 49 

163407-5 .79 L47109 14 .69 

1113401.12 .79 11,171114 14 79 

143407.15 .79 1.47239 14 55 

0753489 11 .99 1317339 14 100 
1M3505 4.95 1117399 11 1 95 

133559 8 1.10 1M741C11 1 35 

1.93561 6 1.10 1317479 11 .69 

143709 14 4.49 1317489 1 59 

1513739 14 3.95 11.113109 14 1.49 

143779 14 1.95 141458C9 8 .59 

15138011 14 .89 11114889 14 69 

143819 14 1.19 1414899 14 .69 

1.438214 14 139 1414969 14 1 95 

143849 14 1.79 L418009 16 1 49 

11/3869-3 8 .89 LM1889N 18 1.95 

11.494C9 15 2 95 1418969 14 2.95 

11496CP e 1.19 1420021 1.49 

9E5108 14 1.95 1431899 15 1 59 

NE529A /4 2.95 14390011 14 .59 

NES31V 0 2.95 11,4390509 8 1 19 

1.1E53611 8.95 13139099 8 95 

NE54071 4.95 LM3914N 18 3.49 
9E5449 14 2.95 15139159 11 349 
NE550A 14 1.95 1439169 18 3.45 
NE555V 1 35 RC4138N 14 1.25 
11155611 14 .89 RC4151N0 1 1.9= 
9E5649 16 2.95 IC180388 14 3.95 
1115659 14 1.19 118130809 S 1 19 

14586C9 8 149 L4136004 16 1 19 

L056711 8 89 MORE MAKABLE 

LINEAR 
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Portable Speakers For KEYBOARDS - POWER SUPPLIES 
"Walkman" Style Stereos 

Portable Stereo Speakers with Carrying Case 
After 

portable strreolpelakes into 
otherou 

sterreoo and you' and 
plug r 

friends can enjoy your favorite tapes reproduced by these full rage 
speakers. Great for motel rooms, the beach, or In your car. They weighjust 3 lbs. and measure 5% W H a 4^ x 2%D. TXie unit uses 3" 
5 Rohm speakers with a 3 oz. magnet. Speaker system Includes 

two speakers, a carrying case, smeltery speaker Connector cable, 
d signal connector cable. Uses 8 "AA" batteries. Can be used with 

both portable stereos shown below, and is compatible with most 
mini -portable stereo cassettes and FM stereo units. 
Part No. TSU-012 ............... $29.95 
AM3.8 8 AA Alkaline Batteries 8 for $7.90 

Stereo 
Cassette Player 

with FM Stereo Tuner Pack 

Lightweight Headphones 
Cr021 Metal/ Normal 
Tape Selector 
Anti -Rolling Mechanism 

FEATURES: Blue carrying case, shoulder strap, belt strap, 
lightweight headphones, FM stereo tuner pack 8 instruction manual' 

Talkllne Tone selector Cr02/MetallNormai tape selector LED 
operation indicator ' Built -In microphone Sto /sIect play,. 

wtroreWe )pot forward/cue, tape/d selector function. Vol. 
control power Headphone jack Autyatop 
mechanism (shuts oil player whentape ends) g joi 
Mechanism sound from quivering whenwalking, oz. 

Requires AA batteries (not 
included) Size: 

6'l x dNy x 1.1/8"H 

Model TWF802 $69.95 
AM3.4 AA Alkaline Batteries 4/53.95 

Lx6'W t`,Ç'H 

23"Lx5 t/. "W x 1'3/6"H 

11'0L x 3%W x 15H 

DATANETICS 73 -KEY KEYBOARD (ASCII) Apple Compatible 
Data Entry Keyboard uses Nestle IKEA encoder chip (Included). 73'Key Kybeerd features 
1t -key numeric keypad, SPOT switching. 24 -pin edge card connection. Includes pinaul. 

Part No. KB261 IRO DTE-20 Enclosure) $49.95 each 

MICRO SWITCH 69 -KEY KEYBOARD 
Dab Entry Keyboard, Encoded Output. ehe Peelle EBC DIC. Switching: Hai Exact, 2e.pin Edge 
Card Connection. Complete w/Pin Connection. Can easily be modified to ASCII code. 

Part No. KB69SD12-2 (Fits into OTE-20 Enclosure) $19.95 each 

MICRO SWITCH 85 -KEY KEYBOARD 
Word Processing Keyboard, 26 Pln (lepo1 Card Connection. Supply Voltage 051100. Mein Keyboard 
Is OWEeTt. Additional Key Pads for Cures end word procesúeg fondiens. 
Part No. 85SD18-1 $29.95 each 

HI -TEK 58 -KEY KEYBOARD 
SPOT swishing, mechanical. woetehic housing, charcoal grey keycaps. Keyboard is not mounted 
on circuit board team ley is Individually acceasIblei 

Part No. K-58 (Fee DTE-14 Enclosure) $19.95 each 

3"L 31A1 H 

HI -TEK 14 -KEY NUMERIC KEYPAD 
sear weeding Charcoal grey Wynne, matches HI -TEN K-58 Keyboard labeue)_ Mounted on 
panted shalt board. 

Part No. K-14 $9.95 each 

ALPS 29 -KEY CALCULATOR KEYBOARD 
Features one 8-poedlon decimal select switch one 3-pestion switch. and two 2-poeMen nett. 

nenlul SPOT ewachlng, 2z -pin edge card connection. nn -out Included. 
Part No. K8297040(FM DTFal Enclosure) 54.95 each 

POWER SUPPLY +5YDC @ 1 AMP REGULATED Transaction Tech 
Output a5VDC C to lobo .301/11C) reg. Inpyut 115VAC 5580. 2 -Iene (black/belpej fee-eeob%ed 
case. 6 If 3 cond. beck power cad. 00-y x 71D x 214"H. WI. 3 as. bete Mel Ind. 
Part No. PS51194 $19.95 each 
POWER SUPPLY +5YDC @ 3 AMP REGULATED caw.. 
Input: 115VAC, el-/eOXe. Output: 5YDC Adjuetable It 3 amp. 6YOC a 2.5 amp. Adiuetable cur- 
rant ems. RIPPS a Ndu: 1MV ree, 5MV p -p - 2 mounting menage, UL recognized. Size: 4"W e 
1'A"L x 2-T/15"H - wt, 2 a%. Data sheet Included. 
Part No. UPS -1 $29.95 each 
POWER SUPPLY +5VDC 7.5 AMP,12VDC 1.5 AMP SWITCHING 
Input. 115VAC, z 3 amp/230VAC.or I.5011r e 1.6 ved. /powposupos x111 
cites I1 f C'loVAL I Output: 5YDC a 7.6 amp, 12YOC ®1.8 amp. a A olk. pow. cord. 11'h"W x 13W"0 3y'M. WI. 6 es. 
Part No. PS94VO $49.95 each 

CREDIT CARD 
AM/FM RADIO 
World's Thinnest 

Stereo Hi-Fi 
Tn,s is a pocketabie AM/FM stereo radio with a folding stereo heed. 
pnone. It weighs just 5 oz. and measures 4'%L x 2%W a'%.Thk. 
Comes complete with radio, headphones and headphone case. Uses 
two AAA batteries mot Included). 

Part No. TCR-809 $29.95 each 

' I 

JOYSTICKS 
JS -5K 5K Linear 

Taper Pots $5.25 

JS -100K 100K Linear 
Taper Polt $4,95 

JS -150K 150K Linear 
Taper Pots $4.75 

JVC40 40K (2) Video Con - 
JS -5K (Pictured) troller in Case $4.95 

JS KNOB Knob for JS5K,100K,150K $ 99 ea. 
JVC KNOB Knob for JVC-40 $ 99 ea. 

POWER SUPPLY 4 -Channel Switching Power Supply 
Microprocessor 

- 
mp 1 terminal. medical equipment and prom control apps tone. In- 

put: 90 130YAC 47 440H Output: o MC a 50. -5YDC a to: a 12VDC pr 1A, 12YOC a M. 
Une res.: .0 2% Ripple: 30 mV pm Lead reg. z1%. oarsemen protection Anil. Pi main out- 

set z 10%. 6-3/8n. x 1-7/81I a 1.15/16"H. Wt. 1 Vr lbs 
Part No. FCS-604A $69.95 each 
POWER SUPPLY Adjustable Switching 4-24VDC to 5 Amps 
Adj. 4.24VDC: SVOC G 5A, 6VDC ®1.81. 9VDC e 4.1A, 1200C G 3.3A, 18VDC o 1.9A. 210OC 
($ 5A Ovenetage Protection. Input. 115YAC 50/505v. Doted variation, within 20nN. 5.251 e 
4.251W a 2.2511. WI. 3.25 Ibe. 

JE224 Kit 179.95 each 
JE224A Assembled & Tested $99.95 each 

84 -Key Keyboard 

CA153A ..... ...$69.95 
95 -Key Keyboard 

CA154A $79.95 

CONTROL 
DATA 

Data Entry 
Keyboards 
Parallel Output 

FTZ Shielded Base 

SPST Switching 

ASCII 
OUTPUT 

30" Intertace 
Cable 

Attractive 
Case 

104 -Key Keyboard 

CA148 $99.95 

8K, 16K, 32K, 64K 
EPROM Programmer 

2708,2716,2732 & 2764 EPROM Programmer 

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER 
8K TO 64K EPROMS - 24 AND 28 PIN PACKAGES 
Selbcontained - Requires No Additional Systems for Operetion 

Programs, v lidates, and checks for properly erased EPROMs Emulates PROM% 
e EPROM% RS232C Computer Interface for editing/program loading Loads data 
into RAN by keyboard Changes data in RAM by keyboard Lads RAM front an 
EPROM Comperes EPROM, for content diltarmses Copies EPROM Power In. 

115VAC, 5011r, ' IOW power caneumprloe Enclosure Coker-cooraeated. 
I Ian panels w/molded mocha brown end places size. 15.5/01. 84.0 o 'H WL. 5y. Ibe. 

JE664-A EPROM Programmer $995.00 
Assembled a Tested i Includes Jetty Module) 

JE665 - RS232C INTERFACE OPTION - The JE665 RS232C mte^ace 
Option Implements computer access to the JEfibe's RAM. Sample software written ,n 
BASIC provided for TR5-80" Model I. Level Il Computer. Baud rate. 9600. Wad 
Loth 8 bits ' odd parity Slop bets. 2 Option may be adapted to otter computers. 

JE664-ARS EPSON Preg. w/JEeee opoae $1195.00 
Assembled and Tested (Includes JMIRA Wee./ 

EPROM JUMPER U PER MODULES - The JE66e's JUMPER 
M 

MODULE (Personate, arsmall. 

h 
rcneclpappaoaa_ÉIVM 

Pan 
No. EPROM EPROM MANUFACTURER PRICE 

JUDeA 2708 0M0.Molorou.Natitnal,Intel,Tl 31e.95 
J1J16A 2716,TMS2516 inl M I e fe tional NEC.TI ...01495 
JM1611 TUS227t6 Motorola. Tl(+5,42, 0121 $14.95 
25320 TM52532 Motorola, TI 314.95 
PAM 2732 ARM. F es .NEC.Hitachi, Intel 011.95 
JM64A MCU88764. 

MCM6887O4 Motorola $14.95 
JM648 2764 Intel 314 95 
JM64C TMS2564 TI Ste 5h 

80 -Key Keyboard 

CA150C $89.95 
Color; keycaps: black, blue, red cover: black wlbeige bese. 21 Vs "x9"x 31/2 "- 81114. 

JESIE 

JE300 

Digital Thermometer Kit 
Dual se nsor s - switch 
controls for indoor/outdoor 
or dual monitoring - can be 
extended to 500 feet, Con- 
tinuous LED .8- ht. display. 
Range:.40F to 199F, d0 -C 
to 100°C. Accuracy z1' 
nominal. Calibrate for 

> 

Fahrenheit/Celsius 
Simulated walnut case. AC 

$39.95 
6,1.9,xd3'A,H 

x ïf, Od. 
Size: 

BOOKS 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR - INTERSIL - INTEL 

30001 National CMOS Data Book (1981) 38.05 
(840 pages) 74C, CD4000, and AID Converter. 

30002 National Interface Date Book (1880) 08.95 
Plu pages) DP, 058000 DS3600, DS5700, etc. 

30003 National Linear Data Book(1982) 311.95 
(1376 pages) LM. LF, ADC. DAC, LH Seriee 

30004 National Series 80 - Board Level Computer 11880) 54.95 
(224 pages) 

30005 National TTL Logic Data Book (1881) sees 
1524 pages) 7400,LS,L,H,S, and DM8000 Serres 

30006 Above (3) 30001,3,5 as set .. $24.95 
30008 National Memory Data Book (1980) 56.55 

(464 pages) RAMS, ROMs, PROMS, EPROMs Series 
30009 Interall Data Book (1883) $9,95 

(1358 pages) Complete line. 
30010 National Audlo/Redlo Handbook (1940) 8695 

(240 pages) Pre -Amps. AM, FM a FM Stereo, Power Amps 
30011 National Linear Application Handbook (1980) $15.95 

(736 pages) Application Notes, Linear Briefs. etc. 
30012 National PAL Data Book (1082) 85.85 

(178 pages) Dala Sheet, PAL Design 
30013 Zllog Data Book(1983) 37.95 

(641 pages) Microprocessors and Support Chips 
010400 Intel Component Data Book (19521 314.95 

(1405 pg.) Full data sheets for Intel's products incl, mem. 
devices, mmroproc., perlph. & ind./mll. products 

205610 Intel Peripheral Design Handbook(1981) $9.95 
(828 pages) Full data sheets, application notes for Intel 
peripheral device components 

Universal 

3.40 

DTE-8 Panel Width 7.5" 
DTE-11 Panel Width 10.13" 

`E-14 Panel Width 13.5" 
DTE-20 Panel Width 19.25" 

Computer Keyboard Enclosures 
"DEE" Blank Dess'Top Enclosures 

are designed for easy esdmca. \ tien. High strength emery mowed 
end places in mocha brown finish 

ßd0- Siding rear/bottom pane for service/ 
complum es access' TOp/Ison 

h5051)" Mick a lodlne type 12001mi 
color) for best paint adhesion ana modification. 

Vented lop & bottom panels ta cooling elhcency 
Redid cbnstructon metres unlimited appbcateons 

Assembly instructions included 

$24.95 
$27.95 
$29.95 
$34.95 

BUG BOXTM - 30 individual corn artments 
Stores 60 Spin or 3014- or 18 -pin Dips Bug ruas 

not included Clear plastic cover slides & locks 
Cover marked /numbers 1-30 Compartment 

size: i -x 3.75 I .5 deep Box size:4.9. 3.38.6 
Weight: 1.75 oz. 

BUG BOXTM 
Please specify color code: (8) Blue, IR) Red, 141 
White, (Y) Yellow 
Part NoJColor Code OTY PRICE 
e0X4101- 
BOX-01DI I 

BOX -001i AS 
BO1(-0tD( IAS 

ANTISTATIC 

1 82.29 
10 19.99 

1 5 3.29 
10 25.89 

BUG CAGETM - 12 locations store Bug Boxes, 
BIgg Bug Boxes or Bug Trays Modular and In. 
terlocking Heavy duty injection molded plastic 

Each cage has 8slip-on locations 2 cages per 
pkg. Cagot Ize: 5-1/8' x 5' x 3.7/8 4 colors 
available - please specify color code: (e) Bede, (R) 
Red, MI) White, IVI Yellow 
Part Ne.C.lor Coda Prive 

BOC-00t-1 ) 2 Cages (61oc. ea.) .,S1 1.951pkg 

BUG TRAYTM - Stores in Bug Cage Mowed 
plastic Three styles: Open (1 compartment 3.05' e 48'x.6.): Vertical (5 compartments. 5 x 4.6 x131: 
and Horizontal (8 compartments .4 e 3.95' e .81 

ideal for tool., hardware components, etc. Tray 
size: 3.55' x 5.05' x .6 Blck color only 
PART NO- DESCRIPTION PRICE 
BTH-001 Horizontal Bug Tray 81.95 
BTV4)01 Vertical Bug Tray 1 95 
19T04)11 Open Bug Trey ... 1 95 
BTX -0O3 1st each Bug Tray 141 

BUG BOX., 
STORAGE 
SYSTEMS 

OLIO CAGEtm (BOC-001'_) with Bug Boxes 

B 
eBIG BUG., 

Capc ä 'ivrg Resistor., Capacitors and DiosDid- 
ed Into three compartments measuring 1' x 4,15' 

.5' nl 
deep 

epC 
Three vertical and three horizontal 

Bug Rugs n t included Box 
size: 4,9- 3.3 x ,8' Weight: 155 ea. 

LSI BIG BUG BOXTM 
Please specify color code: (B) Blue, (RI Red, IVv) 
White, IV) Yellow 
PART NOJCOLOR CODE CITY PRICE 
B LX.001-( ) 1 3 3.29 
BLX'0101 I 10 28,79 

ANTISTATIC 
8LX-0o1 AS . 1 54.r 1.0.010(IAS..... 10 37. 

BACK PACKTM - Seu_adhesice labels for Ille 
back of ICs Shows exact internal logic In relation 
to IC pins 532 labels in each package (including 
several blank labels)Each package 1 8, 14, 16 
24, 28 and 40 -pin I s Combo package Includes 
1,068 labels for TTL and CMOS ICs 

Microprocessor package contains 744 labels 
Pad No. Description Pries 
BPT(112 TTL $7.95 
B PC-012 CMOS B95 
B PM-0t2 Combo 14.95 
BPU-012 Microprocessor 995 

BUG RUGTM - Static discharge protection for 
CMOS and MOSFET devices Pre-cut to dimen- 

a of BUG BOX (1' e .351 
Part No. Despaption Pd. 
BRO41SO 30 foam ...nee. Bug Box $1.98 
BBR-038 81oam rec. Ocr LSI Be Bug Box . 1.98 

BUG TAGSTM - Self-adhesive, asr.to-reed 
labels for marking Bug Box and LSI Big Bug Box 

Most popular components 

PART NO. DESCRIPTION OTT. 
B TT-200 TTL 200 

CAGE KEEPERTM - Pins column of Bug BTK'203) LBTa2o0 

CMOS 200 
hBoxes In Bug Cage Pau.BTS200 Specialp 

icy 200 
200 

CNP-006 Sineh 54.98pkg. BTM400 Mixer Bop 
CEP'010 101ncn 8.98/pkg. MORE BUG TAGS AVAILABLE( 

* * * BUG BOX SYSTEMS INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL * * * 
Your choice : regular or enti.latk. Includes 2 -Bug Caseate? locations); 60ug Born: 3-LSI Big Bug Mew 1 -horizontal Bum Tray; 
1 -open Bug Tray; 1 -vertical Bug Tray: 1 package Bug Rug tor regular Aug emu: 1 package Dug Rug for LSI Sig Bum Boxes: 1 

package Miau Labels (B00 ca.A(. Celor'. Bug Bouc and Cages - Blue. Bug Treys Black. 

SP -BUG Regular (Retail value 559.45) Sale Price $49.95 
SP -BUG -AS Anti'Sta tic (Retail value 587.451 Sale Price $59.95 

$10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
California Residents Add 61/2% Sales Tax 
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance 
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer! 

PRICE 

84.98 
4.9e 
4.99 
4.98 

13.95 

Spec Sheets - 30c each 
Send $1.00 Postage for your 
FREE 1983 JAMECO CATALOG 
Prices Subject to Change 

Mall Order Electronics -Worldwide arreco 
ELECTRONICS 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 
4/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043 

5 8" Floppy Disk Drive 
Shugart 801R 
compatible 
Single -Sided 
77 Tracks 
400/800K Bytes 
Capacity 
Industry Standard 

The FDDIOO.8 8' Floppy Disk Drive (Industry Standard) features 
single or double densely. Recording mode: FM single, MFM double 
density. Transfer rate. 250K bits/sec. single density; 500K 511slae0. 
double density.The FDD1008 1s designed to work with the single. 
sided soft sectored IBM Diskette I, or eq. disk cartridge. Paver 
115VAC e 5080Hz, +24VDC e 1.7 amps may, +5VDC e 1.2 amps 

Unit as pictured above (does not Include case, power supply, 
cables). Sze: 8.5591 14L x 4.514. Weighs 12 lbs. Incl. 96-pg. 
manual. 
Part No. 
FDD100-8 Buy 1 for 
FDD100-8 Buy2for 
FOD100.8 Buy 10 for 

Price 

$269.95 each 
$259.95 each 
$249.95 each 

51/4" Mini -Floppy Disk Drive 
FOR TRS'60 MODEL I (Industry Standard) 

Features single or double density. Recording 
mode: FM single, MFM double density. Power: 
4.12VDC (80.8V) 1.8A max., a 5VDC I z 0.25V) 
0.8A mas. Unit as plc. at left (does not Incl. 

power supply, cables,1, 3D 
Y 

dato book 
Intl, Wt. 3'55 Ibe, Size: 5 V'1'/ x S D z 3'/'H. 
Pert No. Llmilad Ouanlllyl Price 

FD200 $179.95 
Singlealded, 40 tracks, 250K byte. capacity 
F0250 ... . .... . .... $199.95 

id Double -sed, 35 tracks, 438)0 bytes capacity 

EXPAND YOUR MEMORY 
TRS-80 to 16K, 32K, or 48K 

Model 1 = From 4K to 16K Requires (1) One Kit 
Model 3 = From 4K to 48K Requires (3) Three Kits 
Color = From 4K to 16K Requires (1) One KIt 

-'Model 1 equipped eh Eopanelon Bard up l0 40K Two Kite Haquked - One se Required ler each 16K 01 Eepaee.n - 
TRS-16K3 200ns for Color & Model III $12.95 
TRS-16K4 250ns for Model I $10.95 

TRS-80 Color 32K or 64K Conversion Kit 
KIi comes complete with 8 each d164.2 (200ns)646 dynamic RAMS 
and conversion documentation. Converts TAS80 color computers 
with 0 and E circuit boards, and all new color computers to 32E. 
Minor modilicatlons of 32K memory wilt allow the use of all 64K of 
the dynamic RAM. 

TRS-64K2 $54.95 

Sprite -style Fan 
36cfm free air delivery 
3.125" sq. x 1,665" depth 
10 yrs. cont. duty at 20°C 
115V 50/60Hz 

PWS21071) ecsiá 00°1 «nit 
PWS2107F New 

$ 9.95 ea. 
$14.95 ea. 

Muffin -style Fan 
105cfm free air delivery .Meal 4.68" sq. X 1.50" depth. Frame 
10 yrs. Cont. duty at 20°C 
Impedance protected, ambients to 70°C 
115V 50/60Hz 14W Wt. 17 oz. 

MU2A7-U r.anadu 5995 ea. 
MU2A.1N lees 514.95 ea. 

Mostek DC/DC Converter 
+5 VOLTS TO 9 VOLTS 

Input: +50. Output: -90 (regulated) e 30mA. 
Printed circuit mounting. Specifications Incl. 
DC10 $2.95 sa. or 2!$4.95 / 
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`RO M ICRO 
ART 

508 Central Ave. J 
Westfield N.J. 07090/ 

(201) 654-6008 
0__ 

SANYO MICRO -CONTROLLER BOARD 

AFFORDABLE, 
HIGH 

(Kit/499.50) 
Controls lights, relays, switches, 

PERFORMANCE _CZappliances Built in basic interpreter 
Supports 20KB RAM 

COMPUTER MBC 1000 
Special Software Package Included Provides 4K to 16K EPROM 
Z-80 CPU CP/M (2716 & 2764) 

64 KB RAM S BASIC Supports Real Time Clock (option) 
328 KB FLOPPY WORDSTAR RS232 Serial Port 
12" GREEN CALCSTAR 24 lines I/O 
SCREEN (80)(25) MAILMERGE Parallel printer port 

CENTRONICS/ SPELLSTAR Built in EPROM programmer 
EPSON PORT INFOSTAR (2716 & 2764) 
RS 232C PORT 5V operation (supply not incl.) 

SPECIAL $1,995 PC Board, Components, Instructions 

PRINTERS REAL-TIME CALENDAR CLOCK 
EPSON MX -80+ Ill w/Graftrax $579 MODULE-Kit/539.50 
EPSON MX-8OFT+ Ill w/Graftrax $629 Turn equipment & lights on/off under 
EPSON MX-100+w/Graftrax $849 computer control 
OKIDATA dual mode printer (near letter Monitor times of events & equip. usage 

quality) #9'2A $625 'Date & time -stamp files & print-outs 
OKIDATA #82A (81/21 $419 Provide time: year, month, day and day- 
OKIDATA#83A (15") $699 of -week 
OKIDATA #84P $1,039 Automatically adjusts for number days 
CENTRONICS 122 Parallel $869 in month/leap year 
CENTRONICS 352 S/P 200CPS $1,699 Register -oriented for direct microproc- 

essor interface 
Signalman Mark I Modem -$99 CMOS design for low power consump- 
Direct connect modem/RS-232C; Built in lion and battery backup 
interface cable and connector; Light, corn- Internal pullups to safeguard data 
pact, Bell 103 compatible Data/voice switch Feedback signal if data changes during 

read 
BMC-12A, Fast 500ns access time &compact plug 
12' Green Phosphor Monitor $99 in design 

PERIPHERAL DRIVER IC's APPLE 
UHP 400, 401, 402, 403, 407, 408 & 432 Heart Rate Monitor KIT -$39.95 
Applications: driving stepping motors, re- UHF -TV PREAMP lays, incandescent lamps, solenoids and 
other interface devices with Up to 1 AMP 
output current per package. 

(As 
s 

featured eatured in Radio Electronics March/ 
articles, 1982) 

754 each 10/$5.00 This inexpensive antenna mounted pre - 
amp can add more than 25 dB of to 

Have Some Fun...Fun...Funl 
gain 

your system. Lots of satisfied customers 
PROGRAMMABLE MESSAGES 
IN SPACE, with SPACE WRITER 

and repeat orders for this high quality kit, 
which includes ell component parts, PC 

Kit $39.50 BD, Case, Power Supply and Balun $34.50 
Assembled Version $57.50 

Terns: MICRO -MART accepts Visa, MC and telephone COD's. Minimum order $10.00. Shipping- 
U.S. orders, $2.00. Canada and other countries $3.50 (includes ins.). Shipping rate adjusted where 

applicable. NJ residents add 5% sales tax. 

MICRO -MART 508 CENTRAL AVE., WESTFIELD, NJ 07090 (201) 854.6008 
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anaz.inc 
DEVICES 

PHASOR PAIN FIELD - Patented and recently developed 

in our labs is being tested by Gov't for riot control. Soon to come 

under weapons restrictions as an infernal machine. Easily hand- 

held. Hazardous IF NOT USED WITH DISCRETION. 

PPF-1 PLANS (sold for animal control) $15.00 
INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - Produces a di- 
rectional field of moderately intense pain to back of head up to 

50' . Cigarette pack size enclosure is easily hidden. 
IPG-3 PLANS ... $7.00 IPG-3K KIT & PLANS $44.50 
PG -30 (assembled for animal control) $59.50 

PHASOR STUNIBURNING WAND - Produces sufficient 
electrical energy capable of burning flesh. Intended as a person- 

al defense device. 
PSW-3 PLANS .. $8.00 . PSW-3K KIT & PLANS $59.50 

RUBY LASER RAY PISTOL - Intense visible red, burns, 

hazardous, with parts sources. 
RUBY PLANS (includes all part sources) $15.00 
CARBON DIOXIDE LASER - Generates 20-40 watts of 

continuous power capable of burning, cutting, hazardous. (with 

all part sources) $15.00 
LASER RIFLE - Produces 200-3000 pulses of 30 watt opti- 

cal energy. Portable and easily hand-held. 
LRG-3 PLANS $10.00 
LRG-3K KIT PLANS (minus diode) $129.50 
POCKET LASER - For the beginner, visible red "optical 

version", non -hazardous. 
LHC-2 $5.00 LHC-2K KIT & PLANS $24.50 
HIGH POWERED PORTABLE ENERGY SOURCE 
FOR LASERS AND MAGNETIC WEAPONS - Explod- 

ing wires, shockwave, etc. Miniature size. 

HPS-1 PLANS... 58.00 I;PS-1 K KIT & PLANS 549.50 
PARTICLE BEAM WEAPON - PLANS $15.00 

INFINITY XMTR - Uses telephone lines tor selective home 

or office listening while away on business or vacation. 
;NE -1 PLANS $15.00 
SEE IN DARK - Long range, total darkness. 

$10.00 SD -4 PLANS 
LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE - Crystal clear quality - miniature. 
FBT-7 PLANS... $7.00 FBT-7K PLANS & KIT 534.50 
WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER - Long 

range, automatic. 
VWPM-5 PLANS $10.00 VWPM-5K PLANS & KIT $34.50 

Send for FREE catalog descripton of above plus hundreds more 

plans, kits and completed items. We accept MC or Visa or when 

ordering, send check or money order. We pay shipping charges 

ton orders over $50.00, otherwise include 10% with remittance. 

SEND TO: SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS 
DEPT. R8, BOX 716, AMHERST, N.H. 03031 

DISC AUNT TES EQUIPMENT 
LOWEST PRICES AND IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FOR OVER 40 YEARS 

KEITH LEY 
132C 132F 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
INSTRUMENTATION 

AT THE MOST 
COMPETITIVE PRICES 

including 
AMPROBE 

A. W. SPERRY 
BBC 
B& K 

BECKMAN 
C 

FLUKE 
GLOBAL 
HICKOCK 
LEADER 

MURA 
SIMPSON SOAR 
TRIPLETT 

VIZ 

CALL TOLL FREE FOR 
SAME DAY SHIPMENT 
SAME DAY SAVINGS 

HICKOCK 

LX -306 
_,.,- 

31/2 Digit New VARI -PITCH 
Full Function, Variable Audi- -ble Tone 0.2 5% Accuracy 
AC/DC Volts AC/DC Our- 
rent Resistance And Diode 

- Test Low Battery Indicator 

t s Sustains 4' Drop 

$139 

- 

= 
1 3* 
°'=`' 

Temp. Gauge 
-20C To 
1370°C 1°C 
Resolution 
DCV TRMS 
AC Volta DC 
Amps 
Restante And 
Diode Test 

MITemp Gauge Cir 0F To 2000°F 

r 1 °F Resolu- 
fion All 
Features Of 

mi 132C 

Drop Proof 
Low Batt. In- $185.70 $177 dicator 

LEADER 
LBO 522 LBO 524L TRIPLETT 

3500 3550 

gan DMM 9.0'- 6 Functions 
- '_- 

New 
Dual Trace 
sitivity 

_ r 
{a`... 

Model 

More 

$690 

+ 
% 

- 
20 MHz New 

0.5 mV Sen- Dual Trace 
sitivity 

$915 

;r1 
el N f 

Model 35 MHz 
0.5 mV Sen- 

More 

autorange 
.^_ auto or manual v -. 

e -- range select. 
^ Range annun- ¡ 

" tinter 
+q oi. . ^ 32 Ranges 

ßO0 lia AC/DC 
HilLo Ons 

Diode Check 
All Ranges 

$121 $73.50 

WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY 
1601 Basin Street, New Orleans, LA 70116 

CALL TOLL FREE 

goo 535.9593 
LOUISIANA TOLL FREE 800 462.9520 

Over 70,000 electronic items 

in stock for immediate delivery. 

)7,- , 
\,...:4' 
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eAwANCED 
COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS 
161( AppleTM Ramcard 

LIST 195 
AC P 

$5995 
Full 1 year warranty 

Top quality - gold fingers 
Expand Apple II 48K to 64K 

Compatible with Z-80 Softcard" 
Allows system to run with CP/M", PASCAL 
DOS 3.3, COBAL, Visicalc, etc. 

Supplied with extra 16K RAM & has (2) LED's 

32K STATIC RAM 
2 or MHz 

Expandable 

Uses 

21141's 
16K 4 MHz Kit $159.95 
16K 4 MHz A&T 

4217.95 32K 4 MHz Kit 5129.95 
32K 4 MHz A&T 339.00 
BARE BOARD 38.95 
Bare 8d w/al I parts less me m. 99.95 

REPEAT OF SELL-OUT 
58 Key Unencoded Keyboard 

111111»$l 995ea. 

This is a new 58 key terminal Keyboard 
manufactured bya major manufacturer. 
It is encoded with SPST keys unat- 
tached to any PC board. Solid molded 
plastic 11" x 4" base. 

Unencoded 
Key Pad 

5 key Keypad with 
O keys and tab. r, I-1. I;) and 1.4 

onh 
s9a55L 

UV "EPROM" 

Model S -52T 

ERASER 
Model 
DE -4 

$89.95 
Holds 4 EPROM's 

at a time. 
$325.00 

64K CMOS 
RAMCARD 

IEEE 
Compatible 

Uses 
Low Power 
6116 IC's 

$29.wM9a{aaaa/ 
$Volt 
n / AssmSingl andd Test etl 

I N ° RÁMSIC 

Super Fast! 
Super 

Low Power! 

Part No. 2147 $1.95 ea. 

STEPPER MOTOR 
Operates by applying .- 12VDC In one direc- 

(f fion and then revers- 

i Ileg 
polarity (or square 

wave). Uses 12VDC, 
'.._J Clock Wise Rotation, 

Rated 3 RPM at 4 ACP P.P.S. with a 5 degree 
PRICE stepping angle. 

$.295 
. 10 for $34.95 

16K Memory 
Expansion Kits 
for Apple/TRS-80 

4116 168 
'a 
icuity compute r$12.95 

CALL FOR VOLUME PRICING 

RS232 SIGNAL TESTER 
COEX RS232 
Line Tester 

171 LED Indicators 

only $2 495 
Other Styles Also Ava,lable 

gam21111s., 

itMIdMM 

CORCOM FILTER 
Popular 

CORCOM 
41. Fitter i $495 

8 amps 
Compatible Line Cord Add 53.50 

INTEL CODEC IC 
P/N 2910A 
For Digital 

Voice 

$9°5 ea 
For Finer P/N 2912A ... $4.95 eu. 

Astec RF Modulator 
for 

-7'71 COLOR 
& 

B/W 
P/N 1082 Channel 3 or 4 $f 

rSURGE 
SUPPRESSOR 

j"Surgeonics" Power Sentry 
15 Amps 250 Volts 

transient suppression 
ACP 
Low Price 

63995 

AMD MODEM IC 

P/N 

M7910 4 
00Ba ud 

5 Volts 

Special ACP PriceS9900 

CONNECTORS 

DB25P (RS232) $3.25 
DB25S Female 3.75 
Hood 1.25 
Set with Hood. Sale 7.50 
22/44 S/T, KIM 2.95 
43/86 S/T, MOT 6.50 
50/100 S-100 Connector W/W 4.95 
50/100 8-100 Connector S/T 3.95 

z3001 $99.00 
28002 moo 
Z80 9.95 
Z80A 11.95 
F-8 139501 18.95 
2850 18.95 
1802 9.75 
80800 4.75 
8085 14.95 

MICROPROCESSORS 
8O08-1 51495 
2901 9.90 
29014 14.95 
990038 49.95 
6502 995 
85024 1895 
058100 2995 
8800 11.75 
88008 1995 

RAMS 
6116/2016 $7.95 
8284+34K 5.95 
4116-2 1.99 
4116-2 8/12.95 
2101 3.99 
2102 .79 
21L02-2 1.49 
21L02-4 1.29 
2111 3.49 
2112 3.49 
2114 1.99 
2114L2 
2114L 4 
2125 

8155 99.95 
8156 9.95 
8202 29.95 
8205 2.69 
8212 2.75 
8214 4.95 
8216 2.75 
8224 2.95 
8226 2.95 
8228 3.95 
8243 9.50 
8250 14.95 
8251 6.50 
8253 11.95 
8255 4.50 
8257 9.50 

3.25 
2.29 
6.99 

2147 
411 
414 
1101 
1103 
4027 
4044 
4050 
4060 
4098 
4115 
4200 
4402 
5280 

$5.99 
5.99 
4.89 

99 
99 

4.69 
3.99 
4.69 
4.69 
3.99 
1.49 
7.95 
1.99 
4.60 

66021, 1495 
0035 14.95 
8039 12.95 
80735 34.95 
8755 4995 
8748 4995 
8809 3000 
8088 49.95 
88000 12995. 

cpLL F1C1N 
CT1 

5290 $1.99 
5298 1.49 
6508 4.50 
8518 8.79 
6581 3.79 
6604 3.99 
6605 7.99 
9130 8.99 
9140 8.99 
93415 6.99 
93425 6.99 

SUPPORT 
8259 $8.95 
8275 19.95 
8279 9.50 
6810 4.75 
6820 6.50 
6821 6.50 
6828 1050 
683416.95 
6845 22.95 
6847 27.95 
6850 5.25 
6852 5.25 
6880 10.95 
6882 10.95 
6875 5.95 
6880 2.49 

68047 52295 
68488 19.95 

46505 22.95 
6520 6.95 
6522 9.95 
6530-5 24.95 
6532 17.95 
6551 19.95 
Z80 -PIO 6.50 
Z80A-PIO 9.50 
Z80-CTC 6.50 
Z80ACTC 9.50 
Z80 -DMA 19.95 
Z80A-DMA 27.95 
Z80 -SIO 24.95 
Z80A-SIO 2995 

MOS PROMS 
2784 (84(4,8) TS 
2732 (44(x8) TS 
2716/2518:5V 

(2Kx8) TS 
TMS2718, 50.12V 
2758 5V, (45048) 

$89.95 
12.95 

7.95 
17.95 
3.50 

2708(450nS) $5.75 
27081650nS1 5.25 
1702A 5.75 
MM5203A0 14.50 
MM52040 9.95 

HI -TECH 
2513001 en Uppe $950 
2513-005 eVI Later 1095 
2513.40M3(54 Lover M95 
MC 566712 ASCII shifted 1295 
MCM56740MaIASwnOd 13.95 

14M6675441shaContrd 1345 
1171.01 3-6 Mn llIeW 2495 
1181 Dual'Mppy 2905 
1791-01 Dual Floppy 3895 
1791-02 Offal Floppy 4495 
1703 Dees 5669 4495 

1797 D0.89 Floppy 5195 
1691 Data Separatar 1895 
2113 Clock Generator 1895 
8108 8 5I Binary 13.50 

8701 10 be Binary 2200 
8703851-5 1350 
9100 Vd1 M Fno Coln. 7.25 

81503'5 5911 BCD 1395 
1408066 51 395 
1400088 GI 695 
CAC01 050 595 

OAC08 69.95 
04Ct00 9.95 

6038 Caxton Demme 450 
1.101024 VC0 2.95 

LM586 VCO 195 
x112206 Functlon Generator 525 
7916026155.12,1 305 
8Y5101315V.1233 1.95 

AY51011N1612 (5-114 8.95 

01510154/1863 (50) 895 
156102 795 
156103 8.95 
2350 US8T 9.95 

167113 Adios 
5011411 

4702 

W01911 

COM5016 

1958250 

415.2376 
Ay5-3800 

MM5740MC 

SOCKETS 

2495 
1195 
1195 

995 
1695 
15.95 

13 75 

13 75 

895 

LOW PROFILE 

SOCKETS (TIN) 
1-24 25.49 50-100 

8 pin U. .16 .15 
14 pin LP .20 .19 
16 pin LP .22 .21 
18 pin LP .29 .28 
20 pin LP .34 .32 
22 pin LP .29 .27 
24 pin LP .38 37 
28 pin LP 45 44 
40 pin LP 60 59 

31. WIREWRAP 
SOCKETS (GOLD) 

.14 

.18 

.20 
27 
.30 
.24 
.36 
.43 
.58 

1-24 25-49 50-100 

8 pin WW .55 .54 .49 
10 pin WW (Tm) .65 .63 .58 
14 pin WW .75 .73 .67 
18 pin WW .80 .77 .70 
18 pin WW .95 .90 .81 
20 pin WW 1.15 1.08 .99 
22 pin WW 1.45 1.35 1.23 
24 pin WW 1.35 1.28 1.14 
28 pin WW 1.80 1.53 1.38 
40 pin WW 2.20 2.09 1.89 

78H05K 
78M08 
78M.G. 
LM108AH 
LM300H 
LM301CN 
LM304H 
LM305H 
LM306H 
LM307CN 
LM308CN 
LM309K 

LI N EAR 
$5.95 

1.49 
1.49 
2.95 

.99 

.35 
tea 
1.89 
3.25 

.29 
98 

1.49 
LM310CN 1.25 
LM311D/CN .89 
LM312H 1.75 
LM317T 1.70 
LM318CN 1.49 
LM319N/H 1.25 
LM320K-XX' 1.35 
LM320T-XX. 1.39 
LM320H-XX 1.25 
LM323K 4.95 
LM324N .95 
LM337K 5.95 
LM338K 8.95 
LM339N .95 
LM340K-XX. 1.75 
LM340T-xx 1.25 
LM340H-XX. 1.25 
LM344H 1.95 
LM348N 1.20 
LM350K 5.60 
LM358CN .98 
LM380N 1.49 
LM372N 1.95 
LM376N 3.75 
LM377N 2.75 
LM380CWN 1.25 
LM381N 1.79 

LM383T 1.95 
LM386N 1.25 
LM387N 1.40 
LM390N 1.95 
NE531V/T 3.75 
NE555V .39 
NE556N .98 
NE5617 19.95 
NE565N/H 1.25 
NE566HN 1.75 
NE587V/H 1.50 
NE592N 2.75 
LM702H 1.99 
LM709N/H .29 
LM710WH .75 
LM711N/H .39 
LM715N 1.95 
LM723N/H .65 
LM733N/H .98 
LM739N 1.15 
LM741CN/H .33 
LM741CN-14 .19 
LM747N/H .75 
LM748N/H .39 
LM760CN 2.95 
LM1310N 1.90 
MC1330 1.95 
MC1350 1.95 
MC1358 1.75 

74500 $ .39 
74502 .43 
74503 .45 
74504 .52 
74505 .52 
74508 .49 
74509 .49 
74510 .42 
74511 .42 
74515 .42 
74520 .42 
74522 .42 
74530 .42 
74532 .49 
74538 1.19 
74540 .49 
74551 42 
74564 46 
74585 .46 
74574 .69 
74586 .72 
745112 .72 
745113 .72 
745114 72 

LM1414N $1.90 
LM1458CN/N .49 

.99 
99 
.89 

1.50 
.95 
.95 

3.10 
1.75 

.99 
250 
2.95 
2.19 
1.99 
3.49 
2.99 
2.75 
1.29 
129 
1.49 
3.19 
3.19 
4.95 
1.49 
1.29 
169 
1.89 
1.55 

.80 
299 
3.49 
1.99 
1.30 
1.19 
2.49 
1.19 
1.95 
.59 

1.49 
3.95 
3.95 
3.39 

.59 
1.19 

98 
3.75 
3.95 
3.75 
2.95 
1.10 
3.70 

4.95 
5.40 
125 
1.50 

59 
.35 
.49 
.49 
49 
89 
.89 

MC1489N 
LM1496N 
LM1556N 
LM1820N 
LM185oN 
LM1889N 
LM2111N 
LM2900N 
LM2901 N 
LM2917N 
CA3013T 
CA3018T 
CA3021T 
CA3023T 
CA3035T 
CA3039T 
CA3046N 
LM3053N 
CA3059N 
CA3060N 
CA3LraN 
LM3065N 
CA3080T 
CA3081N 
CA3082N 
CA3083N 
CA3086N 
CA3089N 
CA3096N 
CA3097N 
CA3130T 
CA31407 
CA3146N 
CA3180T 
CA3190N 
CA3410N 
MC3423N 
MC3460N 
SG3524N 
CA3800N 
LM3900N 
LM3905N 
LM3909N 
LM3914N 
LM3915N 
LM3918N 
RC4131N 
RC4136N 
RC4151N 
RC4194TK 
RC4195TK 
ULN2001 
ULN2003 
SN75450N 
SN75451N 
SN75452N 
5N754S3N 
SN75454N 
5N75491N 
SN75492N 
5N75493N .89 
SN75494N .89 
TL494CN 4.20 
T1496CP 1.65 

74S00 
745124 3.68 
745133 .54 
745134 .66 
745135 1.15 
745136 1.99 
745138 1.29 
74$139 1.29 
745140 .73 
743151 1.29 
745153 1.29 
745157 1.29 
745158 1.29 
745160 2.79 
745174 1.49 
745175 1.49 
745188 2.99 
745194 1.89 
745195 1.89 
745196 1.89 
745240 2.75 
745241 2.75 
748242 2.99 
745243 2.98 

74$244 $2.99 
745251 1,35 
745253 1.35 
745257 1.29 
745258 1.29 
745260 .75 
743280 2.78 
745287 2.99 
745288 2.55 
745373 3.10 
745374 3.10 
748387 2.75 
745471 7.95 
745472 7.95 
745473 7.95 
745474 9.95 
745475 9.95 
745570 5.75 
745571 5.75 
745572 8.95 
748573 8.95 
745940 2.90 
745941 2.90 

DIP 
SWITCHES 

2 Position $ .99 
4 Position 1.19 
5 Position 1.29 
6 Position 1,35 

7 Position $1.38 
8 Position 1.49 
9 Position 1.65 

tO Position 1.89 

MUFFIN® FAN 
The dependable, low 
cost, largest selling fan 
for commercial cooling 
applications. 

105clm free air delivery 
468" sq. 0 1.50' deep. 
Weight - 17 oz. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 

NEWS $9.50ea. 

PARALLEL ALPHA NUMERIC 
PRINTER 

19 Column Printer prints 16 numerical columns plus 3 
columns which have math, alpha and other notations. 
Each wheel has 12 positions with position 12 blank 

Position 11 on numerical column have decimal point or it. Utilizes 2.75" 
wide adding machine tape and a dual color ink ribbon Input data parallel 
with four bit BCD comparator c ircuit (sche matic provided). Print rate, 3 lines 
per second. Operating voltage 22-28VDC with typical cycle time of 
340mS. Size 615"W x 345"H x 5146"Dp New. $9.95 ea. 3/$27 

SUPER IC CLOSEOUT SPECIALS 
14411 $7.95 6571A $6.95 8080A CPU $2.95 5027 CRT $9.95 
7415668 3/1.99 SIG 2652 3.95 2102 RAM .75 2901 3.95 
7415377 2/1.99 8253 6.95 4080 RAM 1.40 8039 3.95 
7415241 2/1.99 2758 EPROM 2.95 2732 8.95 MM5320 6.99 
8259 6.95 1802 8.95 UPD410 2.98 9131 RAM 1.99 
6561 RAM 2.95 2808 CPU 4.95 UPD411 2.98 EMM4402 1.99 
1M733CN 3/1.99 6522 6,95 2708 EPROM 8/29.95 10415 4.95 
LM323K 3.95 6502 CPU 5.95 2114 8/14.50 8700 A/D 2/16.95 

TOLL FREE 

800-854-8230 
910-595-1565 

7400 
7400 $ .10 7475 $ 38 
7401 .22 7476 .34 
7402 .22 7479 4.60 
7403 .22 7480 .49 
7404 .22 7482 99 
7406 .23 7483 .55 
7408 .35 7485 .85 
7407 .35 7486 .35 
7408 .26 7489 1.76 
7409 .23 7490 .39 
7410 .22 7491 .57 
7411 .29 7492 .45 
7412 .29 7493 .45 
7413 .39 7494 .69 
7414 .59 7495 .65 
7418 .29 7496 .69 
7417 .29 7497 2.90 
7420 .22 74100 2.90 
7421 .35 74107 .32 
7422 .29 74109 .37 
7423 .29 74116 1.95 
7425 .29 74121 .29 
7426 .29 74122 .39 
7427 .25 74123 .59 
7429 .45 74125 .39 
7430 .23 74128 .44 
7432 .29 74128 .59 
7437 .25 74132 .69 
7438 .29 74138 .75 
7439 .29 74139 .95 
7440 .19 74141 .79 

7441 .79 74142 2.95 
7442 .57 74143 2.95 
7443 .95 74144 2.95 
7444 .95 74145 .62 
7445 .79 74147 1.95 
7446 .79 74148 1.20 
7447 .65 74150 1.09 
7448 .79 74151 .67 
7450 .19 74152 .67 
7451 .19 74153 .67 
7453 .19 74154 1.19 
7454 .19 74155 .78 
7459 .25 74156 .78 
7460 .23 74157 .69 
7470 .29 74158 1.65 
7472 29 74159 2.49 
7473 .34 74160 .88 
7474 .34 

74LS00 
744_500$ .26 
741_501 .28 
741502 .28 
741503 .28 
741504 .35 
741505 .28 
741_508 .28 
741_509 35 
74/510 .28 
741511 .39 
741_S12 .33 
741513 .47 
741S14 .95 
741S15 .33 
741520 .26 
741521 .33 
74LS22 .33 
741526 33 
741S27 .33 
741528 .33 
741530 .26 
741532 .33 
741533 .55 
741S37 .45 
741_538 .39 
741840 .26 
741S42 .79 
741547 .79 
741,548 .95 
741551 26 
741554 .29 
741555 .29 

741S73 .45 
741_574 .42 
741575 .59 
744_576 .45 
74LS78 .45 
74L$83A .79 
741555 1.19 
741586 .45 
741590 57 
741592 .75 
741S93 .75 
741595 .88 
741596 .96 
7415107 .45 
7415109 .45 
741_5112 .43 

74161 $ .88 
74162 .89 
74163 '.87 
74164 .87 
74185 .87 
74168 1.20 
74167 1.95 
74170 1.69 
74172 4.75 
74173 .79 
74174 .B9 
74175 .85 
74176 .75 
74177 .75 
74179 1.34 
74180 .75 
74181 1.75 
74182 .75 
74184 2.25 
74185 2.25 
74186 9.95 
74188 3.90 
74190 1.15 
74191 1.15 
74192 .85 
74193 .85 

74195 .68 
74196 .85 
74197 .85 
74198 1,39 
74199 1.39 
74221 1.19 
74251 .95 
74273 1.05 
74276 1.89 
74279 .75 
74283 1.40 
74284 3.90 
74285 3.90 
74290 1.25 
74298 .95 
74365 .68 
74366 .68 
74367 .68 
74368 .68 
74390 1.45 
74393 1.90 
74490 1.90 

744_51135 .43 741$24552.20 
7415114 .43 744_5247 1.10 
741_5122 .55 741S248 1.10 
741_$123 1.19 741_5249 1.19 
744_5124 1.35 741S251 1.40 
744_5125 .89 744_5253 1.40 
741_5128 .52 741_5257 .85 
7415132 .79 7415258 .98 
7413136 .49 7415259 2.95 
744_5138 .85 7415260 65 
741_5139 .85 7415261 2.49 
744_5145 1.25 741_5268 .59 
7415148 1.49 741_5273 1.75 
7415151 .79 7415275 4.40 
741_5153 .79 7415279 .59 
7415154 1.70 7415283 .99 
74/5155 1.19 7415290 .99 
745.5156 .99 7415293 .99 
741_5157 .85 7415295 1.10 
741_5158 .75 7415298 1.19 
7415160 1.05 74LS324 1.75 
74/S161 1.15 744_5347 195 
7415162 1.05 7418348 1.95 
74/5163 1.05 741_5352 1.19 
7415164 1.19 74/5353 1.19 
744_5165 .89 7415363 1.49 
7415166 2.49 741836.5 .69 
7415168 1.15 7415366 .69 
7418169 1.15 7415367 .69 
7415170 1.99 7415388 .69 
7415173 .89 7415373 1.89 
744_5174 .89 744_5374 189 
741S175 .89 7415375 .69 
7415181 2.20 7415377 1.95 
7415190 1.15 7415385 1.95 
7415191 1.15 7415386 .65 
744.5192 .98 74LS390 1.95 
7415193 .98 741S393 1.95 
7415194 1,15 7415395 1.70 
7415195 .95 7415399 2.35 
744_5196 .89 7415424 2.95 
7415197 .88 7415668 1.75 
7415221 1.15 7415670 2.29 
744_5240 1.69 811595 1.89 
741.5242 1.69 811596 1.69 
741_5243 1.69 811.597 1.69 
7415244 1.49 811598 1.69 

VOLUME PRICING 
CALL 

TOLL FREE CMOS 
4000 $ .35 4037 $1.95 4089 $2.95 
4001 .35 4040 1.29 4093 .99 
4002 .35 4041 1.25 4094 2.95 
4006 1.05 4042 .95 4098 2.29 
4007 .25 4043 .85 4099 225 
4008 1.39 4044 .85 14408 1295 
4009 .45 4048 1.75 14409 12.95 
4010 .45 4047 1.25 14410 12.95 
4011 .35 4048 .99 14412 12.95 
4012 25 4049 .45 14415 8.95 
4013 .45 4050 .69 14419 4.95 
4014 1,39 4051 1.10 4501 .39 
4015 1.15 4052 1.10 4502 1.65 
4018 .59 4053 1.10 4503 .69 
4017 1.19 4055 3.95 4505 8.95 
4018 .89 4058 2.95 4506 .75 
4019 .45 4059 9.25 4507 .95 
4020 1.10 4060 1.39 4508 3.75 
4021 1.19 4066 .75 4510 1.19 
4022 1.15 4069 35 4511 1.19 
4023 .29 4070 .49 4512 1.39 
4024 .75 4071 .35 4515 2.75 
4025 .25 4072 .35 4518 1.45 
4027 .65 4073 .35 4518 1,39 
4028 .85 4075 .35 4520 1.25 
4029 1.29 4076 1.29 4555 4.95 
4030 .45 4077 .35 4558 .99 
4031 3.25 4078 .35 4566 225 
4032 2.15 4081 .35 80C95 1.50 
4034 3.25 4082 .35 80C97 1.25 
4035 95 4085 1.95 

Mall Oilier P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713 

Retell: 13100 E. Edinger, Santa Ana CA 927 1)5 

(714) 558-8813 

542 W. Tumble, San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 946-7010 

TERMS: MO. Cashiers Check Bank Wire. Personal 
checks allow 2 weeks for processing Include Dnyers 
License and credit urd Os Visa, AMEX, CB add 3% 
service charge. Add 3% shipping 8 handling or 52.50. 
whichever is greater. Add 10% for foreign orders or 
US Parcel Post Include Telephone number 1400005 
Prices sulked to change without notice. Some items 
subject to prior sale.We reseivethe right osubstitule 
manufacturer. Retail prices may saw. 
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DIDI-KEY CORPORATION 800-346-5144 
In Mn., Ak.. Xi. CAII 218-681"66T/ 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PANASONIC QUALITY - Name brand products from nationally recognized manufacturers. CHEMICALS ARIES 
MACHINE DIAMOND TO lcEnS,S UNGAR EGC CH 

AAVIp CHEEMWIK BISHOP GRAPHICS _ N. AS INSTRUMENTS ITT AP PROD R DIP 
VISA ARIES PLESSEY MOLEX AAVID E. F. Js SERVICE - Computerized order processing and inventory control 

)ND TOOL UNTS r CHEMICALS ARIES 
OK MACHINE UNGAR GC CHEMICALS AI 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PANASONIC SP VINAS - Volume Discounts OEM Quantity Pricing Toll Free 800 Number CHEMICALS ARIES PLESSEY MOLEX E. 
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/6 BUY QUALITY ELECTRONIC & 
Q INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS 

From the Source! 
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS( 

POWER SUPPLY MODULE 
WIDE RANGE INPUT 3 -TERMINAL 

SWITCHING REGULATOR 

DC SAME RsuuuMMr 

POWER 1B5-6 
Input DC voltage 40V, 
output DC voltage +4.5V 
to +6.5V. Input-output 
min. diff. 4.1VDC, 
Dimensions 23" 2' 1 

1350 EACH 

BOSCHERT 3T12AP 
Input DC voltage +10V to 60V. 
Output DC voltage adjustment 
range +4.5V to 30V. Output 
current 0-12A. Dimensions. 5" L 
. 4"W n 15iá"H 

1595 EACH 

DC Power Supple 

POWER -ONE 
_ HN5-9/0VP 

Input: 115/230 VAC 
47-440 Hz. Output: 
+5 VDC at 9A. Dimen- 
sions 5"W N 7"L N 31h"H. 

1995 EACH 

MUFFIN FANS 115 Vac 50/60 Hz 
IMPEDANCE PROTECTED. 

HOWARD 43/4" Sq.. 11/2"115 CFM Like New 8.95 ea. 
IMC 43/4" Sq..1'h"115 CFM New 10.95 ea. 
ETRI 34:' Sq.. 1" 21 CFM New 8.95 ea. 

220/240 Vac 50/80 Hz -IMPEDANCE PROTECTED 

IMC 40/." Sq. - 11/2á'115 CFM New 9.95 ea. 
IMC 10" O.D. ' 3'/s"230 CFM New 19.95 ea. 

1982 8TE SYLYANINA 
COLOR TY PARTS 

Remote Control Amplifier 
w/Inf raced Pre Amp 9.95/5.1 

T 
MECHANICAL 

Channels 2-83. Sylvania 
part No. 54-43617 10.95 ea. 

RELAY CD #1077 
SPSTI23 MADC Coil-P.C. leads 'i" x 

1 .960 ea. 

AUDIO OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

Miniature -500 OHMS to b 

OHMS, P.C, leads .29$ ea. 

TRANSFORMERS 
Dual PRI -115/230 
Sec -6V -3A 
18 VCT-3A... 3.75 

WU Û 
1 ELECTRONICS 

IT300 Adams Blvd, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 
516/694 4100 e Toll Free 800/645-9060 

CIRCLE 97 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PAT. 84,259,705 

DON'T 
BLAME 
THE 
SOFTWARE! ISO -3 

Power Line Spikes and Hash often cause 
memory loss or erratic operation. Often 
floppies, printer & processor interact! 

OUR patented ISOLATORS eliminate 
equipment interaction AND curb damag- 
ing Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. 

Filtered 3 -prong sockets and integral 
Spike Suppression. 125 VAC, 15 Amp, 
1875 W Total - 1 KW per socket. 
ISO -1 ISOLATOR. 3 Filtered Sockets; 

1000 Amp 8/20 usec Spike Sup- 
pressor $76.95 

ISO -4 ISOLATOR. 6 Filtered Sockets; 
1000 Amp 8/20 usec Spike Sup- 
pressor $128.95 

ISO -3 SUPER -ISOLATOR. 3 DUAL fil- 
tered Sockets; 2000 Amp 8/20 usec 
Spike Suppressor $115.95 

ISO -7 SUPER -ISOLATOR. 5 DUAL fil- 
tered Sockets; 2000 Amp 8/20 usec 
Spike Suppresor $186.95 

Master -Charge, Visa, American Express 
TOLL FREE ORDER DESK 1.800.225.4876 

(except AK, HI, MA, PR & Canada) 

Electronic Specialists, inc. 
171 South Mahn Street. Natick. MA 01760 

Technical & Non 800: 1-617.655-1532 

CIRCLE 92 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ELECTRONIC KITS 
FROM HAL-TRONIX 

2304 MHZ DOWN CONVERTERS. TUNES IN ON 
CHANNELS 2 TO 7 ON YOUR OWN HOME T.V. HAS 
FREQUENCY RANGE FROM 2000 MHZ TO 2500 
MHZ. EASY TO CONSTRUCT AND COMES COM- 
PLETE WITH ALL PARTS INCLUDING A DIE-CAST 
ALUM CASE AND COAX FITTINGS, REQUIRE A 
VARIABLE POWER SUPLY AND ANTENNA (Antenna 
can be a dish type or coffee can type depending on the 
signal strength in your area.) 
2304 MOD 1 (Basic Kit) $19.95 

(Less case 8 fittings 

2304 MOD 2 (Basic Pre -amp) $29.95 
(less case 8 fittings) 

2304 MOD 3 (Hi -Gain Pre -amp) $39.95 
(Includes case 8 bungs/ 

POWER SUPPLY FOR EITHER MODEL ABOVE IS 
AVAILABLE. COMES COMPLETE WITH ALL PARTS, 
CASE, TRANSFORMER, ANTENNA SWITCH AND 
CONNECTORS (Kit) $24.95 
Assembled $34.95 
Slotted Microwave Antenna For Above 
Downverters $39.95 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
HAL PA -19-1.5 mhz to 150 mhz. 19db gain operates 
on 8 to 18 volts at 10ma. Complete unit $8.95. 
HAL PA -1.4-3 mhz to 1.4 ghz. 10 to 12 db gain op- 
erates on 8 to 18 volts at 10 ma. Complete unit $12.95. 

(The above units are ideal for receivers, counters, etc.) 

N E 16 LINE TOUCH TONE DECODE KIT WITH P.C. 
BOARD AND PARTS $69.95 
12 LINE TOUCH TONE DECODER KIT WITH P.C. 
BOARD AND PARTS $39.95 

16 LINE ENCODER KIT, COMPLETE WITH CASE, 
PAD AND COMPONENTS $39.95 

12 LINE ENCODER KIT, COMPLETE WITH CASE, 
PAD AND COMPONENTS $29.95 

Complete Sets of P.C. Boards Available For: Unicorn 
Robot Project and Heart-A-Matic Project. 

MANY, MANY OTHER KITS AVAILABLE 
a SASE Ica ermine. Red Ilyr m MewaR° 

AL TRONIY 
20 wn. Awn, 

Te ever by pNN,R: 1.3112111781. 

elk z 
HAsáa C IMAM 

SHIPPING 

WFORMATION, 

HAL-TRONIX 
P.O. Doe 1101 

k7Wthgote. MI 48195 

01105M OVER tts.W WILL BE SNIPPED cosiese [EMIT 
ON TIENE WHERE AOOITIONAL CHARGES ARE REOUEStnb. 
ON ORDERS LESS THAN US 00 PLEASE INCLUDE ADDITION 
AL 12 00 FOR HANDLING AND MAILING CHARGES 

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

JAVANCO 
T00R PARTS SUPERMARKET 

150 END AVE SOUTE, NASRVILLE TENN. 37201 

1-800-251-5555 TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 

TENNESSEE RESIDENTS 1-615-244-4444 
$15.00,minimum order 

LiPI'!IIG CHARGES: $2.75 TOTAL RECARULES OF WEIGHT AND SIZE OF ORDER. 

r.OD,S 54.75 TOTAL SHIPPING. OUANTITY ORDERS NECOTIATED F.O.11 SHIPPER 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

SINGLE SIDED SINCLE'$DDED SINLLEThIDED SINGLE SIDED 

P -PHENOLIC WGE- WHITE CLASS EPDXY 

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES 

JAVAN ORDER / DESC. 

PCB -1001 
PCB -1002 WGE 
PCB -1003 WCE 
PCB -1004 BGE 
PCB -1005 P 

BCE -BLUE GLASS EPDXY 

DIMENSIONS 

N 12 x 18 

36k x 2k 9E! 
12 3/8 a 4 5/8 

á>0 3 7/8 a 171 
24k x' 3 3/8 

PCB -10U6 6 x 24k 

PCB -1007 6 x 71 

PCB -1008 20 x 9 

PCB -100º P 4 x 7 3/16 

PCB -1010 
PCB -1011 
PCB -1012 
PCB -1013 WCE iWOE 

16k x 6 3/16 
18k x 3 

13 x 18 

20x2k 
PCB -1014 
PCB -1015 WOE 

181 a 4 7/8 
2 5/8 a 18 5/16 

PCB -1016 
PCB -1017 

BCE 
95iBGE 

25/8a9 
12 x S 

PCB -1018 9 a 101 

PCB -1019 
PCB -1020 

WCE 
BGE C 

2k a 12 
12 e 12 

PCB -1021 AGE .i 13/41N4x 36k 

PCB -1022 BGE 
PCB -1023 p d 18a24 

SLS-K72 SLIDE SWITCH KIT 518.75 
72 SLIDE SWITCHES 

price includes handy re -useable 
18section divided,hinged top tray. 
3 switches ea. of 18 types. 

SLSK-72 SLIDE SWITCH KIT 518.75 
72 slide awitches,price 
include. ,handy reuseable 
Slaatic tray,with hinged 
t op,divided partitions for 

racy access to any switch. 
SWITCHES OF A TYPE IN 

5N 18 SECT.DIVIDED TRAY. 

PRICE 

$4.00 
$1.40, 
$ .90 

51.00 
$1.40 
$2.80 
$ .80 
$3.50 
5 .50 
$1.90 
$1.00 
$4.60 
S .80 

$1.40 
$ .70 

$ .30 
$1.20 
51.80 
5 .40 

52.80 
52.80 
53.30 
58.60 

MICK-180 $32 00 

VISIT OUR TRIMMER POTENTIOMETERS 
6000M FT. 

, 

(10) EA. 18 TYPES 

SAMPLE STORE' miniature controle,bnth 
art and horca mounts 
(OUR NEWEST ASSORTMENT) 
480 PCS. TRUSSER CONTROLS 

ICs re, PML. ass a[ w.u.OR. tru DIR c nsm Nat e m 
apEU A radi swim 

SONETIOACIA110 PAD [Um NAM POLL, 
IIYW DO. u5`0 

11 -'1 
SW H N.55 

tI1CK-180 

IÌ-D f1. 55 PIT 
1 ASSUMED Irto 
[lac Tu.wu. 

iag 

Ixx-A MAITOR ASST S1.7 
"LMTAM 

°roi 

A norms 

STT./42. 
c 

mocmu MT. 
ORDER L NE 80U-251-5)55 

ECK -200 CAPACITOR KIT 

200 LYTICS 
ECK -200 $8.50. irI- . 

FORMED 
LEAD PC 

BOARD 1/4 
WATT ASST. 
(Z1,í(Ù PCS. 
IN 18 SECT. 

TRAY 
S9.75 

1 0 PCS.EA.(18)val- 
;- ses LEADS CUT AND 
'i '1 READY FOR INSERTION 

2160 ICS. 

ONLY 9.75 

aall8V1111161 

DCK 270 PC LEAD CERAMIC DISCS 512.75 
270 ceramic disc capacitors 
printed circuit leads. 
GOOD USEABLE VALUES.price 
includes,la section clear 
plastic box with hinged 
top.reuaeable rot many 
'ems. 

HCKR-90 MYLAR CAPACITOR KIT 517.75 
90 radial printed circuit 
bypass and coupling mylar 
type capacitors.mave have 
some polyester etc. 
ALL GOOD FOR EVERY DAY 
PROJECTS. 
IIEXACT FOR THE POCKETBOOK!! 
packed in a plastic,clear 
tray with hinged lid. 

18 TYPES (5) EACH 

r-1001 515.e0 
AN AOTmMTIC MOOMN 
NW ü11rzUEORNED E [AT- 
INC SH 

xDSiA°QPDMÌÓOT[ r{ 
To MR s M YOUR 

I myna run [1LL.cWas 

i [inÌOÓÌ rcEL M.SQ 

IN MUSIC CITY WE WILL 
FIDDLE WITH THE 2RICES 
IF YOUNEED QUANTITY. 

PSCK-108 POLYSTYRENE KIT $12.25 
108 pms.- ward lead POLY 
CAPS.aesorted uf,s and 
voltages.,these are the 
caps which many prefer 
because of stability 
and low failure rate. 
18 TYPES of (6) PCS. 
108 POLYSYPRENE CAPS 
again packed in a re 
useable hie ed to. bo 

FH-IFUSE HOLDER (3)for 52.0C (18) TYPES of IS PCS. OVERALL LENGTH,INC.HOLDER 
30 INCHES. DUAL WIRES. 

INLINE FUSE HOLDER. CATALOG $2.00 3 AMPERE FUSE ID IN THE 1 $ 

FREE W/ORDER)° 
lb 

YÚ0.[ 
01. 

CHOICEAÓ01 EM 5bI 
P13 TWE 

14 to_ 
TR -54 $6:56 (S) roc S1S,00 'M 
THIS VERSATILE TRANSFORMER CAN PRODUCE 6V,12V,18V,24V 
30V,36V,42V,JUST BY COMBINING THE WINDINGS YOU CAN 
MAKE JUST ABOUT ANY TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY YOU WANT 
TO FIGURE THE D.C. OUTPUT UNDER LOAD, USING A BRIDGE 
RECTIFIER, MULTIPLY AC VOLTAGE BY 1.1 LESS ABOUT lk 

VOLTS FOR RECTIFIER DROP. 

ECKA-72 MINI -AXIAL KIT S6.85 
72 axial lytics,price 
includes 18 section cont- 

iainer.with hinged lid and 
reueeable,for many things. 
MAN IAN AXIAL MUST!! 
I 
MOM Tr1C CAACRONN 

ECKR-72 MINI-LYTIC KIT $6.85 
72 radial electrolytic.. 
price includes handy re - 
useable 18 section cont- 
ainer with hinged lid. 
4 ea. 18 types . 

NO LIMIT PER ORDER 
WHILE THEY LAST.(BUY SFVERAL) 
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rams311J the first name in Counters ! 

PRICES 
CT -90 wired I yeawarr.nty 512995 
CT -90 Kit 90 day pans war - 

Amay 109.95 
C -I AC adapter 3.95 

BP -I N,cad pack "AC 
Adapter/Charger 12.95 
OV-I. MIc,op°wer Oven 
one bue 49.95 
External tuna base input 14 95 

9 DIGITS 600 MHz $129 WIRED 
The CT -90 is the most versatile, feature packed counter available for less 

than $300.00! Advanced design features include; three selectable gate times, 
nine digits, gate indicator and a unique display hold function which holds the 
displayed count after the input signal is removed! Also, a 10mHz TCXO time 
base is used which enables easy zero beat calibration checks against WWV. 
Optionally, an internal nicad battery pack, external time base input and Micro - 
power high stability crystal oven time base are available. The CT -90, 
performance you can count on' 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Range: 
Sensitivity: 

Resolution 

Display: 
Time base: 

Power. 

20 Hz to 600 MHz 
Less than 10 MV to 150 MHz 
Less than 50 MV to 500 MHz 
0.1 Hz (10 MHz range) 
1.0 Hz (60 MHz range) 
10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) 
9 digits 0.4" LED 
Standard -10.000 mHz, 1.0 ppm 20-40°C. 
Optional Micro -power oven -0.I ppm 20-40°C 
8-15 VAC @ 250 ma I 

r7 DIGITS 525 MHz $99 WIRED 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Range: 20 Hz to 525 MHz 
Sensitivity Less than 50 MV to 150 MHz 

Less than 150 MV to 500 MHz 
Resolution 1.0 Hz (5 MHz range) 

10.0 Hz (50 MHz range) 
100.0 Hz (500 MHz range) 

Display: 7 digits 0.4" LED 
Time base: 1.0 ppm TCXO 20-40°C 
Power 12 VAC @ 250 ma 

The CT -70 breaks the price barrier on lab quality frequency counters. 
Deluxe features such as; three frequency ranges - each with pre -amplification, 
dual selectable gate times, and gate activity indication make measurements a 

snap. The wide frequency range enables you to accurately measure signals 

from audio thru UHF with 1.0 ppm accuracy- that's .0001%! The CT -70 is 

the answer to all your measurement needs, in the field, lab or ham shack. 

1111/10 
PRICES: 
CT -70 wired, 1 year warranty 
CT -70 Kit, 90 day parts war- 
ranty 
AC -1 AC adapter 
BP -1 Nicad pack + AC 
adapter/charger 

$99.95 

84.95 
3.95 

12.95 

r 
7 DIGITS 500 MHz $7995 

WIRED 
PRICES: 
MINI -100 wired, I year 
warranty 
AC -Z Ac adapter for MINI - 
100 
BP -Z Nicad pack and AC 
adapter/charger 

$79.95 

3.95 

12.95 

Here's a handy, general purpose counter that provides most counter 
functions at an unbelievable price. The MINI -100 doesn't have the full 
frequency range or input impedance qualities found in higher price units, but 
for basic RF signal measurements, it can't be beat! Accurate measurements 
can be made from I MHz all the way up to500 MHz with excellent sensitivity 
throughout the range, and the two gate times let you select the resolution 
desired. Add the nicad pack option and the MINI -100 makes an ideal addition 
to your too; box for "in -the -field" frequency checks and repairs. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Range: l MHz to 500 MHz 
Sensitivity. Less than 25 MV 
Resolution 100 Hz (slow gate) 

1.0 KHz (fast gate) 
Display: 7 digits, 0.4" LED 
Time base: 2.0 ppm 20-40°C 
Power. 5 VDC @ 200 ma 

. 

8 DIGITS 600 MHz $159 WIRED 

p 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Range: 20 Hz to 600 MHz 
Sensitivity: Less than 25 my to 150 MHz 

Less than 150 my to 600 MHz 
Resolution 1.0 Hz (60 MHz range) 

10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) 
Display. 8 digits 0.4" LED 
Time base: 2.0 ppm 20-40°C 
Power. 110 VAC or 12 VDC 

The CT -50 is a versatile lab bench counter that will measure up to600 MHz 
with 8 digit precision. And, one of its best features is the Receive Frequency 
Adapter, which turns the CT -50 into a digital readout for any receiver. The 
adapter is easily programmed for any receiver and a simple connection to the 
receiver's VFO is all that is required for use. Adding the receiver adapter in no 
way limits the operation of the CT -50, the adapter can be conveniently 
switched on or off. The CT -50, a counter that can work double -duty! 

PRICES: 
CT -50 wired, 1 year warranty $159.95 
CT -50 Kit, 90 day parts 
warranty 119.95 
RA -1, receiver adapter kit 14.95 
RA- I wired and pre-program- 
med (send copy of receiver 
schematic) 29.95 

I 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER $99 WIRED 

PRICES: 
DM -700 wired I year warranty $99.95 
DM -700 Kit, 90 day parts 
warranty 
AC -1, AC adaptor 
BP -3, Nicad pack +AC 
adapter/charger 19.95 
MP -1, Probe kit 2.95 

The DM -700 offers professional quality performance at a hobbyist price. 
Features include; 26 different ranges and 5 functions, all arranged in a 

convenient, easy to use format. Measurements are displayed on a large 31/ 
digit, 1/2 inch LED readout with automatic decimal placement, automatic 

79.95 polarity, overrange indication and overload protection up to 1250 volts on all 
3.95 ranges, making it virtually goof -proof The DM -700 looks great, a handsome, 

jet black, rugged ABS case with convenient retractable tilt bail makes it an 
ideal addition to any shop. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
DC/ACvolts 100uV to 1 KV, 5 ranges 
DC/ AC 
current 0.1 uA to 2.0 Amps, 5 ranges 
Resistance: 0.1 ohms to 20 Megohms, 6 ranges 
Input 
impedance 10 Megohms, DC/AC volts 
Accuracy: 0.1% basic DC volts 
Power 4 'C' cells I r AUDIO SCALER 

For high resolution audio measurements, multiplies 
UP in frequency. 

Great for PL tones 
Multiplies by 10 or 100 
0.01 Hz resolution! 

$29.95 Kit $39.95 Wired 

ACCESSORIES 
Telescopic whip antenna - BNC plug 
High impedance probe, light loading 
Low pass probe, for audio measurements 
Direct probe, general purpose usage 
Tilt bail, for CT 70, 90, MINI -100 
Color burst calibration unit, calibrates counter 
against color TV signal 

$ 7.95 
15.95 
15.95 
12.95 

3.95 

14.95 

ramsaU aI.. HIT i;s, i:. 
2575 BAIRD RD. PENFIELD, NY 14526 

WII-71 

PHONE ORDERS 
CALL 716-586-3950 

COUNTER PREAMP 
For measuring extremely weak signals from 10 to 1,000 
MHz. Small size, powered by plug transformer -included. 

Flat 25 db gain 
BNC Connectors 
Great for sniffing RF with pick-up loop 

$34.95 Kit $44.95 Wired I 
TERMS Satisfaction guaranteed examine for 10 days, 11 net pleased 

return in original form for refund Add 5% for shipping - 
insrance to a maximum off 10. Overseas add I 5%. COD. add 
S2 uOrders under $10.. add 51 50 NY residen% add 7% tas. 
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4 MP SySTEMS r% die MP SySTEMS e MP SySTEMS Pl MP SySTEMS 

Fast, Reliable Service is Our 
Specialty. 

MP SYSTEMS 
WILL IMPROVE 

YOUR MEMORY .. . 

16K EXPANSION KIT 64K EXPANSION KIT 
8 pcs 4116 200 ns 9pcs4164200ns 

$11.95 $74.25 

AND DRIVE YOU 
'MI s'" Industry Standard 5 1.4" Winchester Disk 
Drive 
6 mB $865 00 

Siemens" 8 Floppy Disk Drove 

F DD 100-8 . 5300 00 

FRANKLIN ACE 1000 
$1350.00 

APPLE CLOCKCHIP 
MM58167AN 

EPROMS 
2708 ... 565 2716 

2732 ... 9 00 2532 

DB CONNECTOR 
DB25P-IRS2321 . . $2 95 

DB25S (Female) . 4 25 

Hood..., 180 
DB9P ... 2 50 

DB9S . 
3 37 

Cover . 
1 10 

DB15P 3 77 

DB15S 4 21 

Cover 1 25 

6500 FAMILY 
R6502P ........... $ 6 95 

R 6511 P 34 55 

R6520P 4 00 
R6522P... 6 20 

R6532P.. 8 55 

R6545P . 17 65 
P6551P 875 

LPS IV. 
H,yn ,esolulion high speed fight pen loi Apple II" 
computers Compatible with Franklin Ace 1000 

$349.00 

ASK FOR FREE FLYER 
ASK FOR QUANTITY PRICING 

$100.00 minimum order. 
Terms C.O.D. Prepaid or credit to rated firms. 
F.O.B.: Laguna Hills. CA. 
Shipping charges will be added. 
All pricing subject to change without notice. 
Call for quantity pricing. 
Bank cards accepted: MasterCard, Visa 

q, MP SySTEMS 
,e. AN 23341 DEL LAGO el LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653 

(714) 770-6411 

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MORE GAIN 
THAN A VARACTOR UHF TUNER 

SATISFACTION 

GUARANTEED 

$15.00 
Freq. Range UHF470- 

889MHz Channels 14-83 

Output Channel 3. 

Part No. 820 
Available on request: Ch 2 or 4. 

Modified High Gain Tuner $15.00 

1. The first thing we do is change the standard 
diode found in every tuner to a Hot Carrier 
Diode. 

2. The tuners output is then measured and 

compared to our computer derived chart 
from which we determine the correct 
value coil to add across the IF output for 
maximum Pre -Peaked gain. 

3. The tuner is fed a standard 10db antenna 
input, and while monitoring the output on 

our Spectrum Analyzer, the tuner is tuned 
to the desired channel and its oscillator is 

offset for the desired output frequency as 

follows: 
Ch. 2:58Mhz Ch. 3: 63Mhz Ch. 4: 68Mhz 

We call this step peaking because the tuners output looks like 

a peak on our spectrum analyzer and the highest point of that 
peak is actually adjusted for the desired output. 

4. Finally, we measure the tuners output one 

more time which is again compared to our 

computer derived performance chart to 

ascertain the correct value of the second 
coil which is added to the tuners internal 
connections. 

This procedure was developed by GILCO and its our computer 
donned performance charts that make our tuner better. That's 

because almost every tuner gets a different value coil before 

it's peaked and then a different value coil after it's peaked. The 

combinations are endless and the way we determine the values 

is our secret. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 

Part No. B21 Printed Circuit boar0 $17.00 
1. This Printed Circuit Board uses only one 

jumper, others use 9. 
2. The component layout is screen printed on 

the Component side of the pre -drilled P/C 

Board. 
3. The solder side of the P/C Board is covered 

with High Temperature Solder Resist for 
ease of assembly. 

4. This P/C board was designed to take advan- 
tage of the Gilco High Gain Tuner which 
means its circuitry is simpler and more 
efficient than those circuits that require 
inferior Varactor Tuners. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS KITS 
Part No. 822 Complete Parts Kit 0.00 
All resistors (30), Potentiometers (1-5K, 3.1061, Panel Mount 
Potentiometer (10K), Electrolytic Capacitors (61, Ceramic and 
Mylar Disc Capacitors (35), Variable Capacitors (4), All Inter - 
grated Circuits (7), Voltage Regulator, Heat Sink, Diodes (4), IC 

Sockets (4-8 pin, 314 pin), Power Transformer (24V/1 A), Coil 
Kit with No. 26 wire (4), Speaker (4"-3 Oz.), Standoffs, Coaxial 
cable, All misc. Hardware, etc. All parts are individually 
packaged and labeled. 

All components including the wire, Hardware, Coaxial Cable and 
heat sinks are included in the parts kit. This means your as, 
sembly time from start to finish is only 4 hours. 

Order all 3, 820, 621, 822 110.00 
Order 5 each, B20, B21, B22 95.00/set 

ACCESSORIES: AMPLIFIERS 
Part No. 
A02 New 2 Stage Low 

Noise 28db gain RF 

Amplifier Specially 
designed for kit builders 

A03 New 1 Stage Low Kit S10.50 
Noise 14db gain 
Amplifier 

A04 75-300 OHM matching $1.00 
Transformer. 

F59 Coaxial Connectors. .30 
Mail order only. Send check or money order to: 

GILCO INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
P. O. Box 8817, Coral Gables, FL 33124 

Tel. (3051823-5891 For COD orders add 10% shipping 
and handling or for orders over $50. add 5°i° 

FL residents add 5% sales tax. Pisasa write fer men lid nnafion 

Kit $18.00 

FUJITECH moto KITS 

LATEST AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 
FROM JAPAN 

Model A501 Power Amp 
Pure Class A 25W + 25W 
Switchable to Class AB 100W + 100W 
Switchable to Bridge Class A 100W mono 
Switchable to Bridge Class AB 300W mono 
Frequency Response 5-200KHz (-1dB) 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio 120dB 
Non-magnetic Chassis 
"Out -board" comprehensive protection 
circuitry 
DC circuitry with limited use of NFB 
High Efficiency Fluid Convection Cooling 
THD under 0.007% 

KIT ONLY 
$299.00 

$299.00 
Model A502 DC Stereo Control Center 

Direct DC coupling from Input to Output 
' DC servo circuitry 
' Cascade FET Input in all stages 
' Separate Moving Coil RIAA amplifier 

Distortion below 0.005% (3V) 
Max Output 15V 
Frequency Response 20Hz-20KHz ±0.2 dB 
Maximum Phono Input 

MC = 16mv RMS (1KHz) 
MM = 270mv RMS (1KHz) 

Built-in Headphone amplifier 
Relay Output Muting KIT ONLY 

$349.00 

: . . T 
'dr 

$349.00 

Model A1033 Integrated Tube Amplifier 
Latest Japanese Design 
Distortionless Output Transformer using 
special winding techniques 
Most circuitry on PCB for easy assembly 
and humfree performance 
Output 30W x 2 Ultra Linear 

(Switchable to Triode) 
15W x 2 Triode Output 

(near class A perfomlance) 
THD under 0.4% 

' Frequency Response 30-30,000 Hz (-1dB) 
Separate Pre -Out and Main -In 

KIT ONLY 
$499.00 

$499.00 
Send $5.00 for each assembly manual, 
refundable with order. 

Monarchy Engineering, Inc. 
380 Swift Avenue, Unit 21 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 

Visa or Mastercharge acceptable. 
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Two -for -One! Programming 
Books for Your TRS-80® 

Save $795 

using the TRS-BO 
in Your Home 

I TRS-80 
GRAPHICS 

s, - 

Both 795 Reg. 7.95 Each For 
OA Home Computer Programs. House- 
hold hints let you use your Model III 
for home finance, meal planning, lawn 
and plant care, tutorial math problems, 
Christmas card mailings, even bingo and 
darts. 330 pages. 62-2069 
C1 Introduction to TRS-80 Graphics. 
Explores the computer's ability to create 
appealing graphs, outlines and many 
more special effects using line printer, 
character and pixel graphics. For BASIC. 
134 pages. 62-2073 

Mylar and ceramic discs. 
Includes NPOs, Hi -Qs, N -750s. 
272-801 Set of 100/1.98 

12VDC Solenoid 

399 
"C" frame. For 
robotics, model 
trains, opening 
valves, more. 
31 -ohm, 430 mA 
coil. 
273-251. 3.99 

Project LED Lamps 
Cut 
30% Reg. 99069e ¿ 
TLG-107. Light it up 
with LEDs. High 
brightness. Mounts in 
3/16" hole. 2V at 20 
mA typ. Green. 
276-034.. Sale Pkg. 2/690 

8 -Position DIP Switch 

199 For digital or 
low -current 
use. Mounts 
in 16 -pin DIP 
socket or on 
PC board. 
275-1301, 
1.99 

Parts Values for Builders and Fixers 
In Stock! High Quality! Big Selection! Personal Service! 

Transistor 
Checker 

1495 
Indicates "opens", 
"shorts" and cur- 
rent gain in small - 
signal and power 
types, PNP and 
NPN. In or out of 
circuit. Requires 
"AA" battery. 
22-025 ...14.95 

Project Enclosures 
31% Off 

"Silver" finish, aluminum Panel Lettering 
chassis, vented steel top. 

21/2 x 51/16 x 45/16". Reg. 6.95. 
270-228 Sale 4.77 
D 31/4x71/2x57/e". Reg. 9.95. 
270-229 Sale 6.88 
E Panel Transfers. 4 sheets. 270-201 .... 2.59 

Computer Connectors 

A H 
Solder 25 D -Submini Peripheral 
Connectors. Use optional hood when 
less than 25 conductors are required. 

Male. 276-1547 2 99 
Ii Female. 276-1548 3 99 
0 Hood. 276-1549 2 19 

Quality Microwave Devices 

199 u./ 

299 
J MRF-901. Low -noise NPN for small - 

signal RF use to beyond 2 GHz. Manufac- 
turer's prime. 300 mW. 276-2044 . 2.99 
K H -P 5082-2835. Schottky barrier di- 
odes. Ideal for UHF and SHF mixers. 1pF 
max. 276-1124 Pkg. of 2/1.99 

Miniature 4PDT Relays 
For PC or Socket Mounts 

499 
12VDC. Switches 
up to 4 circuits. 
Rated 3A at 125 
VAC. 75 mA, 160 - 
ohm coil. 
275-214.. 4.99 
120VAC. 
4500 -ohm coil. 
275-212.. 4.99 

149 Each 
Relay Socket. 
Rated 3A. For 
above. 
275-221 .. 1.49 

30 -Gauge 
Kyna' Wire 

50 Feet 239rSIIIIW\._ 
Color Cat. Ne Spool 

Red 278-501 2.39 
While 278-502 2.39 
Blue 278-503 2.39 

Yellow 278-504 2.39 

Assorted Magnet Wire 
3 Spools 

399 
40 ft. of 22-ga., 75 ft. of 26-ga., 200 
ft. of 30 ga. Ideal for winding coils. 
278-1345 .... 3 Spools/Sale 3.99 

Audio Connectors 
For Stereo Hookup 

NEW 

© DIN Plugs. For speaker con- 
nection to car stereos, European 
hi-fi gear. Solder -type. 
274-008 2/790 
E DIN Inline Jacks. Solder -type. 
274.009 2/790 
0 Stereo Playback Y -Adapter. 
Adapts phono plugs to 1/e" mike 
jack. 274-369 1 99 

Solid Buss Wire 

149 
50 Feet 

Makes ground wiring easy. For Pert - 
Board and PC projects. Pretinned 
24-ga. copper. 278-1341 1 49 

Rainbow Wire Packs 

239 
Each 

24-ga. solid copper. For low -voltage 
hookups, intercoms. 
2 -Conductor. 35 278-755 ... 2.39 
4 -Conductor. 25:278-757 ... 2.39 

ftadie Ihaek 

Crystal Mike Element 

169 
For projects that call 
for sound. High impe-' al 
dance. Perfect for re- 
placement. 
270-088 1 69 

Axial -Lead RF Chokes 
Low As 

79e 
For RF bypass, filtering and peaking. 
10 µH. 1.5 amps. 1/4" dia. x 7/e" long. 
273-101 790 
100 µH. 2.0 amps. 5/te" dia. x 11/4" 
long. 273-102 990 

Micro SPDT 
5VDC Relay 

249 
Just 11/32x 3/e x 1/4" Contacts: 1 amp 
at 125VAC. 55 -ohm, 90.mA coil. .100" 
centers. 275-240 2 49 

Fast PIN Photodiode 

Save 
500 

Reg. 
1.49 99e 

TIL413. High linearity. PRV: 
30. Diss: 150 mW. Perfect 
for IR communications, ' 

even music. 276-144 .. 990 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION OVER 8700 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE 
Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers 
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4164 64K 
200 NSMIC $625 

ALL MERCHANDISE 100°/0 GUARANTEED! 

2101 
5101 
2102-1 
2102L-4 
2102L-2 
2111 
2112 
2114 
2114L-4 
2114L-3 
2114L-2 
2147 
TMS4044-4 
TM S4044-3 
TMS4044-2 
MK4118 1024 x 8 (250ns) 
TMM2016-200 2048 x 8 (200ns) 
TMM2016-150 2048 x 8 (150ns) 
TMM2016-100 2048 x 8 (100ns) 
HM6116-4 2048 x 8 (200ns) (cmos) 
HM6116-3 2048 x 8 (150ns) (cmos) 
HM6116-2 2048 x 8 (120ns) (cmos) 
HM6116LP-4 2048 x 8 (200ns) (cmos)(LP) 
HM6116LP-3 2048 x 8 (150ns) (cmos)(LP) 
HM6116LP-2 2048 x 8 (120ns) (cmos)(LP) 
Z-6132 4096 x 8 (300ns) (Ostat) 

STATIC RAMS 
256 x 4 

256 x 4 

1024x1 
1024 x 1 

1024 x 1 

256 x 4 

256 x 4 
1024 x 4 

1024 x 4 

1024 x 4 

1024x4 
4096 x 1 

4096 x 1 

4096 x 1 

4096 x 1 

(450ns) 
(450ns) (cmos) 
(450ns) 
(450ns) (LP) 
(250ns) (LP) 
(450ns) 
(450ns) 
(450ns) 
(450ns) (LP) 
(300ns) (LP) 
(200ns) (LP) 
(55ns) 

(450ns) 
(300ns) 
(200ns) 

1.95 
3.95 

.89 
1.29 
1.69 
2.99 
2.99 

8/14.95 
8/15.25 
8/15.45 
8/15.95 

4.95 
3.49 
3.99 
4.49 
9.95 
4.15 
4.95 
6.15 
4.95 
5.95 
8.95 
6.95 
8.95 

10.95 
34.95 

LP Low Power Qstat Quasi -Static 

r DYNAMIC RAMS 
TMS4027 4096 x 1 (250ns) 
UPD411 4096 x 1 (300ns) 
MM5280 4096 x 1 (300ns) 
MK4108 8192 x 1 (200ns) 
MM5298 8192 x 1 

4116-300 16384 x 1 

4116-250 16384 x 1 

4116-200 16384 x 1 

4116-150 16384 x 1 

4116-120 16384 x 1 

2118 
4164-200 
4164-150 

(250ns) 
(300ns) 
(250ns) 
(200ns) 
(150ns) 
(120ns) 

16384 x 1 (150na) (5v) 
65536 x 1 (200ns) (5v) 
65536 x 1 (150ns) (5v) 

51/ = single 5 volt supply 

1.99 
3.00 
3.00 
1.95 
1.85 

8/11.75 
8/11.95 
8/13.95 
8/15.95 
8/29.95 

4.95 
6.25 
7.25 

1702 
2708 
2758 
2716 
2716-1 
TMS2516 
TMS2716 
TMS2532 
2732 
2732-250 
2732-200 
2764 
2764-250 
2764-200 
TMS2564 
MC68764 

EPROMS 
256 x 8 (lus) 

1024 x 8 (450ns) 
1024 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
2048 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
2048 x 8 (350ns)(5v) 
2048 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
2048 x 8 (450ns) 
4096 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
4096 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
4096 x 8 (250ns)(5v) 
4096 x 8 (200ns)(5v) 
8192 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
8192 x 8 (250ns)(5v) 
8192 x 8 (200ns)(5v) 
8192 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 
8192 x 8 (450ns)(5v)(24 pin) 

5v Single 5 Volt Supply 

4.50 
3.95 
5.95 
3.95 
6.25 
5.50 
7.95 
7.95 
4.95 

12.95 
16.95 
16.95 
18.95 
24.95 
24.95 
39.95 

EPROM ERASERS 

PE -14 
PE -14T 
PE -24T 
PL -265T 
PR -125T 

`PR -320 

Timer 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Capacity Intensity 
Chip (uW/Cm') 

6 5,200 83.00 
6 5,200 119.00 
9 6,700 175.00 

20 6,700 255.00 
16 15,000 349.00 
32 15,000 595.00 J 

DISC 
CONTROLLERS 
1771 16.95 
1791 29.95 
1793 38.95 
1795 54.95 
1797 54.95 
6843 34.95 
8272 39.95 
UPD765 39.95 
1691 18.95 
2143 18.95 

INTERFACE 
8726 1.69 
8728 2.49 
8795 .99 
8796 .99 
8T97 .99 
8798 .99 
DM8131 2.95 
DP8304 2.29 
DS8835 1.99 
DS8836 .99 

MISC. 
3242 
3341 
MC3470 
MC3480 
11C90 
95H90 

7.95 
4.95 
4.95 
9.00 

13.95 
7.95 

2513-001 UP 9.95 
2513-002 LOW 9.95 

SOUND CHIPS 
76477 3.95 
76489 8.95 
AY3-8910 12.95 
MC3340 1.49 

CRT 
CONTROLLERS 
6845 14.95 
68845 35.95 
HD46505SP 15.95 
6847 12.25 
MC1372 6.95 
68047 24.95 
8275 29.95 
7220 99.95 
CRT5027 39.95 
CRT5037 49.95 
TMS9918A 39.95 
DP8350 49.95 

BIT -RATE 
GENERATORS 
MC14411 11.95 
BR1941 11.95 
4702 12.95 
COM5016 16.95 
COM8116 10.95 
MM5307 10.95 

UARTS 
AY3-1014 
AY5-1013 
AY3-1015 
PT1472 
TR1602 
2350 
2651 
TMS6011 
IM6402 
1M6403 
INS8250 

6.95 
3.95 
6.95 
9.95 
3.95 
9.95 
8.95 
5.95 
7.95 
8.95 

14.95 

KEYBOARD 
CHIPS 

AY5-2376 11.95 
AY5-3600 11.95 

CLOCK 
CIRCUITS 

MM5314 4.95 
MM5369 3.95 
MM5375 
MM58167 
MM58174 
MSM5832 

4.95 
8.95 

11.95 
6.95 I 

TMM2O16 2K 200 NSSIC 
$415 

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES 

r Z-80 
2.5 Mhz 

Z80 -CPU 3.95 
Z80-CTC 5.95 
Z80 -DART 15.25 
Z80 -DMA 17.50 
Z80 -PIO 5.75 
280-S10/0 18.50 
280-S10/1 18.50 
Z80-S1O/2 18.50 
Z80-SIO/9 16.95 

4.0 Mhz 
Z80A-CPU 6.00 
780A-CTC 8.65 
Z80A-DART 18.75 
Z80A-DMA 27.50 
Z80A-P10 6.00 
Z80A-S10/0 22.50 
Z80A-S10/1 22.50 
Z80A-S10/2 22.50 
Z80A-S10/9 19.95 

6.0 Mhz 
Z80B-CPU 17.95 
Z80B-CTC 15.50 
2808-P10 15.50 

ZILOG 
26132 34.95 
28671 39.95 j 

rCRYSTALS 
32.768 khz 1.95 

1.0 mhz 4.95 
1.8432 4.95 
2.0 
2.097152 
2.4576 
3.2768 
3.579535 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0688 
5.185 
5.7143 
6.0 
6.144 
6.5536 
8.0 

10.738635 
14.31818 
15.0 
16.0 
17.430 
18.0 
18.432 
20.0 
22.1184 
32.0 

DATA 
ACQUISITION 
AD C0800 15.55 
ADC0804 3.49 
ADC0809 4.49 
ADC0817 9.95 
DAC0800 
DAC0806 
DAC0808 
DAC1020 
DAC1022 
MC1408L6 

L C1408L8 

3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 

4.95 
1.95 
2.95 
8.25 
5.95 
1.95 
2.95 I 

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue 

San Jose, CA 95128 
800-538-5000 800-662-6279 (CA) 

(408) 995-5430 Telex 171-110 

©1982 JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 

8000 
8035 5.95 
8039 6.95 
INS -8060 17.95 
INS -8073 24.95 
8080 3.95 
8085 5.95 
8085A-2 11.95 
8086 29.95 
8087 CALL 
8088 39.95 
8089 89.95 
8155 7.95 
8156 8.95 
8185 29.95 
8185-2 39.95 
8741 39.95 
8748 29.95 

,8755 32.00, 

8200 
8202 29.95 
8203 39.95 
8205 3.50 
8212 1.80 

8214 3.85 
8216 1.75 
8224 2.25 
8226 1.80 
8228 3.49 
8237 19.95 
8238 4.49 
8243 4.45 
8250 10.95 
8251 4.49 
8253 6.95 
8253-5 7.95 
8255 4.49 
8255-5 5.25 
8257 7.95 
8257-5 8.95 
8259 6.90 
8259-5 7.50 
8271 39.95 
8272 39.95 
8275 29.95 
8279 8.95 
8279-5 10.00 
8282 6.50 
8283 6.50 
8284 5.50 
8286 6.50 
8287 6.50 
8288 25.00 

d6.8.289 49.95 

FUNCTION 
GENERATORS 

MC4024 3.95 
LM566 1.49 
XR2206 3.75 
8038 3.95 

r 6800 
68000 59.95 
6800 4.95 
6802 7.95 
6808 13.90 
6809E 19.95 
6809 12.95 
6810 2.95 
6820 4.95 
6821 3.25 
6828 14.95 
6840 12.95 
6843 34.95 
6844 25.95 
6845 14.95 

12.25 6847 
6850 3.45 
6852 5.75 
6860 9.95 
6862 11.95 
6875 6.95 
6880 2.25 
6883 24.95 
68047 24.95 
68488 19.95 

6800 - 1MHZ 

68800 10.95 
68802 22.25 
68B09E 29.95 
68809 29.95'- 
68E110 7.95 
68821 12.95 
68845 35.95 
68850 12.95 

68800= 2 MHZ J 

INTERSIL 1 
ICL7103 
ICL7106 
ICL7107 
1CL7660 
ICL8038 
ICM7207A 

'CM7208 

9.50 
9.95 

12.95 
2.95 
3.95 
5.59 
11_J 

r 6500 
1 MHZ 

6502 
6504 
6505 
6507 
6520 
6522 
6532 
6545 
6551 

2 MHZ 
6502A 
6522A 
6532A 
6545A 
6551A 

3 MHZ 
=502B 

5.95 
6.95 
8.95 
9.95 
4.35 
8.75 

11.25 
22.50 
11.85 

9.95 
11.70 
12.40 
28.50 
12.95 

14.95, 

EXAR 
XR 2206 
XR 2207 
XR 2208 
XR 2211 
XR 2240 

3.75 
3.85 
3.90 
5.25 
3.25 

9000 SERIES 
9316 1.00 
9334 2.50 
9368 
9401 
9601 
9602 
96S02 

3.95 
9.95 

.75 
1.50 
1 95 

VISIT OUR - NEW HOURS - 
M -W -F, 9-5 

RETAIL STORE T -Th., 9-9 Sat.11-3 
PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS: For shipping include 52 for UPS Ground or 53 for UPS Blue 
Label Air. Items over 5 pounds require additional shipping charges. 
Foreign orders, include sul ficient amount for shipping. There is a 510 

minimum order. Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6'>°o Sales 
Tax. Other California residents add 6°, Sales Tax. We reserve the 
right to substitute manufacturer. Not responsible for typographical 
errors. Prices are subject to change without notice. We will match or 
beat any competitor's price provided it is not below our cost. 

CIRCLE 66 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

www.americanradiohistory.com



2716 16K EPROMS $39EACH 2732 32K EPROMS $492ACH 
ALL MERCHANDISE 100% GUARANTEED! CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES 

r 74LS00 
74LS00 .24 74LS86 .39 74LS169 1.75 74LS323 1.50 
74LS01 .25 74LS90 .55 74LS170 1.49 74LS324 1.75 
74LS02 .25 74LS91 .89 74LS173 .69 74LS352 1.29 
74LS03 .25 74LS92 .55 74LS174 .55 74LS353 1.29 
74LSO4 .24 74LS93 .55 74LS175 .55 74LS363 1.35 
74LS05 .25 74LS95 .75 74LS181 2.15 74LS364 1.95 
74LS08 .28 74LS96 .89 74LS189 8.95 74LS365 .49 
74LS09 .29 74LS107 .39 74LS190 .89 74LS366 .49 
74LS10 .25 74LS109 .39 74LS191 .89 74LS367 .45 
74LS11 .35 74LS112 .39 74LS192 .79 74LS368 .45 
74LS12 .35 74LS113 .39 74LS193 .79 74LS373 .99 
74LS13 .45 74LS114 .39 74LS194 .69 74LS374 .99 
74LS14 .59 74LS122 .45 74LS195 .69 741S377 1.39 
74LS15 .35 74LS123 .79 74LS196 .79 741S378 1.18 
74LS20 .25 74LS124 2.90 74LS197 .79 74LS379 1.35 
74LS21 .29 74LS125 .49 74LS221 .89 741S385 1.90 
74LS22 .25 74LS126 .49 741S240 .95 74LS386 .45 
741S26 .29 74LS132 .59 74LS241 .99 74LS390 1.19 
74LS27 .29 74LS133 .59 74LS242 .99 74LS393 1.19 
74LS28 .35 74LS136 .39 74LS243 .99 74LS395 1.19 
74LS30 .25 74LS137 .99 74LS244 .99 74LS399 1.49 
74LS32 .29 74LS138 .55 74LS245 1.49 74LS424 2.95 
74LS33 .55 74LS139 .55 74LS247 .75 74LS447 .37 
74LS37 .35 74LS145 1.20 74LS248 .99 74LS490 1.95 
74LS38 .35 74LS147 2.49 74LS249 .99 74LS624 3.99 
74LS40 .25 74LS148 1.35 74LS251 .59 74LS668 1.69 
74LS42 .49 74LS151 .55 74LS253 .59 74LS669 4.89 
74LS47 .75 74LS153 .55 74LS257 .59 74LS670 1.49 
74LS48 .75 74LS154 1.90 74LS258 .59 74LS674 3.65 
74LS49 .75 74LS155 .69 74LS259 2.75 74LS682 3.20 
74LS51 .25 74LS156 .69 74LS260 .59 74LS683 3.20 
74LS54 .29 74LS157 .65 74LS266 .55 74LS684 3.20 
74LS55 .29 74LS158 .59 74LS273 1.49 74LS685 3.20 
74LS63 1.25 74LS160 .69 74LS275 3.35 74LS688 2.40 
74LS73 .39 74LS161 .65 74LS279 .49 74LS689 3.20 
74LS74 .35 74LS162 .69 74LS280 1.98 74LS783 21.95 
74LS75 .39 74LS163 .65 74LS283 .69 81LS95 1.49 
74LS76 .39 74LS164 .69 74LS290 .89 81LS96 1.49 
74LS78 .49 74LS165 .95 741S293 .89 81LS97 1.49 
74LS83 .60 74LS166 1.95 74LS295 .99 81LS98 1.49 
74LS85 .69 74LS168 1.75 7415298 .89 25LS2521 2.80 

74LS299 1.75 25LS2569 1.25 j 
rPrices Slashedl, 

74S00 
74S00 .32 74S163 1.95 
74S02 .35 74S168 3.95 
74503 .35 74S169 3.95 
74SO4 .35 74S174 .95 
74505 .35 74S175 .95 
74S08 .35 74S181 3.95 
74S09 .40 74S182 2.95 
74510 .35 74 S 188 1.95 
74S11 .35 74S189 6.95 
74515 .35 74S194 1.49 
74520 .35 74S195 1.49 
74S22 .35 74S196 1.49 
74530 .35 74S197 1.49 
74532 .40 74S201 6.95 
74S37 .88 74S225 7.95 
74S38 .85 74S240 2.20 
74S40 .35 74S241 2.20 
74551 .35 74S244 2.20 
74564 .40 74S251 .95 
74565 .40 74S253 .95 
74S74 .50 74S257 .95 
74S85 1.99 74S258 .95 
74586 .50 74S260 .79 
74S112 .50 74S274 19.95 
745113 .50 74S275 19.95 
74S114 .55 74S280 1.95 
745124 2.75 74S287 1.90 
745132 1.24 74S288 1.90 
745133 .45 74 S 289 6.89 
74S134 .50 74S301 6.95 
745135 .89 745373 2.45 
745138 .85 74S374 2.45 
745139 .85 74S381 7.95 
745140 .55 74S387 1.95 
745151 .95 74S412 2.98 
74S153 .95 74S471 4.95 
745157 .95 74S472 4.95 
745158 .95 74S474 4.95 
745161 1.95 74S482 15.25 
745162 1.95 745570 2.95 

L 745571 2.95 

MasterCard 

IC SOCKETS 
1-99 100 

8 pin ST .13 .11 
14 pin ST .15 .12 
16 pin ST .17 .13 
18 pin ST .20 .18 
20 pin ST .29 .27 
22 pin ST .30 .27 
24 pin ST .30 .27 
28 pin ST .40 .32 
40 pin ST .49 .39 
64 pin ST 4.25 call 

ST = SOLDERTAIL 
8 pin WW .59 .49 

14 pin WW .69 .52 
16 pin WW .69 .58 
18 pin WW .99 .90 
20 pin WW 1.09 .98 
22 pin WW 1.39 1.28 
24 pin WW 1.49 1.35 
28 pin WW 1.69 1.49 
40 pin WW 1.99 1.80 

WW = WIREWRAP 
16 pin ZIF 6.75 call 
24 pin ZIF 9.95 call 
28 pin ZIF 10.95 call 

ZIF TEXTOOL 
(Zero Insertion Force) J 

rCONNECTORS" 
RS232 MALE 2.95 
RS232 FEMALE 3.50 
RS232 FEMALE 

RIGHT ANGLE 5.25 

RS232 HOOD 1.25 

S-100 ST 3.95 
1100 WW 4.9, 

DIP 
SWITCHES 

4 POSITION .85 
5 POSITION .90 
6 POSITION .90 
7 POSITION .95 

POSITION .95_4 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
800-538-5000 
800-662-6279 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 

IF YOU CAN FIND A PRICE LOWER 
ELSEWHERE, L.ET US KNOW AND 
WELL MEET OR FEAT THEIR PRICE' 

(SEE TERMS BELOW) 

* Computer managed inventory - 
virtually no back orders! 

* Very competitive prices! 
* Friendly staff! 
* Fast service - most orders 

shipped within 24 hours! 

LED DISPLAYS rLED LAMPSI 
1-99 100 -up 

HP 5082-7760 6" CC 1.23 Jumbo 
MAN 72 3" CA .99 Red .10 .09 
MAN 74 3" CC 99 Jumbo 
FND-357 (359) .375" CC 1.25 Green .18 .15 
FND-500 (503) 5" CC 1.49 Jumbo 

`ND -507 (510) S' CA 4A Yellgw .18 .15 

2N3904 
2N3906 
IN4148 (IN914) 

04004 

f 7400 
7400 .19 74132 .45 
7401 .19 74136 .50 
7402 .19 74141 .65 
7403 .19 74142 2.95 
7404 .19 74143 2.95 
7405 .25 74145 .60 
7406 .29 74147 1.75 
7407 .29 74148 1.20 
7408 .24 74150 1.35 
7409 .19 74151 .55 
7410 .19 74152 .65 
7411 .25 74153 .55 
7412 .30 74154 1.25 
7413 .35 74155 .75 
7414 .49 74156 .65 
7416 .25 74157 .55 
7417 .25 74159 1.65 
7420 .19 74160 .85 
7421 .35 74161 .69 
7422 .35 74162 .85 
7423 .29 74163 .69 
7425 .29 74164 .85 
7426 .29 74165 .85 
7427 .29 74166 1.00 
7428 .45 74167 2.95 
7430 .19 74170 1.65 
7432 .29 74172 5.95 
7433 .45 74173 .75 
7437 .29 74174 .89 
7438 .29 74175 .89 
7440 .19 74176 .89 
7442 .49 74177 .75 

- 7443 .65 74178 1.15 
7444 .69 74179 1.75 
7445 .69 74180 .75 
7446 .69 74181 2.25 
7447 .69 74182 .75 
7448 .69 74184 2.00 
7450 .19 74185 2.00 
7451 .23 74186 18.50 
7453 .23 74190 1.15 
7454 .23 74191 1.15 
7460 .23 74192 .79 
7470 .35 74193 .79 
7472 .29 74194 .85 
7473 .34 74195 .85 
7474 .33 74196 .79 
7475 .45 74197 .75 
7476 .35 74198 1.35 
7480 .59 74199 1.35 
7481 1.10 74221 1.35 
7482 .95 74246 1.35 
7483 .50 74247 1.25 
7485 .59 74248 1.85 
7486 .35 74249 1.95 
7489 2.15 74251 .75 
7490 .35 74259 2.25 
7491 .40 74265 1.35 
7492 .50 74273 1.95 
7493 .35 74276 1.25 
7494 .65 74279 .75 
7495 .55 74283 2.00 
7496 .70 74284 3.75 
7497 2.75 74285 3.75 
74100 
74107 

1.75 
.30 

74290 
74293 

.95 

.75 
74109 .45 74298 .85 
74110 .45 74351 2.25 
74111 .55 74365 .65 
74116 1.55 74366 .65 
74120 1.20 74367 .65 
74121 .29 74368 .65 
74122 .45 74376 2.20 
74123 .49 74390 1.75 
74125 .45 74393 1.35 
74126 .45 74425 3.15 
74128 .55 74426 .85 

74490 2.55J 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4034 
4035 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4046 
4047 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4053 
4060 
4066 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 
4076 
4078 
4081 
4082 
4085 
4086 
4093 
4098 
4099 
14409 
14410 
14411 
14412 
14419 
14433 
4502 
4503 
4508 
4510 
4511 
4512 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4518 
4519 
4520 
4522 

`526 

CMOS 
.29 4527 
.25 4528 
.25 4531 
.89 4532 
.29 4538 
.95 4539 
.39 4541 
.45 4543 
.25 4553 
.25 4555 
.38 4556 
.79 4581 
.39 4582 
.39 4584 
.69 4585 
.79 4702 
.39 74C00 
.75 74CO2 
.79 74C04 
.79 74C08 
.29 
.65 
.29 

1.65 
.45 
.69 
.79 
.39 

1.95 
.85 
.75 
.75 
.69 
.85 
.79 
.85 
.95 
.35 
.35 
.79 
.79 
.89 
.39 
.39 
.29 
.35 
.29 
.29 
.29 
.29 
.79 
.29 
.29 
.29 
.95 
.95 
.49 

2.49 
1.95 

12.95 
12.95 
11.95 
12.95 
7.95 
4.18 

.95 

.65 
1.95 

.85 

.85 

.85 
1.25 
1.79 
1.55 
.89 
.39 
.79 

1.25 
1.25 

74C10 
74C14 
74C20 
74C30 
74C32 
74C42 
74C48 
74C73 
74C74 
74C76 
74C83 
74C85 
74C86 
74C89 
74C90 
74C93 
74C95 
74C107 
74C150 
74C151 
74C154 
74C157 
74C 160 
74C161 
74C162 
74C163 
74C164 
74C165 
74C173 
74C174 
74C175 
74C192 
74C193 
74C195 
74C200 
74C221 
74C373 
74C374 
74C901 
74C902 
74C903 
74C905 
74C906 
74C907 
74C908 
74C909 
74C911 
74C912 
74C914 
74C915 
74C918 
74C920 
74C921 
74C922 
740923 
74C925 
74C926 
74C928 
74C929 

1 
1.95 
1.19 
.95 

1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
2.64 
1.19 
5.79 
.95 
.95 

1.95 
1.95 
.75 
.75 

12.95 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.59 
.35 
.35 
.39 

1.29 
1.99 
.65 
.65 
.80 

1.95 
1.95 

.39 
4.50 
1.19 
1.75 

.99 

.89 
5.75 
2.25 
3.25 
1.75 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.39 
2.00 
.79 

1.19 
1.19 
1.49 
1.49 
1.39 
5.75 
1.75 
2.45 
2.45 
.39 
.85 
.85 

10.95 
.95 

1.00 
2.00 
2.75 
8.95 
8.95 
1.95 
1.19 
2.75 

17.95 
15.95 
4.49 
4.95 
5.95 
7.95 
7.95 

19.94 

TRANSISTORS 
PN2222 NPN SWITCH TO -92 
PN2907 PNP SWITCH TO -92 
2N2222 NPN SWITCH TO -18 
2N2907 PNP SWITCH TO -18 
2N3055 NPN POWER TO -3 
3055T NPN POWER TO -220 

NPN SWITCH TO -92 
NPN SWITCH TO -92 
SWITCHING 
RECTIFIER 

DIODES 
10/1.00 100/8.99 
10/1.25 100/10.99 

.25 50/10.99 

.25 50/10.99 

.79 10/6.99 

.69 10/5.99 
10/1.00 
10/1.00 
25/1.00 
10/1.00 

100/8.99 
100/8.99 

1000/35.00 
100/8.9 

1982 JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 
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r 
LM301 .34 

LINEAR 
LM348 .99 NE564 2.95 LM1496 .85 CA 3023 

RCA 
2.75 CA 3082 1.65 

LM301H .79 LM350K 4.95 LM565 .99 LM1558H 3.10 CA 3039 1.29 CA 3083 1.55 
LM307 .45 LM350T 4.60 LM566 1.49 LM1800 2.37 CA 3046 1.25 CA 3086 .80 
LM308 .69 LM358 .69 LM567 .89 LM1812 8.25 CA 3059 2.90 CA 3089 2.99 
LM308H 1.15 LM359 1.79 NE570 3.95 LM1830 3.50 CA 3060 2.90 CA 3096 3.49 

LM309H 1.95 1M376 3.75 NE571 2.95 LM1871 5.49 CA 3065 1.75 CA 3130 1.30 

LM309K 
LM310 
LM311 

1.25 
1.75 
.64 

LM377 
LM378 
LM379 

1.95 
2.50 
4.50 

NE592 
LM703 
LM709 

2.75 
.89 
.59 

LM1872 
LM1877 
LM 1889 

5.49 
3.5 5 
1.95 

CA 3080 
CA 3081 

1.10 
1.65 

CA 3140 
CA 3146 
CA 3160 

1.15 
1.85 
1.19 

LM311H .89 LM380 .89 LM710 .75 LM1896 1.75 

LM312H 
LM317K 

1.75 
3.95 

LM380N-8 
LM381 

1.10 
1.60 

LM711 
LM723 

.79 

.49 
LM2877 
LM2878 

2.05 
2.25 TI 

LM317T 1.19 LM382 1.60 LM723H .55 LM2900 .85 TL494 4.20 75365 1.95 

LM318 1.49 LM383 1.95 LM733 .98 LM2901 1.00 TL496 1.65 75450 .59 

LM318H 1.59 LM384 1.95 LM741 .35 LM3900 .59 TL497 3.25 75451 .39 

LM319H 1.90 
LM319 1.25 
LM320 (see 7900) 
LM322 1.65 
LM323K 4.95 
LM324 .59 

LM386 
LM387 
LM389 
LM390 
LM392 
LM394H 

.89 
1.40 
1.35 
1.95 

.69 
4.60 

LM741N-14 
LM741H 
LM747 
LM748 
LM1014 
LM1303 

.35 

.40 

.69 

.59 
1.19 
1.95 

LM3905 
LM3909 
LM3911 
LM3914 
LM3915 
LM3916 

1.25 
.18 

2.25 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 

75107 
75110 
75150 
75154 
75188 
75189 

1.49 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.25 
1.25 

75452 
75453 
75454 
75491 
75492 
75493 
75494 

.39 

.39 

.39 

.79 

.79 

.89 

.89 
LM329 .65 LM399H 5.00 LM1310 1.49 MC4024 3.15 
1M331 3.95 NE531 2.95 MC1330 1.69 MC4044 4.50 

LM334 1.19 NE536 6.00 MC1349 1.89 RC4136 1.25 

LM335 
LM336 

1.40 
1.75 

NE555 
NE556 

.34 

.65 
MC1350 
MC1358 

1.19 
1.69 

RC4151 
LM4250 

3.95 
1 5 BI FET 

LM337K 3.95 NE558 1.50 MC1372 6.95 LM4500 3.25 TL071 .79 TL084 2.19 
LM337T 1.95 NE555 .34 LM1414 1.59 LM13080 1.29 TL072 1.19 LF347 2.19 
LM338K 6.95 NE556 .65 LM1458 .59 LM13600 1.49 TL074 2.19 LF351 .60 
LM339 .99 NE558 1.50 LM1488 .69 LM13700 1.49 TL081 .79 LF353 1.00 
LM340 (see 7800) NE561 24.95 LM1489 .69 TL082 1.19 LF355 1.10 

TL083 1.19 LF356 1.10 
LF357 1.40 

H = TO -5 CAN T = TO -220 K = TO -3 J 

RIBBON CABLE 

CONTACTS 
SINGLE COLOR COLOR CODED 

1 10' 1' 10' 

10 .50 4.40 .83 7.30 
20 .65 5.70 1.25 11.00 

26 .75 6.60 1.32 11.60 

34 .98 8.60 1.65 14.50 
40 1.32 11.60 1.92 16.80 
50 138 12.10 2.50 22.00 

r WIREWRAP CARDS , 
FR -4 Epoxy Glass Laminate 

With Gold Plated Contact Fingers 

S-100 BUSS 
P100-1 Bare - No Foil Pads 15.95 
P100-2 Horizontal BUSS 22.95 
P100-3 Vertical BUSS 22.95 
P100-4 Single Foil Pads Per Hole 23.95 

APPLE 
P500-1 Bare - No Foil Pads 15.95 
P500-3 Horizontal BUSS 22.95 
P500-4 Single Foil Pads Per Hole 23.95 

IBM 
IBM -PR BUSS Lines + Pads 55.00 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
22/44 PIN ( .156" SPACING) 

P441-3 Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 6" 13.95 
P442-3 Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 9" 14.95 

36/72 PIN (.1" SPACING) 
P721-3 Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 6" 13.95 

L!722-3 Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 9" 14.95) 

WE HAVE THE 
COMPLETE LINE 

OF IDC AND 
D -SUBMINIATURE 

CONNECTORS 

r 
BEST SELLING 

BOOKS 
OSBORNE/MC GRAW-HILL 

Apple II User's Guide 16.95 
CRT Controller's Handbook 
63000 Assembly Language 

Programming 16.99 
CBASIC User Guide 15.00 

SYBEX 
Your Your First Computer 8.95 
The CP/M Handbook 14.95 
The PASCAL Handbook 18.95 
Microprocessor g 

Techniques 17.95 

9.95 

MICROCOMPUTER 
HARDWARE HANDBOOK 

FROM ELCOMP - $14.95 
Oser 800 pages of manufacturers data 
sheets on most commonly used IC's. 

Includes: 
* TTL - 74/74LS and 74F 
* MOS 
* Joltage Regulators 
* Memory - RAM, ROM, EPROM 
* CPU's - 6800, 6500, Z80, 8080, 

3085, 8086/8 
* MPU support & interface - 6800, . 3500, Z80, 8200, etc. 

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue 

San Jose, CA 95128 
800-538-5000 800-652-6279 (CA) 

(408) 995-5430 Telex 171-110 
©1982 JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

78051 .89 79051 
78081 .89 79081 
78121 .89 79121 
78157 .89 79151 
78241 .89 7924T 

7805K 
7812K 
7815K 
7824K 

78L05 
78L12 
78L15 

1.39 
1.39 
1.39 
1.39 

.69 

.69 

.69 

78H05K 9.95 
78H12K 9.95 

T TO -220 
L TO -92 

7905K 
7912K 
7915K 
7924K 

79L05 
79L12 
79L15 

.99 

.99 

.99 

.99 

.99 

1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 

.79 

.79 

.79 

LM323K 4.95 
UA78S40 1.95 

K = TO -3 

DISK DRIVES 
TANDON 

TM100-1 5',' (FOR IBM) SS/DD 229.00 
TM100-2 5'," (FOR IBM) DS/DD 295.00 

SHUGART 
SA 400L 5 (40 TRACK) SS/DD 199.95 

SIEMENS 
FD100-8 8" SS/DD 

(801 REPLACEMENT) 259.00 
PERTEC 

FD -200 s ." SS/DD 179.95 
`FN -250 5'r' DS/DD 199.9 

CABINET FOR 51/4" 

DISK DRIVE 
* COLOR MATCHES APPLE 
* FITS SHUGART 

SPECIAL - $29.95 J 

D BYPASS CAPS 
.01 OF DISC 100/6.00 
.1 OF DISC 100/8.00 

L1 OF MONOLITHIC 100/15.00,4 

WE NOW STOCK A 
COMPLETE LINE OF 

DISC, ELECTROLYTIC, 
MONOLITHIC AND 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

RESISTORS 
1/4 WATT 590 CARBON FILM ALL 

STANDARD VALUES 
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM 
50 PCS. SAME VALUE .025 EA. 

100 PCS. SAME VALUE .02 EA. 
L000 PCS. SAME VALUE .015 EAJ 

VISIT OUR 
RETAIL STORE 

- NEW HOURS - 
M -W -F, 9-5 

T -Th., 9-9 Sat. 11-3 
PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS For shipping include 52 for UPS Ground or 531or UPS Blue 
Label Au Items over 5 pounds require additional slipping charges. 
Foreign orders include sufficient amount for shipping. There is a $10 
minimum order Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6' Sales 
Tax. Other California residents add 6 Sales Tax We reserve the 
right to sutstdute manufacturer Not responsible for typographical 
errors. Prices are subject to change without notice We will match or 
beat any competitors price provided it is not below our cost 

CIRCLE 66 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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4116 16K DYNAMIC RAMS 250NS 8/$1195T 
ALL MERCHANDISE 100% GUARANTEED! CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES 4 VIEWMAX 80' 

A Full Function 80 column card 
for Apple II* - Compare these 
features with any other: 

* 7x9 dot matrix; Upper and 
lower case with true 
descenders 

* Soft Video switch 
* Inverse video characters 
* Shift key support 
* Fully compatible with Apple* 

DOS, CP/M*, PASCAL, and 
most popular word 
processors 

* 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

$21995 

JDR COOLING FAN, 
FOR YOUR APPLE II 

* Easy installation - no 
modification of Apple 
required 

* Eliminates overheating 
problems 

* Switch on front controls jan, 
Apple, and extra outlet 

* Rotron whisper fan is the 
quietest, most reliable on the 
market 

$6995 

DISK DRIVE 
* Fully Apple* compatible 
* 35 Track - Will read half 

tracks! 
* Use with our controller 

(call for price) or with 
your Apple controller 

* Price includes case and 
cable - ready to plug in 

* Attractive cabinet 
matches Apple drive 

* 90 -Day Warranty 

$29995 J 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
800-538-5000 
800-662-6279 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 

IF YOU CAN FIND A PRICE LOWER 
ELSEWhERE, LET US KNOW AND 
WELL MEET OR BEAT THEIR PRICE' 

!SEE TERMS BELOW 

* Computer managed inventory- 
virtually no back orders! 

* Very competitive prices! 
* Friendly staff! 
* Fast service - most orders 

shipped within 24 hours! 

r OKIDATA PRINTERS 
* 120 cps, 9x9 Dot Matrix 
* 50% faster than EPSON 
* Parallel and Serial interfaces 

are standard 
ML -82A $47950 
ML -83A $69995 
M L-84 PARALLEL ... $1 05900 

CALL FOR PRICES ON 82A TRACTOR OPTION 
AND 82A, 83A GRAPHICS OPTION. CABLES 

`AND INTERFACE CARDS AVAILABLE 

X51/4" DISKETTES' 
ArHANA SS SD SOFT ... 24.95 
MEMOREX ss so SOFT 26.95 
VERBATIM ss DD SOFT 29.95 
VERBATIM lo SECT. HARD 29.95 

NASHUA 
TOP QUALITY - LOW PRICE! 
Single Sided, Single Density 
Soft Sectored with Hub Ring 

L_ $19.95 Box of 10 j 

POWER SUPPLY $3995 
MOUNTED ON PC BOARD 

MANUFACTURED BY CONVER 
+5 VOLT 4 AMP 

=12 VOLT 1 AMP 

1 

'JDR 16K RAMCARD' 
For Apple II* 

* Expand your 48K Apple to 64K 
* Fully compatible with Apple 

Language System - Use in 
place of Apple Language card 

* Provides extra memory for 
Visicalc'" 

* Run PASCAL, FORTRAN, 
Integer Basic with appropriate 
software 

* Highest quality card features: 
gold edge connector, sockets 
for all IC's 

NOW WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 
ASSEMBLED & TESTED $4495 
WITH WARRANTY 

KIT - INCLUDES ALL40 
PARTS & INSTRUCTIONS $4095 
BARE PC CARD $1495 
WITH INSTRUCTIONS 

MasterCard 

MONITORS 7 
GREEN PHOSPHOR 

N E C JB1201M 

ZENITH ZVM-121 

$16900 
$11900 

COLOR 

A M D E K COLOR 1 $33500 

NEWPORT 
PROSTICK 

* Professional Quality 
Atari -Type Joystick 

* Extremely Rugged - Actual 
Arcade game Joystick 

* All parts are replaceable 
* 6 Month Warranty 

$3100 EA $5995 P R 

SPECIAL THANKS TO 
MARC AND AL FOR 
THEIR HARD WORK 
AND DEDICATION 

'APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER. INC. 1982 JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 
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SPARTANElectronics 

...ieG1bo' 414 

(516) 499-9500 

6094 Jericho Tpke. 
Commack. N.Y. 11725 

Inc. 

/4 

CTC9R Philips Remote 
Cable Converter 

G. 
Micro computer technology DuanZ cchann ed 

ICs m picture m gable fi0 channel tion 
timei selections Programmable on & off 24 

nour LED digital clock Favorite channel mein. 
ory & recall plus scan Wireless hand held 

infra -red' Iransmmer system Automatic ritte $139.95 tune Adaptable to any brand televisor One 
year warranty service. 

CABLE TV ACCESSORIES 
2 set coupler _..__._ ......._....... __._....... ...._ 2.95 
3 set coupler..........._ ............................_.....................__.._......_ 3.95 
4 set coupler .................................................._..... _......_ 0.50 
F Connectors...... ........ ..... ...........25 
Malchirg translomrer.......... 99 
N Game Switch ................... 3 95 
VHF -UHF AMP-28De ....... 29 95 

2 -WAY SWITCH for 
modems, printers, 

A & computers 

i 000 000 (RS232) 

$119.95 
Sleek Basic Phone 

Soft touch keyboard UnI- 19 95 versal dial (works on all phone 
lines) 2 tone electronic ringer 

Wall hook (included) Use 

as desk or wall phone. 

Four (4) memory phone - $26.95 

..*SCOTCH DISKETTES 
,,.. 51/4 SSDD Soft Box 10 $29.95 
__----2' 51/4 DSDD Soft Box 10 $39.95 

REFURBISHED 
MONITORS mi 
9", 12", Commercial Grade 

as low as $49.95 
_ee--. EPSON PRINTERS 

e ree. MX80 F/T 
with Graftrax Plus 

$529.00 

Portable IC 
iiirKPRECISION 

Pattern Generator Color 
Generates 10 stable patterns including cross- tit 

notch. 7.11 dot. gated rainbow and punts 1[ 
Compact for convenient held service use Very 
rugged aluminum and steel case for relrabillty 
and shielding Selects outputs on 3 channels MODEL 1210 
Adjustable RF output into 75 ohm load for a 135.00 strong signal w an any TV set NTSC compatible 

Jerrold 36 Channel 
Remote CATV 
Converter 
w/on/off Fine Tuning $94.95 
58 Channel Wireless $109.95 

40 Channel VHF to UHF 
_=Block Converter 

4 28.95 Ea. 
24.95 4 & up 

Deluxe Version - Features fine tuning knob, 
matching X former & 2 cables $38.95 

Volume Visa. MC. SAC. Amex, 4% Add l 

Discounts C.O.D., money order. check 
Add for Shipping: 

Min. Order $25.00 to 75.00 $2 50 
International shipping Add' 7600 to 25020 5450 
Prices subject to change 251.00 to 500.00 5600 without notice. 
COD 2.00 Extra 5011X) to 750.00 $850 

'Addl. shipping . 
751.0010 1000.00 $12.00 

for monitors Over 1000.00 ... .. . $12.50 

(516) Mon Th Tu W F Sa 
499-9500 9-8 9-6 9:30-5 

ADVERTISING INDEX 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear 
in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page 

56 Abex 158 

3 Active Electronic Sales Corp 169 - Advance Electronics 42,148,149 
72 Advanced Computer Products 177 

21 . Albia Electronics 151 

75 All Electronics Corp 166 

45 AMC Sales 157 

51 Anders Precision Instrument Co.., 159 

85 Arizona Electronic Surplus 171 

13 Beckman Instruments, Inc .... Cover Ill 
71 Beta Electronics 167 

24 B&K Precision Dynascan Corp 11 

35 Cambridge Learning Inc 89 - C&D Electronics, Inc. 166 

% Chaney Electronics Inc. 170 

37 Chemtronics 157 - CIE, Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics, Inc. 34-37 

38 Command Productions 156 

14 Communications Electronics 2 

78 Components Express Inc 169 

99 Computer Products & 
Peripherals Unlimited 169 

79 Concord Computer Products 72 

4 Cooper Tools Cover II 
100 CRT Factory (Lakeside) 159 

65 Digi-Key Corporation 178-179 
87 Digitroñ Electronic 172 

41 Direct Video Sales 154 

70 Dokay Computer Products, Inc 173 

60,61 DX Tele -Labs 158 - EduCALC Publications 21 

28 Electronic Rainbow Inc. 147. 

92 Electronic Specialists, Inc 180 - Electronic Technology Today 78 

40 Enterprise Development Corp 156 

94 Etco Electronics 170 

39 Etronix 154 

43 Firestick Antenna Company 156 

9 Fordham Radio 29,31,33 
69 Formula International Inc 168 

l l l Gilco International, Inc. 182 

I1 Gillespie & Associates Inc. 38 

Gladstone 84 

20 Global Specialties Corp 13 - Grantham College of Engineering 160 - Graymark 171 

95 Hal-tronix 180 

5,6 Heath Company 68-69,53-55 
23 Hickok Electrical Instrument Co .... 27 

48 Illinois Audio 160 - Information Unlimited 116 

53 International Test 
Instrument Corp. 159 

64 Jameco Electronics 174,175 
47 Jan Crystals 154 

113 Javanco 180 

66 JDR Microdevices, Inc 184,185,186.187 
15 Jim-pak Electronics Components 15 

54 Kalglo Electronics Co., Inc ' 159 

86 Knapp 170 

36 L-Com, Inc. 160 

8 Leading Edge Products Cover 1V - McGraw Hill Book Clubs 138-141 

55 Mean Electronics 159 - Memotech Corporation 58 

98 MFJ Enterprises, Inc. 164 

90 Micro -Mart 176 

Monarchy Engineering, Inc. 182 

91 Mountain West 166 

81 MP Systems 182 

115 Multitech Electronics, Inc. 116 

52 Nationwide G.H.Z. 159 

Nesda 89 
Netronics R & D Ltd. 126 

88 Network Sales, Inc 172 

New Horizons 145 - NRI Schools 16-19 

NTS Schools 120-123 

59 OEM Distributing Co. 159 

10' OK Industries Inc 5 

31 Omnitron Electronics 32 

62,63 ORA Electronics 158 

46 Paia Electronics, Inc 152 - Philips ECG 41 

49 Phiimetrics 154 

97 Plymouth Electronics Co 180 

12 Pomona Electronics 25 

82 PPG Electronics Co., Inc. 170 

22 Protecto Enterprises 106 

76 Quest Electronics 172 

Radio -Electronics Bookstore 157 

17- ,67 Radio Shack 56,183 
68 Ramsey Electronics, Inc 181 

83 R.F. Electronics 171 

44 Rhoades National Corporation 156 

34 Robotics Age 131 

7,30 Sams Books 97-105.30 - Scientific Systems 176 

93 SCR Electronics Center 164 

16,89 Sencore 1 - Simple Simon Electronic 
Kits, Inc 143 - Sinclair Research Ltd. 94,95 

25 Sintec Co. 26 

112 SJB Distributors, Inc. 131 

73 Solid State Sales 164 

33 Sony Video 24 

84 Spartan Electronics Inc 188 

74 Stavis Electronics, Inc. 165 

50 Symmetric Sound Systems 159 - Tektronix 7 

58 Teltone Corp. 158 - Timex/Sinclair User Mag 84 

27 Triton Marketing Corp 23 

57 Ungar 158 

29 Vaco 28 

26 Vector Electronics Co 62 

19 Viz Mfg. 9 

42 Wersi 152 

32,80 William B Alen Supply 22,176 

ChecA These Prtces On Factory Prime Parts 
* AUTHORIZED MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTORS 

* MOTOROLA BIRO DISTRIBUTOR 

* DON'T SEE IT?? OWE US A CAIL!! 

POPULAR MICROWAVE DEVICES - 
MRF 901 $2.15 MRF 911 $2.15 
2N6603 NEC 02135 
(replaces MAE 9021 59.75 high gain/low noise 
MID 101 S 45 $350 

LINEAR IC'S - 
MC 1330A1P St 75 MC 1350P St 20 

MC 1349P 51 40 MC 13587 51.70 

MC 1374P $240 MC 1496P $100 
NE 565 S1 30 MC 1458CP1 S 70 

NE 564 5395 MC 4558CP1 . S 85 

LOW PROFILE SOLDER TYPE IC SOCKETS - 
8 trIo40In 1C er un 120 ein=2001 

MISCELLANEOUS - 
POLARIZED LINE CORD - 5 FT S 42 

75 300 OHM MATCHING TRANSFORMER S 50 

C 
NCS Electronics Corp. 
P.O. BON 33205 

VPSA Phoenls. Arizona 85067 

(602) 274-2885 
COD'S 

Special Quantity Pricing. Min. Credit 
Card Order $15.00. No Min. on COD or Prepaid. 
Prepaid Orders Add $2.50 Ship.. Ins.. Handling 
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Workaholics. 
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Beckman DMMs 
stay on the job when 
others call it quits. 
They're a hard-nosed 
breed of 31/2 digit hand- 
held multimeters you can 
always count on for out- 
standing performance. 

Staying power 
Beckman DMMs 

work up to 2000 hours 
on a common 9V battery. 
That's ten times longer 
than other DMMs. And 
to prevent burnout on 
the job, Beckman DMMs can withstand 1500 Vdc loads 
and 6kV transients. Current ranges are protected with a 
2A/250V fuse, and resistance ranges are protected up 
to 500 Vdc. 

Easy to work with 
No matter how hard they work, they're never hard to 

work with. Their single rotary switch makes function and 
range selection simple and sure. For your added conve- 
nience, most Beckman DMMs have built-in 10 -Amp capa- 
bility and Insta -ohms® continuity indication. That means 
you never have to carry an accessory shunt or wait for a 
continuity check. 

SELECTION CHART 

DEL SPECIAL FEATURES 

BASIC 
DC 

ACC U- 
RACY 

INSTA 
OHMS 10 AMPS 

GESTEO 
RETAIL 
PRICE 
(U.S.) 

Tech 300 Basic six functions 0.5% $120 

Tech 310 Added features 0.25% 145 

Tech 310UL UL -listed 0.25% 155 

Tech 320B Audible continuity beeper 0.1% 189 

Tech 330 High accuracy & true RMS 
(AC & DC) 0.1% 219 

HD -100 Heavy duty (drop -proof, 
contamination -proof) 0.25% 169 

HD -110 Heavy duty, plus 10 Amps 0.25% 189 

And to make sure 
that the job is done 
right the first time, 
Beckman DMMs have 
superior RF shield- 
ing, and an impressive 
22 Meg -ohm input 
impedance that re- 
duces circuit loading 
to ensure accurate 
readings. 

No matter how 
much the job de- 
mands, you can count 
on Beckman DMMs 
to see you through. 

There's a Beckman DMM just right for every application. 
Use the selection chart to find the model best for you. 

For a closer look at the workaholics, see your 
local Beckman distributor today. To locate the one nearest 
you, call or write Beckman Instruments, Inc., 
Instrumentation Operations, 210 S. Ranger Street, Brea, 
CA 92621. (714) 993-8803. 

BECKMAN 
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REM EMBER 

See Us At Booth #1146 

COMDENZSPRING'83 
April 26-29, 1983 
Georg. World Congress Center and 
The Atlanta Apparel Mort 
Allants, Georgia 

MORE THAN JUSTANOTHER PRETTY FACE. 
Says who? Says ANSI. 
Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American 

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact 
is all ElephantTM floppies meet or exceed the specs 
required to meet or exceed all their standards. 

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such 

pronouncements? 
They're a group of people representing a large, 

well-balanced cross section of disciplines-from 
academia, government agencies, and the computer 
industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard, 
3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department 
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com- 
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch 
of high -caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in 

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to 

make life miserable for everyone in the disk -making 
business. 

How? By gathering together periodically (often, 
one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more 
and more rules to increase the quality of flexible 
disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single- 
spaced pages-listing, and insisting upon-hundreds 
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in 

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken 
seriously by people who take disks seriously.) 

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu- 
ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you 
one. Because once you know what it takes to make 
an Elephant for ANSI... 

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants 
for you. 

ELEPHANtTM HEAVY DUTY DISKS. 
For a free poster -size portrait of our powerful pachyderm, please write us. 

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021 

Call: toll -free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624. 
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